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PREFACE
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a recognised modern approach to the assessment
of performance of organisations and their functional units. DEA spans the boundaries of
several academic areas including management science, operational research, economics
and mathematics. The theoretical development of DEA has been driven and supported
by numerous applications in various areas, including industry, agriculture and public
sector.
A testament to the continuing success of DEA is this volume comprising some of the
papers presented at the 4th International Symposium of DEA, held at the University of
Aston in Birmingham, UK. The 4th Symposium continued the successful series of
previous DEA events: Wernigerode (Germany, 1998), Brisbane (Australia, 2000) and
Moscow (Russia, 2002).
Overall, more than 190 papers have been submitted from all continents, to be presented
at the Symposium. On behalf of the Organising Committee, we wish to thank all authors
for their valuable contribution to this international event.

Ali Emrouznejad
Victor Podinovski
Editors
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A CONSTANT SUM OF OUTPUTS DEA MODEL FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES TARGET SETTING
Gabriel Villa
Escuela Superior de Ingenieros, University of Seville, Camino de los Descubrimientos, s/n, 41092 Seville,
Spain, gvilla@esi.us.es
Sebastián Lozano
Escuela Superior de Ingenieros, University of Seville, Camino de los Descubrimientos, s/n, 41092 Seville,
Spain, slozano@us.es

ABSTRACT
In principle, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) tries to find an individual measure of the efficiency
and the corresponding input and output targets for each DMU. However, in certain problems, the total sum of
outputs must be shared among the processing units. In these situations, the targets calculated by the
conventional DEA models for each DMU are not realistic, since they assume that every unit can improve its
outputs as much as the technology permits, not taking into account that the total sum of outputs is fixed a priori.
This is what happens in Olympic Games: the total number of medals is fixed for each metal. In this paper, a
linear programming DEA model, named Constant Sum of Outputs model (CSO), is proposed to provide both
target output levels and performance scores for every DMU, when the above situation arises. We have applied it
to the case of Sidney 2000 Olympic Games, and compared the results with existing alternative models.

INTRODUCTION
Data Envelopment Analysis is a well known
family of mathematical programming tools for
assessing the relative efficiency of a set of
comparable processing units (a.k.a. Decision
Making Units, DMUs). For an extensive
description of this technique, the reader is referred
to existing papers and textbooks on the subject1,2 ,3 .
In Lozano et al (2002)4 a VRS, AR weightedconstrained5 DEA model was presented for
measuring the performance of nations at summer
Olympic Games. Recently, Lins et al (2003)6 has
proposed another DEA model called Zero Sum
Gain (ZSG-DEA) which incorporates the fact that
the total sum of medals that can be won by the
participants is in principle constant. Unfortunately,
their model is non linear, which makes it difficult
to solve. In addition, it cannot provide useful
targets since they solve the ZSG model
independently for each participant so that, in the
end, the sum of the number of medals in their
projections is not equal to the total number of
medals available.
In this paper we propose a new DEA model
called Constant Sum of Outputs (CSO-DEA) which
takes into account such scenario with the advantage
that the resulting model is a linear program. First,

the efficiency of the units is assessed using the
model in Lozano et al (2002) and then the CSODEA model is solved.
In section 2 the Constant Sum of Outputs DEA
model (CSO-DEA model) is introduced. In section
3 a single input two outputs (XYY) case is
presented to illustrate through a simple example the
efficiency scores and targets provided by the
proposed model. In section 4, we present the results
given by the model applied to Sidney 2000
Olympic Game making a comparison between the
CSO model and both ZSG DEA and VRS AR
models to test if the rankings provided by these
models are similar. Finally, in section 5 we
summarize the results and draw some conclusions.

CONSTANT SUM OF OUTP UTS (CSO) DEA
MODEL
In this section we present the Constant Sum of
Outputs DEA model. The model introduced
addresses those situations in which the
performance of all units are submitted to a fixed
amount of certain outputs. We present the general
formulation, not the specific non-discretionary
inputs,
weight-constrained
scenario
that
corresponds to the Olympic Games case.
Let:
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n

number of DMUs

j,r=1,...,n

indexes for DMUs

i=1,...,m

index for inputs

k=1,..,p

index for outputs

xij

amount of input i consumed by DMU j

y kj amount of output k produced by DMU j
γr radial increase/decrease of outputs for
DMUr.
γrBCC
radial increase of outputs for
DMUr provided by the BCC-OUTPUT model.
s ir

slack in the amount of input i for DMUr

tkr slack in the amount of output k for DMUr
(λ1r, λ2r,..., λnr)
projecting DMUr

vector of variables for

The proposed model has two steps. First, the
conventional (BCC2 for example) DEA model is
solved. Since that model does not take into account
that total outputs must be fixed, a second step is
needed.
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total sum of each output constant in the solution
provided by the model. The last set of constraints,
signaled with an asterisk, should be only
considered for VRS problems.
Because of the constraints that keep the total
sum of outputs constant, the increase of the outputs
of a DMU will be only possible to the detriment of
others DMUs that will have to decrease their
outputs. For those DMUs γr will be lower than
unity. On the contrary, γr>1, if DMU r is to
augment its outputs. The optimal values of the
variables γr will be chosen so as to maximize the
minimum of the γr/γrBCC ratios, i.e. the model tries
to maximize the extent to which all units achieve
the radial output expansion predicted by the
conventional DEA model. Using this max min
expression in the objective function, we dissuade
the model from assigning a very high radial output
expansion to the most inefficient units and a very
high radial output reduction of outputs to the
efficient ones, looking for a more balanced
projection.

is:

Let γ* r be the value of variable γr in the
solution of the above model. As usual in DEA, a
second slack-optimizing phase needs to be
performed:

(Phase I)

(Phase II)

The second step has two phases. The first one

Max min
r

 γr 
 BCCO 
 γr


n

Max

r =1 i=1

s.t.

s.t.

n

∑ λ jr x ij ≤ x ir

n

∑λ jr x ij = xir − sir

∀i, ∀r

j=1
n

n

∑ λ jr ykj ≥ γ *r ykr

∀ k, ∀r

j=1

n

n

∑ ∑ λ jr ykj = ∑ ykr
r =1 j=1
n

∑ λ jr = 1

∀k

r =1

∀r

(*)

j=1

γ r ≥ 1 ∀r : γ BCCO
>1
r
λ jr ≥ 0

∀i , ∀r

j=1

∑ λ jr ykj ≥ γ r ykr
n

m

∑ ∑ sir

γ r free

This is an LP with n2 +n variables and m×n +
p×(n+1) + n constrains. The first set of constraints
establishes that the inputs provided by the model
for each DMU must not decrease. With the
following pΑn constraints, the model searches for
a solution in which for each DMUr all its outputs
are radially expanded by the amount given by
variable γr. The following p constraints keep the

j=1
n n

n

r =1 j=1

r =1

∀k , ∀r

∑ ∑ λ jr y kj = ∑ ykr
n

∑λ jr = 1

∀r

∀k

(*)

j=1

λ jr ≥ 0 sir ≥ 0 t kr ≥ 0

This is an LP with m×n + p×(n+1) constraints
(plus n in case of VRS) and n2 + m×n + p×n
variables. This mo del offers the opportunity for the
DMUs to reduce their inputs as much as possible
compatible
with
their
radial
output
expansion/reduction obtained in the first phase.
After phase II, the total amount of input ‘i’
consumed by DMUr can be computed as:
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x̂ ir =
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n

∑ λ* jr xij

Table 3. CSO targets and efficiency

j=1

CSO SOLUTION

and the total amount of output ‘k’ produced by
DMU r is:
n

ŷ kr = ∑ λ* jr y kj
j=1

Note that the model has projected in a joint
manner all the DMUs but not onto the efficient
frontier. This is not possible since the amount of
outputs is fixed and, therefore, the inefficient units
can improve their level of outputs (coming closer
to the frontier) only because the efficient units
reduce them (moving away from the frontier).
AN XYY ILLUSTRATION
In this section we present a single input - two
outputs case with seven DMUs to analyze the
results provided by the above model. To portray the
data and the solution graphically, we have
considered a constant and equal value of input for
every DMU.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the data, and the results
given by both the traditional BCC-O and the
proposed CSO-DEA models.

Table 1. Data
DATA

DMU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
TOTAL

x

y1

y2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

1
2
3
4
1.5
2
2.5
16

8
7
5
2
6
4
2
34

DMU

x

y1

y2

γ*

γ * /γ BCCO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

1.0
1.7
2.6
3.5
1.6
2.4
3.2
16

8.0
6.1
4.3
2.0
6.3
4.8
2.6
34

0.99
0.87
0.87
0.87
1.04
1.20
1.28
---

0.99
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.87
---

Note that, the BCC-O model increases as much
as possible the output level of each DMU, and
consequently, the total sum of each output is
greater than in the initial situation (i.e. from 16 to
18,2 for y1; and from 34 to 37,6 for y2). The last
column of Table 2 shows the radial amplification
(γBCCO ) obtained for each DMU. On the other hand,
we can observe from Table 3 that the total amount
of each output remains constant in the CSO-DEA
solution. This is possible since the efficient DMUs
reduce some of their outputs so that inefficient
units could improve theirs.
In Table 3 it can be seen that the max min
character of the objective function of Phase I model
leads to almost uniform values for the ratio γ/γBCCO .
Since the amount of input for every DMU is
constant (equal to one), it is possible to draw a bidimensional graphic (Figure 1) in where the results
from tables 1 and 3 can be represented. The black
circles represent the DMUs at the initial situation,
and the gray ones are the targets provided by the
CSO-DEA model. The BCC-O solution is shown in
Figure 2.
10

Y2
8

1
1

2

5
6

5

2

6

3

4

3

6

7
2

4
7

Table 2. BCC-O targets and efficiency
BCC-O SOLUTION
DMU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
TOTAL

x
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

y1
1
2
3
4
1.8
2.8
3.7
18.2

y2
8
7
5
2
7.2
5.5
2.9
37.6

Y1
0
0

γ

4

1

2

3

4

5

BCCO

1
1
1
1
1.20
1.38
1.47
---

Figure 1. XYY illustration of CSO projections.
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It is essential to incorporate weight constraints
in the model due to the value of the different metals
(i.e. gold medals are more valuable than silver
medals and bronze medals). With this aim we use
the following parameters:

10

Y2
8

1=1
5

6

2=2
6

5

12

3=3

α: minimum number of silver medals that are
equivalent to one gold metal

4
6

7

2

4=4

β: minimum number of bronze medals that
are equivalent to one silver metal

7

Y1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 2. XYY illustration of BCC-O
projections.
We can appreciate that in the proposed CSO
approach the DMUs tends to move to a specific
area (a line in this case) of the VRS production
possibility set where the sum of each output
remains constant and, in addition, the value of the
objective function is maximum. Note that the units
are not necessarily projected onto the (technical)
efficient frontier as in the BCC-O case. On the
contrary, most units that were efficient are
projected by the CSO-DEA model onto inefficient
operating points with less amount of outputs. This
may seem awkward. To understand why that can
happen one must consider that the observed good
performance of efficient units has been obtained
because of the poor performance of the inefficient
units so that when the latter is set to improve, the
former is sure to worsen. The model takes a
neutral, system-wide view looking for a fair
projection that is more realistic that expecting
inefficient units to increase their outputs and
efficient units to keep theirs.

The CSO - DEA model is:
(Phase I)
 γ

Max min  VRSr−AR 
r
γ
 r


s.t.
NC

∑λ

⋅ GNPj ≤ GNPr

jr

j=1

NC

∑λ

jr

j=1

NC

∑λ
j =1

j =1

⋅ NG j ≥ γ r ⋅ NG r + µrNG, NS

jr

⋅ NS j ≥ γ r ⋅ NS r − α ⋅ µ rNG, NS + µ rNS, NB

NC

∑λ
j=1

NC

⋅ NB j ≥ γ r ⋅ NBr − β⋅ µrNS ,NB

jr

NC

∑ ∑λ
r =1

j=1

NC

NC

r =1

j=1

NC

NC

r =1

j =1

∑ ∑λ

In this section we show the results provided by
the CSO-DEA model in the Olympic Games case
and we compare them with both the VRS, ARweighted constrained DEA model proposed by
Lozano et al.4 and the Zero Sum Gain ZSG-DEA
model by Lins et al.6 Let:
NC:

number of DMUs (countries)

j, r:

index of countries

GNPj :

Gross National Product of country j

Pj :

population of country j

NGj :

number of Gold medals won by country j

NSj : number of Silver medals won by country j
NBj :
j

number of Bronze medals won by country

∑λ

jr

∀r
∀r

∀r

NC

jr

∑ ∑λ
NC

CSO DEA MODEL APPLIED TO SIDNEY
2000 OLYMPIC GAMES

∀r

jr

NC

∑λ

⋅ P j ≤ Pr

∀r

NG j = ∑ NG r
r =1

NC

NS j = ∑ NS r

jr

r =1

NC

jr

NB j = ∑ NB r
r =1

=1

j=1

− AR
∀r : γ VRS
>1
r

γr ≥1
λ jr , µ

r
NG,NS

, µ rNS,NB ≥ 0

γ r free

Note that the third, fourth and fifth set of
constraints are affected by µrNG,NS and µrNS,NB , the
dual variables corresponding to the gold vs. silver
and silver vs. bronze weight constraints for each
DMU r.
In order to compare this model with the ZGS
model, we have considered the same values of α
and β used in Lins et al., i.e.

α=

0 .5814
0 .2437

;

β=

0 .2437
0 .1749
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Since the two inputs are non discretionary,
there is no need in this case to carry out phase II.
Table A in the appendix shows the actual
number of medals won by the participants. Note
that the number is not exactly equal for gold, silver
and bronze due to ties.

Table 4 shows the targets and the efficiency
obtained by the weighted VRS-AR model. Note
that these projections are unrealistic. This is so
because it is assumed that all inefficient countries
will increase their outputs and efficient ones will
keep theirs, which would require an inordinate total
number of medals.
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Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Mexico
Moldavia
Morocco
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
North Korea
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Rumania
Russia
Slovak Rep
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea

Table 4. VRS-AR projection for Sidney00
Country
Algeria
Arabia Saudi
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Byelorussia
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Czech Rep
Denmark
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Island
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait*
Kyrgyzstan

Gold

Silver

14.0
6.4
5.3
15.3
0.0
16.0
8.2
3.6
1.0
0.0
3.0
3.0
32.4
8.0
11.0
16.3
5.4
32.6
15.9
15.9
19.0
1.2
4.5
11.0
4.8
5.2
2.4
17.6
39.0
1.0
7.2
5.4
21.0
0.0
10.3
14.0
10.1
32.1
13.6
17.1
4.2
0.0
1.8
20.7

17.0
9.3
5.0
20.2
0.0
25.0
8.2
3.6
1.0
0.0
3.0
3.0
27.8
8.0
11.0
24.2
6.4
27.8
15.6
24.5
25.3
0.7
4.3
11.0
7.0
5.1
2.0
24.5
25.0
0.0
7.2
5.4
25.9
0.0
12.9
19.6
10.1
28.0
12.2
15.9
5.1
0.0
1.4
25.8

Bronze
26.0
7.1
12.4
17.2
1.0
17.0
5.0
3.0
0.0
1.0
11.0
11.0
28.3
5.2
7.0
18.3
12.2
28.4
12.2
17.5
19.1
5.0
4.5
7.0
4.3
3.2
1.7
19.1
33.0
2.0
5.4
3.1
20.4
6.0
8.4
13.1
6.4
28.1
16.6
13.1
2.9
1.0
6.9
20.7

γ

VRS-AR

4.11
13.73
8.60
1.00
1.00
4.10
1.80
1.00
1.00
3.67
4.71
1.52
1.00
11.04
2.29
12.19
1.16
15.85
2.50
4.48
1.00
3.02
2.37
1.00
1.79
2.70
1.62
1.00
1.00
2.41
1.26
28.06
8.37
5.70
15.19
1.01
7.00
1.58
1.14
4.90
3.56
3.80
3.00
1.14

Country
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad
Turkey
Ukraine
United
Kingdom
Uruguay
USA
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
Yugoslavia
TOTAL

1.4
29.4
11.8
9.8
0.0
0.9
1.9
2.8
0.0
4.2
25.6
0.0
3.1
12.9
4.2
1.7
15.9
3.0
1.0
21.0
6.7

1.1
27.5
11.7
9.8
0.2
0.1
1.9
2.1
0.1
4.0
26.7
1.0
3.2
12.5
3.8
1.0
17.1
3.0
0.0
25.9
7.4

Gold

Silver

11.0
32.0
7.0
11.1
8.6
6.4
13.2
13.1
1.0

6.0
28.0
7.0
11.4
10.8
9.6
11.8
19.4
0.0

9.0
28.0
9.0
15.5
6.9
6.1
17.0
15.8
2.0

3.81
9.00
2.14
2.96
3.96
8.51
2.00
6.58
1.22

19.7

20.0

16.7

1.91

6.3
3.3
5.1
12.3
1.0

5.9
3.3
5.1
12.0
1.0

12.2
2.0
10.3
8.3
1.0

11.26
1.00
5.15
41.06
7.63

784.5

826.2

3.4
26.2
7.8
7.6
1.1
3.0
1.9
4.2
2.3
11.7
23.7
1.0
2.7
8.9
3.1
5.0
13.0
11.0
2.0
20.4
9.0

1.88
1.42
2.25
7.88
1.00
2.92
3.09
1.18
1.67
14.37
5.86
1.04
2.69
5.50
2.00
1.00
1.00
3.31
1.18
5.16
1.76

Bronze

γ VRS-AR

820.6

---

Table 5 shows the number of medals of each
metal that the CSO-DEA model assigns as targets
to each nation as well as the value of γ, and the
γ/γVRS-AR ratio.

Table 5. CSO-DEA projection for Sidney00
Country
Algeria
Arabia Saudi
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Barbados
Belgium

Gol Silver
d
1.7
1.0
1.2
0.0
6.8
3.5
2.0
0.4
0.0
0.1

1.7
3.4
4.3
0.0
10.6
1.7
0.0
0.4
0.0
3.6

Bronze
5.2
5.8
7.3
1.0
7.2
0.5
1.0
0.6
1.0
3.5

γ
1.74
5.82
3.65
0.42
0.42
1.74
1.00
0.42
0.42
1.56

γ /γ

VRS-AR

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.55
0.42
0.42
0.42
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Brazil
3.5 4.4
Bulgaria
5.0 6.0
Byelorussia 1.3 1.3
Cameroon 4.7 2.4
Canada
3.0 3.0
Chile
0.0 0.0
China
28.0 16.0
Colombia
6.7 4.2
Costa Rica 0.0 0.0
Croatia
1.9 0.0
Cuba
4.7 4.7
Czech Rep 2.6 3.8
Denmark
2.0 3.0
Estonia
0.4 0.0
Ethiopia
4.0 1.0
Finland
2.3 1.1
France
13.0 14.0
Georgia
0.0 0.0
Germany
5.9 7.2
Greece
4.1 6.1
Hungary
8.0 6.0
India
0.0 5.1
Indonesia
4.2 9.0
Iran
7.3 4.6
Ireland
2.4 0.7
Island
0.0 0.0
Israel
0.0 0.0
Italy
13.0 9.0
Jamaica
0.0 4.0

Country

Gol Silver
d

Japan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait*
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Mexico
Moldavia
Morocco
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
North Korea
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Rumania
Russia
Slovak Rep
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad
Turkey
Ukraine
United

12.8
4.8
3.2
0.0
0.0
1.0
2.0
0.0
3.7
0.0
0.1
1.3
12.0
1.0
5.6
0.3
4.0
6.8
0.0
0.0
4.7
13.6
1.8
2.0
0.7
8.0
4.9
0.0
4.0
2.9
0.0
3.6
0.0
8.4
3.0
11.0

10.9
5.4
4.8
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
5.8
0.4
0.9
0.0
9.0
0.4
5.0
4.6
3.0
5.7
0.4
0.0
3.6
11.9
3.2
0.0
2.7
9.0
4.9
0.0
5.0
3.5
4.0
3.4
1.0
5.5
10.0
10.0

10.9
2.0
4.7
3.1
8.0
5.2
15.0
2.5
2.1
1.9
3.0
3.8
1.0
0.8
3.0
1.1
11.0
2.5
11.0
3.1
3.0
4.7
7.1
2.8
0.1
1.0
3.0
11.6
3.0

Bronze
10.4
1.5
3.2
1.3
1.0
1.0
3.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
4.9
0.4
4.0
2.4
1.5
3.6
3.0
3.4
4.2
1.0
2.4
11.9
1.4
0.0
6.6
11.0
8.0
3.8
3.0
2.5
3.5
2.5
1.0
3.1
10.0
7.0

2.00
1.00
0.42
4.68
1.00
5.17
1.00
6.73
1.06
1.90
0.42
1.28
1.01
0.42
1.00
1.14
1.00
0.42
0.42
1.02
1.00
11.90
3.55
2.42
6.44
1.00
2.97
1.00
1.00
γ
2.08
1.51
1.61
1.27
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.34
0.42
1.24
1.31
1.00
1.00
6.10
2.48
1.00
1.14
2.33
1.00
0.42
0.42
1.40
1.00
2.19
1.00
1.62
3.82
1.00
1.26
1.68
3.61
1.00
2.79
1.00
1.00

0.42
0.66
0.42
0.42
0.44
0.42
0.86
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.56
0.42
0.62
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.79
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.99
0.42
0.63
0.88
γ /γ

VRS-AR

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.88
0.53
0.70
0.44
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.85
0.60
0.42
0.42
0.96
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.43
0.42
0.42
0.85
0.42
0.57
0.42
0.42
0.47
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.42
0.82
0.52

Kingdom
Uruguay
1.9 0.2
USA
16.5 10.6
Uzbekistan 2.2 2.2
Vietnam
5.1 5.2
Yugoslavia 3.2 3.2
TOTAL
301 299

14

0.0
14.0
4.4
1.5
3.2
328

4.78
0.42
2.19
17.42
3.24
---

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
---

Note that this time the total number of medals
is the same as in the original DMUs. In the fifth
column of table 5 (i.e. γ), we can see that the CSO
model assigns the minimum radial amplification
(γ=0.42) to the VRS-AR efficient countries. It is
not surprising since they have to contribute to the
improvement of the inefficient ones, decreasing
their outputs as much as possible.
Note also that the ratios γ/γVRS-AR have a
minimum of 0.42 and a maximum of 0.96. This
means that the proposed approach projects the units
expecting of all of them to reach a certain
performance level measured from their theoretical
maximum potential. Finally, note that there is a
tendency for the CSO-DEA model to decrease the
amount of each metal for those VRS-AR efficient
countries (e.g. Germany, Australia or USA) and
increase them for inefficient ones (e.g. South
Africa, UK or Croatia). But not always the
behavior is the same for all metal types, (e.g.
Switzerland increases the number of gold and
bronze medals, but decreases the number of silver
medals).
Also, using γ values in the fifth column of
table 5, we can establish a ranking of nations
according to the proposed approach. At this point,
it is interesting to compare the ranking that other
models (i.e. VRS-O by Lozano et al.4 and ZSG
model by Lins et al.6 ) give for this problem. We
have computed Spearman’s Rank-order Correlation
coefficient (ρ ). The test has been applied to the
rankings given by CSO versus ZSG; CSO versus
VRS-AR; and VRS-AR versus ZSG models.
From Table 6 we can deduce that the null
hypothesis that each of these pair of rankings do
not correspond to the same population is rejected
since the absolute value of the obtained ρ is much
greater than the critical ρ (for n=80 and with a
significance level α=0.05, the critical ρ is 0.22). As
expected, in all three cases the sign of Spearman’s
correlation is positive. We can conclude the three
methods provide very similar rankings. This does
not mean that, as previously shown, they give the
same targets. In this respect, the CSO-DEA targets
are more realistic than the VRS-AR or ZSG targets.
In addition, the CSO-DEA model is simpler than
the non-linear ZSG-DEA approach.
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Table 6. Value of Spearman’s correlation
CSO / VRS-AR

CSO / ZSG

ZSG / VRS-AR

0.986527

0.804688

0.801014

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new simple DEA based tool to assess the performance of the nations
in the Olympic Games, incorporating a set of
constraints that keep constant the total number of
medals of each type. This approach is more
realistic than our previous approach4 . In addition,
not only is it simpler than the method proposed by
Lins et al.6 but it provides useful targets whose sum
of outputs is kept constant, something their
approach does not provide.
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APPENDICES
Table A. Medals obtained by each participant
in Sidney00
Country
Algeria
Arabia Saudi
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Byelorussia
Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Czech Rep
Country
Denmark
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Ireland
Island
Israel
Italy
Jamaica

Gold

Silver

1
0
0
0
16
2
2
1
0
0
0
5
3
1
3
0
28
1
0
1
11
2

1
1
2
0
25
1
0
1
0
2
6
6
3
0
3
0
16
0
0
0
11
3

Gold

Silver

2
1
4
2
13
0
14
4
8
0
1
3
0
0
0
13
0

3
0
1
1
14
0
17
6
6
0
3
0
1
0
0
8
4

Bronze
3
1
2
1
17
0
1
0
1
3
6
2
11
0
8
1
15
0
2
1
7
3
Bronze
1
2
3
1
11
6
26
3
3
1
2
1
0
1
1
13
3

Japan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kuwait*
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Mexico
Moldavia
Morocco
Mozambique
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
North Korea
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Rumania
Russia
Slovak Rep
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
Uruguay
USA
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
Yugoslavia
TOTAL

16

5
3
2
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
1
12
1
0
0
4
6
0
0
11
32
1
2
0
8
3
0
4
1
0
1
0
3
3
11
0
39
1
0
1

8
4
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
0
9
0
3
1
3
5
0
0
6
28
3
0
2
9
3
0
5
6
1
0
1
0
10
10
1
25
1
1
1

5
0
2
1
1
1
3
1
3
1
4
0
4
3
0
3
3
3
2
1
9
28
1
0
3
11
5
1
3
2
4
2
1
1
10
7
0
33
2
0
1

301

299

328
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ABSTRACT
The banking sector in Malaysia had a severe experience during the Asian financial crisis and after the
year 2000 the domestic banks had to merge amongst themselves. This study seeks to measure and break down
the technical efficiency of the commercial banks prior to the consolidation. It then compares the relative
performance between the domestic and foreign banks and identifies the characteristics of the so-called efficient
banks. To measure the technical efficiency, two basic models of the DEA were used under the assumptions of
the constant returns to scale and the variable returns to scale. The study found that the average pure technical
efficiency score is 93%. The main source of overall inefficiency was caused by scale problem. By ownership,
foreign banks were found to have higher efficiency level, followed by the state-owned banks and the private
banks. The differences in the efficiency scores are all statistically significant except between the state-owned
banks and the foreign banks. Finally, the study found that the efficient banks are significantly characterised by
higher profitability rate and larger size of assets.

INTRODUCTION
The performance of the financial institutions is
crucial for the well being of the whole economy
and it has attracted the attention of many
researchers. At present, most of the studies focus
on the developed economies, like Drake and Hall
(2003), Cavallo and Rossi (2002), Elyasiani and
Rezvanian (2002), Maudos et al (2002), Drake
(2001) Altunbas and Molyneux (1996) and
Molyneux and Forbes (1993). The developing and
Far East countries have not been left untouched,
though – they are examined in studies such as those
by Rezvanian and Mehdian (2002), Hardy and di
Patti (2001), Karim (2001), Hashim (2001),
Edwards (1999), Laevan (1999), Katib and
Matthews
(1999), Chu and Lim (1998),
Bhattacharyya et al (1997) and Fukuyama (1995).
However, the number of the studies related to this
region is not as many as those done in the
developed countries. Berger and Humphrey (1997)
surveyed 130 studies that have employed frontier
analysis in 21 countries. Of these studies, only 8
were done in the developing and Asian countries
(including 2 in Japan). Studies on US financial
institutions were the most common, accounting for
66 out of 116 single country studies. In the case of
Malaysia, this study is driven by the significance
presence of the foreign banks, the heavy reliance

on the banking sector as ma in source of funds and
the growing stiff competition from the
globalisation of the financial system.
This study aims is to investigate the
performance of the commercial banks in Malaysia.
To achieve this objective, firstly, we measure and
break down the efficiency of the commercial banks
by using two basic models of the Data
Envelopment Analysis. The scope of efficiency is
however limited to the technical aspect only. Any
discussion on the cost efficiency is beyond the
scope of this paper. We then compare the
efficiency scores across the banks based on their
ownership (private, state and foreign ownership).
The idea here is to determine whether or not the
different types of different ownership are related to
efficiency. Finally, we seek to identify the main
characteristics of the so-called efficient or
inefficient
banks.
Amongst
others,
the
characteristics cover the rates of return, market
power, market size and asset quality.
BANKING INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA
The banking system in Malaysia started in
1959 with the establishment of the Central Bank or
Bank Negara Malaysia. By the end of that year,
there were already 26 commercial banks but only 8
were Malaysian. The foreigners owned the rest.
This reflected the dominance of overseas banks
(mainly British), which specialised in foreign
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exchange business, the finance of foreign trade and
of the development of rubber plantations and tin
mines. Since the early 1960s , the main priority of
the Central Bank was to develop a truly Malaysianoriented banking system. This led to expansion of
the domestic banking network and reorientation of
operation of the foreign banks toward meeting and
catering for domestic needs. By 1990, the number
of domestic banks increased to 22. It increased
further to 23 in 1994. However, since 1997, the
number of domestic banks had been declining, due
to major consolidation amongst them. By the end
of 2001, there were only 10 domestic banks, of
relatively larger size. It is believed that the merged
banks are now more well-capitalised to meet future
calls for capital expenditure, as well as being able
to undertake higher levels of risks as a result of
wider business activities. The merger exercise has
also led to the closure of 187 bank branches,
relocation of bank branches and staff redundancy.
It was estimated that 4240 staff left the banking
industry. On the other hand, the number of foreign
banks had declined to 14 by 1994. It was reduced
further to 13 by the end of 2003. 2 foreign banks
had merged in 2002.
EFFICIENCY: MEANING AND
MEASUREMENT
Economically, efficiency refers to the
relationship between scarce factor inputs and
output of goods and services. This relationship can
be seen and evaluated in term of either physical
output or cost. If we plan to identify and determine
the best possible (optimal) combination of inputs to
produce a given level of output in physical term,
then we are talking about technological or technical
efficiency. With regard to technical inefficiency, it
is caused by the failure to achieve the best possible
output levels and / or usage of an excessive amount
of inputs. On the other hand, if we want to
determine the optimal combination of inputs that
will minimise the cost of producing a given level of
output, then we are talking about economic
efficiency or cost efficiency. This kind of
efficiency requires the availability of input prices
like the price of labour and capital. According to
Drake and Hall (2003), in the absence of accurate
data on input prices, performance analysis should
be focused on technical efficiency.
Farrell (1957) tried to measure the efficiency
of a firm in the single input-output case. This
involved the measurement of technical and
allocative efficiency and the derivation of the
efficient production function. In the case of the
efficient production function, he suggested the use
of either a non-parametric piecewise linear convex
frontier or a parametric function such as the Cobb-
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Douglas form. Farrell’s idea was later picked up
and extended by Charnes et al (1978). They
proposed a model that can generalise the single
input-output ratio of efficiency of a single decision
making unit in a multiple input-output setting. The
technical efficiency is measured as ratio of virtual
output produced to virtual input used. Their work
later became popularly known as the CCR model
(after their names) which latterly generated the
birth of the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).
The main assumption in their model is that the
firms are assumed to experience constant returns to
scale. The model was later extended by Banker et
al (1984) under the assumption of variable returns
to scale. This study used both models under the
assumptions of constant and variable returns to
scale.
BANK INPUT AND OUTPUT
The choice of bank inputs and outputs remain
an issue for debate. This is due to different
perceptions on the ideal function of the bank, the
differences in the focus of study and the types of
data available. Siems and Barr (1998) outlined key
considerations in choosing appropriate inputs and
outputs of the bank. Both must reflect their
importance and contribution in attracting deposits
and making loans and advances. There are two
main approaches that can be used to determine
what constitutes bank input and output. In the
intermediation approach, the selection is based on
the bank’s assets and liabilities. Bank assets
represent inputs and liabilities for outputs. For
Berger and Mester (1997), bank inputs are
purchased funds, core deposits and labour. Outputs
are consumer loans, business loans and securities.
Rezvanian and Mehdian (2002) apply the same
method. Inputs are borrowed funds (time deposits
and other borrowed funds) and other inputs (labour
and capital). Outputs are total loans, securities and
other earning assets. Cavallo and Rossi (2002) also
treat labour, capital and deposits as bank inputs. In
contrast, the production approach considers the
bank as a producer just like producers in the
product market. Inputs, therefore, are physical
entities such as labour and capital. In relation to the
deposit, its proponents argue that all deposits
should be treated as output since they are
associated with liquidity, safekeeping and are
involved in generating value added.
In this study, the selection of input and output
was based on the intermediate approach. Inputs are
the number of employees (LAB), fixed assets (FA)
and total deposits (TD). TD is made up of demand
deposit, saving deposit and fixed deposit. In the
first place, we use bank deposit as either input or
output. The result showed that regardless of its
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position, this factor did not have a significant
influence over the efficiency measure. It turned out
that the difference was only 2%. This result
conforms to what had been found by Favero and
Papi, 1995. In contrast, Katib and Matthews (1999)
used total deposit as bank output in their study of
banking performance in Malaysia. Our outputs are
overdrafts (ODR), term loans (TERM), other
earning assets (OEA), net interest income (NRY)
and other operating income (OOY). The OOY
variable was selected to reflect the growing
contribution of non-interest income to banks’ total
income. In 1999, OOY of the banks in the sample
on average stood at 11.38%. The inclusion of this
variable is in line with the works of Maudos and
Pastor (2003), Yildirim (2002) and Siems and Barr
(1998).
This study covered a period between 1994
until 2000. We chose 1994 because from this year,
all foreign banks, which had been locally
incorporated, are now required by the BAFIA
(1989) to publish their annual financial statement.
We excluded observations after 2000 because all
domestic banks had become new entities after the
merger. Except for LAB, other variables are in real
value (1994 = 100). The total number of bank-year
observations is 193. From one year to another, the
number of observations varied due to unavailability
of data and merger activities. The main sources of
the data are Bankscope and ABM Bankers
Directory
DEA MODELS AND RESULTS
Let say that there are n DMUs (banks), each
producing s different outputs using r different
inputs. The efficiency ratio is measured as;
s

∑u y

i il

El =

i =1
r

∑vx

Equation 1
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max El =

s

∑u y

Equation 2

i il

i =1

subject to
r

∑v x

j jl

=1

j =1
s

r

i =1

j =1

∑ uiyim − ∑ v jxjm ≤ 0, m = 1,......, n.
u i , vj ≥ 0. u and v are small but positive
quantities. The first constraint (? vj xjl = 1)
guarantees that it is possible to move from a linear
programming to a fractional programming as well
as from a fractional programming to a linear
programming (Bowlin, 2002). Equation 2 is
constructed under the assumption of constant
returns to scale.
However, the CCR mo del shown by Equation
2 is only appropriate when all decision making
units (DMUs) are running at an optimal scale, and
this requires the DMUs to operate at the flat portion
of the long run average cost (LRAC) curve. In
practice, some factors may prevent a DMU from
operating at optimal scale, such as financial and
legal constraints, imperfect information etc. Coelli
(1996) highlighted that the use of the CRS
specification when some of the DMUs are not
running at optimal scale will result in measures of
technical efficiency which are mixed up with scale
efficiency. To overcome this problem, Banker et al
(1984) suggested their model (known as the BCR
model). It improved the CCR model by introducing
a variable that represents the returns to scale. The
BCR model allows a calculation of technical
efficiency that is free from the scale efficiency
effects.

j jl

j =1

In the BCR model, the primal formulation is
written as;

where
El = relative efficiency of the DMU
s = number of outputs produced by the DMU
r = number of inputs employed by the DMU
y i = the i th output produced by the DMU
xj = the j th input employed by the DMU
u i = s x 1 vector of output weights and
v j = r x 1 vector of input weights..
i runs from 1 to s and j runs from 1 to r.
Rewritten in the form of fractional programming
and then transformed into a linear programming as
done by Charnes et al. (1978), we have

s

Maximise El = ∑ uiyil − cl

Equation 3

i =1

subject to;
r

∑vx

j jl

=1

j =1
s

r

i =1

j =1

∑ uiyim − ∑ vjxjm − cl < 0, m =1,........., N .
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The parameter cl is unconstrained in sign. It
indicates the various possibilities of returns to
scale. cl > 0 means increasing returns to scale and cl
= 0 implies constant returns to scale. Finally, cl < 0
implies decreasing returns to scale. This model
forms a convex hull of intersecting planes which
envelop the data points more tightly than the CRS
model. Therefore, it enables technical efficiency
scores to be greater than or equal to those obtained
under the CRS model.
The process of estimating individual efficiency
measures was done by using the Warwick
Windows DEA Version 1.02. Overall technical
efficiency (OTE) and pure technical efficiency
(PTE) are calculated directly by the CCR (CRS)
and BCR (VRS) models respectively. Scale
efficiency (SE) on the other hand is given by
OTE/PTE.
Efficiency Scores
Under the assumption of VRS, we find that the
average pure technical efficiency between 1994
and 2000 is 92.77%. This implies that the
commercial banks could have produced, on
average, the same amount of outputs with
approximately 7.23% fewer resources than they
actually employed. This finding is similar to what
others have found in the literature. For example
Yildirim (2002) found the average score is 96.06%
for the Turkish banks. Favero and Papi (1995)
meanwhile found the average efficiency score for
Italian banks is 91%. Miller and Noulas (1996)
found that the average efficiency score for the large
banks in the United States is 96%. However, in
another study using Malaysian commercial banks,
Katib and Matthews (1999) found that the average
efficiency score had declined between 1989 and
1995. The average score was 90 % in 1989 and
82% in 1995. The average score for the whole
period was 86%. This shows that our average score
of 92.77% is slightly higher than that obtained by
Katib and Matthews (1999). Another study on
Malaysian banks by Laevan (1999) found that the
average efficiency score was only 70%.
Under the CRS assumption, as expected, the
average efficiency score is around 73%.
Graphically, under this assumption, the production
frontier is a straight line. In contrast, the frontier
under the VRS assumption is concave. Thus, the
later can accommodate more efficient DMUs than
the former. For scale efficiency, the average score
is 78.4%. This implies that the actual scale of
production has diverged from the most productive
scale size by about 21.6%.
If PTE > SE, then inefficiency is caused by
scale inefficiency. The results show that on
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average, the main source of inefficiency was
caused by inappropriate scale operation. This
implies that the banks have difficulty in finding an
optimal combination between various inputs to
produce the desired output. The result is in
accordance with what had been found by Yildirim
(2002) and Katib and Matthews (1999). However,
it contradicts the findings of Drake and Hall (2003)
and Miller and Noulas (1996). According to Drake
and Hall (2003), the bulk of inefficiency of the
Japanese banks is attributable to pure technical
inefficiency rather than scale inefficiency.
Meanwhile, Miller and Noulas (1996) found that
pure technical inefficiency of large US banks is
twice as great as scale inefficiency.
Efficiency Scores and Ownership
To compare the performance across various
ownerships, the banks were categorised into three,
foreign-owned banks, state-owned banks and
private banks. The result shows that the foreign
banks performance is superior to the local banks.
For example, based on the average PTE, the
foreign-owned banks have the highest efficiency
score (98.2), followed by the state-owned banks
(96.2%) and the private-owned banks (87.5). In
1995, a striking result is obtained where all the
foreign banks have a perfect score of 100. This
implies that all of them are located on the bestpractice frontier. With regard to this comparison,
we implemented the one-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test as shown by Siegel and Castellan
(1988) to determine whether the difference in
efficiency scores for 2 groups of banks is
statistically significant. The results show that the
differences in efficiency scores are all statistically
significant except for the comparison between the
state-owned banks and foreign banks. Our finding
is slightly different from Yildirim (2002) who
found the ranking as follows; first the state-owned
banks (98.5%), followed by the foreign banks
(96.63%) and the private banks (96.08%). His
study was carried out done in Turkey involving
commercial banks for the period between 1988 and
1999. Compared with his findings, it is obvious
that the performance of private banks in Turkey is
better than those performances in Malaysia. In
contrast, Sathye (2001) found that the local banks
are more efficient than the foreign banks. The
scores are 90% and 71% for both local and foreign
banks. However, he did not divide the local banks
into private and state-owned banks. His study used
Australian commercial banks in 1996.
Characteristics of Efficient Banks
In order to identify the characteristics of
efficient banks, the banks were divided into 2
groups, efficient and inefficient banks. Then we
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employed test statistics for this group with regard
to return on asset (ROA), market power (D/TD),
bank size (A/TA) and asset quality (LLP/LN). The
result shows that the efficiency is related to the
selected indicators of financial performance. For
example, the efficient banks have a higher rate of
return (ROA) than the inefficient banks. The null
hypothesis of equality of pure technical efficiency
among group of banks with different ROAs was
rejected. Yildirim (2002) found the same finding.
This suggests that the efficient banks enjoy higher
rates of profit as compared to the inefficient banks.
It also appears that the efficient bank is
characterised by its size . Since the mean size of the
efficient banks (4.1362) is larger than the mean
size of the inefficient banks (2.8428), this suggests
that efficient banks are relatively larger than the
inefficient banks. However, our view is that this
must be treated cautiously. The standard deviation
tells us that there is substantial deviation in the
asset size of the efficient banks i.e. the existence of
both extremely large and small banks. This is
similar with what had been found by Yildirim
(2002).
The two banking groups also differ with
respect to market power, but this is only significant
at the 10% level. Market power, represented by the
percentage of bank deposit to total deposit, refers to
bank’s ability to influence the market price (in this
case, market interest rate). Our findings show that
the efficient banks have stronger market power (the
mean is 4.0301) as compared to the inefficient
banks (the mean is 3.0062). But, again, the
standard deviation of market power in the efficient
banks is larger than those in the inefficient banks.
Cautious interpretation is required here.
The last indicator is asset quality, shown by the
percentage of loan loss provision to bank loans. We
find that these two groups do not differ
significantly with respect to this indicator.
CONCLUSION and DISCUSSION
The main aims of the study are to measure the
technical efficiency of Malaysian banks using two
basic models of the DEA. We then break down the
composition of technical efficiency, compare the
scores across the banks amd finally identify the
characteristics of the so-called efficient banks. We
found that the average score of pure technical
efficiency is at par with the findings of other
studies. It was also shown that the main source of
inefficiency originated from inappropriate scale
operation. In tern of the rankings, the study showed
that the foreign banks are at the top, followed by
the state-owned banks and the private banks. The
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study also shows that the efficient banks are closely
associated with higher rate of returns and larger
size.
The closed association between the efficient
banks and the size of the asset seems to lay down
some support for the merger policy pursued by the
Malaysian authority. The finding implies that as the
banks get larger in term of their size, their technical
efficiency will improve. Hence justifying the
consolidation policy. Another closed association is
between the efficient banks and the rate of returns
(profitability). This seems to suggest that being
technically efficient is a pre-condition for profit
maximisation. Using econometric approach, such
claim can be proved by testing whether efficiency
measure is one of the determinants of bank profit.
Our sample covers from 1994 until 2000
during which the banking system had undergone
significant changes. One definite aspect of the
changes is technological improvement. Since
technology is assumingly embedded in the
production function, such improvement will cause
the production frontier to shift upward. In the
literature, this is called a shift effect. At the same
time, efficiency also improves through better
utilisation of resources and this enables the bank to
get closer to the frontier implying higher efficiency
level. This movement towards the frontier is called
a catching-up effect. (See Casu et al, 2004;
Canhoto and Dermine, 2003 and Drake, 2001.)
Because of the shift and catching-up effect, we
should be cautious in comparing the efficiency
scores from one year to another.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the conceptual basis and the main results of the model for teacher qualification
policies assessment developed in Bonilha (2002). That model uses the Data Envelopment Analysis approach to
construct effectiveness frontiers that represents the short run and the long run equilibrium conditions and that
identify effective and no-effective teachers. Statistics tests were used to verify and to control the school climate
and the family environment influences on student’s performance. The main focus of the model is to identify the
most effective ways to improve teacher’s performance.

INTRODUCTION
The relationship among production frontiers
was used originally by Rhodes (1978) to compare
the efficiency of schools that belonged and that
didn't belong to the Program Follow-Through.
Thanassoulis and Portela (2001) located the
relationship among frontiers in a model with
multilevel structure, with the purpose of evaluating
the influence of the school and of the school type in
the students' performance. In this paper the
efficiency frontiers and their relationships are
analyzed under the perspective of the economic
comparative static theory and used in the
evaluation of the qualification policies of the
primary education teachers that teach Portuguese,
Mathematics and Sciences simultaneously.
In that perspective the efficiency frontiers
represent the equilibrium conditions in the short
run, when at least an input is fixed, and the
equilibrium conditions in the long run, when all the
inputs are variable. The relationship between the
equilibrium conditions in the short run and in the
long run reveals the limits of the improvements in
the qualification level that can be obtained with the
available technologies of teacher qualification.
Conceptually, teacher qualification is the
subjective dimension of teachers’ professional
preparation and the supportive work environment is
its objective dimension. In the traditional
educational policy approach, usually, these two
dimensions have been treated separately but in the
proposed model these two dimensions are
considered in an integrated way.

Improving the teacher qualification level is the
most effective way to improve the students'
educational performance but the teacher
qualification level is determined in an indirect way
through inputs controlled by the educational
system’s managers. There is little consensus among
educators on what are these inputs or how to
measure them. Therefore the relevant inputs for the
proposed model were selected in according with
the reviewed literature and Brazilians data reports.
Some of these inputs that determine the teacher
qualification level are supposedly homogeneous
and continuous and others are supposedly discrete.
Consequently, the teacher qualification level is a
function of the following variables that modify the
teacher pedagogic practices applied at class room
level: the teacher educational level, the
participation in training courses, the teaching
experience and the teaching professional licensing.
On the other hand the effective work
conditions are determined by the school climate
and by the family environment.
In the applied quantitative model, the teacher
qualification level was represented by the
following proxies: the teacher education level,
hours in training courses, time of teaching exercise
and par-time/full-time teacher. The teacher’s wage
and the family environment represented the school
climate by the students’ proportion whose parents
have superior education.
The sources of the data were the students’ and
teachers’ individual questionnaires that integrate
the database ANALISASAEB that contains data
referring to 1997 and were edited by the National
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Institute of Educational Studies (INEP, 1999). The
application database used 1068 student’s
questionnaires that accomplished exams in
Portuguese, Mathematics and Sciences, and 117
teacher’s questionnaires, among which 50 had
secondary education level and 67 had superior
education level. The data of the questionnaires
were crossed to generate 117 classes of the 4th
grade of primary education for the South Region of
Brazil. The data are in Appendices.
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-FE = proportion of class students whose
parents have superior education.
Given the output oriented DEA model, the
distinction between discretionary and nondiscretionary inputs doesn't have practical effects.
On the other hand, the available data made it
unfeasible to use the HAB and EXP variables. The
variable FE (Family Environment) is a control
variable.
Products

THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL
The model was set up to reflect the guidelines
adopted in the Brazilians teacher qualification
policies. In that sense, the policy guidelines in the
short run seek to offer training opportunities in
specific areas that can be related to pedagogic
practices or to subjects updating. These policy
guidelines are characterized by courses with
reduced classroom hours and with a limited number
of subjects. The long run policies guidelines seek to
improve the teacher education level. This political
guideline has a great meaning in the Brazilian
educational context since a significant proportion
of the teachers don't have an education level
compatible with the functions that they carry out in
the poorest areas.
In accordance with these characteristics of the
Brazilian teacher qualification policies, the
assessment of the effectiveness of the short run
policy guidelines is accomplished through
efficiency frontiers that represent the short run
equilibrium, when the teacher education level is
considered constant. On the other hand, the
evaluation of the effectiveness of the long run
guidelines is accomplished through the efficiency
frontier that is an envelope of the short run
frontiers, in an analogy with the long run cost curve
of the traditional microeconomic theory.
THE SHORT RUN APPLIED MODEL
The output-oriented BCC Model was used to
construct the short run frontiers and Fischer's Exact
Test to verify whether the teachers' teaching
performance was partly influenced for the family
environment.
The inputs and outputs of the BCC Model are:
Inputs
-ESC = level of the teacher's education;
-EXP = years of teaching experience;
-CAP = total hours in training courses;
-HAB = full-time/part-time teacher;
-SAL = the teacher's wage;

-CIE = class mean score in Sciences;
-MAT=class mean score in Mathematics;
-FOR=class mean score in Portuguese;
Two short run frontiers were constructed with
the above indicated inputs and outputs: the
Teachers with Secondary Education Frontier (F2G)
with 50 observations and the Teachers with
Superior Education Frontier (FSUP) with 67
observations. The long run envelope frontier was
named Global Frontier (GF) and it was obtained
from adjusted 117 observations.
The following DEA model results were used to
analyze the effectiveness of the teacher
qualification policies guidelines in the short run:
the grouping of effective and no-effective teachers;
the efficiency scores distribution; the input and
output multipliers relationships; and the number of
times that each effective teacher serves as reference
for each no-effective teachers.
The grouping in effective and no-effective
teachers is the basis for the identification of
possible patterns in the distribution of the inputs
that are supposed to determine the teacher
qualification level.
The dispersion of the no-effective teachers
scores in relation to the frontier was used to
evaluate the teacher qualification policies
contributions to the decrease of the gap among
teacher performances.
The output multipliers relationships served as
the basis to identify unbalances in the teaching
practices. The inputs multipliers relationships, on
the other hand, were used to identify unbalances
between the available resources and the teacher’s
demands.
The number of times that each effective
teacher was referred to by each no-effective teacher
was used to identify the most relevant teachers in
that context.
Finally, to verify the influence of the family
environment on teachers' teaching performance the
efficiency scores distribution was compared to the
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distribution of the variable (AF) that represents the
proportion of students whose parents have superior
education.
THE LONG RUN APPLIED MODEL
The Global Frontier (GF) represents the long
run equilibrium, which is an envelope of the short
run frontiers F2G and FSUP. This frontier was
constructed with the application of the Additive
Model to the data projected in the corresponding
short run frontiers by Rhodes (1978) method.
In the long run the teachers' teaching
performance is a function of the differences in their
education levels. Global Frontier was built with the
objective to identify performance differences
between teachers with secondary education level
and teachers with superior education level. It is
assumed that the technology of teachers' formation
is predominantly based on regular courses. This
means that the implications of the use of new
technologies in teacher formation need to be
appraised.
It was also necessary to verify whether the
teacher’s teaching performance was influenced by
exogenous factors. In order to do this, the Fischer
Exact Test and the χ2 Test were used to evaluate
the influence of the public/private school type and
the family environment on teachers’ teaching
performance.
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differentiated strategies and to concentrate efforts
in Portuguese and Science teaching.
On the other hand, teachers with superior
education level show more homogeneous teaching
performances; the improvement of this group’s
performance is less sensitive to wage inequalities;
the teaching performance of this group is also less
sensitive to the influence of family environment;
the main deficiencies are in Math teaching.
Therefore, in the short run, training teachers with
superior education level is less expensive than
training teachers whit secondary education level.
Relating to the school climate: the wage level
is the main restricting factor to a higher
performance of teachers with secondary education
level; for this reason the policies that adopt the
training strategy instead of regular education are
ineffective.
Relating to the family environment: the
students' educational performance is sensitive to it.
The level of the parents' education has a double
meaning in the Brazilian context: it indicates their
appreciation of education and, at the same time, it
is significantly associated with the income level.
The last relation is stronger than the former and
reflects itself in a higher performance of private
schools student’s as compared with public schools
students.
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APPENDIX
Table 1. Order number, class code and variables values for classes of teacher with secondary education
level.
Classes
Order

T2G

FE

Inputs
CAP

EXP

SAL

MAT

Outputs
POR

CIE

2G1
2G2

41128401
41128402

0,00
0,00

100
100

3,0
3,0

420,00
420,00

124,72
197,69

125,27
160,66

126,65
135,86

2G3

41129301

0,00

160

3,0

180,00

211,58

175,03

188,66

2G4

41129501

0,00

100

8,0

180,00

217,31

150,75

180,10

2G5

41129601

0,00

70

13,0

180,00

171,99

127,21

119,66

2G6

41129701

0,00

30

13,0

180,00

161,28

139,05

158,29

2G7

41129801

0,00

50

13,0

180,00

174,91

97,95

157,90

2G8

41130001

0,00

50

0,5

180,00

155,76

105,76

102,82

2G9

42130703

0,00

10

8,0

620,00

179,43

141,39

190,54

2G10

42130801

0,00

0

13,0

300,00

164,13

185,14

178,27

2G11

42130802

0,00

0

8,0

620,00

201,26

128,65

206,32

2G12

42130902

0,00

160

3,0

300,00

216,20

154,12

201,67

2G13

42131102

0,00

0

18,0

300,00

163,99

153,04

139,49

2G14

42131703

0,00

0

8,0

420,00

203,61

154,89

189,60

2G15

42133402

0,00

70

13,0

180,00

176,85

171,38

174,25

2G16

42133801

0,00

30

18,0

420,00

141,06

121,99

147,64

2G17

43134101

0,00

0

18,0

620,00

167,22

152,46

167,41

2G18

43135701

0,00

0

8,0

620,00

172,24

171,60

179,23

2G19

43135803

0,00

0

27,0

300,00

135,06

130,45

170,06

2G20

43136401

0,00

100

18,0

620,00

132,54

104,34

115,49

2G21

41129202

0,03

30

18,0

620,00

184,31

165,95

194,86

2G22

42133602

0,03

210

13,0

1020,00

185,87

162,66

174,97

2G23

43134805

0,03

30

18,0

180,00

194,52

185,95

204,27

2G24

42131002

0,04

30

8,0

620,00

212,40

191,98

190,44

2G25

43134901

0,04

10

0,5

620,00

185,89

170,21

159,73

2G26

43135801

0,04

0

27,0

620,00

176,54

165,63

185,40

2G27

42130701

0,05

10

8,0

620,00

192,76

170,63

189,36

2G28

42133501

0,05

160

3,0

420,00

164,32

150,44

164,32

2G29

43134804

0,06

30

18,0

180,00

197,90

188,31

194,40

2G30

41128904

0,06

50

23,0

620,00

151,66

169,33

144,38

2G31

41129205

0,07

30

3,0

420,00

163,54

124,90

187,57

2G32

42130901

0,07

160

3,0

300,00

203,70

171,89

181,16

2G33

42133901

0,07

70

23,0

300,00

200,04

142,35

171,51

2G34

43136402

0,07

100

18,0

620,00

205,93

175,21

203,99

2G35

42131101

0,08

0

13,0

300,00

178,58

128,16

165,16

2G36

41128906

0,08

160

3,0

620,00

173,37

133,94

160,34

2G37

42131401

0,08

0

3,0

180,00

207,32

188,63

184,79

2G38

42131702

0,08

70

8,0

620,00

191,52

174,03

193,68

2G39

41128905

0,09

30

23,0

620,00

194,93

144,49

193,18

2G40

42133301

0,09

160

23,0

180,00

193,13

170,42

177,57

2G41

42130702

0,11

0

23,0

1020,00

195,25

141,93

200,95

2G42

41128901

0,12

100

18,0

620,00

201,53

146,35

167,29

2G43

43134302

0,12

50

13,0

620,00

170,45

201,79

173,62

2G44

42131403

0,14

0

8

420,00

216,47

159,43

181,54
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Classes

EXP

SAL

MAT

Outputs
POR

CIE

160

3,0

620,00

181,29

181,68

194,23

0

23

620,00

196,46

151,55

195,03

0,16

0

8

1020,00

201,18

197,02

187,46

43134802

0,17

0

23,0

420,00

158,77

153,34

173,24

43220901

0,17

0

8,0

1020,00

215,20

188,47

185,92

2G50

42130803

0,18

30

8,0

620,00

158,83

156,90

176,10

2G51

41128903

0,18

70

13,0

1020,00

182,13

153,89

165,52

2G52

42218205

0,19

0

8,0

1020,00

189,40

197,75

175,40

2G53

42133302

0,20

30

18,0

300,00

203,70

188,15

199,85

2G54

42130602

0,23

0

0,5

300,00

151,86

164,86

171,21

2G55

42133303

0,26

160

18,0

300,00

205,24

186,19

200,02

2G56

42131001

0,27

0

8,0

620,00

185,36

194,05

175,23

2G57

43220904

0,28

160

23,0

420,00

224,34

153,66

172,09

2G58

41215603

0,43

30

8,0

1500,00

261,90

231,05

240,20

2G59

43134402

0,43

70

8,0

300,00

244,39

240,17

225,78

2G60

41215706

0,46

210

8,0

420,00

230,85

208,51

211,21

2G61

41128802

0,47

70

0,5

300,00

210,64

190,53

224,02

2G62

41215601

0,56

30

8,0

1500,00

244,75

243,71

243,76

2G63

41215701

0,62

70

18,0

620,00

238,87

233,58

220,87

2G64

43220806

0,62

210

8,0

420,00

247,54

241,76

211,06

2G65

42130502

0,63

70

8,0

1020,00

270,85

236,79

219,22

2G66

43220802

0,70

210

13,0

1020,00

229,56

188,78

215,57

2G67

42130503

0,73

0

23,0

620,00

263,90

252,40

236,74

Order

T2G

FE

2G45

42131003

0,15

2G46

43136301

0,15

2G47

42218201

2G48
2G49

Inputs
CAP

28

Table 2. Order number, class code and variables values for classes of teacher with superior education level.
Order

Classes
TSUP

FE

Inputs
CAP

EXP

SAL

MAT

Outputs
POR

CIE

SUP1
SUP2

41129003
41129204

0,00
0,00

30
10

13,0
18,0

620,00
1500,00

189,08
189,23

152,45
140,75

145,48
158,29

SUP3

42133603

0,00

210

18,0

620,00

192,72

192,46

200,49

SUP4

42133902

0,00

100

13,0

620,00

183,69

182,84

178,21

SUP5

43134001

0,00

0

18,0

620,00

230,49

174,05

209,71

SUP6

43135802

0,00

100

18,0

1020,00

178,17

144,61

160,91

SUP7

43136801

0,00

30

27,0

420,00

182,70

162,34

175,67

SUP8

41129201

0,03

10

8,0

1020,00

189,53

162,48

190,71

SUP9

41129203

0,03

10

8,0

1020,00

176,26

150,57

166,48

SUP10

42132801

0,03

30

3,0

620,00

217,25

190,96

175,70

SUP11

42132802

0,03

70

8,0

620,00

206,20

162,34

178,27

SUP12

41129002

0,03

30

8,0

420,00

184,72

166,70

170,55

SUP13

41129101

0,03

100

18,0

1500,00

170,71

169,45

185,60

SUP14

42131802

0,06

70

8,0

1020,00

209,07

176,15

204,25

SUP15

43134803

0,06

0

8,0

420,00

161,97

148,11

156,02

SUP16

42133201

0,06

30

18,0

420,00

202,81

159,35

185,23

SUP17

42133401

0,06

210

27,0

300,00

194,98

167,25

183,12

SUP18

42130601

0,07

0

13,0

1020,00

193,71

171,39

199,83

SUP19

42131501

0,07

210

13,0

180,00

185,28

162,55

165,32

EXP

SAL

MAT

Outputs
POR

CIE

Order

Classes
TSUP

FE

Inputs
CAP
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SUP20

42131701

0,07

210

13,0

300,00

201,38

142,87

197,23

SUP21

42132902

0,07

50

8,0

620,00

205,54

157,62

162,95

SUP22

43134801

0,07

30

8,0

420,00

181,32

155,04

189,14

SUP23

43135804

0,07

0

23,0

620,00

195,73

177,89

186,23

SUP24

43135602

0,07

50

18,0

620,00

160,30

157,90

190,23

SUP25

43135603

0,07

50

3,0

620,00

188,36

148,38

186,09

SUP26

43134806

0,08

0

8,0

300,00

170,51

159,39

200,53

SUP27

42133601

0,09

210

18,0

1020,00

213,86

178,42

212,15

SUP28

41129001

0,10

10

8,0

420,00

182,02

176,98

186,98

SUP29

42133403

0,11

30

8,0

620,00

191,21

189,83

201,48

SUP30

41128902

0,12

0

23,0

620,00

174,25

182,97

159,36

SUP31

42218202

0,12

160

23,0

180,00

197,83

195,73

174,09

SUP32

42218203

0,14

100

13,0

420,00

186,61

154,08

182,49

SUP33

41129004

0,15

0

8,0

620,00

199,73

200,66

186,29

SUP34

43135601

0,16

210

23,0

300,00

207,25

194,86

186,77

SUP35

42131402

0,16

70

8,0

620,00

192,65

231,47

204,76

SUP36

42133203

0,17

30

18,0

420,00

191,22

151,29

174,56

SUP37

41128703

0,20

10

13,0

620,00

239,01

220,33

239,65

SUP38

41128803

0,20

100

27,0

1500,00

218,23

187,83

200,51

SUP39

42218204

0,20

100

23,0

620,00

190,96

198,13

196,04

SUP40

41128702

0,26

100

27,0

1500,00

227,95

211,52

226,17

SUP41

41128801

0,28

10

27,0

620,00

211,64

229,69

188,69

SUP42

41215702

0,56

160

8,0

620,00

222,85

197,57

207,10

SUP43

41215705

0,58

210

8,0

620,00

216,65

252,65

198,74

SUP44

0,59

210

13,0

1020,00

245,99

214,46

SUP45

41215703
43220706

0,60

210

13,0

1500,00

246,14

225,78

204,70
220,74

SUP46

41215704

0,66

30

8,0

620,00

224,65

262,64

231,89

SUP47

41215602

0,73

100

13,0

1020,00

249,09

238,01

235,31

SUP48

43220701

0,78

30

18,0

1020,00

241,18

236,37

238,20

SUP49

42130501

0,80

210

8,0

1020,00

268,73

263,08

282,00

SUP50

41215604

0,91

100

13,0

1020,00

256,13

236,89

221,72
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ABSTRACT:
This paper proposed a new approach for determining efficient DMUs in DEA Models with using
inverse optimization and without solving any LPs. It is important to compare computational performance of
solving the simultaneous linear equations with that of the LP, when computational issues and complexity
analysis are at focus.
Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), Decision Making Units (DMUs), Inverse Optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
The DEA model is a programming technique
for the construction of a non-parametric, piecewise
linear convex hull to the observed set of input and
output data for discussions of methodology ([4]).
DEA defines a linear segmentation to envelop the
whole sample data, and uses radial expansion or
concentration to measure the efficiency ([2]). This
methodology, proposed initially by Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes and known as CCR model. An
inverse optimization problem consists of inferring
the values of the model parameters such as cost
coefficient, right hand side vector, and the
constraint matrix given the values of observable
parameters (optimal decision variables) ([1]).
Geophysical scientists were the first ones in
studying inverse optimization problems. In the
early few years, inverse optimization problems
attracted many operation research specialists and
different kind of inverse optimization problems
have been studied by researchers.
In this paper based on inverse optimization
under L1 norm, a new approach to determine
efficient DMUs in DEA models without solving
any LPs is delivered.
Amin et al. ([3]) Proposed a polynomial-time
algorithm for computing the non-Archimedean ε

in DEA models, which there is no need to identify
the specific value of ε in this paper.
2. A Necessary and Sufficient Condition of
Efficient DMUs
Let S denote the set of feasible solutions for an
optimization problem called as P, the relevant
0
specified cost vector is c, and x be a given
feasible solution. The inverse optimization problem
0
is to perturb the cost vector c to d, so that x is an
optimal solution of P with respect to d and
is minimum, where
is some
P
P
selected LP norm.

d −c

d −c

Consider the following linear programming:.
n

Min
s.t.

∑c x
j =1
n

j

∑a

ij

j =1

j

x j = bi ,

i = 1, ..., m

x j ≥ 0,

j = 1, 2, ..., n

x 0 be a feasible solution. The
corresponding inverse problem under L1 norm is
Suppose that

as follows ([1]):
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j

j =1

+ ßj )
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the optional value of the inverse problem equal to
0

zero then x also is optimal of CCR model. Now
consider the following essential Theorem:

s.t.
 m
 ∑ aijπ i − α j + β j + γ j = c j , ∀j ∈ L
 i=1
 m
= c j , ∀j ∈ F
 ∑ aijπ i − α j + β j
i =1

 α j ≥ 0, β j ≥ 0, j = 1,K , n,

γ j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ L, π i free, i = 1,K , m


Where,

{

}

{

L = j:x = 0 , F = j:0< x
0
j

0
j

}

3. The Essential Theorem
th

Theorem: The k DMU is efficient if and only
if the following simultaneous linear equations have
a solution:









m+ s

∑a π
i =1
m+ s

ij

∑a π
i =1

ij

i

+γ j = cj

∀j ∈ L

= cj

i

∀j ∈ F

γ j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ L, π i free, i = 1, K , m + s

Proof:
Sufficient Condition: Suppose that the above
system have a solution, say

(π ,γ ) then by
0

0

α 0j = β 0j = 0 for each

k th DMU is obviously
*
efficient if and only if θ = 1 and all the slack
th
variables are equal to zero. Notice that for the k

taking

DMU the objective function in CCR and BCC

Therefore x is an optimal solution of CCR
model, so the kth DMU is efficient.

In basic DEA Models, the

model is

Z k = θ − ε (1s

i

−1s o ) . Now consider

x 0 =  θ , λ, s i , s o  with


θ = 1, λk = 1, λ j = 0 for all j = 1,...., n ,

the feasible solution

j ≠k,

si = 0

and
= in the CCR model.
The corresponding inverse linear program for the

so 0

k th DMU is as follow:

j = 1,...., m + n + s + 1 , (π 0 , γ 0 ,α 0 , β 0 ) is
an optimal solution of the inverse problem.
0

Necessary Condition: Conversely, suppose
0
that the k th DMU is efficient then x is an optimal
solution and the corresponding inverse LP have
*
*
zero optimal solution value, that is α j = β j = 0
for each
j = 1,...., m + n + s + 1 . So the
constraint of inverse LP must have a solution when
α j = β j = 0 (for each j). The mentioned proof
satisfied the necessary condition.¦

m+n+s +1

Min
s.t.

m + s +1

∑(α + β )
j =1

j

Notice that the only difference

j

∑aijπi −α j + βj +γ j = cj

∀j ∈ L

m+s

ij i

j

= cj ; ∀j ∈ F

j

α j, βj ≥ o, ∀j =1,K, m +n + s +1,
γ j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈L,πi free
Where n is the number of DMUs, m and s are the
number of inputs and outputs respectively, and

L = {2, ..., k , k + 2, ..., m + n + s + 1}, F = {1, k + 1}
Notice that for each
for each

ij

i

that

m+ s

appears instead of

i =1

i =1

∑a π
i =1

m+s

∑a π −α +β

is

j ∈ L, c j ∈ {0,−ε } and

j ∈ F , c j ∈ {0,1}. It is easy to see that If

∑a π
ij

i

in the equations and

i =1

all other details are as the same, if the above
Theorem is applied to BCC model.
4. Illustrated Example
Suppose on a given system there are two
DMUs, two inputs and one output such as the
following table:
DMU No.

I1

I1

O

1
2

2
2

5
6

1
1
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Obviously with respect to the 1nd DMU the 2st
one is inefficient. According to the essential
Theorem, the 1nd DMU will be efficient if and only
if the following linear equations have a solution:

have no solutions and therefore DMU2 is
inefficient.

=1
 2π 1 + 5π 2
− 2π − 5π + π
=0
1
2
3

− 2π 1 − 6π 2 + π 3 + γ 3 = 0

+ γ 4 = −ε
 − π1

-π 2
+ γ 5 = −ε


- π 3 + γ 6 = −ε

 γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 5 , γ 6 ≥ 0, π i free, i = 1, 2, 3
Where ε is a positive parameter, by considering
1
π2 =
(arbitrary), it concludes the solution
6

Determining the most efficient DMUs in data
envelopment analysis models requires solving the
relevant linear programs. In this paper we showed
that by using the inverse optimization technique
there is no need to solve any mathematical
programs such as linear program. By constructing a
few simple simultaneous linear equations efficient
DMUs will be determined easily. A necessary and
sufficient condition proofed this hypothesis that the
kth DMU is efficient if and only if the relevant
mentioned linear equations set has a solution. Our
proposed approach is important to compare
computational performance, when computational
issues and complexity analysis are at focus.

5. Conclusion

(π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 5 , γ 6 )
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 − 2π 1 − 5π 2 + π 3 + γ 2 = 0
 − π
+ γ 4 = −ε
1


-π2
+ γ 5 = −ε

- π 3 + γ 6 = −ε


2π 1 + 6π 2
=1

 - 2π 1 − 6π 2 + π 3
=0

 γ 2 , γ 4 , γ 5 , γ 6 ≥ 0, π i free, i = 1,2,3
Subtracting the 6th equation from the 1st one
implies that π 2 + γ 2 = 0 , which implies that
π 2 ≤ 0 , and so γ 5 = −ε + π 2 ≤ −ε < 0 , that
contradicts to γ 5 ≥ 0 . Then the above equations
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines total factor productivity, efficiency change, and technological progress in 39
samples of global telecommunications during the period 1989 to 1998. The approach uses DEA-type
Malmquist productivity index to determine the differences of telecommunications performance between
countries or regions. We partitioned our data sets into four regional groupings; namely: Africa, Asia-Pacific,
the Americas, and Europe. Empirical results suggest that Europe has obtained the highest productivity growth
in telecommunications infrastructure, followed closely by the Americas and Asia Pacific. We indicate that
technological progress is highly correlated with the increased TFP growth in these regions rather than
efficiency changes. We also found that Africa shows a greater potential for telecommunications productivity
growth as evidenced by positive changes both in efficiency and technology. However, we found that general
TFP growth across the whole sample of countries has declined, owing mostly to low innovation rather than
increased ef ficiency. This empirical result has policy implications of investing more on advanced technology
to boost technological capability of the telecommunications sector in the world and introducing market
reforms such as competition.

INTRODUCTION
Telecommunication is rapidly changing the
way people communicate with each other and
organizations conduct businesses around the
world. Among policymakers, telecommunications
may be viewed as a strategic resource. A welldeveloped
telecommunication
infrastructure
attracts investments, because the cost of doing
business is reduced significantly in such
environment.
Telecommunications may also cause firms to
be more productive and perform at lower cost
(Read and Youtie (1996, p.12)). From an
economic
perspective,
the
role
of
telecommunications in development can be

considered an important factor of production
(Williams (1991)). It is more likely that increased
use of telecommunications in business may
substitute for labor and capital inputs. The
convergence, moreover, of telecommunications
with computers, fax, and Internet can be
responsible for efficiencies in the growing
complexity of the production process.
The identification of drivers of productivity
growth and examination of efficiency changes
form a significant part of government policy
reforms on telecommunications performance
against
international
best
practice.
The
measurement of efficiency and productivity
growth is widely applied to several industries
around the world. The most widely cited approach
in the empirical literature is the data envelopment
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analysis (DEA). This approach was first applied by
Charnes et al. (1978) for measuring efficiency for
not-for-profit organizations in U.S. programs,
using constant returns to scale (CRS) model.
Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (1984) proposed the
variable returns to scale (VRS) model.
Consequently, after Charnes et al.’s (1978) work,
DEA was widely used by many scholars to
measure efficiency and productivity. DEA, for
instance, is commonly applied to measuring bank
efficiency (Rebelo et al. (2000), Tser and Tsai
(2000), Drake and Howcroft (2002), and Isik and
Kabir Hassan (2003)).
DEA method was also useful in calculating
efficiency scores in various industries such as
transportation,
hospitals/health,
and
manufacturing, as well as in education and service
sectors (Odeck (1999), Chirikos and Sear (2000),
Mahadevan (2002, 2002a) Illueca and Lafuente
(2003), Boussofiane et al. (1991), Abott and
Doucouliagos (2002), and Galagedera and
Silvapulle (2002). However, as to date, there is a
dearth of literature on telecommunications
productivity using DEA approach, except studies
of Madden and Savage (1999, 2001), Koski and
Majumdar (2000) and Calabrese et al. (2002)).
This study investigates the telecommunication
technological progress, efficiency changes, and
productivity growth in 39 countries that represent
four regions in the world for the period 1989-1998,
using DEA -Malmquist indices. Three major
research questions raised in this paper are (1) What
are the main drivers of telecommunications
productivity
growth
in
global
telecommunications? (2) Which countries are best
performers? and (3) Which regions are showing
greater potentials for increased productivity?
METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE
A Multicriteria Approach
DEA is a "non-parametric programming
method used for assessing the efficiency of
decision-making units, where the presence of
incommensurate inputs and outputs makes the
measurement of overall efficiency difficult"
(Boussofiane et al. (1997, p.127)). There are two
most striking advantages of DEA for our own
purposes over other econometric models. First,
DEA allows the correlation of inefficiency with
inputs (Gong and Sickles (1992)). Second, it
obtains no standard measurement error or
statistical noise, which contributes to accuracy of
results (Mahadevan (2002)).
Therefore, no
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statistical tests can be used as typical of the
parametric approach. This can be viewed as either
the advantage or disadvantage of using DEA.
This approach is an ideal measure for broad
measurement of efficiency based on input and
output quantities beyond simple items in the
growth accounting model. Sequences of the linear
programming solution for each of the firms in the
sample construct a piece-wise frontier over the
data points where the frontier represents an
efficient technology. DEA allows measurement of
efficiency without having to specify in advance
either the form of production function or the
weights for inputs and outputs used (Coelli
(1996)). That is, DEA is a generalization of total
factor productivity methods and thus flexible.
DEA comes from its property to envelop all points
on or below a production frontier line (Cooper et
al. (2000)). It is a measure of productivity growth,
technical progress, and efficiency change, using
the Malmquist index.
The Malmquist productivity index is an
indicator of productivity (Malmquist (1953)). This
index allows us to break down productivity over
time into two drivers: efficiency change (catchingup effect) and technological progress (innovation).
The Malmquist index represents total factor
productivity that is a product of two geometric
means either input-oriented or output oriented.
Thus, DEA can deal either with input-orientated or
output-orientated efficiency measure for any entity
(Coelli et al. ( 1998, pp.135-140)).
The Malmquist index measures the total factor
productivity change (TFPCH) between two data
points over time by calculating the ratio of datapoint distances relative to a common technology.
Fare et al. (1994) determined the components of
distance function of the Malmquist index, using a
non-parametric programming method. The
technical change or innovation is defined as how
much the world frontier shifts at each country’s (or
firm’s) observed input mix. The output-orientated
Malmquist productivity change index between
period t and t+1 is illustrated following Fare et al.
(1994, p. 71), as follows:

M o ( x t+1 , y t +1 , x t , y t ) =

D0t +1 ( xt +1 , y t+1 )
X
D0t (x t , y t )

 D t ( x t+1 , y t +1 )
D t ( xt , y t ) 
 0t +1 t +1 t+1 × 0t+1 t t 
 D0 (x , y ) D0 ( x , y ) 

1

/2

(1)
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Equation 1 presents Malmquist productivity
index ( m 0 ), which measures the TFP change over
the production point ( x t +1 , yt +1 ) and the
production point ( x t , y t ), as a ratio of the
distance of each point relative to a common
technology. This index uses period t (observation)
technology and period t+1 technology. TFP
growth is the geometric mean of two output-based
Malmquist-TFP indices from period t to period
t+1. A TFP value greater than one indicates
positive growth from period t to period t+1. Farell
(1957) defined this positive growth as efficient
firms operating on the production frontier. Thus,
inefficient production units are those operating
below the production frontier with a TFP value
lesser than one indicating a decrease in TFP
growth or performance relative to the previous
year.

An econometric approach cannot handle
panel data. The DEA-Malmquist approach
uses panel data to estimate changes in
TFP. DEA method constructs a nonparametric envelopment frontier over the
data points in all observations that either
lie on or below the production frontier.
The envelopment frontier exhibits the
closeness (efficiency change or catchingup) of a firm to the frontier. The amount
of shifts each firm has in its input mix in
the frontier is “technical change”. TFP is
broken down into technical efficiency and
technological progress to show the
“changes and shifts” as sho wn below
(Fare et al. (1994, p.71)):
Technical Efficiency Change =
D0t+1 (x t+1 ,yt+1)
D0t (xt ,yt )

(2)

Technical Change =

 D t ( x t+1 , y t +1 )
D t ( xt , y t ) 
 0t +1 t +1 t+1 × 0t+1 t t 
 D0 (x , y ) D0 ( x , y ) 
(3)

1

/2

The technical efficiency change (Equation 2)
measures the change in effic iency between period t
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and t+1; whilst, the technical change (Equation 3)
captures the shift in a frontier technology. A value
greater than one derived for both indices indicates
a growth in productivity. Moreover, when Mo > 1,
this reflects improvement; Mo < 1, declines in
productive performance, and no improvement
when Mo = 1.
From the frontier (reference technology) in
period t, constant returns to scale (CRS) may be
relaxed to assume variable returns to scale (VRS);
that is, increasing, constant or decreasing returns
to scale. Fare et al. (1994) used an enhanced
decomposition of the Malmquist index to
decompose technical efficiency change (EFFCH)
under CRS into two components, namely: pure
efficiency change (PECH) and scale change
(SECH). The PECH can be calculated under the
VRS. SECH represents changes in divergence
between VRS and CRS technology. Technical
change (TECHCH) is measured under the CRS.
The enhanced decomposition of Fare et al. (1994)
is presented as:

x

m0 ( yt +1 , xt+1 , yt , xt ) = TECHCH x PECH
SECH
(4)
Where: EFFCH = PECH x SECH.

Thus, the Malmquist TFP growth (TFPCH)
can be decomposed and re-written as:

TFP Growth =Technical Efficiency Change
(EFFCH) X Technological Change (TECHCH)
(5)

The Malmquist decomposition helps us to
determine the sources of a firm’s efficiency and
inefficiency. The index is derived using the
computer program called Data Envelopment
Analysis Program (DEAP) Version 2.1, which is
designed by Coelli (1996).
DATA AND SAMPLE
Data for inputs and outputs from 1989 to 1998
were taken from the ITU Yearbook of StatisticsTelecommunication Services Chronological Time
Series 1989-1998, published by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU). The two inputs
used were capital investment and number of
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employees. Data for outputs were total telecom
services revenue, total fixed line, international
outgoing telecom minutes, and teledensity. There
were 39 sample countries in the four regional
groupings distributed as follows: 5 in Africa, 13
in the Asia-Pacific, 7 in the Americas, and 14 in
Europe. The completeness of data sets over time
period led to unbalanced sample sizes. TFP growth
and its decompositions were calculated for each
regional grouping, each country, and for the total
sample as a whole.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The Malmquist productivity index shows the
results for efficiency, technological, and TFP
changes for countries in Africa, Asia-Pacific, the
Americas, and Europe against the standard of
international best practice.
Africa
In Africa, five countries in the sample showed
a remarkable decline in TFP growth due to
technological regress. For the five African
countries, technical changes have jointly led to a
decline in productivity of 151.4 percent per year.
The technological regress has not been offset by
the positive efficiency growth observed, especially
in Algeria (1.032), Morocco (1.091), and South
Africa (1.043). Declines in technical efficiency
change and technological progress pulled down the
TFP growth in Senegal (33.9 percent annually)
and Zambia (41.2 percent annually). In aggregate,
the average TFP growth has a decline of 146.8
percent per year. This implies that to achieve the
100 percent level of productivity growth, African
countries needs more improvements to attain the
international best practice standard, as follows: 24
percent (Algeria), 17.8 percent (Morocco), 33
percent (South Africa), 32.1 percent (Senegal), and
39.9 percent (Zambia).
Asia-Pacific
In the Asia-Pacific group, the Philippines has
shown a surprisingly positive TFP growth (1.041).
The main drivers for its positive TFP growth are
improved efficiency (1.014) and technological
progress (1.026). This was perhaps due to the
injection of market reforms, wherein, the
telecommunications
industry
allowed
full
competition in the market in 1992. China has the
lowest TFP growth of 0.389 and needs a 61
percent improvement to achieve the international
best practice. This is not surprising because
China’s telecommunications market is still closed
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to foreign competition, and privatization seems to
be farfetched.
Surprisingly, Singapore has obtained the 2nd to
the lowest TFP growth (0.514) (next to China).
This implies that Singapore still needs a 48.6
percent improvement to achieve the 100 percent
productivity growth. This new result affirms the
finding of Mahadevan (2002a) that Singapore’s
service sector suffered from a decreased TFP
growth, wherein, the information technology
sector obtained a negative growth. Tan and
Virabhak (1998) proved that TFP growth in
Singapore’s service sector was about zero (0)
percent. These findings are interesting considering
that Singapore is a well-known for its high
technology and was the first newly-industrialized
country (NIC) to attain the advanced developing
status by OECD in 1996 (Mahadevan (2002)).
Singapore’s government, which does not allow
competition in its telecommunications market,
owns about 92.8 percent of Singtel.
Countries like Australia, Japan, Hong Kong,
Korea, Malaysia, and New Zealand have TFP
growth below one. Low catching-up effect and
technological regress contributed both to the
decrease in their productivity growth between 12
to 61 percent per year. Positive efficiency growth
was seen in Singapore, Taiwan, Fiji, Myanmar,
and Macau; but poor technological progress led to
the decline in their TFP growth between 2 and 49
percent per year. Though these countries
underwent privatization reforms (others just
recently), the government still holds more than 50
percent stake in ownership shares, except New
Zealand (0 percent after privatization). Most AsiaPacific countries have the statist orientation
(except the Philippines), which perhaps explains
government intervention in the utility sector that
results in inefficiency in most cases.
Americas
In the Americas, Peru, the United States, and
Uruguay obtained the highest productivity growth
or more than one. This positive TFP growth is
attributed to increased technological progress over
time rather than catching-up effect. Positive
catching-up effect was seen in Canada but
inadequate to pull its TFP growth upward because
of very low technological progress. Canada needs
a 21.3 percent improvement to reach the expected
productive performance. A deteriorating efficiency
growth and technological progress are the main
drivers of poor productivity growth seen in
Honduras and Mexico. The decline in TFP growth
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was 17.2 percent per year in Mexico and 9.5
percent in Honduras.
Europe
In Europe, there were five countries that
showed a negative catching-up effect or efficiency
growth over time as follows: -1.7 percent
(Germany), -7.1 percent (Iceland), -6.1 percent
(Luxembourg), -8.7 percent (Malta), and –0.7
percent (Romania). However, the increased
innovation (technological progress) has offset a
decrease in efficiency growth that led to positive
improvements in their TFP growth. Both positive
catching-up effect and high technological progress
have led to increased TFP growth as evident in
cases of Greece, Poland, Spain, Switzerland, and
Turkey. These results suggest that these countries
were able to maximize their telecommunication
outputs despite limited inputs (EFFCH), and they
demonstrated an ability to use optimal inputs given
the production technology (TECHCH). Thus, all
European countries in our sample have shown
increased TFP growth.
FULL SAMPLE OF COUNTRIES
Taking the whole sample of countries, the
average TFP growth is below one (0.961). This
implies the need for 3.9 percent improvement to
achieve 100 percent productive performance.
Though both are below one, it seems that the
potential driver of TFP growth is catching-up
effect (0.991) rather than innovation (0.970).
Innovation shows a decrease of 3 percent over the
decade, compared to 0.9 percent for catch-up.
In our 39 sample of countries, the top five
performers with the highest productivity growth
rates per year are from Europe: Spain (107
percent), Turkey (106.8 percent), Poland (103
percent), Romania (86 percent), and Switzerland
(72 percent). Privatization reforms were
introduced in Spain more than a decade ago.
Perhaps these reforms have helped in boosting that
country’s productivity growth. On the other hand,
the five poor performers with the lowest
productivity growth rates per year are China (-61
percent), Singapore (-48.6 percent), Zambia (-39.9
percent), South Africa (-33 percent), and Senegal
(–32.9 percent). In China, telecommunications
remains under 100 percent state ownership; and
Singapore’s telecommunications industry is still
government-majority owned. In African countries,
no market reforms have been introduced yet,
except recently in South Africa. Though South
Africa embraced privatization reforms in 1997, the
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government still owns a 70 percent share in its
telecommunications industry.
REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
Data sets were partitioned into four regional
groupings, and their Malmquist productivity
performances were compared. We obtained more
interesting results when each country’s productive
performance was taken against the standard of
international best practice in the whole sample. In
this way, we can determine which region is
performing better. The first regional group to be
examined is Africa. Our results show that TFP
growth in Africa region suggests a positive
improvement, with an index growth of 1.003. This
positive growth is due more to technological
change (1.003). Our result indicates that five
African countries in the sample were able to
acquire and adapt new technology over time; this
is an encouraging result. The catching-up effect
has obtained a constant average of one.
The Asia-Pacific group, like the other three
regions in our sample, has also shown a positive
TFP growth (1.033). Technological progress is the
main driver of its productivity growth. The
technical efficiency change (0.998) shows a
decline of 0.2 percent growth per year, which is
lower, compared with the Americas group (2.4
percent). Like the Americas, catching-up effect in
Asia Pacific group has not dragged down its
productivity growth. In this case, technological
progress is more correlated with a TFP growth.
This is perhaps due the fast technological changes
observed among NICs (e.g., Hong Kong,
Malaysia, Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea) as
well as advanced economies (e.g., Japan,
Australia, and New Zealand) in our sample. These
results are not surprising because, according to
some observers, in the 1990s the Asia Pacific
region emerged as the “economic powerhouse of
the 21st century (ITU, 2000). So goes the
prediction that the world’s power balance is
shifting to Asia-Pacific, and the Information and
Communications (ICT) sector in this region
signifies this shift of power (Ibid.). As mentioned
previously, Asia-Pacific obtained 33 percent in
regional shares of fixed telephone lines (next to
Europe’s 34 percent) as of January 1, 2000 (Ibid.,
p.3). The region is projected to increase to 46
percent shares in 2010 (Ibid.). The positive
technological progress in the Asia-Pacific region
may be attributed also to its strikingly fastgrowing mobile market, which is projected to
account for half of the world’s market by 2010
(Ibid.). Hence, the positive TFP performance
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implies that Asia Pacific countries recognize that a
well-developed telecommunication infrastructure
attracts investments.
In the Americas, TFP growth also exhibits an
increased performance, having obtained an index
of 1.040. Technological change is the main driver
for the increased productivity growth, but the
catching-up effect shows a declining growth as
evidenced by its index growth of 0.976. This
suggests inefficient performance over time.
Though technical efficiency decline was observed,
this did not pull down the region’s TFP growth.
The decline was offset by the positive growth of
technological progress (1.066). Thus, innovation is
positively correlated with the TFP growth, with
about seven percent growth per year.
In the Europe group, the TFP growth indicates
increasing improvement over time, which is shown
in its positive growth of 1.293. Technological
progress, with a score of 1.313, is the main
contributing factor to an increased productivity.
This improved innovation is expected since most
countries in the Europe group are all highly
industrialized economies, with well-developed and
advanced
telecommunications
infrastructure.
Europe’s efficiency growth requires 1.5 percent
improvement to achieve 100 percent efficiency.
In the four regional groupings, TFP growth
shows its highest improvement in Europe (1.293),
followed closely by the Americas (1.040), AsiaPacific (1.033), and Africa (1.003). A closer
examination of each region shows that efficiency
growth in the Americas, Asia-Pacific, and Europe
needs further improvements or more catching up
to achieve 100 percent efficiency. Africa seems to
have positive catching-up effect and technological
progress that have jointly led to improved
productivity.
CONCLUSIONS
Many governments in the world have made
significant
market
reforms
in
their
telecommunications market to attract investments
and improve the efficient delivery of
telecommunications services. Assessment of its
efficiency and productivity is paramount in the
policy reform programs for each government.
Thus, our study contributes to the existing
productivity
measurement
of
the
telecommunications sector in the panel or across a
sample of countries to assess the productive
performance against the standard of the
international best practice.
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We indicate that technological progress is
more highly correlated with the increased TFP
growth in regions of Asia-Pacific, the Americas,
and Europe than with efficiency changes. We also
found that Africa shows a greater potential fo r
telecommunications productivity growth as
evidenced by positive changes both in efficiency
and technology. However, we found that general
TFP growth across the whole sample of countries
has declined, owing mostly to low innovation
rather than increased efficiency. This empirical
result has important policy implications: More
capital should be invested in advanced technology
to boost the technological capability of the
telecommunications sector throughout the world,
and there is a need for introducing market reforms
such as competition.
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ABSTRACT
This research conceptualises a tool for studying the effects of asynchronous policy cycles on the
dynamics of the efficiency frontier, considering learning and imprecision. The model integrates data
envelopment analysis, Malmquist Productivity Index, and process learning into a discrete-dynamic stochastic
simulation framework. It analyses an entire system of decision making units that act independently to improve
production quality and efficiency, but their actions have global effects on the efficiency frontier. Policies adapt
to changes in the system’s state and their effects are dynamic and uncertain due to process learning and
imprecision. This model produces no normative solutions. We demonstrate its functionality with an example
and argue that this approach can improve the utility of DEA for supporting decision-making.
formulating its own policies. The best it can do is
to adapt.
INTRODUCTION
Efficiency dynamics are generally explained
by changes in efficiency and by technical changes,
which may be induced by policies or may occur
autonomously. This work conceptualizes a tool
that integrates data envelopment analysis (DEA),
Malmquist productivity indices (MPI), and process
learning (PL) in a discrete-dynamic stochastic
simulation framework for studying the dynamics
of the efficiency frontier as it responds to
asynchronous policies, which are based upon
variations in production efficiency and process
quality. We model a class of decision-making
problems where there are K decision making units
(DMUs) that, while producing similar outputs and
using similar inputs, differ in various other ways:
(a) process quality and learning, (b) management
culture, and (c) resources. The DMUs act
independently to control process quality and
efficiency, but their actions have global effects in
that they determine changes, both shifts and
composition, on the efficiency frontier over time.
Thus, convergence toward the efficiency frontier is
dynamic and uncertain. A DMU is unable to fully
internalise the effects of the competition’s policies
on the efficiency frontier over time when

The adaptive policy decision model simulates
the policy decision process for each DMU.
Policies adapt to changes in output, process
quality, and productivity each period, depending
on the management and other constraints, and their
effects are dynamic due to PL and imprecision.
PL, autonomous or induced, determines the rate at
which improvement in quality and efficiency may
be achieved over time whereas imprecision limits
the ability of the DMU to control variability in the
inputs-outputs and external effects.
We employ Färe et al. (1992)’s extension of
the MPI model to compute the efficiency
dynamics each period. MPI is defined as the
geometric mean of ratios of distance functions
which are evaluated using DEA. For each DMU,
the relation between PL and the efficiency frontier
dynamics is established using process desirability
functions which are based on the work of
Derringer and Suich (1980). The process quality is
defined in term of the desirability functions with
the advantage that policies can be targeted to a
specific output or process. The process quality is
characterized by the output quality and the process
learning rate.
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no
existing work employing DEA or MPI that follows
our approach. The model have been developed
employing C++, MySQL, and cplex (an alternative
to the cplex is currently being considered due to
accessibility). An example demonstrates the
functionality and practicality of this modeling
approach. It shows that while policies may be
relatively irresponsive to variations in the system
state, the efficiency frontier exhibits considerable
dynamics, which may be better explained by
process learning.
We argue that this integrated modelling
approach can improve the utility of DEA/MPI for
supporting decision-making in real world
application both in public and private sector
operations. The goal is to provide a tool with
flexibility for studying the relationship between
the policy decision-making process and efficiency
dynamics, considering imprecision. The model
analyses the entire system of DMUs, but it
produces non-normative solutions.
The next section will explain DEA and MPI
techniques and elaborate further the rationale for
our research. Section 3 is devoted to a formal
description of the conceptual model, including
explanation of the design variables, the adaptive
policy model, and the model architecture. In
section 4 some evidence of the functionality and
capacity of the model will be provided.
Concluding remarks and future considerations can
be found in section 5.
DEA/MPI and research considerations
The DEA literature is very extensive so we
will not review it here. Readers are directed to
Cooper, Lawrence, and Thrall (2000) for a
comprehensive treatment of DEA. It suffices to
note that since the CCR model first appeared in
1978, DEA has received wide acceptability,
particularly in its application to education,
transportation, health care, and banking
(Thanassoulis and Dustan (1994), Colbert et al.
(2000), Vargas and Bricker (2001), Fukuyama and
Weber (2002), Adler and Golany (2001), Wagner,
Shimshak, and Novak (2003), Golany and
Storbeck (1999), Emel et al. (2003), Yeh (1996)).
Numerous extensions and refinements to the DEA
model have also been introduced to address
important
caveats
or
application-specific
requirements
(Boussofiance,
Dyson,
and
Thanassoulis (1991), Cooper, Thompson, and
Thrall (1996), Cooper, Lawrence, and Tone
(2000). Despite the advances and extensions, the
usability of DEA for policy decision remains a hot
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topic. Two particular issues are the workability of
the policy options produced by DEA and the
dynamics of the efficiency. This work deals
specifically with these issues.
DEA, developed by Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978), produces a binary rating of the
DMUs’ efficiency based on a vector Y of outputs
and a vector X of inputs. Mathematically, the
efficiency of a DMU k is determined by solving
M1, where 0 ≤ e[k] ≤ 1 is an efficiency measure.
The weights vj and wi are the decision variables
chosen optimally by the DMU k in order to
maximize its efficiency score, with the constraint
that, using the same weights, no other DMU in the
system can have an efficiency score e greater than
one (100%). M1 is the CCR (1978) ratio model for
a CRS technology. DMU k is efficient if e*[k] = 1
and there exists at least one optimal set of weights
( v*, w*), with v*> 0 and w* > 0 . Otherwise, DMU k
is CCR-inefficient e*[k] < 1 (Cooper, Lawrence,
and Thrall, 2000)
For each inefficient DMU, the reference set
R= {(xˆ, yˆ) / xˆ = e*x, yˆ =1/ e*y, e*<1}
represents
technically feasible efficient input-output policies.
Projecting its inputs -outputs mix to (xˆ k ,yˆ k ) ∈ R ,
DMU k will converge to that coordinate on the
frontier without altering the positions of the
efficient DMUs defining that particular facet in the
frontier nor the positions of inefficient DMUs in
the cone formed by the reference set (Cooper,
Lawrence, and Thrall , 2000).

m
t
Maxe[ k ] = ∑ v j yk , j ; ∀k
j =1
st.
n
t
∑ ωi xk ,i = 1;
[M 1]
i=1
m
n
t
t
∑ v j yk , j − ∑ ωi xk,i <= 0; k = 1,...K
j=1
i=1
v j , ωi >= 0; i = 1,...n, j = 1,...m
In practice, however, the workability of the
policy options and efficiency dynamics will affects
the transition of an inefficient DMU to a facet on
the efficiency frontier. In most production systems
adjustments to the inputs and outputs, both
quantity and quality, generally require time,
resources and management’s commitment.
Improvement in productivity and quality is
dynamic due to process learning and imprecision.
With no cooperation, a DMU cannot perfectly
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internalise the effects of global competition on the
frontier. These effects affect both the composition
and location of the efficiency frontier over time.
Hence, even if changing the inputs -outputs mix to
(xˆ k ,yˆ k ) ∈ R be possible, convergence to the
frontier is uncertain and multiple policy changes
may be needed to achieve a desired target. A goal
for developing this model is to provide a tool with
flexibility for studying the relationship between
the policy decision-making process and efficiency
dynamics, considering imprecision.
Efficiency dynamics can be computed
employing Färe et al. (1992) extension of Caves,
Christensen and Diewert (1982)’s MPI. The
authors define MPI as the geometric mean of the
t−1, t
efficiency change index ∇ E
and a technical
t−1, t
change index ∇ T
(eq.1), which are specified
as ratios of distance functions. Färe and Grosskopf
(1996) employ output distance functions to define
the indexes and compute these functions using
DEA. We follow this approach. DMU k shows
efficiency and productive frontier progress at
t
t−1,t
t−1,t
period t if π k > 1 , ∇Ek ≥1 and ∇Tk ≥1 with at
least one strict inequality.
t
t −1,t
t −1,t
πk =∇Ek
. ∇Tk

t t t
t−1 t t
D(x ,y ) D (x ,y )
t
k
k
πk =

t−1 t−1 t−1 t t t
Dk ( x ,y )  Dk(x ,y )

[eq.1]

t −1 t−1 t−1 1/2
D (x ,y )
k

t t−1 t−1
D(x ,y ) 

[eq.2]

The output-oriented distance function
t t t
t t
t
D ( x , y ) = inf{θ | ( x , y / θ ) ∈ F } for the
t
period t technology F measures the maximal
t
feasible radial increase of vector of output y
t
given the vector of input x , where θ = 1 if
e *[ k ] = 1 , v* ≥ 0 and w* ≥ 0 with at least one
strict equality. Thus, the output oriented Ferrell
−1
efficiency
equalθ .
Single
period
t t t
t −1 t t
D ( x , y ) and mixed periods D ( x , y )
distance functions can be computed using M1.
This method is computational intensive and
requires X > 0 and Y > 0 .
Conceptual model description
This section presents a description of the
variables, the adaptive policy model, and the
model architecture.
The design variables
DMU k has a single production process that
uses a vector V = ( X ≥ 0, Θ ≥ 0) of inputs of
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dimension (n + h ) to produce a vector Y ≥ 0 of
outputs of dimension (m) each period. The matrix
( V , Y ) represents quality levels; however, the
quality of X is not perfectly controllable at
entrance. The production of Y follows a piecewise
and stochastic Cobb-Douglas technology (eq.3)

ρ ,t −1 ω ,t
t
Yk = Ak ∏ Θk
Xk ± v

[eq.3]

0 < ω < 1 , 0 < ρ <1
0 < v = D(α ,β ) < 1
k = 1, K K
where Ak is a positive constant and may be
considered an indicator of the state of the
technology, ω is a positive fraction, and ρ is
another positive fraction which may or may not be
equal to 1 − ω . ω and ρ are the marginal
t
t
t −1
t −1
contributions of Θ k and Xk to Yk . Θ k is the
process quality at the start of period t (eq.6).
Finally, v is a stochastic disturbance with mean
µν ≥ 0 and standard deviationσ ν which
parameters may differ among the DMUs.
t

The stochastic process { Yk ,t ≥ 0} with finite
ˆ = {(Q−* ,Q+* )} ⊂ Q describes the
state space Q
k
k
k
state of the output for DMU k at period t,
−*
−
+*
+
−
+
where Q = { Q ,...Q } , Q ≥ Q and Q ≤ Q are
k
k t
the lower-upper quality targets for Yk , and
+*
t
+
Qk ≤ ( Y )k ≤ Qk is possible. t ≥ 0 indicates
t
the production period. Yk can also be controlled
setting levels for λk , and σ ν . For example,
decreasing σ ν and increasing λk DMU k can
t
increase Yk .
For each output ykj the process desirability
function ϕ is specified as in eq.4, where 0≤ϕ ≤1
kj
kj
measures the process capability (quality). ϕkj is a
generalization of Harrington (1965)’s desirability
function proposed by
−*
0
y ≤Q
kj
k


λ
−* kj
 ykj − Qk 
−*
+*


φkj =  +* −*
Q ≤y ≤Q ; λ ≥ 0
k
kj
k


Qk − Qk 

+*
1
y ≥Q
kj
k


[eq.4]

Derringer and Suich (1980). Using ϕkj ,
policies can be targeted to a specific output or
process by specifying limits for ykj and λ kj . For
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example, DMU k may set λ kj high to rapidly
−*
increase ykj above Q . The overall process
k
desirability Φ k is the geometric mean of the ϕ kj
(eq.5). Φ k is also defined in the zero-one
interval: Φ k ∈ [0,1] . It is zero if any of the
individual processes is undesirable (i.e.,
−*
ykj ≤ Qs ) and one if all processes are 100%
−*
desirable (i.e., ykj ? Qs ). This condition
requires all processes to be in control for the
overall process quality Φ k to be desirable. To
ensure strictly positive values, we define the
overall process quality Θ as an affined
transformation of Φ k (eq.6). If Θ kj ≤ ϑ the
quality is undesirable and it is 100% desirable if
Θ = 1 . This approach establishes the relationship
between PL and the efficiency frontier through the
output Y .
DMU k publishes X and Y each period
to be compared against its peers in term of its
performance. It then uses the results of the
evaluation to design improvement policies.

1/ R

m

Φ =∏ φ 
k
kj
 j =1 

[eq.5]

{

Θ = (ϑ + 1/ η Φ ) Φ ≥ 0 , ϑ > 0 [eq.6]
k
k
k

(0 < Θ ≤ 1]

k = 1, L K ; j = 1, L m
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DMU k will be identical to the previous state,
except that it specifies a different level for at least
one of the performance measures. Thus, an event
only has to change a part of the system current
state in order to change the entire system state.
The transition probabilities from state si at
period t to state s j at period t+1 pij are not
specified. We consider the conditional probability
that DMU k changes or modifies its policy the next
t t t
period after observing ( ek , π k , Θk ) at period t
given the current policy and its effective
t
cycle pck = c , 0 ≤ c ≥ r ,
Pr(./.) .
This
probability is zero if c = 0 and it increases as
c → r ; however, the shape of the distribution
may vary among the DMUs. We specify a set of
rules to determine Pr(./.) and the choice of
policy. For DMU k: First determine the mean
t
improvement µ t = ∑ E s , s = 1 , . . . M , where the
I
t
Es is the differences Mbetween the n periods
t
t
t
moving averages for ek , π k , Θ k and the
observed values for these measures at period t.
Second evaluate the current policy state and then
determine Pr(./.) if µ I ≥ 0 or µ I < 0 . Third,
determine the policy choice.

0 if e < 1 (inefficient )
h= 
1 if e = 1( efficient )

−1 if π < 1( decrease)

f  0 if π = 1( efficient)
 1 if π > 1(increase)


0 if Θ ≤ 0.5( undesirable)
l=
1 if Θ > 0.5(desirable)

eq.3. 1

Figure 1. Definitions for h, f, and l
Adaptive policy decision model
The adaptive policy decision model simulates
the dynamics of the policy decision process for
each DMU. Policies decisions are independent and
adaptive, and their effects are dynamic and
imprecise, which result in asynchronous policy
cycles. The policy cycle r is the average time
between sequential policy decisions and can be
interpreted as a measure of the responsiveness of
the DMU to changes in the state. The higher the
value of r the less responsive the DMU is to
variations in the state. Two underlying
assumptions are: (a) policy decisions require
management commitment and resources; (b)
policy outcomes are imprecise and dynamic.
The stochastic process {ςt , t ≥ 0} with finite
t t t
state space S = {si / si = (ek , π k ,Θk ); i, t ≥ 0} where
t
t
t
ek = h , π k = f , Θ k = l are possible outcomes as
indicated below (Figure 1), and defines the state at
period t for DMU k. Each period, the new state for

At any period, DMU k may choose to
increase λ kj , reduce σ ν , and/or to set
−*
+*
{Qk ,Qk }to improve Θ k and Yk with the
condition that if DMU k is inefficient
+*
t
t
Qk ≤ 1/ ek Yk . The DMU may also choose to do
nothing (no change in policy).
Model architecture
The top level architecture for the integrated
technology is shown in Figure 2. This model
includes four modules: inputs-outputs simulation,
efficiency and productivity evaluation, policy
decision simulation, and data management.
Following initialization the model first determine
( V , Y ) then e , ∆E , ∆T , and π are
computed. Next, the policy decision process is
simulated and the process advances one period.
The execution advances sequentially until reaching
the end of the simulation period. Data management
functions as a bi-directional buffer to each module
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Data
Management

Retrieve/Insert

Retrieve/Insert

Simulate
IO_Operations

Signal

Evaluate
Efficiency and MPI

Signal

Retrieve/Insert

using a “retrieve/insert” procedure. Data are
retrieved to begin an operation and the results are
inserted at the end of the operation.
This
procedure improves memory management.

Simulate Policy
Decision-Making

Signal

Figure 2 Technology Integration: Top Level
System Architecture

The model has been developed using C++,
MySQL, and cplex. An alternative to the cplex is
currently being considered due to accessibility.
Following we present an example.
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which result in small overall means for most
DMUs (see Table 2)
The efficiency change index increases
continuously over the periods whereas the
technical change index decreases sharply in t2/t3
and increases in t3/t4. Overall, in t1/t2 the main
improvement in productivity comes from technical
change and in t3/t4 efficiency change contributes
more to the realized improvement (Table 1). By
DMU the results show that technical improvement
occurred in 13 out of 20 DMUs in t1/t2 with
significant increase in only 3 of the DMUs.
Efficiency improvement occurred in 11 out of 20
DMUs in t2/t3 and 4 DMUs experienced no
change over the period. In t3/t4, efficiency and
technical improvements occurred in 9 of DMUs,
but efficiency change has the strongest effect.
There was marked technical regress in t2/t3 and
t3/t4 with 11 of the 20 DMUs showing decrease.
On average most DMUs observed only modest
improvement on both indexes over the 4 periods
(Table 2).

Example Results

Table 1, we list means productivity growth
results for the production periods. These numbers
are derived from the original solution of the MPI
by subtracting one. Considering Table 1, it is clear
that the overall productivity grew remarkably in
t1/t2, but it did not improve as significantly in
t2/t3 compared to t1/t2 and third t3/t4. The results
by DMU indicate productivity improvements in 10
out of 20 DMUs in t1/t2 and improvements in 12
out of 20 in the following two periods. Within
periods most improvements in productivity are
modest (less than one). Over time, all DMUs
experience significant fluctuations in productivity,

Means
Malmquist
Efficiency change
Technical change
Efficiency score

System Performance
t1-t 2
t2 - t3
t3 - t4
0.6377
0.2293
0.5334
-0.0184
0.2249
0.3754
0.5909
-0.0235
0.1288
0.7822
0.7522
0.8603

Table 1. Overall means

1.0000
0.8000
0.6000
Mean

This example tests the current functionality of
the model. The results are only preliminaries. We
are reprogramming one of module due to lack of
access to the cplex. Then we’ll conduct more
testing. The example includes 20 DMUs, 3 inputs
(x1, x2, Θ ), and 3 outputs (y1,y2,y3). For each
DMU X is draw from the uniform distribution in
[0,1], the output Y is a stochastic process with
finite state space Q = {(0.60,0.90)} , and the
t
process quality Θ k is computed as indicated
above. The Cobb-Douglas’ parameters are A = 1 ,
ρ∈[0.4,0.6], and ω∈[0.4,0.6] . The random
disturbance υ is draw from a beta distribution
β (α1 ,α 2 ) , where α1 > 0 and α 2 > 0 . Finally
λ is draw from the interval [4.0, 6.0]. The
simulation runs for four periods (SP=4). Each
DMU has the policy options indicated above each
period.

0.4000
0.2000
0.0000
-0.2000

1

2

3

Period
Malmquist

Efficiency change

Technical change

Efficiency score

Figure 3. Overall means

The composition of the efficiency frontier
varies over the periods. The number of efficient
DMUs decreased in t2 and increased in the
following periods relatively to t1; however, no
DMU is consistently efficient each period and only
two of the DMUs are consistently inefficient each
period. Thus, for each DMU the overall mean
efficiency is less than 1.00 (Table 2).
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No DMU changed policies during the period,
indicating that changes in the system’ state were
likely due to autonomous learning and random
effects that with the initial conditions, the current
policy cycle may be longer than 4 periods for all
DMUs. Without changing policy 5 of 20 DMUs
moved gradually and consistently to the efficiency
frontier over the 4 periods. These DMUs show
continuous improvement on the efficiency change
index each period and modest variation on the
technical change index each period.
The results clearly demonstrate the
functionality of the model at its current stage of
development. For the example’s conditions,
policies appear non-responsive to variations in
performance while the frontier experiences
significant dynamics.
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Mean Efficiency and Productivity Growth

DMU_ID EffChange TechChange Productivity

0.0103
0.0324
0.0132
0.0951
0.0504
0.2567
0.1295
-0.0298
0.0197
0.0741
0.0236
0.2385
0.3991
0.1155
0.6490
0.2862
0.0891

-0.0182
0.2381
0.3805
0.2293
0.2309
0.0599
0.1301
1.2634
0.4416
0.1271
-0.1344
-0.3558
-0.0486
0.0186
0.3560
0.0474
0.1815

-0.0493
0.2802
0.2366
0.5626
0.4775
0.1783
0.4431
0.4078
0.0677
0.1397
0.2367
0.0029
0.2406
-0.4346
1.2758
0.4061
0.3675

0.9597
0.9333
0.9675
0.8911
0.9672
0.6702
0.7694
0.9776
0.9157
0.9306
0.8064
0.6292
0.7897
0.8344
0.5186
0.5765
0.7811

18
19
20

1.0344
0.2953
0.0973
0.1940

1.0601
0.2422
0.1920
0.2321

0.8616
2.4142
1.2206
0.4668

0.7438
0.4884
0.8966
0.8023

AVERAGE

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE FUTURE
This work leverages the advantages of
DEA, MPI, simulation, and PL for modeling
complex production systems. We propose an
integrated simulation framework for studying the
dynamics of the efficiency frontier as it responds
to asynchronous policies which are based upon
variations on performance. Policy decisions adapt
to changes in the system’s state, depending on the
management culture, process learning, and the
policy cycle. Thus, the workability of the inputoutput policy options produced by DEA is limited
at any period. The model analyses the entire
system of DMUs; however, it is not intended to
produce normative policies or solutions.

Efficiency

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Table 2. Mean productivity and efficiency for
the DMU over 4 periods

The DMU cannot control variability in the
inputs quality nor can it internalise the effects of
the competition’s policies on the efficiency
frontier. These effects are dynamics affecting both,
the composition and position of the efficiency
frontier over time. Thus, the DMU’s position with
respect to the efficiency frontier is uncertain at any
period.
The functionality of the model is
demonstrated using a simple example. The
efficiency frontier shows significant dynamics
over the 4 period simulated; however, policy
decisions were irresponsive to variations in the
system’s state. Learning and random effects are
likely explanations for the changes.
We argue that this approach can improve the
utility of DEA for supporting decision-making in
real world application both in public and private
sector operations. Future works involve
completion of the model development, further
testing, and applying it to real world systems.
Extending the model to a distributed simulation
framework to better resemble the independent
operations of the real systems is another plan for
the future.
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Malmquist Approach. Journal of Productivity
Analysis, Vol. 72 (3), 85-101.
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ABSTRACT
Basic data envelopment analysis (DEA) models evaluate the relative efficiency of DMUs but do not
allow ranking of the efficient units themselves. This fact is the main weakness of basic DEA models. One way
to rank efficient DMUs is to modify basic DEA models. One of them has been formulated by Andersen and
Petersen [1,2] but it can be unstable when one of the DMUs has a relatively small value for some of its
inputs. This paper proposes a new ranking algorithm that can be used for ranking efficient DMUs by DEA
method and removes the foregoing difficulty.
Keywords: Data envelopment analysis (DEA), Efficiency, Ranking

1. INTRODUCTION
Charnes et al [4] first introduced data
envelopment analysis (DEA) as a new
methodology for measuring relative efficiency.
Not only has the theoretical development of DEA
been quite remarkable, its use in practice has
been expanded to address many public and
private sector issues.
While basic DEA models have many
desirable features that have contributed to their
rapid adoption by practitioners, there remain
some weaknesses with the original models. For
example, all efficient Decision Making Units
(DMUs) have the same efficiency scores equal to
one in both the CCR model developed by
Charnes et al [4] and in the BCC model
developed by Banker et al [3]. Therefore, it is
impossible to rank or differentiate the efficient
DMUs with the CCR and BCC models. However,
the ability to rank or differentiate the efficient
DMUs is of both theoretical and practical
importance. Theoretically, the inability to

differentiate the efficient units creates a spiked
distribution at efficiency scores of one. This
poses analytic difficulties to any post-DEA
statistical inference analysis . In practice, further
differentiation among efficient DMUs is also
desirable and even necessary in many cases.
Why is it important to provide a full ranking
of the whole set? There are several reasons. First,
since DEA efficiency scores are basically a
measurement for relative efficiency, one of the
desirable results is essentially the position of each
DMU compared to its peers. To provide a full
ranking of the whole set is the only way to fulfill
such a need. Second, with the full ranking of the
whole set, further statistical inferences of the
ranks are made possible, which will provide
insights into the question we are ultimately
interested in: what are those factors that
significantly influence a DMU’s efficiency?
To overcome this weakness, Andersen and
Petersen [2] presented the Modified DEA
(MDEA) method. The core idea of MDEA is to
exclude the DMU under evaluation from the
reference set and therefore, the efficient DMUs
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will, in general, have different efficiency scores.
The infeasibility problem with MDEA model was
first noticed in thrall [17]. In Zhu [19], it was
shown in the constant returns to scale (CRS)
MDEA models that the infeasibility occurs if and
only if there is a zero in the data.
In this paper, a new ranking algorithm is
proposed that can be used for ranking efficient
DMUs. This algorithm removes the foegoing
difficulty related to Andersen-Petersen’s model.
The rest of the present paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents the proposed
algorithm. Section 3 presents an illustrative
example. The main conclusions of the present
paper are summarized in section 4.
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the results will be compared with the results of
Andersen and Petersen’s model.
3.1. Example
In this example, we are going to consider the
case that one of the inputs of one DMU is equal
to zero.
We have two inputs and one output with
constant returns assumption. The amounts of
inputs and outputs are shown in table 1.
Table 1:
the example
DMUs

1.
2.
3.

Determining the efficiency scores of DMUs
by using DEA method.
Identifying the efficient MUs (DMUs with
efficiency scores equal to one)

4.

Solving a linear program model for efficient
DMUs and virtual optimum DMU.

In this case, the virtual optimum DMU will
be the only Pareto Efficient DMU that will have
the efficiency score equal to one and it's slacks
equal to zero. Therefore, the other DMUs, that
were determined as efficient DMUs in stage b of
this algorithm, will be ranked relative to this
DMU.

3. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we use one example in order
to explain how this algorithm can be used for a
full ranking. Through this example, we show how
a full ranking is obtained by this algorithm and

Out put
2
2
1
1.5
2
3

4
5
8
8
10

The results of the CCR model,
Andersen-Petersen’s model and the new
algorithm are shown in table 2.
Table 2: Results
DMUs

Determining virtual optimum DMU.

It should be mentioned that the inputs and
outputs of virtual optimum DMU are the best
inputs and outputs of efficient DMUs. On the
other hand, for each input the minimum amount
of it regarding efficient DMUs are selected and
for each output the maximum amount of it
regarding efficient DMUs are selected.

Input
1
0
1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
5

2. RANKING EFFICIENT DMUS BY NEW
ALGORITHM
In order to rank efficient DMUs in the CCR
input oriented model by new algorithm the
following steps should be done:

Amounts of inputs and outputs in

1
2
3

Efficiency
The CCRModel

AndersonPetersen's
Model

The New
Algorithm

1
1
1

Infeasible
1.11
1.06

0.25
0.62
0.66

As it can be seen, Andersen-Petersen’s
model for evaluation of DMU 1 leads to an
infeasible problem because its first input is zero.
This difficulty can be removed by the new
algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a new
algorithm for ranking efficient DMUs. AndersenPetersen’s model may lead to infeasible cases
when some of the inputs are small. The new
algorithm removes this difficulty.
By using this algorithm we can rank the
whole DMU set and with the full ranking, further
statistical analysis of the efficiency ranks of the
DMUs and other Post – DEA analysis based on
ranks are made possible.
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ABSTRACT
The 1990s have witnessed a significant growth in bank income generated through nontraditional activities especially for large EU universal institutions. Using the non-parametric Malmquist
methodology this paper analyses the importance of the inclusion of off-balance sheet (OBS) business in
the definition of bank output when estimating total factor productivity change indexes. The analysis is
then extended to the decomposition of total factor productivity change into technical efficiency and
technological change. The results reinforce the prevalent view in the recent literature, indicating that the
exclusion of non-traditional activities leads to a misspecification of banks output. In particular, the
inclusion of OBS items results in an increase in estimated productivity levels for all countries under
study. However, the impact seems to be the biggest on technological change rather than efficiency
change. Overall, results suggest that despite the uneven distribution of OBS between countries and
among different institutions in the same country, these non-traditional activities are increasingly
important and failure to account for them would lead to biased conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION
European deregulation and the introduction
of the single market for financial services,
together with technological advances, have all
played a role in shaping EU banking markets
during the 1990s. In recent years, banks have
responded to the challenges posed by the new
operating environment by developing new
products and by creating new forms of
intermediation and other fee-based activities. As
a result, the traditional business of financing
loans by issuing deposits has declined in favour
of a significant growth in activities that are not
typically captured on banks’ balance sheets
(Boyd and Gertler, 1994; Siems and Clark,
1997; Rogers and Sinkey, 1999).
The changing nature of bank activities has
recently received growing attention from
researchers. However, whereas a large number
studies, using both econometric and non-

parametric models, have examined banks’ cost
and profit efficiency and productivity change,
only a few have explicitly accounted for offbalance-sheet (OBS) business like lines of
credit, loan commitments, securitisation and
derivatives. Recent studies (see for example,
Rogers, 1998; Stiroh, 2000; Clark and Siems,
2002) have argued that omitting OBS in the
estimation of bank cost and profit efficiency
may result in a misspecification of bank output
and lead to incorrect conclusions. However, less
is known on the effect that the increase in nontraditional activities has on banks’ productivity
levels. This paper aims to bridge this gap in the
literature by investigating the relevance of the
inclusion of OBS business on productivity
change in five European banking markets over
1994-2000.
In particular, using the non-parametric
Malmquist methodology this paper investigates
the impact of the inclusion of OBS items in the
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definition of banks output when estimating of
total factor productivity change indexes. The
analysis is then extended to the decomposition
of total factor productivity change into technical
efficiency and technological change to assess
the impact of the inclusion of OBS items on the
main components of productivity growth.
The results reinforce the prevalent view in
the recent bank efficiency literature, indicating
that the exclusion of non-traditional activities
leads to a misspecification of banks output. In
particular, the inclusion of OBS items results in
an increase in estimated productivity levels for
all countries under study. However, the impact
seems to be the biggest on technological change
rather than efficiency change. Overall, results
suggest that despite the uneven distribution of
OBS activities between the countries under
study and among different banking institutions
in the same country, omitting non-traditional
activities in the definition of bank output
understates productivity levels and may lead to
biased conclusions.
2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA
In the context of this study, total factor
productivity (TFP) measures changes in total
output relative to inputs and the concept derives
from the ideas of Malmquist (1953)1 and the
distance function approach2 . The Malmquist
TFP index is the most commonly used measure
of productivity change.3 It measures TFP
change between two data points by calculating
the ratio of the distances of each data point
relative to a common technology. For more
details on the methodology see Casu et al.
(2004). Our data set is primarily drawn from
BankScope and includes annual information for
a balanced panel of over 2000 European banks
between 1994 and 2000. The sample comprises
only large banks (total assets > Euro 450
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million) from the largest European banking
markets: France (357 banks), Germany (518
banks), Italy (413 banks), Spain (448 banks)
and United Kingdom (350 banks).
The approach to output definition used in
this study is a variation of the intermediation
approach (Sealey and Lindley, 1977).
Specifically, the input vector used in this study
are proxies for cost of labour (personnel
expenses); the cost of deposits (interest
expenses) and the cost of capital (total operating
expenses) The output variables capture both the
traditional lending activity of banks (total loans)
and the growing non-lending activities
(securities). In addition, we also include the
nominal value of banks’ off-balance sheet items
as a third output.
3. RESULTS
The importance of including OBS activities
in the output definition to estimate banks TFP
change is examined in two ways. The first
approach examines the correlation between TFP
estimates obtained with and without OBS at
country level and tests for differences between
mean TFP estimates when the OBS measure is
first excluded and then included from the
analysis. Then ranking differences are
investigated to identify the impact of the
inclusion/exclusion of OBS items on individual
institutions in each country.
Following Färe et al. (1994) the Malmquist
(output-oriented) TFP change index has been
calculated. A value of the index greater than one
indicates positive TFP growth while a value less
than one indicates TFP decline over the period.
Productivity change is then decomposed into
Technological Change (TC), and Technical
Efficiency Change (TEC), where TFP = TC x
TEC. An improvement in TC is considered as a
shift in the best practice frontier, whereas an
improvement in TEC is the “catch up” term.

1

Important developments in this field have been introduced,
among others, by the work of Diewert (1976, 1978, 1981),
Caves et al. (1982a and 1982b) and Färe et al. (1985, 1994).
2
Shephard’s (1970) distance functions have guided much of
the development in efficiency and productivity analysis. In a
multi-input multi- output framework, an output distance
function is defined as the reciprocal of the maximum
proportional expansion of the output vector, given inputs.
An input distance function is defined as the reciprocal of the
maximum proportional contraction of the input vector,
given outputs.
3
For a literature survey on the subject, see Grosskopf
(1993) and Färe et al. (1997). Also, Ray and Desli (1997)
discuss the conceptual framework and Mukherjee et al.
(2001) derive the geometric decomposition for a generalised
Malmquist index.

Productivity
change
estimates
are
summarised below. The annual entries in each
column in Table 1 are geometric means of
results for individual banks and the period
results reported in the last row for each country
are geometric means of the annual geometric
means.
From Table 1 it is possible to note that,
when the estimations are carried out without the
inclusion of OBS items in the banks output
specification, the TFP index for the French and
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German banking sectors shows a slight decrease
over the 1994-00 period (-1.6% and -2.8%
respectively). The results relative to both
banking systems suggest deterioration in the
performance of best practice banks, as indicated
by Technological Change indices smaller that
unity. An interesting feature is the catching up
with best practice institutions (efficiency change
of +4.5%) for German banks, whereas French
banks seem to display deterioration also in the
cost efficiency levels.
The results relative to the Italian and UK
banking sectors show an improvement in the
TFP index with an overall increase in
productivity of about 6.9% and 1.2%
respectively. This productivity growth seems to
have been brought about by both a positive
technological change (+3.5%) and increase in
efficiency (+3.3) in the Italian banking system,
whereas TFP growth in the UK seem to be
mainly explained by positive technological
change rather then by improvements in
efficiency. On the contrary, the improvement in
technological change in the Spanish banking
sector (+1.9) was not enough to contrast a
decrease in productive efficiency (-2%) over the
period, therefore resulting in an almost constant
rate of productivity change.
When OBS items are added to the
definition of banking output, a different picture
seems to emerge. Overall, there seems to be
TFP growth for all countries under analysis,
with a particularly important change in direction
of the index in the case of Spanish banks, which
now indicates TFP growth of +9.5%. The
introduction of OBS items in the definition of
bank output seems to have impacted the most on
technological change, which increased with
respect to the previous estimation for most
countries in the sample (for example, for
Spanish banks technological change increased
from +1.9 without OBS to +9.2 with OBS; in
France it increased from -0.7% to +3.1%).
These results can be justified by the assumption
that those banks that are “shifting the frontier”
are more likely to have a substantial OBS
portfolio and would have been penalised the
most if such output had not been included in the
analysis.
To test the statistical significance of such
differences, Table 2 presents the results of a
series of t-test of the null hypothesis that the
mean estimated productivity changes, and its
components, are the same whether OBS
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activities are included or excluded from the
output specification.
The results shown in Table 2 indicate that
the null hypothesis of no difference in estimated
productivity change, or in its components, can
be rejected in 11 of 15 instances. Furthermore,
in the case of the UK, where the null hypothesis
could be accepted in all instances, that is there is
not a statistically significant difference between
the two groups, the power of the test is below
the desired level and therefore such results
should be interpreted with caution. In all cases
where the null hypothesis can be rejected, the
estimated mean productivity change increases
when OBS are included in the output
specification, thus reinforcing the view
prevalent in the recent literature that the
exclusion
of
OBS
items
leads
to
underestimation
of
productivity
levels.
However, when analysing the components of
productivity change, whereas in all instances
mean technological change increases when OBS
are included as an output variable, in three cases
efficiency change results deteriorate.
Table 3 shows the results of the MannWhitney rank sum test, which reinforces the
evidence presented in Table 2.
Again, the null hypothesis that the
differences in the median values between the
groups are greater than we would expect by
chance is rejected in 10 of 15 instances. A
closer analysis of the impact of OBS items
points to country differences. Correlation
analyses of individual bank’s TFP index with
and without the introduction of OBS in the
output specification are positive and statistically
significant at the 0.01 level for all countries
with the exception of the UK 4 . From these
results is possible to infer that for UK banks
OBS activities are relatively more important
than in Italy and Germany. Indeed, this reflects
the different magnitude and trend of the
OBS/Total Asset (OBS/TA) ratios for the whole
banking sector. For example, in the year 2000,
the ratio OBS/TA was around 35% in the UK
and 13% in Italy 5 . However, while in the UK
4

It is to note that data on OBS items for UK banks were
available on for 6 institutions, namely HSBC, Barclays
Bank, Clydesdale Bank, Abbey National, NatWest and the
Royal Bank of Scotland.
5
Specifically, according to ECB (2000 and 2003) the
OBS/Total Assets ratio for the whole banking sectors in the
year 1994 (2000) was: 28.31 (29.76) in France, 14.54
(13.46) in Germany, 24.91 (13.46) in Italy, 5.65 (9.66) in
Spain and 32.53 (34.2) in the UK.
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the ratio shows a constantly increasing trend
over the 1994-00 period; it sharply decreased in
Italy, where banks have been concentrating
mainly on asset management as a non
traditional source of income.
To consider the impact of omitting OBS
items on individual institutions, we analyse the
ranking differences, that is how much an
institution betters (or worsen) its rank position
under the two output specifications. The results
are illustrated in Figure 1.
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5. CONCLUSION
Banks’ responses to the changing nature of
the operating environment have resulted in
changes in the structure of their financial
accounts and are mainly reflected in the
increase of OBS activities. Using the nonparametric Malmquist methodology this paper
attempts to investigate to what extent the
inclusion of OBS items in the output definition
of banks affect the estimated total factor
productivity change indexes. The inclusion of
OBS items seems to impact the most on
technological change rather than efficiency
change. This indicates that banks that are
“shifting the frontier” are more likely to have a
substantial OBS portfolio and would have been
penalised the most if such output had not been
included in the analysis. Overall, the results
suggest that despite the uneven distribution of
OBS activities between the countries under
study and among different banking institutions
in the same country, omitting non-traditional
activities in the definition of bank output
understates productivity levels and may lead to
biased conclusions.
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Figure 1: Absolute Ranking Differences
Italian and German banks are displaying the
biggest changes in ranking between the two
models. This indicates that, whereas on average
the TFP growth of Italian and German banks is
not greatly affected by OBS items, for a number
of institutions the results change dramatically.
These findings are in line with the structure of
the relative banking sectors: the Italian and
German banking systems are indeed the least
concentrated within the countries in our sample
(the 5-firm concentration ratio (CR-5) is equal
to 23 and 20 respectively) with a handful of big
universal institutions competing globally and a
high number of small sized banks which are still
concentrated on traditional lending business.
Overall, results suggest that despite the
uneven distribution of OBS between countries
and among different institutions in the same
country, these non-traditional activities are
increasingly important and failure to account for
them would lead to biased conclusions.
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Table 1:

Malmquist Index Decomposition (Summary of Annual Means)a,b

WITHOUT OBS
EFFICIEN TECHNOLOGICA TOTAL FACTOR
CY
PRODUCTIVITY
L CHANGE
CHANGE
CHANGE
FRANCE

Mean
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WITH OBS
EFFICIENCY
CHANGE

TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

TOTAL FACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY
CHANGE

1994/95

1.044

0.934

0.975

1.076

0.903

0.972

1995/96

0.943

1.014

0.956

0.938

1.155

1.084

1996/97

1.042

0.923

0.961

0.944

1.090

1.028

1997/98

0.931

1.054

0.981

1.010

0.989

0.999

1998/99

1.037

0.957

0.993

0.935

1.162

1.086

1999/00

0.955

1.086

1.038

1.030

0.921

0.949

1994/00

0.991

0.993

0.984

0.987

1.031

1.018

GERMANY 1994/95

0.952

0.970

0.923

1.045

0.919

0.960

1995/96

1.089

0.914

0.995

1.027

1.040

1.068

1996/97

0.793

1.186

0.940

1.019

1.017

1.036

1997/98

1.111

0.849

0.943

1.033

0.949

0.980

1998/99

1.341

0.787

1.055

1.005

1.067

1.073

1999/00

1.064

0.926

0.985

0.982

0.947

0.930

Mean

1994/00

1.045

0.931

0.972

1.018

0.988

1.006

ITALY

1994/95

0.961

1.005

0.965

0.982

0.965

0.948

1995/96

1.088

0.890

0.968

0.995

1.042

1.037

1996/97

1.173

0.901

1.057

1.025

1.144

1.173

1997/98

0.954

1.198

1.142

0.987

1.211

1.195

1998/99

1.042

1.103

1.149

0.968

1.320

1.278

1999/00

0.995

1.158

1.152

0.954

0.992

0.947

Mean

1994/00

1.033

1.035

1.069

0.985

1.105

1.089

SPAIN

1994/95

0.925

1.009

0.933

1.040

0.928

0.965

1995/96

1.035

0.981

1.015

1.009

1.064

1.074

1996/97

1.080

0.988

1.067

0.884

1.408

1.244

1997/98

0.915

1.060

0.970

1.100

1.064

1.170

1998/99

1.010

1.027

1.037

0.993

1.226

1.217

1999/00

0.931

1.049

0.976

1.003

0.934

0.937

Mean

1994/00

0.980

1.019

0.999

1.003

1.092

1.095

UK

1994/95

1.016

0.949

0.965

1.087

0.878

0.954

1995/96

0.972

1.126

1.095

0.985

1.073

1.057

1996/97

0.963

1.011

0.973

0.961

1.072

1.029

1997/98

1.040

0.869

0.904

1.045

0.929

0.971

1998/99

1.023

1.175

1.202

0.965

1.071

1.033

1999/00

0.978

0.976

0.955

1.046

0.972

1.017

1994/00

0.998

1.012

1.011

1.014

0.996

1.010

Mean

a

Note: A number <1 indicates decline; a number >1 indicates growth.
b

TEC × TC = TFP
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Table 2:

FRANCE

t-test for Differences between measures of Malmquist TFP
EFFICIENCY
CHANGE

TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY
CHANGE

without OBS

0.993

0.994

0.988

with OBS

0.988

1.032

1.020

mean

0.005

-0.038

-0.032

t-Statistic

0.559

-6.171

-0.303

Sig. (two-tailed)

0.578

0.000

0.004

1.047

0.933

0.977

1.018

0.990

1.009

GERMANY without OBS
with OBS
mean

0.028

-0.578

-0.315

-18.340

-5.310

5.768

Sig. (two-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

without OBS

1.034

1.036

1.071

with OBS

0.986

1.106

0.089

t-Statistic
ITALY

mean

0.049

-0.070

-0.184

-16.841

-2.396

-1.997

Sig. (two-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.020

without OBS

0.984

1.020

1.004

with OBS

1.003

1.093

1.096

-0.019

-0.072

-0.920

t-Statistic
SPAIN

mean
t-Statistic
UK

-15.721

-8.835

-2.261

Sig. (two-tailed)

0.050

0.000

0.000

without OBS

0.099

0.990

0.977

with OBS

1.014

0.997

1.011

mean

-0.027

-0.007

-0.338

t-Statistic

-2.261

-0.409

-1.503

0.073

0.700

0.193

Sig. (two-tailed)

Table 3:

FRANCE

Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test
TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

without OBS

0.996

1.003

0.99

with OBS

0.994

1.036

1.022

Accepted

Rejected

Rejected

t-Statistic

2661

1858

2230

P-value

0.820

<0.001

0.008

without OBS

1.044

0.933

0.982

with OBS

1.024

0.998

1.023

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

6502

3104

4553

P-value

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

without OBS

1.035

1.033

1.075

with OBS

0.99

1.107

1.09

Ho
t-Statistic
ITALY

TOTAL FACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY
CHANGE

EFFICIENCY
CHANGE

Ho

GERMANY
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Ho

Rejected

t-Statistic
SPAIN

Rejected

Accepted

4615

1845

3183

P-value

<0.001

<0.001

0.078

without OBS

0.977

1.017

0.99

1

1.1

1.099

with OBS
Ho

UK

58

Rejected

Rejected

Rejected

t-Statistic

3547

2664

2789

P-value

0.006

<0.001

<0.001

without OBS

0.994

1.008

0.992

with OBS

1.004

0.997

1.014

Accepted

Accepted

Accepted

Ho
t-Statistic

27

38

34

P-value

0.065

0.937

0.485

P-value

0.065

0.937

0.485

Table 4: Correlation Analysis

FRANCE

EFFICIENCY
CHANGE

TECHNOLOGICAL
CHANGE

TOTAL FACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY
CHANGE

Pearson

0.298*

0.553**

0.535**

Spearman's rho

0.352*

0.335*

0.499**

GERMANY Pearson
ITALY
SPAIN
UK

0.210

0.867**

0.813**

Spearman's rho

0.281*

0.014

0.426**

Pearson

0.320

-0.253

0.366**

Spearman's rho

0.032

0.110

0.309*

Pearson

0.606**

0.751**

0.623**

Spearman's rho

0.485**

0.695**

0.626**

Pearson

0.056

0.733

0.607

Spearman's rho

-0.059

0.429

0.429

*,** indicates significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 level respectivel
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ABSTRACT
This work uses the stochastic econometric frontier approach to investigate the efficiency of
Russian banks. We are applying stochastic frontier techniques to data of banking system in Russia for
selecting an appropriate model specification and comparing the results of estimating with existing
researches for world banking systems. We pay special attention to specification of the stochastic frontier
model. Models with Cobb-Douglas, translog and Fourier-Flexible functional forms of production frontier
and different forms of inefficiency distributions (half-normal, truncated normal) are compared. The
estimation of frontier parameters and bank -specific inefficiency values makes with utilization of panel
data of items of bank’s balance sheets (deposits and loans values and structure) and another indexes of
bank’s activity (branch structure, employed staff characteristics). The model is estimated with assumption
of time-varying inefficiency. Estimated values of bank’s inefficiency and corresponding efficiency ranking
are compared with bank reliability ratings given by experts and high correlation values are found. Also in
this work we examine the dynamics of bank’s inefficiencies during considered time interval (2000-2003).
Finally, we analyze influences of factors, included into model specification, to bank efficiency and draw
some conclusions about strengths and weaknesses of Russian bank.

regards to other banks and it’s own
potential;

INTRODUCTION
This researching is based on the application
of the stochastic econometric frontier approach
to investigate the efficiency of Russian banks.
We are applying stochastic frontier techniques
to data of banking system in Russia for selecting
an appropriate model specification and
comparing the results of estimating with
existing researches for world banking systems.
There are three characteristics of bank
efficiency that have an influence on its
measurement:
1.

2.

multiple-factor nature of efficiency. In
practice it’s impossible to describe
efficiency of bank activity quite
precisely using only one aggregate
index. The efficiency can be described
through the set of indexes, some of
which can’t be present by numbers;
relativity nature of efficiency. The
most interesting part for analysts is
measurement bank’s efficiency with

3.

stochastic nature of efficiency. The
estimation of bank’s efficiency
measured in one moment can deviate
from its true value as affected by
random factors.

The main goal of our researching is to
estimate Russian bank’s efficiency on the basis
of stochastic frontier. The efficiency is
examined as relative, stochastic index that
aggregate quality of internal bank activity and
random influence of external factors. The
Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) is used for
estimation of efficiency level.
On the basis of the model constructed in
our work we tried to defined factors, which
have an influence on efficiency level and
evaluated the power on this influence. Bank size
indexes, bank organization structure, structure
of bank assets play the main role to define
bank’s efficiency and was included into the
model as explanation variables.
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We concentrate the special attention on the
result’s robustness for different model
specifications and sets of parameters.

The Johdrow method gives inconsistent
estimates of individual inefficiencies on simple
cross-sectional data.

We carry out the efficiency analysis using
panel data. It allows us to estimate the dynamics
of Russian bank efficiency during last years and
give possibility to separate the efficiency by the
reason of it’s appearing (technical and
allocative).

Besides these problems resolving the using
of panel data allows to monitor dynamic of
efficiency estimates in time. Kumbhakar, Lovell
(2000) and Greene (2002) examine the
extensions of SFA models for panel data in
details. Both works contains analysis of – with
fixed and random effects and with time -variant
and time -invariant inefficiency.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
At present time there are several methods
of construction the efficiency frontier. Our
researching is based on the using of Stochastic
Frontier Analysis.
SFA originated in 1977 with two papers,
published nearly simultaneously by two
independent teams of researchers - Aigner,
Lovell, and Schmidt (1977) and Meeusen, and
van den Broeck (1977). In both investigations
the researchers used the production function as
frontier and proposed the composite type of
error term. According to these models the error
term is the sum of two stochastic values –
normal distributed component and non-negative
component that shows the inefficiency. Aigner,
Lovell, and Schmidt examined the exponential
and half-normal distributions of inefficiencies,
later Greene (1990) examined model with
gamma -distributed inefficiencies.
Johdrow et al. (1982) developed the method
of estimation of individual values of
inefficiencies for each firm included into
analysis. This research allows next researcher to
use these values in further works in own
researching goals.
The important part of the modern SFAmethod is the possibility of it’s application to
panel data analysis. Schmidt and Sickles (1984)
show three main problems of basic stochastic
frontier analysis which can be resolved by using
panel data (with special estimation methods):
Method of maximum likelihood estimation
demands the definition of strong distribution
form of both error term component. This is very
strong limitation, especially because the results
of efficiency estimation don’t very firmness
with variation of distribution forms.
Maximum likelihood estimator demands
the strictly independence of explanation
variables.

Berger and Humphey (1997) show the
main advantages of SFA-analysis - the
possibility of separating (inside model
specification) the inefficiency into two
components – the internal inefficiency of bank
process organisation and the inefficiency
determinates by external random circumstances.
The alternative methods of efficiency frontier
construction (Data Envelopment Analysis and
it’s modifications) don’t take into consideration
the stochastic nature of efficiency.
The key concept of SFA-analysis is Xinefficiency. This conception was developed in
1966 by Leibenstein, which noted that firms
usually wo rks not on the limit of its
possibilities, by the set of reasons. Xinefficiency defines the possibilities of bank to
minimise costs and maximise revenues on the
basis of more regular using and allocation of
resources. In the most of analysis the Xineffic iency described as composition of two
types of inefficiencies. The first type, technical
inefficiency, defines the possibility of bank to
reduce the resource using and save the same
level of outputs (input-orientation) or to
increase output values with invariable costs
(output-orientation). The second component of
X-inefficiency is allocative inefficiency, which
shows the possibility of increasing outputs by
changing the proportion of used resources.
Besides the development of SFA-analysis
theory during last years there are many practical
applications of SFA-analysis, and many of them
are dealing with researching bank sector of
economy. In 1997 Berger and Humphey
published the analysis of more than 130
researching of banking systems in different
countries, based on construction of efficiency
frontiers. The majority of analysed researching
was published from 1992 to 1997 that shows the
increasing necessity of this kind of analysis.
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In their researching Berger and Humphey
analysed the results of efficiency estimation for
21 countries, more than half of which
concentrate on USA banking system. During
last decades many countries reorganised their
economics, made it closer to market economy,
and many new frontier analyses carried out on
the banking system of these countries. On the
base of SFA-analysis was investigated the
efficiency of banking system in Turkey
(Kasman (2002)), Hong Kong (Kwan (2001)),
Croatia (Kraft, Hofler, Payne (2002)), Kuwait
(Limam (2001)), Estonia (Jones, Mygind,
Sinani (2003)).
First of all for construction SFA model we
need to define the set of factors and variables
that serve as input and outputs of system and
also define the goal of system activity. There
are two main approaches for analysis of
financial organization (Freixas, Rochet (1997)):
−

Production approach. In this case bank is
examined as organization, which “produce”
transactions with clients. These transactions
are given credits, received deposits, the
number of serviced obligations and other
operations.

−

Intermediation approach (Allen, and
Santomero (1996)). By this approach bank
realizes the intermediation between agents,
which have spare assets and agents, which
have possibilities of its profitable
investments.

By virtue of chosen approach researchers
mark out the set of input and output parameters
– indexes of capital structure, bank size,
organization form of bank. Also additional
parameters are included into the model very
often. Usually these parameters depend on the
direction of analysis. For example, it can be
ownership of the bank, time of bank
functioning, level of modern technologies using.
THE METHODOLOGY
Stochastic frontier analysis based on
probabilistic approach to constructing of
efficiency
frontier.
The
mathematical
formalisation of stochastic frontier model can be
presented as (Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt):

y = g ( X , ß ) + e,
e = v − u,

u ~ N + ( µ , σ u2 ), v ~ N (0, σ v2 ),
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where y –output parameter, X – vector of
input parameters, g – production function, β vector of unknown coefficients, ε - error term.
The model describes the dependence output
parameters (y) from the set of input parameters
(X). The dependence is defined by production
function (g). The choice of production function
type is very critical moment of model
specification. We need to choose very flexible
form of function, which don’t include too many
parameters at the same time. Usual researchers
use modifications of next three functional
forms:
Cobb-Douglas production function
Translog function
Fourier-Flexible
functional
form
(combination of standard translog with Fourier
trigonometric terms).
In our research we compared some models
with different production functions and found
out the considerable dependence of the
estimated parameters on functional form. This
result is obtained in other researches of banking
efficiency based on stochastic frontier analysis.
The main feature of stochastic frontier
model is the form of its error term ε. In contrast
to standard linear regression the error term
consists of two components. The first
component (v) – normal identically distributed
variate with zero mean; characterised the
random efficiency frontier fluctuations. The
second component (u) – non-negative variate is
described the deviation the bank from the
frontier, shows inefficiency. The deviation of
bank efficiency from its own optimal value can
be described by influence of random factors,
which don’t included into efficiency frontier
definition.
The distributive law of u can be chosen
arbitrarily (subject to its non-negative values).
Usually researchers use the next distribution
laws:
(a) half-normal, u ~ N + (0, σ u2 ) ;
(b) truncated normal, u ~ N + (µ , σ u2 ) ;
(c) exponential, u ~ θ e −θu .
The estimates of presented distributions
parameters are calculated using values of
additional factors.
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On the base of comparing of different
distribution functions we chose the frontier
model with truncated normal distribution of u.
For determination of that distribution we need
to estimate two parameters – mean and standard
deviation. The mean describes the power of
influence of all factors, which don’t, included
into frontier definition and nevertheless have an
affect on bank efficiency. The estimates of
mean and standard deviation can be accounted
together with other unknown model parameters
(Battese and Coelli (1997) method).
So we have the specification of regression
model which error term is the combination of
two stochastic components with certain
frequency functions. It is enough for estimation
of unknown parameters of model using, for
example, maximum likelihood estimator or
generalised least square method.
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Z1 – own capital;
Z2 – total assets;
Z3 – manning level;
Z4 – number of bank branches;
Z5 – dummy, registered in Moscow;
Z6 – dummy, registered in St. Petersburg.

ESTIMATION RESULTS
Consequently the SFA-model for panel data
with Cobb-Douglass production function,
truncated normal distribution of inefficiencies is
given by equation below:
8

ln yit = ß 0 + ∑ ß j ln X jit + eit ,
j =1

eit = vit − uit ,
6

u it ~ N + (∏δ j Z jit ,σ u2 ), v ~ N ( 0,σ v2 ).
j =1

Actually, to construct stochastic frontier
model we need to separate all factors, affected
on efficiency of bank activity, into two groups –
described the frontier (X) and influenced on
bank’s deviation from this frontier (Z).

After estimation procedures we receive the
next estimation of model parameters.

DATA
The main source of information for our
research was Information Centre “Rating”
reports, which contain the list of 100 largest
Russian banks with the main indexes of their
activity. The information is enlarged every six
months, so we have the unbalanced panel with
seven time points (January 2000 – July 2003)
with data of 160 banks.
On the base of available data we defined
the list factors included into SFA-model:
Output:
y – balance sheet profit;
Inputs:
X1 – deposited funds (both from citizens and
companies);
X2 – bank’s deposited funds;
X3 – loans (RUB);
X4 – loans (foreign currency);
X5 – deposits in banks;
X6 – funds on banking cards;
X7 – deposits in government-paper;
X8 – trust assets.
Additional parameters influenced on
individual inefficiency:

Table 1. The estimation results
Standard
Coefficient error
Const
4.678***
0.541
ß1
0.193***
0.032
ß2
-0.015
0.016
ß3
0.060**
0.024
ß4
0.137***
0.026
ß5
0.123***
0.029
ß6
-0.001
0.013
ß7
0.042***
0.010
ß8
0.0002
0.010

t -ratio
8.641
6.002
-0.924
2.436
5.181
4.273
-0.092
4.158
0.020

Const
0.683***
0.171
3.988
d1
-5*10-8 *** -1*10-8
-5.097
-8
d2
-1*10 *** 0.000
-6.316
d3
-0.001*** 1.677*10-4 -8.920
d4
0.0002*** 2.286*10-5 8.821
d5
0.357***
0.116
3.060
d6
0.041
0.516
0.080
sigmasquared 1.336***
0.077
17.269
?
0.031***
0.007
4.018
Log likelihood function =-1068.6661
***, **, * - significant at 1%, 5% ? 10%
correspondingly
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CONCLUSIONS
The basic hypothesis “SFA vs. OLS
regression” was tested with ?-test using. The ?level=0.031 is significantly different from zero
that testify the advantage of SFA-model over
standard regression with ordinary least square
estimations.
The first group of parameters (X) describes
the location of an efficiency frontier. Deposits
(from persons and companies) (X1 ), loans in
roubles(X3 ) and foreign currencies(X4 ), holdings
into other bank’s assets (X5 ) and into
government-paper
(X7 )
have
significant
influence on efficiency frontier. These results
show the main directions of Russian banks
activity.
The influence of second group of factors
(Z) is very interesting as the source of Russian
banks inefficiency. All factors in this group,
besides registration in St. Petersburg (Z6 ), are
significant with confidence level 99%.
The coefficients for values of own banks
capital and total banks assets (d1 , d2 ) show the
influence of bank size to its efficiency. We
found the significant positive return of scale, the
bigger banks working more efficiently in
average. This result can be described by
availability of considerable resources for
professional
management
staff
hiring,
possibilities of wider number of customer
services.
The coefficient d3 =-0.001 shows that the
amount of banking staff have the significant
negative influence on bank efficiency. It can be
ride on insufficient professional skills or
excessive bureaucracy level, but for more wellfounded conclusion we need to separate the
staff into different groups, such as managerial
staff, business executives, operating and
maintenance staff.
Also we discovered the significant positive
influence of the number of branches (Z4 ). The
bigger number of branches allows to improve
the accessibility of bank services, make the
service more adapted to real customer’s needs,
and also to increase the competition inside the
bank.
The registration of the head office in
Moscow (Z5 ) surprisingly contributes for bank
inefficiency. The only thing that can explain it
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is the huge concentration of the banks in
Moscow (We have 435 banks registered in
Moscow of total 700 sample size).
After the analysis of different factors we
estimated the individual banks inefficiency
values. The mean bank efficiency over the
sample comes to 48,6%, but we have some top
banks with efficiencies near 100%.
Usually the bank efficiency has a good
correlation with other important characteristic,
such as reliability and bankruptcy risk. We
investigate the correlation between the
estimated individual efficiencies and expert’s
level of reliability showed by IC ”Rating” and
found great positive dependence (the banks with
highest level of reliability have relatively high
values of efficiency).
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ABSTRACT
Benchmarking refers to the process of comparing the performance of an organization with a
standard. The use of benchmarking is fundamental to the water and sewerage services (henceforth WSS)
being, many times, the only tool available for the governments to control their performance. This
document will apply one of the benchmarking techniques available, which is the data envelopment
analysis (hereafter DEA). DEA is a frontier method based on linear programming techniques for
assessing the organizations comparative efficiencies. For the last two decades, DEA has already been
used in WSS sectors, in many countries, by different actors, with several objectives. This paper uses DEA
benchmarking method to determine efficiency measures for a set of Portuguese WSS. It begins with a
short introduction explaining the benchmarking concept and its classification in the WSS. Next, the
document describes briefly the DEA method and depicts its weaknesses and strengths and its relevance in
these sectors. DEA main studies developed in the WSS until now are also reviewed. Then, the DEA
developed models for the Portuguese WSS are defined and computed and the observed outcomes are
analysed. Some DEA problems that jeopardize its use in regulatory benchmarking are discussed. Finally,
the conclusions are presented.

INTRODUCTION
Benchmarking can simply be defined as the
process of measuring the performance of
something and its comparison with a standard.
In natural monopolies and where there is also a
lot of asymmetric information, benchmarking is
the key tool to encourage the organizations in
their performance improvement. In the water
and sewerage sectors, benchmarking has been
classified into metric and process benchmarking
[Kingdom et al. (1996)]. Metric benchmarking
enables the water and sewerage services (WSS)
to deal with internal performance over time and
to compare it with that of peers. Process
benchmarking involves, first, identifying
specific work procedures to be improved
through a step-by-step process mapping and,
then, searching for the industry best practices
that lead to superior performance. From the

utilities point of view, we agree with this
classification, but when benchmarking is
applied by other stakeholders, such as regulators
or financial agents, we prefer, like others [for
example, Eggen et al. (2001) and Carrington,
Coelli and Groom (2002)], to classify it into
macro or micro benchmarking or into top down
or bottom up benchmarking, respectively.
Macro or top down benchmarking is based on
processes of analysis and on results modelling
at a high aggregation level, while micro or
bottom up benchmarking focuses on the
analysis of the different activities and practices
per se. Commonly, the first group of methods
computes efficiency and productivity global
measures and it is often used by regulators to
obtain information about the organizations
performance and its nature and to establish
broad targets. The second group is employed,
above all, by the business (utilities) in order to
identify areas or activities of improvement,
generally in the first stage of performance
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indicators calculation for a diagnosis and,
subsequently, for a decision making process.
Macro benchmarking methods can be
further classified into frontier or non-frontier
methods, whether or not they admit that the
organizations (WSS) are technically efficient. A
WSS is said to be technically efficient if it
operates on the frontier, that is, if it represents
the maximum output attainable from each input
level or vice-versa (minimum input from each
level of output). The frontier and non-frontier
methods can also be sorted into parametric and
non-parametric according to the econometric
estimation of parametric functions. Data
envelopment analysis (DEA) is deemed a
frontier non-parametric technique. Lovell
(1993) and Coelli, Prasada and Battese (1998)
are two noteworthy references in the
introduction of these techniques.
In this article, DEA benchmarking
technique is analysed and applied to the
Portuguese WSS in the practitioner’s view. This
study appears in Portugal in a period when the
WSS economic regulation, as well as their
privatization, is under discussion. The high
levels of inefficiency shown and the existing
market structure suggest the use of some kind of
incentive regulation. The issue under discussion
is whether to adopt a light-handed regulation, as
sunshine regulation (that consists only in
publicizing performance) or a tighter form of
regulation, such as yardstick competition (e. g.
price cap regulation with factor X established
through benchmarking techniques). In both
situations, the DEA use is a real hypothesis.
After this introduction, this document describes
briefly the DEA technique, stressing its
weaknesses and strengths. The following
section consists in a DEA studies review carried
out in the water and sewerage sectors. Then, the
models are applied to the Portuguese WSS and
the main results are depicted. Subsequently,
some relevant questions related to the DEA use
as a benchmarking tool in the WSS are
discussed.
DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS
DEA is a method based on linear
programming to evaluate the productive
efficiency of homogeneous units, such as WSS.
DEA builds the non-parametric frontier formed
by the union of a group of linear segments
(piece-wise surface) which include the WSS.
The relative efficiency measuring is done
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through the comparison of the analysed WSS
efficiency with that of the other WSS which
remain in that frontier. From these WSS, the
ones that use similar inputs and outputs
combinations are taken as benchmark and
simultaneously are the target of the WSS being
analysed (peer group). The relative efficiency is
determined by giving similar weights to the
inputs and outputs of the WSS, in order to
maximize the quotient of the inputs and outputs
weighted average sum, subject to the constraint
that any other WSS of similar characteristics
can reach an efficiency level higher than one to
the same set of weights.
DEA Models
The generic DEA model, called CCR, was
developed in 1978 by Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978), assuming constant returns to
scale (CRS) and strong disposability of inputs
(and outputs). The CCR model fell upon
Farrell’s work (1957) using the mathematical
programming knowledge of Charnes and
Cooper (1962). In 1984, this model was
extended to account for variable returns to scale
(VRS) by Banker, Charnes and Cooper (1984),
originating the model known as BCC. The BCC
model deems the VRS by adding a convexity
constraint ensuring that an inefficient WSS is
only compared against WSS of similar size. If
we compute a CRS and a VRS DEA we may
obtain a scale efficiency (SE) measure for each
WSS. Hence, CRS technical efficiency measure
can be decomposed into pure technical
efficiency (PTE) and scale efficiency (SE).
CCR and BCC models, although the most used,
are only a small part of the DEA models. Other
models, as multiplicative models and additive
models, despite being more complex to
calculate, have nicer properties.
DEA Strengths and Weaknesses
DEA application is a non-parametric
approach used to measure the WSS relative
efficiency. Its main feature, with effects both at
its strengths and weaknesses, is related with the
fact that DEA does not prescribe an underlying
functional form for the efficient frontier and it
does not give specific values ab initio to the
weights. DEA technique is said to be
empirically based, in opposition to the
parametric and statistical approaches to measure
the efficiency. There are many benefits in the
DEA use, such as: a) the identification of a
group of efficient WSS to each inefficient WSS
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with a similar combination of inputs and
outputs; b) the ability to deal easily with
multiple inputs and outputs; c) the best practices
adoption as comparison elements instead of the
average values; d) the non-assumption of a
functional form for the frontier or for the
inefficiency term; e) the decomposition of
efficiency into several components.
However, this technique (DEA) has some
shortcomings, such as the fact that it is very
sensitive to the outliers, it is very demanding
concerning the required information and it does
not allow the associated error measurement,
neither to test statistically the results nor the
specified models. In DEA, the explanatory
factors analysis is also more complex,
depending on the existing correlation degree
reliability. From the operational point of view,
the lack of statistical results makes its practical
use to be difficult. For example, it is very tough
for a regulator to take a decision with direct
consequences in the companies financial health
and in the consumers budget, given that the
change of an input, sometimes only in the units
(e. g. capital in quantities or in monetary units)
has important consequences in efficiency
values. The same happens with the sampling
change (number of WSS) or with a production
technology (e. g. CRS and VRS), which can be
very difficult to compute. Even though several
studies try to provide statistical properties (e. g.
consistency, unbiasedness and robustness) and
enforce the role of statistical inference in DEA
analysis, such as Banker (1996), Grosskopf
(1996) and Simar and Wilson (2000), for
example, the state of the art in this domain is
still in infancy. Even more attention should be
given to this subject in the future. This paper
will present some comments resulting from the
difficulties faced.
DEA USE IN THE
SEWERAGE SECTORS

WATER

AND

DEA studies have been gaining a growing
interest since the 80s in the most different
sectors and production areas with diverse aims.
The situation is alike in the utilities sector.
Although most of the published studies refer to
the energy and telecommunication sectors, there
is also a rising interest about this issue in the
water and sewerage sectors. The latter,
traditionally managed by the public sector,
historically have not shown much concern with
their efficiency and productivity. This
circumstance has been progressively changing
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in the past two decades, owing to a stronger
participation of the private sector, more
demanding environmental and service quality
requirements, and the strictness inflicted by
globalization, regarding the macroeconomic
policies and the services of general economic
interest management. The DEA use in these
sectors can aim at different ends, such as:
• Identification of the better managed and
more innovative WSS (best practices),
which can be taken as reference peers;
• Creation of a competitive environment
between the WSS in their sector, or even
outside it, although they act in the form of
natural monopoly;
• Establishing the key element in economic
regulation when regulatory methods are
based in incentive regulation (e. g yardstick
competition);
• Analysis of the sector market structure,
concerning the companies size, ownership
(e. g. private versus public) and
organization (e. g. verticalisation and
horizontalisation).
From 1985 to the beginning of 2004 about
30 applications of DEA to the WSS took place
in the world. Marques (2004) reviews in detail
the 22 known studies. The objectives of the
studies are distinct, but the most important is the
WSS performance measurement with regulatory
aims. The main actors are either academics or
the regulatory authorities. The models comprise
9 countries, namely the USA, Australia, UK,
Denmark, Holland, Japan, Italy, Mexico and
Brazil. From the case-studies, 7 out of 22 deal
with water supply, sewerage and sewage
treatment services altogether and 9, 3 and 3
separately with water supply, sewerage and
sewage treatment services, respectively. The 22
studies mentioned correspond to 33 distinct
models. Almo st all these models are input
minimising oriented. Only 2 of the studies are
non-oriented models. Regardless of the units,
the studies include 23 inputs, 22 outputs and 20
different explanatory factors. The most adopted
inputs are the no. of employees, the OPEX, the
energy and the mains length. The leading
outputs are the revenue (delivered) water
volume, the no. of customers and the mains
length, whereas the most common explanatory
factors are the water sources (or the water
treatment), the revenue water volume for
different uses (e. g. domestic and industrial) and
the population density (or customers density).
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DATA, MODEL SPECIFICATION AND
RESULTS
Data
The data used in this research consists in
the information collected near 70 Portuguese
WSS. The number of these WSS in Portugal is
over 300, but the study covers, nevertheless,
around 64 % of the Portuguese population,
approximately 6.5 million inhabitants. The
remaining WSS are all of reduced size and they
manage the water supply and sewerage together
with other activities and do not have separate
account. The year considered to gauge the
efficiency was 2001. The information used here
was gathered directly from the WSS activities
and account annual reports. In some cases, it
was necessary to make enquiries to collect more
information and, in other situations, to have
appointments with the staff responsible for the
reports so as to clear up some doubts.
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volume, the customers number and the mains
length. All the outputs are measured in
quantities, particularly, in cubic metres, in
customers number and in kilometres number.
Table 1 outlines the models applied and table 2
shows the statistical characteristics of the
variables included in the models.
Results
Table 3 represents the TE and its
components average values, as well as the
efficiencies weighted values by the revenue
water volume, the number of efficient WSS and
the technical efficiency minima values.
Computations were done using a GAMS code.
Table 1 – Preferred models specification
Models

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

X

Staff

X

X

OOPEX

X

X

Inputs
TC

X

Model Specification

OPEX

X

The models variables choice took into
account the WSS particular characteris tics, the
references, the experts’ opinion, the available
data and the study aims. In DEA the models
should, as much as possible, include the aspects
that better characterize the production, that is,
the consumed resources and the output
produced. Besides, a second stage of analysis
can exist in DEA, which considers the
operational environment (explanatory factors)
where the production process takes place.
Sometimes, it is not very clear whether to
classify the variables into inputs, outputs or
explanatory factors. The variables should be
measurable and consistent among WSS. The
models followed an input minimising
orientation basis. The WSS should satisfy not
only all the customers needs, but also the tight
demand side management policies, therefore,
the option for another orientation or model was
groundless. Another aspect carefully thought
was the variables specification in quantities or
monetary units.

CAPEX

X

The different models adopted comprise,
altogether, six inputs and three outputs. The
inputs include the total cost (TC), the OPEX,
the CAPEX, the mains length, the no. of
employees and the others OPEX (OPEX minus
labour cost - OOPEX). Except the mains length,
measured in km, and the no. of employees, all
the other inputs are measured in monetary units.
The outputs encompass the revenue water

M. length

X

Outputs
Volume

X

X

X

X

X

Costumers

X

X

X

X

X

M. length

X

Table 2 – Variables statistical features
Inputs
TC (104 €)
OPEX (104 €)
CAPEX (104 €)
Mains length (km)
Staff (no.)
OOPEX (104 €)
Outputs
Volume (104 m3 )
Costumers (103 no.)
Mains length (km)

Mean

St. dev

Min

Max

619
488
131
539
117
283

1303
944
387
356
151
528

24
20
4
87
9
8

10290
7033
3258
1669
935
3649

576
40.6
539

908
52.1
356

31
3.7
87

6371
331.4
1669

Explan. Factors

Groundwater (%)
35.2
35.6
0.0
100
Domestic vol. (%)
67.7
9.3
44.4
92.3
CD (no/km -1 )
67.5
42.7
14.5
198.6
Water losses (%)
34.5
10.1
16.2
66.8
ISW (l inh.-1 day -1)
165
63
63
394
CD - customers density; ISW – inhabitant supplied water
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Table 3 – Results of WSS DEA models
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remarkable evidence about the DEA technique
potentialities as a benchmarking tool,
identifying not only the possible savings of this
WSS (radial and not radial) but also the
reference peers that can be taken has benchmark
to this WSS.

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

PTE*

0.624
0.680

0.665
0.734

0.694
0.769

0.720
0.812

0.735
0.827

SE*

0.918

0.906

0.902

0.887

0.889

TE**

0.590

0.641

0.811

0.705

0.708

PTE**

0.792

0.838

0.855

0.888

0.898

SE **

0.745

0.765

0.948

0.794

0.788

V/M
TC

Models
TE*

Table 4 – Inputs and outputs slacks average
M1

M4

M5

Staff

3.1
(8)

3.0
(3)

OOPEX

64.7
(6)

36.3
(5)

SE (no.)

2

5

8

8

11

PTE (no.)

7

10

15

22

15

Min (SE)

0.335

0.340

0.510

0.614

0.535

CAPEX

Min (PTE)

0.281

0.376

0.278

0.475

0.481

Mains
length

* arithmetic mean; ** weighted by volume

M3

OPEX

RESULTS ANALYSIS
The Portuguese WSS inefficiency levels to
the year 2001 were meaningful, oscillating
between an average TE of 0.624 for model 1
and of 0.735 for model 5. All the models took
the PTE value as the key factor as the TE
source, exactly the part that can be controlled by
the WSS managers. The SE presents relevant
and similar values to all the models,
respectively, between 8 and 11 %. The biggest
WSS are generally penalised by the SE,
showing decreasing returns to scale (DRS).
Taking model 1 as example, in Portugal, the
WSS present the ability to improve the average
TE in 37.6 %, from which 8.2 % corresponds to
SE earnings and 32.0 % to the PTE
improvement. This means that, on average, each
WSS can reduce 37.6 % the input total cost,
while producing the same quantity of outputs.
From the 70 WSS, to CRS, 60 have slacks
regarding one of the outputs, that is, consuming
the same resources they can produce a larger
quantity of one of the outputs. In model 1, on
average, the output produced volume has a slack
of 278 280 m3 and the other output customers
number a slack of 1015. From the 70 WSS, 54
present DRS, 14 IRS (increasing returns to
scale) and 2 CRS. If one considers the revenue
water volume of each WSS, the TE value is
less, due to the SE penalisation of the larger
WSS. Table 4 represents the slacks calculated
according to the double-stage method, assuming
VRS to the inputs and the outputs. In brackets
there are the inputs and outputs numbers with
slacks for each variable and by model. For
example, taking the WSS 3, table 5 shows the
present values of the inputs and of its targets,
including and excluding the slacks by model, as
well as their peers. This table provides

M2

51.7
(15)
9.9
(7)

Water
volume

278
(40)

234
(28)

201
(34)

74
(13)

58
(12)

Costum.

1015
(20)

982
(20)

624
(11)

244
(8)

397
(12)

Mains
length

64.1
(31)

Table 5 – WSS 3 Targets without/ with slacks ( )
V
TC
(103 €)

Value

M1

24330

18044

M2

M3

16150

OPEX
(103 €)

20750

15720

CAPEX
(103 €)

3580

2710
(2330)

Mains
length

1210

M4

M5

9420

(km)
(no.)

5590

461
(364)

481
(347)

OOPEX
(103 €)

12240

10100

10530

Peers

-

2; 11;
46

1; 2;
11

Staff

1; 2;
12

1; 12

2; 5;
11; 12

A comparison of the models results was
made using the Spearman and the Pearson
coefficients. All the correlation coefficients are
statistically significant to a level of 1 %. Major
correlations occur between models 1 and 2 and
between models 4 and 5, as expected. The study
also tested the impact of taking out each WSS
peers in each model, having as basis the
superefficiency value calculated according to
Andersen and Petersen (1993) and the peer
index developed by Togersen, Førsund and
Kittelsen (1996). The superefficiency analysis,
besides sorting out the efficient WSS, also
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enables to prove the consequences of possible
outliers at the frontier. The peer index enables
to identify the efficient WSS which are more
often referent peers, that is, the ones that are
more effective when the aim is the
benchmarking use (through best practices
identification). The models were also reanalysed taking some of the inputs as nondiscretionary, in particular the input capital,
represented by the CAPEX or by the mains
length (models 2 and 3). This investigation was
relevant, with an impact of more than 7 % in the
TE average value.
DEA DISCUSSION RESULTS
The results presented above through DEA
technique showed the potential features the use
this
tool
might
have
in
regulatory
benchmarking. To publish these elements might
have very positive effects in the market
(sunshine regulation), since it makes the
different stakeholders discuss the results. From
another perspective, sunshine regulation creates
competition among the WSS and at the same
time embarrasses the WSS with poor
performances. If a carrots and stick policy
existed directed simultaneously to the best and
worst performances, this mechanism could, in a
first phase, be a form of successful regulation
(or of government intervention) in these sectors.
However,
DEA
potentialities
are
unquestionably superior, despite some of the
problems with the methodology that still need to
be improved so as to be included in price
regulation in a more or less straight way. The
first
problem
regards
the
operational
environment inclusion in DEA analysis. Among
the several explanatory factors measurement
processes discussed, for example, in Fried et al.
(1999) and Pérez (2001), this study adopted the
two-stage method, which used the Tobit model
in a second stage to regress the values obtained
by DEA in the first stage with the explanatory
factors. The attained results, for example, for
the VRS model 4 are presented in table 6.
Although there is no significant explanatory
factor at the 5 % level of significance, a
likelihood ratio test does not enable the
rejection of the hypothesis that all the
coefficients in the model are zero.
Table 6 – Explanatory factors effect (model 4)
Explanatory
factors

Coef.

Error

T

70

Groundwater (%)
-.058618
.198544
-0.30
Domestic vol. (%)
.119154
.333337
0.36
CD (no/km )
.000889
.000829
1.07
Water losses (%)
-.516625
.282160
-1.83
IWS (l inh. day )
.001048
.000568
1.84
CD - Customers density; IWS – inhabitants water supply
-1

-1

-1

This methodology allows the explanatory
factors presence in DEA study, but as Simar and
Wilson (2002), for example, point up the results
quality is problematic, once there is a
correlation between these variables and the ones
included in DEA first stage. However, the
methodology suggested by those authors is also
endowed with difficulties, at least in the
empirical world.
A second question relates the DEA model
specification. If there are five models presented
here it is because some difficulties came up in
its selection. Then, the option for one or another
model can be particularly unkind to some WSS.
As such, while a relatively consensual
procedure does not yet exist, it is difficult to
apply the DEA technique in the regulatory
world beyond the “sunshine” perspective.
Kittelsen (1998) developed the stepwise
procedure which enables the DEA model
selection through statistical hypothesis tests.
However, this method relies on several
principles that are difficult to fulfil and that
influence the final conclusions. For example,
the independence between variables and a WSS
number of 100 to the sample are requirements
difficult to obey. This study also employed this
procedure, which allowed the selection of a
model distinct from those presented (M1 to
M5). It took the total cost and the water losses
as inputs and the revenue water volume as
outputs with a significance level of 5%. This
model is perfectly reasonable in a practical
point of view according to the water and
sewerage sectors current performance in
Portugal, given that the water losses is the main
problem these sectors face at the moment
(average near 40%) and the production cost
(due to the recent creation of national company
with that aim) is extremely high (sometimes
higher than 50 % of the total cost).
Nevertheless, this situation should be
necessarily temporary and that will lessen the
effect of the water losses when it reaches levels
under 20 % (e. g. besides, there will always be a
part of the water losses that will not be
controllable by the WSS). From a theoretical
point of view, the number of 70 WSS of the
sample constrains this approach.
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Finally, in order to obtain the statistical
inference, a bootstrap methodology (resampling) was applied to the DEA estimators.
The bootstrap allows the bias estimation and
leads to the inference about the DEA results
attained. The methodology follows the approach
carried out by Simar and Wilson (1998), who
use a smooth bootstrap algorithm based in a
process of data generation, where the inputs are
obtained through random deviation of the inputs
efficient frontier. Table 7 depicts the results of
the average values to each model (with a B
times=1000) to the VRS technology. The
bootstrap methodology enables the estimation
of confidence intervals to each WSS, something
extremely relevant.
Table 7 – Bootstrap results of different models
Model/Estimate

Mean

St. dev

Min

Max

M1 DEA
M1 bootstrap

0.680
0.612

0.186
0.155

0.281
0.267

1.000
0.935

M2 DEA
M2 bootstrap
M3 DEA
M3 bootstrap

0.734
0.608
0.769
0.688

0.178
0.135
0.182
0.147

0.376
0.337
0.278
0.269

1.000
0.919
1.000
0.963

M4 DEA
M4 bootstrap
M5 DEA
M5 bootstrap

0.812
0.710
0.827
0.709

0.173
0.136
0.172
0.128

0.475
0.427
0.481
0.441

1.000
0.913
1.000
0.907

Unfortunately, in spite of the recent
improvements [vide Simar and Wilson (2004)],
this methodology leads to some doubtful results
or, at least, not very useful in the practical
domain, mostly for the technically efficient
WSS. Anyway, the bootstrap methodology,
whose great advantage is to keep the same nonparametric orientation of DEA, enables the
evaluation of the efficiency measures robustness
obtained through DEA to the sample variations
and the non-observable variables. When the resampling process is repeated B times, a
particular imaginary frontier will be determined,
corresponding to a specific group of peers
(towards which the benchmarking of each WSS
is done), which represents a particular level of
non-observable or not considered variables.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper outlines a research in
progress about the application of benchmarking
through DEA to the Portuguese WSS. This nontheoretical study intends to put in evidence the
DEA use strengths in these sectors, largely due
to their particular characteristics. Some
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empirical results are presented, as well as some
procedures of sensibility analysis. As it would
be expected the potential earnings of technical
efficiency, chiefly of pure technical efficiency,
are meaningful. Finally, some practical
problems in DEA use in regulatory
benchmarking are briefly depicted and analysed.
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ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to determine alternative methods of benchmarking the efficiency of electric
cooperatives. Using a panel composed of 119 Philippine electric cooperatives from 1990 to 2002, a cost
function is estimated to identify appropriate cost variables that will determine the frontier. It was found
out that the main cost drivers are total sales, prices of labor and capital, distribution network,
transmission capacity, actual billed customers, service area, demand structure, and system losses. Based
on this specification, efficiency frontiers are computed using Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) and Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The efficiency of each cooperative was then ranked and compared to
check for consistency. The SFA reports that on the average, ECs are 34 percent away from the cost
frontier while DEA estimates 42 percent. The panel data allowed for the calculation of Total Factor
Productivity changes based on the Malmquist index. On the average, TFP increased by 1.7 percent from
1990 to 2002. The rankings and productivity values will prove to be useful for the energy regulator in
determining efficiency targets. DEA and SFA are based on theoretically determined cost function which
will lead to results that are more representative of the ECs actual performance.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the cost function for a panel
of 119 Philippine electric distribution
cooperatives (ECs) is estimated as a basis for
efficiency benchmarking. With the passage of
the Electric Power Industry Reform Act
(EPIRA) in 2001, the Philippines is currently on
the process of restructuring and privatizing its
power industry.
Despite the deregulation,
however, ECs will still have a monopoly
franchise to deliver electricity to residential
consumers so that rate regulation by the
regulatory commission is still necessary.
Through benchmarking, the regulator can
compare the costs of similar companies from
which any one firm’s attainable cost efficiency
level can be inferred. With this, the dependence
of price that ECs received on its own cost level
would be broken. Benchmarking analysis can be
used to set the informational basis for more
effective regulation, as it reduces informational
asymmetries between ECs and regulators

regarding costs. Benchmarking exercises also
make it possible to identify the scope for further
efficiency improvements of each cooperative
and to measure comparative improvement in
their performance over time.
Traditional
performance
measurement
system such as ratio analysis provides a very
unbalanced picture of performance that can lead
firm managers and regulators to miss important
opportunities for improvement. The present
study makes an important contribution by being
the first study to consider multi-output and input
distance functions in assessing the efficiency of
rural electric cooperatives. It is also the first to
apply two different methods of benchmarking
efficiency to one data set and to estimate
productivity gains of each cooperative from
1990 to 2002.
The paper is organized as follows: Section
2 outlines the estimation methods used in the
study. Section 3 presents the results of SFA,
DEA and Malmquist-DEA. The last section
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concludes and enumerates considerations for
further studies.
ESTIMATION METHODS
Model Specification
Cost function rather than production
function was estimated after considering the
past studies and after analyzing the inherent
qualities of the electricity industry. Since the
cooperatives are under obligation to provide
electricity at specified tariffs, the ECs maximize
profit by minimizing the cost of delivering a
certain level of electricity. Given that the
Philippine regulator, the Energy Regulatory
Board (ERC), evaluates the performance of
regulated firms using operating costs, ECs’ nonpower cost was chosen as the cost variable. 1
Having specified the function to be
estimated, the input and output variables that
should be included in the analysis were
identified. The cost drivers chosen are based on
the definition that the costs of operating a
distribution system are the costs of building and
maintaining the system of service lines, mains
and transformers, and of measuring and billing
electricity. The core output variable is specified
to be total electricity delivered measured by
total sales in KWh. The core input variable is
identified to be total operating and maintenance
expenditures, transformer capacity and length of
distribution line, all of which are widely
accepted in literature as required input
variables. Environmental variables, such as
service area and number of actual billed
customers are included to account for
geographical dispersion. Measurement of the
effect of delivering energy at different voltages
required by different customers is also needed,
therefore the proportion of total energy
delivered that is distributed to residential
customers is included as an additional operating
characteristic (Estache, Rossi and Ruzzier,
2004). Finally, system loss and maximum
demand on the system measured by peak load
are included as environmental input variables to
account for technological differences among
cooperatives in delivering electricity.

The data for all 119 cooperatives from 1990
to 2002 were obtained from the NEA database
while land area was obtained from the
Department of Environment and Natural
Resources. The total operating and maintenance
expenditure is expressed in real values
(1994=100) using the CPI index for Fuel, Light
and Water as published by the National
Statistical Coordination Board.
EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
Cost Function Estimation
The total operating and maintenance cost
(TOM) is a function of output (S), input factor
prices (Pi ), distribution length (DL ),
transformer capacity (TC), and exogenous
variables (Zi ),
TOM = f(S, Pi , DL, TC, Zi ). (1)
In this essay, the most general functional
form for electricity distribution in the
Philippines is a Cobb-Douglas cost function:2

ln TOM = β 0 + β 1 ln S + β 2 ln PL + β 3 ln PK
+ β 4 ln DL + β 5 ln TC + ui

Non-power cost is composed of total operating and
maintenance expenditure defined as the sum of distribution,
consumer accounts, administrative and general expenses.

(2)

where PL and PK are the prices of labor and
capital, respectively.3
The cost function specified above does not
include environmental variables. There are two
approaches in their inclusion: (1) including
them directly into the cost function as
regressors, assuming that they influence the
shape of the technology, and (2) accounting for
their effect after the cost function estimation,
assuming that they directly influence the degree
of technical efficiency (Coelli, Perelman, and
Romano, 1999). Following Estache, Rossi and
Ruzzier (2004), the first approach was taken in
this study in order to get efficiency measures
that are net of environmental influences. Coelli,
Perelman and Romano (1999) emphasized that
the measurement of net efficiency is useful as it
allows one to predict how companies would be

2

1
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A translog production function was estimated , however,
most of the coefficients turned out to be statistically
insignificant.
3
PL is obtained by dividing the actual administrative
expenses over the number of employees while PK is
obtained by dividing distribution expenses over transformer
capacity (Hattori, 2002).
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ranked if they were able to operate in equivalent
environments.
Adding the environmental variables, the
function is specified as follows:

ln TOM = β 0 + β1 ln S + β 2 ln PL + β 3 ln PK +
β 4 ln DL + β 5 ln TC + β 6 ln SA + β 7 ln CUST +
β 8 ln DS + β 9 ln SL + β 10 ln PL + u i
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SL

0.0814*

0.0070

11.5520

Constant

-0.6412*

0.0662

-9.6810

NOTE: * significant at 0.01 level of significance.

To be able to check the consistency of these
results, an average cost function was also
estimated. Regression estimates are as follows:5

(3)
Table 2 Results of Panel Regression Using
Average Cost

where SA is service area, CUST is the
number of actual billed customers, DS is the
demand structure, SL is the system loss and PL
is the peak load.
Following the methodology of Estache,
Rossi, and Ruzzier (2004), the core cost
function was estimated and the environmental
variables were added into the model depending
on their statistical significance. Peak load was
dropped from the model due to an insignificant
coefficient. Additional test the significance for
the environmental variables was conducted
using the log likelihood ratio test with the null
hypothesis that β 6 = β7 = β 8 = β 9 = 0 .
The null is strongly rejected by the data,
suggesting that environmental variables cannot
be omitted in the estimation of cost function in
this sector.4
After correcting for heteroscedasticity, the
following is the cost function estimated for an
unbalanced panel of 119 firms using data from
1990 to 2002:
Table 1 Results of Panel Regression Using
Total Cost
Std. Err.

z-value

S

Coefficient
0.1646*

0.0087

18.9750

PL

0.2087*

0.0071

29.2300

PK

0.4429*

0.0082

53.8310

DL

0.4428*

0.0090

49.1170

TC

0.0718*

0.0081

8.9090

SA

0.0274*

0.0036

7.5810

CUST

0.2025*

0.0120

16.8320

DS

0.0321*

0.0084

3.8310

The χ value obtained is 325.53, the test statistic of
which indicates that it exceeds the 99th percentile for the
4

2

corresponding

χ 2 distribution.

Coefficient

Std. Err.

z-value

S

-0.9877*

0.0099

-99.516

PL

0.3803*

0.0066

57.851

DL

0.6169*

0.0082

75.502

TC

0.0512*

0.0083

6.148

SA

0.0135*

0.0040

3.369

CUST

0.2182*

0.0152

14.385

DS

-0.0344*

0.0145

-2.365

SL

0.1433*

0.0084

17.096

Constant

0.4496*

0.0696

6.46

NOTE: * significant at 0.01 level of significance.

All parameter estimates are statistically
significant with the expected signs. The total
operating and maintenance cost is expected to
increase given an increase in all its cost drivers.
The average cost model gave negative output
elasticity which implies that an increase in the
production of output will decrease average cost.
This confirms the presence of economies of
scale, as what is expected from natural
monopolies. An increase in service area and
number of customers will positively affect
average cost, however, an increase in the
percentage of residential customers will
decrease average cost. A possible explanation
is that as more residential customers become
connected to the network, all others held

5

The average cost function estimated takes the form:

AC
P
= β0 + β1 ln S + β2 ln L + β3 ln DL + β 4 ln TC
PK
PK
+ β5 ln SA + β6 ln CUST + β7 ln DS + β8 ln SL + β9 ln PL + u i

ln

where AC is TOM divided by S. Since linear homogeneity
in factor prices is imposed, the price of capital is specified
to be the numeraire.
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constant, there is a higher customer utilization
of the network thereby bringing down cost.
Based on the cost function estimation, the
functional form that SFA will assume and the
validity of the variables that will be used are
verified.
Stochastic
Estimates

Frontier

Analysis

Efficiency

Following the cost function estimation, the
general functional form for the stochastic
frontier among rural electric cooperatives in the
Philippines is:

ln TOM = β 0 + β1 ln S + β 2 ln PL + β 3 ln PK
+ β 4 ln DL + β 5 ln TC + β 6 ln SA + β 7 ln CUST
+ β 8 ln DS + β 9 ln SL + vit + uit

( 4)

where v it are independent and identically
distributed random variables and uit are nonnegative
random
variables
representing
inefficiency. Table 3 shows the results of the
econometric estimation.6

Table 3 Estimated Variable Parameters and
Statistics for SFA
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undertaking stochastic frontier estimation. If
the null hypothesis is not rejected, the
parameters can then be consistently estimated
using ordinary least squares. The likelihood
ratio test of the one-sided error, LR=2{ln[L(H0 )]-ln[L(H1 )]}=99.8, exceeding the
chi-square critical value, a=0.05, of 2.71.
Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and
undertaking SFA for efficiency benchmarking is
appropriate for the ECs. The yearly efficiency
estimates based on these parameters is reported
in Table 4.
SFA efficiency scores measure the distance
an electric cooperative is operating away from
its cost frontier. On the average, the 105 electric
cooperatives are operating about 39.8 percent
higher than the cost efficient frontier.

Table 4 SFA Cost Efficiency (Annual Means)
YEAR

SFA Efficiency

1990

1.4624

1991

1.4504

1992

1.4389

1993

1.4276

1994

1.4167

Coefficient

Std. Err.

t-value

1995

1.4062

S

-0.9032*

0.1286

-7.0246

1996

1.3959

PL

0.3207*

0.0200

16.0701

1997

1.3859

PK

0.2212*

0.0107

20.7546

1998

1.3762

TC

0.3701*

0.0104

35.6650

1999

1.3668

DN

0.3716*

0.0124

29.8974

2000

1.3577

SA

-0.0005

0.0123

-0.0421

2001

1.3488

CUST

0.0855*

0.0080

10.6989

2002

1.3402

DS

0.0695*

0.0225

3.0854

Mean

1.3980

SL

0.1539*

0.0227

6.7846

Constant

-0.0024

0.0100

-0.2376

σ
γ

0.0219*

0.0029

7.6253

2

0.7375*
0.0203
36.2640
NOTE: * significant at 0.01 level of significance.

All the variables are statistically significant
except for service area. A one-sided generalized
likelihood-ratio test for null hypothesis H0 : γ=0
was conducted to measure the significance of
6

The SFA is estimated using the FRONTIER 4.1 program
of Tim Coelli. The estimation assumed a half-normal
distribution of the inefficiency term.

Data Envelopment
Estimates

Analysis

Efficiency

More important to the regulator is to be
able to provide efficiency targets to the ECs.
DEA results provide values for input reduction
(in the case of input-oriented DEA) that can
serve as guide to regulators in setting efficiency
targets. DEA also identifies relevant peers for
each cooperative that can serve as performance
models as well as the economies of scale of
each EC. This information will be useful for the
regulator in benchmarking the performance of
the ECs.

Data Envelopment Analysis and Performance Management
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Since the data is a pooled cross section and
time series, several possibilities arise within the
computation of efficiency using DEA.
According to Estache, Rossi, and Ruzzier
(2004), three alternative approaches are
possible. The first alternative would be to
compute a frontier for each thirteen periods and
to compare each of these cross-section results.
This way, a frontier is constructed in each year
and the efficiency of each firm is calculated
relative to the frontier in each period. The
second possibility is to treat the panel as a
single cross-section (each firm in each period
being
considered
as
an
independent
observation), pooling all the 1365 observations
together. With this approach, a single frontier is
computed, and the relative efficiency of each
firm in each period is calculated in reference to
this single frontier. The last approach would be
the window analysis approach proposed by
Charnes et al. (1985). The problem with this
approach, however, is that the choice of width
for the windows poses an additional
complication given that it is entirely ad hoc,
and “currently determined by trial and error”
(Charnes et al., 1994). In this essay, the first
and second alternatives are undertaken. The
second approach is used for the estimation of a
Cost-DEA while the first approach is used to
compare the efficiency ranking results with that
of SFA.

Cost-DEA is estimated by pooling all the
observations for each firm in 13 years into one
single cross-section. This way, the results
estimated will be robust. On the average, the
electric cooperatives in the Philippines has a
technical efficiency of 0.606, implying that the
cooperatives could have delivered the same
output using only 60.6 percent of its inputs. In
terms of cost efficiency, had the cooperatives
realigned their input mix, they could have been
using only 57.7 percent of their costs. The
annual means of Cost-DEA is presented in
Table 5.

The data obtained allows for the estimation
of both Cost-DEA and Technical Efficiency
DEA (TE-DEA). The estimation of Cost-DEA,
however, does not allow for the inclusion of
environmental
input
variables
in
the
specification, making the results not comparable
with SFA. Given this constraint, TE-DEA is
then estimated to facilitate comparison between
the two approaches. The estimates of CostDEA, however, are still presented since it
allows for the disaggregation of technical,
allocative and cost efficiencies.
The outputs specified in the computation of
Cost-DEA are total electricity delivered,
number of customers billed, service area
covered and demand structure. Transformer
capacity and number of employees are
identified as input variables, while PK and PL
account for their prices, respectively. 7

It was found out that the rankings of DEA
and SFA are similar only when outlier ECs are
disregarded. Since one of the drawbacks of
DEA is giving an efficient score of 1 to a firm
who has no peer among the cohort, by using
DEA and SFA simultaneously, the outlier firms
can easily be identified. By removing those
ECs which scored 1 from DEA but received low

7

The envelopment form of the model is generally the
preferred form to solve DEA and is the one utilized by the
Data Envelopment Analysis Program (DEAP ) by Tim Coelli
(1996). The DEAP version 2.1 is used in this study.

Table 5 DEA Efficiency Estimates (Annual
Means)
YEAR
1990

Technical
Efficiency
0.536562

Allocative
Efficiency
0.94839

Cost
Efficiency
0.511048

1991

0.564038

0.948971

0.536571

1992

0.549962

0.947343

0.521229

1993

0.561952

0.944781

0.529638

1994

0.560448

0.946952

0.529657

1995

0.592733

0.958105

0.566743

1996

0.60439

0.957124

0.577295

1997

0.612524

0.957429

0.584914

1998

0.632819

0.955924

0.603352

1999

0.639857

0.953429

0.608581

2000

0.657076

0.952048

0.624638

2001

0.663781

0.956819

0.634467

2002

0.70379

0.958029

0.67381

Mean

0.606149

0.952719

0.577073

Benchmarking of ECs
To be able to compare the two
benchmarking methodology, the variables used
have to be identical. Based on the original
estimated cost function, variables were chosen
to run TE-DEA and SFA for the year 2001.
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scores from SFA, a more comparable ranking
can be obtained.
The National Electrification Administration
(NEA), the agency in charge of monitoring EC
performance, conducts its evaluation by
cooperative classification and categorization.
Cooperatives are classified based on their
respective sizes as measured by circuit km of
lines, total sales and residential connections.
Based on these indicators, cooperatives are
classified as extra large (EL), large (L), medium
(M) and small (S). Categorization, on the other
hand, deals with the compliance efficiency
targets of NEA for the cooperatives.
Cooperatives are categorized as A+, A, B, C, D,
E, depending on the points they garner
regarding
the
following
indicators:
amortization payment, system loss, collection
efficiency, payments of purchased power, and
non power cost.
The ECs were also
disaggregated according to NEA’s classification
to be able to minimize the problem of outlier
firms.
The results will also aid NEA in
specifying appropriate efficiency targets for
cooperatives operating on a particular
classification. The efficiency ranking for 2001
per Cooperative Classification suggests that
there is possible room for reduction in total
operating cost and system losses, however,
direct translation of DEA input target results as
efficiency targets will not be appropriate. NEA
has to evaluate the DEA results together with
the partial productivity measures outlined in
categorization assessments to be able to come
up with more holistic efficiency targets.
Malmquist-DEA
Equally important to the regulator is
information about the rate at which efficiency
gains are be made. Accordingly, this paper
examines historic rates of productivity change
within the ECs.
Total factor productivity
changes are calculated for the period 1990 to
2002 using the Malmquist DEA.
The Malmquist TFP calculations are based
upon DEA -like linear programs.8 The input and
output variables used in these calculations are
the same as those used in the DEA technical
efficiency calculations. The Malmquist annual
TFP changes are presented in Table 6.

8

For further reading, refer to Coelli, Rao and Battese
(1998).
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The overall technical efficiency change
(shown in column 2) represents changes in
technical efficiency (position relative to the
frontier), and this is made up of pure technical
efficiency change (column 4) and scale
efficiency change (column 5). The technical
change index number (column 3) indicates how
far the frontier against which technical
efficiency is assessed has moved (frontier shift).
Overall TFP growth (column 6) is a
combination of technical efficiency change
(column 2) and frontier shift or technical change
(column 3).
On the average, TFP increased by 1.7
percent from 1991 to 2002. Changes due to
movements in the efficient frontier and
technical efficiency improvement are equal.
This indicates that the ECs at the frontier are
driving efficiency improvements at the same
rate that less efficient cooperatives are
improving.
Table 6 Malmquist Annual TFP Index
YEAR

TE ?

1991
1992

PURE
TE ?
1.029

SCALE
EFF ?
1.017

TFP ?

1.047

TECH
?
0.991

0.97

1.03

0.966

1.004

1

1993

1.073

0.933

1.074

0.999

1.001

1994

1.002

1.034

0.996

1.005

1.035

1995

1.019

0.999

1.016

1.003

1.018

1996

1.009

0.978

1.009

1.001

0.987

1997

0.999

1.03

0.995

1.005

1.029

1998

0.996

0.998

0.997

0.998

0.994

1999

0.982

1.018

0.99

0.992

1

2000

1.003

1.029

1.003

1

1.032

2001

0.981

1.082

0.976

1.005

1.061

2002

1.025

0.991

1.026

0.999

1.016

Mean

1.009

1.009

1.006

1.002

1.017

1.038

On a yearly basis, 2001 posted the highest
TFP improvement among all the years
surveyed. TFP increased by 6.1 percent in 2001
primarily due to a frontier shift of 8.2 percent.
This implies that ECs on the frontier were
driving
efficiency
rate
improvements.
Conversely, TFP decreased by 1.3 percent in
1996.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Alternatives ways of benchmarking the
efficiency of electric cooperatives in the
Philippines were estimated using SFA and
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DEA. When used alongside the current NEA
classification and categorization method of the
agency, the efficiency targets will result to a
more holistic and appropriate efficiency
rankings and estimates. The fact that DEA and
SFA are based on theoretically determined cost
function will lead to results that are more
representative of the ECs actual performance,
rather than basing them on single ratios, which,
when considered alongside other ratios will lead
to results that are rather misleading.
Given that these methodologies are affected
by the specification of variables, further
examination of the effects of environmental
variables is necessary. As suggested by Coelli,
Rao and Battese (1998), a two -stage DEA
which regresses the efficiency score obtained
from DEA on environmental variables has the
advantage of not having to make any prior
assumptions on the direction of the influence of
an environmental variable. Also, inputs such as
transformer capacity and distribution lines
cannot be easily altered in the short-run.
Estimating DEA which accounts for these nondiscretionary variables needs to be considered.
On a per EC scale, the benchmarking exercise
should be followed up by an independent
examination of the extent of similarities and
differences between inefficient firms and their
peers.
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ABSTRACT
Rapid changes in life long training and performance measurement are posing serious challenges
to the work environment of public sector managers. Meeting these challenges will require public sector
managers, instructors and training programmes to undergo fundamental changes. Consequently, modern
requirements seek ways through a framework to increase the value of taxpayers’ money and provide
accountability of decision makers’ contribution.
The Balance Scorecard (BSC) integrates the latest performance measurement and control
techniques with new realities of continuous improvement, strategy and organizational change. How
public sector training management may use a modified BSC to stimulate, guide, and sustain such
continuous improvement efforts is illustrated in the current study.
A field research of 14 directors of Decision Making Units with their civil servants trained in the
state training center of the Hellenic Ministry of Economy and Finance, constructs the ‘Data Envelopment
Analysis’ via performance measures on the modified BSC. This paper illustrates empirical evidence on
the applicability and benefits to taxpayers of BSC by providing accountability for public sector training
programmes spending. Finally, this study implements some selective Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
which should characterize an effective BSC for public training programmes, as well as those factors that
affect its successful implementation.

INTRODUCTION
Management Accounting (MA) offers
various alternative solutions of performance
measurement. The initiative of performance
measurement in life long training programmes
attracts the attention of management accounting
academics and practitioners alike. For Greek
Public training centers such information has
been neither available nor required, and a
similar research, until recently, would have been
difficult to persuade anyone of its usefulness or
achievability.

MA entered in a new stage by the mid-90s,
with focus on planning, control and waste
reduction expanding to encompass a more
strategic emphasis on the creation of firm value
through
the
identification,
performance
measurement and management of the drivers of
customer value, organizational innovation, and
shareholder returns (International Federation of
Accountants, 1998; Ittner & Lacker, 1998b,
2001).
A hallmark of this era is the introduction of
a diverse set of ‘new’ MA techniques that
include the development of balanced scorecards
of leading and lagging indicators of economic
success (e.g. Kaplan & Norton, 1996). The
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implementation of complex measurement
systems is likely to be quite costly and even
limited evidence on economic benefits of these
systems is still scarce.
THE SELECTIVE ORGANISATION FOR
FIELD RESEARCH
The selective organization that the
following field research is based; is the public
sector training center of the Hellenic (Greek)
ministry of Economy and Finance. This training
center provides life long education to all civil
servants for its mother ministry (SEYYO, 2003).
The organization in question has been selected
for the following reasons. Firstly, it provides
life-long education for the highest number of
public servants (and more specifically for the
first in rank ministry in Greece). Secondly the
ministry whose servants are trained is
responsible for planning economic policies and
public finance, therefore more accustomed to
economic applicability. Thirdly the training
center supplies a wide array of training
programmes, from issues relating to planning
the state budgeting to methods and ways of
collecting taxes. Fourthly, life -long training
schools deliver many services and pursue
varying goals. Therefore, the activities, which
differentiate efficiency of outputs before and
after training, should be described, so that the
efficiency of the training programmes can be
improved. Fifthly, life long training receives
public funding from taxpayers and EU grants.
Therefore, this is a way of describing the
efficiency of resource allocation accountability.
Thus, the selection of the case training center
provides us with better insight into the
consequences of life-long education, in various
public sector departments design that have
achieved efficiency improvement at a varying
degree. It is obvious that departments have to
cope with high levels of life-long training
should be more competitive (SEYYO, 2003;
Vasilakis, 2003). However, it has to be said that
departmental changes (concerning policy and
goals) are influenced from the central
government’s wish for change.
The operationalization of constructs may
sometimes be determined or guided by the level
at which data will be aggregated at the time of
analysis (Sekaran, 1992). Not having done so in
advance may mean that later data analysis
cannot be appropriate for the study and
therefore cannot be performed. The Training
Center organizes a large number of training
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courses, seminars, workshops and lectures
(SEYYO, 2003). It organised plenty of training
programmes during 2001, 2002, 2003 upon
which the field research was based. The training
center used 46 civil servants and external
instructors as university professors, ministerial
managers, professionals and specialists from the
private sector for running these training
programmes. According to internal reviews and
documents of training center the training
activities that took place in the years of 2001,
2002, 2003 were considered highly satisfactory
in turns of results and feedback received.
Moreover, these training programmes covered
partly the training ministerial needs of all 7
responsibility areas of the ministry: (Taxation,
Customs
Services,
Public
Finance
Administration and Control, Repression of
Economic Crime & Financial Fraud, Chemical
Control of Foodstuffs, Public Finance, and
Specialized Topics).
Another important factor for selecting the
chosen organization is the number of customerscitizens for unit analysis. Government
directories vary to a high degree depending on
the number of citizens using their services.
Because it is not necessary to limit this research
to a specific category of directories, in-depth
analysis took place at least in one responsibility
area of the mother ministry (training organized
by the Training Center).
IMPLEMENTATION OF BSC IN A
PUBLIC TRAINING CENTRE
Balanced Scorecard (BSC), popularized by
Kaplan & Norton is a theoretical framework of
translating an organisation’s vision and strategy
into groups of cause and effect linking
performance drivers and outputs. The central
theme of BSC is its focus on goal and
collaborative determination of these goals and
their measures. The aims of BSC combined with
life-long training in Greece motivate the
modification and applicability of this
framework for the selective public training
center. The content of BSC was mainly
determined by newly established strategy
documents and developed by the researcher
with continuous feedback from the case
organization (see the following figure). Such
demonstrable cause-and-effect relationships
provide a conceptual framework for selecting
meaningful inputs and outputs for DEA (Data
Envelopment Analysis).
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For many years MA has developed implicit
theories of BSC but the lack of explicitness has
prevented MA from describing and testing these
theories. As a consequence, before embarking
on theory testing by field researches (see
Atkinson & Shaffir, 1998; Young, 1999; Dunk,
2003), the researchers are obliged to modify and
apply the theoretical framework with critical
success factors of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). BSC has the advantage of providing a
comprehensive map of strategic outputs and
outcomes for each Decision Making Unit
(DMU), associating performance drivers and
value propositions.
In this study two of the four BSC
perspectives are softly modified 1) the structure
perspective shift with financial and 2) trainee
with internal process. The modification took
place in order to apply BSC to DMUs. These
are the ministry directories of the field research.

Figure: Modified Balanced Scorecard
Framework applied in a public training center

STRUCTU
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CITIZEN/CU
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productivity data), or MA systems, (such as
control or planning systems)1 .
THE MERGER OF BSC WITH DEA
Since 1966, Zlatkovich et al had stated, that
the definition of accounting is the process of
identifying, measuring and communicating
economic information to permit informed
judgments and decisions by users of the
information. Dean (1997), observes that the
above definition leaves plenty of room for the
application of mathematical techniques within
accounting. However, the practice of accounting
limits itself to numbers, as opposed to equations
and coordinate systems.
In order to materialize this evolvement, an
attempt is made to bring together a
measurement method, BSC and a liner
programming method, DEA. Charnes et al
(1978), states that DEA can be applied when an
analyst intends to measure relative efficiency of
comparable DMUs, which can be separate
institutions, e.g. Ministry Directories.
Tomkins and Green (1988) have defined
the conditions under which DEA is useful. ‘If
the technique yields additional insights and
helps evaluators to sharpen their focus of
enquiry and debate, DEA is useful’. If our
evaluators are to be credible, they must be able
to present reasoned methods for handling the
multidimensional nature of the evaluation
problem, which DEA highlights so well.
Whether DEA is useful will depend to a large
extent on the structure of the decision situation
in which it is used – plausible number of
variables, reliability of measurement, etc.
Borrowing Metrics from BSC

LEARNING &
GROWTH
‘How will we sustain
our ability to improve?’

The empirical testing of the modified BSC
application took place by field research. MA
provides information intended to influence the
behaviour of individuals. Therefore, field
research in MA invariably focuses on how
people, either acting individually or in groups,
react either to MA information, (such as cost or

BSC generates a large quantity of data
about operations. DEA can help focus MA’s
attention on areas of specific interest by
enabling simultaneous multiple input /output
/results /outcomes analysis. The choice of input,
output, results, and outcomes variables for the
DEA model is crucial. Results may vary
according to the variables chosen. Two
researchers may obtain different results
depending on the choice of variables. Therefore,
1

Atkinson & Shaffir (1998).
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extreme care must be exercised in selecting the
variables. Obviously, such a choice would
depend on the objectives of the analysis.
While, the theoretical framework contents
four perspectives, the design of questionnaire
was structured in more simplistic way in order
to be convenient to respondents. Each section
contained items that asked responses on a 4point Likert scale, followed by open-closed
questions. For item, responses were sought
relating to the time of the field research
(December 2003) and three years previous
(2001). Choice of the 3-year time span was
based on extant finding that such a time window
is needed to capture changes in organizational
systems and practices (Chenhall, 1997).
There were four input, six output, and four
results, five outcomes variables identified
during the data collection stage (see tables 1, 2,
3, 4). Data on these variables were quantified
and collected in 2003. The final variable chosen
from among the initial identified set is based on
the consideration of parity in the units of
measurement of the variable and to ensure
uniqueness in the representation.
Table1: Structure Perspective
No. Key Performance Indicators
S1
Number of Trained employees
Number of participating training
S2
programmes of your directory.
S3
Motivated Civil servants for training
S4 De-motivated Civil Servant for training

Table 2: Trainee Service’ Perspective
No.
T1
T2

Key Performance Indicators
Successfully completed aims
Better reallocation of duties

T3
T4
T5
T6

Cost reduction of directory processes
Time saving of directory processes
Productivity improvement of directory
Modernisation of directory

Table 3: Customer / Citizen Perspective
No.
Key Performance Indicators
C1
Time reduction to citizens
C2
Citizen satisfaction improvement
C3
Cost reduction for citizens
C4 Financial authorities trusted by citizens
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Table 4: Learning & Growth Perspective
No.
Key Performance Indicators
L1
Coverage of training needs
L2 Appropriate training needs identification
Assimilate reduction of hired civil
L3
servants
L4
Improvement of working conditions
L5
Develop modern technology
DEA studies can take advantage of the
many metrics used in BSC. Metrics should be
quantifiable,
complete
and
controllable
(Avkiran, 2002). A qualitatively oriented
approach to research contrasts with a positivist
approach, which searches for cause through
methods such as questionnaires and inventories
that yield data amenable to statistical analysis.
However, qualitative methodology is more than
a set of data-gathering techniques; it is a way of
approaching the empirical world (Atkinson &
Shaffir, 1998).

DEA FOR DECISION MAKING UNITS
In DEA model identities the most efficient
directories are identified and assigned a value
(score) of unity to it while all other unities are
attributed with a measure of inefficiency. These
less efficient directories are assigned scores
between zero and one and the more efficient are
assigned scores between two and three. The
structure perspective has input indicators that
are assigned negative values. Thus DEA does
not measure optimal efficiency of directories.
Instead, it differentiates the least efficient
directories from among the set of all directories.
DEA has gained more acceptability in
recent years for evaluation and measurement of
relative efficiency of any type of systems with
an input and output, organisations, educational
institutions, industrial organisations etc., have
provided quality data. Papadeas, Paggios and
Vassilakis (2002), applied DEA approach to
measure the relative efficiency in starting
education like in the case of Greek Universities.
In this paper DEA analysis approach of
life-long education was carried out in three
stages. At the first stage the model was
considered to quantify the relative efficiency of
directories in the form of each BSC’s
perspective. In the second stage the model
considered the form of total weight of four BSC
perspectives (total weight inputs by total
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weighted outputs, results, outcomes). In the
third stage a DEA frontier is considered that
consists with the best practice units
(directories). Therefore, ‘the main result is the
relative efficiency of each unit measurement
against the best-practice units similar to it’
(Paradi, 2002: p.19).
Results and Analysis
The intensive and time-consuming nature
of field research invariably results in small
sample sizes (Dunk, 2003). People with
backgrounds in the scientific method, which
focuses on theory confirmation, believe that
field research is ill suited to theory testing
(Young, 1999). Consequently, researchers such
as Yin (1994) argue that it is more appropriate to
use field research to develop respectable and
believable working theories and then use other
tools, such as archival research, surveys, or
experiment to test these constructs. A
questionnaire was design based on BSC
methodology and according to field research
organisation records; civil servants from 211
different Ministry’s directories (DMUs) were
trained during the year 2003. A sample of 20%
could be considered as adequate and therefore
45 directories were selected as sample based on
the amount of training. A survey of posted
questionnaires to 45 directors of DMUs at the
Hellenic Ministry of Finance & Economy took
place. Finally, only 14 directors responded
(31% of the sample).

Table 5: Structure Perspective Performance
Key Performance Indicators
DMUs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

S1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
2
4
2
2
0
1
0

S2
4
16
8
17
20
11
3
32
2
7
9
4
3
3

S3 S4 SUM Rank
1 -1 4,27 3
2 -1 17,36 11
3 0 11,62 9
2 -1 18,66 12
2 -1 22,02 13
2 -1 12,4 10
2 -1 4,5
4
1 -1 33,57 14
0 0 6
5
3 0 11,5 8
0 0 11
7
3 -1 6,31 6
1 -1 3,67 2
1 -2 2,41 1
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Four selected structure (inputs) Key
Performance Indicators are adjusted negatively
only for the first perspective of BSC. The first
input indicator (S1) contains the sum of total
number of trainees for each DMU for 3 years
(2001+2002+2003) divided by the number of
civil servants in the directory in 2003. The
second indicator (S2) contains the number of
training programmes that the civil servants of
the directory have participated in the last 3 years
(2001+2002+2003). The third indicator (S3)
illustrates positively the motivation for
participating to training programmes of
directory civil servants (none=0, few=1,
enough= 2, many=3). The fourth indicator (S4)
illustrates negatively the de-motivation for
participating to training programmes of
directory civil servants (none=0, few= -1,
enough= -2, many= – 3).
The results of the selective Key
Performance Indicators from trainee’ service,
customer/ citizen and Learning & Growth
perspective of BSC are illustrated as follows.
The Key performance indicators were
quantified from the answers of directors, as:
none=0, few=1, enough= 2, many=3. Therefore,
the ranks of DMUs depend on the sum of
quantified descriptive Key Performance
Indicators.
Table 6: Trainee’ Service Performance
Key Performance Indicators
DMUs T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Sum Rank
1
2
2
2 2 2
2 12
5
2
3
2
3 3 2
3 16
1
3
2
0
2 2 2
2 10
11
4
2
3
2 3 3
3 16
1
5
2
2
2 2 2
2 12
5
6
2
2
2 2 2
2 12
5
7
2
2
0 2 3
3 12
5
8
2
2
2 2 2
2 12
5
9
2
2
1 1 1
1
8
13
10
2
3
2 2 2
3 14
3
11
0
3
0 2 2
2
9
12
12
3
3
2 3 0
3 14
3
13
2
2
2 2 2
2 12
5
14
1
1
0 0 1
2
5
14
DEA has a long lead-time before any
benefits are realised (Paradi, 2002). DEA can
assist as a tool for sensitivity analysis and
reduce the burden of interactive application of
BSC(Avkiran, 2002).
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For the implementation of DEA, the BSC
framework and methodology was used,
adopting the radial improvement model
(balance of four perspectives), under constant
returns to scale and uniform priorities. The
implementation included different indicators of
each perspective, involving the assessment of
DMUs relative significance rates and was
organized as follows.

Table 7: Customer / Citizen Performance
Key Performance Indicators
DMUs C1 C2 C3 C4 SUM
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
2
2

2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
2
3
2
2

1
2
3
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
3
2
0

1
3
3
3
2
2
2
0
2
3
1
3
3
2

6
10
11
10
8
8
6
6
6
10
7
12
9
6

9
2
14
2
6
6
9
9
9
2
8
1
5
9

Key Performance Indicators

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
2
2
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2

1
3
3
2
2
2
0
2
2
2
1
3
3
2

2
0
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
1
2

Implementation of DEA

2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2

Sum Rank
7
10
11
12
11
10
9
11
10
11
9
12
10
10

DEA allows each of the inputs/outputs to
be measured in their respective units; i.e. the
need for a common dominator such as money
for all variables under consideration can be
costed or converted into one unit of
measurement – consider.
The merger of BSC with DEA enables
relative
performance
measurement
–
benchmarking indicators along with a set of
diagnostics for identifying problems and
inefficiencies. These applied perspectives are
1stly structure perspective, 2ndly Trainee service
perspective, 3rdly citizen/ customer perspective,
4thly learning and growth perspective.

Table 9: DMUs Relative Performance

Table 8: Learning & Growth Performance

DMUs L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
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14
7
3
1
3
7
12
3
7
3
12
1
7
7

BSC Perspectives' Ranks

Final

DMUs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Rank
9
5
13
2
6
7
8
9
12
2
14
1
4
9

S
3
11
9
12
13
10
4
14
5
8
7
6
2
1

T
5
1
11
1
5
5
5
5
13
3
12
3
5
14

C
9
2
14
2
6
6
9
9
9
2
8
1
5
9

L
14
7
3
1
3
7
12
3
7
3
12
1
7
7

SUM
7,75
5,25
9.25
4
6,75
7
7,5
7,75
8,5
4
9.75
2,75
4,75
7,75

The most inefficient directory (DMU No.
11) has a sum of 9,75 and divided by 2 makes
4,875. Therefore, we consider a frontier less
than a sum 4,875 and they are the 4 best
practices ranked DMUs. These four DMUs
could create a frontier in order for the managers
of the inefficient DMUs to use this application
of the BSC modified framework as guidance for
their improvements.
The final rank resulted from the sum of
each four ranks of perspectives’ ranks, and
indicates the relative performance of each
DMU. Therefore, the final rank illustrates each
DMU with relative and balanced significance.
This methodology could be considered as a
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useful tool for constructing DEA to each case
public organisation.
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managers’ (Paradi, 2002: p.32). Consequently,
inefficient directories could use the guidance of
the frontier for their improvements.

CONCLUSIONS
BSC is a powerful MA tool that has
evolved in response to the ineffectiveness of
traditional cost accounting practices (Kaplan &
Norton 2001, 2001a). BSC not only helps a
public training centre to accurately measure its
structure, trainee service, customer/citizen and
learning & growth perspectives, but also
provides the financial and non-financial
information necessary to identify opportunities
for the cost reductions and operating
improvements of each unit.
Its seems clear that BSC is not a panacea
for keeping a balance in attending the
organisation’s performance, but it has a lot to
offer in improving the relationship of indicators’
allocation to each perspective for actual usage
of service and, consequently, also improving the
efficiency of allocations (Kaplan & Norton
1996, 1996a, 1996b).
As Avkiran (2002) stated ‘BSC plus DEA is
an almost obvious marriage’. Indeed, in its
early years, linear programming (of which DEA
is a variant) was sometimes referred to as
activity analysis (Dorfman, Samuelson &
Solow, 1958). The detail information on inputs,
outputs, results and outcomes that BSC
generates often at a high cost is directly
applicable to the DEA algorithm that tries to
establish whether individual units are getting the
most output out of their given inputs for each
individual perspective.
In the first stage of the analysis the merger
of BSC and DEA provide a two-dimensional
portrayal of a public training centre organisation
across four adjusted perspectives and selective
individual indicators. Therefore it illustrates the
relative importance of a particular DMU by
keeping the balance between four BSC
perspectives.
In the second stage of the analysis, the
relative efficiency score for every DMU is
established of the peer BSC, getting an estimate
of how much benefit is possible of each
particular directory overall and in each
particular perspective.
Finally, in the third stage of the analysis,
‘the establishment of the efficient frontier
consisting of the best performing DMUs, could
be used as a guide to what to do for the DMU
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports comparative measures using financial factors and production efficiency factors
driving performance of Indonesian public and private sector firms over 1992-2001. Both finance and
production theories are used: financial ratios and Malmquist data envelopment analysis. The results suggest
that the Malmquist-type DEA measure is not only comparable to the traditional accounting ratios, but also can
help to identify policy relevant conclusions on how to evaluate performance of state-owned enterprises and
private sector enterprises by identifying the inefficiencies in the use of inputs.
JEL classification: C23; L33
Keywords: DEA-Malmquist; Technical Efficiency; financial performance; state-owned enterprises;
private sector firms

INTRODUCTION
The existence of Indonesia’s state-owned
enterprises (SOEs) can be traced to the Dutch
colonial government, which started the SOEs in
the late Nineteenth and at the beginning of
Twentieth centuries. These companies were
established to produce essential products and
services. The new national government that
took over in 1945 nationalised these firms. On
the other hand, the establishment of the private
sector firms (PSEs) in Indonesia based upon
ownership by private individuals. It is
formalised by the Chapter 10 of the Rule and
Regulation of The Indonesian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (Gitosardjono, 2000) as
well as the laws passed by the State.
Since public and private sector firms cover
different purposes, therefore they are different
in various management styles and regulations,
which often lead to different goals and thus
performance differences. In many other
developing countries, public sector firms are
typically found to be less efficient than their
counterparts in the private sector firms,
although this conclusion is not yet firmly

established in the literature. For example, in
China, SOEs are generally found to be operating
inefficiently compared to the PSEs (see, Huang,
Cai and Duncan, 1997; Lin, Cai and Li, 1998,
and Wu, 1998).
The most widely applied measure to
evaluate public and private sector firms are
financial ratio measures, which is not the same
as production efficiency, which motivates this
study. Ratios provide tools for managing
information in order to analyse a firm’s
financial condition and performance (Shapiro et
al. (2000; 36). These can provide a profile of a
firm’s economic characteristics, competitive
strategies, operating, financial, and investment
decisions relating to other firm or industry
(White et al. (1998; 41)). However, there are
some limitations of the financial ratios as
performance measures. The fundamental
limitation of the traditional univariate ratio
analysis is that the choice of a single ratio does
not provide enough information about the
various dimensions of the performance of a
firm. In fact, the firm’s performance represents
the complexity of multidimensional outputs and
inputs. Since a firm’ performance is a complex
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phenomenon, it requires more than a single ratio
or even selected ratios to characterise it (Smith,
1990). Another limitation of the financial ratio
analysis is the choice of a benchmark against
which to compare a univariate or multivariate
scores from ratio analysis. Since the choice of
benchmark is purportedly by users, different
users may require different benchmark for
different purposes.
To overcome these problems in ratio
analysis, a newer method of addressing the issue
of efficiency measures is appropriate. One such
technique which has been widely used is the
data envelopment analysis (DEA). This method
is able to assess multiple variables
simultaneously; therefore, we can consolidate
multiple measures of financial performance,
such as sales, margin, total assets, etc, into a
single summary of performance measure.
Necessarily, there must be a relationship
between the production efficiency and the
financial performance of the firm. This aspect of
connection between the two approaches to
performance has still not been sufficiently
studied. Hence this study is a modest effort to
start looking at this connection.
This study aims to measure and then
compares the financial and production
efficiency performance of SOEs and PSEs (2)
examines whether there is an association
between the traditional accounting ratios and the
production efficiency measures, and (3)
examine whether the technical efficiency is
dependent on a firm’s specific variables such as
size, age, and the use of leverage. Findings
reported in this paper would be very useful for
describing the aspects investigated while
economic/financial policymakers could benefit
from our findings reported in this study.
The results employing the DEA -Malmquist
methodology show that both public and private
sector firms experienced productivity declines
during the study period. The declines were
primarily due to technological regression. The
public sector firms were suffering more on this
ground than their counterparts. However, there
was a catching-up effect in both sectors over
time during the ten-year study period. Using the
stochastic frontier approach, we also examine
the existence of technical inefficiency effects in
the model. In contrast with Battese and Coelli
(1993), Lundvall and Battese 2000), Pitt and
Lee (1972), Meagistae (1996), and Brada, King
and Ying Ma (1997), we find that firm’s size
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have a negative correlation with the technical
inefficiency. As in Hill and Kalirajan (1993),
the age of firms has a negative and significant
influence on inefficiency scores in the public
sector firms but positive in the private firms.
Another factor, financial leverage is strongly
associated with inefficiency scores in SOEs: this
is interpretable as unique to Indonesian firms
loaded with too much debt. The effect is
positive for both sectors, which means that
firms with more debt appear to have more
inefficiency. Our test shows that there is a
linkage between the traditional accounting
ratios and the efficiency scores. In addition, we
also find a similar pattern with those of
production efficiency performance measures
from the DEA Malmquist and the Stochastic
Frontier methods. Overall, the result indicates
that private sector firms outperformed public
firms, although the performance is nowhere
near to indicate efficiency gains.

DATA AND METHODOLOGY
This study based on unbalanced panel of
141 firms with the total of 1410 observations in
two sectors, public and private sector firms,
expressed in nominal monetary value of the
country with a high inflation.1 Thus these data
need to be adjusted for inflation 2 (Ma et al.
(2002; 298-312)), using the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) with base year as 1993 prices, to
obtain real values. It employed the outputorientated constant returns to scale, CRS,
formulation is used to compute the Malmquist
index for 141 firms to measure the change in
productivity over the period 1992 to 2001. To
evaluate the productivity performance, we use
three output and three input variables taken
from the firms’ financial statements. The output
measures are: total assets (output 1), sales
(output 2), EBIT (output (3), while the input
measures are material cost (input 1), labour cost
(2) and depreciation expenses (3): the last item
is a proxy for capital, which is computed from
data on depreciation. The stochastic frontier
production function is used to examine firms’
technical efficiency to identify also the factors
influencing the technical inefficiency of

1

The average inflation rate during 19992-2001
is 8 per cent.
2
I acknowledge with thanks Alan Farley for his
suggestion to adjust the variables for inflation.
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matched public and private sector firms. These
variables are chosen based on the assumption
that firms’ performance is multidimensional in
nature and that there exist a various indicators
of firms’ performance. The input indicators
represent three production input In addition, the
output variables represent possible various
outputs produce by a firm.
We also apply accounting-cum-financial
performance models on SOEs and PSEs. The
accounting and financial measures used in this
study are: ROE, ROA, pre-tax profit (EBT/TA),
and operating profit on total assets. These
measures indicate overall performance, and are
commonly found in the literature. The analysis
is also extended to an examination of
components of ROE. (1) A ratio is devised to
indicate operating performance after debt,
which indicates performance of firm to
shareholders before tax is deducted. (2)
Operating performance before debt indicates
firm’s performance to all capital providers
before paying interest cost of debt. (3) Margin,
indicates gross profit upon sales, which is an
important indicator of operating performance
before charges for debt and taxation are applied.
Firms must show positive performance at this
level to be in business, which establishes that
the costs of productions are recovered if the
margin is zero (with no debt). (4) Sales turnover
performance is a fourth component, which
indicates how much sales are generated from
using each unit of assets, which is an indicator
of capital usage effectiveness. Thus, examining
these components – something that the literature
appears to have ignored to-date - may lead to an
assessment of overall performance. ROE will
also provide clues as to overall sources of
performance differences between SOEs and
PSEs: however, this ratio (unlike the others
designed for this study) assumes that public
sector firms have profit motives, which is not
exactly correct. The last ratio is leverage (5),
which indicates firm’s ability to leverage equity
with more debt, which again is not expected of
public sector firms receiving State budget
support.
FINDINGS
Findings I: Production Efficiency
The productivity performance of SOEs and
PSEs demonstrate that, over the 10-year period
observed, there are fluctuations in all indices in
public sector firms. On average, productivity
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growth of SOEs (0.924) is less than the PSEs
(0.956). However, both sectors experienced TFP
decline, which is primarily due to technological
regression. A potential reason behind the
productivity decline was the financial and
political crisis that destabilised the economy
severely in the later half of the test period. For
example, over at the worst period of the crisis in
1997/1998, the decline was 30.5 percent.
Mann-Whitney
rank-sum
tests
are
performed to test the null hypotheses that
efficiencies are equal between SOEs and PSEs.
Z-statistics for the null hypotheses of equal
efficiencies shows that the productivity
performance of SOEs is lower than that of
PSEs. However, public sector firms have a
higher efficiency growth than their counterparts,
although the difference is not significant. It
indicates that there is no strong evidence of
difference in overall efficiency between SOEs
and PSEs during the study period.
The results from the technical inefficiency
effect model show that the firms’ size and age
of the SOEs has negative association with their
technical inefficiencies except for leverage. This
result indicates that the firms with more
employees tend to be more technically efficient
than firms with fewer employees. In addition,
the older firms are more technically efficient
than those younger firms. This is consistent with
theory that learning takes time, and learning is
associated with improved efficiency and
establishes growth (Jovanovic, 1982, 1995). A
positive coefficient of leverage would appear to
suggest that technical inefficiency is decreased
by more debt. However, only age variable has
significant effect on the technical efficiency in
this sector.
In private sector firms, the estimation of
coefficients of the firms’ specific variables in
the model for technical inefficiency effects
indicates no strong influence of the firm’s
specific variables on the technical efficiency.
We observed that the size of the firms (proxied
by the number of employees) has negative
effect in the PSEs. The negative sign indicates
that the firms with more employees tend to be
more technically efficient, than those with fewer
employees. The estimated coefficient associated
with age is positive in this sector. The positive
sign indicates that the older firms are more
technically inefficient than those younger ones.
This is consistent with the theory that learning
exhibits diminishing returns. Firms’ leverage
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has positive sign in PSEs. The positive
association in PSEs implies that firm with
greater use of leverage tended to be more
technically inefficient: public sector firms have
greater access to finance. A positive coefficient
for PSEs would appear to suggest that technical
inefficiency is increased by more debt. A
potential reason for this is the incentives of
banking system that lend to related parties – the
powerful
connected
state
firms in
underdeveloped banking system that has
plagued the country for five decades.
Findings II: The linkage between financial
performance and production efficiency.
Examining the link between the two
performance measures in both sectors, the
results show that there is a link between the two
measures. This is indicates by the rejection of
the null hypothesis except for the PSEs, where
we found no association between the two
measures when using TFP change as the
independent variable. The association between
the firms’ efficiency changes with operating
performance after debt of SOEs and PSEs is
strong and statistically significant at five percent
probability level. However, the association is
negative in the SOEs but positive in the PSEs.
The positive result is consistent with theory that
the firm’s managerial efficiency increases as
more profit is gained. In contrast, the negative
association in the public sector firms indicates
that they operated inefficiently. This result
supports both of their production efficiency and
financial performances.
Results from stepwise regression indicate
there are five (out of 14) financial ratios which
have strong association in the cases of SOEs.
Among the five ratios, three ratios prevail:
margin performance, asset turnover and
leverage performance have positive coefficients.
This means that the technological efficiency
performance increases with increases of those
financial performances. These results are
consistent with the theory that the firms’
efficiency increase as they earned more profit
on sales. In addition, technological efficiency
performance also increases as the firms have
high leverage. This result is not consistent with
theory, however, there is anecdotal evidence
suggesting that Indonesian SOEs are heavily
financed by debt in order to adopt a new
technology, a result which is consistent with
findings reported in the previous results,
especially in a country where capital is scarce,
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and is often rationed by the lenders/providers. In
the case of the PSEs, only return on equity
(ROE) ratio has an association with the
technological changes of the private sector
firms. However, the association is negative,
which means that increases in firms ROE will
decrease the technological efficiency
The firms’ total factor productivity (TFP)
gain is associated with two ratios:
sales
turnover and the leverage performance in the
SOEs. Both ratios have strong and positive
association with the TFP gain. This indicates
that the TFP gain increases with increases in
sales and firms’ assets. This result is consistent
with the theory that firms’ sales and assets are
two significant factors which can boost
efficiency. In contrast, none ratios has an
association with the TFP gains in the PSEs.
CONCLUSIONS
This study provides new findings on the
comparative study of the production efficiency
and financial performance of the public and
private sector firms. It makes three significant
contributions to the study of the performance of
public and private sector firms in Indonesia,
especially using multiple approaches to address
the research issue of performance. First, this is
the first comparative study of Indonesia’s public
and private sector firms, using matched
unbalanced samples of firms from both sectors.
Second, this study employs two production
efficiency measures: DEA -Malmquist and
Stochastic Frontier for the first time by
augmenting the value of findings from this
study by using the traditional accounting-cumfinancial performance measures. The Malmquist
DEA method is applied for the first time in the
calculation of productivity change and its
decomposition of a matched sample of public
and private sector firms over a long term study
period of 10 years. Such decomposition makes
it possible to examine if one sector has
improved its productivity simply through a
more efficient use of existing technology or
through technological progress. In addition, the
application of the stochastic frontier method, to
a matched sample of public and private sector
firms, allows us to investigate factors
contributing to the efficiency performance.
Finally, this study observes for the first time the
linkage between the firms’ performance using
the traditional accounting-financial ratios with
their production efficiency performance
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employing
the
methodology.

Malmquist-type

DEA

The results indicate that in general, private
sector firms’ are more efficient than that of
public sector firms, which result is consistent
with the most studies on SOEs and PSEs. The
null hypothesis that there is no linkage between
the production efficiency performance and the
accounting-financial performance is rejected. It
implies that in general, there is a connection
between the two approaches. Accounting and
financial ratios which have association with the
efficiency performance are limited to only few:
operating profit, operating profit after debt, pretax profit, margin performance, turnover,
leverage performance and return on equity.
ROE, the most common ratio, is not found to be
relevant. The limitation of this study is that
there are no comparable literatures for the
linkage investigated: this could be explored in
replications of the method with other data sets.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to present an instrument to promote the reduction of health costs
through the combination of a method of nonparametric frontier estimation and the information of the
manage accounting.
In other to illustrate the potential of this instrument a comparing 58 Portuguese hospitals, which
provide in-patient treatment for general surgery, is carried out.
The goal is to make a useful instrument which could allow the hospital administration to identify
the deficiencies that affect their resources and the causes of these deficiencies, so that they can initiate
corrective actions to eliminate or at least reduce them. As regards the National Health Service, this
instrument should allow the comparison between different adopted contexts, by stimulating new policies
which reduce the health costs, or by maintaining the costs, while providing better services for all citizens.

INTRODUCTION
In economic sectors like health, where the
socio-demographic changes, the new additive
technologies and the growing expectations of
the public cause an increase in demand and a
rise in costs, it is inevitable worry about making
good use of the resources1 .
The higher expenses in the national health
systems of the OECD countries have been the
public expenses with hospitals, which represent
more than half of the total public health
expense2 .
The present study shows one of the possible
instruments to promote the reduction of health
costs by increasing the efficiency of Portuguese
public hospitals.
METHODOLOGY
In the words of the Economy Nobel Prize
Kenneth Arrow3 , among others like Culyer et
al4 and Lucena et al5 , the health sector is
completely different from the other sectors.

The hospital is a complex organisation
because of the technical, professional and
technological means involved. This is due to the
expectations it rises and to the economic impact
it makes. Because of its multiple inputs and
outputs, it is difficult to estimate a theoretical
function which could explain a functional
relation6 .
The proposed method to assess the
efficiency of the services in Portuguese
hospitals is the Data Envelopment Analysis 7
(DEA) which generalises the measures of
productive efficiency of Farrel8 by using the
mathematical programming to assess the
efficiency of multi-inputs and multi-outputs
production units through the reduction to one
single “virtual” output and to one single
“virtual” input. The ration between the “virtual”
output and the “virtual” input gives us one
efficiency measure (yardstick), which is the
function of the multiplicators 9 .
Thanassoulis 10 , Athanassopoulos et al11 and
Coelli et al12 , among others 13,14, confirm in their
own studies the advantages of the DEA when
compared to other techniques to assess the
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levels of efficiency, such as neutral nets and
regression analysis.

same, except for differences in intensity and
magnitude.

This method was conceived to assess the
efficiency of homogeneous units (generally
called Decision Making Units – DMUs) in
which the market prices of the inputs and
outputs are not available. It also estimates one
maximum performance measure for each DMU
relating to all the others, provided that all the
units are on the frontier or below it. The
efficiency of every observation below the
frontier is measured in relation to a DMU or to a
combination of DMUs and the best practices
observed and which constitute the nearest
convex frontier, thus facilitating the decisionmaking process 15 .

The analysed DMUs represent an
intentional sample made up of 58 hospitals
among a total of 69 hospitals with in-patient
services for general surgery, which represent 81
% of the in-patients. subheading. This is third
subheading. This is third subheading.

In this sector there are signs of lack of
elasticity in demand and the demand is
insufficient, which is made clear by the long
waiting lists. The supply induces the demand in
the sense that the demand is not constricted by
prices, but the supply is constricted by costs 16,17 .
The optimisation will preferably be achieved
through the maximization of production in an
output oriented model.
The question is: how much can the
production increase while using the same
available resources?
The adopted model in this study was the
non-increasing returns to scale (NIRS). Since
the public hospital sector doesn’t operate to its
maximum
efficiency,
the
demand
is
unpredictable and there are financial restrictions
and units which operate in uneconomies of scale
(DMUs in which the variations of the outputs
are inferior to the proportional variations of
inputs).
Definition and selection of the DMUs up for
analysis
Because the DEA is a technique to assess
the relative efficiency of comparable units and
to imp rove these units’ performance, it demands
that the unit be part of a homogeneous group
where comparisons between DMUs make
sense8 .
In this paper we will only study the inpatient services in Portuguese public hospitals
for general surgery. The analysed units perform
the same activities and have the same goals. The
variables “input” and “output” that characterise
the performance of all units of the group are the

Selection of the input and output variables
Usually the performance of a system is
measured by a ratio of system output per unit
input or system input per unit output. In a
hospital, these ratio-indices, such as “number of
discharged patients per number of doctors”,
“number of beds per number of doctors” or
“patients per bed” are very common. Because
these are relatively simple statistical indicators,
it is difficult for the partial indicators to contain
all the aspects of every situation that takes place
in a hospital. Studies show that one should be
wary of its use18 and prove that different
indicators produce different evaluations of the
same institution19,20 .
The purpose of a performance indicator is
to objectively assess a real-life situation by
taking a previously established and consensual
pattern into account.
It is therefore necessary to use a wider and
more realistic set of information21 . The analysis
of this information should contribute the
decision-making process. Not only do the
indicators give us the knowledge of past and
present, but they are also essential as
instruments for the development of planning.
With a view to giving a true and adequate
image of the inputs used by hospitals, the 2002
manage accounting22 was used for the selection
of the input factors. All possible costs which
could affect the DMUs up for analysis were also
included in six categories, since the
underestimation of an input can bring about
differences between the DMUs. Each category
is the result of a homogenisation of the inputs
contained by it.
Advantages of the rendering of accounts
and of the manage accounting: Since these are
obligatory and uniform documents, they are
subject to accounting principles, norms of
accounts and single budgetary principles, thus
allowing a greater level of standardization,
consciousness, materiality and comparison23,24.
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In order to choose the best representation of
the outputs it is necessary to recognise that the
quality of the output of a service often depends
on the behaviour of the patient or on certain
external factors, which the hospital service
cannot control. For example, a brilliant doctor
who uses all the available resources in the
treatment of a patient with a serious disease may
not to able to save his or her life simply because
the patient’s body didn’t react as expected. The
results of the hospital services are the
consequence of the patient’s characteristics, the
adequate treatment and of external factors 25,26.
Because it is so difficult to measure how
the patients’ health has improved because of
what the hospital services have done, the
investigators now use intermediate measures,
which can be more easily measured, such as the
number of patients, the number of discharges,
days of in-patient treatment, among others27 .
As regards this study, the calculation of the
in-patient treatment is based on the joined
information of two indicators: the number of
discharged patients and the days of in-patient
treatment. The inefficient hospitals should then
maximise the number of patients without
lowering the quality standards (reduction of the
average duration of stay-long treatment).
The isolated use of the indicators would
cause undesirable incentives for the in-patient
service, as described by Carreira 28 .
Number of discharged patients multiplied
by the case-mix index29 - Diagnostic Related
Groups in each hospital, contemplating
individual differences in the disease profile and
severity which affect the result, independently
of the care provided.
k
n

 k
 
CM j =  ∑Wi Pij  / 1/ n ∑∑Wi Pij 
 i=1
 
i =1 j =1


CMj represents the case-mix index for the
hospital j; Wi represents a factor of reflection
for the category I; j represents the number of
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hospitas and Pij represents a proportion of cases
of the category I in hospital j.

Y2: number of days of in-patient treatment

The hospital service was considered a
DMU that transforms inputs, such as staff
expenses, pharmaceutical products, material for
clinical use, depreciation charges, other
expenses and indirect costs (diagnosis), into
outputs that consist of the number of discharged
patients x case mix and days of in-patient
treatment.
Application of the dea model and analysis of
the results
By combining different combinations
of inputs, two models were created, also taking
the degree of freedom of the hospital
administrators into account.
In model 1 two inputs were considered:
the direct costs include staff expenses,
pharmaceutical products, material for clinical
use, depreciation charges and other expenses;
indirect costs are the second input.
In model 2 the objective is to analyse
the hospital’s efficiency taking six inputs into
account. The administration may freely
distribute the resources only to its own category.
The cost of depreciation charges input
was considered a variable which cannot be
totally controlled by the administration, but it
can indicate the used capital, the age of the
equipments and the adopted accounting and
fiscal criteria.
It is not enough that the hospital services
are aware of their efficiency rates. They will
also have to be able to identify the deficiencies
that affect their resources and the causes of
these deficiencies, so that they can initiate
corrective actions to eliminate or at least reduce
them. Chilingerian30 concluded that the DEA
can be an instrument to increase the knowledge
about the location and nature of the hospital
deficiencies.
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X1: Staff expenses

INPUTS
Direct Elements
X2: Pharmaceutical
Products

Payment for directive organs
Payment for technical staff
Managing staff
Medical staff
Health technicians
Social services technicians
Other superior technicians
Nursing staff
Diagnosis and therapy technicians
Other technicians
Professional technicians
Administrative staff
Working and auxiliary staff
Teaching staff
Other staff
Overtime
Nights and supplements
Shift allowance
Allowance for losses
Meal allowance
Subsistence costs
Other additional payments
Holiday pay and Christmas bonus
Pensions
Taxes on salaries
Insurance schemes for accidents at
work and occupational diseases
Voluntary social contributions
Other staff expenses

Material for clinical use

X3:Material for clinical use
Material for clinical use

X4: Depreciation charges
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X6: Indirect Elements
Clinical anatomy
Clinical pathology
Imageology
Physical
Medicine
and
Rehabilitation
Imunohemotherapy
Anesthesiology
Operating block
Nuclear Medicine
Radiotherapy
Cardiologic techniques
Gastroenterology techniques
Neurological techniques
Ophthalmologic techniques

Depreciation charges for the Otorrinolaringology
financial year
Pneumological techniques
Urological techniques
X5: Other Expenses
Sterilization
Pharmaceutical services
Merchandise
Social services
Food
Gynaecology and Obstetrics
Material for hotelery
Dermatology techniques
Material for administrative use Nephrology
Material for maintenance and Other clinical support services
conservation
Other consumables
Workshops
Subcontracts
Water treatment plant
Supplies and external services
Vapour plant
Indirect taxes
Emergency electrical plant
Other operational costs
Medical gases plant
Provisions for the financial year

Incineration plant

Financial costs and losses
Extraordinary cost and losses

Car service
Parks and gardens
Feeding and dietetic service
Laundry service
Hygiene and cleaning service
Security and support services
Other hotel services
Administrative sections

Y1: number of patients x case-mix
Inputs
X1: Staff expenses
X2: Pharmaceutical products
X3: Material for clinical use
X4: Depreciation charges for current year
X5: Other expenses
X6: Indirect elements

Outputs

Y1: Patients x case-mix

Hospital

Y2: Days of inpatient
treatment
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We take any inefficient DMUj which
corresponds to the point of co-ordinates (xj , yj ).
That point can be projected to the frontier, that
is to a hypothetical composite unit of coordinates (x’ j , y’j ) which can be expressed as a
convex combination of points or DMUs and
efficient co-ordinates (xk , yk ), k=1,...,l, that is,
x´j = ? ? k xk e y´j = ? ? k y k with ? ? k =1, ?k =0.
The adoption of this procedure made possible to
present of the effective and potential values as
follows:

DMU 02.12
DMU 04.12
DMU 07.12
DMU 08.12
DMU 12.11
DMU 13.11
DMU 18.11
DMU 22.22
DMU 23.22
DMU 28.21
DMU 29.21
DMU 33.21
DMU 47.31
DMU 61.51
DMU 42.32
DMU 32.21
DMU 49.31
DMU 31.21
DMU 21.22
DMU 53.31
DMU 25.21
DMU 20.22
DMU 40.32
DMU 58.41
DMU 27.21
DMU 06.12
DMU 14.11
DMU 16.11
DMU 30.21
DMU 10.12
DMU 03.12
DMU 38.21
DMU 54.42
DMU 44.32
DMU 15.11
DMU 36.21
DMU 05.12
DMU 09.12
DMU 60.51
DMU 26.21
DMU 56.41
DMU 17.11
DMU 41.32
DMU 52.31
DMU 39.32
DMU 37.21
DMU 50.31
DMU 57.41
DMU 59.52
DMU 34.21
DMU 11.11

Output oriented
Model 1
Model 2
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,0 0%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
100,00%
99,92%
100,00%
98,96%
100,00%
96,41%
100,00%
95,28%
100,00%
95,21%
100,00%
94,48%
100,00%
93,76%
100,00%
90,68%
100,00%
88,68%
100,00%
88,44%
100,00%
85,20%
100,00%
84,42%
100,00%
76,75%
100,00%
73,76%
100,00%
66,95%
100,00%
84,85%
99,64%
54,49%
98,04%
93,98%
96,18%
93,25%
94,78%
88,90%
94,51%
87,47%
91,37%
90,68%
90,85%
79,86%
90,59%
72,61%
88,80%
83,09%
88,63%
62,48%
88,55%
76,56%
87,94%
86,23%
87,83%
80,23%
86,85%
76,91%
84,75%
75,16%
83,52%
76,45%
70,24%
76,65%
75,24%
57,24%
63,64%

82,24%
80,70%
80,50%
79,46%
78,27%
77,08%
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DMU 19.22
DMU 4 5.32
DMU 46.31
DMU 46.31
DMU 43.32
DMU 55.41
DMU 51.31

70,57%
68,94%
62,62%
62,62%
60,77%
59,13%
48,24%

76,80%
73,38%
71,61%
71,61%
67,48%
66,54%
57,55%

Model 1
Micro Level – Hospital:
Considering the presuppositions of
model 1, an inefficient aleatory DMU (DMU
25.21) with an efficiency rate of 93,76 % should
have attended more 6,63% patients and should
have had more 23,11% days of in-patient
treatment, in order to achieve the expected
efficiency level. The benchmarking units are
units 22.22, 33.21 and 28.21.
The cause of this inefficiency is the
excessive use of resources in direct and indirect
costs in a proportion of 6,50% and 6,48%
respectively, which corresponds to 2,74% of the
hospital’s global budget.
Macro Level – National Health Service:
Generally speaking, model 1 presents
an efficiency rate of 83,57%. By reducing the
waiting lists (increase the number of patients
and days of in-patient treatment), the national
health system would be capable of attending
more 18,81% (21045 patients) and of offering
more 18,81% days of in-patient treatment
(145185), and would also reduce the costs of the
general surgery service by 2,57% (€ 6.271.428,47).
By reducing the inputs (cost
containment), the national health service, only
by having the unit of general surgery operating
in an optimal level of efficiency, would be able
to reduce the costs of general surgery by
18,92% (€ -46.096.747,76), saving the budgets
of 58 hospitals 3,56% and also promoting an
increase in attended patients by 1,58% and in
days of in-patient treatment by 1,69%.
Model 2
Micro Level – Hospital:
Considering the presuppositions of
model 2, an inefficient aleatory DMU (DMU
17.11) with an efficiency rate of 87,83 % should
have attended more 13,84% patients and should
have had more 18,17% days of in-patient
treatment, in order to achieve the expected
efficiency level. The benchmarking units are
units 07.12, 08.12, 12.11, 22.22 and 23.22.
The cause for this inefficiency is the
excessive use of resources in staff expenses
(24,79%), pharmaceutical products (14,8%),
other expenses (34,57%), material for clinical
use (14,6%) and indirect costs (14,9%), which
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corresponds to a saving of 19,79% in the global
budget for the general surgery service and of
6,81% in the hospital’s global budget.

4.

Culyer, A.J., Lavers, R.J., Williams A.
(1971). Social indicators: heath. Social
Trends 2: 21-41.

Macro level – National health service:
Generally speaking, model 2 presents
an efficiency rate of 91,21%. By reducing the
waiting lists (increase the number of patients
and days of in-patient treatment), the national
health system would be capable of attending
more 9,35% (10460 patients) and of offering
more 10,74% days of in-patient treatment
(77300). The national health system would also
reduce the costs of the general surgery service
by 3,55% (€ -8.636.280,99).
By reducing the inputs (cost
containment), the national health service, only
by having the unit of general surgery operating
in an optimal level of efficiency, would be able
to reduce the costs of general surgery by
12,49% (€ -30.421.431,26), saving the budgets
of 58 hospitals 3,56% and also promoting an
increase in attended patients by 0,61% and in
days of in-patient treatment by 0,82%.

5.

Lucena, D., Gouveia, M., Barros, P.P.
(1996). O que é diferente no sector da
saúde? Revista Portuguesa de Saúde
Pública, vol. 14 nº 3: 21-23.

6.

Sengupta, J.K., Sfeir, R.E. (1998)
Efficiency measurement by data
envelopment
Analysis
with
econometric applications. Applied
Economics, v.20: 285-293.

7.

Charnes, A., Cooper, W.W., Rhodes, E.
(1978). Measuring the efficiency of
decision making units. European
Journal of Operational Research 2:
429-444.

8.

Farrel, M.J. (1957). The measurement of
productive efficiency. Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society, Séries A
Parte3: 253-290.

CONCLUSION
The great advantage of this instrument
to promote the efficiency is the fact that, when
used systematically, it can contribute to cost
containment in hospitals through the reduction
of wastes, which can be achieve by reorganising
the services and processes. Based on this
information, the hospital administration should
be able to best distribute its resources to each
hospital service by identifying deficiencies that
affect their resources and the causes of these
deficiencies, so that they can initiate corrective
actions to eliminate or at least reduce them.
The pertinence of its actions can also
be extended into the political level, by
stimulating new ways of thinking about the
adopted policies and thus making the
comparison between different hospital contexts
possible.

9.

Charnes, A., Cooper, W.W., Seiford, L.M.,
Stutz, J. (1982). A multiplicative
model for efficiency analysis, SocioEconomic Planning Sciences 16(5):
223-224.
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ABSTRACT
Using a test based on canonical correlation theory, this paper examines the combination of
variables in Data Envelopment Analysis (Sengupta, 1990). This technique provides the largest degree of
correlation between two groups of variables (inputs-outputs), helping to the design of the Dea's models.
A second objective of the study, following the approach adopted by Smith (1990), is concerned
with the technical efficiency’s indexes based upon accounting information. The DEA performance index
allows this association with traditional financial analysis (Yeh, 1996).
An empirical application to Spanish wine producers has been carried out. The results
demonstrate the usefulness of canonical correlation theory to DEA, while also presenting the relationship
between the DEA’s indexes and several financial ratios.
Keywords: canonical correlation, financial analysis, Spanish wine producers.

1. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of efficiency is necessary
to calculate the performance of the economic
units. Traditionally, the companies have used
financial analysis to assess the efficiency of the
business. However, the use of univariate
financial ratios has some problems, namely
(Smith, 1990: 132):
•

It assumes a linear relationship between
variables.

•

The ratio numerator and denominator can
not take negative values.

•

It is usual to assume constant returns.

•

Outliers is not assumed.

Therefore the financial analysis is limited
(Abad et al., 2002: 6-7) and consequently, have
been developed alternative techniques to
measure the performance of companies. For

example the non parametric technique
denominated Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) is useful to obtain multidimensional
ratios by means of mathematical programming
that facilities simultaneous information about
the corrective measures that should be applied
by the economic units considered as inefficient
ones.
The information used for the design of
DEA models is collected from different sources,
and generally is formed by a mix of physical
data and other types of information in order to
obtain the performance efficiency index. In
regard to the accounting information, Smith
(1990) opens a new approach to study the
efficiency index by taking the information
arising from the financial statement. Moreover,
Smith said that this “…seeks to determine
whether financial statements information can
yield any useful insights into de efficiency…”.
In this research approach, our paper tries to
focus on two main problems : design DEA
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models through a previous statistic test
(canonical correlation analysis) and the use of
accounting information. The study is based on
the survey of financial statements for a sample
of fifty Spanish wine producers for the year
2002. We selected this economic sector to show
a different angle from that presented before.
Following Smith’s approach, the current paper
aims to contribute the use of the financial
statements information to calculate the
corporate performance.
Consequently,
we
calculate
the
performance index taking two models: the
original model proposed by the investigator and
the last model which uses the canonical
correlation
analysis.
Considering
the
abnormality of the variables, the application of
non-parametric test is recommended. This test
presents significant differences. The main
results indicate that in two models analyzed a
low index is shown when the canonical
correlation is applied to the design of model.
The structure of paper is as follows: In the
section 2, we expose the used empirical
methodology to firstly present the canonical
correlation theory, and then, we explain the
model DEA. Section 3 is devoted to empirical
models, and finally Section 4 describes the
results of the empirical analysis.

2. EMPIRICAL METHODOLOGY

•

To know if two groups of variables are
independent, or, on the contrary, to
determine the magnitude of the relationship
that can exist between the two groups.

•

To explain the nature of the existent
relationships among the groups of
dependent and independent variables,
measuring the relative importance from
each variable to the canonical functions.

The method -developed by Hotelling
(1936)- use two sets of variables: the set of
inputs (xij ) (i=1,.....m) and the set of outputs (y rj )
(r=1,.....n). Both variables are taken from the
group of analyzed units (j=1,…...k). CCA seeks
to identify and quantify the associations
between two sets of variables. The main aims is
to find the maximal correlation between a
chosen linear combination of the first set of
variables and a chosen linear combination of the
second set of variables. So, the pairs of
variables which are correlated the most may
then be identified with linear combinations that
are orthogonal to those already identified. The
canonical variables are the pair of linear
combinations, and the canonical correlations
measure the strength of association between the
two sets of variables.
From the mathematical point of view CCA
constructs the variable V for the output set and
the variable U for the input set. This is shown
below:

2.1. Canonical correlation analysis
In this section, we wish to present the
canonical correlation analysis (CCA). This
technique constructs a set of inputs and outputs
by choosing the best optimal weights for
combining outputs/inputs.
Regression analysis attempts to explain
changes in a single way by weighting the
various inputs common to all observations.
Nevertheless, when we multiple the outputs and
inputs, a technique must be used that
simultaneously combines the weights of outputs
and inputs to obtain a maximum correlation
between both groups of variables. In others
words, the method of canonical correlation
constructs a group of outputs/inputs choosing
the weights to ensure that a maximum
correlation is achieved.
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Vj = a 1 y ij + a 2 y 2j + … + a m y mj = V’ Y
(1)
Uj = ß 1 xij + ß 2 x2j + … + ß n xnj = U’ X
(2)
CCA is able to determine two vectors of
coefficients V’ = (a 1 , a2 ,…,a m) and U’ = (ß 1 ,
ß 2 , …, ß n ) to maximize the coefficient of
correlation (? vu ) between the composite output
(V) and the composite input (U). This
coefficient is calculated in the following way:

η vu =

V ' S xy U
((V ' S xxV )(U ' S yyU )) 1 / 2

(3)
s.t.
V’ S xx V = 1
(4)
U’ Syy U = 1

The objectives of the analysis of CCA are
summarized below:

(5)
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where Sxx , Syy and Sxy are the matrices of
the sums of squares and sums of products of the
variables.
The coefficient of correlation (? vu )
represents the canonical correlation between Y,
a column vector of n outputs, and X, a column
vector of m inputs, which is exhibited in (4) (5).
Both variables V and U are called the canonical
variables, together they make the canonical
function. The coefficients (a) and (ß) exhibited
in (1) (2) are know as canonical coefficients. In
summary, CCA identifies the structure of each
group of variables to maximize the relationship
between outputs and inputs.
With m inputs and n outputs, up to a
maximum of w canonical functions (minimum
of m and n). Each pair of variables are formed
considering that the correlation between V1 U1 is
at a highest level. Next, the pair V2 U2 only
formed in the attempt to maximize the
correlation and also subject to V2 U2 being
uncorrelated with part V1 U1 , this is followed
successfully through the rest of the canonical
variables. The first pair of canonical functions
have the largest possible correlation, and it is
therefore the most important.
The validity of the relationship between
the canonical variables is reflected in the
correlation coefficient of canonical correlation
(? vu ). When this coefficient is elevated to the
square it is called eingevalue (?), and it
measures the quantity of shared variance.
There are various types of significant tests
to show which canonical functions we must
interpret. The first is an overall test to know
whether there is significant relationship between
the two sets of variables. Computer packages
offer different significant tests. We use the test
of Wilks criterion, which is tested by the
Bartlett test (Hermoso, 2000: 474). This statistic
is distributed as chi-square with (m*n) degree of
freedom, and the criteria to required to accept
the canonical function is a significant level of
0.05 (Hair et al., 1999: 476).
However, other authors (Hermoso, 2000:
477; Hair et al., 1999: 479) suggest that using
only one test is insufficient, and they therefore
propose that an additional test should be used.
With this in mind, it can be seen that in CCA
the redundancy analysis index is normally used
to measure the proportion of explained variance
between sets of variables (Hermoso, 2000, 477).
There is not an agreement about the minimum
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level of the redundancy index required to accept
the interpretation of the canonical functions,
although we have taken 0.7 for its evaluation.
The redundancy index of both groups can be
obtained, but more importantly is the fact that
the index indicates the variance explained for
the input set (independent variable) on the
output group (dependent variable).
A second problem is the exam of the
canonical variables to show the relative
importance of each one of the original variables
in the canonical relationship. Three methods
have been proposed: i).canonical weights;
ii).canonical loadings; iii).canonical crossloadings.
The first method suggests the interpretation
of the original variables according to the
canonical weights, although this can introduce
errors because of the possible multi-colineality.
A more reliable method, based on canonical
loading measures, is to show contribution of
each original variable with the corresponding
canonical variable. However, the method that
assures a better interpretation is the canonical
cross-loading where each original variable is
related with the opposite canonical variable. At
present, although no one method seems to be
universally favored, it is recommended that the
canonical cross-loading is more favorable (;
Hair et al.,1999: 479). In any way, the
correlation between the canonical variables and
original variables should be interpreted with
caution.
2.2. Data envelopment analysis
The technique used in this paper is based on
the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). This
approach was used by Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978) and is a reformulation of
Farrell’s efficiency measure (1957) to the
multiple-output, multiple -input case. Next, we
do a general discussion of DEA, with special
attention respectively model formulation.
DEA is a mathematical programming that
allows the extraction of information about a
sample of observations, in a situation where the
production function is not known in advance.
The mathematical formulation of DEA
calculates a discrete piece-wise frontier
determined by a set of referent decisionmaking-units (DMU). The DEA model consider
p units to convert m inputs into n outputs.
Following Charnes et al., (1978) formulation
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from a mathematical point of view, the DEA
model is the following (Table 1):
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Table 2: Lineal Model – Input orientation
Primal

Dual

Table 1: Fractional Model
s

max h z =

∑ uryrz
r =1

s

min. h z

m

/

∑ vixiz

∑ yrzλ z

m

∑u y / ∑v x
r rf

r =1

i if

m

∑v x

− So = yrz

i iz = 1

f =1

≤

1, f = 1, ......., p

i =1

u r ≥ 0, r = 1,..........,s
vi ≥ 0, i = 1,..........,m
Notes:
y rz = amount of the rth output produced by the zth DMU
x iz = amount of the ith input used by the zth DMU
r = runs from 1 to n
i = runs from 1 to m
z = number DMU assessed.
u r= the output weights
vi= the input weights
h z= Dea index to the zth DMU

n

h z xiz −

r rz

subject to:

n

subject to:

∑u y
r =1

subject to:

i =1

(6)
s

max. kz =

∑x λ

rz z − S = 0, ∀
i

f =1

i =1
s

∑

m

∑v x

uryrf -

i if

r =1

z = 1, ......., n

≤

i =1

∀ z = 1, ......., n

λz ≥ 0, So ≥ 0, S i ≥ 0

u r ≥ 0, r = 1,..........,s
vi ≥ 0, i = 1,..........,m

Table 3: Lineal Model – Output orientation
Primal

Dual
s

The efficiency ratio (h) is maximised
subject to the above conditions, where the first
inequality ensures that the efficient ratio can not
exceed one. Second one indicates that the
weights are positive. This fractional linear
program (6) can be transformed into the
following equivalent linear programming
problem from a double orientation:
•

•

orientation inputs (Table 2) considers the
efficiency of the economic units starting
from the same quantity of outputs based on
the inputs reduction, and
orientation outputs (Table 3) bases the
efficiency of each unit an invariable
application of inputs when a bigger output
level is obtained.

Table 2 shows λ as a non-negative vector
that defines the weights or intensities of the
companies that form the reference group of the
virtual company, while (Si ) and (So ) are slacks
variables for inputs and outputs. Positive values
for the slack variables indicate that they need
improvements in some inputs and outputs,
besides the radial reduction or radial increase
expressed by h z (= kz ).

max. h z

min. k z =

r rz

r =1

subject to:

subjec to:

n

∑x λ

m

∑u y

i

rz z + S = x rz

i iz = 1

f =1

i =1

n

h z yiz −

∑v x

∑y λ

s

o

rz z + S = 0,

f =1

-

∑u y

∀ z = 1, ......., n

∑v x

λz ≥ 0, S o ≥ 0, S i ≥ 0

+

r rf

r =1
m

i if

≤

0,

∀ z = 1,

i =1

....., n
u r ≥ 0, r = 1,..........,s
vi ≥ 0, i = 1,..........,m

The detailed lineal program provides the inputoriented constant returns (Table 2) and outputoriented constant returns (Table 3).
Subsequently, Banker et al. (1984) modified the
previous model, adding (Table 2 and 3) the
n

limitation

∑λ

z

= 1 to restrict the production

f =1

possibilities and to study the variable returns
(increasing, decreasing, or constant). The
overall efficiency can be decomposed between
pure technical efficiency and scale efficiency.
The scale efficiency is obtained by dividing the
overall efficiency by pure efficiency.
Nevertheless, an important problem exists
when selecting the variables of the model. Some

0,
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authors (Ayela, 1992: 147) propose a general
rule to prove different cases until reaching the
maximum
decomposition
of
factors,
maintaining that they exercise a significant
effect on the index of efficiency, and also that
they use the weights to know the relative
importance of each one of the variables of the
model. In the case of low weights, the variables
should be removed.
In this sense, the numbers of variables
should be sufficiently large with regard to the
sum of the inputs and outputs (Parkan, 1987). In
fact, the main objective of this work is to impact
in the design of the model DEA using the
canonical correlation theory to assure a strong
correlation between the selected groups of
outputs and inputs. This way, the DEA model
will have a number of DMUs which are
sufficiently large in regards to the sum of inputs
and outputs, and also, it is necessary that for
every one variable ten sets of available data are
used (Hair et al., 1999: 473).
In summary, the DEA informs the
following characteristics of the evaluated DMU:
•

To calculate an index h z (= k z) which
measures of relative efficiency.

•

It is possible to know the improvement of
the results postulating the proportional
reduction of inputs or the proportional
increase of outputs, according to the
orientation of the applied model.

•

Through the coefficients ? it is possible to
know the group of efficient units that the
assessed DMU will have to adopt to improve
results.

•

Slacks (S+ S-) allows us to obtain the values
of adjustments of the inputs and outputs,
independently of the radial decrease or
increase of inputs/outputs.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1. Specification data, inputs and outputs
The companies selected in this paper are a
sample of fifty Spanish wine producers. All data
corresponds to the financial year ending 30 June
2002, which represents the most recent
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complete data available. Balance sheets were
obtained from the data-base Sistema de Analisis
de Balances Ibericos (SABI) about the limited
liability of companies and cooperatives (see
appendix 1).

Table 4: DEA Models
Dea Dea
Description
Mo Mo
Mean
d1 d2

SD

Inputs
FA

Fixed assets

♦

7,422.90

CA

Current
assets

♦

NE

Net Equity

♦

16,454.6
6
14,749.5
8

12,886.2
3
30,765.4
0
27,729.8
9

♦

10,454.6
6

23,163.6
0

♦

8,728.64

28,314.4
0

♦

1,748.52

4,276.85

♦

734.34

1,454.75

♦

3,534.02

11,327.8
3

♦

53.68

124.55

♦

♦

15,829.1
6

45,715.6
6

♦

♦

1,167.52

3,435.38

CC
CP
WS
DE
OE
NL

Creditors
falling due
within 1
year
Consumed
purchases
Wages &
salaries
Depretiatio
n of fixed
assets
Other
expenses
Number of
labourers

Output
s
SI
NP

Sales
income
Results
after taxes

For the empirical application we have
considered two models (Table 4) using some
outputs and inputs obtained from the financial
statements (Smith, 1990). The first model is
based on two outputs related with the income of
sales (SI), the results after taxes of the
companies (NP), and four inputs: total fixed
assets (FA), total current assets (CA), equity
capital and reserves (NE), and creditors
amounts falling due within one year (CC). This
model tries to analyze the performance of
companies taken from the current level of the
financial structure. The second model is
composed with the same outputs, but in this
case we have taken five inputs related with the
exploitation of the companies, namely:
purchases (CP), wages and salaries (WS),
depreciation of fixed assets (DE), other
expenses of exploitation (OE), and the number
of labourers (NL). Using this model we seek to
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determine the relationship between the results
and revenues of the companies in regarding
their main expenses.
For the design of the models, we
determined the number of variable inputsoutputs according to the data. It is
recommended that ratio of one variable to every
ten lots of available data is required (Hair et al.,
1999: 481).
3.2. Application of canonical correlation
analysis to application dea models: discussion
of results
As mentioned previously, canonical
correlation analysis is able to relate two groups
of variables, and it is an appropriate technique
when there are two or more criterion variables
(dependent variables) and multiple predictor
variables (independent variables). The model
DEA usually selects the variables without
knowing the correlation of the variables and the
variance explained by them. In our opinion, it is
necessary to know the correlation degree
between the groups of analyzed variables before
we have used the canonical correlation analysis
to validate the composition of the groups
(Sengupta, 1990).

they have low redundancy indexes. In others
words, the canonical variables share a great part
of the variance, but each group explains a small
quantity of the variance of the other group.
Assuming that the correlations between the
canonical variables are significant, we proceed
to interpret the importance of the original
variables inside each canonical variable, to
explain the variance of the other group.
There are diverse methods to evaluate the
composition of the model. We opt for the use of
the canonical loading and cross-canonical
loading. It is generally recommended that
variables with a loading greater than 0.5 should
be used when evaluating the composition of the
model (Hair et al., 1999: 100). However, in our
opinion we believe that variables should be
greater than 0.7 to be successfully used in this
model. Following this criteria, Table 6 allows
the canonical loading and the cross-canonical
loading to be coupled. Therefore for the first
couple of canonical variables, the output
variable net profit (NP) and the input variable
equity capital and reserves (NE), should both be
eliminated from the model because of their low
loadings. The second couple is not interpreted
because it has a low redundancy index.
Table 6
Model 1 – Version A (2 outputs/4 inputs)
First Canonical
Second Canonical
Correlation
Correlation
Variable
CrossCrossCanonic
Canonic
s
Canonic
Canonic
al
al
al
al
loadings
loadings
loadings
Loadings
SI
0.946
0.915
0.325
0.265
NP
0.338
0.327
0.941
0.766
FA1
0.568
0.549
0.751
0.611
CA
0.836
0.809
0.436
0.355
NE
0.389
0.376
0.762
0.620
CC
0.854
0.826
0.384
0.313

Table 5
Model 1 – Version A (2 outputs/4 inputs)
Inputs: (4)
Outputs: (2)
fixed assets (FA),
sales income (SI), net profit current assets (CA),
(NP)
net equity (NE),
credit. due < 1 year
(CC)
Canonical
Wilks ChiRoot
Eigenval
Correlatio
Lambd squar Sig
s
ue
ns
a
e
174.6
1
0.968
0.937
0.022
a
0
2

0.814

0.662

Root 1
Redundancy Index
0.47
O/I
Root 2
Redundancy Index
0.32
O/I
a. Significance at the 1% level

0.337

49.47
Root 1
Redundancy
Index I/O
Root 2
Redundancy
Index I/O
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a
0.4
4
0.2
4

In the current study, we have applied this
technique to both models. The results obtained
in the first model are shown in the Tables 5 and
6. Version A of model 1 two couples of
canonical variables have high levels of
significance (Wilks Lambda 0.022 and 0.337
respectively, significant level 1%), although

The elimination of the previously
mentioned variables is shown in model 1.B in
Tables 7 and 8. The first canonical correlation is
only present because it contains one output. A
minimum descent of the coefficient of canonical
correlation is observed, with an important
increment of the redundancy index (O/I 81,9%).
Moreover, all the loadings of the variables have
improved, and they are superior at 0.7.

1

This variable was not eliminated because its loading was
bigger than 0.5. Finally one can see that the loading is
superior 0.7.
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Table 7
Model 1 – Version B (1 output/3 inputs)
Inputs: (3)
Output: (1)
fixed assets (FA),
sales income (SI)
current assets (CA),
credit. due < 1 year
(CC)
Canonical
Wilks
ChiRoots
Eigenvalue
Sig
Correlations
Lambda square
1
0.905
0.819
0.181
79.36
a
2
- -- -- -- -- -Root 1
Root 1
Redundancy Index
0,81
Redundancy
0,69
O/I
Index I/O
a. Significance at the 1% level.
Table 8
Model 1 – Version B (1 output/3 inputs)
First Canonical
Second Canonical
Correlation
Correlation
Variabl
CrossCrossCanonic
Canonic
es
Canonic
Canonic
al
al
al
al
loadings
loadings
loadings
loadings
SI
1.000
0.905
- -- -FA
0.794
0.718
- -- -CA
0.973
0.880
- -- -CC
0.976
0.883
- -- --

We find a similar situation in model 2. In
version A the second model, again two couples
of canonical variables can be seen as highly
significant (Wilk’s Lambda 0.000 and 0.539
respectively, significant level of 1%). The
redundancy test in the second couple is very
low, and consequently it can not be interpreted
even to obtain statistical significance. Tables 9
and 10 show the obtained results.
Table 9
Model 2 – Version A (2 outputs/5 inputs)
Inputs: (5)
consumed purchases (PU),
Outputs: (2)
wages & salaries (WS),
sales income (SI), net profit (NP)
depreciation(DE),
others expenses (OT), num.
labourers (NL)
Canonical
Wilks
ChiRoots
Eigenvalue
Sig
Correlations
Lambda square
1
1.000
1.000
0.000
354.88
a
2

0.679

0.461

0.539

a

27.77

Root 1
Root 1
0.66
Redundancy Index
Redundancy Index
O/I
I/O
Root 2
Root 2
0.15
Redundancy Index
Redundancy Index
O/I
I/O
a. Significance at the 1% level.

0.75

0.09

Table 10
Model 2 – Version A (2 outputs/5 inputs)
Variable
First Canonical
Second Canonical
s
Correlation
Correlation

SI
NP
CP
WS
DE
OE
NL
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CrossCanonica
Canonica
Canonica
l
l
l
loadings
loadings
loadings
0.998
0.998
0.060
0.578
0.577
0.816
0.986
0.986
0.162
0.741
0.741
0.640
0.919
0.918
0.234
0.970
0.969
0.222
0.701
0.701
0.671

CrossCanonica
l
loadings
0.041
0.554
0.110
0.435
0.159
0.150
0.455

Table 9 shows the canonical correlation
between the canonical variables. We can see the
strong correlation in the first couple, which has
a high redundancy index. Table 10 allows the
canonical loading and cross-canonical loading
of canonical variables. In the first couple, the
output variable net profit (NP) should be
eliminated because of its low loading (<0.7).
Nevertheless the other two variables -others
expenses (OE) and number of labourers (NL)should be eliminated because of the high
correlation level existing between them. The
collinearity diagnostic offers results 2 that
suggest the elimination of the variables
mentioned previously, despite them having
superior loading to 0.7 in the canonical
correlation model.

Tables 11 and 12 show again the second
model (version B) with only one output and
three inputs. A minimum descent of the
coefficient of canonical correlation is observed,
with an important increment of the redundancy
index. Moreover, all the loadings of the
variables have improved and they are superior
at 0.7.

Table 11
Model 2 – Version B (1 output/3 inputs)
Inputs: (3)
Outputs: (1)
purchases (PU), wages
sales income (SI)
& salaries (WS),
depreciation(DE)
Canonical
Wilks
ChiRoots
Eigenvalue
Sig
Correlations
Lambda square
1
0.998
0.996
0.004
251.90
a
2
- -- -- -- -- -Root 1
Root 1
0.99
0.80
Redundancy Index
Redundancy
O/I
Index I/O
a. Significance at the 1% level.

2

Tolerance index of variables that have been
eliminated: tolerance (OE) 0,016 with (WS);
tolerance (NL) 0,018 with (CP).
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Table 14. Non-parametric Wilcoxon Test
Differences between DEA indexes

Table 12
Model 2 – Version B (1 outputs/3 inputs)
First Canonical
Second Canonical
Correlation
Correlation
Variable
CrossCrossCanonic
Canonic
s
Canonic
Canonic
al
al
al
al
loadings
loadings
loadings
loadings
SI
1.000
0.998
- -- -CP
0.980
0.978
- -- -WS
0.767
0.765
- -- -DE
0.928
0.926
- -- --

In accordance with our comments, the
original models DEA should be modified. We
propose the analysis of the company’s
efficiency, which must be modified from the
initial model by the canonical correlation. Table
13 exemplifies the proposed models:

Mean rank

Z

Sig.

Model 1

20.50

-5.511

a

Model 2

22.50

-5.577

a

Models

a. Significance at the 1% level

3.3. Relationship of DEA index with financial
ratios
The DEA models contribute to calculate the
performance
of
the
companies
when
considering different inputs and outputs. When
we take variable data coming from the financial
statements, we can study the companies by
considering the DEA index in relationship with
financial ratios.

Table 13
-----------------------------------------------------------------Proposed Deal Model 1
Output = sales income (SI)
Inputs = fixed assets (FA), current assets (CA),
credit. due
< 1 year (CC)

Traditionally, a wide number of financial
ratios are used to assess the different
characteristics of the companies. For this study,
we choose those that are commonly used
(Weetman, 1996: 376-377) in the financial ratio
analysis (Table 15):

-----------------------------------------------------------------Proposed Deal Model 2
Output = sales income (SI)
Inputs = purchases (PU), wages & salaries (WS),
depreciation(DE)

After modifying the DEA models through
the canonical correlation analysis, the existence
of differences between the distributions of both
models in version A and B (Appendix 2 shows
the DEA model score) have been examined.

Model 1 is studied according to output
orientation in options A and B. In the same way,
model 2 (version A and B) is studied according
to the input orientation. The DEA index
distributions do not assume the condition of
normality, and subsequently we have applied
the non-parametric Wilcoxon test (Table 14).
These results seem to indicate that the measure
of performance of the companies is subjected to
important variations.

Table 15: Financial ratios used
1. Growth sales
2. Assets turnover
3. Return on total assets
4. Return on shareholder’s equity
5. Gearing
6. Shareholders ratio
7. Debtors turnover
8. Current ratio
9. Acid test

Following Yeh (1996) in order to analyze
the financial ratios of the companies in relation
to the DEA indexes, we have divided the
companies into four groups according to the
value of their performance index. This
procedure has been applied in both models
(version B), with the following approach (Table
16):
Table 16
Distribution of companies by DEA index
Model
Model
Dea efficiency score
1.B
2.B
Maximum efficiency (h=1)
3
6
High efficiency (0,99<h<0,85)
2
6
Medium efficiency
6
15
(0,84<h<0,65)
Low efficiency (h<0,64)
39
23
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The financial ratio distributions are unusual
normal. Consequently we apply non parametric
tests for independent samples. Due to small
numbers of companies in the model 1
containing the maximum efficiency, high
efficiency and medium efficiency groups, we do
not consider the application suitable of the
Mann-Whitney test. In fact, this test was only
applied the medium efficiency and low
efficiency groups.
Table 17. Non-parametric Mann-Withney Test
Model 1: Mean range financial ratios.
Differences between DEA groups
Med.Efic.
Low Efic.
Score DEA
0.84<h<0.65
h<0.64
Z
(N=6)
(N=39)
1. Growth sales
30.83
21.79
-1.569
2. Assets
26.42
22.47
-0.685
turnover
3. Return on total
33.33
21.41
-2.070
assets
4. Return on
shareholders’equ
31.17
21.74
-1.636
ity
5. Gearing
10.33
24.95
-2.538
6. Shareholders
ratio
7. Debtors
turnover
8.Current ratio

became more efficient with larger level of
indebtedness and smaller general liquidity,
although these results should be interpreted with
caution due to the small size of the sample.
Again, this situation is repeated for the
maximum efficiency and medium efficiency
groups, which have significant differences to
the level of 10% for the ratios (6) and (8).

Sig

b

a

26.58

22.45

-0.721

9.33

25.10

-2.738

a

38.17

20.67

-3.039

a

9.Acid test
32.92
21.47
-1.994
b
a.Significance at the 1% level; b.Significance at the 5%
level.

Table 17 shows the results. As can be seen,
there are significant differences in five financial
ratios, namely: return on total assets (3); gearing
(5); debtors turnover (7); current ratio (8) and
acid test (9).Consequently, it can easily be seen
that the medium DEA group has the highest
values in the mean range of Mann-Whitney test
for the ratios (3), (8) and (9). In others words,
we find a significant relationship between the
DEA performance index and the ratios of
economic profitability and liquidity. The values
of these ratios are superior when the companies
obtain larger levels of efficiency in the model 1.
Also, for the ratios of indebtedness and debt
refund, the results are again coherent, because
the companies appear to be less efficient when
there are bigger levels of indebtedness.
For model 2 (Appendix 3) the results
obtained follow the different comparisons of
groups: for the groups of maximum efficiency
and high efficiency there are significant
differences at level of 10% in the ratios (5) (7)
and (8). However, we can see the companies
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For the maximum efficiency and low
efficiency groups there are also differences to
level 10% in ratio (4), but in this case, the
companies’ higher efficiency show better
profitability ratio than the companies that are
less efficient. Also, when we compare the high
efficiency and medium efficiency groups
significant differences appear to level of 10% in
the ratio (2), showing that the more efficient
companies have larger values for the mentioned
ratio.
When the high efficiency and low
efficiency groups are compared significant
differences can be seen to level of 1% in the
ratios (2), (3), (4) and (7), to level of 5% in ratio
(9) and to level of 10% in ratio (6). All the
companies of high efficiency present better
values in the mentioned ratios. Finally, the
comparison between medium efficiency and
low efficiency groups show differences to the
levels of 1% and 5% in the ratios (3), (4) and
(6); this result is mirrored in the performance
index of the companies assessed.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The technical efficiency of the companies
can be measured through the non-parametric
DEA models. However, the design of DEA
models has some problems, particularly in
relation to the selection of variable inputsoutputs. The DEA models combined with the
canonical correlation analysis allow us to obtain
an appropriate degree of correlation between the
criterion and predictor variables.
This study examines and applies the theory
of canonical correlation to the different
variables of the DEA models. Assuming a high
canonical correlation index is reached for every
couple of canonical variables, we can interpret
them (the mentioned couples) when the
redundancy indexes are greater than 0.7.
Subsequently, the original variables that form
the DEA models are evaluated by the canonical
loading and the cross-canonical loading. In this
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case, we select only the variables which have a
level greater than 0.7 to build the definitive
DEA models.
Our findings show that the DEA models
must be modified respectively from their initial
design –after the canonical correlation analysis because we found that there are significant
differences in the performance indexes than that
outlined by Mann-Whitney non-parametric test.
A second objective of this study is the
analysis of a relationship between the DEA
performance indexes and the ratios traditionally
used in the financial analysis. We have also
documented a positive relationship between the
relative efficiency index and the financial ratios,
although in some cases the results were
contradictory and should be evaluated with
caution due the small sample.
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Appendix 1. Listing of studied companies
Nº

Company

Ayela R. & Gómez JC. (1993), “Generación de
fronteras eficientes en el análisis financiero:
Una aplicación empírica”, Revista Española
de Financiación y Contabilidad, XXIII, 74,
pp. 133-151.

1

ALTO BODEGAS Y VINEDOS SA

2

ABADIA RETUERTA SA

3

ADEGAS MORGADIO SL

4

ALVEAR SA

5

BARON DE LEY SA

Charnes A., Cooper WW. & Rhodes E. (1978),
“Measuring the efficiency of decision
making units”, European Journal of
Operational Research, vol. 2, 429-44.

6

BODEGAS ALAVESAS SA

7

BODEGAS BILBAINAS SA

8

BODEGAS CHAVES SL

9

BODEGAS LA CEPA ALTA S L

Banker RD., Charnes A. & Cooper WW.
(1984), “Some models for estimating
technical and scale inefficiencies in Data
Envelopment
Analysis”,
Management
Science, vol. 30, 1078-92.
Farrell MJ. (1957), “The measurement of
productive efficiency”, Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society Series A(General), vol.
120, 253-89.
Hoteling H (1936), “Relations between two sets
of variables”, Biometrika 28, 321-77.
Hair JF., Anderson RE., Tathan RL. & Black
WC. (1999), Análisis multivariante, Ed.
Prentice Hall Iberia, Madrid.

10

BODEGAS LAGAR DE PINTOS SL

11

BODEGAS ONTANON SA

12

BODEGAS ORVI SA

13

BODEGAS PALACIOS REMONDO SA

14

BODEGAS REAL SL

15

BODEGAS RIOJANAS SA

16

BODEGAS TARSUS S.A.

17

BODEGAS VALDUBON SL

18

BODEGAS Y BEBIDAS SA

19

BODEGAS Y VINEDOS TAMARAL SL

20

C FERRET S.A.

21

CASTILLO DE CUZCURRITA SA

22

CELLERS DE SCALA DEI SA

23

CHERUBINO VALSANGIACOMO SA
COMPANIA VINICOLA DEL NORTE ESPANA
SA

24
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27

COOP DE VITICULTORES Y SECCION DE
CREDITO EL PROGRESO COOP
COOP DEL CAMPO COMARCAL SANTO
CRISTO DE MAGALLON
COOPERATIVA AGRICOLA NUESTRA
SENORA DEL NINO PERDIDO

28

COSECHEROS ABASTECEDORES SA

29

DE MULLER, S.A.

30

DOMINIO DE VALDEPUSA SA

31

DURON SA

32

EL MAS PUJO SA

33

FEDERICO PATERNINA SA

34

FONPINET SL

35

HIJOS DE ANTONIO BARCELO SA

36

J GARCIA CARRION SA

37

JEAN LEON SL

38

LA VINICOLA MESTRE SA

39

MIGUEL TORRES SA

40

OLIVER CONTI SL.

41

PAGO DE CARRAOVEJAS SA

42

PAZO DE VILLAREY SA

43

PAZO SAN MAURO SA

44

PEDRO LUIS MARTINEZ S A

45
46

RESERVA MONT FERRANT SA
SDAD COOP COMARCAL AGRARIA STO
TOMAS DE AQUINO DE

47

URIBES MADERO SL

48
49

VINAS DEL VERO SA
VINOS DE LOS HEREDEROS DEL MARQUES
DE RISCAL SA

50

VINS BOVE SL

25
26

Appendix 2. Score DEA Model

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Model
1.A
0.1322
0.2371
0.6970
0.3754
0.2511
0.3199
0.7759
0.3894
0.6249

Model
1.B
0.1322
0.2354
0.4497
0.3619
0.1462
0.3199
0.7500
0.3894
0.3706

Model
2.A
0.6924
0.9916
1.0000
0.7697
0.9043
0.7179
0.9356
0.8582
1.0000

Model
2.B
0.5284
0.6608
1.0000
0.6612
0.6429
0.6468
0.6123
0.6608
0.7158

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Mean
SD

111
0.4621
1.0000
0.9949
0.5202
0.1969
0.2067
0.2035
0.2829
1.0000
0.0626
0.4337
0.1100
1.0000
1.0000
0.4111
0.2576
0.6036
0.5412
0.8938
0.8605
0.2885
0.1473
0.6316
0.2379
0.7181
0.3566
1.0000
0.3258
1.0000
0.6359
0.7288
1.0000
0.7765
1.0000
0.2555
0.3930
0.5387
0.6507
0.3356
0.6484
1.0000

0.3133
0.5020
0.9204
0.4764
0.1969
0.1430
0.1393
0.2322
1.0000
0.0626
0.2763
0.1080
0.6607
0.6876
0.1835
0.2527
0.4393
0.4131
0.4613
0.7662
0.2585
0.1473
0.3949
0.2081
0.5243
0.2279
0.6277
0.2291
0.7382
0.4457
0.7288
0.8963
0.3257
1.0000
0.1814
0.2536
0.5162
0.4021
0.2385
0.2546
1.0000

0.7340
1.0000
1.0000
0.7708
0.5992
0.9231
0.9749
0.9701
1.0000
1.0000
0.7043
0.8111
1.0000
1.0000
0.7912
1.0000
1.0000
0.9436
1.0000
0.8557
0.8009
0.5446
0.9078
0.7002
0.9996
0.8485
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.7714
0.8361
1.0000
0.7256
0.9219
0.8655
0.7159
1.0000
1.0000
0.6813
1.0000
1.0000

0.5849
0.8245
1.0000
0.6155
0.3496
0.7287
0.8313
0.5650
1.0000
1.0000
0.6125
0.6569
0.9500
1.0000
0.6169
0.7913
0.5485
0.5552
0.9715
0.7304
0.4974
0.4886
0.6129
0.4782
0.8167
0.6686
0.9756
0.5615
0.9302
0.6932
0.4986
0.7026
0.5833
0.6117
0.4845
0.4972
0.8780
1.0000
0.4976
0.9094
0.6639

0.5503

0.4198

0.8853

0.7022

0.30,0

0.2588

0.1289

0.1785
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Appendix 3. Non-parametric Mann-Withney Test
a. Significant at the 1% level;
b. Significant at the 5% level;
c. Significant at the 10% level.

Model 2. Mean rank financial ratio

Score
DEA

1.
Growht
sales

Max.
effic.=1
(N=6)
6,83
12,50
16,67

High
effic.
0.99<
h
<0.85
(N=6)
6,17

Med.
effic.
0.84<
h
<0.65
(N=15)
10,40

14,57
11,83
14,83

10,67
18,20

2.Assett
turnover

5,83
10,50
15,58

11,20
14,85
9,53
23,07

3. Return
on total
assets

11,47
13,70
13,50
23,67

6,50
11,50
20,58

10,00

10,80
13,54
9,67

9,73
14,26
11,67
17,53

6.
Sharehol
ders ratio

4,83
7,00
12,83

12,60
15,57
11,20
24,80

7. Debts
turnover

10,27
14,57
8,25
5,17

4,67
7,42
10,75

12,10

12,43
16,11
10,37
20,73

9. Acid
test

17,57
21,65

8,33

12,58
17,83
4,92
8,75
14,08

13,61
16,04

4,50

16,20
8.
Current
ratio

15,96
20,78

8,17

10,50
20,33
8,50
12,83
16,67

12,61
15,87

4,67

9,33
11,33

14,26
18,70

8,08
11,90
15,24
12,33
21,17

Z

-0,320
-0,701
-0,538
-0,389
-0,054
-0,582
-0,641
-0,234
-0,189
-1,713
-2,612
-1,598
-1,601
-0,545
-1,615
-1,168
-2,800
-2,792

Sig

c
a

a
a

0,000

25,07

5.
Gearing

12,74
15,43

6,50

14,33
24,17
8,33
14,17
17,83

12,89
17,17

8,17

25,73
4. Return
on
sharehol
ders’
equity

15,04
20,35

7,17

14,67
23,08
4,83
9,83
20,00

Low
effic.
h<0.64
(N=23)

10,47
21,90

13,39
17,93

-0,234
-1,804
-1,557
-2,961
-2,494
-1,761
-1,479
-0,915
-0,778
-1,184
-0,881
-1,604
-1,890
-0,700
-0,240
-1,725
-2,385
-1,925
-0,856
-0,538
-1,285
-3,178
-1,478
-1,768
-1,674
-1,373
-0,740
-0,915
-0,553
-1,535
-1,055
-0,298
-0,624
-2,002
-1,082

c
a
b
c

c

c
b
c

a
c
c

b
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DESIGN OF A METHODOLOGY TO GENERATE INDICATORS
OF EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY, APPLYING DATA
ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS, FOR THE FUNCTION OF
EXTENSION IN THE NAT IONAL UNIVERSITY OF COLOMBIA:
PHASE I
Gloria Isabel Rodríguez Lozano
National University of Colombia, girodriguezl@unal.edu.co

ABSTRACT
The extension express a social purpose of the National University of Colombia, like state and
public establishment, related to the contribution to the comprehension and to the solution of the
problems of the country in the local, regional, and national environment, the contribute in the
formulation of public politics, the processing of opportunities and concrete problems of social agents
and the development of diverse social capacities that contribute to improve the conditions of welfare
and social equity, of quality of life, construction of citizenship and democratic connivance. The
extension enables a continuous enrichment of the academic community, inasmuch as permits the
construction of knowledge, the work inter or multidisciplinary, to put into context and to contrast the
academic work hypothesis. The few indicators that itself tried to develop for this type of activities in
Colombia, have been always classical indicators, of such way that itself cannot come establish with
clarity an unique measure of efficiency that relate all that central that are dedicated to advance the
different modalities of the function of extension inside National University of Colombia.
Fundamentally, it is for this reason that the to apply DEA supplies an only measure through which can
be compared the management of these centers.

JUSTIFICATION
To understand the extension as a process of
interaction among the University and the
society, involves among others things to
indicate that:
§ The extension express a social purpose of
the National University of Colombia, like
state and public establishment, related to
the contribution to the comprehension and
to the solution of the problems of the
country in the local, regional, and national
environment, the contribute in the
formulation of public politics, the
processing of opportunities and concrete
problems of social agents and the
development of diverse social capacities
that contribute to improve the conditions of
welfare and social equity, of quality of life,
construction of citizenship and democratic
connivance.
§ The extension permits to establish a
permanent dialogue among the specialized
knowledge of the academy and the social
knowledge and/or experiences, enabling an

§

§

active integration between the University
and the institutions, the State, the popular
and social organizations, the productive
sector, etc., and the generation of collective
spaces, as expression of the strengthening
of the public topic in the society.
The extension enables a continuous
enrichment of the academic community,
inasmuch as permits the construction of
knowledge,
the
work
inter
or
multidisciplinary, to put into context and to
contrast the academic work hypothesis, the
development of the works of teaching and
investigation and the strengthening of
capacities in the members of the academic
community.
At the same time that the University
recognizes the social needs and its
problematical, maintains an proponent
attitude and strategic before the current
decisions of the demands of the market in
function of the social development. In this
sense, the extension should value its
relevance with the problematic social of the
local, regional, and national order; the
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§

politics predicted in the plans of the
University, and the developments and areas
of academic work of the functions of
formation and investigation.
The interaction in pragmatic terms should
recognize aspects as the continuity, related
to the continuance of the bonds among the
University and the social agents;
systematic, related to the conformation of
social and academic networks in a
continuous and communicative plot;
coherence, defined by the rational
organization of the action, aforesaid in the
structuring of plans, programs and projects;
and congruence,
opportunity
and
relevance, in the meantime supposes the
existence of certain coincidence in the
identification of purposes, needs and
problems, with relation social and academic
field.
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and the socialization, diffusion, promotion,
circulation and communication of the
humanistic, artistic, technological, and scientific
knowledge in the society.
In this framework charges importance the
fulfillment of the following features for the
extension:
§

To Propose a unified sense for the
extension and its diverse modalities, that
surpasses the existing difference among it
paid and it done not pay.

§

To fortify a strategic and visionary
management and of the function of
extension that permits that this be
articulated of more integral way with the
processes of formation and investigation.

The
institutionalization
of
the
comprehension of the extension in these terms
was carried out through the Agreement 004 of
2001, which defines lineaments and politics for
the function of extension. The Agreement
constitutes an effective answer to the identifying
needs in this area by the diverse members of the
academic community and becomes institutional
fundamental milestone in the appraisal of the
activities and the tasks of extension in the
University.

§

To offer an academic status to the function
of extension that, from the tradition written
and of its results and products, views its
importance in the construction of
knowledge.

§

To consolidate a critical academic
commu nity and with capacity to respond
with severity, opportunity, academic and
social relevance to the national, regional
and localities problematic of the country.

The Agreement this organized in three large
blocks: The first one, indicates the lineaments
and recognizes the extension as “a essential
function of the University that has like purpose
to favor and to establish permanent processes of
interaction and integration with the national and
international communities, in order to assure its
presence in the cultural and social life of the
country, to impact in the national politics and to
contribute to the comprehension and of its main
problems.” 1 , the second defines the structure
and functions, levels of authority and
responsibility and the third describes the
academic -administrative processes of the
function.
The extension recognizes the processes of
investigation and construction of knowledge in
specific social environments; to set in a context
and to exchange of experiences and knowledge;
the formation and training of the community;

§

To support by the conformation of
academic and social networks that they
permit to fortify the integration among the
University and the state sector, the popular
sectors, the guilds, the productive sector,
etc.

§

To consolidate the auto regulation of the
function of extension in the mechanisms of
collegial construction framework, that
fortifies the exercise of the autonomy of the
university in relation to the tension of the
university and social context.

Inside the feature of politics of the National
Coordination of Extension “to fortify the
management of the National System of
Extension in the National University of
Colombia” is to implement the system of
indicators to diagnose, to evaluate, to control
and to give monitoring to the function of
extension in the different levels of action.

1

Universidad Nacional de Colombia, Consejo Superior Universitario. (2001).
"Por el cual se reglamenta la Función de Extensión en la Universidad Nacional
de Colombia" Acuerdo Número 004 De 2001 (Acta Nº 08 del 21 de mayo).

EXTENSION MODALITIES
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In this framework have itself identifying the
following modalities:
1. Not formal education:
It is a teaching-learning processes
conjunction, properly planned and organized,
offered with the purpose to deepen, to
complement, to bring up to date, to supply, to
socialize, to qualify and to form in academic,
labor or artistic aspects, without subjection al
system of levels.
The University offers not Formal Education
by means of the following types of courses:
•

Continued education courses: courses
directed to the qualification of the
professionals in related themes to its areas
of knowledge, and by the deepening and
scientific, artistic or technological recent
and
specialized
appropriation
of
knowledge.

•

Extension courses: courses oriented to form
in general knowledge around specific needs
and concrete problems generated by the
changes in the context, which do not
require necessarily a related specific
academic knowledge to the themes that
they develop.

•

Free Courses: processes of training joined
generally to the recreational, sports, artistic
works, and technological and scientific
disclosure, general interest.
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work consists of the presentation and
justification of viable proposals of solution to
the
problematic
previously
identifying.
Generally, they constitute concrete supports for
it takes of decisions; do not imply a significant
transfer of technology.
• Technical Aid: Cooperation that the
University offers for the solution of occasional
and punctual problems of technical order. It
implies, generally, the use of instruments,
operating developments, assemblies or set in
motion of processes, use of laboratories, etc.
• Auditing: Understands the verification of
quality with relation al development or
execution of a contract, according to
specifications, plans, norms and other elements
stipulated in the same one.
3. Educational services – Welfare
They constitute an academic model of
social service and to the community and are
governed according to the administrative
institutional and curriculum regulation. They
have like purpose the formation and the
development of abilities and dexterities, etc.;
includes, besides, the investigation, the studies
of case and the establishment of bonds with the
community. The basic purpose is that of
contributing positively al improvement of the
conditions of life of the population and to attend
to their problematic according to each one of the
fields of the knowledge.
Sub-modalities: Human health, Animal Health
and Legal.

2. Academic Services of Extension:

4. Social management:

The services are structures and organizing
strategies oriented to resolve demands and
specific needs of the communal and social
agents.

They are the actions of coordination,
planning, monitoring or social or cultural
evaluation of processes; and the permanent
work with associations, institutions and social
agents or cultural actors.
It implies a
preliminary work maintained in the routine
space of the social actors, an academic bond and
the dialogue strategies establishment and
communication with specific demographic
groups, where the exchange of knowledge is
guaranteed.

The University lends Academic Services of
Extension by means of the following submodalities:
• Advising: Actions that intend to offer a
specific knowledge on concrete thematic. The
advising enables science transfer processes and
technology, viable and useful for the clash of
problematic and punctual situations generated in
the environment.
• Consultancy: assembly of services lent by
actors qualified in the identification and
investigation of problems whose fundamental

5. Technological management:
They are actions related to the transfer of
innovations, adaptations and updating of
technology or its generation, resultant of the
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academic processes carried out by the different
units of the University.
6. Programs of extension that articulate
simultaneously formation and investigation:
They are programs of extension that
develop around a field of action or specific
sector related to the institutional politics and
with the prominent social problems.
7. Counsels in the educational field for the
organization and development of Academic
Programs:
They constitute processes of formation and
construction of capacities in other institutions of
higher education, oriented to the organization
and/or development of academic programs of
undergraduate course or of postgraduate course.

8. University practices in extension:
They are actions of minimum a semester of
duration and generally develop from lines of
deepening, curriculum practices of the last
semesters in undergraduate or in postgraduate
studies or other experiences of extension that
compromise an exercise of academic work
oriented by purposes of common and social
development.
They have been classified in the following
sub-modalities:

It includes the developments, uses or
instruments oriented with that purposes in
diverse massive media: Press, Radio,
Television; and the development of publications
written or virtual of informational character.
10. Events:
They constitute forms of circulation,
diffusion and divulgation of the technological,
technical, scientific, artistic knowledge, etc.,
before heterogeneous and extensive public (age,
educational and cultural capital, interests, etc.);
In general is a matter of events that in the time
are short and sporadic, have like purpose the
disclosure, diffusion or circulation of
knowledge or artistic or cultural expressions
before public done not specialize.
Events of Academic disclosure: Constitute
the diverse activities as professorships, forums,
Congresses, conferences or seminars oriented to
divulge or to bring to light to an extensive
public and done not specialize, the reflections
on diverse themes or problematic of general
interest.
They have been classified in the following
sub-modalities:
• Events of diffusion or artistic or cultural
disclosure.
• Interventions of teaching staff in external
events.
•

• Academic Practical
curriculum programs

recorded
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Events of Academic disclosure.

in

• Practice as degree work modality: Its
exercise is constituted formally in the option of
degree of the student.
• Free practice in extension: are not
recorded in the curriculum programs, neither its
exercise is constituted for the student in a work
of degree.
9. Programs and communicative products and
of diffusion:
They constitute forms and/or mechanisms
of diffusion and divulgation of the
technological, technical, scientific, and artistic
innovations, etc., which fundamental purpose is
to build a democratic public opinion and argued.

11. Interventions of professors to name of the
university in events or external instances.
RELEVANCE OF THE USE OF DATA
ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS
The few indicators that itself tried to
develop for this type of activities in Colombia,
have been always classical indicators that relate
individually an output with an input, and for
such motive they show an incomplete
panorama. Of such way that himself cannot
come establish with clarity an unique measure
of efficiency that relate all that units (basic units
of administrative academic management,
UBGAAs) that are dedicated to advance the
different modalities of the function of extension
inside of National University of Colombia.
Fundamentally, it is for this reason that the to
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apply Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
supplies an only measure through which can be
compared the management of these centers.
Nevertheless this only measure will be
contemplating the most important resources
than are necessary to do extension with the
outputs, that are of different nature, for each one
of the Decision Making Units (DMUs).
Having clear this panorama, the executives
of the National University will be able to take
wise decisions respect to the best form of
supporting all this type of activities, since will
have certain information respect to the better
practices developed by the DMUs that conform
the efficient border.
To really reach these objectives the
following methodology has been designed:

§

§

§

§
§
§

§

§
§

§

Preparation of strategy for to determine
which are the variables (inputs and outputs)
more pertinent than will be object of study
to managerial level.
Preparation and set in motion of meetings
with the directors of the UBGAAs, for to
feedback and to enrich the initial process,
coming to consolidate the variables that
will do part of it (s) model (s).
Generation of the different pertinent models
keeping in mind the objectives to which
arrives, the information that it has and the
information that can come determine.
Programming and unfold of specific
activities that they permit the obtaining of
the information.
Transformation and normalization of the
information.
Design the different bases of data under the
required format and normalized to adapt
them according to the request of the
software.
Execution of the pilot races of the model,
utilizing the package software Warwick
DEA, to adjust them with the projected
needs.
Application of pertinent controls to the
races as to the results of them to guarantee
confidence.
Conforming of the efficient border, by
using DEA, for each period of study and to
calculate the efficiency with which the units
take advantage of its resources.
Analysis, by comparison of the data, and
the information generated in the different
races.

Generation and consolidation of the
indicators of the Function of Extension of
the National University of Colombia. The
product of this phase, will be a document in
which the methodology be shown up to
now developed and the initial indicators of
efficiency and productivity.

Phase II.
Diffusion of the Results and
Recommendations
to
Improve
the
Performance
§
§
§

Phase I. Diagnostic
§
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§

Preparation of the information to socialize
results.
Generation of the different strategies of
improvement.
Preparation and execution of the meetings
with the high direction of the National
University of Colombia, to show the results
obtained and the strategies of proposed
improvement in order to receiving the
observations of the case.
Preparation and execution of the meetings
with the directors of the UBGAAs, to show
the results and to agree strategies of
establishment.

The product of this phase will be the
delivery of a document that contain the results
generated on the indicators, the strategies of
improvement and the commitments of the
directors of the UBGAAs.
Phase III. Consolidation of the Methodology
§

§
§

Preparation and set in motion of the process
of feedback of the methodology, keeping in
mind the observations of the high direction,
the directors of UBGAAs and group work.
Consolidation of the information and
generation of the final document.
Publication, with the support of the
National University of Colombia, of the
methodology in a internationally index
publication.

PRESENT STATE OF THE
INVESTIGATION
Delimitation of the DMUs
Although initially it had thought about that
there should be a direct correspondence between
DMUs and UBGAAs, the initial investigation
results of the Phase I have shown that this
would not be it more convenient; since the
information to which has access at this time is
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not structured by UBGAAs but by projects, and
these projects are related directly with the
faculties of the University, appropriating him to
a single faculty all a project in which may be
participating professors of three or four different
faculties. Herself it is not telling that this be the
best practice or that be correct, what remains
clear is that the initial information is presented
in this manner. The partial advances of the
investigative process are showing if this is truly
the best form of presenting the information, or if
by the contrary the methodology should be born
since the presentation form of the information.
This process of delimitation of the DMUs
throws us up to now the following result:

DECISION MAKING UNITS
National
Headquarters

Central Level, National Level

Bogotá
headquarters

Central Level

Special fund
Special fund
Faculty of agronomy
Faculty of arts
Faculty of sciences
Faculty of human sciences
Faculty of economic sciences
Faculty of nursing
Faculty of legal
Faculty of engineering
Faculty of medicine
Faculty of odontology
Faculty of veterinary

Medellín
headquarters

Central Level
Special fund
Faculty of architecture
Faculty of sciences
Faculty of farm sciences
Faculty of human sciences
Faculty of mine

Manizalez
headquarters

Palmira
headquarters

Central Level
Faculty of engineering and
architecture
Faculty of sciences and
administration
Special fund
Central Level
Special fund

Leticia
headquarters
Arauca
headquarters
San Andres
headquarters
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Central Level
Special fund
Central Level
Special fund
Central Level
Special fund
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DOES MODEL MISSPECIFICATION IN DEA AFFECT SOME
DMUS MORE THAN OTHERS? EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
FROM A CRS FRONTIER

Don U. A. Galagedera
Department of Econometrics and Business Statistics, Monash University, PO Box 197, Caulfield East,
Victoria 3145, Australia, Tissa.Galagedera@buseco.monash.edu.au

ABSTRACT
Many studies that investigate the effect of data envelopment analysis (DEA) model
misspecification on technical efficiency report only the effect on overall DEA performance. This paper,
using a simulation study, investigates the effect of model misspecification on technical efficiency in a
constant returns-to-scale DEA model. Here, the effect of misspecification is investigated in five sets of
decision-making units (DMUs) formed according to true DMU efficiency. The effect of relevant input
variable omission and irrelevant input variable addition on efficiency of high and low efficiency DMUs
is similar to the effects observed in overall efficiency. Absolute deviation between DEA and true
efficiency reveal that (i) the adverse effect of variable omission (addition) is large in high (low)
efficiency DMUs and (ii) when returns-to-scale is misspecified as variable and input variables are
omitted (added) the adverse effect is lower (higher) than with the true returns-to-scale. When ranking,
high efficiency DMUs appear to be the worst affected by input variable omission. The effect of variable
omission on virtual input does not seem to be associated with DMU efficiency level.

INTRODUCTION
DEA is a nonparametric mathematical
programming
technique
for
efficiency
evaluation. Being a nonparametric technique,
DEA does not require a structural form for the
production frontier and can handle multiple
outputs quite easily. These attractive properties
of the DEA approach enabled its widespread
use across many disciplines. See Seiford
(1996) for a survey of the literature on
development of DEA methodology since its
introduction by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes
(1978).
The success of a DEA application depends
on the appropriateness of the chosen model.
When the model is incorrectly specified, DEA
can lead to inaccurate efficiency estimates.
There is no standard method of model building
or
diagnostic
checks
for
model
misspecification in DEA. Therefore, the
potential for model misspecification in DEA
can be very high.

The
principal
causes
of
model
misspecification in DEA are the omission of
relevant variables, inclusion of irrelevant
variables and incorrect assumption on returnsto-scale. Only a few studies explored the
robustness of DEA results to alternative model
specification in an empirical framework. Ahn
and Seiford (1993) in a study of education
sector and Valdmanis (1992) in a study of
health sector reported that the DEA results are
reasonably robust to alternative specification.
Galagedera and Silvapulle (2002) in a study of
mutual funds reported that though more funds
show up efficient when DEA captures fund’s
long-term growth and income distribution than
a shorter horizon, DEA ranking of funds is
independent of the time horizon used.
Many studies of model misspecification
effect on DEA efficiency investigated the
robustness of the results under a variety of
model misspecifications using simulation
studies. Among their main findings are: (i) the
danger of misspecification is most serious
when a relevant variable is omitted from the
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model (Smith, 1997), (ii) DEA performs well
in the presence of additional inputs even
though
they
are
production-irrelevant
(Ruggiero, 1998) and (iii) when relevant
variables are omitted in the analysis, variable
returns-to-scale (VRS) assumption appears to
be a safer option (Galagedera and Silvapulle,
2003). DEA performance can also be sensitive
to the choice of the sample size, the number of
and the association among the variables used
in the model. Pedraja-Chaparro, SalinasJimènez and Smith (1997) reported that DEA
models with small number of input variables
perform well in large samples. Further, they
observed this result when the input variables
are highly correlated and uncorrelated. When
the input variables are uncorrelated, there is a
dramatic reduction in DEA performance as the
number of input variables increase. On the
other hand, variables that are moderately
correlated with each other can be omitted
without serious measurement distortion
(Ruggiero, 2002).
A common feature of the studies on
effect of model misspecification on DEA
efficiency is that the discussion is limited to
the effect on overall DEA performance. These
studies of course add pedagogical value and
provide useful insights. Surprisingly no study
discusses results in detail at the DMU level or
in relation to some characteristic of the
sampled DMUs. The results when presented
with respect to some characteristic of the
sampled DMUs would provide more
information that otherwise would be lost due to
averaging of the results. Even if the average
efficiencies do not vary considerably between
different DEA models, it may be important to
examine the extent to which different
specifications favour different DMUs (Smith,
1997). This gives the motivation to discuss the
effect of model misspecification on DEA
efficiency in some detail other than at the
overall level of performance.
This paper investigates this issue with a
simulated data set from a simple production
process with constant returns-to-scale (CRS)
specification. Our conclusion is based on
comparison of the true individual production
unit efficiency with the estimated ones. We
find that the effect of model misspecification
via input variable omission/addition on DEA
efficiency, in general, is the same in high and
low efficiency DMUs. The adverse effect of
variable omission is the largest in high
efficiency DMUs and this adverse effect eases
with decreasing DMU efficiency. On the other
hand, the adverse effect of irrelevant input
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variable addition is the largest in low
efficiency DMUs and this adverse effect eases
with increasing DMU efficiency. When
ranking, high efficiency DMUs appears to be
the worst affected by input variable omission.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA
GENERATION
The production process we consider is
the commonly used linearly homogeneous
Cobb-Douglas form. We assume that the true
production process is explained by five inputs
and give equal importance to the input
variables with each parameter set to 1/5,
obtaining the CRS production function

y j = x11/j 5 x12/j5 x13 /j 5 x 14/j 5 x 15/j 5

j = 1, 2,...,n

(1)
where y j is the output level of DMU j
and x ij is the positive input level in input i of
DMU j. Other things being equal, DEA is
expected to perform better with large samples
than otherwise. Therefore, we generated
randomly a sample of 200 DMUs.
We
consider three sets of input variables. Each
input variable set is associated with a different
scenario in terms of the association between
the input variables. The input variables are
generated to be highly positively correlated
(scenario 1), moderately positively correlated
(scenario 2) and poorly correlated (scenario 3).
Following Ruggiero (2002), we generate
randomly seven variables z1 , z2 ,…,z7 according
to the uniform distribution with parameters 25
and 100 first. Eight input variables x1 , x2 ,…,x8
(five relevant and three irrelevant) under a
given scenario are then calculated as convex
combinations of z1 , z2 ,…,z7 . The correlation
between the input variables is controlled by
changing the weights in the convex
combination.
To create an efficiency set, we randomly
generate 200 values using the uniform
distribution with parameters -0.1 and 0.4. All
DMUs corresponding to the generated values
less than zero are considered 100 percent
efficient. This created thirty-seven (18.5% of
the generated 200 DMUs) 100 percent efficient
DMUs. The efficiency of the other DMUs is
computed by subtracting the corresponding
generated value from unity. The mean and
standard deviation of the generated true
efficiency distribution are 0.83 and 0.14
respectively. The same efficiency set is used in
all scenarios.
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Table 1. Input variables considered in DEA
models
DEA
mod
el
type
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
E
F
F
F
G
G
G
H

DEA
model

Input variable/s in
the DEA model

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19
M20
M21
M22
M23
M24
M25
M26
M27
M28
M29
M30
M31
M32
M33
M34
M35
M36
M37
M38

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x1 x2
x1 x3
x1 x4
x1 x5
x2 x3
x2 x4
x2 x5
x3 x4
x3 x5
x4 x5
x1 x2 x3
x1 x2 x4
x1 x2 x5
x1 x3 x4
x1 x3 x5
x1 x4 x5
x2 x3 x4
x2 x3 x5
x2 x4 x5
x3 x4 x5
x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 x2 x3 x5
x1 x2 x4 x5
x1 x3 x4 x5
x2 x3 x4 x5
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x7
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x8
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x8
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x7 x8
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

No of
variab
les
omitt
ed,
added
4,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
3,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
0,0
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,2
0,2
0,2
0,3

The DEA model considered in this paper
is the output orientation version of the CRS
model (Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, 1978).
Consequently, in our experimental design, we
induce inefficiency on the output variable. The
efficient output y is obtained by substituting
the efficient inputs in equation (1). In order to
decrease the output, we multiply the efficient
output by the true efficiency, γ . Therefore, by
considering the decreased output ( yγ ) as the
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observed output, and the generated x1 , x2 , x3, x4
and x5 as the observed inputs in the CRS
model, we obtain the DEA estimates of γ .
We misspecify the DEA model by (i)
omitting at least one of the five input variables,
(ii) including at least one of three irrelevant
variables and (iii) assuming incorrect returns to
scale. This set up leads to thirty-eight different
DEA models to conduct the simulation study.
See Table 1 for the details. As shown in Table
1, the type A DEA models include one, type B
models include two, type C models include
three and type D models include four of the
five relevant input variables. The DEA models
that belong to type F include one and type G
models include two of the irrelevant input
variables in addition to the five relevant input
variables. The model M31 given in the shaded
row in Table 1 is correctly specified with only
the relevant input variables included and is
labelled type E.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE
RESULTS
We investigate the effect of model
misspecification on individual DMU efficiency
in terms of (i) efficiency, (ii) absolute
deviation between the true and estimated
efficiency, (iii) rank correlation between true
and estimated efficiency, (iv) virtual input, (v)
input variable size and (vi) returns-to-scale
specification.
We discuss the effect of model
misspecification on individual DMU efficiency
at five levels of efficiency. The efficiencies
less than 0.7 are considered to be efficiency
level I, between 0.7 and less than 0.8 level II,
between 0.8 and less than 0.9 level III,
between 0.9 and less than 0.99 level IV and the
DMUs with efficiency 0.99 or higher are
considered to be at the efficiency level V.
Accordingly, in our sample of 200 DMUs, the
distribution of true DMU efficiency is fortyseven at level I, forty-two at level II, thirtyfour at level III, thirty-one at level IV and
forty-six at level V.
Earlier we classified the thirty-eight DEA
models into eight different types A, B, C, D, E,
F, G and H, seven of which include DEA
models misclassified by selecting an incorrect
set of input variables. The DEA models that
belong to a particular model type have the
same degree of misspecification in terms of the
number of variables included or omitted in the
analysis. Therefore, we present the results at
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different efficiency levels and by DEA model
type.

effect can be expected in the analysis of the
full sample (overall average) as we ll.

Note that our emphasis is not on the
absolute values obtained in the analysis,
because to some extent they are dependent on
the assumed values of the parameters of the
production process. Rather, we seek patterns
that might emerge from them and hence, our
results are presented graphically.

The degree of over and under estimation
measured in terms of absolute deviation
between the true and estimated DMU
efficiency is discussed next. The results are
presented graphically in Figure 2. Clearly, the
average absolute deviation is higher in
scenario 3 than the corresponding entry in
scenario 2 that in turn is higher than the
corresponding entry in scenario 1. In general,
the DEA performance improves with
increasing association between the input
variables. Further, in DEA model types A and
B, the absolute deviation is larger at high
efficiency levels compared with those at low
efficiency levels. This indicates that when only
a few in a set of many relevant input variables
are considered in the DEA analysis, the DMUs
at high efficiency levels are affected most
adversely than those at low efficiency levels.
On the other hand, when irrelevant input
variables are added to the DEA model, the
DMUs at very high efficiency levels are the
least affected in terms of absolute deviation
between the true and DEA efficiency and this
is observed irrespective of the number of
irrelevant input variables added.

Figure 1 displays the estimated DMU
efficiency averaged by efficiency level and
then by DEA model type. Figure 1 reveals that
the pattern of the curves at different efficiency
levels is similar under a given scenario. This
suggests that the effect of relevant input
variable omission and irrelevant input variable
addition in the CRS DEA model is not
dependent upon the level of efficiency of the
DMU being analysed. In particular, relevant
input variable omission under estimates DMU
efficiency with the under-estimation worsening
with increasing number of omitted variables.
On the other hand, inclusion of irrelevant input
variables over estimates DMU efficiency and
this gets worse as the number of irrelevant
inputs included in the DEA model increases.
Since the effect of misspecification via input
variable omission/addition on efficiency is
alike at different levels of efficiency, the same
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Figure1. Average efficiency by efficiency level and DEA model type
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Figure 2. Average absolute deviation by efficiency level and DEA model type
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Here, we discuss the effect of input variable omission/addition on DMU ranking. We ranked the
DMUs according to the estimated and the true efficiency and computed the correlation between the ranks
corresponding to the DMUs at each of the five efficiency levels separately. The results displayed in
Figure 3 reveal that the rank correlation is higher in scenario 1 compared to scenarios 2 and 3 at all
efficiency levels. However, in scenario 1 where the input variables are highly correlated, rank correlation
between the true and DEA efficiency is high in low efficiency DMUs compared to that of in high
efficiency DMUs. This is observed in the DEA models with omitted as well as additional input variables.
When the association between the input variables is moderately strong and poor, the rank correlation at a
given efficiency level changes rapidly across DEA model types. In all scenarios, the DMUs with
efficiency greater than 0.99 seem to be the most adversely affected by input variable omission in terms of
the correlation between the true and the estimated efficiency ranks. The ranking of 100 percent efficient
DMUs are arbitrary and therefore correlation corresponding to efficiency level V should be interpreted
with caution.
Figure 3. Correlation between DEA rank and true rank by efficiency level
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Scenerio 1: Highly correlated input variables
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Now, we present the results with returns-toscale incorrectly specified as VRS. The VRS
specification envelops the observed data points
more tightly than with the CRS specification
and therefore produce efficiency scores higher
or equal to those obtained with CRS. The results
reveal that, when input variables are omitted
(added) the absolute difference between the true
and DEA efficiency with the CRS assumption is
higher (lower) than with the VRS specification
in all three scenarios. This is demonstrated in
Figure 4 with the moderately correlated input
variable set.
We also investigated the effect of an input
variable omission on virtual input of the
remaining input variables. A virtual input
describes the importance attached to the
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corresponding input in determining the DMU
efficiency. For a 100 percent efficient DMU in
a n output orientation DEA model, the virtual
input of all inputs add up to 100 percent. If the
virtual inputs of a 100 percent efficient DMU
are evenly distributed, all inputs are said to be
contributing uniformly towards determining the
DMU efficiency. We investigated the virtual
input of variable x2 in model M31 where all
input variables are correctly specified and in
model M30 where one input variable namely, x1
is removed. Results reveal that removal of x1
appears to influence virtual input of x2 in almost
all DMUs in all scenarios. Further, the change
in virtual input due to variable mission does not
appear to be associated with DMU efficiency
level. The same result is observed in virtual
input of the other input variables x3 , x4 and x5 .
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We also examined whether the size of an
omitted input variable has any effect on
individual DMU efficiency. For this, we
removed one variable namely, x1 and compared
the DEA efficiency in model M31 and model
M30. The results indicate little effect when
input variables are highly correlated and as the
correlation gets weaker, the DMUs with smaller
values of the omitted variable reveal a notable
reduction in DEA efficiency. Smith (1997), in a
two-input single-output situation, illustrated that
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when an input is omitted, the DMUs with
relatively high levels of the retained input in
relation to the omitted input are likely to be the
most affected. In a highly correlated input
variable set, the DMUs with high values in an
omitted input also have high values in the
retained input variables. This explains why the
size of an omitted input variable has little effect
on individual DMU efficiency when the input
variables are highly correlated.

Figure 4. Absolute difference in true and DEA efficiency by efficiency level (VRS vs CRS)
Scenario 2: Moderately correlated input variables
0.29
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, using a simulation study, we
investigated the effect of irrelevant input
variable omission, irrelevant input variable
addition
and
incorrect
returns-to-scale
assumption in a CRS output orientation DEA
model on technical efficiency of individual
production units. In previous studies of this
type, the discussion is confined to the effect on
overall average efficiency. Instead, we sorted
the DMUs into five sets according to their true
efficiency and examined the effect of model
misspecification on the DMUs in each set
separately. This enabled understanding of DEA
model misspecification effects at different
levels of efficiency which has been overlooked
previously.
The results show that the effect of model
misspecification
via
input
variable

Eff leveI III (VRS)
Eff level II (CRS)

Eff leveI IV (VRS)
Eff level III (CRS)

omission/addition on DEA efficiency in high
and low efficiency DMUs is similar to the
effects observed in overall efficiency. Absolute
deviation between DEA and true efficiency
reveal that the adverse effect of variable
omission is the largest in high efficiency DMUs
and this adverse effect eases with decreasing
DMU efficiency. On the other hand, the adverse
effect of irrelevant input variable addition is the
largest in low efficiency DMUs and this adverse
effect eases with increasing DMU efficiency.
This is revealed in the highly, moderately and
the poorly correlated input variable set. Input
variable omission/addition however appear to
adversely affect DEA ranking the most in the
poorly correlated set of inputs. Whether the
input variables are highly, moderately or poorly
correlated, high efficiency DMUs appear to be
the worst affected in DEA ranking. When
returns-to-scale is misspecified as VRS and the
input variables are omitted (added), the absolute
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difference between the true and estimated DEA
efficiency is lower (higher) than with the true
returns-to-scale specification and this is
observed at different DMU efficiency levels.
The effect of variable omission on virtual input
does not seem to be associated with DMU
efficiency level. When the correlation between
input variables is low, the size of the omitted
variable could affect DEA efficiency.
We considered only a CRS model in this
paper and extending the analysis to increasing
and decreasing returns-to-scale production
processes would be topics for future research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates economies of scope in the U.S. insurance industry over the period 19931997. We analyze whether it is advantageous for firms to offer both life-health and property-liability
insurance or to specialize in one of the major industry segments. We test scope economies by estimating
technical, cost, and revenue efficiency utilizing data envelopment analysis (DEA). Bootstrap estimates of
the DEA scores are obtained using the procedures developed by Simar and Wilson (1998). We innovate
by estimating cross-frontier efficiency, where each group of firms (diversified firms and specialists) is
compared to a reference set consisting of the other type of firm, enabling us to determine whether
specialization or conglomeration is the dominant strategy for each firm in the sample. Although
diversified firms dominate specialists in the production of diversified firm output vectors in revenue
efficiency, specialist firms dominate diversified firms for the production of specialist output vectors in
revenue efficiency and also dominate diversified firms in cost efficiency for property-liability output
vectors. Overall, the results reinforce recent findings that strategic focus appears to be a better strategy
than conglomeration.

INTRODUCTION
The 1990s deregulation of the financial
services industries in Europe and the United
States sparked an unprecedented wave of
consolidation in banking and insurance markets
as firms sought to position themselves to
succeed in the new regulatory environment.
This dynamic marketplace has focused attention
on a number of industrial organization issues,
including the importance of economies of scope
– whether it is better for financial services
organizations to specialize in a narrow range of
products or to offer a diversity of products to
their customers. Although economies of scope
are often given as the rationale for
consolidation, finding consistent empirical
evidence of the existence of scope economies
has proven to be an elusive objective. Indeed,

many studies have found that diversification
destroys market value (e.g., Comment and
Jarrell 1995, Berger and Ofek 1995).
The purpose of this paper is to provide new
evidence on economies of scope in the financial
services industry by analyzing the U.S.
insurance industry.
We examine the two
primary competing hypotheses about economies
of scope – the conglomeration hypothesis,
which holds that operating a diversity of
business can add value by exp loiting cost and
revenue scope economies, versus the strategic
focus hypothesis, which holds that firms can
best add value by focusing on core businesses
and core competencies. The U.S. insurance
industry
provides
a
particularly
rich
environment in which to test for scope
economies because of the long-term co-
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existence of diversified and specialist firms in
the industry. We investigate whether it is
advantageous for insurance firms to produce
both life and non-life insurance or to specialize
in one of these two major product categories
and, moreover, whether it is advantageous to
specialize in specific business lines within the
two major product categories.
The conglomeration hypothesis holds that
scope economies can arise from cost
complementarities, including the sharing of
inputs such as brand names, customer lists, and
managerial expertise. Other potential sources of
cost economies of scope include earnings
diversification, which permits the firm to
operate with higher leverage ratios, more
efficient use of capital through internal capital
markets, and other factors. Economies of scope
also can arise due to revenue complementarities,
by creating “one-stop shopping” opportunities
for consumers that reduce search costs and
enhance consumer value.
The alternative strategic focus hypothesis
holds that conglomeration is likely to destroy
firm value by introducing cost and/or revenue
diseconomies. Operating a conglomerate rather
than a focused firm may increase management
and coordination costs, exacerbate principalagent conflicts, and create costly crosssubsidization among subsidiaries due to
inefficient internal capital markets. On the
revenue side, conglomeration may destroy firm
value if specialized firms develop superior
expertise that is valued by consumers. Because
scope economies are most likely to exist for
closely related products (Berger and Ofek
1995), focusing on a single, broadly defined
industry enables us to provide a strong test for
the existence of both production and
consumption scope economies.
The methodology we utilize to analyze
economies of scope is data envelopment
analysis (DEA). DEA measures efficiency by
comparing each firm in an industry to a “best
practice” efficient frontier formed by the most
efficient firms in the industry. We estimate
technical, cost, and revenue efficiency for the
firms in the sample.
We adopt an innovative approach to DEA,
cross-frontier analysis, where conglomerates
are compared to a reference set consisting of
specialists firms and specialist firms are
compared to a reference set consisting of
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conglomerates. In this respect, specialization
and conglomeration are interpreted as
alternative technologies for producing financial
services, where technology is defined to include
all of the contractual relationships comprising
the firms as well as physical technology
choices. Our cross-frontier analysis enables us
to determine whether the outputs of each
production technology could be produced more
efficiently by the alternative production
technology.
Although DEA traditionally was viewed as
a strictly non-parametric methodology, more
recent research has shown that it can be
interpreted as a maximum likelihood procedure
(e.g., Banker 1993) and that standard errors of
DEA estimators can be obtained through
bootstrapping. We obtain bootstrap estimates of
the DEA scores for firms in our sample,
following Simar and Wilson (1998). To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first DEA
bootstrapping
analysis
of
cross-frontier
efficiency scores.
We analyze economies of scope using a
two-stage procedure where we first estimate
DEA scores and then regress the scores on
variables representing firm characteristics to
control for heterogeneity in scope economies
across the firms in the sample. Our sample
consists of all diversified and specialist firms in
the U.S. insurance industry over the annual
sample period 1993-1997, an average of 111
diversified firms and 706 specialists per year.
Recent investigations of economies of
scope in the insurance industry include Carow
(2001), Cybo-Ottone and Murgia (2000), and
Berger, et al. (2000). Carow (2001) and CyboOttone and Murgia (2000) conduct event study
analyses of mergers and acquisitions involving
banks and insurers and find market value gains
for bank-insurer transactions. In the prior paper
most similar to ours, Berger, et al. (2000)
analyze economies of scope in the U.S.
insurance industry by studying diversified and
specialist insurers for the period 1988-1992.
They find cost scope economies for firms in all
size quartiles but profit scope economies only
for firms in the largest size quartile. We extend
Berger, et al. (2000) by using a more recent
sample period, using a larger sample of
specializing insurers, and estimating efficiency
using DEA rather than econometrics.
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HYPOTHESES
Of particular research interest in our
analysis is the observation that some financial
firms follow a conglomeration policy while
others follow a focused managerial strategy,
even where multiple financial services have
been legally allowed for long periods of time.
In our empirical application, we examine the
U.S. insurance industry, where firms have never
been restricted from providing both life
insurance and property-liability (P-L) insurance.
Nonetheless, some firms traditionally chose to
produce jointly, while others chose to
specialize. In long-run competitive equilibrium,
it would be expected that firms would gravitate
toward joint production if the conglomeration
hypothesis
were
correct
and
toward
specialization if the strategic focus hypothesis
were true. Firms following the inefficient
strategy would be compelled by market forces
to change strategy or exit the industry. In fact,
market trends over the past several decades
suggest that economic forces have shifted away
from conglomeration and towards strategic
focus in the insurance industry. During the
1960s, 1970s, and most of the 1980s, many
prominent insurers and other financial services
firms followed a strategy of conglomeration,
paralleling trends in the non-financial industries
(Servaes 1996). However, as in other industries
(Comment and Jarrell 1995, Servaes 1996), the
trend in insurance and other financial services
since the late-1980s has been towards strategic
focus (specialization), resulting in the reversal
through sale or divestiture of many of the
merger transactions of previous decades.
What caused the shift in strategy from
conglomeration to strategic focus as the
seemingly dominant strategy of the 1990s and
beyond? Some insights can be obtained by
examining the original arguments in favor of
conglomeration and the theories that replaced
them. Proponents of the conglomeration
hypothesis argue that owning and operating a
broad range of businesses can add value from
exploiting cost scope economies by sharing
inputs in joint production through factors such
as managerial economies of scale. Proponents
of conglomeration also argue that earnings
diversification can lower the cost of capital of
the firm. Internal capital markets are said to
allocate resources efficiently and to be less
prone than external markets to information
asymmetries and other imperfections. On the
revenue side, it is argued that conglomerates can
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generate revenue scope economies by providing
“one-stop shopping” to consumers, who are
willing to pay for the extra convenience of
financial supermarkets, and by taking advantage
of customer lists and brand names.
Many of these arguments have been called
into question in the more recent literature,
where proponents of the strategic focus
hypothesis argue that firms can maximize value
by focusing on core businesses. A fundamental
argument is that conglomeration exacerbates
managerial incentive conflicts and agency costs
by increasing the span of control, motivating
central managers to add divisions to protect
their human capital, and providing more
opportunities for the misalignment of
incentives. Conglomeration also can lead to
inefficient investment decisions by providing
additional free cash flow or unused debt
capacity, blunting market discipline and leading
to investment in negative net present value
projects. Internal capital markets also may be
less efficient than external capital markets,
leading to value-destroying cross-subsidization
among divisions. These arguments suggest the
following hypothesis, stated in null form:
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Diversified and
focused firms are equally efficient in producing
and selling insurance outputs.
We also develop two specific hypotheses
regarding economies of scope in the insurance
industry. On the cost side, any economies that
arise from policy administration, marketing,
underwriting, pricing, and other functions may
be more prevalent in the personal lines of
insurance than in the commercial lines. The
primary argument in favor of this position is
that the marketing, underwriting, and other
functions tend to be homogeneous in the
personal lines, providing an opportunity for
insurers to reduce costs by automating these
functions across a broad base of products.
Underwriting and claims settlement for
commercial lines, on the other hand, tend to be
more
heterogeneous,
usually
differing
significantly by line of business and by the
buyer’s industry segment, and often are unique
to individual buyers. Hence, the gains from
automation tend to be smaller and the gains
from buyer-specific expertise may tend to be
larger for the commercial lines.
On the revenue side, the primary rationale
for the conglomeration hypothesis is that
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insurance buyers benefit from one-stop
shopping. One-stop shopping is generally a
more compelling argument for personal than for
business insurance buyers. Consumers typically
are less knowledgeable about insurance than
business firms and thus are more likely to
benefit from the services of an agent who can
coordinate their insurance coverages. Business
firms, on the other hand, are more likely to
generate sufficient premium volume either to
support the development of in-house insurance
expertise or to obtain the services of a broker.
These arguments suggest the following
hypothesis, stated in null form:
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Cost and revenue
scope economies are equally likely in the
personal and commercial lines of insurance.
A third hypothesis has to do with
distribution systems. Insurance distribution
systems can be categorized in terms of their
degree of vertical integration, depending upon
the degree of control of the insurer over the
marketing network.
Exclusive or “tied”
distribution networks, where agents or
employees represent only one insurer, are
generally viewed as being vertically integrated,
whereas independent or brokerage systems,
where the sales representative represents more
than one insurer, are not vertically integrated
(Berger, Cummins, and Weiss 1997). Prior
research suggests that vertically integrated
distributors are more likely to realize both cost
and revenue scope economies (Berger, et al.
2000) because they fully control the distribution
network and thus can benefit from providing a
wide range of products to their distributors. This
suggests the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 (H3): Economies of scope
are equally likely to be present for vertically
integrated
and
non-vertically
integrated
distribution networks.
Measured cost scope economies or
diseconomies may also reflect systematic
differences in product quality or service
intensity between diversified firms and
specialists. Estimating revenue scope economies
provides a control for product quality. If joint
producers incur additional expenses to provide
“one-stop
shopping”
convenience
for
customers, there may be measured cost scope
diseconomies because of the additional
expenses. However, if customers value the
additional convenience of one-stop shopping,
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joint firms should realize revenue scope
economies that partially or fully offset any
measured cost scope diseconomies. Measuring
both cost and revenue efficiency helps to
control for such offsetting effects.
ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY
Estimation Strategy
Because we would like to explore whether
the existence and degree of scope economies
differ depending upon the characteristics of the
firm, the analysis is conducted in two stages –
we first estimate efficiencies and then conduct a
multiple regression analysis to determine
whether scope economies depend upon firm
characteristics.
Because conglomeration and strategic focus
are likely to represent different production
technologies, we also adopt a two-stage
approach in the efficiency estimation phase of
the study. In the first stage of the efficiency
analysis, we test whether specialized and
diversified firms are operating on the same
efficiency frontier versus operating on separate
frontiers. This involves estimating efficiency
year by year for pooled frontiers consisting of
all specializing and diversified firms and also
treating specialists and diversified firms as
distinct groups and estimating own-group
frontiers (own-frontiers).
Because the hypothesis that the two groups
of firms are operating on the same frontier is
rejected for both life and property-liability
insurers, we conduct the second stage of the
efficiency analysis. In this stage, the null
hypothesis is that each group's output vector
could be produced with equal efficiency using
the other group's production technology. To test
this hypothesis, we conduct cross-frontier
efficiency analysis, where diversified firms are
compared to a reference set of firms consisting
of specialists and specialist firms are compared
to a reference set consisting of diversified firms.
Again, this is done separately for life and
property-liability insurance. Rejection of this
null hypothesis for diversified (specialist) firms
would imply that the output of that group of
firms could be produced more efficiently by the
other group of firms, i.e., that the diversified
(specialist) firm technology is dominated by the
specialist (diversified) firm technology. A
finding that the diversified firm technology
dominates the specialist firm technology would
be consistent with the existence of economies of
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scope, whereas a finding that the specialist firm
technology dominates the diversified firm
technology would provide evidence of
diseconomies of scope
The DEA Methodology
Our analysis uses standard DEA techniques
to estimate technical, cost, and revenue
efficiency, using an input-orientation (e.g.,
Cooper, et al. 2000). An innovative feature of
our analysis is the estimation of cross-frontier
efficiencies, where specialists are compared to a
reference set consisting of all diversified firms
and diversified firms are compared to a
reference set consisting of all specialists. This
process involves the estimation of cross-frontier
distance functions, such as the following:

DD ( y s , xs ) = sup{θ : ( ys ,

xs
) ∈ V D ( ys )}
θ
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insurers with the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) over the
sample period 1993-1997. Separate statements
are filed with the NAIC by life-health and
property-liability insurers, reflecting differences
in the products offered and corresponding data.
Accordingly, the analysis was performed
separately for the life-health and propertyliability segments of the industry. In each case,
the unit of observation is the decision making
unit (DMU), defined as unaffiliated single
insurers and insurance groups, consisting of
firms under common ownership. After
eliminating very small firms and firms with
serious data problems, the final sample consists
of an average of 111 diversified firms, 253 life health specialists, and 453 property-liability
specialists per year, accounting for about 90
percent of industry assets.
Outputs, Inputs, and Prices

where DD (y s ,xs ) = the distance of
specialized firm s from the diversified firm
frontier and VD (y s ) = the input correspondence
of the diversified firm reference set evaluated at
output vector y s .
Cross-frontier cost and
revenue efficiencies are also estimated. The
estimation uses standard linear programming
techniques.
Bootstrapping
Even though DEA can be interpreted as a
maximum likelihood estimator, it is known that
DEA efficiency estimates are biased upward in
finite samples.
In order to provide bias
corrections for our efficiency estimates, we
implement
the
bootstrapping
procedure
proposed by Simar and Wilson (1998), who
develop a bootstrapping procedure for DEA
variable returns to scale (VRS) technical
efficiency estimation. We modify and extend
the Simar-Wilson procedure in three major
ways: (1) Bootstrapping is implemented for
constant returns to scale (CRS) DEA, because
we believe that CRS estimates are more
meaningful in our application. (2) Bootstrapping
is implemented for cost and revenue efficiency
as well as for technical efficiency. And (3)
bootstrapping is implemented for cross-frontier
efficiency estimates.
THE SAMPLE, OUTPUTS, AND INPUTS
The Database
The database for the study consists of the
regulatory annual statements filed by U.S.

Our outputs and inputs are consistent with
recent insurance efficiency literature (e.g.,
Cummins and Zi 1998, Berger, et al. 2000). We
use five outputs for life insurers – the real value
of incurred benefits and additions to reserves for
individual life, individual annuities, group life,
group annuities, and accident and health
insurance. Five outputs are also used for
property-liability insurers – the present values
of real losses incurred for short and long-tail
personal and commercial lines and real invested
assets to proxy for intermediation. The inputs
used for each category of insurers are
administrative labor, agent labor, business
services, and financial equity capital.
RESULTS
Pooled versus Separate Frontiers
The first part of our analysis, we test the
null hypothesis that specialized and diversified
firms are characterized bby the same technical,
cost, and revenue frontiers versus the alternative
hypothesis that they are operating on different
frontiers. The tests are based on pooled
efficiency scores with all firm efficiencies
estimated relative to a common frontier and
own-frontier efficiency scores with efficiencies
estimated separately for diversified firms and
specialists.
A
battery
of
statistical
tests
overwhelmingly rejects the hypothesis that the
diversified firm frontier coincides with the
pooled frontier. However, the hypothesis that
the specialist firm frontier coincides with the
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pooled frontier is rejected in only a few cases,
suggesting that the specialist firms are largely
determining the pooled frontier. We also reject
the hypothesis that the diversified firm and
specialist own-frontiers are identical. Thus, we
use the cross-frontier efficiencies rather than the
pooled or own-frontier efficiencies in testing for
economies of scope.
Bootstrapping Results
Bootstrapping analysis was used to obtain
bias-corrected efficiency scores. As expected,
the bias-corrected efficiency scores are
consistently lower than the original efficiency
scores. The biases are generally at least as large
as those reported in Simar and Wilson (1998).
The results indicate bias-corrected reductions of
as much as 13% in the original efficiency
scores, indicating that the bias-corrections are
important when absolute levels of efficiency are
of interest. However, the correlation between
the original and bias-corrected scores is nearly
always in the neighborhood of 99% and never
less than 92%, suggesting that both sets of
estimates will lead to similar conclusions if
overall rankings of efficiency are the main focus
of the analysis. Accordingly, we focus the
remainder of the analysis on the bias-corrected
efficiency scores.
Average Efficiencies
Cross-frontier efficiencies, which reflect
the efficiency of diversified firms relative to the
specialist frontier and specialists relative to the
diversified firm frontier are the focus of our
analysis. The cross-frontier analysis provides
evidence on the hypothesis that each group of
firms is dominant on average in producing the
output vectors chosen by members of its group.
The specialist-relative-to-diversified crossfrontier scores (e.g., TD (ys ,xs )) are consistently
and significantly larger than the respective
diversified firm relative to specialist crossfrontier scores (e.g., TS(y d ,xd )). This implies that
specialist firms are more efficient relative to the
diversified firm frontiers than diversified firms
are relative to the specialist firm frontiers,
suggesting that the specialist frontiers tend to
dominate the diversified firm frontiers on
average. This provides evidence that specialist
firms on average have developed technologies
that are superior to the diversified firm
technology.
Further analysis of the own-frontier and
cross-to-own scores suggest that the specialist
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firms appear to be dominant for producing
specialis t firm output vectors, but diversified
firms generally do not appear to be dominant for
producing diversified firm output vectors, based
on the average distances between the
production, cost, and revenue frontiers. Thus,
based on the averages, economies of scope do
not appear to be present in the U.S. insurance
industry.
Regression Analysis
To provide evidence on whether these
results on economics of scope are maintained
when we control for firm characteristics, we
conduct a multiple regression analysis with the
ratio of the cross-frontier to the own-frontier
efficiency scores as dependent variables and
firm characteristics as independent variables.
We interpret the cross-frontier to own-frontier
efficiency ratio as the distance between the
specialized and diversified firm frontiers at a
given operating point. We include control
variables in the regressions for line of business
composition and distribution systems in the
regressions. In addition, we control for firm size
by including the natural logarithm of total assets
and for leverage by including the equity capitalto-assets ratio.
The regression discussion focuses on the
cost and revenue frontier results because
minimization of costs and maximization of
revenues are required for profit maximization
and because the cost and revenue cross-to-own
frontier efficiency ratios incorporate corrections
for allocative inefficiency.
The life -health insurance cost efficiency
regression results imply that specialist firms
dominate diversified firms in the production of
specialist firm output vectors for each of the
four distribution system categories included in
the regressions. However, the regressions imply
that the diversified firm cost frontier neither
dominates nor is dominated by the specialist
firm frontier for the production of diversified
firm output vectors. Thus, based on the cost
efficiency frontier regressions, cost economies
of scope do not appear to be present in the U.S.
life insurance industry; and, in fact, specialist
firms dominate diversified firms for the
production of specialist firm output vectors.
In the life -health insurance revenue
efficiency regressions, we find that the
specialist firm revenue frontier dominates the
diversified firm revenue frontier for the
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production of specialist firm output vectors.
However, the revenue models also imply that
diversified firms are dominant in the revenue
sense for producing diversified firm output
vectors. Thus, there appears to be some
evidence of revenue economies of scope in the
U.S. life-health insurance industry.
The
regression results do not support the hypothesis
that economies of scope are associated with
vertically integrated distribution systems.
The regression results also imply that the
diversified firm technology has an advantage in
cost and revenue efficiency in the production of
annuities but that the specialized firm
technology has a cost efficiency advantage for
individual life insurance. Thus, the results do
not support the rejection of Hypothesis 2, i.e.,
scope economies do not appear to be more
prevalent in the personal lines of insurance.
The property-liability frontier distance cost
efficiency regressions indicate that the
diversified firm frontier is dominated by the
specialized firm frontier for the production of
diversified firm output vectors. Thus, we reject
Hypothesis 1 for diversified firms with respect
to cost scope economies, i.e., there appear to be
cost scope diseconomies for the propertyliability insurance operations of diversified
firms. The cost efficiency regression results also
indicate that the specialist technology neither
dominates nor is dominated by the diversified
firm technology for the production of specialist
output vectors.
Thus, we do not reject
Hypothesis 1 for cost scope economies with
respect to the property-liability insurance
operations of specialist firms.
Contrary to the cost efficiency regressions,
the property-liability revenue efficiency
regressions provide evidence of economies of
scope. The revenue efficiency results imply that
the specialist firm revenue frontier dominates
the diversified firm revenue frontier for the
production of specialist firm output vectors and
that the diversified firm frontier dominates the
specialist frontier for the production of
diversified firm output vectors. Thus, both
specialized and diversified firms have
developed technologies that are dominant in the
revenue sense for the production of their
respective output vectors. Thus, we reject
Hypothesis 1 and find evidence of revenue
scope economies in property-liability insurance.
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Even though we find evidence of revenue
scope economies for property-liability insurers,
the results for diversified firms in general are
weaker than for specializing firms. The revenue
scope economies of the diversified firms appear
to be significantly eroded by cost scope
diseconomies. The degree of revenue
dominance of diversified firms over specialists
for the production of diversified firm output
vectors is less than the degree of revenue
dominance of specialized firms over diversified
firms in the production of specialist firm output
vectors. Hence, specialist firms appear to be in
a stronger position in the property-liability
insurance market.
For the property-liability insurance market,
we do not find sufficient evidence to reject
Hypothesis 3 and therefore conclude that
vertical integration does not appear to be
associated with scope economies in propertyliability insurance. The results provide some
evidence consistent with the rejection of
Hypothesis 2, i.e., that diversified firms may
have some advantage in the personal lines,
while specialized firms have an advantage in
commercial lines with respect to the propertyliability insurance market.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates economies of scope
in the U.S. insurance industry. We test two
primary hypotheses – the conglomeration
hypothesis, which holds that operating a
diversity of business can add value by
exploiting scope economies, versus the strategic
focus hypothesis, which holds that firms can
add value by focusing on core businesses and
core competencies. We analyze U.S. insurers
over the period 1993-1997 and analyze whether
it is advantageous for firms to offer both life health and property-liability insurance or to
specialize in one of the major industry
segments. We test for scope economies by
estimating technical, cost, and revenue
efficiency utilizing data envelopment analysis.
Overall, the results provide mixed evidence
for the existence of economies of scbope in the
U.S. insurance industry. Diversified firms are
not dominant in the production of diversified
firm output vectors in the cost efficiency sense
for life-health insurance and are dominated by
specialist firms in cost efficiency for propertyliability insurance.
Moreover, specialists
dominate diversified firms in the production of
specialist firm output vectors in terms of cost
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efficiency for both life-health and propertyliability insurance.
We do find evidence
diversified firms dominate specialists in the
production of diversified firm output vectors in
terms of revenue efficiency for both life-health
and property-liability insurance. This is the
strongest indication that scope economies may
be present in the insurance industry. However,
the diversified firm revenue dominance is
eroded by cost scope diseconomies for propertyliability insurance. Moreover, specialist firms
are dominant in the revenue efficiency sense for
the production of specialist output vectors for
both life-health and property-liability insurance.
Overall, the results reinforce the findings of
most of the recent literature – in general,
strategic focus appears to be a better strategy
than conglomeration.
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ABSTRACT
For a country like India, with multiplicity of socio-economic demands on its resources, efficient
utilization of such limited resources assumes fundamental importance. Also an approach where focus
is on output growth rates rather than on the efficiency in generating such output ignores the fact that
inputs have opportunity costs. Hence the efforts for efficiency in input utilization assumes added
importance in policy formulation and economic planning. It is against this background that the study
aims at calculating and comparing the efficiency for the manufacturing sector of 18 major states of
India by using Data Envelopment Analysis. The study is based on cross- sectional data for all 3-digit
level industries of India for three points of time i.e. 1980-81, 1990-91 and 2000-01. Study shows that
efficiency in utilization of fixed capital and working capital has increased in manufacturing sector of
12 out of 18 selected states of India as these states got the efficiency score 1 during 2000-01. The
overall period of fall and rise has been classified into period of decline in efficiency (from 1980-81
to 1990-91) and period of recovery (from 1990-91 to 2000-01). After comparing state wise efficiency
scores, the study concludes with some suggestions for states having relatively inefficient
manufacturing sector.

.
I. INTRODUCTION
Industrial development of an economy is
the result of the interaction of two main forces
(i) investment in capacities (ii) efficiency with
which these capacities are exploited. Building
up of a productive capacity depends upon
the
savings
and hence investments and
reinvestments in a particular economy . While
finding reason for the low industrial growth of
the Indian economy, low saving rate cann’t be
the culprit, since there had been substantial
growth of saving rate since independence.
Hence the inefficiencies in the exploitation of
the resources and inputs can be blamed for
low industrial growth of India. For a country
like India, with a multiplicity of socioeconomic demands on its resources, efficient

utilization of such limited resources, assumes
fundamental importance.
Furthermore,
LPG
(Liberalization,
Privatization and Globalization)
policies
started in early 1980’s and strengthened in
1990’s, opened the Indian manufacturing
sector for greater competition with in as well
as outside India. It is expected that Indian
industries
will have to achieve greater
efficiency and competitive strength. Hence, in
a dynamic context, an approach where focus
is on output growth rather
than on the
efficiency in generating such output, ignores
the basic concept that resources and inputs
have opportunity costs. If they don’t yield a
minimum return as a result of good utilization,
they are better utlilized elsewhere. So the
efficiency in resources and input utilization
has to be given a center stage role in policy
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formulation since
the extent of resource
utilization is the critical determinant of
economic efficiency.
It
is against
this
background that the study
aims at :
i) Calculating and comparing the efficiency
for the manufacturing sector of 18 major states
of India. ii)Studying whether the reforms
introduced in Indian manufacturing sector
have worked in the states or not.
II. DATA BASE AND METHODOLOGY
In the present study the decision making
units are states since the study aims at
evaluating the efficiency of the working of the
industrial policies at the national level and
state level in the light of liberalization,
globalization and privatization policies. The
study is based on cross sectional data for all 3digit level industries
collected
from the
factory sector summary generated by Annual
Survey of Industries (ASI) in India for three
points of time i.e. 1980-81, 1990-91 and 200001. The ASI data relate to the organised sector
of manufacturing industry and also includes
information
on firms owned by
the
governments of the various states in the Indian
union.
Since these states are also the
substantial players in the industrial sector and
their performance has rarely been analysed,
hence the present study has been undertaken.
Four inputs and one output has been used.
The inputs used are rupee value of fixed and
working capital, actual number of workers and
actual number of administrative support staff
employed. The output variable is gross output
expressed in rupee terms. These variables can
be defined as follows :
Fixed Capital
comprises depreciated
value of all fixed assets owned by the factory
as on the closing day of the accounting year.
(in Rs. terms)
Working Capital consists of the sum
total of all physical inventories owned, held
or controlled by the factory on the closing day
of the accounting year and the cash deposits in
hands and at the bank and the net balance of
amount receivable over amounts payable at the
end of accounting year. (in Rs. terms)
Workers are all persons
engaged in
manufacturing process or in cleaning, repairing
and manufacturing
the fixed
assets. (in
number)
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Administrative staff includes
persons
holding positions of supervisors, management
administration, sales etc. (in number)
Gross output is the ex-factory value of
products and by-products manufactured by the
factory during the accounting year. (in
Rs.terms)
The main analysis applied for computing
the state level efficiency is Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) Model. DEA is an alternative
as well as a complement
to traditional
production function approach. Methods like
Cobb-Douglas production function are used to
study the technical and allocative efficiencies.
However, these methods fail to estimate the
relative efficiency
of individual decision
making unit (DMU) as they only identify the
central tendencies. DEA is a performance
assessment tool useful for calculating patterns
of dynamic efficiencies. Using only observed
output and input data for observations, the
DEA algorithm calculates an ex-post measure
of how efficient each observation was in
converting inputs to outputs accomplished by
the construction of an empirically
based
production frontier, and by evaluating each
observation against all the others which are
included in the data set (Majumdar, 1996).
Thus the results that are arrived at in the
present study
evaluate
which state’s
manufacturing sector is efficient most and
vice versa. It also evaluates the efficiency of
individual states in comparison to the all
India level efficiency, since for each state and
all India level a single efficiency statistic has
been calculated for all the three study years.
As developed by Charnes, Cooper and
Rhodes (1978) (CCR) and
extended
by
Banker, Charnes and Cooper (1984) (BCC),
DEA maximizes the ratio of weighted output
to weighted input of each observation. This
approach proceeds by constructing efficiency
scores for a number of observations. For each
observation a single efficiency statistic, which
is a ratio measure of performance as to how
efficient each observation is in converting a
set of inputs jointly and simultaneously into
a set of outputs is calculated. Since the best
unit have to score I on a scale of 0 to 1, the
difference in scores gives an idea of the scope
of improvement possible. In the study DEA
procedures have been used to generate BCC
efficiency scores for all the 18 states of India
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and for three periods of time i.e. for 1980-81,
1990-91, 2000-01
III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Fixed Capital and Working Capital of any
enterprise are the most crucial inputs. Efficient
utilization of these inputs helps generating
surplus, that can be further reinvested towards
the creation of such more inputs. Hence,
improvements in efficiency of input usage has
an impact on the future productive capabilities
of nations by providing
higher levels of
reinvestible surpluses.
As Jones (1991)
indicates that a 5 percent increase in the
efficiency of state owned enterprises, without
any changes in prices or investment, would
result in freeing resources of about 5 percent of
GDP in Egypt or reduces 50 percent of direct
taxes in Pakistan or fund a 150 percent
increase in government expenditure on
education, health, culture and science in China.
Hence
the release of similar resources by
efficient utilization of inputs can transform the
Indian manufacturing sector. So the estimates
about the efficient utilization of inputs in
Indian manufacturing sector is must. But
before reaching the presentation of efficiency
scores of Indian states vis -a- vis all India
scores, it is important to present the relative
importance and share of each Indian state in all
India fixed capital, working capital and gross
output. Table I shows this picture. It is clear
from the table that Maharashtra followed by
Gujarat remained the biggest players during
all the three periods in terms of their respective
share in gross output. Respective shares of
majority of states in terms of fixed capital and
working capital were more as compared to their
shares in gross output in 1980-81. However,
the situation changed over 1990-91 and 200001, when in majority of the states their percent
shares in total industry gross output were
greater than their shares in total fixed capital
and working capital.
This shows
that
efficiency in utilization of fixed capital and
working capital might have increased during
liberalisation phase. In order to be more clear
about how much efficient or inefficient each
state had been
over the different
three
periods, BCC efficiency scores have been
presented in Table No.2.
Table shows that in 13 states out of 18
states industrial efficiency was high in 1980-81
as compared to 1990-91. In two states Gujarat
and Haryana it remained the same as the
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efficiency score was 1 in both the periods.
Rest in three states J&K, U.P. and New Delhi
the efficiency scores improved. Efficiency
scores improved in almost all the states in the
year 2000-01 as compared to 1990-91 except in
case of Karnataka, U.P and W.B. Tweleve out
of 18 states got the efficiency score 1 during
this year. The overall period of fall and rise
can be classified into period of decline in
efficiency (1980-81 to 1990-91) and period of
recovery (1990-91 - 2000-01).
The period from 1980 onwards was
the period when the industrial policy of India
witnessed greater pragmatism with a gradual
loosening
of controls
and a greater
willingness to import technology and foreign
private capital to modernise the manufacturing
sector.
The second
half of the 1980’s
witnessed considerable de-licensing and
relaxation of import controls to upgrade the
industrial technology. To achieve these, there
was
a greater reliance on the private
corporate
sector
with fiscal
incentives
provided for stock market based financing of
industrial investment. But this period was a
period of ‘creeping liberalization’. So the
period of ‘decline in efficiency’ can be
attributed to ‘too little and too late reforms’ and
a ‘period of poor implementation of sound
design of reforms’ (both politically and
bureaucratically) .
Arther Lewis (1984) suggested that
productivity of farmers whose marketable
surplus exchanges for manufacturers, limits
the size of manufacturing sector. This is true
in case of Bihar, Punjab and Orissa in the year
1990-91, when their efficiency
scores
reached .20, .46 and .35 respectively. In these
states 3/5th of their workforce is dependent on
agriculture. In many states of India, particularly
Bihar, poor agrarian economy has limited the
industrial demand and efficiency though low
capital stock per head continued to be a long
term constraint.
It can be seen from the
table that
Maharashtra, Haryana, Delhi and Gujarat are
the states that benefitted the most in the post
reforms period. The benefits were not reaped
by any cautiously designed favourable policies
of these states but these state provided an
environment most conducive to benefiting
from the new policies. However, industrial
sectors of majority of the state economies had
attained optimal efficiency levels in 2000-01,
where in major cases the efficiency score is
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1.00. This means that now the LPG policies
have started to work. At micro economic
level, that is at state level, such efficiency is
important. It is a fact that output growth is
one dimension of industrial performance. If,
however, the consumption of inputs rises at a
faster rate at which output rises then surely
the industrial sector falls sick. It is here where
efficiency in the utilization of inputs is
required, without this efficiency the states will
lag behind in the development race. So the
state industrial policies are to be framed in
such a manner
so as to generate
right
incentives to reduce inefficiencies. No doubt
the current policies have started showing
results by injecting the competitive forces in
the state’s industrial sectors. But a lot of home
work needs to be done. The important one is
to reduce potential uncertainties which arise
because of the changing business environment.
Secondly clarity regarding the risks and costs
vis -a-vis benefits of adopting any business
strategy is required. Thirdly a strong will
power of the enterprises is required so as to
develop confidence in themselves to compete
with foreign enterprises by efficiently utilizing
their existing capacities.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
However, it seems from the analysis that
in the decade of 90’s the Indian policy regime
has not marshalled the right sorts of
incentives in input uses. These policies have
given rise to capital using but inefficient
methods. These capital using methods can also
be economically efficient if the appropriate
technology could be found out through R&D
and used for selective firms. So the study
suggests that the use of capital intensive
technology in Indian manufacturing sector
developed in industrially developed nations
needs a minute assessment of its performance,
where the role of learning effects is significant
to improve the efficiency of input utilization.
A strong R&D wing should be encouraged
through
effective policy
frame by
the
government to evaluate the adaptability of
modern capital intensive techniques and to
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develop indigenous techniques as well to
improve the efficiency of input use and
increase productivity.
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Table 1: Percent Shares of Selected States
in all India Fixed Capital, Working Capital
and Gross Output during 1980-81, 1990-91
and 2000-01 .
1980-81
States
Fixed
Working
Gross
Capital
Capital
Output
A.P
4.00
4.03
1.67
Assam
0.99
3.64
3.37
Bihar
11.45
6.73
1.62
Gujarat
9.65
9.75
3.74
Haryana
3.21
2.55
0.98
H.P.
0.65
0.24
0.08
J&K
0.33
0.25
5.67
Karnataka
4.34
3.83
1.35
Kerala
2.68
3.68
1.10
M.P.
7.05
6.40
1.28
Maharashtr
2.60
18.14
7.52
a
Orissa
2.51
3.31
0.07
Punjab
4.52
4.04
1.30
Rajasthan
4.48
2.49
0.84
Tamil
4.60
28.87
3.47
Nadu
U.P.
10.35
7.86
1.97
West
7.08
11.55
3.13
Bengal
Delhi
1.59
1.82
0.71

States

A.P
Assam
Bihar
Gujarat
Haryana
H.P.
J&K
Karnataka
Kerala
M.P.
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
U.P.
West Bengal
Delhi

Fixed
Capital

1990-91
Working
Capital

Gross
Output

0.12
0.78
5.19
9.80
2.74
0.84
0.05
3.63
2.00
7.73
16.59
3.55
4.24
3.82
8.52
11.00
6.36
0.66

4.82
1.34
9.58
6.68
4.28
0.31
0.06
4.73
1.20
4.96
18.84
2.45
4.80
2.64
9.38
13.27
4.80
4.26

6.14
1.07
4.79
10.20
3.66
0.42
0.17
4.60
2.25
5.26
22.70
1.80
4.62
3.15
10.22
27.42
6.02
2.09

States
A.P
Assam
Bihar
Gujarat
Haryana
H.P.
J&K
Karnataka
Kerala
M.P.
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
U.P.
West Bengal
Delhi
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Fixed
Capital
6.75
0.61
0.35
16.57
3.28
0.80
0.07
6.73
1.57
4.16
17.52
2.38
2.50
4.96
9.33
9.39
4.33
0.50

2000-01
Working
Capital
4.84
1.31
0.78
14.33
4.79
1.41
0.26
5.93
2.52
6.09
18.61
1.05
4.89
0.08
9.36
8.16
0.55
3.81

Gross
Output
6.51
0.86
0.74
13.20
4.95
0.59
0.18
4.73
2.77
4.91
20.19
1.32
4.25
3.34
10.53
6.80
3.88
1.93

Table 2: Efficiency Scores for the Indian
States Manufacturing Sector
States

1980-81

A.P
Assam
Bihar
Gujarat
Haryana
H.P.
J&K
Karnataka
Kerala
M.P.
Maharashtra
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Tamil Nadu
U.P.
West Bengal
Delhi
All India

1.00
.836
.764
1.00
1.00
.813
.588
.901
1.00
.727
1.00
.714
.984
.815
.776
.606
.654
.932
.651

1990-91
.552
.715
.200
1.00
1.00
.663
1.00
.824
.674
.513
.583
.357
.465
.576
.527
1.00
.607
1.00
.484

2000-01
1.00
.780
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.738
1.00
1.00
1.00
.665
1.00
1.00
.945
.738
.467
1.00
.881
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ABSTRACT
The paper aims at an intra-industry comparison and overall assessment of efficiency in the Czech
insurance sector. In particular, the relation of efficiency to size and activity of insurance companies is
examined, with high emphasis being put on potential economies of scale. Efficiency is quantified by using
the DEA technique. The results provide a valuable insight into the current efficiency level of the Czech
insurance sector. Large companies exhibit a clear pattern of higher efficiency as compared to smaller
ones. As theoretically expected, this could be attributable to the fact that large insurers utilize economies
of scale, whereas small companies experience costs from operating under increasing returns to scale.
Consolidation of smaller market participants thus is likely to benefit the sector as a whole. Composite
insurers are also found to be more efficient than specialized firms, yet specialized insurers, despite being
less scale efficient, try to compensate for lower scale efficiency by adopting best technology available.
The Malmquist index provided an observation that the level of efficiency is slightly growing during the
sample period. The research is unique in a way that no previous study to our knowledge has carried out a
methodologically similar research for the Czech insurance sector.

INTRODUCTION
The Czech insurance industry has
developed at a rapid pace during the transition
period, switching from the state-owned
monopoly to a free market system. Acts on
permission of establishment of new companies
and foreign capital in the insurance industry
were passed and the state monopoly insurer
Ceska Pojistovna was privatized in 1991. Thus,
the insurance marked switched from statutory to
contractual compulsory insurance to comply
with the EU Directives. Currently the insurance
sector of the Czech Republic consists of 35
domestic and 7 foreign insurers. 22 insurers can
be classified as non-life insurers, 3 – life
insurers, and 17 are characterized as

“composite”
insurers
(Czech
Insurance
Association).
Consequently, the changes resulted in more
even distribution of the industry output and a
higher competition in the sector. Czech
insurance companies thus face an increasingly
complex environment to operate in and have to
exhibit superior performance in order to remain
profitable. However, even more challenging
developments are yet to come. New regulations,
which are expected to be fully enforced by
2010, require separation of life and non-life
insurance activities; combined operations by a
single entity will be prohibited. Accession to
and integration within the EU will both open up
new markets and further increase competition,
which will impact both the insurance sector as a
whole and companies on the individual basis to
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a large extent. Minimizing costs, pursuing
potential scale efficiencies and achieving given
output levels more efficiently, i.e. with lower
level of inputs, thus are all likely to become
issues of highest concern for the Czech insurers.
Therefore, the following research questions
were derived:
−

How the efficiency of Czech insurance
companies is related to the company’s size
and activity?

−

Is there a potential for unutilised economies
of scale; is consolidation desirable in the
insurance sector?

−

How did efficiency develop during the
years 2001 and 2002?

DATA
Sample Selection
The Czech sample size was limited to 28
companies operating under the Czech Insurance
Association, which constituted a market share
of 98.3%, as of June 2003 (Czech Insurance
Association). During the data collection,
though, 9 companies were dropped due to
unavailability of financial statements or similar
reasons. However, the remaining sample of 19
companies still accounts for more than 90% of
the total insurance market in the Czech
Republic, and therefore is a sufficiently
representative. The companies are classified
into two groups, i.e. based on size (measured by
total assets), and activity, meaning that a
company is either a specialist or a composite
insurer. 6 companies in the sample are classified
as specialized insurers, while the remaining 13
provide both life and non-life services.

and outputs please see the full paper.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Technical Efficiency1
The precise results of efficiency analysis for
Czech insurance companies are provided in the
full paper2 . 5 companies were technically
efficient in year 2001, while in 2002 the
corresponding number has decreased to 4. One
could also see that in 2001 companies have a
lower average efficiency score which would
suggest an increase in average efficiency over
time. Yet this also might have occurred due to a
positive change in technology (i.e., an outward
shift of the efficiency frontier) and therefore we
refrain from drawing firm conclusions at the
time being. A more thorough analysis on this
point will be developed, which will be based on
the calculation and analysis of the Malmquist
index.
Size
For explanatory purposes, we divided all
our sample companies into three groups. The
groups were formed based on the ratio of their
asset size to the asset size of the whole sample,
cut-off points being 5% and 0.5%. In both 2001
and 2002 there are 5 big, 7 medium, and 7 small
companies; no switch from size subsets was
observed during the time period, i.e. the
companies remained within the same category.

Table 2: Average technical efficiency with respect to company size

Year 2001
Average technical
efficiency
Standard Deviation
Number of 100%
efficient companies

Choice of Inputs and Outputs
Defining inputs and outputs is a critical step
in executing efficiency assessment using the
Data Envelopment Analysis technique. The
analysis of several previous studies, however,
reveals that there is no one correct way of doing
that. Various researches argue in favor of
choosing slightly different inputs and radically
different outputs for insurance companies,
making this step of analysis even more
complicated. The inputs and outputs chosen are
summarized in a table below; while for the
precise reasoning behind the choice of inputs
Inputs
Outputs
Capital

Net premiums written

Net claims paid

Investments

Operating expenses
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Large
92.12%

Medium
67.43%

Small
55.41%

13.07%
2

17.29%
1

24.9%
1

Large
87.55%

Medium
73.16%

Small
57.71%

13.52%
3

22.5%
2

17.01%
0

Year 2002
Average technical
efficiency
Standard deviation
Number of 100%
efficient companies

1

Please consult the full paper on the assumptions and
possible restrictions that the authors have considered while
applying DEA.
2
In the upcoming sections, the precise results will not be
provided; yet they are available in the full paper.
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Table 2 reveals a rather clear and persistent
trend of large companies having higher
efficiency scores than the smaller ones, also
showing that most of the companies defining
the efficient frontier tend to be representatives
of the “large” group. One of the possible
explanations could lie in the observation that
large companies frequently have better
opportunities for risk pooling and therefore may
diversify away the risk more efficiently. Large
asset base also makes these companies more
resilient to industry shocks (Kohn, 1994).
Certainly, the results might suggest that
growth of the companies or consolidation
should increase overall efficiency of the sector.
During 2002, CSOB Pojistovna, Clen Holdingu
CSOB merged with IPB Pojistovna, which
resulted in an increase in its efficiency score
from 90.70% in 2001 to 100% in 2002.
However, in order to verify this hypothesis, as
well as to be able to make more reasonable
conclusions, we will carry out an even deeper
analysis in the upcoming sections of the paper,
with the main focus being put on the scale
efficiencies exhibited by the Czech insurers.
Table 3: Average technical efficiency with respect to company
activity

Year 2001
Average technical
efficiency
Standard deviation
Number of 100%
efficient companies
Percent of total sample
assets
Year 2002

Specialized
57.59%

Composite
74.99%

26.53%
1

21.24%
4

7.95%

92.05%

Specialized
Average technical
efficiency
Standard deviation
Number of 100%
efficient companies
Percent of total sample
assets

65.28%

Composit
e
74.01%

24.7%
1

19.98%
3

7.21%

92.79%

Activity
Alternatively, the insurers are divided into
two groups, namely the groups of composite
and specialized insurers. Specialized insurers
are defined as companies which provide either
life or non-life services, while composite
insurers undertake both activities. Even if
according to the EU directives within 6 years all
Czech companies will have to specialize,
currently specialized insurers, in terms of asset
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size, account only for 7.95% (2001) and 7.21%
(2002) of the total sample companies.
An explanation for the reluctance of
insurers to split their activities into life and nonlife could be found in Table 3. Evidently,
composite insurers are on average more
technically efficient than “specialists” in both
2001 and 2002; moreover, companies
constituting an efficiency frontier (i.e. those
with 100% technical efficiency) are mainly
composite insurers. The reason for different
efficiency scores may stem from the
presumption that insurance companies are
subject to economies of scale and scope.
Economies of scale and scope for composite
insurance companies originate primarily from
two aspects. Firstly, as discussed above, risk
pooling becomes more efficient with increased
scale of operation, since in that case more
precise predictions can be made about claims to
be incurred. It is of particular importance for
non-life insurers, which are subject to high risks
within a rather short time frame, and therefore
may build their competitive advantage mainly
through efficient risk pooling rather than
through w\ise investment strategies. Secondly, a
wider scope also opens up better opportunities
for distribution networks and marketing
activities. Additionally, as one of the reasons for
separation of life and non-life insurers is easier
supervision by regulatory bodies, it may
presumably be an inverse incentive for
specializing.
Scale Efficiencies
As described previously, a certain amount
of technical efficiency score could be
attributable to existing scale inefficiencies,
meaning that the true efficiency of a particular
company can be even higher. It was noted
already that technical efficiency could be
decomposed into pure technical efficiency and
scale efficiency. This chapter is therefore aimed
at providing a deeper analysis of size and
activity relationship with the efficiency of the
company, with the main focus being put on the
two components of technical efficiency, namely
pure technical efficiency and scale efficiency.
Size
The estimated pure technical efficiency (or
efficiency under VRS) and scale efficiency
scores for the generalized size- and activity-
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based subsets can be observed in Tables 4 and 5
below.
Table 4: Average pure technical & scale efficiencies with respect
to size

Year 2001
Large
Average pure
technical
efficiency
Average scale
efficiency
Year 2002
Average pure
technical
efficiency
Average scale
efficiency

Medium

Small

93.33%

69.75%

88.22%

98.43%

96.25%

64.48%

Large
93.58%

Medium
73.54%

Small
88.95%

93.94%

99.37%

67.00%

The table above reveals that superior
technical efficiency scores by the largest Czech
insurers could be attributable to both
sufficiently high pure technical and scale
efficiencies. Scores of 98.43% (2001) and
93.54% (2002) in scale efficiency are rather
unexpected, since large companies should
presumably be subject to decreasing returns to
scale, meaning that they would realize
diseconomies of scale. A more detailed
discussion on the returns to scale dominating
the industry will be developed later on in this
chapter; however, even at this point in time we
may conclude that the largest Czech insurers are
scale efficient.
Medium-size insurers also tend to be very
efficient in scale terms (96.25% scale efficiency
in 2001, 99.37% in 2002). From a theoretical
viewpoint, this is an expected result. Mediumsized companies are less likely to suffer from
realized diseconomies of scale (such as excess
layers of management, etc.) than large firms,
while they also are less vulnerable to unrealized
scale benefits (such as better risk-pooling or
industry shock resilience opportunities) than
their smaller counterparts.
The latter reason (unrealized economies of
scale) could also serve as an explanation of low
average scale efficiency scores of small size
insurers. 64.48% (2001) and 67% (2002)
suggest that many small firms in Czech
insurance sector are operating under increasing
returns to scale. Obviously, this produces an
incentive for the small firms to be more efficient
on a pure technical efficiency basis, which is
what we may observe from the table as well.
Technical efficiency of such companies thus
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could primarily be attributable to high pure
technical efficiency scores (88.22% in 2001 and
88.95% in 2002), much of which is lost due to
sufficiently high scale inefficiency. The
opposite is true for the medium size insurers;
being not far away from a CRS efficiency
frontier, they are less keen on adopting the best
available technology (average pure technical
efficiency scores are only 69.75% and 73.54%
for the years 2001 and 2002, respectively).
The efficiency analysis with introduced
scale efficiencies therefore supports our initial
proposition that further consolidation and
growth of insurers is desirable in Czech
insurance industry. Large insurers in the Czech
Republic enjoy high scores of pure technical
efficiency, and, what is more important, do not
suffer from big scale inefficiencies caused by
DRS. As a result, efficiency gains could be
achieved by fostering growth of small insurers
together with expansion of the market3 or
encouraging the mergers of small companies,
that also possess rather substantial pure
technical efficiency scores, but are subject to
scale inefficiencies. Medium size insurers, in
turn, being scale efficient, would benefit from a
more careful adaptation of the best available
technology, thereby increasing their pure
technical efficiency and, as a result, technical
efficiency indices.
Particular returns to scale dominating in the
Czech insurance sector are defined in the last
section of this chapter, which will allow for
even
mo re
clear-cut
conclusions
and
implications to be drawn.
Activity
Table 5: Average pure technical & scale efficiency with respect to
activity

Year 2001
Average pure
technical efficiency
Average scale
efficiency
Year 2002
Average pure
technical efficiency
Average scale
efficiency

3

Specialized
93.90%

Composite
77.62%

62.19%

95.70%

Specialized
95.93%

Composite
79.21%

67.85%

94.40%

Indeed, in the end of 2002 the Czech Republic possessed a
high market potential, with avg. insurance penetration of 3%
of GDP, as compared to the EU average of 8% (EBRD
Press Release, 2003).
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As can be observed from Table 5 above,
composite insurance companies in the Czech
Republic are clearly outperforming “specialists”
in terms of scale efficiency. Both in 2001 and
2002, composite insurers were very close to
producing an optimal level of output (or, in
other words, very close to a CRS efficient
frontier), whereas specialized companies
possessed scale efficiencies of only 62.19% and
67.85%. The results therefore approve our
presumption made in one of the previous
sections that the largest part of (technical)
efficiency enjoyed by composite Czech insurers
could be attributable to their size and realized
economies of scale and scope.
Specialized companies try to compensate
for scale inefficiencies by pushing as much as
possible towards the frontier of pure technical
efficiency (adopting the best available
technology). The overall (technical) efficiency
of such companies is still worse than that of the
composite insurers, since the losses created by
scale inefficiencies outweigh the gains of pure
technical efficiency. Consolidation of such
companies therefore could create efficiency
yields4 .
Estimating Returns to Scale
Both in 2001 and 2002 large companies
either operate under CRS, or are very close to a
CRS frontier. Medium-sized insurers are even
closer to it, and, despite the analysis suggests
that most such companies experience IRS, the
costs due to unrealized scale economies in this
case are particularly low. Small insurers, as
expected and presupposed in earlier stages of
the paper, suffer much more from unrealized
scale
economies
(better
risk
pooling
opportunities, etc.). The same is true for the
specialized insurance companies; as expected,
most of them operate under IRS.

Table 6: Average Malmquist Index scores
Malmquist
Index

Technology
TE change

change

Mean

1.04

1.07

0.98

Standard deviation

0.31

0.33

0.10

4

It could be noted that most of the specialized insurers can be found
in the subset of “ small” companies, which is why the implications
here are similar to those of the previous section, advocating in favour
of the consolidation of small/specialized companies.
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The scale efficiency analysis that allows for
“superefficiency” scores to be obtained provides
very similar results.
Since it is evident that small Czech insurers
tend to operate under IRS (and suffer from
sufficient unrealized scale economies as a
result), while large companies are both very
efficient at choosing optimal output levels (scale
efficiency) and employing the best available
technology (pure technological efficiency), the
efficiency gains could be achieved by
encouraging growth and consolidation of small
firms, or giving them incentives to exit the
market.
As for the composite and specialized
insurers, the situation is quite similar. Most of
the specialized insurance companies are too
small yet, which makes them operate under IRS
and suffer from scale inefficiencies. In that
sense, the regulations of the EU forcing all
Czech insurers to specialize in the near future
does not seem to be very reasonable. However,
if we take into account the fact that Czech
insurance industry is rather immature, with only
a few specialized insurers operating in the
market, the effect is quite ambiguous.
Moreover, very high scores in pure technical
efficiency by the specialized insurers (reflecting
the ability to adopt the best available
technology) could in a way justify the
regulations of the EU.
Malmquist Index
Malmquist index provides a useful insight
into development of efficiency over time. The
scores for individual companies are summarized
in the full paper. During the sample period,
average Malmquist index amounts to 1.04,
which indicates a positive change of efficiency
from year 2001 to 2002 (Table 6). Further
decomposition into technical efficiency change
and technology change reveals that the increase
of sector’s efficiency was mainly achieved
through the “catching up” effect – companies
increased their technical efficiency by 1.07. The
results of changes in technology indicate a
slight regress of the efficient frontier. However,
this might be a temporary effect, which is
evident during the sample period only.
Therefore, to draw firmer conclusions a longer
sample period is needed.
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CONCLUSIONS
The paper revealed several interesting
findings about the Czech insurance market.
Firstly, according to the technical efficiency
analysis, larger companies exhibit superior
performance in terms of efficiency than the
smaller ones, which is mainly associated with
economies of scale. Secondly, decomposition of
technical efficiency into pure technical and
scale efficiency showed that larger companies
also prove to be more successful in both
adopting best available technology (pure
technical efficiency) and choosing optimal level
of output (scale efficiency). Since small insurers
usually operate under increasing returns to
scale, growth of the small insurers or
consolidation in the market is desirable and
would enhance the efficiency of the whole
insurance sector. Thirdly, composite insurers
are more scale efficient, yet specialized insurers
compensate for lower scale efficiency by
adopting best available technology and
outperforming composite insurers in terms of
pure technical efficiency. This could imply that
as specialized companies expand, realizing
potential scale economies, overall efficiency of
specialists may grow considerably.
The Malmquist analysis showed a slight
upward shift of the average efficiency of the
insurers in the sector during years 2001and
2002. Major push for the shift stems from
change in technical efficiency of the companies
(catching up effect), while technology has
slightly regressed during the period. Several
outliers that were analyzed provided a useful
insight into the underlying reasons for changes
in efficiency and Malmquist scores.
The research also provides several
implications for further studies in insurance
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market. Since Data Envelopment Analysis is an
important tool, further elaborations in terms of
time frame or sample size could produce even
more accurate and useful results. Additionally,
DEA may be well supplemented by other
approaches, such as econometric or profitability
analysis and thereby provide a view from
diverse perspectives . Since insurance markets in
the EU accession countries are currently
undergoing notable changes, DEA analysis
could serve as a valuable device for determining
further direction of market consolidation and
providing guidelines for policy makers in
transition economies.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on a study of the suitability of Data Envelopment Analysis for measuring efficiency
of hemodialysis units in Greece. The sample consists of one hundred eighteen such units operating in the public
and private sector. Production characteristics were designated in terms of two input measures --nursing staff
and dialysis machines-- and one output measure, namely the number of patients treated per month. The DEA
model selected was input oriented, allowed for variable returns to scale and the units were ranked according to
a benchmarking approach. The results yielded mean efficiency scores of 65.04% and 82.21% for the public
sector and private sector units respectively. Independent sample t-tests showed statistically significant
differences between these scores. The units were also classified, according to location, as either being in Athens,
Thessalonica or another region and the procedure was repeated. The results yielded mean efficiency scores of
58.89%, 61.48% and 67.51% respectively. Comparison, in this case, indicated significant differences between
the public sector units located Athens from those located in Thessalonica or elsewhere. The overall findings are
encouraging for the potential of DEA in this setting and generate the need for further research in order to
validate any conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
The treatment of patients with End Stage Renal
Disease (ESRD) using artificial kidney dialysis is
one of the most widespread, yet expensive
techniques in modern medicine, relating to over
500,000 people worldwide. In terms of healthcare
costs, if we accept the US estimate of $30,000 for
the world average annual cost of a single dialysis
patient, then the aggregate economic impact of the
application of hemodialysis (HD) approaches $15
billion per annum. Of this, less than 10% is spent
on technology, while personnel account for the
greatest part of the cost (Galleti et al, 2000). This
paper reports on a study of apparent comparative
efficiency in the delivery of HD in Greece and
attempts to demonstrate the potential value of Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) in this particular
context. This is the first attempt to apply DEA to
any renal service in Greece and is exp ected to

provide a contribution towards understanding the
performance of HD units.
THE GREEK HEALTH ENVIRONMENT
Socio-economic characteristics
Within the evolving social, political and
economic environment in which hospitals operate,
there is an intensifying public request in Greece for
improvements in productivity, reductions in
operating costs and better quality of treatment. This
facilitates the need for optimization-based
approaches to the assessment of the cost efficiency
of healthcare services with a view to distributing
available resources among the hospitals on the basis
of their efficiency (Giokas, 2002). The Greek
Healthcare System has witnessed a rapid and
continuing reform over the last twenty years, with
one obvious component of this process being the
diffusion of biomedical technology throughout
most of the public hospitals. Despite this, the
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amount of equipment and particularly hightechnology apparatus is not always sufficient, and
public hospitals are often unable to respond
independently to the needs of patients and often
have to resort to the assistance of the private sector
(Kyriopoulos et al, 1993, Alexiadis, 2003).
Renal Replacement Therapy in Greece
Provision of Renal Replacement Therapy
(RRT) for patients with ESRD has been steadily
increasing in Greece over the past ten years. The
latest figures show an additional 150 patients per
million population being treated each year and this
increase is expected to persist in the foreseeable
future. Currently, the number of Greek patients
undergoing any form of RRT is close to 8,800.
Approximately 75% are on HD, 8% on peritoneal
dialysis and the remaining having been
transplanted. The augmentation of the RRT “pool”
(taking into account patient deaths) is close to 8%
per annum. This expansion has been largely due to
the acceptance of older and co-morbid patients onto
RRT. According to the latest Report of the Hellenic
Renal Registry, the mean age of new patients in
2000 was 64.5, with the 70-74 year old patients
occupying the first place (Ioannidis et al, 2002).
EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
Traditional Approaches
With an engineering approach, Farrell
attempted to measure the efficiency of a production
unit characterized by a single input and a single
output but his model failed in providing a way to
summarize all inputs and outputs into a single
virtual input and single virtual output (Farrell,
1957). The efficiency of hospital services has
traditionally been measured by means of ratio
analysis (cost per day, cost per patient, etc.) and
econometric methods on the basis of which a
production function or a cost function are
estimated. Ratio analysis, despite providing
straightforward information about performance, is
limited by certain obvious shortcomings.
Econometric methods, on the other hand, are
superior mainly because the model takes into
account the interaction between a number of
hospital inputs and outputs (Aletras, 1999).
Data Envelopment Analysis
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is an
empirically based methodology that eliminates the
need for some of the assumptions and limitations of
traditional efficiency measurement approaches.
Since its introduction, it has been developed and
expanded for a variety of uses in for-profit as well
as not-for-profit situations (Cooper et al, 2004).
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Uses of DEA applications in health care
management have raised important questions on
individual performance. The scientific literature
contains a number of papers regarding the
measurement of efficiency in hospitals (Parkin et al,
1997, Athanassopoulos et al, 1999, Hollingsworth
et al, 1999, Maniadakis et al, 1999, Jacobs, 2001),
social security institutes (Zavras et al, 2002),
specific health services (Thanassoulis et al, 1995,
Johnston et al, 2001) and particularly renal services,
(Ozgen et al, 2002, Gerard et al, 2003). DEA yields
a unit-by-unit empirical external production
boundary that, in economic terms, represents the
revealed best practice production frontier
(envelope). The basic DEA model as introduced by
Farrell (1957) and later developed by Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes (CCR Model) uses an oriented
radial measure of efficiency, which identifies a
point on the boundary with the same mix of inputs
(input orientation) or outputs (output orientation) of
that of the observed unit. As a result, DMUs can be
assessed on the basis of multiple inputs and outputs,
even if the production function is unknown. It is a
non-parametric approach to solve a linear
programming formulation for each DMU and the
weights assigned to each linear aggregation are the
results of the corresponding linear programming.
(Charnes et al, 1978). Another common version of
DEA is the Banker, Charnes and Cooper (BCC)
model. The CCR version bases the evaluation on
constant returns to scale (CRS), whereas the BCC
version is more flexible and allows variable returns
to scale (VRS) (Banker et al, 1984). As a datadriven deterministic technique, DEA results are
highly sensitive to outlier observations, insensitive
to statistical noise and the measurement of
comparative efficiency rests on the hypothesis that
efficient units are genuinely efficient (Giuffrida,
1999).
METHODOLOGY
Sample and Data Collection
At the time of this study (January, 2004), one
hundred twenty two HD units were functioning in
Greece. Eighty-three (68%) were in public sector
hospitals of the Greek National Health System and
39 (32%) were under private ownership. Data
regarding productivity of these units, for August
2003, were obtained from the monthly archives of
the Hellenic Renal Registry. These data represent
the most detailed, updated and complete available
information on HD units’ workload, organization
and processes. After initial processing it was
apparent that one hundred eighteen (96.7%) HD
units could be included in a DEA study, whereas
the data for the remaining four units was
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incomplete or difficult to interpret. For reasons of
confidentiality, the identity of each particular HD
unit was not revealed to us. The provided
information was coded according to the ownership
status of each unit (public or private) and its
geographical location. Units were identified as
located either in Athens, in Thessalonica or in
another region. This approach seems justified
because Athens and Thessalonica are occupied by
approximately 40% and 10% respectively of the
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total country population, according to the latest
national census (2001).
Since the purpose of this study is not to
identify specific inefficient units, but rather to
characterize relative efficiency according to
particular characteristics (e.g. ownership), the
information provided was considered sufficient
enough for our analysis.

Table 1:Overall production characteristics
HD units
(N)

FTE Nursing Staff
(Input1)

Dialysis Machines
(Input2)

Patients treated per month
(Output)

81
37

1182
533

1141
751

4076
3028

118

1715

1892

7104

Public Sector
Private Sector
Total

Table 2: Detailed production characteristics and relative efficiency measures
Public Sector
HD units (N)
Input1: FTE Nursing Staff
Input2: Dialysis Machines
Output: Patients treated per month
FTE nurses per HD unit
Dialysis machines per HD unit
Patients treated per HD unit
Average efficiency measures
Output/Input1: Patients treated per nurse
Output/Input2: Patients treated per machine

Private Sector

Athens
19
240
236
621
12.63
12.42
32.68

Thessalonica
6
133
120
484
22.17
20.00
80.67

Regional
56
809
785
2971
14.45
14.02
53.05

Athens
25
397
511
2305
15.88
20.44
92.20

Thessalonica
4
77
88
466
19.25
22.00
116.50

Regional
8
59
152
257
7.38
19.00
32.13

2.59
2.63

3.64
4.03

3.67
3.78

5.81
4.51

6.05
5.30

4.36
1.69

Production characterization
In this study, the selection of appropriate input
and output measures was made with a view to
balancing clinical outcome with the availability of
data. An approximation for output could be total
monthly HD treatments produced per HD unit. This
definition, although crude, reflected the primary
purpose of a HD unit (i.e. numbers of patients
receiving
thrice-weekly
maintenance
HD).
Unfortunately, this measure is unable to adjust for
case mix difference for several reasons. Patientlevel information on age and co-morbidities were
beyond the scope of this study. Inputs related to the
essential health resources needed to provide HD
could be nursing staff and dialysis machines.
Nursing staff is required for attaching patients to
the machines monitoring all processes related to
dialysis and the input could be expressed as the full
time equivalent (FTE) figures for all nurses
involved. Available dialysis machines reflect the
capacity for dialysis at the required level of
frequency, which under stable conditions is a
function of the number of days per week a unit

opens and the sessions that are offered. It could be
argued that the medical nephrology staff should be
included as an input, but it is extremely difficult to
calculate FTE figures, to be used as a reliable input
in our DEA. The production characteristics of the
118 units included in the study are summarized in
Table 1 and further analyzed in Table 2. It is
initially obvious that private sector units make
better utilization of available resources as both
efficiency measures, namely patients treated per
FTE nurse and patients treated per dialysis machine
are, on average, higher in all geographical regions.
One could argue a diversion in the case of regional
private sector units as far as the efficiency measure
of patients treated per machine is concerned. A
reasonable explanation could be that private HD
services are relatively new in the regional areas of
Greece, this being made obvious from the relatively
smaller number of patients treated.
Analysis
Taking into consideration that we are
attempting an efficiency analysis of healthcare
producing DMUs, where the production levels do
not necessarily adhere to the general maximization
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Results
The efficiency scores obtained for all 118 units
are described in Table 3. For the VRS model, the
data show a mean overall efficiency score of
70.43% (median = 68.30%). Thus, on average, if
production practices in all HD units had followed
the practice of the eight best practice HD units
identified, all else being equal, current levels of
mean outputs could have been achieved with a 30%
reduction of resources utilized. Instead, one
hundred ten HD units were identified as potentially
under performing to some extent Ninety-four HD

1

This software is freely available at the website:
http://www.wiso.uni-dortmund.de/lsfg/or/scheel/ems/

Table 3:
HD units (N)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Median
Minimum
Maximum
100%
90-99%
80-89%
70-79%
60-69%
50-59%
40-49%
< 40%

Ranking

Furthermore, the model we adopt assumes a
VRS relationship between the inputs and output, i.e.
BCC efficiency. This approach seemed realistic
because for a unit to be considered efficient, in this
case, it only need to be technically efficient, as
opposed to the CCR model where it needs to be
both scale and technically efficient. In order to
assess the uncertainty of removing the scale
efficiency constraint, a sensitivity analysis was
performed where VRS was substituted by CRS.
This strategy helped to ascertain the extent to which
VRS assumptions discriminated between units.
Within the field of DEA, many researchers have
attempted to improve the capabilities of the
technique to differentiate and rank efficient and
inefficient DMUs. Adler et al (2002) classify the
main ranking techniques into six major categories,
with the most widely used being the super-efficient
approach where extremely efficient units can
achieve efficiency scores greater than 100% and the
benchmarking approach where the efficient DMUs
are measured in terms of their importance as
benchmarks for inefficient DMUs. The logic behind
our DEA is to rank efficient and inefficient HD
units in the order of their efficiency scores and to
identify the potential for input reductions.
Therefore, the abovementioned approaches seem to
be reasonable choices for our model. The efficiency
score for each HD unit in our study, the score
rankings and the identification of best-practice
(benchmark) units were produced by the DEA
software Efficiency Measurement System (EMS) 1 ,
developed by the Operations Research Department
at the University of Dortmund.

units scored less than 80% efficiency, with the least
efficient unit having a score of 42.70%. The superefficiency ranking approach identified seven of
eight benchmark units as being, on average, 17.1%
over-efficient Sensitivity analysis had an obvious
impact on the efficiency scores. The CRS model
identified only three (as opposed to eight with the
VRS model) best performing units. With the CRS
model, the data show a mean overall efficiency
score of 52.47% (median = 51.90%) and in this
case an average 48% reduction of resources is
possible while maintaining current production
levels.

Ranked efficiency scores
VRS
CRS
Model
Model
118
70.43
13.94
68.30
42.70
100.00
8 (6.8%)
7 (5.9%)
9 (7.6%)
30 (25.4%)
34 (28.8%)
26 (22.0%)
4 (3.4%)
-

118
52.47
19.37
51.90
16.50
100.00
3 (2.5%)
2 (1.7%)
5 (4.2%)
11 (9.3%)
19 (16.1%)
22 (18.6%)
23 (19.5%)
33 (28.1%)

Table 4: Ranked efficiency scores for public and
private sector HD units (VRS Model)
Public
Private
Sector
Sector
HD units (N)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Median
Minimum
Maximum
100%
90-99%
80-89%
70-79%
60-69%
50-59%
40-49%
< 40%

Ranking

rules applied to contemporary products and
services, the most rational optimization objective,
in this case, would be to quantify the input
reduction that is necessary to become efficient
while holding the outputs constant. Simply put, we
selected to apply the “input oriented model” for
DEA.
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81
65.04
11.04
63.90
42.70
100.00
2 (2.5%)
4 (4.9%)
18 (22.2%)
28 (34.6%)
25 (30.9%)
4 (4.9%)
-

37
82.21
12.36
79.20
56.40
100.00
6 (16.2%)
7 (18.9%)
5 (13.5%)
12 (32.4%)
6 (16.2%)
1 (2.7%)
-
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Table 5: Efficiency scores in public and private sector HD units according to location
(VRS Model)
Public Sector

Ranking

HD units (N)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Median
Minimum
Maximum
100%
90-99%
80-89%
70-79%
60-69%
50-59%
40-49%
< 40%

Private Sector

Athens
19
58.89
8.14
58.30
42.70
75.20

Thessalonica
6
61.48
8.97
62.95
47.70
74.60

Regional
56
67.51
11.29
66.30
50.20
100.00

Athens
25
81.99
11.65
79.20
64.90
100.00

Thessalonica
4
83.70
12.61
84.95
68.40
96.50

Regional
8
82.16
15.83
83.65
56.40
100.00

2 (10.5%)
7 (36.8%)
7 (36.8%)
3 (15.8%)
-

1 (16.7%)
3 (50.0%)
1 (16.7%)
1 (16.7%)
-

2 (3.6%)
4 (7.1%)
15 (26.8%)
18 (32.1%)
17 (30.4%)
-

5 (20.0%)
2 (8.0%)
5 (20.0 %)
9 (36.0%)
4 (16.0%)
-

2 (50.0%)
1 (25.0%)
1 (25.0%)
-

1 (12.5%)
3 (37.5%)
2 (25.0%)
1 (12.5%)
1 (12.5%)
-

Our next objective was to obtain a direct
comparison of performance in the public and
private sectors, for the scores produced by the VRS
model that, as stated earlier, seems to best describe
the relationship of inputs and output in our study.
These data are presented in Table 4. The data, in
this case, show a mean overall efficiency of 65.04%
for the public sector, compared to 82.21% for the
private sector. The model identified two benchmark
units in the public sector, and only four more
achieving at least 80% efficiency. As expected from
the initial efficiency measures presented in Table 2,
the situation is better in the private sector units.
Here the DEA model identified six benchmark units
and twelve more performing at over 80%
efficiency. Another point of interest is that only
18.9% of the private sector units are less than 70%
efficient, whereas the relative figure for the public
sector units is 70.4%. A further disaggregation of
the data was decided in order to determine whether
the geographical region had any impact on the
efficiency of the units, for both the public and the
private sector. This is of particular interest in the
case of Greece due to the non-homogenous
population distribution mentioned earlier. This
information is presented in Table 5.
These figures raise the question if the location
of units affects their performance. In the private
sector, approximately 50% of the HD units, in all
three regions studied, are performing at 80% or
better. In the public sector, almost all are less than
80% efficient, again regardless of location. An
exception to this observation were the two

benchmark and four 80% or better public
sector regional units, but these account for only
10% of all public sector HD units. Our final step
was an independent sample t-Test in order to
ascertain the significance of the differences of mean
efficiencies observed in Tables 4 and 5, for the
public (n=81) and private (n=37) sector units. The
results are presented in Table 6, where there is
evidence to accept that the differences observed are
significant at the 95% confidence interval. We
performed similar t-tests for the public units in
Athens (n=19), Thessalonica (n=6) and Regional
(n=56) and found statistically significant
differences between the public sector units located
Athens from those located in Thessalonica or
elsewhere. Finally, these tests were repeated for the
private sector units located in Athens (n=25),
Thessalonica (n=4) and Regional (n=8) and, as
expected from the proximity of the means (Table
5), no significance in the differences was observed.
DISCUSSION
It seems fairly logical to expect that
diminishing current ineffic iencies within the
existing HD units should release resources to
facilitate expansion of services. But to expand
wisely, it is important to identify relative
performance of individual HD units, identify
factors that influence it, determine overall optimal
provision and plan a proper strategy for service
improvements and expansion. Although this is a
formidable agenda, an encouraging start could be
made with DEA. The results from this study
suggest that DEA is a reasonable approach for
performance measurement of HD units. This is
mainly because it incorporates essential interactions
between inputs and outputs involved in the
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CONCLUSION

production process. Furthermore it uses an
efficiency frontier of best practice units and allows
decision makers to identify apparently poorer
performing units, question why differences might
exist and, if feasible, quantify target improvements
and assess the extent to which theoretically possible
improvements are realistically plausible and
desirable. The output measure selected here cannot
be considered ideal as it omits to measure
differences in the quality of medical care and
assumes that all units practice adequate dialysis
regardless of their patient case mix or dialysis
techniques. Hemodialysis units performing at
apparently high levels of efficiency are not
necessarily producing high quality outputs, and this
could render them ultimately inefficient. Quality is
usually measured by surveys of patients’ views, but
these views are most likely to be influenced by the
medical outcomes, and to a lesser extent by their
socio-economic background. Therefore, the
survival rates are not fair indicators of services
produced and this must be considered in the
selection of the DEA input-output set. In any case,
the incorporation of quality measures highlights
weaknesses with basic DEA models (Thanassoulis,
1995).

The results from this study are regarded both,
as an opportunity to investigate the suitability of
DEA in a situation such as this, and as potentially
meaningful results in their own right. Hemodialysis
is offered by individual units that were shown to
exhibit considerable variation in the patterns of
resources they use. This variation must be further
examined with respect to how efficiently the
resources can be used. Further studies are also
required to determine whether altering the
production model of the units, in association with
more detailed data collection has any impact on the
pattern of efficiency scores obtained. This will be a
step closer to confirming the value of DEA as a
measure of comparative efficiency of providers of
this particular clinical service.
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Table 6: Independent sample t-Test for public and private sectored units
Levene’s test for equality of variances
t-test for equality of means

Stat
us

Publ
ic
Priv
ate

N

81
37

Equalit
y
of
variance
s
Assum
ed
Not
assumed

F

Sig.

2.16

0.15

-

-

t

7.55
7.23
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ABSTRACT
I analyze data on diabetes mellitus patients who were treated in German hospitals in 1997.
There were 183 internal medicine departments which treated at least 100 cases of diabetes mellitus in the
data. Cases were identified on the basis of a 3 digit ICD code. An input-oriented VRS model is specified.
Per diem and LOS function as inputs, the number of cases in seven age clusters describe case mix and
function as outputs. Indicators for whether any of cases underwent surgery, for intensive care beds as
well as for an above average fraction of diabetes cases describe factors that may affect the productivity of
a department. Specification tests developed by Simar and Wilson (2001, 2003) are used to test which
parameters significantly influence the distribution of efficiency scores.
With the preferred specification, 13 departments are rated as efficient when the standard DEA
approach is applied, the average efficiency is 83.87%. Confidence intervals for the efficiency scores were
calculated using the bootstrap method introduced by Simar and Wilson (1998). When the confidence
intervals are centred on the original estimate, however, 43 departments have and efficiency score that is
not significantly different from unity.

INTRODUCTION
In this study, data on general internal
medicine departments treating diabetes mellitus
patients will be analyzed. The data are taken
from the first wave of a German hospital panel
that was established in 1997 when
benchmarking hospital performance became
mandatory in Germany. In 1997, 5.6 million
Germans suffered from diabetes mellitus, 10%
of the population aged 60 and over and 20% of
the population aged 70 and over were diabetes
patients. Before the code-2 study (Liebl et al.,
2001) revealed that total annual cost caused by
type-2 diabetes was 16.1 billion € in 1998, cost
associated
with
diabetes
had
been
underestimated. Health funds alone spent 9.5
billion €, half of which were expenses for
inpatient treatment (22% of the diabetics in the
sample had received inpatient treatment in
1998).

Hospital
benchmarking
was
made
mandatory in Germany in order to effectively
control hospital cost by negotiating efficient per
diem rates. Since the late 90s, the focus of
reform of the remuneration of hospital services
has once again shifted from a yardstick
competition type of approach to prospective
payments via diagnosis related groups (DRGs).
However, DRG payment is as of yet mandatory
only for a few diagnoses and participation of
hospitals in DRG-based remuneration is partly
voluntary. Particularly, the treatment of diabetes
mellitus patients has always been and is to this
day remunerated on a per diem basis. The data
available show large variations for per diem
rates and lengths of stay (LOS) across hospitals.
This implies huge cost variations for treating the
same type of (diabetes) case.
Optimal prevention would
society of the better part of
individuals from the disease)
programmes will work at best

possibily spare
this cost (and
but prevention
in the medium
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term. In 2001, there were already 8 million
diabetes patients in Germany and the WHO
expects this number to be almost twice as high
by the year 2025.
Against this background of growing patient
numbers and suboptimal remuneration, the
relevance of estimating possible efficiency
gains in stationary treatment of diabetes cases
should be evident. The data will be analyzed by
applying some recently developed extensions of
the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method.
The next section contains a description of the
data, which is followed by an introduction of
the methods used. Next, the results will be
presented and a final section concludes.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Variable Mean
s
per diem (€)
145
25
LOS (days) 13.23
2.92
Age (avg. no. of patients)
up to 5
.01
.07
to 14
.97
3.75
to 44 33.90 46.77
to 64 77.92 70.58
to 74 56.32 39.27
to 84 42.87 24.56
over 85 14.32
8.66
diabetes
intensive
surgery

.32
.77
.60

.47
.43
.49

Min
92
6.68

Max
276
28.33

0
0
4
19
17
8
0

1
35
473
674
350
223
61

0
0
0

1
1
1

DATA
The data analyzed here is the first (1997)
wave of the data collected regularly for the
purpose of benchmarking German hospitals.
They were provided by the organisation
responsible for data collection and analysis for
the mandatory hospital benchmark, the
Wissenschaftliches
Institut
der
Ortskrankenkassen (WIdO).1 The results of the
hospital benchmark are used to negotiate per
diem rates between hospitals and health funds.
However, the results are not used to pay
hospitals by some form of incentive regulation.
Instead, rates are negotiated individually.2
Data on altogether 1706 hospitals are
contained in the files provided by the WIdO.
These hospitals are located in the former West
Germany.3 In order to generate a data set of
comparable observations only general internal
medicine departments treating at least 100
patients suffering from diabetes mellitus (ICD
code 250) are considered.4 This leaves 183
departments.

1

Wissenschaftliches Institut der Ortskrankenkassen. Research Institute of the leading Public
Health Fund in Germany.
2
For a description of the methods used to
calculate rate recommendations by the WIdO,
see Gerste (1996).
3
As the wages in hospitals in the eastern part of
the country are not the same as in the west and
an adjustment is not possible hospital cost can
not be compared.
4
A huge fraction of hospitals does not code
more than the three digit ICD. Therefore, only
ICD 250 can be used.

Table 1 contains some descriptive statistics
on the variables that can be used to assess the
efficiency of departments treating cases of
diabetes mellitus. Inputs are per diem and
patients days. Instead of tabulating patient days,
average length of stay is listed. The per diem
has a mean of 145 € and the minimum per diem
observed (92 €) is only one third of the
maximum. Even more striking, with an average
LOS over at least 100 patients of 13.23 days,5
this average ranges from below seven to over 28
days. The two inputs, however, are negatively
correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.186 which is significant at the 5% level.
Average case cost is close to 1.840 €, ranging
between 970 € and 5.625 €.
These differences are either due to the fact
that some hospitals are less efficient than others
or that some hospitals attract a different
selection of cases. The only information on case
mix is the number of cases in seven age
brackets (see Table 1; the numbers given for the
higher age brackets exclude the number of
patients in lower age brackets, i.e. “to 14” reads
“from 5 to 14”). The average age of patients
treated for diabetes is 55 years and ranges
between 50 and 72 years across departments. It
is significantly (1%) positively correlated with
LOS (correlation coefficient .3170) but
negatively with per diem (.3162 at the 1%
level). There is no significant correlation
between patient age and case cost, however.

5

The average LOS for diabetes patients in
Germany was 15 days in 1997.
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Also, the age composition of patients may
play a role, i.e. it may be simpler to treat
exclusively patients in one age bracket rather
than providing treatment for patients from all
different age brackets, each with its own
specific needs. Some departments treat over
half of their patients in one specific age bracket
whereas others have an almost even distribution
of cases. The information on age is used to
standardize the “output” of a department.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
fraction of diabetes patients among all patients
in the departments. This may be a factor that
affects the efficiency of the departments. The
mean in this sample is 6.34% 6 but some
departments treat two to five times the average.
On the one hand, this may make treatment
simpler due to a higher specialization; on the
other hand, “specialized” departments may
attract sicker patients which may as well result
in a case mix that requires more resources.
Table 1 (see row “diabetes”) shows that 32 % of
the departments treat an above average fraction
of diabetes cases. Table 2 reveals that
departments treating an above average fraction
of diabetes cases in fact have slightly higher
LOS and per diem than other departments;
neither of these differences is significant at the
5% level.
Figure 1: Fraction of diabetes cases
15
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% of the departments treat patients that have
surgery during their stay (see Table 1, rows
“intensive” and “surgery”). By providing a
wider range of services, these departments may
have a more complicated set of tasks to perform
than others. However, there is no information
whether any diabetes patient was in intensive
care even if there are intensive care beds in the
department.
Figure 2 shows that whereas LOS and per
diem in departments that treated diabetes cases
that underwent some form of surgery do not
differ significantly from departments where
none of the patients underwent surgery, per
die m is significantly lower whereas LOS is
significantly higher in departments with
intensive care than in other departments.
Interestingly, neither surgery, intensive care nor
the fraction of diabetes cases treated are
significantly correlated with each other.7
Table 2: Differences in per diem and LOS
t-val./ obs. LOS
Std. Err.
diabetes
t=.6093
below avg. 125
13.14
.2134
above avg. 58
13.42
.5044
intensive
t=3.1344
No
43
14.42
.4720
Yes
140
12.86
.2343
surgery
t=.6767
No
73
13.40
.3776
Yes
110
13.11
.2579
combined
13.23
.2158
per diem

Density

10

5

0

.1
.2
Fraction of diabetes cases

.3

0

The existence of intensive care beds as well
as the fact that some diabetes patients
underwent surgery may also have and impact on
measured productivity. More than 75 % of the
departments have an intensive care beds and 60
6

The fraction of all cases treated in Germany is
just half of this figure.

diabetes
below avg.
above avg.
intensive
No
yes
surgery
No
Yes
combined

7

t=1.9662
125
58
t=-6.6201
43
140
t=1.6845
73
110

142.15
149.82

19.92
37.87

124.93
150.62

31.35
19.21

140.82
147.08
144.58

25.85
24.92
18.28

Note that intensive care treatment is
remunerated separately from the services
analyzed here. The per diem used does not
cover intensive care nor does LOS count days
spent in intensive case. The same applies for
cases that had surgery during their stay.
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The differences observed in per diem and
LOS w.r.t. to age, intensive care, surgery and
the fraction of diabetes cases treated indicate
that any of these factors need to be considered
when evaluation these departments. It is well
known (see Simar and Wilson, 2000), however,
that DEA -type estimators are biased and that
this bias, given a fixed number of observations,
rises with the dimensionality of the parameter
space. This is a direct consequence of the “curse
of dimensionality” which applies to nonparametric estimators. Therefore, one must
carefully consider which parameters to include
in a model. Two recently proposed methods
make it possible to test whether or not certain
parameters have a significant impact on
efficiency and to select parameters accordingly.

TESTING MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Simar and Wilson (2001, 2004) developed
procedures to test whether a parameter does
have a significant impact on the distribution of
efficiency scores. The method introduced in
Simar and Wilson (2001) allows testing whether
environmental parameters exert an influence
over the distribution of efficiency scores.
Environmental
parameters
differ
from
discretionary parameters in that they cannot be
controlled by the DMU.
Simar and Wilson (2004) discuss
procedures that make it possible to test whether
outputs in an input oriented model can be either
ignored or possibly aggregated. Due to space
limitations, these tests and their theoretical
background can only be briefly described in the
following two subsections.
Aggregating Outputs
An approach to test whether a variable has
a significant impact on the efficiency of the
observations was presented in Simar and Wilson
(2001). The authors propose several tests
whether the efficiency distribution changes
significantly when an output in an inputoriented specification is either ignored or some
outputs are aggregated into a single output (see
section 3 of their paper).
One of the five test statistics proposed by
Simar and Wilson (2001) is: 8
8

All of the statistics Simar and Wilson (2001)
propose work comparably well. To limit the
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(

).

n
γ 11 = ∑ i =1 Dˆ in ( xi , y1i ) Dˆ in ( xi , yi ) − 1

This statistic is used here to test for the
possibility of aggregating the observations in
the different age brackets described above.
Here, D̂in is the inverse of a DEA efficiency
score (distance), x i are inputs, yi is the full set
of outputs and y1i is the set of output where
some outputs are aggregated.
Given suitable assumptions for a
production set Ρ = (x, y ) x can produce y , the
relation between an input oriented distance
function Din and an efficiency score θ can be
formally stated by:

{

{ (

}

) }

Din (x, y) = sup θ > 0 θ −1x, y ∈ Ρ .

A linear program to calculate the efficiency
score of the input oriented, variable returns to
scale (VRS) specification
used here is:
−1
D in (x, y )

[

{

]

}

= min θ > 0 Yq ≥ y, Xq ≤ θx, i' q = 1, q ∈ R+n ,
where i is a vector of ones and q is a vector
of intensity variables determined by the solution
of the linear program, both of suitable
dimensions.
The two alternative models, one based on
yi , the other on y1i are both estimated using the
bootstrap approach introduced in Simar and
Wilson (1998). Pseudo data for both
specifications are generated on the basis of the
original estimates for the aggregated model.
The null hypothesis would be that the two
efficiency distributions are the same, i.e. that
some parameters can be ignored or aggregated.
If this was true, then γ 11 should be zero. The
test statistic calculated from the two standardDEA distance measures, γˆ, is then compared to
the critical value derived from the bootstrap
results, γˆb . This would usually, i.e., be the 95
percentile value of the γˆb sorted in ascending
order. The aggregation is admissible if γˆ < γˆb .
Simar and Wilson (2001) provide
simulations for their tests (see section 7). Each
test is carried out 1000 times with pseudo data
computational burden only the statistic given
below is used in this application.
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sets they generate. These tests reveal that the
size of each test is reasonably close to the
expected size but power is very low for small
samples. The tests work reasonably well for 3
parameters and 200 observations.

The conditioning mechanism is then
assumed to be δ i = ψ ( z i , β ) + ε i , where ε i is a
random i.i.d. variable independent of z i . In
addition it is assumed that ε i ~ N 0, σ ε2 with
right-truncation at 1 −ψ ( z i , β ).

Environmental parameters: 2-stage approach

If the environmental variables have any
impact on efficiency, the error terms in the
second stage regression will necessarily be
correlated with the environmental variables
since the efficiency score of any DEA-type
estimator are inherently correlated. As a
consequence, the second stage regression will
not be consistent.

A number of 2-stage approaches have been
proposed to test whether any environmental (or
non-discretionary, see Staat, 1999, for a survey)
parameters to have a significant impact on the
efficiency of decision making units (DMUs;
observations in a DEA model). All of these
have ignored the fact that efficiency scores
calculated by standard DEA approaches are
necessarily correlated and therefore the standard
assumptions on which regression analysis is
based are violated. In addition, as outlined in
Simar and Wilson (2004, section 3) all
applications of 2-stage approaches either rely on
linear or Tobit regression or variations of these
methods to carry out some test. Linear
regression is certainly problematic given the
non-standard distribution of the efficiency
score. Also, Tobit is usually justified by noting
that there is a large fraction of observations with
a unity score. This, however, merely reflects the
fact that any undominated observation is
assigned a score of unity when its efficiency is
assessed by DEA whereas one would certainly
consider a data generating process with random
deviations (of some form) from perfect
efficiency as more realistic. There will then be
no positive probability mass at the value 1 and
the fact that many observations are being
assigned just that score is merely an artifact of
the data.
The assumptions underlying the method
proposed by Simar and Wilson (2004) are that
the sample observations ( xi , y i , z i ) are
realizations of the i.i.d. distributed random
variables with probability density function
f (x, y, z ) where the x i are inputs, the yi are
outputs and the z i are environmental
parameters with i as the index for the
observations.
The joint density can be factored into a
product
of
conditional
densities
as
f ( y i ,η i , δ i , z i ) = f x y ,η i δ i , z i f δ i z i f ( z i ),
where the input is described by δ i , a DEA -type
efficiency score and its direction η i (see Simar
and Wilson, 2000 for a description of the
representation of data in polar coordinates).

(

)(

)

(

)

To handle this problem, the regression
parameters are estimated with a bootstrap
method (see Simar and Wilson, 2004, for a
discussion on the consistency of the bootstrap):
from a first-round truncated regression on the
efficiency scores an estimate of the parameters
of interest β̂ as well as σˆ is obtained. These
estimates make it possible to draw error terms
from the N 0, σˆ 2 distribution truncated at
1 − zi βˆ , which can be used to construct
(uncorrelated)
pseudo
efficiency
scores
δi∗ = z iβˆ + ε i. Another set of estimates
βˆ ∗ , σˆ ∗
can be estimated by truncated
regression of δ i∗ on zi . This process of drawing
error terms, construction pseudo efficiency
score and running a truncated regression on
pseudo data is repeated B times. Finally,
confidence intervals for the β̂ can be
constructed on the basis of the simulated
distribution of βˆ ∗.

(

)

(

)

(

)

RESULTS
The next to subsections report the results of
the specification tests described above. These
subsections provide some guidance as to which
parameters to include in the preferred
specification. The final subsection contains the
results of the preferred specification.
Aggregating / Dropping Outputs
Since the information of case mix available
consists solely of the age bracket into which
patients fall it seems preferable to preserve this
information by not dropping parameters
altogether but rather to test whether any of these
age brackets may be aggregated. The
aggregation of the age brackets tested is
indicated in Table 3 by the shaded cells, i.e.,
specification I has age brackets 0 to 4 years and
5 to 14 year aggregated into on category 0 to 15
years. All specifications are then tested against
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IV
V

from 85

to 64

to 44

to 14

to 84

III

γˆ = .2251
γˆ = 2.895
γˆ = 3.369
γˆ = 5.822
γˆ = 8.317

to 74

I
II

to 4

Aggregation

the base specification which consists of a
complete disaggregation of the seven age
brackets.
Table 3: Aggregation scheme and results

γˆb
γˆb
γˆb
γˆb
γˆb

= .479
= 3.688
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estimated on the basis of the two inputs, per
diem and patient days and the number of
patients in the seven age brackets were used to
describe case mix.
Table 4: Truncated Bootstrap Regression
Percentile β̂ ∗
Variable
diabetes
intensive care
Surgery

β̂
-.0054
-.0616
-.0117

2.5
-.0308
-.0901
-.0310

97.5
.0207
-.0284
.0203

= 4.169
= 7.050
= 9.822

The results tabulated in Table 3 show that
potentially all seven age brackets could be
aggregated into just two (and potentially only
into one) as γˆ is less than γˆb for each
specification. Note, however, that the
simulations run by Simar and Wilson (2001)
revealed that the power of the tests is acceptable
for three parameters and 200 observations. In
this application, there are less than 200
observations but two inputs and seven age
brackets in the base specification. Therefore, the
power of the tests is likely to be very low which
may explain why any aggregation seems
admissible.9 One must therefore conclude that
there is not enough information in the data to
decide which aggregation would be sensible.
Therefore, no age brackets will be aggregated.

Table 4 reports the results of the truncated
bootstrap regression of the inverted efficiency
scores on the three dummy variables. Since the
boundaries of the 95% confidence intervals are
both negative for intensive care and include the
value zero for the two other variables only the
fact that a department provides intensive care
seems to have an impact on efficiency. A
negative coefficient implies that these
departments are only able to treat their patients
employing more resources than departments not
providing intensive care. However, the fact that
a department treats an above or below average
number of diabetes cases and whether or not
any of these patients receive surgery does not
seem to influence efficiency; therefore, these
two parameters can be ignored. The result of the
truncated regression clearly shows that the
presence of intensive care facilities does have
and impact. Therefore, the parameter for
intensive care is the only one that cannot be
ignored in the model specification.

Non-discretionary parameters
Since a department can neither choose
whether or not to provide intensive care – this is
mandatory for intensive care departments – nor
whether it treats patients in need of surgery nor
on whether its fraction of diabetes cases is
above or below average all the attributes must
be considered non-discretionary. Therefore, the
method proposed by Simar and Wilson (2004)
is applied to test whether these factors are
significant for the efficiency distribution of the
hospitals. To this end, an input oriented DEA
model using the VRS assumptions was
9

In further tests not documented here it seemed
impossible to find any specifications that would
be rejected vis -à-vis any base specification, i.e.,
even a two-input-one-output specification could
not be rejected against a two-input-one-output
model.

Results for the preferred specification
The tests carried out indicated that the
aggregation of (some) age brackets would be
possible but cannot be justified due to the
limitations of the data. I was also clear that the
parameters for surgery and an above average
fraction of diabetes cases do not have and
impact on efficiency. However, the fact that a
department provides intensive care does matter.
This parameters needs to be included in the
model. This could be done either by using the 2stage method or by adding intensive care as one
more output parameter to the model.
Technically, there is no difference between
adding an environmental or a discretionary
output to an input oriented model.
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the impact of environmental variables, the other
allows to test whether aggregation of certain
outputs in an input oriented model is possible or
whether some outputs can be dropped from the
model altogether.
These tests were applied to general internal
medicine departments in Germany treating at
least 100 cases of diabetes mellitus in 1997. It
can therefore be assumed that all departments
treat diabetes on a routine basis and are
therefore comparable as far as expertise w.r.t.
diabetes treatment is concerned.

100

Figure 2 show the distribution of the
efficiency scores when intensive care is added
as an output to the seven age brackets. The
average efficiency is 83.87% with 13 out of 183
observations rated as fully efficient. Had the
two other environmental parameters been
included in the specification, the average
efficiency would have been 88.69% with 23
observations fully efficient. Ignoring all
environmental variables would have led to an
average efficiency of 82.5% with 12 fully
efficient observations.
When the preferred specification is
bootstrapped using the method introduced by
Simar and Wilson (1998) correcting for bias
will increase mean square error for most
observations. Therefore, the distributions of the
individual efficiency scores are centered on the
original efficiency estimate. This reveals that
the efficiency scores of 43 departments are not
significantly different from unity.
Given the information in the introduction
on treatment cost for diabetes, even a 5 %
reduction would be a sizeable figure. The cost
reduction possible if all hospitals treated their
patients cost efficiently is much more than that
even if only a proportional reduction of inputs is
considered. Should all hospitals realize their
target values, case cost for diabetes treatment
would be reduced by one third.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
The study demonstrated how two recently
developed methods that can be used to test for
the impact of individual parameters on the
efficiency distribution of DEA -type estimators
can be applied in practice. One of these methods
makes it possible to test for the significance of

The results of these tests revealed that two
of the three environmental variables considered
here did have no impact on the efficiency of the
observations with only the presence of intensive
care facilities showing a significant (negative)
impact on efficiency. The results of the tests for
possible aggregation of outputs are somewhat
ambiguous. On the one hand, the results could
be used to justify the aggregation of all age
groups into on parameters “number of diabetes
patients treated”, on the other hand it is known
that the power of the test applied is likely to be
rather low. Therefore, a conservative approach
was taken and a model was used were none of
the age brackets were aggregated. This resulted
in an average efficiency score of 84% with 13
departments being rated as fully efficient. An
application of a DEA -bootstrap revealed that the
efficiency score of 43 departments was not
significantly different from unity.
The possible savings from cost efficient
treatment should all hospitals realize their target
values are estimated at one third of observed
treatment cost. Even though prevention is
certainly the only sensible strategy to contain
diabetes in the long run as a medium term
strategy, cost containment for inpatient care
seems to imply considerable saving potentials.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a preliminary analysis of the Polish commercial banking sector for the period
1995-2002 using DEA in order to asses the impact of transformation. The database employed, which has been
specially compiled for the purpose of this study to ensure consistency and robustness, covers at least threequarters of all commercial banks in the country for each of these years. The results indicate that, on average, the
efficiency of banks in Poland was volatile during the early part of the period but that overall efficiency has been
on a clear upward trend since 1998. The driving force behind this improvement in performance can
be directly linked to the country's transition to a market-based economy and its preparations for entry into the
European Union (which took place on 1 May 2004). The results are therefore important in terms of the extent to
which Polish banks will be capable of competing effectively in the enlarged EU banking industry – a market
which is dominated by a significant number of large pan-European and international players. The scale of
merger and takeover activity across the EU has been extensive in recent years and this can be expected to
increase as new opportunities for market penetration and consolidation emerge in the new-member states.
Keywords - Polish Banking Sector, Efficiency, Costs, DEA

INTRODUCTION
The Polish banking sector has gone through
three major developmental stages since the
beginning of the country’s transformation process
in 1989. The first stage, from 1989 to 1992,
involved a dramatic increase in competitive
pressures although this was not underpinned by the
establishment of a robust legal and regulatory
framework. Between 1992 and 1997 there was a
restructuring of financial institutions as well as recapitalisation of banks leading to a more
competitive environment. Since 1998 strategic
investors have become progressively more active,
embracing the benefits of new technologies in the
pursuit of increasing margins in a market that is
growing in competition.
In the build-up to Poland’s accession to the
European Union on 1 May 2004, new directions

have been implemented in terms of banking
supervision with the regulators and market players
supporting the efforts concerned with establishing
stability in the financial sector. In this context the
pace of competition in the Polis h banking sector has
intensified in both the corporate and retail markets.
This has led to extensive structural changes which
have stemmed largely from the inflow of foreigncontrolled banks. Today, more than 75% of the
capital in the banking sector is foreign-owned.
The pace of change has stimulated the
development of new competitive strategies,
increased investment in human resource skills and
branch networks as well as the use of technology in
money transmission services. The domestic banking
industry has sought to reduce inefficiency – which
has resulted in the closure of many of the least
efficient banks and increased merger activity in
efforts to improve economies of scale and scope.
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This paper provides a preliminary analysis of
the performance of the Polish banking industry
since the mid-1990s in order to assess the extent to
which efficiency has improved. DEA is employed
to examine the cost structure, profitability and thus
the efficiency of the commercial banks. The results
have implications for the future of the industry as it
adapts to the new competitive pressures which will
inevitably result from Poland’s membership of an
enlarged Single European Banking sector.
DEA AND EFFICIENCY
The study reported here employs Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The DEA approach
to efficiency measurement is a deterministic
method which does not require the definition of a
functional relationship between inputs and outputs.
The methodology is based on the concept of
productivity as developed by Debreu (1951) and
Farrell (1957). Productivity is defined as the ratio
between a single output and a single input.
Extending this notion to a multi-dimensional case
with more than one input and more than one output
gives rise to the concept of an efficiency curve for a
particular decision making unit (such as a bank),
generated using linear programming methods. A
unit such as a bank may be considered to be
technologically effective if it is lying on the
efficiency curve; in contrast, those lying below the
curve may be described as being technologically
inefficient. The efficiency of a given decision
making unit is measured relative to other
comparable units being analysed. Decision making
units lying on the efficiency curve – described as
efficient1 – are assigned an efficiency coefficient
equal to 1 (i.e. 100%), while any units lying below
the curve – described as inefficient – will have
coefficients of less than 1.
•
•

DEA models can be classified by two criteria:
Type of scale effects;
Model orientation.

The first criterion determines the assumptions
concerning the scale effects accepted in the model
(increasing, decreasing, or constant returns to
scale). The model orientation approach, on the
other hand, indicates whether the objective is the
minimisation of input(s), such as the cost of
production, or the maximisation of a particular
output, such as profit. In the study presented below
we report DEA results based on scale effects.
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Scale Effects in DEA Models
Using the approach of Farrell (1957), a
measure of technological efficiency can be obtained
based on various assumptions concerning the value
of the empirical production possibility set (see: Färe
et al (1994)). Thus, assuming constant returns to
scale (CRS), non-increasing returns to scale (NIRS)
and variable returns to scale (VRS), three
technological efficiency measures can be obtained
as the solutions to three types of linear
programming tasks (see: Fried et al (1993), Färe et
al (1994), Charnes et al (1994) and Cooper et al
(2000)). In the analysis reported below, the
following symbols are used to denote efficiency
measures:
• ecrs – efficiency measure under constant
returns to scale,
• evrs – efficiency measure under variable
returns to scale,
• enirs – efficiency measure under nonincreasing returns to scale.
If there is a statistically significant difference
between the estimated efficiency measures under
constant and variable returns to scale, a comparison
of the two measures may enable us to make
inferences about the existence of economies of
scale in given sector (such as within the banking
industry of a particular country or region). Scale
efficiency is defined as follows:
ecrs
esvrs =
evrs
If the results show that 0<ecrs<evrs<1, for a
given decision making unit, then the derived
economy of scale efficiency measure is less than 1.
This unit can be described as being inefficient in
terms of the scale of employed factors.
However, we are unable to distinguish between
increasing and decreasing economies of scale using
the concept of scale efficiency (esvrs). Therefore,
efficiency in terms of economies of scale can be
expressed with respect to an alternative measure,
denoted as esnirs, defined as follows:
ecrs
esnirs =
enirs
Comparing those two scale efficiency
measures, esvrs and esnirs, in conjunction with the
other efficiency measures defined above, we can
classify decision making units into one of six types
as presented in Table 1 below (see: Wheelock and
Wilson (1995)).

DATA AND SELECTION OF VARIABLES
1

There are situations in which an object, lying on the efficiency
curve, may nevertheless be described as being inefficient. This
situation gives rise the to concept of a so-called boundary object.
See: Charnes et al (1990) and Seiford and Thrall (1990).

The critical element of DEA concerns the
appropriate selection of the input and output
variables. With respect to the evaluation of cost
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efficiency in the banking sector, using DEA,
various models can be distinguished2 . In the study
reported here we employ only two inputs (general
expenses, including depreciation, and fixed assets)
and two outputs (loans to non-financial sector and
deposits to non-financial sector)3 . These variables
have been selected on the basis of the particular aim
of the research, which focuses on cost efficiency,
and on data availability. The analysis is concerned
with the Polish commercial banking sector and
covers the period 1995-2002. The dataset has been
compiled by the authors specifically for this study
and is based on information from published bank
statistics reported to “Monitor Polski B” 4 .
The original database encompasses all banks
operating in Poland in the period 1995-2002.
However, a number of banks have subsequently
been excluded from the final dataset according to
the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Banks for which full data are not available.
Mortgage banks5 .
Banks whose accounting periods are different
from 12 months.
Car banks 6 .
Banks in liquidation.
Banks generating a net loss with negative
equity7 .

The number of banks included in the final
analysis is set out in Table 2, while descriptive
statistics for the two input variables (i.e. Bank
Operating Costs and Depreciation and Fixed
Assets) and the two output variables (i.e. Loans and
Deposits) used in the cost efficiency model are
shown in Table 3 below. All financial values are
expressed in Polish zlotys, denoted PLN.

2

A number of studies attempt to make comparisons between
results obtained using DEA and other approaches to efficiency –
see Kopczewski and Pawlowska (2001), and Gospodarowicz
(2002). Mielnik and Lawrynowicz (2002) also explore other
models of bank efficiency analysis based on DEA.
3
It should be noted that this is an input -oriented model.
4
Preliminary analyses conducted using BankScope data.
However, this data source only covers a small part of the Polish
banking sector and therefore deemed inadequate here – e.g., for
2001 BankScope covers data for only 21 out of the 65 banks
operating in the Polish market.
5
The research comprises commercial banks, and mortgage
banks, providing special kind of services, are not included in the
commercial banking sector.
6
Car banks should be excluded due to the nature of their
activity, which is mainly involved with granting credits for car
purchase. One of our output variables in the DEA model
concerns deposits and since car banks are not generally involved
with the collection of deposits, they are excluded from the
analysis.
7
In such a cases the ROE ratio cannot be interpreted, and such
banks are considered inefficient.
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Table 2. Number of banks analysed
Year
No.before exclusions
No. after exclusions
% of total banks

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

75

80

85

81

78

75

66

58

64

69

75

68

65

62

51

43

85%

86%

88%

84%

83%

83%

77%

74%

RESULTS OF DEA EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
The analysis of technological efficiency in this
study is conducted using a special software package
developed at the University of Dortmund known as
Efficiency Measurement System (EMS). Table 4
below lists the derived estimates of average
efficiency in the Polish banking sector for the
various measures listed earlier.
Average efficiency measures across the
banking industry indicate considerable scope for
cost savings. In absolute terms, the minimum
potential for cost savings is considered to be the
value estimated on the basis of the highest average
efficiency. Thus, for example, for the year 2002 the
highest average efficiency is given by the variable
evrs, estimated at 78.95%. Hence, the average cost
savings potential across the commercial banking
sector for this year is 21.05% (i.e. 100% minus the
highest average efficiency estimate). It should be
noted that in Table 4 the highest average efficiency
estimates are consistently represented by the scale
effect variables esvrs and esnirs, except for 2002,
rather than the technological efficiency variables.
It is important to recognise that any estimates
for minimal potential cost savings only represent a
starting point for efficiency improvement
programmes within the sample of banks under
investigation. Naturally, advice to any one bank
would require further analyses and a greater focus
on the individual characteristics and conditions
confronting a particular decision making unit.
It will also be seen from Table 4 that, in
general, there has been an upward trend in the three
technological efficiency measures: ecrs, evrs and
enirs, over the sample period.
Figure 1. Technological efficiency measures –
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

evrs
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enirs
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0%
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Polish commercial banking sector, 1995-2002

Classification of Banks
In Table 5 the banks analysed in this study are
classified on the basis of the corresponding
estimates for technological efficiency and returns to
scale measures. Descriptions of the six types shown
were set out in Table 1 above. Table 5 is based on
the classification proposed by Wheelock and
Wilson (1995). We comment on each of the
classification types in turn.

Table 5. Classification by technological and
scale efficiency measures – Polish commercial
Bank
classification
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Type III: This classification refers to banks
which are efficient under variable returns to scale,
but inefficient under constant returns to scale. They
are technologically efficient but inefficient in terms
of the scale of employed production factors. Over
the period, between 3 and 9 banks were classified
each year in this way. However, we can expect that
banks are likely to remain in this classification only
temporarily since even a small reduction in inputs
or a small increase in outputs can be expected to
guarantee a “promotion” to Type I.
Type IV: Banks in this classification are
technologically inefficient, and are too small to be
efficient in terms of the scale of employed inputs.
This group contains between 10 and 51 banks per
year across the period under investigation. Their
target classification in the future is Type II.

Number of banks
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

I

3

6

4

4

4

3

6

5

II

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

III

4

3

3

8

9

8

6

6

IV

27

22

51

18

16

16

10

22

V

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

VI

29

35

15

37

35

34

28

7

banks, 1995-2002
Type I: These are banks classified as efficient,
on the basis of all efficiency measures. Such banks
define the ‘best practice’ frontier, characterised by
the most favourable input/output ratios reported in
the Polish banking sector. Banks in the group are
efficient both in terms of technology and
production scale. In the period 1995-2002, between
3 and 6 commercial banks were classified in this
way as shown in Table 5.
Type II: These refer to banks which are
efficient under variable returns to scale and
inefficient under constant returns to scale. They are
efficient in terms of technology, but inefficient in
terms of production scale. This group is generally
made up of those banks which are too small to
achieve an optimum level of the input/output ratio
observed in the commercial banking sector. Since
such banks operate in the region of increasing
returns to scale, an increase in the amount of
employed inputs is likely to contribute to a greater
proportional increase in their production output.
This group of banks has the potential to achieve the
most favourable ratio of inputs to outputs,
characterised by Type I banks. Finally, banks in this
group can be expected to remain within this
classification temporary since they have the
potential to move up the efficiency scale and into
the Type I group. It can be seen from Table 5 that
there were very few banks in this particular
classification in the period under investigation.

Type V: This refers to banks which are
inefficient under both variable and constant returns
to scale. At the same time, the banks in this group
are technologically inefficient banks but efficient in
terms of the scale of production factors employed.
This suggests that such banks should not change the
amount of factor inputs employed as they operate in
the region of constant returns to scale. They should
instead focus on improving their technology. It is
notable from Table 5 that in all time periods, except
for 1996 when only two banks were classified as
such, no banks fell into this category. The target
group for these banks is Type I.
Type VI: These banks are inefficient under
both variable and constant returns to scale. At the
same time, they demonstrate technological
inefficiency and scale inefficiency. Consequently,
they should reduce the scale of their inputs, while
improving their existing technology in order to
move up to Type III classification, their target
group. There are a large number of banks in this
classification – ranging from 7 to 37 banks per year
between 1995 and 2002.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The efficiency results for the Polish banking
sector based on the DEA methodology indicate that
the mean efficiency rose and fell between 1995 and
1997 and was on a rising trend thereafter up to the
end of the sample period (2002).
It is important to appreciate that DEA results
are particularly sensitive to any variation in the
dataset – the addition to or elimination of even one
decision making unit (bank) from the sample may
have a significant impact on the efficiency
measures of individual banks and the sector as a
whole. DEA results are also sensitive to false or
inaccurately recorded data. These reservations are
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especially important in re lation to the Polish
banking sector, which is in the phase of dynamic
growth and ownership transformation – with direct
implications for the quality of information being
compiled over time. These reservations will, of
course, diminish as investment in info rmation
management and reporting increases.
The Polish banking industry reflects a
relatively high degree of diversity in terms of scale
(as illustrated in Table 3). This diversity in size
indicates the need to conduct efficiency analyses
separately for homogenous groups of banks (e.g.
categorised as large, medium-sized and small
banks8 ). Such partitioning of the sector in this way
is also supported by the preliminary analysis of
efficiency carried out in the study reported here. It
is notable in this context that some banks which we
identified as being efficient were also found to have
poor performance in terms of basic operational
measures such as net financial profit/loss, total
equity and variables constituting the efficiency
model9 .
Limitations concerning the use of DEA in this
study should not diminish the importance of DEA based efficiency analysis as a starting point for
deeper investigation into the performance of players
in the banking industry. The efficiency information
presented here also provides valuable information
for supervision institutions, such as the National
Bank of Poland, the General Banking Supervision
Inspectorate and the Banking Supervision
Commission. The DEA results are also likely to be
of significance to investors. In particular, efficiency
estimates should serve as a prompt to investors to
encourage them to seek an answer to the question:
why is a particular bank classified as being efficient
or inefficient? Furthermore, DEA can serve as an
early warning system for spotting emergent
inefficient banks.
It is also noteworthy that in Poland the
measurement of banking sector efficiency is a
relatively new topic. The first studies on the subject
were only published in Poland in the late 1990s
(see: Lang and Wenzel (1996)). Previously, most of
the studies concerning Polish banks had been
focused on profitability and general financial
performance. Efficiency had only been analysed, to
a large extent, on the basis of a one-dimensional
approach (one output, one input), particularly in the
context of labour efficiency measured using simple
ratios such as profit per employee. Until the late
8

Size criterio n can be readily determined on the basis of
common measures such as total assets or equity.
9
For example, one bank in the group of six efficient banks in
2001 had a net loss which was so high that its equity at the end
of the year was negative.
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1990s, no ‘complex’ efficiency analysis of Polish
banks had been conducted with respect to
technological efficiency and economies of scale
(see: Rogowski (1998)). It is hoped that the results
presented here serve as a foundation for further
research concerning the efficiency and future
competitiveness of the Polish banking industry –
especially in the context of Poland’s membership of
the European Union and the dynamics of the
European banking industry.
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Table 1. Efficiency classification of decision making units (i.e. banks)
Type of
company

Relationship between
efficiency measures

Description

ecrs = 1, evrs = 1
esvrs = 1, esnirs = 1

Efficient banks on the basis of all efficiency measures.

I

II

ecrs < 1, evrs = 1
esvrs < 1, esnirs = 1

Banks which are efficient under variable returns to scale (evrs=1) and
inefficient under constant returns to scale (ecrs<1).
Banks which are inefficient in terms of the scale of employed factors (esvrs<1)
and operating in the region of increasing returns to scale (esnirs=1).

III

ecrs < 1, evrs = 1
esvrs < 1, esnirs < 1

Banks which are efficient under variable returns to scale (evrs=1) and
inefficient under constant returns to scale (ecrs<1).
Banks which are inefficient in terms of the scale of employed factors (esvrs<1)
and operating in the region of decreasing returns to scale (esnirs<1).

IV

ecrs < 1, evrs < 1
esvrs < 1, esnirs = 1

Banks which are inefficient under both variable and constant returns to scale.
Banks which are inefficient due to a low level of employed factors (esvrs<1),
operating in the region of increasing returns to scale (esnirs=1).

V

ecrs < 1, evrs < 1
esvrs = 1, esnirs = 1

Banks which are inefficient under both variable and constant returns to scale.
These banks are technologically inefficient and are efficient in terms of
production scale (esvrs=1, esnirs=1). The banks are operating in the region of
constant returns to scale.

VI

ecrs < 1, evrs < 1
esvrs < 1, esnirs < 1

Banks which are inefficient under both variable and constant returns to scale.
These banks demonstrate scale inefficiency (esvrs<1, esnirs<1) due to too
high a level of employed factors. They operate in the region of decreasing
returns to scale.

Source: derived from Wheelock and Wilson (1995).

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the cost efficiency model variables

Year Statistics
2002 Mean

Bank operating costs
& depreciation
[PLN thousands]

Fixed assets
Loans
Deposits
[PLN thousands] [PLN thousands] [PLN thousands]

364 692

251 063

4 268 581

88 372

35 898

1 075 082

1 156 023

681 564

499 372

7 374 892

13 586 233

Minimum

8 901

870

35 013

1 781

Maximum

3 499 972

2 165 073

32 892 864

70 142 560

317 998

222 008

3 805 558

5 677 966

66 512

29 489

786 049

810 762

625 662

457 050

7 112 240

12 878 175

Minimum

8 087

1 124

13 509

1 818

Maximum

3 225 150

2 140 177

31 868 057

68 840 206

221 649

156 370

2 804 482

3 960 450

53 079

21 194

572 919

439 685

429 980

339 582

5 687 971

10 365 069

Minimum

4 910

600

21 825

538

Maximum

2 283 389

1 781 052

29 812 356

62 080 280

202 967

139 571

2 499 077

3 383 730

48 732

18 381

600 415

588 412

455 925

308 817

4 968 505

8 930 522

Minimum

3 433

503

17 556

1 070

Maximum

2 824 196

1 576 265

26 674 451

54 797 428

148 735

108 311

1 653 200

2 645 144

37 433

13 804

517 137

358 812

336 560

230 026

2 943 802

7 165 965

Minimum

2 944

399

1 454

5

Maximum

2 399 051

1 367 620

17 009 635

51 092 116

109 138

88 472

1 337 540

2 004 986

29 720

11 145

311 200

249 462

237 778

174 979

2 470 594

5 582 020

Minimum

228

88

2 043

23

Maximum

1 741 235

960 559

14 495 475

41 107 329

89 191

73 219

1 015 749

1 638 276

Median
Standard deviation

2001 Mean
Median
Standard deviation

2000 Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1999 Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1998 Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1997 Mean
Median
Standard deviation

1996 Mean
Median

6 259 362

23 219

9 654

229 677

209 824

185 361

151 122

1 938 054

4 556 186

Minimum

1 449

194

2 132

272

Maximum

1 293 282

843 962

11 119 937

32 058 178

67 199

63 275

784 341

1 271 271

Standard deviation

1995 Mean
Median

15 698

9 537

114 776

146 764

137 983

131 865

1 544 218

3 380 041

Minimum

903

128

2 729

15

Maximum

931 238

731 266

8 160 368

21 683 732

Standard deviation
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Table 4. Basic statistics for the technological and scale efficiency measures
– Polish commercial banking sector, 1995-2002
Year
2002

Statistics

enirs

esvrs

esnirs

Average efficiency

62.27%

78.95%

68.61%

78.72%

92.95%

Standard deviation

26.58%

22.10%

28.97%

23.93%

13.73%

Minimum

8.56%

25.87%

8.56%

8.56%

35.53%

5

14

11

5

30

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

11.63%

32.56%

25.58%

11.63%

69.77%

Average efficiency

55.06%

70.22%

65.54%

77.33%

86.71%

Standard deviation

24.30%

24.10%

28.88%

20.73%

13.02%

Minimum

1.91%

22.25%

1.91%

6.17%

51.88%

6

13

12

6

17

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

11.76%

25.49%

23.53%

11.76%

33.33%

Mean

39.00%

62.69%

57.16%

63.37%

76.36%

Standard deviation

23.59%

29.43%

33.56%

20.96%

22.07%

Minimum

5.62%

17.18%

5.62%

8.80%

34.24%

3

12

11

3

20

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

4.84%

19.35%

17.74%

4.84%

32.26%

Average efficiency

41.61%

64.16%

61.27%

66.31%

74.80%

Standard deviation

22.73%

30.04%

32.43%

19.61%

20.94%

Minimum

5.51%

15.95%

5.51%

14.71%

38.69%

4

14

13

4

21

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

6.15%

21.54%

20.00%

6.15%

32.31%

Average efficiency

37.91%

59.15%

54.73%

63.74%

77.91%

Standard deviation

22.91%

30.02%

33.34%

23.99%

21.16%

Minimum

0.51%

12.99%

0.51%

1.36%

36.28%

4

13

12

4

23

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

5.88%

19.12%

17.65%

5.88%

33.82%

Average efficiency

36.78%

45.91%

42.13%

78.96%

93.17%

Standard deviation

26.42%

31.33%

31.34%

26.04%

14.44%

Minimum

0.02%

3.77%

0.02%

0.27%

35.00%

4

9

7

4

57

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

5.33%

12.00%

9.33%

5.33%

76.00%

Average efficiency

53.56%

58.23%

54.69%

90.44%

98.40%

Standard deviation

26.36%

25.21%

27.09%

20.53%

2.60%

Minimum

1.38%

8.16%

1.38%

5.06%

86.08%

6

10

9

8

30

Percentage of efficient banks in the sample

8.70%

14.49%

13.04%

11.59%

43.48%

Average efficiency

44.25%

52.45%

48.14%

85.59%

93.91%

Standard deviation

24.79%

26.93%

27.97%

16.46%

8.17%

Minimum

8.22%

11.58%

8.22%

10.87%

74.28%

3

8

7

3

31

4.69%

12.50%

10.94%

4.69%

48.44%

Number of efficient banks
2000

Number of efficient banks
1999

Number of efficient banks
1998

Number of efficient banks
1997

Number of efficient banks
1996

Number of efficient banks
1995

Scale efficiency

evrs

Number of efficient banks
2001

Technological efficiency
ecrs

Number of efficient banks
Percentage of efficient banks in the sample
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ABSTRACT
During the last decade, Argentina has faced an extended process of privatisation in utilities
sectors, in particular, electricity. One of its main objectives was to increase the efficiency in the supply
of these services through the transfer from public to private ownership and through the adoption of
more powerful incentive scheme such as price caps regimes. The evaluation of the results of this
process implies developing objective measures to screen the functioning and the operation of the
different natural monopolies. through time in order to give incentives to cost minimization and ensure
that, eventually, users benefit from these cost reductions. In this paper, we try to elaborate upon the
applied aspects of the efficiency measurement in a regulatory context. To do this, we construct an
efficiency frontier based on a cost function applying DEA methodology. We consider different
assumptions regarding the type of technology and the environment of operation. Additionally, we
analyse the role of type of ownership in the level of efficiency finding that in average private firms tend
to be relatively more efficient than publicly owned firms.

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, Argentina has
faced an extended process of privatisation of
utilities, in particular, in the electricity sector.
One of its main objectives was to increase the
efficiency in the supply of these services
through the transfer from public to private
ownership and through the adoption of more
powerful incentive schemes, such as price caps
regimes.
The evaluation of the results of this
process implies developing objective measures
to screen the functioning and the operation of
the different natural monopolies through time
in order to promote competition, give
incentives to cost minimization and ensure
that, eventually, users benefit from these cost
reductions. Additionally, the efficiency
measurement is useful for price reviews. In
such a case, the regulatory challenge is the
following. If the efficiency gain used to fix the
new price cap is specific to firm and is based
on past gains, the firm would not have

incentives to reduce its costs in the future.
However, when it is possible to introduce
some kind of yardstick competition (Schleifer,
1985), if the expected efficiency gains for the
next period were based on the aggregate
development of the industry, the firm would
have incentives to be more efficient and to
produce at a lower level of costs than the
average of the industry.
One of the main instruments to measure
the efficiency of utilities is the efficiency
frontier. 1 Efficiency gains from a firm can
come from two main sources: shifts in the
frontier reflecting efficiency gains at the
sectoral level and efficiency gains at the firm
1

They can be classified in terms of the type of
specification of the frontier itself: a production
function, or a cost function. In this selection,
there is another implicit choice, regarding the
type of efficiency to estimate. The production
function allowed for the estimation of
technical efficiency, while the cost function
gives a measure of productive efficiency.
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level, reflecting a catching up effect. The latter
are the gains to be made by firms not yet on
the frontier. These firms should be able to
achieve not only the industry gain but also
specific gains offsetting firm specific
inefficiencies.
Baldwin and Cave (1999) identify a
number of conditions for a successful
implementation
of
a
benchmarking
methodology: a considerable number of
comparable firms, a common regulator, and
enough data for all the firms. In this paper, we
count with a set of 17 regional firms
specialised in the electricity distribution
activity in Argentina for a relatively long
period: 1993-2001. The number of firms and
the information available for each one is long
enough. Even though there is not a common
regulator for all of them, local legislations are
not so different, making them comparable.
Therefore, we fulfil the conditions for
successful benchmarking analyses.
In the case of a federal country as
Argentina, a substitute for a common regulator
may be a National Office like the Competition
Commission. In any case, the possibility to
count with a benchmarking analysis of all
these different jurisdictions alleviates the
absence of a common regulator and it would
contribute to reduce the asymmetry of
information between the firms and regulators
(Bondorevsky et. al, 2002).
Therefore in this paper, we address all
these issues and try to elaborate upon the
applied aspects of the efficiency measurement
in a regulatory context. We estimate the
efficiency of firms based on a cost function.
To measure the efficiency of utilities, we apply
Data
Envelopment
Analysis
(DEA)
methodology. In the first place, we suppose
that the level of efficiency of each firm is
constant through the period of reference. We
obtain efficiency measures for each of the
firms of the set under different assumptions
regarding the type of technology and the
environment of operation. We consider
constant, variable and non-increasing returns
to scale.2 Besides, we aim at capturing the role
of the environment in the development of each
firm, and therefore in the level of efficiency at
which they operate. In particular, we analyse

the role of type of ownership in the level of
efficiency.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA 3
Description of variables and sources
The data covered the period from 1993 to
2001. It is an unbalanced panel. The data was
collected
from
ADEERA
(Argentine
Distribution of electricity Association) and
firms’ financial statements.
Data related with costs was extracted from
each firm’s financial statements. We consider
both operating and total costs. Total costs
include
operating,
administrative
and
marketing expenses, as well as energy
purchases. Operating costs includes both
generation and distribution expenditures. Even
though all the firms belong to the distribution
sector, the difficulty of disaggregating them
make it necessary to include both. Wages
includes salary and social payments. The
information about outsourcing is not available.
Therefore, it is an average annual wage. The
variable energy sales appeared in physical
units (MWh). The information related with
employment was extracted from the financial
statements of the annual reports, and include
both permanent and temporary employees.
Area refers to the area of operation assigned to
every company in km2 . Density was calculated
as the ratio of the number of customers to area.
Structure was constructed as the proportion of
residential sales to total sales. The information
of lines includes low, medium and hightension lines. Finally, customers include the
total number of customers.
Data Analysis
In the context of DEA with panel data,
some options are available. One of them is to
construct a frontier for each year and estimate
the relative efficiency of each firm for the
annual frontier. Another possibility is to treat
each observation in the panel as independent
and construct a single frontier for all the
period. The relative efficiency of each firm is
measured in terms of this single frontier. In
both cases, it is possible to obtain an average
of the measures. This last option is the one
chosen in this paper.
Electricity distribution in Argentina
includes small, medium and big firms

2

The objective here is to determine if there is
any evidence that the level and scale of
production condition the relative efficiency of
firms in the electricity distribution activity.
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3

A more complete analysis is included in an
extended paper available from the authors.
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operating in areas with significantly different
density rates. Table I presents the descriptive
statistics of each of the variables for the
estimation.
Table 1: Argentina, Electricity Distribution
1993-20002. Descriptive statistics
Variable
Sales (MWh/year)
Clients (number)
Employment (number)
Area (km2)
Lines (km)
Structure of demand*
Density (clients/area)
Total Wage ($/year)
Total Costs (Million
$)

Mean
2 267 329
452 390

Std Dev

Min.

order to reach a robust specification 5 . We start
estimating different models under the
assumption of constant returns to scale (CRS).
The basic linear (envelopment) programme
solved for the estimation of efficient frontiers
is the following:

min θ
θ ,λ

Max.

3 471 627 123 914 13 715 117
634 099 31 415 2 264 307

1 119
78 244
12 985
0,40
71,41

1 268
55768
10554
0,11
178,82

60
3 309
2 576
0,11
0,33

5 051
203 013
46 865
0,60
637,42

31 684
172,036

12 840
240,248

13 348
19,977

98 260
1 013,406

Source: own elaboration
Note: (*) residential sales / total sales

The main conclusions that can be
extracted from that information is that the set
includes a considerable variety of firms that
differ not only in size, but also in their
environment of operation. The majority of
firms have a number of customers for both
years less than 100.000 customers, except for
two firms, whose customers are higher than
2.000.000 in the same years. These firms
appeared as different from the rest: their
number of clients and total sales exceeds the
mean of the group. Additionally, the areas they
serve are highly populated. The remaining
variables considered differ in average from the
rest of the group. Their existence makes the
analysis of environmental variables quite
sensitive. In other words, the fact that the set
of firms includes a subset of them whose
environment of operation is different on
average from the rest requires the proper
control of the environmental issues in the
estimation.
In the extended paper we present tables of
frequencies in order to add some new
information about the firms of the set4 and also
we analyze some partial productivity indices.
MODEL ESTIMATION
For the selection of the model,
econometrics techniques have been used in

subject to: yj ≤ λY
λX ≤ θx j
λZ = zj
λ ∈ R+J
where Y is a N×r matrix of outputs (N:
number of firms; r: number of outputs); X
stands for a N× m matrix of inputs (m: number
of inputs); Z represents a N×s matrix with
information about s environmental variables; θ
is a scalar and λ is a Nx1 vector of constants.
The value of θ obtained will be the efficiency
score for the ith DMU. It will satisfy θ < 1,
with a value of 1 indicating a point on the
frontier and hence a technically efficient
Decision Making Unit (DMU), according to
the Farrell (1957) definition. The linear
programming problem must be solved N times,
once for each DMU in the sample. A value of
θ is then obtained for each DMU (see Coelli,
Prasada Rao and Battese, 1998).
The CRS assumption is only appropriate
when all DMU’s are operating at an optimal
scale. Imperfect competition or constraints on
finance, among others, may cause a DMU to
be not operating at optimal scale. Banker,
Charnes and Cooper (1984) suggested an
extension of the CRS DEA model to account
for variable returns to scale (VRS) situations.
The use of the CRS specification when not all
DMU’s are operating at the optimal scale, will
result in measures of total efficiency (TE). The
measure of scale efficiencies (SE) can be
obtained by calculating the ratio of CRS TE to
VRS TE for each firm. This information will
also be included in the estimations. The CRS
linear programming problem can be easily
modified to account for VRS by adding the
convexity constraint: Sj ?j = 1 to the previous

5
4
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The information about frequencies show that in general
there is no reason to determine a relationship between
sizes, measured in terms of clients and factor intensity.
There are small and big firms which are intensive in the
use of capital. The only relationship to highlight is the one
between clients and area. The number of clients is
negatively related to area of operation: firms with more
clients tend to be situated in highly populated areas, which
is explained by demographical attributes of the country.

To do this, we try a number of alternative variables for
output, inputs and costs. The aim is to obtain a model
whose variables are significant to explain the variability of
total cost. The criteria for the final selection is basically to
have reasonable values for the estimated coefficients,
significance and good adjust. We use panel data
estimation; in particular, we consider generalized least
squares (random effect) and maximum likelihood
estimators. We construct stochastic frontier models (see
Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000)
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problem. 6 One shortcoming of this measure of
efficiency is that the value does not indicate
whether the DMU is operating in an area of
increasing or decreasing returns to scale. This
may be determined by running an additional
DEA problem with a non-increasing returns to
scale (NIRS) assumption. This can be done by
altering the VRS model by substituting the S j ?j
= 1 restriction with S j ? j = 1. The nature of the
scale inefficiencies (i.e. due to increasing or
decreasing returns to scale) for a particular
DMU can be determined by seeing whether the
NIRS TE score is equal to the VRS TE score.
If they are unequal, increasing returns to scale
exist for that DMU. If they are equal,
decreasing returns to scale apply.

firms, which operate in an area with smaller
density rate, does not differ significantly from
the original model. Comparing the model that
only includes structure of demand (CRS M1R)
to the one that includes only density rate (CRS
M1D), major increases in the efficiency
measures belongs to firms that operate in areas
not highly populated, but with a demand
concentrated on res idential sales. Therefore,
this sensibility analysis justifies the inclusion
of both variables in order to capture properly
the environment in which the firms operate.
Table 2 shows the average efficiency for
each of the models considered7 .
Table 2: Argentina, Electricity Distribution.
Average Efficiency for different models (*)

The first model estimated (CRS M1)
which is considered as the original one
assumes CRS and includes the number of
clients as output, total costs as inputs and two
environmental variables: density and structure
of demand. In this case, the average of
efficiency measures is relatively high (0.81).
The standard deviation amounts to 0.17 (see
table 2).

Full Sample

Regarding the inclusion of environmental
variables, we estimate some variations to the
original model.
The first alternative
specification
does
not
include
any
environmental variable (CRS M1A). The
average of measures is relatively low (0.62)
and only one firm appears as 100% efficient.
In this case, the omission of any variable that
might capture the effect of the environment
makes the firms of the set appear as relatively
inefficient. It penalizes the relative efficiency
measurement for the majority of firms.
Additionally, we start including the above
environmental variables one by one. The
impact of each variable on the efficiency
measures is considerable, but it depends on the
firm’s environment. For example, if a firm
operates in an area highly populated, not
considering the density of demand as
environmental
variable
damages
its
measurement quite sensibly compared with the
model that only considers the structure of
demand. In contrast, the measures obtained in
the model that only includes density rate for

6

This approach forms a convex hull of intersecting planes
which envelope the data points more tightly than the CRS
conical hull and thus provides technical efficiency scores
which are greater than or equal to those obtained using the
CRS model. The VRS specification has been the most
commonly used specification in the 1990’s.
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Mean

Std. Dev

Min

CRS 1
CRS M1A
CRS M1R
CRS M1D
CRS M2

0,808
0,620
0,705
0,731
0,869

0,173
0,143
0,166
0,177
0,133

0,259
0,203
0,205
0,232
0,356

CRS M3
CRS M4
CRS M5
VRS M1
SE M1

0,885
0,828
0,851
0,887
0,912

0,130
0,174
0,174
0,125
0,142

0,477
0,259
0,259
0,338
0,264

NIRS M1

0,827

0,174

0,259

Source: own elaboration
Note: (*) CRS M1 : number of clients as out put, total costs
as inputs and two environmental variables: density and structure of
demand. CRS M1A: CRS M1 without environmental variables.
CRS M1R: CRS M1 with only structure of demand as
environmental variable. CRS M1D: CRS M1 with only density as
environmental variable. CRS M2: sales as output, rest equal to
CRS M1. CRS M3 : number of clients and sales as outputs, rest
equal to CRS M1. CRS M4 (Non-oriented Lines): number of
clients and lines as outputs, rest equal to CRS M1. CRS M5 (Nonoriented Employment): total costs and Employment as inputs, rest
equal to CRS M1. VRS M1, SE M1, NIRS M1: stand for CRS M1
with different assumptions regarding returns to scale, scale effects
and non-increasing returns to scale respectively.

The next models estimated includes as
output sales (CRS M2) and clients and sales
(CRS M3) respectively. Both models include
the two environmental variables. The first
thing to notice is the tendency of the mean of
the measures to increase through the above
specifications. The standard deviation also
tends to reduce. However, one can make a
point on the adequacy of this specification, in
particular, the inclusion of the variable sales as

7

In the extended paper we present the
efficiency measures for each firm obtained
through the different models .
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output. On the one hand, energy sold is not so
important for a distributor in the presence of
pass through. Having reached a particular
customer, the amount of energy this customer
consumed is not so relevant as a cost driver.
This variable does not fully capture his
maximizing behaviour. That is why in
empirical applications, sales are replaced with
other variables for output. On the other hand,
the influence of structure of demand (a
different proportion of residential sales), which
in fact might be influencing the relative
performance of firms, is already being
captured by the environmental variable
structure of demand. For the reasons above
mentioned, the models that incorporated sales
as output were considered less relevant than
models that include clients as an output.
There is a point regarding the orientation
of the model. Electricity distributors are
obliged to satisfy the demand; that is why in
public sector utilities, outputs are at least
predetermined. The above reason explained
why an input orientation was selected.
However, it seemed interesting to include as
additional variables of control lines and
employment. In many applications, these
variables are considered as inputs in a
production function. However, considering
lines, this variable might also be labelled as
output.
In any case, the consideration of these two
variables make it necessary alter the
orientation of the model. To be more precise, it
requires defining a non-orientated model.8 This
is the aim of the following models. We began
by specifying a model in which lines were
treated as an output that the firm controlled to
some extent (CRS M4). The second nonorientated model considered employment as
input. (CRS M5). The mean of the efficiency
measures in each case were 0.83 and 0.85
respectively. Their standard deviation was
similar.
Looking at the efficiency measures
predicted by both models, they were consistent

8

In terms of model specification, it requires to
define two kind of output variables, one non
oriented variable (with the same interpretation
than the models below) and an orientated
variable, which captures the idea that to some
extent and even with a lag, firms can control
the length of lines or the use of labour. In the
annex of the paper we are including the
complete description of the model to estimate.
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and fulfilled some desirable properties like
stability. Additionally, considering the data
about the evolution of lines and specially
employment, one can argue that in fact these
variables have been variables of control for the
firms during the period. The number of
employees has significantly been altered
through time. These issues can be related to
economic reforms made in the sector that had
an impact in its productivity. Therefore, all
these justify in theoretical terms the adequacy
of these specifications for the estimation of the
relative efficiency in electricity distribution
sector. Besides, considering the information
about
descriptive
statistics
and
the
correlogram, it is to highlight the relative
similarities between the two non-oriented
models and CRS M1. The mean of the
measures are similar, although the ones
corresponding to the non-oriented models are
higher. The standard deviation and minimum
values are also similar. Finally, there is a high
correlation in the measures between CRS M1,
CRS M4 and CRS M5.
In order to derive some insight on new
aspects of the firms of our data set, we alter the
assumption about returns to scale. Firstly, we
consider the original model CRS M1, but now
assuming that the returns are variable (VRS
M1). Using models CRS M1 and VRS M1, we
calculate scales efficiencies (SE M1).
Secondly, we consider an additional DEA
problem with non-increasing returns to scale
(NIRS M1) imposed. By running such a
problem we get information about whether the
DMU is operating in an area of increasing or
decreasing returns to scale.
Additionally, we compare the results
obtained by each of the models in terms of
efficiency scores and also we include some
general information about the relationship
between efficiency, area of returns to scale at
which each firm is operating and scale9 .
To do this, we consider the capacity that
each of the preceding models has to identify
the same firms as the best and worst
performance in the set. We construct quartiles
with the efficiency scores, that is to say, we
divide the firms in the set into 4 quartiles,
where the first quartile corresponds to the 25%
of least efficient firms. We do this with each of
the models under consideration: CRS M1,
9

See the consistency conditions applied to
utilities introduced by Rossi and Ruzzier
(2000) based on Bauer et. al (1998).
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VRS M1 and NIRS M1. Table 3 presents the
information regarding the coincidence of the
models.
Table 3: Argentina, Electricity Distribution.
Consistency between models.
quartiles VRS M1

quartiles CRS M1

Q1
Q2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

18
72%
7

4
17%
10

2
8%
4

1
4%
3

25
100%
24

28%

42%
10
42%

17%
10
42%
8
33%

13%
4
17%
16
67%

100%
24
100%
24
100%

25
100%

24
100%

24
100%

24
100%

97
100%

Q4

Total

1
4%
18

5

25
100%
24
100%
24

75%
5
21%
24
100%

21%
19
79%
24
100%

100%
24
100%
97
100%

Q3
Q4
Total

quartiles NIRS M1

quartiles CRS M1

Q1
Q2

Q1

Q2

23
92%
2
8%

2
8%
21
88%
1

Q3

4%
Q4
Total

25
100%

24
100%

Q3

Source: Own elaboration

In the upper left side, it appears the
number of firms that both mo dels agree to
identify as the relatively least efficient firms,
while in the lower right side it shows the
number of firms that both models agree to
identify as the relatively most efficient. The
models tend to identify reasonably well the
same firms as relatively more and less
efficient.
We also construct quartiles for the
variables total costs and number of clients. In
order to distinguish the relationship, if any,
between the scale and the efficiency scores.
We do not find a defined relationship between
efficiency and size, measured in terms of
clients. To some extent, the analysis of partial
productivity indexes is consistent with it.10
Additionally, we analyse the relationship
between the kind of returns to scale exhibited
by the firms, and efficiency scores. In this
sense, we conclude that in general the most
efficient firms are those that exhibit decreasing
return to scale.

10

Furthermore, if we replace the variable
clients with total costs, as a proxy for scale, we
arrive at similar conclusions, indicating lack of
correlation.
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THE ROLE OF OWNERSHIP IN
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY
At the beginning of the period, there were
many firms that were publicly owned. During
the 90´s. there has been a process of
privatisation. It is interesting to analyse
whether this process had any effect on the
relative efficiency measurement.
As a preliminary conclusion about it, one
can check in the following chart that there are
substantial differences in the measures
regarding whether the firm is private or
publicly owned. For the comparison, we select
three models: the original model CRS M1 and
the non-oriented models CRS M4 and CRS
M5. Table 4 shows average efficiency and
some descriptive statistics for the sample that
includes all the firms and two sub samples:
private and public firms.
Table 4: Argentina. Electricity Distribution.
Average Efficiency of Private and publicly
owned firms
Mean Std. Dev

Min

Max

All Firms

0,808
0,828
0,851

0,173
0,174
0,174

0,259
0,259
0,259

1
1
1

CRS 1
CRS M4
CRS M5

Private
Ownership

0,846
0,864
0,900

0,130
0,128
0,113

0,530
0,530
0,537

1
1
1

CRS 1
CRS M4
CRS M5

Public
Ownership

0,670
0,696
0,671

0,229
0,242
0,229

0,259
0,259
0,259

1
1
1

CRS 1
CRS M4
CRS M5

Source: own elaboration

Compared with the full sample, the mean
of the measures for the private firm group were
in average 5% above the mean, while if we
considered the public firm subset, they were in
average
16%
below.
Regarding
the
information about the standard deviation, the
sub sample of private firms had measures that
differed relatively less (their measure are less
dispersed) and their minimum values were
higher. Therefore, considering the information
about mean, standard deviation, maximum and
minimum values, it is possible to argue that
private firms tend to have a better performance
in average than their publicly owned
counterparts. This justifies a positive analysis
of the privatisation with respect to relative
efficiency measurement, which motivates the
next section.
In most DEA applications, even those
where the DMUs exhibit a large degree of
homogeneity, it is possible to find ways to
group them by exogenous (e.g. geography,
demographics) or operational (e.g. labour
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shifts, management) characteristics. Therefore,
programme evaluation 11 – the identification of
inherent efficiency differences across such
groups, separately from the potential
inefficiency of individual DMUs- becomes an
important instance in the evaluation of relative
efficiency of firms. In this context, we start
analysing the role of ownership as a potential
attribute to identify programs 12 . From the
information
presented
above,
some
preliminary conclusion can be derived in the
sense that to some extent ownership is
relevant. In this section, we further analyse
how relevant it is. We use rank statistics to
program evaluation.13
To isolate the programmatic evaluation
objective from other dimensions that might
have inferred in the analysis, we conduct the
following experiment. We focus on the
attribute type of ownership. We split the set of
firms in two: private and publicly owned firms
and we generate two programs. We adjust for
managerial efficiency differences while
evaluating the program and we apply DEA
techniques. The procedure can be summarized
in general as follows:
i.

ii.

Split the group of all DMUs (j=1,…,n)
into two programs consisting of n1 and n2
DMUs (n1 + n2 = n). Run DEA separately
for the two groups. We consider the model
named as CRS M1. The proportions of
efficient DMUs in the two groups are
compared (using a t-test). Additionally,
we compare the mean efficiency scores
and the entire distributions.
In each of the two groups separately,
adjust inefficient DMUs to their “level if
efficient” value by projecting each DMU
onto the efficiency frontier of its group.

iii. Run a pooled (or “inter-envelop”) DEA
with all the n DMUs at their adjusted
efficient levels.
iv. Apply a statistical test to the results of III
to determine if the two groups have the
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same distribution of efficiency values
within the pooled DEA set.
In step [iii], the original data for DMUs
that were identified as inefficient within their
program have been replaced with the
corresponding adjusted-to-efficiency values. If
the hypothesis that the two programs were
drawn from the same distribution (same
efficiency frontier for the two programs) were
true, then running DEA separately for each
group in Step [i], should reveal the same
frontier for both groups. Further, after the
adjustment in Step [ii], we should expect to see
all (or most) of the DMUs rated as efficient in
Step [iii]. This situation corresponds to a null
that the two programs share the same frontier.
If, on the other hand, one program is superior
to the other, even after adjusting the values of
inefficient DMUs in the two programs, then
we shall still witness an efficiency gap for the
DMUs in the inferior program when the two
are evaluated simultaneously.
To execute step [iv], a suitable statistic is
needed to measure the distance between the
distribution of efficiency ratings determined in
Step [iii] for each group and a distribution in
which all the ratings are equal to unity (i.e. all
the DMUs are efficient). We use the Mann
Withney rank test.
Regarding the results obtained, we
conduct some test hypotheses in order to
compare the efficiency scores and rankings of
the two sets. Firstly, we compare the mean of
the rakings and measures. We use two-sample
t tests of the hypothesis that the mean of
private firms rankings equals the mean of
public firms rankings. We consider both cases:
that the two-sample data are assumed to have
equal variances and not. In both cases, we
reject the null that the mean of the efficiency
scores are equal independently of ownership.
Secondly, we compare the entire distributions.
To do this, we consider a Kruskal-Wallis
equality of populations rank test, which tests
the hypothesis that several samples are from
the same population. Again the evidence
allows us to reject the null that both subsets
were from the same population.14

11

See Banker (1993) and specially Brockett
and Golany (1996) for a detailed description
of program evaluation.
12
A program is a grouping of DMUs who
share certain joint characteristics. Under these
circumstances, it is often desirable to evaluate
the aggregate performance at the program level
and compare it with other programs .

However, these tests are of limited value.
Therefore, to measure the distance between the
distribution of efficiency ratings determined in

14

The statistic value is 34.56 which is to be
compared with a Chi-square distribution with
one degree of freedom.
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step [iii] for each group and a distribution in
which all ratings are equal ot unity (are all
efficient), we use a Mann-Withney rank test.
The number of observations for the two
subsets are n1=76 and n2=21. U=2227
Z=12.52. When we conduct the test, we obtain
that the null hypothesis can not be rejected.
However, when testing the differences in
means or the distributions of efficiency ratings
we have already concluded that the means
were different and the scores belonged to
different distributions. This situation appears
as puzzling. One rationalization of it can be the
case where one program outperforms the other
up to a certain point (input resource level) and
then the frontier intersects and the other
program becomes the more efficient.
A way around this problem should be to
repeat the Step [iv] for subsets of the two
programs grouped by a magnitude of input. In
fact, this is one of the extensions to the present
section which is included in the extended
paper. The idea is to identify some indicator,
like size that could capture the intersection
point between the two frontiers. To find this
indicator we use econometrics techniques.
Then, it is necessary to test the null only for
the DMUs whose size is smaller than or equal
to the intersection point and if the
characterization is correct, the test should
reveal the superiority of the corresponding
program in that region.
In any case, the present analysis focuses
on the performance of groups of units, rather
than individual performance. These procedures
simplify the analysis while providing powerful
tools for the relevant tests and also useful
information for the estimation of the relative
efficiency for the electricity distribution firms
in Argentina.
CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
In this paper we applied DEA
methodology for the efficiency measurement
in a regulatory context by the construction of
an efficiency frontier. From the results
obtained, it appears that DEA is appropriately
for the estimation of the relative efficiency and
at the same time it allows us to increase the
information that a regulator has, which
contributes to alleviate the problem of
imperfect information, typical of this kind of
sectors.
We tried different assumptions regarding
returns to scale and we found that the
estimation of relative efficiency among models
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were consistent. Therefore, we considers the
CRS assumption as a robust specification.
With respect to the role of ownership, we
found that in average private firms tend to be
relatively more efficient than publicly owned
firms.
In the extended paper, we also consider
the possibility that the measures vary along
time. We estimate the expected efficiency
gains that derive from shifts in the frontier
reflecting efficiency gains at the sectoral level
and try to separate them from the movements
of the individual firms towards the frontier,
reflecting catching up effects.
Another extension should be to repeat the
procedure for ownership for subsets of the two
programs grouped by some indicator, like size
that could capture the intersection point
between the two frontiers. In any case, the
focus on the performance of groups of units,
rather than individual performance provides
useful information for the estimation of the
relative efficiency for the electricity
distribution firms in Argentina.
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ABSTRACT
Two types of efficiency can be identified in a pro duction system: technical efficiency and
economic efficiency. The former is concerned with the physical aspects of production, and the latter
with the economic aspects. To be economically efficient, a system should have maximum technical
efficiency. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) was used to analyze the efficiency of the production
system. Over eight years (1995 -2002) technologies were adopted in a ranch. Ten inputs and one
output were used to evaluate the production system efficiency. Principal component analysis (PCA)
was utilized to determine the most important inputs (“mineral salt/ vaccine/medication”; “labor and
social security taxes” and “investment”) with significant correlation (p<0.01) with the three first
components that accounted for 91.6% of the total variation. The efficiency calculated with DEA for
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 was for constant returns to the scale (CCR)
0.8290, 0.6571, 1, 0.5390, 0.7990, 0.8010, 1 and 0.9291; and for variable returns to the scale (BCC)
0.8841, 0.7460, 1, 0.6350, 0.8530, 0.9342, 1 and 1, respectively. The years 1997 and 2001 were
considered of maximum technical efficiency. The inefficient years were due to the increasing returns to
the scale or the decreasing returns to scale. Therefore, the rancher did not invest efficiently. The input
“investment” should be better adjusted to the other inputs.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the significant lack of
information on the performance of beef cattle
in Brazil, its relevance for agribusiness is
unquestionable. This activity accounts for
around 47% of the total Brazilian meat
production occurring in almost all the
municipalities in the country, under different
production systems with a great range of
productivity
levels
(BLISKA
and
GONÇALVES, 1998).
The decision making process of the rural
producer is a complex one, and most of the

times is characterized by multiple outputs, and
some of which are non- economic in nature.
(CEZAR et al., 2000). However, the
producer’s decision making will always be
guided by his/her dissatisfaction with the
current status of the activity as a business. In
face of this scenario, one could state that the
productive and economic performances of this
activity are, today, the most important
objectives in the decision making process
(CEZAR, 2001), given the increasing demand
to produce in a more economic, effective,
efficient and competitive way. Such demand
leads to a tendency of intensification, though
not total nor at the same level in the various
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regions (EUCLIDES FILHO, 2000). Beef
cattle in Pantanal is developed in extensive
natural farms with management characteristics
being guided by flooding (POTT et al., 1989).
This work aimed to apply Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to evaluate the
efficiency of introducing different technologies
into the traditional production system of
extensive cattle farms in Pantanal, over time.
Understanding the efficiency and identifying
the inefficiencies of the process of technology
introduction will allow guiding future decision
making aimed at furthering the competitive
capacity of Pantanal farms.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
This work was carried out in a sector of
Alegria farm ( Chatelodo sector), covering an
area of 6,364 hectares, located in the sub
region of Nhecolândia, in Mato Grosso do Sul.
The project was developed over five years
(May 1994 -May 1999), with the new
technologies being slowly introduced and
monitored, as described by ABREU (2004).
The technologies were implemented in
Alegria farm under the direct management of
its proprietor. Implementation costs (inputs)
were recorded, as well as the sale of animals
(output), and the economic data were recorded
by the farm unit. Thus, the changes carried out
for the traditional production were extended to
the whole property. The change in the system
was definitive and the economic data
continued being recorded even after
monitoring ended. Hence, the collection of
economic data was carried out over 8 years
(1995 through 2002).
On–farm input costs are traditionally
classified as 10 items:
1.

Mineral salt/vaccines /medications;

2.

Fuel;

3.

Utensils/tools for cattle-raising activities;

4.

Tax and office expenses;

5.

Machinery and vehicle maintenance;

6.

Labor and social security taxes;

7.

Hire truck;

8.

Investments (acquisition of bulls, tractors,
facilities, etc.);

9.

Proprietor trips to the farm; and
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10. Sale commission (animals sold by owner
at rural auctions).
11. The costs were inflation adjusted by the
General Price Index (GPI), of the Institute
of Applied Economic Research (Instituto
de Pesquisas Econômicas Aplicadas IPEA). Revenues are obtained from the
sale of different categories of beef cattle in
Pantanal, as described by ABREU et al.
(2001).
The economic data of each year (19952002), estimated in loco with the help of the
farm owner, were based on a decision making
unit (DMU), since, over time, the new
technologies were slowly introduced into the
extensive traditional system of the region, with
management adjusted to the Pantanal’s
characteristics of commercialization, labor and
environment (MORAES and COMASTRI
FILHO, 2003). The program DEAP, version
2.1 (COELLI, 1996) was used to solve the
linear problems of DEA analysis.
Since the new technologies applied aimed
at increased production, the DEA model
applied was the programming multistage,
product orientation with constant returns to the
scale (CRS) and variable returns to the scale
(VRS), as described by COELLI (1996).
The choice of the number of inputs and
outputs may affect the discrimination of the
DMUs , as compared to the efficiency analysis
(BOUSSOFIANE et al., 1991). Aiming to
decrease the number of inputs in the DEA
analysis, the principal components analysis
(PCA) was applied. The principal components,
accounting for 90% of the total data variation,
were used to calculate the univariate
correlation between the variables and the
components. The variables, whose estimates
had highly significant correlations with the
components (p<0.01) were used as input
variables in the DEA analysis.
According to JOHNSON and WICHERN
(1999), although the correlations between the
variables and components often help with
interpretation, they only measure the univariate
contribution of the variable X to the
component Y, without indicating the
importance of X to Y in the presence of other
Xs. However, in practice, variables with large
coefficients (in absolute values) tend to present
high correlations with frequently equal results.
The procedures PRINCOMP and CORR
were applied to the principal component
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analysis and correlation analysis using the
statistical package SAS (SAS, 1999).
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account for 52.9%, 28.8% and 9.8%,
respectively, of the total variance. It is verified
that the coefficient variables labor and social
security taxes and investments are the most
significant, in the first and second principal
components, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the percents of the cost
items, as compared to the total costs into
which technologies were implemented and the
activities monitored. One can observe that
under the extensive cattle raising system
analyzed, the item labor and social security tax
costs presented the highest relative importance.

Such result is expected because as
technologies are slowly introduced into the
farm, labor is seen as one of the critical points
in fostering
productive efficiency in the
region (CADAVID GARCIA, 1986).

Table 2 shows the three principal
components (PCs) and respective eigenvalues
which account for 91.6% of the total variance
of the total data set. The eigenvalues of the
first, second and third principal components

The introduction of technologies by the
farmer leads to investments. The items directly
linked to this introduction are fence reform and
water well construction.

Table 1 – Percents of expenditure items, in relation to total costs from 1995 to 2002, at the Alegria
farm.
Itens
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
S/V/M

10.04 %

12.22 %

15.72 %

10.78 %

12.49 %

13.74 %

12.14 %

11.10 %

CO

4.10 %

5.42 %

6.51 %

5.56 %

5.07 %

5.13 %

6.10 %

6.83 %

U/F

2.63 %

4.33 %

2.46 %

3.18 %

2.95 %

2.34 %

2.65 %

3.33 %

I /E.

5.59 %

14.30 %

10.29 %

8.48 %

7.49 %

9.11 %

10.69 %

6.50 %

M

17.01 %

8.96 %

12.61 %

11.74 %

6.93 %

11.18 %

8.70 %

9.64 %

MO /ES

28.22 %

30.91 %

34.47 %

31.73 %

29.76 %

36.21 %

31.26 %

30.59 %

F

2.57 %

3.03 %

3.99 %

3.32 %

3.87 %

2.44 %

2.12 %

2.90 %

I

19.35 %

17.95 %

5.23 %

18.45 %

22.32 %

7.94 %

10.23 %

16.04 %

V

3.77 %

2.47 %

2.84 %

1.28 %

1.82 %

2.61 %

3.87 %

3.33 %

CV
TOTAL

6.71 %

0.40 %

5.87 %

5.45 %

7.28 %

9.27 %

12.22 %

9.71 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

S/V/M - mineral salt/vaccines /medications, CO - Fuel; U/F - utensils/tools; I/E - tax and office expenses; M - machinery and
vehicle maintenance; MO/ES - labor and social security taxes; F - hire truck; I - investments (acquisition of bulls, tractors,
facilities, etc.); V- proprietor trips to the farm; CV - sale commission.
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Table 2 –Three first principal components of inputs and self- values
Eigenvalues
193550825.00
105485069.00

35918032.00

Difference

88065756.00

69567037.00

__

Proportion

0.5293

0.2885

0.0982

Cumulative

0.529

0.817

0.916

CP1

CP2

CP3

S/V/M

0.3263

-0.0238

-0.1553

CO

0.0963

-0.0017

-0.0651

U/F

0.0278

0.0994

-0.1025

I /E.

0.2689

0.1515

-0.5934

M

0.2239

0.1081

0.4629

MO /ES

0.8373

0.1976

0.1220

F

0.0043

0.0548

-0.0410

I

-0.2135

0.8999

0.2261

V

0.0107

-0.0758

0.0113

CV

0.1110

-0.3119

0.5716

Variable

CP – Principal component; S/V/M - mineral salt/vaccines /medications; CO - Fuel; U/F - utensils/tools; I/E - tax and office
expenses; M - machinery and vehicle maintenance; MO/ES - labor and social security taxes; F - hire truck; I - investments
(acquisition of bulls, tractors, facilities, etc.); V- proprietor trips to the farm; CV - sale commission.

Table 3 – Estimates of the efficiency by means of models of constant returns (CCR) and variable
returns (BCC) to the scale, 1995 - 2002, at the Alegria farm.
Scale
Ano
CCR
BCC
Scale inefficient
CCR / BCC
1995

0.8290

0.8841

0.9381

irs

1996

0.6571

0.7460

0.8800

drs

1997

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

-

1998

0.5390

0.6350

0.8480

drs

1999

0.7990

0.8530

0.9361

irs

2000

0.8010

0.9342

0.8581

drs

2001

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

-

2002

0.9291

1.0000

0.9291

irs

Mean

0.82

0.88

0.90

drs – decreasing returns-to-scale; irs – increasing returns-to-scale.

Table 3 summarizes the study of efficient
technology introduction into the production

system, in terms of monetary units of inputs
and output, carried out over time, (8 years) at
the Alegria farm. It was observed that the
tendency over the implementation period was
of gradual increases in efficiency, both in the
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Assuming constant returns to the scale, the
inefficiencies may be due to the scale
production; otherwise, the model with variable
returns to the scale (BBC) is obtained. The
mean efficiency found was 0.88; by the model
CCR, the years considered inefficient by the
model CCR were also considered so by the
model BBC.
The scale efficiency measurement is the
ratio between the measurements of technical
efficiency in the models with constant returns
and variable returns, if the ratio is equal to one,
the inputs and output of a particular year will
be handled in optimum scales. Conversely, the
input buy and sell decisions were technically
inefficient, since they were not handled in
optimal scales. The years of 1995, 1996, 1998,
2000 and 2002 presented this characteristic.
The scale inefficiencies were considered
of the type of increasing return (irs) and
decreasing return (drs) to the scale, in 1995,
1999 and 2002; and 1996, 1998 and 2000,
respectively. In the first (irs), the producer
could have inserted more inputs into the
production system, which would have
increased the output volume, with consequent
efficiency increase in the years with “drs”,
there would be more technical efficiency,
provided input costs were reduced. The
interpretation of the production scale
variations, as an attempt to increase technical
efficiency does not take into consideration the
technological changes in the producer’s
activity.
Figure 1 shows efficiency estimated by
the model CCR, in relation to the individual
factor of the output (annual revenue). The
mean and the standard deviation over the
annual revenue were calculated in 305,162.26
± 50,128.03 reais, despite maximum
efficiency, which occurred in 2001, not

The revenues reached in 1995, 1996,
1997, 1998, 1999 and 2002 may be considered
similar, although only 1997 was considered as
of maximum efficiency.
Possibly, the
technological transformation underwent by the
production system, with the adjustments made
over the period, might have been the reason for
the input costs to be proportionally different in
the period.
1
0.9
Efficiency

It was observed that in the result of the
DEA methodology of constant returns to the
scale (CCR), the mean technical efficiency
found was of 0.82.The mean level of
technical
inefficiency
over
the
implementation of the technologies was of
0.18 or 18% (1 – 0.82), i.e., in 1996, 1998 and
2000 input costs could have been reduced
without compromising the output (revenue
cattle sale). In 1995, 1999 and 2002, input
costs could have been increased, for the
revenue was higher.

necessarily the highest revenue, having
obtained greater efficiency as a direct
consequence.

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
150000

250000

350000

450000

Annual revenue
1995
1999

1996
2000

1997
2001

1998
2002

Figure 1 – Efficiency, over the years, in
relation to the annual revenue (reais)
Figures 2, 3 and 4 shows efficiency over
the period in relation to three inputs items:
“mineral salts/vaccines/medications” (S/V/M),
“labor and social security taxes” (MO/ES) and
“investments”(INV).

Efficiency

model of constant returns to the scale and in
the model of variable returns to the scale.
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S/V/M - mineral salt/vaccines /medications.

Figure 2 – Efficiency over the years in relation
to input S/V/M (reais)
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new technologies by producers in the region
(ABREU et al., 2001).

Efficiency

Mean costs and standard deviation over
the period, with input S/M/V were 20,015.96 ±
4,795.51 reais. In 2001, cost was lower than
the average for this type of input, this being
one of the factors contributing to higher
efficiency. The year of 1997 was among the
years in which most investment was made on
this input; in 2000, there was more expenditure
with S/M/V, although efficiency was not
maximum. The cost of mineral salt is an
important component of
cattle raising
maintenance costs, under native pasture
conditions. (CADAVID GARCIA, 1986).
However, its use is essential to increase the
birth rate and weight gain of calves in
Pantanal.
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Figure 4 - Efficiency over the years in relation
to input INV (reais)
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MO/ES – labor and social security taxes.

Figure 3 - Efficiency over the years in
relation to input MO/ES (reais)
The inputs labor and social security taxes
presented the highest percents, in the sum of
inputs the producer used over the period
analyzed. Over the years of maximum
eficiency it is observed that the MO/ES costs
may be considered medium, since the 1997
and 2001 costs are within the mean interval
plus one standard deviation, calculated for the
period (51.740,86 ± 11.884,54 reais). It could
be deduced that the issue is not the number of
workers involved in management but their
experience in implementing and developing
the modified production system.
Better trained labor is essential for the
intensification of cattle raising activities in the
region since the producers consider rural labor
to be unskilled and of low productive
efficiency (CADAVID GARCIA, 1986),
making this factor critical in the adoption of

Overall, the years in which more costs
were recorded for the input “investment” were
the least efficient. However, it can be observed
that the years during which the most
investment took place were followed by years
with higher efficiencies.
Summing up, it can be assumed that the
investments made might jeopardize the
efficiency of the system as a whole. However,
the investments, especially on fences and
wells, provided the physical foundation for the
technologies to be implemented and improved.
Another aspect is that the investments made on
extensive beef cattle raising systems respond
more slowly, in relation to gains provided by
technological innovations. The important thing
to do is to invest in an orderly way to
guarantee a balanced expenditure during the
years analyzed.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Data Development Analysis (DEA) is a
new tool that has been utilized to analyze the
efficiency of animal production systems.
Further studies are needed aiming to adapt
other DEA models, which may be
implemented in the future, especially in
extensive beef cattle systems in regions with
environmental restrictions to intensive animal
production systems.
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ABSTRACT
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a non-parametric technique has been used for the
productivity evaluation of decision-making units (DMU's) in a large number of studies. In addition to the
essentiality of a technique for evaluation, the necessary tools and applications are the requirements of a
productivity system. This paper is intended to describe the gap from the Data Envelopment Analysis
technique to Productivity System. To this end, the necessary techniques, tools, and applications will be
discussed throughout the paper. A productivity system designed for the 25 Provincial Gas Companies of
the National Iranian Gas Company (NIGC) will be presented next.
Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis, Productivity System, Indices, Provincial Gas Company,
National Iranian Gas Company.

1. INTRODUCTION
To manage productivity in the true sense of
the term, four formal phases must be
recognized: measurement, evaluation, planning,
and improvement. These four phases form a
continuous
productivity
processthe
productivity cycle.
Once the productivity of an organization is
measured, it must be compared with the target
level set up in the technical limits. Based on this
evaluation, a new productivity level must then
be planned for the coming periods. Finally,
depending on the level of the planned target of
productivity, improvement must take place in
the periods to come. To determine if the
planned level has been achieved, productivity
must be measured again in the next period.
This paper systematically describes
conceptual methodologies, techniques, and tools
for the measurement and evaluation phases of
the productivity cycle.

The paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the requirement steps of a
productivity system, and sections 3 through 6
present the necessary concepts, methodologies,
tools, and applications for each step: indexing,
modelling, construction, and implementation,
respectively. A case study of the development
of a productivity system for the 25 Provincial
Gas Companies of the National Iranian Gas
Company (NIGC) will be presented in section 7.
Concluding remarks appear in section 8.
2. PRODUCTIVITY SYSTEMS
There are some requirements to develop
and implement a productivity system that are
necessary for all the levels of any organization.
These requirements can be covered through the
following main steps:
1. Indexing
2. Modelling
3. Construction
4. Implementation
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In the first step of developing a productivity
system, we have to define or choose indexes1
and then detail them down to the lowest level of
indicators for each decision-making unit
(DMU). In section 3, this step will be discussed
on two sub steps: the index definition and the
indicators recognition.
The second step deals with models’
developments on two levels: (1) the models’
development for constructing inputs and outputs
from the lowest level of indicators and (2) the
models’ development for evaluating the DMU
that uses its inputs to produce its outputs. In
section 4, this step will be discussed on two sub
steps: the models of indexes and the models of
evaluation.
In the third step of developing a
productivity system, the necessary soft wares
have to be constructed. Based on the inputs and
outputs and their indicators defined in the first
step and the two levels of models developed in
the second step, some soft wares are needed in
order to handle these things. So, in section 5, the
features of the necessary soft wares will be
discussed on two sub steps: the soft wares of
data gathering and calculations and the soft
wares of evaluation.
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Having classified the under evaluation part
of the organization into some levels, we are
ready now to do the indexing through two sub
steps: index definition and indicator recognition.
3-1 The index definition
Now the under evaluation decision making
units have been classified into the distinct
levels. We are ready to define the inputs and
outputs of each DMU as its indexes, through
doing both library and field studies for each
DMU. In the library study, we have to focus on
the duties considered for each DMU and also
concentrate on its aims and scopes. In the field
study, we have to focus on the differences
between realities and documents and distinguish
the formal and necessary activities from the
informal and unnecessary ones and so on.
Let's consider an under evaluation DMU
as a triangle as follows:

Outcomes
Effectiveness

Productivity
DMU

The final step of developing a productivity
system deals with the arrangements and the
necessary preparations for the system
implementation. In section 6, this step will also
be discussed.

Outputs

Inputs
Efficiency

Figure 2: Inputs, outputs , and outcomes of a DMU

3. INDEXING
The most important step of developing a
productivity system is indexing. First of all, it is
necessary to classify the under evaluation part
of the organization into different levels. These
are the levels of organization in its top chart.
Level 1

DMU 1 1

Level 2
DMU 2 1

DMU 2 2

DMU23

The DMU consumes the inputs to produce
the outputs in order to achieve the outcomes.
The DMU exists exactly because of the
outcomes and to achieve the outcomes. The
manager of a DMU is trying to produce
maximum outputs while consuming minimum
inputs.
In order to evaluate the efficiency, the
effectiveness and the productivity levels of each
DMU, the following models have to be
considered

Level 3
DMU 2 1 1

DMU 2 1 2

DMU213

DMU 2 1 4

Efficiency:
Inputs
Effectiveness: Outputs
Productivity: Inputs

DMU
DMU
DMU

Outputs
Outcomes
Outcomes

Figure 1: Levels
1

We use Index to refer to an input or output.

Then, a DMU is productive if it works
efficiently and if its master DMU has planned
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effectively. Therefore from this point of view
we have to evaluate its efficiency in order to
quantify its contribution to the productivity.
Through library and field studies we obtain
clear definitions of the inputs, the outputs, and
the outcomes for each DMU. Having presented
these definitions, the relations between the
different levels can be defined next. As an
example, the levels 1 and 2 are depicted in
Figure 3.
Outcomes
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is a function of the indicators of the next level.
As a result, for each index we have an upside
down tree in which the index is at its root and
some of the indicators, its leaves. The other
nodes describe the middle level indicators. We
will illustrate the concept by an example later.

x2 j

y2 j

.

.

.

Level 1
Outputs
=Outcomes

DMU 1

y1 j

x1 j

DMU

j

.

.

.

xmj

ysj

Inputs
The model of evaluation

Level 2

The model of indexes

Outputs
Outputs
Outputs

DMU 2 1

Inputs

Figure 4: Modelling

DMU 2 2

Inputs
DMU23

4-2 The Evaluation Models
Inputs

Figure 3: Inputs, Outputs, and Outcomes of two
levels
3-2 The indicators recognition
In order to quantify the inputs and outputs,
we have to define them as a function of the
indicators introduced in the lower level. Also
occasionally we have to repeat this rule several
times to define the relations between inputs or
outputs and the indicators in the lowest level.
These are the raw data originally generated.
This sub step focuses on the recognition of
all the levels of the indicators especially the
indicators in the lowest level.
4. MODELLING
The next step towards designing a
productivity system is the models’ development
divided into two parts. These two, the
evaluation models and the index quantification
models are depicted in the following Figure. We
will discus them in full detail in the next two
sections.
4-1 The indexes Quantification Models
In the previous sections, the indexes and
indicators of different levels were introduced.
Now we need to define the relationship between
the indexes and indicators. Basically, each index

Having prepared the inputs and outputs, we
are ready for evaluation.
A qualified model has to be mobilized with
special features such as capability for dealing
with multi inputs and/or outputs. It must also be
able to rank the DMU's and handle the
compensability property. The model has to take
into account different types of return to the scale
and provide also the improving scheme for
productivity in both the input or output
orientations. It is necessary to overcome the
difficulties caused by the categorized and
nondiscretionary data.
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) models
originally found in 1978 (see [1]) are
appropriate for evaluations with the above
requirements. For the models of ranking DMU's
see [2] and [3]. For the returns to the scale
property of the models see [4], [5], and [6]. To
deal with the categorical data see [7]. For
nondiscretionary variables see [8]. Finally for
the weight restriction models see [9], [10], and
[11].
DEA models can be utilized in both vertical
and horizontal cases. In the vertical situation,
we are facing with a number of different
homogenous DMUs, but in the horizontal case
we look at just one DMU within different time
periods i.e. in each period the DMU is
considered as a new unit.
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5. THE CONSTRUCTION
Although indexing and modelling are the
most important parts of a productivity system,
they are not the only ones. We need to
implement these ideas in a soft ware which is
handy, friendly and easy to use. Naturally the
necessary softwares can be classified into two
types as will be discussed in the following
sections.
5-1 Data gathering and calculation
The role of a soft ware in the gathering of
the data and calculating the inputs and outputs is
prominent. Such a soft ware should be equipped
with a powerful database to handle huge data. A
local network can help collect the distributed
data from different departments. In case of long
distance locations, a web-base version can be of
great help. It is clear that such soft wares should
be capable to handle complicated operations and
calculate the quantity of inputs and outputs
accurately.
5-2 The evaluation software
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As a fact, the organizations are
continuously changed. The productivity system
has to be flexible enough to take into account
these changes. A majority of the changes will be
related to inputs and outputs. These have to be
reviewed in the change management committee
with the relevant expertise.
Teaching the system to the administrator
and the operators can guarantee its life. This
process must be scheduled carefully and be long
enough to make sure that the people involved
with system understand their roles and function
properly.
Finally, supporting the system from two
aspects, softwares and hardwares is expected.
7. The Case
Companies

study

-

Provincial

Gas

The National Iranian Gas Company (NIGC)
is one of the major companies in the public
sector responsible for the refining, transforming,
and distributing gas in Iran.

For
evaluating
the
DMU's,
Data
Envelopment Analysis models were suggested.
The DEA models are the linear programming
problems. To deal with an LP problem a
mathematical modelling language and solving
software is desirable. This part can be supported
with the general-purpose commercial software
such as AIMMS [12], GAMS [13], and so on.

The distribution of gas is done all over Iran
by 25 the Provincial Gas Companies (PGC)
affiliated to NIGC.

In addition, the software has to be able to
customize the DEA model to handle the returns
to the scale, the orientations, the weight
restrictions, the vertical or horizontal sides, the
categorical variable, the nondiscretionary
variable and so on.

As observed in Figure 5, there are 20
offices in the headquarters and some offices in
the operation part. The top chart of all 25 PGC's
is more or less the same. Now, we want to
follow the steps of developing and executing a
productivity system for these companies.

A PGC is an organization with its
headquarters located in the capital of the
province which supports its regional office
around the area. They define a set of different
DMUs according to the number of their offices.

7.1 Productivity indexing for PGCs
6. THE IMPLEMENTATION
Indexes, models, and softwares have been
integrated to make the productivity system. We
need to make sure the overall system works
properly before going to the execution step. We
need to test it with different sample data and
find out its capabilities and weak points. To
have such a system running in our organization
the following considerations should be attended.
The system should be strongly understood
and supported by the management board. This
would be a guarantee to provide correct,
accurate, and on time data for system.

Generally PGCs can be classified into 5
levels:
Level 1: Executive director
Level 2: Offices under supervision of a
managing director
Level 3: Vice chancellors
Level 4: Offices under supervision of vice
chancellors
Level 5: Civil Gas Transference Areas
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Executive Director

Internal
Accounting

Legal Affairs

Security

Financial and Support
Assistant

Measurement and
Distribution of Gas

Research Affairs

Planning and
Controlling

Affairs of the
Agreements

Exploitation Assistant

Computer
Services

Transportation and
Communications

Financial Affairs

Sales Coordination
and Customers'
Services

Administrative
Affairs
Goods
Affairs

Civil Gas
Transference
Areas
Civil Gas
Transference
Civil Gas
Areas
Transference
Areas

Public
Relations

Secretariat

Technical and Safety
Inspections

Execution of Drafts and
Engineering Assistant

The Drafts
Services
Technical and
Engineering
Services

Execution of
Drafts
Gas Transferring
to Industries

Figure 5: A Typical Top Chart of the PGC

For each DMU, the inputs and outputs have
to be defined just like its indexes.
As an example, let's take a look at the
inputs and outputs of the PGC at level 1
(managing director):

Figure 6: Inputs and outputs at the first
level of PGC
Next, we need to define the indicators for
each level. We will describe them in the
modelling step later.
7.2 Productivity modelling for PGC's

Reliability

Personnel
Costs

Developing
NonPersonnel
Costs
Capital
Costs

PGC

Two levels of the models as described in
section 4 have to be developed for PGC's: the
indexes quantification models and the
evaluation models.

Acceptability
Distribution
Costs

The first one utilizes the tree format as
described in the earlier sections. We will define
85 indexes (inputs and outputs) for each PGC
using this methodology.
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This part can easily be illustrated through
an example. We will apply the methodology to
an output of the PGC at the first level (executive
director).
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Where, importance weights define the
importance of each factor in this level.
The Stability factor is dependent on two
other variables: domestic and non-domestic
cutting offs. Also the Safety factor is dependent
on two elements: gas leaking and accidents.
Then, we have the three levels of the tree as:

Figure 9: Tree format for three levels

In this level we have to calculate the
elements of the domestic and non-domestic
cutting offs, gas leaking, and the accidents.
Each element is dependent on some other
entries. This process has to be continued so that
we reach at the independent component. These
independent components are the leaves of the
tree. The original or raw data are located at this
level. These data have to be organized and
gathered. The complete tree is depicted in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: An output of PGC in the tree format
At the first level, Reliability is dependent
on two parts: Stability and Safety. Therefore, the
index can be shown as follows:

Figure 8: Tree format for two levels.

The evolution models of the productivity
system for PGC's have thus been developed
according to Data Envelopment Analysis
methodology. Both vertical and horizontal
cases, input and output orientations, all types of
returns to scale, and weight restrictions have
also been considered. These features can be
organized in an integrated model (see [14] for
detail) as:
Suppose there are n DMU's, (j = 1,…,n) to
be evaluated, where DMUj consuming a vector
of m inputs, Xj , to produce a vector of s
outputs, Yj . Therefore xij and yrj represent the ith
input and rth output of DMUj ( i = 1,…,m) and (
r = 1,…,s) respectively
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the need to integrate economic development with environmental protection
in corporate governance by implementation of the concept of green productivity. The methodology for the
implementation of green productivity is outlined which will ensure the long-term effectiveness of the
concept in organizations. Many approaches have been developed and adopted in various countries to
protect the environment and to minimize the generation of waste. The approaches like waste minimization
and cleaner production emphasize on pollution reduction at source along with improving the efficiency of
the production process. In the recent past the emphasis has been laid on resource conservation and
pollution control in order to sustain development. Since the earth summit in Reo de Genario in 1992,
sustainable development has been a key term for overall socio-economic development without creating
negative impact on the environment. The need for resource conservation, efficient use of resources and
environment friendly corporate policies has been recognized globally. Asian Productivity Organization
has linked productivity improvements with environmental protection and has developed the concept of
green productivity.
Keywords: Productivity, Corporate Governance, Resource Conservation

INTRODUCTION
Green productivity (GP) is a concept of
integrating socio-economic aspirations and a
means to harmonize environmental protection
and economic development. Improvement in
quality of life is often associated with an
increase in demand for goods and services.
Production of these goods and services often
depletes the natural resources and generates
wastes/ pollution, which if dumped into natural
bodies causes environmental damage. The
socio-economic development therefore, seems
to defeat its own basic purpose, as there cannot
be a better quality of life in a polluted and
degraded environment. The natural resources
will be extinct, if uncontrolled exploitation
continues. In some cases it is beyond
regeneration levels. In some cases production of
goods and services has involved techniques,

which either use or discharge, toxic and
hazardous substances by posing great risk to
society. Such techniques may sometimes be
economically feasible but are not sustainable on
grounds of potential threats to the environment
and
society.
Conventional
productivity
improvement techniques have not paid due
attention to such environmental aspects. Wastes
have been considered as valueless with, at best,
a nuisance value for getting rid of. GP looks at
these wastes as potential resources. Apart from
economic competitiveness due to loss of
recourses, poor environmental performance also
causes loss of social acceptability. GP aims at
simultaneous improvement in economic and
environmental performance of a company. It is
the application of appropriate productivity and
environmental management tools, techniques
and technologies to reduce the environmental
impacts of an organization’s activities, goods
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and services. GP leads to gains in profitability
through
continuous
improvements
in
productivity and environmental performance.
The practice of GP is characterized by the
following characteristics.

The central element of the GP methodology
is the examination and re -evaluation of both
production processes and products to reduce
their environmental impacts and highlight ways
to improve productivity and product quality.

Environmental Compliance: The heart of
GP is environmental protection, the first step for
which is compliance. It can be achieved through
the practice of GP by pollution prevention and
source reduction. The residues should be
viewed as resource, which can be a raw material
in another process, or from which valuable
products, can be recovered. Whatever the
remainder, it will be required to be managed
using end-of pipe treatment measures. While
achieving
environmental
compliance
productivity will also improve. These practices
ultimately lead to better quality of life.
Productivity Improvement: The kaizen
approach of continuous improvement forms the
basis. The concept of continuous improvement
is achieved by adopting the tenets of the PDCA
(Plan, Do, Check and Act). Along with
productivity improvement, this also improves
the bottom line of the industries.
Integrated people-based approach: one of
the strength of GP is its worker involvement and
team based approach. The improvement in
worker’s health and safety enhances the
worker’s productivity. The people involvement
also ensures transparency and accountability
(Green Productivity Manual, APO).
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Environment
Sustainable Development

GP
Profitability
(Factor inputs)

Quality
(Voice of
Customer)

GP Methodology Revolves around the
PDCA Cycle
A successful GP programme can be
accomplished only by continuous involvement
of all the stakeholders at all levels in an
enterprise. The implementation of GP approach
would lead towards sustainable development in
the long run.
GP AND CORPORATE PLANNING

•

Protection of
environment

•

Enhancement of the public image of an
enterprise

•

Resultant compliance with regulations

•

Improvement of the employees’ morale,
their level of participation, and the quality
of their work life.

The organization may prefer to apply the
GP concept to only one area of it’s activities, for
example, production to start with, and can
subsequently enlarge it to cover other activities.
Beginning with one small department, the
organization can scale up GP concept to
corporate level. This kind of in -built flexibility
in GP makes it amenable to all kinds of
organizations, be it industry, service, agriculture
or community. National Productivity Council
has already implemented GP concept in various
sectors of industries viz. dyes, tanneries, pulp
and paper, edible oil. It needs to be
encompassed in overall planning. The adoption
of GP in corporate planning can lead to
following benefits:
• It will change the way of doing business
resulting in higher efficiency.

•

Improve the quality of the product.

•

Green Productivity can yield many benefits,
which includes:
• Increased profitability due to reduced
operation and waste management costs,
greater competitive advantage, reduced
liability risks and enhanced worker’s
productivity
public

health

and

the

It will sustain the concept of continuous
improvement.
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•

It will bring attitudinal change in the
employees.

•

Develop eco-friendly pollution free
product

•

It will improve the working environment.

•

Give green image to the organization

•

It will improve the environmental
performance of the organization.

•

•

It will reduce consumption of resources,
enhance production and lower wastage and
increase profitability.

•

Reduce energy consumption

•

Achieving ISO 14001 certificate

How GP can be incorporated in Corporate
Planning?
GP can be incorporated in corporate
planning by the top-level management inclusive
of the board of directors, their will and
commitment. Further steps include recognition
of GP concept in the corporate policy, and
include designation of GP officer (one of the
senior managers can be identified and trained to
understand the concept of GP) to play the role
of facilitator/ moderator under the CEO. A
facilitator is a person in the organization
responsible for planning and monitoring the
activities and use of resources within specified
functions of the business.
•

Responsibilities of GP Facilitator:
GP facilitator will be responsible for all
activities relating to GP implementation
and planning.

•

He would formulate long term, medium
term and short term plans for
implementation of GP in accordance
with the corporate policy in consultation
with the CEO.

•

He would assist senior managers and
departmental heads to formulate
objectives and targets in order to meet
long, medium and short term plans.

•

He would also identify training needs
and organize the same for various level
of management as and when required.

•

He would prepare annual reports on GP
activities
and
submit
to
top
management.

GP Plans
The GP related to long-term plan may
include:
•
Change over to efficient and
environment friendly technology

•

The medium-term plan may include:
Take up waste utilization study and
establish
waste
recycling/reduce
facility

The short-term plan may include:
Minimization of waste

•

Compliance with environmental laws

•

Improved working conditions

•

Good house-keeping

GP and Corporate Management
Green Productivity should not be seen as an
additional function of an organization but it
should be considered as a tool to carry out other
functions more efficiently. These functions may
be production, marketing, sale, product
diversification, research & development etc.
The GP manager can be one of the senior
managers and can work in association with
managers looking after line and service
functions. GP will be adopted as a selforganizing system which should be dynamic in
nature to begin with, and which can respond to
changing circumstances by adjusting their
behavior to achieve and maintain optimum
performance.
GP Audit
As a part of internal audit, GP audit has to be
carried out which would be executed by GP
facilitator. It would cover adequacy of GP
activities with regard to objectives and targets
and progress made thereof.
GP Budgeting
In order to implement GP measures,
separate budgetary allocation have to be made.
This can be made while preparing the annual
budget of an organization. Also separate
investment and gain budget can be maintained
for GP measures. This would be important to
study the feasibility of GP measures
implemented for the top management.
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Inclusion of GP activities in Annual Report
The organization should keep a separate
section highlighting GP activities, and progress
made in its annual report. It should clearly
indicate
the
financial
gain
due
to
implementation of GP measures. By doing this,
the organization will involve all the
stakeholders in the process.
Case of GP incorporation in Corporate
Policy
M/s Rama Phosphate Limited (oil
division), Indore, Madhya Pradesh has
implemented GP in association with NPC as
part of Green Productivity Programme in the
year 2001 and received tremendous benefits in
terms of reduction of oil wastages and
conservation of resources (National Productivity
Council, 2002).
M/s Jindal Steel & Power Pvt.Ltd., Riagarh,
Chattisgarh, has incorporated a policy on GP in
their general company policy. GP team has been
formed with the help of various departments to
work out GP options. NPC has provided
training to different levels of officers on GP.
CONCLUSION
Good corporate governance promotes
improved
productivity
and
competitive
pressures. It has been observed that by Green
Productivity Corporation can improve economic
efficiency. On the basis of the characteristics of
good corporate governance, we have presumed
that corporate performance can be improved to
a larger extent by incorporating Green
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Productivity. The three key terms used in GP is
strategy, productivity and environmental
performance, socioeconomic development. GP
recognizes that Environment and Development
are two sides of the same coin, for any
developmental strategy to be sustainable if
needs to have a focus on environment, quality
and productivity, which form the triple focus of
GP.
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ABSTRACT
The technical efficiency of public community hospitals in Thailand was estimated by using the
fixed-effect production function model approach with a time series of cross-section data of 662 hospitals
for five consecutive years (1996-2000). The principal variables used for the analysis were service output
indicators and inputs used for the provision of the services. The results indicate that larger size hospitals
tend to be more efficient than the small size hospitals. The distribution of efficiency scores among the
sampled hospitals clustered around 0.05-0.63 with a mean value of 0.55. Using the efficiency scores,
hospitals were categorized into four groups. Among the sampled community hospitals, 11% were ranked
in the most efficient group, 42% in moderate efficiency category, 38% in low efficiency and 9% in the
least efficient group. The determinants of efficiency were also investigated by using a multiple regression
model. The results indicate that the internal factors, such as, age and size of community hospitals,
management aspect related to the management of human resources, were significantly associated with
technical efficiency scores.

INTRODUCTION
In the Thai Health Care System, public
community hospitals under the Ministry of
Public Health (MoPH) are the most important
providers of inpatient and outpatient medical
care services. The community hospitals account
for a large proportion of total hospitals and
hospital beds in the country. In 1997, about 65%
of hospitals and 60% of beds were under the
MoPH and over 80% of these are community
hospitals. Public hospitals are expected to
deliver quality health care services to the Thai
population in an efficient and equitable manner.
Hospital services are relatively expensive.
In Thailand, 60 percent of total health budget is
allocated for curative care services in public
hospitals. Although the community hospitals
offer relatively limited and less technologically
intensive services compared to that for urban
hospitals, they consume a large proportion of
total health expenditure of the country. As such,

improving the efficiency of community
hospitals will have a very significant impact on
overall improvements in efficiency of the health
system. Therefore, understanding the relative
efficiency of community hospitals and
identifying the sources of inefficiency are
important policy concerns for the Thai health
system.
Public hospital performance evaluation is
important for a number of reasons; first,
government is the major provider of hospital
services and the largest share of governmental
health budget goes to public hospitals; secondly,
the efficiency of health services delivery has
become a major concern to politicians and
policy makers since the implementation of
health care reform through a new payment
mechanism, and lastly, changes have begun to
reshape the role of hospitals with the goal of
reducing cost escalation in the health sector by
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restricting hospital use and achieving greater
efficiency.

of the error term: random error and technical
inefficiency.

In order to improve the hospital
performance, it is essential to know how
efficiently hospitals use their resources for the
provision of services and what determine their
relative efficiency.

In this approach, the empirical model is
specified as:

This study was undertaken to develop a
body of knowledge on public hospital efficiency
in Thailand. The study has three main
objectives; first, to develop a model to measure
the technical efficiency of public community
hospitals in Thailand, second, to calculate the
relative technical efficiency of the community
hospitals in order to identify their level of
technical efficiency and third, to investigate
factors affecting the variation of hospital
efficiency among the Thai public community
hospitals.
MEASUREMENT OF EFFICIENCY
Approach to measure efficiency
Technical efficiency is defined as the
maximum quantity of output attainable from
given inputs. It is the relation between observed
and optimal values of outputs from a given level
of inputs. A firm is operating efficiently if it
maximizes output with a given level of inputs
and that is considered as “technically efficient”.
(White and Ozcan, 1996; Nicholson, 1995;
Burgess, 1989) Technical efficiency is thus
measured relative to production frontier that is
the locus of technically efficient input-output
combinations (Pitt and Lee, 1981). The frontier
or maximum attainable output can be estimated
from a sample of observed inputs and outputs,
and the principal approaches used in the
literature can be broadly classified into those
which use cross-sectional data and those which
use panel data.
To estimate frontier production function,
Aigner et al. (1977) introduced the idea of
decomposed error term model. This technique is
founded on the assumption that production
possibilities themselves are stochastic, owing to
random exogenous error and varying
environment. These random disturbances should
not count as inefficiency. The true inefficiency
is the excess use of resources compared to the
stochastic frontier. Therefore, a parametric
production function model can be estimated
with assumption that there are two components

Yit = a + Xit ß + vit - ui ……
(1)
Where
Yit is output for hospital i in time t
Xit is a vector of inputs
v it is the random error term uncorrelated
with Xit

ui represents technical inefficiency and
ui = 0 for all i
Technical efficiency is then defined as the
ratio of expected value of observed output to
expected value of the maximum possible output
where u i = 0
Skinner (1994) argued that the risk of
mixing statistical noise and inefficiency remains
in the stochastic frontier model. He suggested
the use of a panel data and estimating the fixed
effects model as an alternative.
Fixed-effects
model
involves
the
recognition that unobserved variables may lead
to changes in the cross-section and time-series
intercepts. The fixed-effects estimator treats the
individual specific effect as a fixed parameter.

Model specification of the fixed-effect
model is as follows:
Yit = ai + Xit ß + vit…….......(2)
The error v it is time varying error,
represents unobserved factors that change over
time and affect Yit . The ui are treated as firms specific constants (fixed-effect) that captures all
unobserved, time-constant factor which is
unobserved heterogeneity (for individual
hospital) referred to as technical inefficiency
affecting Yit . This will produce a set of hospitalspecific constants ai where ai = (a - u i ) is
specific for individual hospital. In the frontier
where N is large, the maximum of the N
estimated intercepts may be used as the frontier,
i.e.,

â = max (âi) and
ui = â - âi, i=1,2,3…….N
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By this construction one of the hospitals
will meet the benchmark value, and the
remaining hospitals will have positive
inefficiency estimates.
Identification of outputs and inputs
There are three basic categories of variables
required for the estimation of technical
efficiency scores: output variable (y), input
variable (x) and individual characteristic (u) of
hospitals that might affect output of the
hospitals. The specific hospital outputs (y) and
inputs (x) considered for this study are
presented in Table1. The output variables used
in this analysis are: inpatient admission days
(IPD days), outpatient visits (OPD visits),
accident and emergency cases. These three
types of outputs were combined into one
aggregated output (AGGOP) by using the unit
cost of the outputs as the weights.
The hospital inputs included in this study
for computation of efficiency are listed below.
Labor inputs (HREXP): reported payroll of
the personnel for the years as a proxy for labor
input used in the production process. The
payroll values were adjusted for inflation.
Supplies/material input (SMEXP): was
measured by the hospital’s expenditures on
material and medical supplies, corrected for the
inflation rates over the years.
Capital input (CAPEXP): is the annual
expenditure on capital equipment corrected by
the rate of inflation.
Table1. Outputs and inputs used in the
production function model
Variables
Outputs
• IPDdays
• OPD visits
• Accident&
emergency cased
Inputs
• Labor input

Definition
• Total No. of IPD days
• Total No. of OPD visits
• Total No. of accident &
emergency cases

• Annual
payroll
of
personnel as proxy
• Capital input
• Total amount of annual
expenditure of capital
• Supplies/materi • Medical
and
nonal
medical expenses
Model specification for this study:
In this study a Cobb-Douglas production
function was employed to estimate technical
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efficiency of public community hospitals in
Thailand by using the fixed-effect model
approach with panel data.
lnAGGOPit
=
+ß 2 lnSMEXPit+
+v it ……………(3)

ai
+
ß1 lnHREXPit
lnß3 CAPEXPit

where
i represents the ith hospital and
t represents the t th time period
AGGOP= composite output of hospital i at
time t
HREXP= labor input used by hospital i, at
time t
SMEXP= the expense on supplies/material
used of hospital i, at time t
CAPEXP= the capital expense of hospital i,
at time t
ß 1 , ß 2 , ß 3 is a vector of parameters.
v it = random error term of hospital i that
change over time and affect yit , assumed
normally distributed with mean zero and
uncorrelated with the regressors.
u it = technical inefficiency of hospital i that
are time constant variable, was treated as
hospital specific constants and uit = 0 for all i
ai = hospital specific constants that
extracted by least squares dummy variable
(LSDV) estimator. (including the x’s
interactions with unit dummies).
The degree of technical efficiency of study
hospitals are estimated by comparing the
potential output with the actual level of output
produced by each of the hospitals. Thus, relative
efficiency score is the ratio of actual to optimal
output with adjustments to ensure that the
efficiency score ranges between zero and one.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The SPSS program was employed for
empirical estimation of the model presented
above. The production function model (model
3) was estimated using hospital specific dummy
variables. The coefficients of new intercept of
individual hospital (a i ) were calculated by
including N-1 hospital dummy variables in the
model.
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From the regression results, the best
practice efficiency frontier can be identified by
looking at the value of ui . When the value of ui
equal zero, the fixed effect or the hospital
specific parameter (a i ) will be the maximum and
the hospital must be the most efficient hospital
in our sample that hospital was assigned an
efficiency index of one. Then efficiency scores
of individual hospital were proportionately
adjusted so that all efficiency scores ranges
from one and zero.

SAMPLE AND DATA SOURCES

The analysis of factor affecting hospital
technical efficiency

Table 3 Distribution of sampled hospitals for
technical efficiency analysis

There are numerous potential factors that
can affect technical efficiency of public
community hospitals. In this study, two types of
explanatory variables were investigated: the
internal factors and the external factors.
Simultaneous multiple regression analysis
was used to identify the factors affecting
hospital efficiency. Nine factors were included
in the regression analysis as present in table 2.
Table2. Explanatory variables for the
analysis of factors affecting hospital
efficiency

Hospital by bed size
hospital

−

−

Variable
name
Dependent
variable
Technical
efficiency
Independent
variables
External
factors:
Geographical
location
Community
demographic
Competitive
environment
Internal
factors:
Technology

−
−

Size
Age

−

Managing
service

−

Managing
human
resource
Managing
financial
resource

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

−

− Description
−
− Derived efficiency scores
from the fixed-effect model
−
− Location
where
hospital
situated
− No. of population
in the
district
− Other health services facilities
in the same district
− The adequacy and availability
of medical equipment
− No. of hospital beds
− Length of time or years in
operation
− Capabilities and potential in
providing services
− Supporting, evaluating and
promoting staffs
− Balancing
budget
and
generating operation revenue

The study employed both primary and
secondary data for the analysis. All the 662
community hospitals in our sample were
included in the evaluation of technical
efficiency. A panel data set of the 662 public
community hospitals for period of 1996-2000
was obtained from the Ministry of Public
Health. Table 3 lists the sample hospital
categorized by size.

No. of sample

10 bed
30 bed
60 bed
90 bed
120 bed

78
400
122
51
11

Total

662

The primary data used for the analysis of
determinants of technical efficiency were
gathered through a structured questionnaire. The
questionnaire consisted of questions to measure
the
following
variables:
demographic
information of respondents, general information
about hospital, management practice related
variables, managing human resource variables
and managing financial resource variables. The
response rate of the mailed-out questionnaire
was 42%
RESULTS OF THE STUDY:
Empirical results of hospital efficiency
The descriptive statistics of the outputs and
inputs used by the public community hospitals
over the five years show that the average
expenditure on supplies/material was 2.72
million baht, capital expenditure was 0.75
million baht, and personnel salary was 7.09
million baht. It was noted that there was a wide
variation in inputs used among the community
hospital even when we controlled for hospital
size. This indicates the presence of technical
inefficiency among the hospitals.
The empirical results of standard log-linear
(Cobb-Douglas) production function are
presented in table 4. It indicates that the
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variables chosen in the model can explain about
92% of the variations of the dependent variable.
Table 4 Estimated coefficients of inputs
variables in fixed-effects model
Variables
ß
Coefficient
t-value
Constant
7.728
52.027
Ln HREXP
ß1
.189
13.569
Ln SMEXP
ß2
.116
14.060
Ln CAPEXP
ß3
-.019
-2.904
r = .956 r2 = .913, F value = 41.488, No. of
observation=3310
From the empirical estimation of scores, the
hospital which became the most efficient had
120 beds. It was also noted that the distribution
of efficiency scores was quite wide. The
majority of hospitals cluster around the
efficiency scores of 0.05-0.63 with the mean
value of 0.55. The result clearly indicate that
considerable differences in efficiency exists
among the community hospitals. As shown in
table 5, larger hospital size is relatively more
efficient than a smaller sized hospital.
Table 5 Mean efficiency score among
different size of community hospitals
Hospitals by Mean S.D.
Range
size
10 bed
0.33
0.12
0.00-0.61
30 bed
0.52
0.10
0.09-0.81
60 bed
0.68
0.07
0.46-0.86
90 bed
0.78
0.07
0.62-0.92
120 bed
0.86
0.09
0.66-1.00
All size
0.55
0.16
0.00-1.00
Hospital efficiency ranking
The hospitals were ranked into four groups
using the estimated efficiency scores. The most
efficient group is defined by a score of at least
0.75, the score for moderate efficiency group
ranges in between 0.55-0.74, low efficiency
group has score in between 0.35-0.54, and the
least efficient group has score less than 0.35.
Using the four categories defined above,
the distributions of hospitals among the groups
were derived. Out of the 662 community
hospitals, 73 hospitals (11%) were in the most
efficient group, 279 (42%) were in moderate
efficient group, 252 (38%) were in low efficient
group and 58 hospitals (9%) were in least
efficient group (as shown in table 6).
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Table 6 The distribution of hospitals by the
level of efficiency
Level of
Score
No. of %
efficiency
hospital
Most efficient
0.57-1.00
73
11
Moderate
0.55-0.74
279
42
Low
0.35-0.54
252
38
Least efficient
0.00-0.34
58
9
Total
662
100
The results also indicate that the smaller the
size of a hospital, the lower is its technical
efficiency score. On the other hand, the larger is
the size of a hospital, the higher is the technical
efficiency score. Table 7 presents the
distribution of community hospitals by technical
efficiency categories and size groups.
Table 7 The distribute of technical efficiency
among different size of community hospitals
by ranking
Level of
efficiency

Most
efficient
Moderate
efficient
Low
efficient
Least
efficient
Total

No. and percentage of hospitals by bed size
10
30
60
90
120
bedded bedded bedded bedded
bedded
26
33
10
0
4 (1%)
(21%)
(65%)
(90%)
1
168
91
18
1
(1%)
(42%)
(75%)
(35%)
(10%)
36
211
(46%)
(53%)
5 (4%)
0
0
41
17
(53%)
(4%)
0
0
0
78
400
122
51
11
(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) (100%)

Results of factors affecting hospital efficiency
The hypothesized relationships between
technical efficiency scores and explanatory
variables were empirical tested using multiple
regression analysis. An examination of the
parameter estimates (the standardized beta
value) suggested that the internal factors explain
a significant part of the variation of hospital
technical efficiency scores (beta=0.934,
T=58.304, p<.001). Three out of the six
independent variables under internal factor
category were statistically significant. These
factors are: number of years in operation, actual
bed size of hospital and managing human
resource. External factor also show some effect
on the efficiency scores (b=.051, t=3.189,
p<.001).
Two
independent
variables,
community demographic characteristics and
competitiveness factor were statistically
significant. Table 8 presents these results.
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Table 8 Summary of multiple regression
analysis
Variable

External factor
1 Location of
hospital
2.Hospitals/
Clinics near by*
3.Community
Demographic*
Internal factor
4. Age of
hospital*
5. Size*
6. Technology
7.Managing
service
8.Managing
Human
Resource*
9.Managing
Financial
Resource

Standa
rdized
coeffici
ent

t-value

Sig.

.989

.323

.017

-2.098

.037*

-.018

11.146

.000*

9.064

.000*

18.298
1.189
1.900

.000*
.235
.058

2.312

.021*

-.102

.919

.228

.334
.258
.035
.076
.096

-.003

R =.99, R2 =.981, F value =5869.4, Sig.F 0.000
*Statistical significantly related to hospital
technical efficiency
CONCLUSION
The analysis of this study confirmed
that hospitals vary tremendously in terms of
their technical efficiency and technical
efficiency scores vary by size. Within a specific
size category, hospitals also vary in terms of
their technical performance. The possible
determinants that influence the technical
efficiency are age and size of the hospital. The
older and the larger size hospitals tend to be
more efficient than the newer and smaller size
hospitals. Another important factor that
influences hospital technical efficiency is the
managerial activity in the management of
human resources. The findings suggest that the
success of managing human resources
effectively contribute to the higher level of
hospital efficiency. The other two variables
found important in explaining efficiency are
external to the organization. They are:
community demographic characteristic (number
of community population) and the competitive
environment (number of private hospitals and
clinics in the area). These findings may be
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useful to policy planners in deciding the
location of public hospitals or other policy
changes related to efficiency.
Unfortunately no appropriate measure of
quality of care was available in the data set.
Therefore, the study has not been able to
measure some important aspects of output such
as quality of care and case mix.
Implications for future research
While our research does not include quality
of services and severity of cases, it does suggest
that future research studies should consider a
host of internal and external factors when
comparing efficiency across hospital. When
such a comprehensive data set is available,
future research should repeat this study using
actual hospital data and applying different
analytical approaches since there are several
techniques that could be employed for
efficiency analysis as presented in the previous
chapter.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the pattern and source of productivity change based on panel data
consisting of 13 categories of German banks in the decade from 1992 to 2001. Our DEA-based study
shows that the vast majority of banking groups presented low efficiency in each year of the sample
period. Furthermore, with a Malmquist-index approach, we find that on average all categories of banks
experienced technology progress through the entire period, but more than half of them also suffered
technical efficiency declines. In general, the productivity growth was attributable to technology advance
rather than efficiency improvement, while the productivity decline was ascribable to efficiency decrease
primarily resulting from scale effect. Moreover, the results indicate that foreign banks' productivity
growth was the highest in the sample due to rapid improvement in technology, efficiency and scale
simultaneously. By contrast, the most rapid productivity regress occurred within private bankers, all of
which was mainly due to a steep decline in scale efficiency.

Keywords: Banking; Efficiency; Productivity; DEA; Malmquist index

INTRODUCTION
The German banking industry faced a
tremendous challenge in the 1990s. The
unification of West and East Germany, the
emergence of the European single market, the
opening up of East Europe and parts of the
former
Soviet
Union,
the
increasing
deregulation in global banking and the
introduction of a single currency were some
events of this quickly changing epoch.
On October 3, 1990 the German unification
presented the task of restructuring and
developing an efficient banking system in
eastern Germany, along with the chance to
extend the home banking market. The
emergence of the European single market at the
beginning of 1993, which is designed to create a
free movement of goods, individuals, services
and capital throughout Europe, is expected to
bring about radical changes in the banking
landscape in the long term. In particular, the

freedom of settlement for EU Member States
and the possibility to enter the other EU banking
markets from 1996 onward without any license
except that of the home country, provide foreign
banks the opportunity to penetrate the German
market without any legal barriers. Finally, the
introduction of the Euro per se and anticipation
of that introduction will not only have a strong
impact on the whole economic and political
system but also on the banking sector. In
response to such a dramatically changing
environment, a structural transformation
towards higher concentrations, a squeeze on
interest and profit margins, as well as increasing
competitive pressures within the industry are the
major implications.
In this paper, we explore the pattern and
source of productivity change in banking during
the 1990s and early 2000s. The German banking
system is characterized by its structural
complexity. A great majority of banks are
possessed of the so-called “universal powers” to
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provide all possible types of banking services,
even if they may differ in ownership, legal
form, operating size, business structure or
administrative organization. Unlike many other
countries such as the United States or United
Kingdom, there is generally no separation
between commercial and investment banks and
all types of banking business can be carried out
under one roof. In addition to universal banks,
there are also a variety of specialized banks
chartered to operate within a narrower range of
services. In view of the diversity of
organizational forms, it is of great interest to
investigate whether there were productive
performance
variations
across
various
categories of banks and how these banks reacted
to the radical transformation that they faced
with new business opportunities on the one
hand and loss of some profits arising from sharp
competition on the other hand. We seek to
quantify and to explain these performance
variations.
Although there have been some empirical
studies involving productivity changes among
banks in other nations such as Berg et al.
(1992), Fukuyama (1995), Fukuyama and
Weber (2002), Gilbert and Wilson (1998),
Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (1996, 1997),
Kuussaari (1993), Leightner and Lovell (1998),
as well as Wheelock and Wilson (1999), so far
there has been no study of productivity change
dealing with German banks. Moreover, none of
existing studies conducted productivity analysis
using a large number of bank categories with
diverse organizational forms and functions in
the country under investigation. In addition, the
contribution of scale economies to productivity
change has infrequently been exa mined.
This study focuses on the productivity
changes for all categories of banks operating in
Germany during the period 1992–2001. Our
methodology for measuring productivity
changes is called the Malmquist productivity
index. In the next section, we give a description
of the data underlying our analysis, along with
an explanation of our input and output variables.
Then, the empirical results are reported and
analysed in details . Last, we outline the
important findings in the final section.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
For exploring productivity change, a
sample of 13 categories of banks operating in
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Germany during the period 1992– 2001 is used.
The German banks are categorized as fo llows.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deutsche Bundesbank
Big banks
Regional commercial banks
Foreign banks
Private bankers
State savings banks
Savings banks
Regional cooperative banks
Credit cooperatives
Mortgage banks
Special function banks
Private building and loan societies
Public building and loan societies

The grouping of banks is consistent with
the Deutsche Bundesbank Monatsbericht, a
monthly publication by the Deutsche
Bundesbank (i.e., German Central Bank). Of
those, big banks, regional commercial banks,
foreign banks and private bankers belong to the
privately-owned commercial bank sector. State
savings banks and savings banks make up the
publicly-owned savings bank sector, while
regional cooperative banks and credit
cooperatives make up the mutually-owned
cooperative bank sector. In principle, all of
these banks are universal banks, which can
conduct the whole range of banking business.
There should be no legal impediment to
expanding their operations to other regions or
states in the country. However, for historical
reasons, many of them have some priorities in
the lending business and in sources of funds,
and a self-imposed principle of regional
demarcation holds within the savings and
cooperatives bank sectors, implying very little
competition among these sectors. In effect, full
use of universal power throughout the country is
carried out only by the large, private
comme rcial and some public banks. Altogether,
universal banks represent around 97% of all
banks and account for about 75% of total assets
in German banking. The remaining 25% of total
assets is shared by specialized banks, which is
composed of mortgage banks, special function
banks, and by building and loan societies.
In order to construct our database, two data
sources are utilized. The first is taken from
various issues of the Deutsche Bundesbank
Monatsbericht, for the information relating with
annual statistics of domestic assets and
liabilities. Personnel information is, however,
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unavailable in this publication. The second data
source, for data on labour, is provided by the
associations of various banking groups under
study. We linked these two data sets, obtaining
a sample of panel data for each category of bank
during the time span 1992– 2001.
How to select input and output variables is
a great problem that must first be tackled in
such empirical studies. Due to the type of
available data, we follow the intermediation
approach, which considers banks as financial
intermediaries whose main business is to
borrow funds from depositors and lend them to
others. The database allows us to identify
labour, capital and loanable funds as three
inputs.
Labour is measured by the number of fulltime employees on the payroll at the end of each
year, excluding temporary personnel. Capital
consists chiefly of book value of fixed assets
and premises, capital and revenue reserves,
capital represented by participation rights, funds
for general banking risks and so forth. Loanable
funds include sight deposits, time deposits,
savings deposits, CDs, bank savings bonds,
foreign currency bonds and other borrowed
funds from banks and nonbanks.
In addition, we have only one aggregate
output, total lending, which is made up of shortterm and long-term loans, advances, bills
discounted, securities and others. The values of
the specified variables are given on December
31 of every year and are deflated to 1995 prices
by means of the consumer price index.
ANALYSIS OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Since output distance functions are
reciprocally associated with the output-oriented
Farrell (1957) measures of technical efficiency,
we begin our analysis with a discussion of
technical efficiency estimates. The efficiency
score exceeding unity implies that the unit is not
on the frontier and hence technically inefficient,
while that equal to unity implies quite the
opposite. For a technically inefficient unit, the
difference from unity in the efficiency score
represents the magnitude of which its output
runs short in comparison with the best practices
in the sample.
It seems evident that low technical
inefficiencies did exist within the vast majority
of banking groups over the entire period. Only
Deutsche Bundesbank and mortgage banks were
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consistently technically efficient through all
years. In contrast, big banks were consistently
the least technically efficient in the first seven
years and private bankers in the last three years .
Their
inefficiency
magnitudes
were
considerable. On average, the estimates suggest
that big banks and private bankers could
increase their output 44.1% and 42.9%
respectively without consuming additional
inputs for every year, compared with the best
practices. Moreover, regional commercial
banks, credit cooperative banks and public
building and loan societies (hereinafter, public
B&LSs) were also among the least efficient
banks. All of them were able to augment output
levels over 30%.
It is worthy of note that cooperative and
savings banks did not show efficiency gains
during the period, although there has been a
series of mergers in these sectors for several
preceding decades. Neither did the private
bankers, whose number also gradually shrank in
the past. During the latter half of period, the
efficiencies of these banking groups even
deteriorated slightly. Conversely, only the group
of foreign banks continued to improve its
technical efficiency during the same period. In
the initial years, foreign banks achieved lower
efficiencies, but the gap between them and the
best practices (i.e., Deutsche Bundesbank and
mortgage banks) gradually narrowed. Up to the
end of 1996, they had already caught up the best
practices. Although their efficiencies showed
the signs of turnaround through the following
three years, they became fully efficient again
the final year. Obviously, the production
frontier was determined exclusively by
Deutsche Bundesbank and mortgage banks from
1992 to 1995 and 1998 to 2000. However, for
the rest three years, foreign banks were among
the best practices and joined in constructing the
frontier.
Now we investigate the magnitudes and
sources of productivity changes within each
banking group. The values of Malmquist
productivity indices are geometric means of two
Malmquist indices for each category of banks.
These figures are obtained from the adjacent
period version of the Malmquist index. The
results show that with a few exceptions the
productivity growth in either Deutsche
Bundesbank or foreign banks was most speedy
through the entire period. Overall, the annual
average growth rates of foreign banks and
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Deutsche Bundesbank accounted for 11.6% and
2.9% respectively. Similar to foreign banks,
mortgage banks also had a productivity gain in
every year. Nonetheless, they made more steady
progress in productivity, on average by 4.2%
per year.
On the contrary, the productivity in the
group of private bankers has decreased rapidly
during the whole period. The group exhibited a
productivity decline even in every year and had
an average annual growth rate of roughly -8.3%.
Similarly, savings banks also showed a
downward trend in productivity change, so did
public B&LSs in the first three years, but there
existed some evidence of a turnaround the rest
seven years. As for the remaining groups, there
was no discernible trend in the productivity
change over time. On average, the productivity
of state savings bank, credit cooperatives and
private building and loan societies (hereinafter,
private B&LSs) all diminished slightly. In
contrast, that of big banks, regional commercial
banks and special function banks ni creased a
little bit.
To examine this issue further, we estimate
the component of technology change, which
captures a shift in the frontier of technology and
provides a measure of technological innovation.
The results indicate that all categories of banks
showed impressive enhancements in technology
during the periods 1992–1994, 1995–1997 and
19999– 2000. A remarkable finding is that on
average there were sweeping technology
advances in German banking throughout the
entire period. Of those, foreign banks made the
greatest progress in its technology, by 5.6% per
year, followed by mortgage banks (4.2% per
year) and Deutsche Bundes bank (2.9% per
year). Of which, only mortgage banks could
improve their technologies in every year over
the sample period. In contrast, state savings
banks and public B&LSs had the lowest average
growth rates, only around 0.1% per year.
We further calculate indicators relating to
technical efficiency change over the study
period. The results exhibit that the group of
foreign banks was the only one that could
improve its technical efficiency almost every
year until the highest efficiency level was
achieved. Its efficiency improvement has been
fairly rapid. Especially during the final period,
the rate of efficiency increase was the most
impressive (24.0%). Taken altogether, the
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growth rate of technical efficiency on average
accounted for 6.1% per year.
In spite of great advances in productivity,
Deutsche Bundesbank and mortgage banks
exhibited no changes in technical efficiency
over the same period, and as did foreign banks
but only during 1996–1997. The reason is that
they were consistently or have become the best
practices in the sample and so received
technical efficiency scores of unity by the
corresponding year.
In contract to the case of technology
change, most banking groups exhibited
deterioration in technical efficiency during the
periods 1992– 1993, 1995–1998 and 1999– 2000
but enhancement during other periods. On
average, more than half the groups suffered
declines in technical efficiency to some extent.
Of those, such declines within private bankers
were most fast (-9.2% per annum), followed by
credit cooperatives (-2.46%), as well as savings
banks (-1.8%) and private B&LSs (-1.4%).
Pure technical efficiencies seemed to have a
relatively small fluctuation in the majority of
cases during the same period. A few exceptions
came from foreign banks during 1992– 1993 and
1998–1999, private bankers during 1994–1995,
special function banks during 1999– 2001 and
private B&LSs through almost the entire period.
On average there were decreases in pure
technical efficiency for five banking groups:
regional commercial banks, savings banks,
regional credit cooperatives, special function
banks and private B&LSs while increases for
four banking groups: big banks, foreign banks,
private bankers and credit cooperatives. Of
these, foreign banks and private bankers had the
greatest average growth rates of 1.9% and 1.3%
per year respectively. Foreign banks enjoyed a
high pace of pure technical efficiency growth
only at the periods 1992–1993 (10.0%) and
1998–1999 (6.8%). Thereafter, their pure
efficiencies have been remaining unchanged
during other periods, since the highest pure
efficiency levels have been achieved. The
somewhat similar pattern was discernible for the
private bankers, but the group spent a relatively
long time to catch up to the best practice.
The private B&LSs, on the other hand,
suffered the most rapid decline in pure technical
efficiency (-1.3% per year), particularly during
the middle two periods 1995–1997 and the final
period 2000–2001. As to other categories of
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banks, there have been insignificant changes in
pure efficiency over the period. In the vast
majority of cases, the annual average growth
rates ranged between 1% and -1% or much less.
Four
categories
of
banks––Deutsche
Bundesbank, state savings banks, mortgage
banks and public B&LSs––even exhibited no
changes in pure efficiency for each year during
the period, because they have been among best
practices under the VRS technology.
As for the indicator of scale change, only
big banks, regional commercial banks, foreign
banks and regional credit cooperatives had
positive average growth rates during the study
period. All of them improved scale efficiencies
for nearly every year. Of which, the most rapid
increase in scale efficiency occurred within
foreign banks during the period 1993–1996 with
an average growth rate of over 6.6% per year, as
well as during the final period with 24.0% per
year. However, the ratio dropped to 4.23% per
year, when the whole period was taken into
account. On the other hand, Deutsche
Bundesbank and mortgage banks showed no
change in scale efficiency despite a high pace of
productivity progress. As for other seven
groups, the scale efficiencies on average have
been deteriorating over the period, particularly
within private bankers and credit cooperatives.
Their average growth rates were -10.4% and 2.6% per year respectively.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The objective of this study is to investigate
the pattern and source of productivity change
based on panel data consisting of 13 categories
of banks in Germany during the period 1992–
2001. We begin our analysis with a discussion
of technical efficiency measures. Then we
estimate productivity changes and break down
major factors affecting the productivity changes
by means of Malmquist productivity indices.
Our major findings are as follows:
First, low technical inefficiencies did exist
within the great majority of banking groups
during the sample period. However, only
foreign banks were able to consistently improve
their technical efficiency. Although having
lower efficiencies in the initial years, they
finally caught up the best practices––Deutsche
Bundesbank and mortgage banks, and achieved
the highest efficiency level in the middle and
final periods.
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Second, on average all categories of banks
experienced technology progress over the entire
period, but most of them also suffered
efficiency declines at the same time. In general,
the productivity growth was mainly attributable
to technology progress rather than efficiency
increase. In contrast, the productivity decline
was primarily ascribable to efficiency decrease
rather than technology regress. The results
reveal that most banking groups did not achieve
efficiency improvements during the period
studied. Instead, all categories of banks
enhanced their technologies in response to such
an increased competitive environment.
Third, for most banking groups, changes in
scale rather than pure technical efficiency
provided the major sources of efficiency
decreases. Of which, the groups of private
bankers, credit cooperatives and savings banks
suffered the most dramatic declines in scale
efficiency. Although all of them have been
making efforts to improve operating efficiency
through mergers for the last several decades,
their efficiencies showed no signs of a
turnaround.
Fourth, in spite of a small market share in
German banking, the group of foreign banks
was the only one that succeeded to enhance
efficiency, scale and technology simultaneously,
so that it could achieve the greatest progress in
productivity over the whole period––on average
by 11.6% per year. Particularly during the
periods 1992–1993, 1995– 1997 and 2000–2001,
the productivity was sharply increased within
this group. The three periods corresponded to
the opening of the single European market and
the elimination of entry barriers for foreign
competitors
across
national
borders,
respectively. This reflects that foreign banks
were capable to adjust themselves quite well to
the new environment and exhibited their
intensive aggression in such far more
competitive banking markets. They seemed to
be most suitable to master the challenges
following from structural changes brought by
globalisation,
deregulation,
financial
innovations and changes in customer needs.
Fifth, in contrast to foreign banks, the most
rapid productivity loss occurred within private
bankers, the original banking group in
Germany, with an annual average rate of -8.3%.
Despite achievement of slight technology
advance,
on
average
private
bankers
experienced a steep decline in scale efficiency (-
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10.4% per year) that offset the effects of
technology progress to show decline in
productivity. A possible explanation for the
phenomenon is chiefly in light of their
institutional features. Private bankers are
organized in the legal form of either sole
proprietorships or partnerships and generally
operate on a small scale. Though they are
universal banks allowed to engage in all
banking activities, they tend to specialize in
some business types. A great many of them
have no branch network and their operation are
generally confined to a certain region. They
tend to lack professional staffs and other
resources at their disposal to promote operating
performance. In reality, due to limited business
types, customer groups and few branch
networks, most of private bankers are ni deed
under great dis advantages to diversify their
revenue sources and to enlarge their market
penetration. Such qualities may well have
restricted their adaptability to changing markets
in a system characterized by rapid structural
change and strong competition.
Sixth, quite similar to private bankers,
credit cooperatives also suffered faster declines
in productivity, technical efficiency and scale
efficiency with an annual average rate of -1.1%,
-2.4% and -2.6% respectively. We interpret the
relatively poor performance of credit
cooperatives as limitations of organizational
structure. This is, they belong to the lowest tier
of the mutually-owned cooperative bank sector
and tend to extremely small in size––around
80% of them have a business volume under
€250 million. In addition, they provide financial
services only in a specific region. In this regard,
most of the interpretations for private bankers
are also applicable to the situations of credit
cooperatives.
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ABSTRACT
The paper is an empirical study on the relationship of innovation and productivity in
cooperatives. It examines 135 cooperative entrepreneurs in Bulacan cooperatives in the Philippines. It
analyses their contribution (innovation) to the productivity of the cooperative organization when
classified according to size of assets owned from 1995-2002. Data envelopment analysis is used to
measure total factor productivity (TFP) using output oriented Malmquist index. Findings show that out
of 23 out of 29 cooperatives are efficient, with an average TFP growth of 6.2%. All small scale
cooperatives are found to be efficient, with an average of 8.6% for the period. A greater percentage of
efficiency comes from technical change (innovation) which grew at 6.6% and a lesser percentage from
technical efficiency change (policies) representing 1.8% for the period. Medium and large scale
cooperatives are also efficient, with an average TFP of 5.4% and .5% respectively, but they have a low
catching-up effect. Thus, innovative entrepreneurs have a positive effect on cooperative productivity.

INTRODUCTION
Cooperatives have become a major factor
of development by promoting the participation
of people from all walks of life including
women, youth, older persons, including people
with disabilities. In a country where poverty
grips about 40 percent of the population, mostly
in rural areas, cooperatives are perceived to
provide an effective mechanism for meeting
people’s needs for basic services. The Senate
Committee on Cooperatives (2001) referred to
cooperatives as potential engines for growth that
can help the country bail out from its present
economic quagmire. The role of cooperative
entrepreneur as an innovator is important so
that cooperatives can meet their members’
needs as well as to contribute to socio-economic
development.
In the Philippines, the history of the
movement can be divided into three stages
(Sibal 2000).
Stage one (1896-1941) is

characterized by aborted germination of
cooperatives by revolutionaries. Stage two
(1941-1986) features state-initiated farmers’
marketing cooperatives that failed and later, the
introduction of non-agricultural cooperatives
and the politization of the cooperative
movement during Martial law years in 1972.
Stage three (1986 up to the present) marks the
emergence of the cooperative movement as a
force that allies with non-government
organizations in pursuing the goals of people
empowerment and civil society. The 1987
Constitution, Article XII, section 15 provides
for the promotion of growth and viability of
cooperatives as instruments of equity, social
justice and economic development under the
principles of subsidiarity and self help. In 1990,
two laws were enacted (RA 6938 and 6939) to
strengthen the movement. RA 6938 is the
Cooperative Code of the Philippines while RA
6939 created the Cooperative Development
Authority, a government agency tasked to
coordinate efforts of government to provide
technical guidance, financial assistance and
other services to cooperatives.
It was
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envisioned that cooperatives can provide human
development based on the principle of people
empowerment.
Background
Bulacan is a province found the Central
Luzon with a total land area of 2,728.80 square
kilometers. The most important industry of this
province is agriculture and the main source of
income comes from farming, poultry, hograising and food processing. The province is a
pioneer in the cooperative movement and it has
earned the title ‘cooperative capital of the
Philippines’ having the most number of
cooperatives per land area compared to any
other province. In 1986, the Governor of this
province chose to use the cooperative
movement as the cornerstone of his Five-Point
Development program (Pagdanganan 1999). He
described cooperatives as a major factor in
building the middle class and strengthening the
democratic institutions. The result of this
support for cooperatives is that by 1998, out of
the top 10 cooperatives in Central Luzon, eight
comes from Bulacan. This rank has been
maintained up to the present.
The purpose of this paper is to determine
the contribution of innovative cooperative
entrepreneurs
to
the
productivity
of
cooperatives. Cooperatives are grouped into
small, medium and large scale 1 cooperatives for
the
period
1995-2002.
Cooperative
entrepreneurs are identified as members of
cooperative holding position as managers, board
of directors and heads and members of different
cooperative committees.
Function of
cooperative entrepreneurs are categorized as
routine, arbitrage and innovative. Innovative
entrepreneurs are associated with the creation or
introduction of a new product or service, a new
method of production, a new source of raw
materials or half-manufactured goods, the
opening of a new market and the carrying out of
a new organization (Schumpeter 1993:66).
The ultimate purpose of any cooperative is
to benefit the members in promoting their
wealth and welfare. Cooperatives as a form of

1

Large scale cooperatives are cooperatives with
assets of 60 million Philippine pesos (Php) or
more . The exchange rate of US $1.00 = Php
55.74 as of June 10, 2004). Medium scale
cooperatives own assets of 15 million but less
than 60 million Php while small scale
cooperatives own assets of 1.5 million but less
than 15 million Php.
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business
organization
has
its
unique
architecture, the identity of the owners and users
of its products and services. Unlike in a ownermanaged firm or in an investor-owned
enterprise, in a cooperative, the owners of the
enterprise and its customers are the same,
namely the members of the cooperative. From
this unique feature of the cooperative, some
advantages are derived such as capital trust,
monopoly, interlinked markets, reduced
transaction costs, uncertainty reduction and
innovation (Roepke 1992:28).
These
advantages should be translated into economic
benefits to be of substantial significance for
increasing the wealth producing capacity of
members.
Cooperative advantages have to be
discovered and implemented before members
could enjoy these benefits.
The cooperative
entrepreneur is tasked with the role and function
of discovering and implementing these
advantages. He plays a multiple role: a
manager doing routine entrepreneurship, an
arbitrageur who is alert to profit opportunities
and as an innovator who introduces something
new to the organization for promoting
members’ welfare. Schumpeter (1993) describes
the innovative entrepreneur as source of all
dynamic changes in an economy, and
innovative activity is the ‘driving force’ behind
economic development. Moreover, he stressed
the role of technological innovation in
contributing to improved living standards over
time.
Studies about the efficiency of cooperatives
in the Philippines is very limited. Manlagnit
and Lamberte (2003) examined cost and profit
inefficiencies of the Philippine credit
cooperative system and integrated it with gender
issues using stochastic frontier analysis. It
utilized secondary data from the National
Confederation of Cooperatives for the period
1990-1999. The paper is limited only to credit
cooperatives. The present study tries to relate
innovative practices of entrepreneurs in small,
medium and large scale cooperatives (all types)
with their productive efficiency.
METHODOLOGY
A list of all Bulacan cooperatives ‘in good
standing’ was obtained from the Cooperative
Development Authority.
A survey was
conducted on all cooperatives established on or
before 1995. A total of 135 cooperative
entrepreneurs from 45 cooperatives took part in
the survey. Primary data was gathered through
the use of direct observation, interview and self-
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administered questionnaires.
Cooperative
entrepreneurs currently occupying the position
of manager, board of director and committee
head/member answered a self-administered
questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of
four parts, Part C discussed innovation brought
about by entrepreneurs.
Audited
financial
records
of
the
cooperatives were requested from 45
cooperatives.
There were 29 cooperatives
included whose data were consistent over the
period 1995-2002 and satisfied the requirements
of the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
program using Coelli DEAP Version 2.1.
Cooperatives were classified as large – nine,
medium – 11 and small- nine.
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) coined
the term data envelopment analysis, a
mathematical tool that uses linear programming
based model for measuring relative performance
of organizational units with multiple inputs and
outputs, covering panel data. The Malmquist
index was introduced by Caves (1982 in Färe
1994) who dubbed it as a productivity index
after
Sten
Malmquist,
who
proposed
constructing quantity indexes as ratios of
distance functions.
Distance functions are
representations of multiple–output, multiple–
input technology which require data only on
input and output quantities. It is a ‘primal
index’ of productivity change that does not
require cost or revenue shares to aggregate
inputs and outputs but is capable of measuring
total factor productivity (TFP) growth in
multiple-output setting. The productivity index
is ‘exactly’ consistent with the translog form.
The Malmquist productivity index allows that
total productivity be decomposed into technical
change (techch) and technical efficiency change
(effch).
The interpretation is as follows:
improvements in the efficiency change
components are considered to be evidence of
catching up (to the frontier), while
improvements in the technical change are
considered evidence of innovation This
decomposition provides an alternative way to
testing for convergence of productivity growth
as well as allowing identification of innovation,
an aspect of cooperative research that has not
been made in any earlier studies about
cooperatives. A value greater than one will
indicate positive TFP growth from period t to
period t+1. It denotes improvements in relevant
performance.
These measures capture
performance relative to the best practice in the
given sample, whose best practice represents a
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‘world frontier’ and the world is defined as the
cooperatives in this study. A value less than 1
denotes regress or deterioration in performance.
This
approach
provides
important
complementary information to traditional rate of
growth computations, usually employed by
cooperatives. It also provides a natural way to
measure the phenomenon of ‘catching up’. The
technical-change component of productivity
growth captures shifts in the frontier of
technology, providing a natural measure of
innovation. This decomposition of TFP growth
into ‘catch-up’ and ‘technology change’ is
useful in distinguishing diffusion of technology
and innovation. The result of the computer
program shows Malmquist indexes. Five
indexes are presented for each firm in each year.
These are technical efficiency change, technical
change, and total factor productivity change.
Technical efficiency was further decomposed
into pure efficiency change and scale efficiency
change under the variable returns to scale
assumption.
There were five output used in the study:
net income or surplus, dividends, patronage
refund, total revenue, and total assets. Two
inputs were used: share capital and number of
members. All these data were taken from
audited financial statements of cooperatives
under study. The use of DEA allows the
identification of cooperatives that are efficient
compared to the ‘world frontier’ or ‘the best
practice’.
Thus, a bench mark could be
established for Bulacan cooperatives that could
serve as a model for cooperative productivity
and efficiency.
The Malmquist output-based productivity
index is given as specified by Fare et al.
(1994:71) as follows:

Mo(y t+1, x t+1, y t, x t)

= Dt+1o (x t+1, y t+1)
Dto (xt,yt)

x

½
Dto (x t+1, yt+1)
Dot+1 (x t+1,y t+1)

Do t (xt, yt)
Do t+1 (x t, y t)
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DATA AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Where:

Innovative Projects
t+1

t+1

t

t

Mo (y , x , y , x ) – is the outputbased productivity index of the most
recent production unit, using period
t+1 technology relative to the earlier
production unit, with respect to t
technology
Do is the output distance function
y t + 1 – represents output in period t +1
x t + 1 – represents input in period t +1
y t – represents output in period t
x t – represents input in period t
TFP= Effch x Techch

Effch

= Dt+1o (x t+1, y t+1)
Dto (xt, yt)

Techch

=

Dto (x t+1, yt+1)
Dot+1 (x t+1,y t+1)

A total of 327 were identified by 135
entrepreneurs for the past six years. Innovation
were classified as ‘new product/service’, ‘new
process’, ‘an improved product/service’, and ‘a
new process’. Table 1 shows the frequency
distribution of innovative projects.
Table 1 Innovative Projects in Bulacan
Cooperatives for the Past Six Years
Classification
F
Per
Degree
cent
of
Success
New product/
66
20.2
4.27-H
Service
Additional
73
22.3
4.04-H
Product/service
Improved
134 41.0
4.15-H
Product/service
New process
54
16.5
4.22-H
Total
327 100.0
4.17-H

1/2
x

Do t ( xt, yt)
Do t+1 (x t, y t)

Assuming constant returns to scale (CRS)
technology, (xt+1 , yt+1) represents productivity
of the production point in period t + 1 relative
to the production point (x t , y t ) in period t. A
value greater than one will indicate positive
TFP growth from period t to period t+1.
This index is the geometric mean of two outputbased Malmquist TFP indices. One index uses
period t technology and the other period t+1
technology.
To calculate 1995 to 1996 efficiency
growth, one must use four component distance
functions which involves four linear programs
(LP). If one has t time periods, one must
calculate (3t –2) LPs for each firm (Coelli
1996:28). For N firms and t time periods, one
needs to calculate N x (3t -2) LPs for each firm
in the study.
In this paper, with N=29
cooperatives and t=8 periods, 638 LPs were
included. With variable returns to scale (VRS),
this number would increase to 870 LPs.

Most innovations took the form of
‘improved product/service’ (41 percent),
followed by ‘additional product/service’ (22.3
percent).
‘New process’ has the least
percentage at 16.5 percent. It is more difficult
to introduce new processes especially if one has
to change usual habits of doing things, and to go
against culture and tradition. All innovative
projects were rated with high degree of success.
‘New product/service’ has the highest mean
rank at 4.27, follo wed by ‘new process’ at 4.22.
There is still some premium on entrepreneurs
who can create something new rather than
simply improved an existing product/service.
Total Factor Productivity
Table
2
presents
the
Malmquist
productivity index, total factor productivity
change (Tfpch) and its components, technical
change and technical efficiency change for 29
cooperatives in the study and for the sub-groups
of large, medium, and small scale cooperatives
for the period 1995-2002.
Table 2
Total Factor Productivity of
Bulacan Cooperatives
Coops
effch
tech
Tfpch
1
1.085
1.028
1.115
2
1.029
1.123
1.155
3
1.000
1.022
1.022
4
0.996
1.065
1.062
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Mean
Large
Medium
Small

1.060
0.921
1.008
1.096
1.059
0.964
0.997
1.045
0.927
0.910
0.888
1.006
1.026
1.053
1.076
0.858
0.936
0.947
0.931
1.084
0.980
1.000
1.023
1.000
0.940
0.993
0.975
0.972
1.018

1.096
1.101
1.058
1.142
1.087
1.087
1.102
1.069
1.086
1.022
1.062
1.099
1.212
1.087
1.044
1.132
1.059
0.870
1.067
1.089
1.066
1.131
0.979
1.023
1.077
1.070
1.031
1.084
1.066

1.162
1.014
1.066
1.251
1.151
1.048
1.099
1.117
1.006
0.930
0.943
1.106
1.244
1.144
1.124
0.970
0.991
0.824
0.994
1.180
1.045
1.131
1.002
1.023
1.013
1.062
1.005
1.054
1.086

The results show that the mean level of
total factor productivity change (Tfpch) is 1.062
for the period 1995-2002 for all cooperatives
included in the study. If Tfpch is greater than
one, it denotes improvements in performance
while a value less than one is associated with
regress or deterioration in performance. On the
average, cooperatives are above the ‘world
frontier’ or ‘best practice’, with a growth rate of
6.2 percent. This improvement in performance
can be attributed solely to technical change or
innovation whose growth rate is 7 percent.
Technical efficiency change is very close to one
at 0.993 but still lacks .7 percent to be
considered ideal.
Comparing the total factor productivity of
sub-groups, large, medium and small scale
cooperatives shows that small cooperatives have
higher Tfpch with an average of 8.6 percent per
year compared to medium with 5.4 percent and
large cooperatives with 0.5 percent. It can be
seen that a higher percentage of the source of
total factor productivity for small cooperatives
is due to technical progress of 6.6 percent per
year and to a lesser degree an improvement in
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technical efficiency change of 1.8 percent per
year.
For
medium
scale
cooperatives,
improvements in productivity is due mainly
from technical progress or innovation which
grows at 8.4 percent per year but not from
efficiency change. There is actually a regress in
efficiency change by –2.8 percent per year.
Large cooperatives lagged behind the small and
medium scale cooperatives in all measures of
productivity. Tfpch is only 0.5 percent per year,
it is entirely due to technical progress which
grows at 3.1 percent. Efficiency change has a
deteriorated over the years at an average of –2.5
percent annually.
An individual analysis would show that
only 23 out of 29 have a Tfpch of more than
unity (79 percent) while six (21 percent) have
less than one. For the 23 cooperatives, average
Tfpch is 9.9%, while for those cooperative
whose tfpch is below one, they have to work for
5.8 percent mo re to catch up to the frontier.
An empirical finding that total factor
productivity growth is higher in small
cooperatives is due to the ability of small
cooperatives to acquire and to adapt to new
technology compared to large cooperatives that
were established earlier. It is also due to the
advantage of dealing with a small number of
people that are able to adapt to new situations.
Decomposition of Technical Efficiency
Table 3 shows the decomposition of
efficiency change into pure and scale change for
the cooperatives mentioned.
Table 3 Technically Efficiency
Components
Coops
effch
pech
1
1.085
1.087
2
1.029
1.020
3
1.000
1.000
4
0.996
0.964
5
1.060
1.059
6
0.921
0.933
7
1.008
1.015
8
1.096
1.073
9
1.059
1.100
10
0.964
0.965
11
0.997
0.999
12
1.045
1.045
13
0.927
0.924
14
0.910
0.917
15
0.888
0.881

and Its
Sech
0.998
1.009
1.000
1.034
1.000
0.987
0.993
1.021
0.963
1.000
0.998
1.000
1.003
0.992
1.008
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Mean
Large
Medium
Small

1.006
1.026
1.053
1.076
0.858
0.936
0.947
0.931
1.084
0.980
1.000
1.023
1.000
0.940
0.993
0.975
0.972
1.018

0.999
1.018
1.048
1.075
0.861
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.064
1.011
1.000
0.980
1.000
0.939
0.997
1.009
0.984
1.026

1.007
1.008
1.005
1.001
0.996
0.936
0.947
0.931
1.018
0.969
1.000
1.044
1.000
1.002
0.995
0.966
0.988
0.992

Technical efficiency change for all coops is
0.993 on the average for the period 1995-2002.
This implies that there is deterioration of -0.7
per cent per year. Output could have increased
by 0.7 percent without increasing inputs used.
This is due to a combined pure efficiency
deterioration of -0.3percent and a scale
efficiency deterioration of – 0.5 percent,
respectively.
For small scale cooperatives, technical
efficiency change is growing at 1.8 percent
annually. This is due to a strong pure efficiency
improvement at 2.6 percent that offsets a slight
deterioration in scale efficiency of -0.8 percent
per year.
For medium cooperatives,
there is a
average technical efficiency deterioration of 2.8
percent annually.
Both pure and scale
efficiency contributes to this deterioration at –
0.16 percent and -0.12 percent, respectively
annually.
Large cooperatives have the lowest
technical efficiency change at 0.975 percent or a
regress of -2.5 percent per year. This is due
mainly to a deterioration in scale efficiency of –
3.4 percent annually, rather than pure efficiency
which registered a slight increase of 0.9 percent.
This implies that large cooperatives loss of
efficiency in large cooperatives is due to
improper scale operation.
Empirical findings show that large
cooperatives with large amount of nonperforming assets tend to branch out to other
areas already serviced or covered by existing
cooperatives. In doing so, they compete with
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similar cooperatives found in the same
geographical area. Lack of management control
from the main office to its branch
might
explain the loss of efficiency due to scale of
operation.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study analyses the effect of innovation
on the productivity of cooperatives for the
period 1995-2002. Empirical results show that
cooperative entrepreneurs were able to identify
innovative projects which were rated with high
degree of success especially for ‘new
product/service’ and ‘new process’.
The
productivity growth of cooperatives revealed an
increase by an average of 6.2 percent annually
for the entire period. Generally, productive
growth is attributed mainly to technical change
or innovation (7 percent) rather than technical
efficiency change or changes due to policies.
Efficiency change actually deteriorated by –0.7
percent per year.
Results also indicate that productivity of
small, medium and large cooperatives is due to
innovation and not to efficiency improvement.
Small and medium scale cooperatives are able
to acquire and to adapt to new technologies
compared to large ones.
As for technical efficiency, data revealed
that the mean level of overall efficiency for all
cooperatives for the period covered is 0.993
which implies that cooperatives could have
increased output by a minimal 0.7 percent while
using existing level of inputs. The result also
point to the fact that large cooperatives have
lower efficiency change at 0.975 which is
attributed to a deterioration in scale efficiency
by 3.4 percent per year. This can be explained
by the fact that most large cooperatives have
large amount of non-performing assets that they
tend to utilize by establishing branches in areas
where there are already existing cooperatives of
the same type. This results to overcrowding and
unhealthy competition for resources and
members’ patronage. The result is an inefficient
scale of operation. Finally, one can surmise that
in cooperatives, productive efficiency is a result
of innovation.
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ABSTRACT
The explanation of productivity differentials is very important to identify the economic
conditions that create inefficiency and to improve managerial performance. In literature mainly three
approaches have been developed: a one-stage approach, a two-stage approach and a bootstrap-based
approach. Daraio and Simar (2003) propose a full nonparametric methodology based on conditional
FDH and conditional order-m frontiers.
In this paper we propose a unifying approach to introduce external-environmental variables in
nonparametric frontier models. Developing further the work done in Daraio and Simar (2003) we
introduce a conditional DEA estimator, i.e., an estimator of production frontier of DEA type conditioned
to some external-environmental variables which are neither inputs nor outputs under the control of the
producer. A robust version of this convex conditional estimator is also proposed. Convexity has always
been assumed in mainstream production theory and general equilibrium. Moreover, in many empirical
applications, as is the case for the mutual funds industry, the convexity assumption can be reasonable and
sometimes natural.
The paper, completing the tools available for practitioners, offers a whole set of efficiency
measures useful to explain efficiency differentials in several different empirical contexts.

In literature, mainly three approaches have
been developed.
INTRODUCTION
Efficiency and productivity literature
primarily focused on the measurement of
decision making units (DMUs)' performance.
In recent decades there has been a growing
interest for the logical step ahead: the
explanation of DMUs productivity differentials.
As a matter of fact, the impact of externalenvironmental factors on the efficiency of
producers is a relevant issue related to the
explanations of efficiency, the identification of
economic conditions that create inefficiency,
and finally to the improvement of managerial
performance.

In
the
one-stage
approach
the
environmental variables are directly included in
the linear programming formulation along with
the inputs and outputs.
In the two-stage approach the technical
efficiency, computed in a standard way, is used
as dependent variable in a second stage
regression. Some authors propose also threestage and four-stage analysis as extension of the
two-stage approach.1

1

See Daraio and Simar (2003), and the
references cited there.
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The main disadvantage of the one-stage
approach is that it requires the classification of
environmental factor as an input or an output
prior to the analysis. The main shortcoming of
the two-stage approach, as pointed out in Simar
and Wilson (2003), is that the efficiency
estimates are serially correlated in a
complicated way. Hence, they propose a third
procedure based on bootstrap techniques to
permit more accurate inference in the secondstage.
However, also this latter approach is not
without inconveniences: it relies on a
separability condition between the input-output
space and the space of environmental variables,
and on parametric assumptions for the secondstage regression.
Daraio and Simar (2003), hereafter DS,
propose a full nonparametric approach which
overcomes most of the drawbacks mentioned
above. They define conditional (to externalenvironmental factors) FDH frontier and
conditional order-m frontier together with their
related efficiency scores and the corresponding
nonparametric estimators. In particular, the
order-m frontier estimators (Cazals, Florens and
Simar, 2002, hereafter CFS) are known as being
more robust to outliers and/or extreme values
than the full frontier estimates.
CONTENT AND MOTIVATIONS
In this paper we provide a unifying
approach to introduce external environmental
variables in nonparametric models of
production frontiers. Completing the work done
in DS we introduce a conditional Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) estimator, i.e., a
DEA estimator of production frontiers
conditioned to some external-environmental
variables that are neither inputs nor outputs
under the control of the producer. In order to
control for the influence of extremes or outliers
we introduce also a robust version of our
conditional DEA estimator, based on (using) the
concept of order-m frontiers.
The motivation for this paper is threefold.
Firstly, convexity has always been an usual
(ordinary) assumption on the production set
structure, very often used by economists and
practitioners. DEA, in fact, is the most used
nonparametric
estimator
in
empirical
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applications2 , and its convexity assumption on
the production set is widely used in mainstream
theories of production and general equilibrium
(see
e.g.
Mas-Colell,
Whinston
and
Green,1995).
Secondly, in some fields of application,
allowing for the convexity of the production
possibility set is natural given the characteristics
of the underlying technology. Consider, for
instance, the industry of mutual funds. A mutual
fund is managed by an economic operator
which select a set of bonds/stocks according to
an investment objective or a mix of investment
goals, focused mainly on the return, or the risk
of the portfolio or on a balance among the two.
Owing these features of their management
process, it seems quite normal to allow for the
feasibility of some portfolios that are linear
combinations of actually observed funds, or it is
ordinary in this framework, using Farrell's
words, to assume that “the mean of any two
combinations that can be produced can itself be
produced” (Farrell, 1959, p. 377).
Hence, in this paper we aim at enriching the
tool box of applied researchers in productivity
analysis offering a complete range of
conditional measures of efficiency, i.e.,
measures of performance which take into
account the operating environment (or other
external factors) in which firms operate in,
without imposing their positive or negative
impact, but letting the data themselves to tell if
and how they affect the performance.
Therefore, the conditional DEA estimator,
as well as its robust version, is useful to explain
efficiency differentials when the convexity
hypothesis is reasonable for the technology
analysed.
Thirdly, and most important, we lay down
the ground for the development of a statistical
test of convexity, which could offer a rigorous
way to choose among a set of efficiency
measures (convex and not convex) those ones
appropriate to explain efficiency differentials in
the empirical context analysed.
In section 3 we apply a series of goodness
of fit tests for convexity of the type of those
proposed in Briec, Kerstens and Vanden
Eeckaut (2004), extending its application to
robust order-m efficiency measures and to
2

See Cooper, Seiford and Tone (1999) for about
15,000 references of DEA applications.
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conditional
and
robust
measures
of
performance. Their limitations are also
highlighted.
STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
The paper is structured as follows. In
section 2 we describe the frontier estimation
setting, summarize the DS probabilistic
approach, and introduce the conditional DEA
and its robust version. In section 3 the
computational aspects of these new estimators
are analysed and some simple goodness of fit
tests for convexity are proposed. Section 4
provides some illustrations of these conditional
convex estimators by using some simulated
examples and a real data set on Mutual Funds.
An application of the goodness of fit tests is
proposed and commented on. Section 5 goes
over the main points, outline future
development of this work to address and
concludes the paper. In the Appendix we show
that the practical procedure proposed in DS for
the bandwidth selection does not affect the
estimation of efficiency scores, as similar
results are obtained using the Sheather and
Jones (1991) procedure.
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ABSTRACT
This paper analyses the mechanisms through which increasing market competition may help
cooperatives to improve technical efficiency to guarantee positive profits. This hypothesis is first
formalised in a partial equilibrium framework and then is tested on a sample of Italian traditional and
cooperative firms. Technical efficiency indexes are computed by using the one-stage approach as
suggested by Battese and Coelli (1995), where proxies for competition are introduced as determinants of
efficiency, along with other exogenous factors accounting for the firms´ exogeneity. The results support
the hypothesis that increasing market competition can affect positively the cooperatives´ efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
The extent to which cooperatives tend to be
more efficient than conventional firms seems to
be a contentious issue. Not surprisingly there
exists a substantial literature (both theoretical
and empirical) measuring the efficiency
differentials between conventional firms and
cooperatives and trying to pin down the factors
that can have a positive influence on the
cooperatives´ efficiency. From a theoretical
standpoint, there are a number of reasons why a
cooperative should experience higher levels of
efficiency than conventional firms. A first
group of theories emphasizes the link between
profit sharing and workers' effort. In a
conventional firm, asymmetric information does
not allow the management to verify the worker's
effort and so workers may prefer to shirk and so
exert the less than optimal level of effort. The
profit-sharing agreement existing in a
cooperative may help to realign the workers'
incentives to those of the firm in several ways:
it may enhance workers' effort in return for what
they could perceive as the company's fairness in
letting them participate to the economic success
of the firm (so-called gift exchange) (Sessions
1992). Profit sharing may also provide
employees in a cooperative with an incentive to
monitor each other and put pressure on shirkers

(Jones and Svejnar, 1982). Finally, it may give
workers and managers the incentive to circulate
information, which in turn may limit the
asymmetric information problem and so
increase the productivity (Cable and Wilson,
1990). A second group of theories looks at the
role that profit sharing in a cooperative can have
on the workforce attributes, for instance skill
levels. It is well known that in a conventional
firm, workers may not be willing to invest in
firm-specific skills. The reasons for this are well
articulated in Hart (1995). When the workers'
investment is not contractible (i.e. contracts are
incomplete) and, at the same time, workers have
to bear all the costs of the investment, they may
correctly anticipate that the firm will try to
expropriate them after the investment has been
made; that is, they will be able to obtain only a
fraction of the return generated by their
investment. Therefore, they find optimal to
under-invest. Profit sharing can, however, help
to solve this problem. Indeed, with profit sharing workers are made residual claimants of
the firm, as they are entitled to a portion of the
profits. In this case, workers, aware of the fact
that some of the improved performance will
accrue to them, will be willing to invest in
costly firm-specific skills as profit-sharing
reduces the potential for ex post expropriation.
In this paper we examine the possibility that the
state of competition within the market may
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affect the incentives for cooperatives to improve
their efficiency. For conventional firms, the role
that competition may play in this respect is very
well established. Both Vickers (1995) and
Nickell (1996) have pointed out to two ways in
which competition may impinge on the behavior
of firms. The first effect is called "discovery and
selection": in a model of entry into a
homogenous good market with Nash-Cournot
competition, the post-entry equilibrium reveals
the ranking of the entrant in terms of relative
costs. A low cost entrant will generate a
substantial "disturbance" to the market
equilibrium and may drive some high cost
incumbent out. At the last, the profitability of
firms will be affected as output shifts from high
cost firms to low cost firms. The second effect
of competition is sharpening incentives for
managers. The idea is that the market is unable
to observe either the effort or the ability of the
manager: it can only observe output that is
additionally affected by productivity shocks. If
productivity shocks are correlated across firms
more than the underlying managerial ability,
then performance over time can be used to
distinguish superior managerial ability. In the
case of the cooperatives, this is not obvious.
There is indeed some anecdotic evidence
suggesting that increase in competition is the
main cause of cooperatives´ mortality as they
become more inefficient and therefore less
profitable (Birgegaard and Genberg, 1994).
However, there is no theoretical reason for this
to be the case; on the contrary, even in the case
of a cooperative, competition should give its
workers´ the incentives to improve efficiency so
to guarantee the firm survival. The reasons for
this argument can be summarized as follows.
Consider a firm where a) workers have control
rights over a specific "asset", their skills and b)
are paid by a fixed fraction of the overall
surplus. The firm organizes the production
using both a fixed asset and the worker's skills
as inputs. However, workers do acquire the
skills necessary for the production only once
they are hired. Learning the new skills is costly
in terms of foregone utility. We assume the
skills workers have to learn are specific to the
firm and therefore outside the firm they are of
no use. To be able to produce, the firm needs
the worker's skills that is, without the workers'
investment, production cannot start. Because of
the lag between the time the firm starts the
production and the time the workers decide on
her firm-specific investment, a standard hold-up
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problem (Hart, 1995) arises. Workers may
prefer to invest in the firm-specific skill so to
maximize their own expected pay-off from the
relationship with the firm, instead of the overall
surplus (that is, both the workers' and firms'
surplus). Therefore, the supplied skill is suboptimal from the firm's standpoint and so she
will appear inefficient, as the actual output will
be lower than the potential output. Suppose
now there is an increase in the competition
faced by the cooperative in the market. This
may be due to several factors, some of which
are related to economic policy (like the
reduction of tariffs and other artificially created
barriers to entry) and some to consumer´s taste.
From the workers' standpoint, this implies that
their profit sharing bonus decreases as well and
therefore they may want to readjust their
investment so to counterbalance the effect of the
negative shock on the profit-sharing bonus.
However, this will not have any impact on the
profit sharing bonus at this stage (as the level of
investment is determined in the period before
the shock) but it will only on the next period's
one. These re-adjustments have an impact on
the firm's technical efficiency. As workers
increase their investment, the actual output
increases and gets closer to the potential output.
The result is that inefficiency for the firm
reduces. These considerations set the agenda for
this paper. The work is divided into two parts.
We first consider the relationship between
product market competition, profit sharing and
technical efficiency and suggest a channel
through which increased competition can affect
incentives within a firm to improve efficiency.
In the second part of the paper, we test
empirically this prediction for a panel of
traditional and cooperative Italian firms,
specialized in the production of wine, over the
time 1996-2001. The data have been extracted
from the database AIDA. We adopt the onestage approach as in Battese and Coelli (1995)
where technical efficiency is measured by
computing a production frontier where proxies
of the state of competition in the market are
introduced as determinants of efficiency along
with other factors contributing to the firms'
heterogeneity.
The structure of the paper is the following.
Section 2 models the theoretical relationship
between competition, technical efficiency
change and profit sharing. The empirical model
and the results are presented in Section 3.
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Finally some concluding remarks are offered in
Section 4.
THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK
The framework we consider is quite simple.
Consider an industry with i=1,..,N firms. There
are i=1,..,N identical workers each working in
the firm i. The allocation of each worker to each
firm is made before the size of the net profits for
the worker is decided. Once this is decided, we
assume that the worker cannot leave the firm.
Each firm produces a differentiated good and
faces a downwards-sloping demand curve. Each
period the firm uses the following production
technology:

y it = Aeαi, t−1
Output is being produced by two inputs and
is being sold at the price

p i, t = yi1,−t θ yi1,−t θ
where yi,t is the supply of the good i and
θ is an index of the overall market demand. We
interpret ? as an indicator of product market
competition, where a large value is an indication
that product market is intense. Ai is a fixed asset
and does not change from one period to the
other. However, to rent it each period, the firm
has to pay a fixed cost fi , that does not vary from
period to period. The worker in the firm
provides a firm-specific input (e) which we can
think of as related to the effort of learning new
techniques which are specific to the firm and
that therefore outside the firm they are of no
use. We assume that in every time period new
techniques are to be learnt by the worker.
However, the decision on how much effort to
invest in period t is made in period t-1 where the
planning is done.
The worker decides each period on how
much effort to devote for the next period. Once
the decision has been made, it cannot be undone
immediately. The worker makes the decision in
anticipation of how much capital can be rented
in the future which in turn is determined by the
credit constraint. We assume that the worker in
firm i is rewarded by a share si of the net profit
p i,t yi,t -fi Ai . The per period utility function of the
worker is defined as:

1
U i, t = c i,t − et2
2
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with ci,t being the consumption of the
worker employed in the firm i at time t. His
budget constraint is ci,t =sip i,t yi,t -fi Ai . Lifetime
utility is then:
T
1 2
t
U i = ∑ δ ( si ( p i,t y i, t − f i Ai ) − e t )
2
t= 0

where d is the discount rate and e-1 =0.

To simplify the analysis but without any
loss of generality, we shall consider a three
period version of the model with period t=0,1,2.
The time line of the model is as follows. At time
0, the firm is set up and the worker of the firm is
hired. At time 1, the worker decides on e. At
time 2, the fixed asset is hired and so production
can take place. It is then sold and the surplus
shared between workers and the firm's owners.
The worker can consume at this time period.
Because of the lag between the moment the
firms organizes the production and the time the
worker decides on effort, it is impossible to
write complete contracts and therefore a
standard hold-up problem (Hart, 1995) arises:
indeed the worker may prefer to maximize her
own expected pay-off from the relationship with
the firm, instead of the overall surplus (that is,
both the worker's and firm's surplus). Therefore,
the effort is optimal from the worker's
standpoint, but not for the firm. For this reason,
the firm's actual output will differ from the
output she could potentially produce if there
was no hold-up problem and so the firm will
appear technically inefficient. Notice that in the
whole process the two parties have symmetric
information and there is no uncertainty about
the parties' costs and utility functions. The only
source of uncertainty is about the size of the
worker's effort. We analyze the model by
backwards induction and assume perfect
foresight. This means that we solve the model
starting from period 2 till period 0. Finally, we
derive the measure of technical efficiency and
measure how it varies when there is an increase
in product market competition. In period 2, the
worker is not going to invest any effort as there
is no future and production takes place:
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y 2,i = A2, i eαi,1
and the worker's profit-sharing bonus is
si (pi,2 y2,i -fi A2,i ). In period 1, the worker faces the
problem:
*
1,i

e

= arg maxδsi ( p i, 2 y 2, i

1
− f i A2, i ) − ei2,1
2

and the optimal effort choice is:

e = (δs i piθαAi )
*
1,i

−1
α −2
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we notice that firms can avoid competition by
exploiting the fact that consumers typically have
a preference for variety and particular brands. It
is also important to note that the change to
product market competition is specific to firm i,
that is, the shock is firm specific. Therefore, we
can take the industry potential output as given.
Consider first what happens to technical
efficiency in period 1. Since the effort has
already been decided in period 0 based on
expected competition, we get:

∂TE i,1
∂θ

=0

In period 0, the worker faces a similar
problem and he chooses similarly. The
interpretation is straightforward. The worker
makes his effort decision based on his
expectations about future revenues. If he
anticipates that competition gets stiffer, he
decides to spend more effort.

Next, consider period 2. After the change
has been observed in period 1, it is incorporated
in the expectations and the worker adjusts her
effort choice to accommodate the new
environment in period 2. It is clear that when
product market competition increases, technical
efficiency increases.

The industry is populated with firms with
different input characteristics and therefore
technical efficiency would be higher in some
firms than in others. We can measure technical
efficiency in firm i in period t as the ratio
between the actual level of output, produced at
time t by the firm i, and the potential industry
output, which could be produced at time t
(Farrell, 1957). The potential output, on the
contrary, is the level of output the firm could
produce without the hold-up problem. Our main
interest is to find out how technical efficiency in
periods 1 and 2 in firm i is affected by a
permanent, but unexpected change in the
product market competition in period 1. The
fact that it is unexpected implies that it could
not be taken into account when effort was
decided in period 0. The fact that it is permanent
implies that worker will wish to adjust the effort
choice made in period 1, once he has observed
the change in period 1. To simplify the analysis,
we assume that the level of the fixed asset is the
same at each time period. The intensity of
competition in the product market is affected by
many different factors, some related to specific
policies and some to consumers´ taste. Among
the policy related factors we find tariffs and
other artificially created barriers to entry that
reduce competition, as well as policies that
advance competition by introducing product
standardization. Among the taste related factors,

THE EMPIRICAL ANALYS IS: DATA AND
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
The key prediction from the model is that
cooperatives´ technical efficiency can increase
as competition increases. This theoretical
prediction has been tested by using the Battese
and Coelli model (1995). They propose a model
for panel data where the inefficiency effects (u it )
are expressed as an explicit function of a vector
of firm-specific variables and a random error.
The technology and the inefficiency parameters
are obtained by using a single-stage estimation
procedure.
The model specification is the following:
ln(Yit ) = β0 + β1 ln(Kit ) + β2 ln(Mtit ) + β3 (Lit )
+ β4 ln(Kit )2 + β5 ln(Mtit )2 + β6 ln (Lit )2 +
β7 ln(Ki )ln(Mtit )
+β8 ln(Ki )ln(Lit )
+
β9
ln(Lit )ln(Mtit ) + (v i - u i ), i = 1,..., N , t= 1,...,T

where Yit is the production of the i-th firm
at the t-th time period, Kit , Mtit and Lit are input
quantities of the i-th firm at the t-th time period
and β is a vector of unknown parameters. The v it
are random variables which are assumed to be
iid as a N(0,σv 2 ), and independent of the uit; in
turn these are non-negative random variables
assumed to account for technical inefficiency in
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production and to be independently distributed
as truncations at zero of the N(mit ,σu 2 )
distribution with mit = zit δ, where zit is a p×1
vector of variables which may influence the
efficiency of a firm and δ is an 1×p vector of
parameters to be estimated together with
σ2 =σv 2 +σu 2 and γ=σu 2 /(σv 2 +σu 2 ).
The data set we use is a panel of Italian
traditional and cooperative firms from 1996 to
2001. The data-set we use has been extracted
from AIDA, a database collecting Italian
companies' annual reports as filed at the official
registrars (local Chambers of Commerce). In
addition to the information contained in the
annual reports, the database reports information
on location, the legal status and additional
financial data. We have decided to focus on the
firms belonging to the same sector, i.e.
production and processing of wine; this
corresponds to the code A01131 of the Ateco 91
classification as provided by ISTAT (Italian
Statistical Office). The wine industry has been
selected for several reasons: first its output mix
is limited compared to other sectors, and
therefore the firms in the industry should be
more homogenous in terms of technology. In
addition, it is the sector where cooperatives
have the highest market share -it was 55% in
1996 (van Bekkum and van Dijk, 1998).
Finally, firms operating in the production and
processing of wine require workers to have
some firm-specific skills, consistently with what
is described in the theoretical model. Human
capital in agriculture is both location-specific
and firm-specific, because land and weather
conditions are different from place to place and
this influences worker productivity (Pagano,
1992); besides, changing technologies cause
rapid depreciation in land-specific human
capital as most new technologies are geoclimatic or land-specific (Huffman, 2001). This
is particularly important in the analysis of the
relationship efficiency-market share since, the
wine industry can be considered the only sector,
among the agribusiness ones, with a not
homogenous product and where consumers
recognise and buy the product of a specific firm
(Galizzi, 2000).
Our data set is so composed by 158 firms
observed
over
the
period
1996-2001
corresponding so to 717 observations. The panel
is not balanced. Indeed, not all the firms are
included in the database as, to be included, a
company should ensure that operating revenue
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is equal to a minimum of 1 million euros.
According to their legal status, 85 firms
(corresponding to 413 observations over the
whole time period) are cooperatives, while 73
firms (corresponding to 304 observations) are
not.
In our production set, output is measured by
the company's sales plus the change in
inventories deflated with the appropriate
production index (ISTAT, 2002). Among the
inputs,
we
include
the
intermediate
consumption, the capital and the labour.
Intermediate consumption is defined as the sum
of materials and services while capital is the
sum (at book value) of land, buildings,
machinery and other fixed assets. Both variables
have been deflated by the price index of
material consumption and of investment goods
for the beverage industry, respectively (ISTAT,
2002). All these variables (both of output and
inputs) are expressed in 1995 million Italian
liras. Labour is the number of employees at the
end of the fiscal year. Among the z variables,
we introduce a set of additional factors that can
explain the firm´s heterogeneity. Among the
environmental factors, we control for the firm's
location. It is a well-established piece of
evidence in the Italian literature that location
matters for firms' productivity. Indeed firms,
located in different areas of the country, tend to
show lower levels of productivity and
efficiency. This is to be probably ascribed to the
operation of local factors such as different
infrastructure endowment, external economies
linked to the local technological potential or
level of industrialization, the presence of
organized crime, and so on. In our study we do
not attempt to measure the impact of those
factors separately. Rather, we control for them,
using a dummy variable related to the
geographic location of the firm; following
common practice, we divide Italy in NorthCenter and South. Among the regressors, we
also introduce year dummies to control for
yearly variability of phenomena such as the
impact of weather on the vineyards and then
wine quantity and quality (INEA, 2002). Market
share is defined as the sales in a year of a firm
divided by the sales in the same year of all firms
in the sample
Table 1 reports the sample statistics for the
output, inputs and for traditional firms and for
cooperative firms, respectively. On average,
cooperatives produce more than traditional
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firms, use less capital and labour but use more
intermediate consumption than traditional firms
for each year under consideration. For
traditional firms, output shows some marked
jumps over time along with labour, while capital
is consistently decreasing over the whole time
period. Cooperatives' statistics show some
yearly variability as well, even if not so
dramatic as in the case of traditional firms. In a
balanced panel data (composed by 35
cooperatives and 18 traditional firms) the
picture is different since for traditional firms,
output is increasing while capital is constant; for
cooperatives output is almost constant and
capital is increasing.
THE RESULTS
The maximum likelihood estimates of (1)
are reported in table 2. The inefficiency model
is accepted on the basis of the LR test that is
equal to 196.24 with number of restrictions
equal to 7 (against a critical value of 14.1 at a
5%
significance
level).
The
translog
specification has also been tested against the
Cobb-Douglas specification and is accepted on
the basis of a LR test that is equal to 316.19
with number of restrictions equal to 6 (against a
critical value of 12.6 at a 5% significance level).
The significance of the coefficients related
to inputs is generally good; from the calculation
of the Allen substitution elasticities (Lee, 1980),
intermediate consumption substitute capital
(11.32) but is complementary with labour (4.07); labour and capital are complementary (6.37).
Among the other variables included in the
specification of the production function, the
dummy for the South of Italy and the time trend
are not significant. This means that 1) there is
no significant difference in technology among
firms located in the South of Italy and in the rest
of Italy and 2), there is no empirical evidence of
disembodied technical progress. On average, the
value of input elasticities, calculated at the
sample mean, are respectively equal to: 0.05 for
capital, 0.82 for intermediate consumption and
0.10 for labour. Then, returns to scale tend to be
constant. Among the factors used to explain
inefficiency, the dummy for the South of Italy is
significant: firms located there tend to be more
inefficient; besides, coops are less inefficient
than traditional firms. The coefficient referred
to the year is not statistically significant. The
market share variable is not statistically
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significant but the interaction with the dummy
for coops is significant: this means that market
share does influence inefficiency only for
coops; more particularly, inefficiency decreases
as coops' market share increases.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have tested the hypothesis
that increasing product market competition can
help cooperatives to improve efficiency. As
cooperatives are typically characterized by
problems of hold-up and therefore appear to be
inefficient, an increase in competition has the
effect of re-aligning the workers’ interests with
those of the firm and therefore they will
increase their investment in effort. These readjustments have an impact on the firm's
technical efficiency. As workers increase their
effort, the actual output increases and gets
closer to the potential output. The result is that
inefficiency for the firm reduces. To test this
hypothesis, we have used a panel of traditional
and cooperative firms from Italy specialized in
the production of wine covering the period
1996-2001. The empirical results show that
cooperative firms experience positive technical
efficiency change following an increase in
competition. In addition, this relationship does
not hold for traditional firms where, on the
contrary, technical efficiency may worsen.
These results give support to the original
hypothesis that increasing competition can help
a cooperative to improve technical efficiency as
it re-aligns the workers' interests with those of
the firm.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
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Y*

K*

IC*

Traditional firms
1996
10753
13411
8250
1997
11310
11505
9209
1998
10292
11388
7762
1999
8901
10499
6704
2000
10488
10430
7698
2001
8215
8771
6143
Cooperatives
1996
17160
4687
14816
1997
13173
3820
11574
1998
11450
3909
10000
1999
14494
4594
12721
2000
14307
4987
12463
2001
12066
4692
10477
All Firms
mean
12021
7156
10020
st.dev.
18240
17395
15574
max
153910
154791
125567
min
482
2
307
1 quart.
3790
1142
2776
2 quart.
6594
3210
5473
3 quart.
12031
6144
10047
*In 1995 ml Italian Liras. IC is Intermediate
Consumption.
Table 2. MLE Estimates
Variable
Coeff S.E.

t-ratio

Technology parameters
C
LnK
LnMt
LnL
LnK2
LnMt 2
LnL 2
LnK*Ln
Mt
LnK*Ln
L
LnL*LM
t
South
Year
Coop

3.85
0.09
0.22
0.49
0.01
0.12
0.06
-0.02

0.33
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.004
0.01
0.01
0.01

11.85
2.13
3.01
7.83
3.57
11.89
4.95
-3.85

0.01

0.01

0.79

-0.07

0.01

-9.16

0.002
-0.98
-0.01

0.003
0.12
0.01

-0.68
-8.45
-0.83

Inefficiency Model Parameters
C
South
Year
Coop
Share
Share*
Coop
σ2

γ

0.96
0.005
-1.30
0.08
-0.50
-8.59

0.12
0.01
0.11
0.03
1.08
1.07

7.88
0.60
-12.10
2.77
-0.46
-8.05

0.03
0.85

0.002
0.02

18.55
48.42

L
26
22
22
23
28
20
24
19
19
22
21
20
22
37
304
1
6
11
20
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ABSTRACT
Traditional approaches to calculate total factor productivity change through Malmquist indexes
rely on distance functions. In this paper we show that the use of distance functions as a means to
calculate total factor productivity change may introduce some bias in the analysis, and therefore we
propose a procedure that calculates total factor productivity change through observed values only. Our
total factor productivity change is then decomposed into efficiency change, technological change, and a
residual effect. This decomposition makes use of a non-oriented measure in order to avoid problems
associated with the traditional use of radial oriented measures, especially when variable returns to scale
technologies are to be compared.

INTRODUCTION
Malmquist indexes using DEA effici-ency
measures calculated in relation to a constant
returns to scale (CRS) technology, are argued to
be equivalent to a total factor productivity
(TFP) index (see e.g. Färe et al. 1994, 1998).
This is easily proved for single input-output
technologies, but for multiple input-output
technologies the calculated TFP Malmquist
index has some problems. In this paper we refer
in particular to problems arising from the fact
that a reference technology is used relative to
which technical efficiency is assessed.
Therefore, we put forward a TFP measure that
uses observed values only, and does not require
any specifications about the technology. The
proposed TFP measure is then decomposed into
efficiency change, technolo-gical change, and a
residual effect, which re-flects scale and
allocative shifts.
In our TFP decomposition we try to resolve
some problems in existing metho-dologies such
as the approach of Färe et al. (1994) (FGNZ
throughout) and the approach of Ray and Desli

(1997) (RD throughout). Both approaches
calculate the TFP Malmquist productivity index
in the same way (through radial efficiency
scores calculated in relation to a CRS
technology), but they decompose it differently.
In the FGNZ approach the techno-logical
change component is calculated with reference
to a CRS frontier, while in the RD approach it is
calculated with reference to a VRS (variable
returns to scale) frontier. The FGNZ approach
has the disadvantage of not accounting for
changes in the VRS technology, while the RD
approach may result in some computational
problems because some VRS-DEA models
might be infeasible when assessments involve
cross-period data (Bjurek, 1996).
Both the FGNZ and the RD appro-aches are
based on radial efficiency measures, that may
provide different results for some components
of the Malmquist index depending on the model
orientation. The use of non-oriented efficiency
measures solves the pro-blem of sensitivity of
the solution to the model's orientation, while at
the same time solving the computational
problems inherent in
the RD approach.
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Another problem of the FGNZ and RD
approaches to calculating Malmquist indexes is
that they rely on radial measures and so they do
not account for slacks. If slacks are important
sources of inefficiency, then the resulting
Malmquist indexes will be biased not fully
reflecting performance. Some authors have
addressed this problem and solved it through the
use of non-radial efficiency measures (see for
example, Grifell-Tatjé (1998) and Thrall
(2000)).
The measure of efficiency that we use in
this paper to decompose TFP is non-oriented
and is able to account for all the sources of
inefficiency, therefore avoiding the above
mentioned problems. This measure was first
proposed in Portela and Thanassoulis (2002)
and is called Geometric Distance Function
(GDF).

GEOMETRIC DISTANCE FUNCTION
Let the vector x = (x1 , …, xm ) ∈ Rm+
correspond to inputs used to produce an output
vector y = (y1 , …, ys ) ∈ Rs + in a technology
involving n production units. Consider that, for
each production unit, Pareto-efficient input and
output levels are known and are equal to (x* , y* )
= ((x1 * , … , xm * ), (y1 * , …, ys * )). We denote
these efficient levels of production by targets, as
they correspond to projections of each
observation on the Pareto-efficient frontier. We
shall not detail at this point the procedure used
to calculate such target points, but the reader
may assume that they are calculated by any
known DEA procedure.
The GDF as first defined in Portela and
Thanassoulis (2002), assumes the form shown
in (1), where θi represents the ratio between a
target input and an observed input i (xi * /xi ) and
βr represents the ratio between a target output
and an observed output r (y r* /y r).

GDF =

(∏ θ i ) 1 / m
i

(∏ β r )1 / s
r

(1)

The GDF is defined in (1) as the ratio
between the geometric mean of inputs’
contraction towards target levels, and the
geometric mean of outputs’ expansion towards
target levels. As target levels can be calculated
through any known procedure, the GDF is in
fact a general measure that encompasses other
existing efficiency measures in the literature.
When both inputs and outputs are allowed
to change towards the efficient fron-tier, the
GDF is a non-oriented measure that
incorporates both input contraction and output
expansion towards that frontier. It can also
incorporate all the sources of inefficiency as
long as target levels used in (1) are Paretoefficient and so overcomes the problem of not
reflecting slacks in the efficiency measure.
PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL WAYS
OF CALCULATING TFP
Consider the single input-output case where
a measure of productivity change from period t
to t+1 is given by the ratio Pt+1 /Pt , where Pt =
y t /xt in time period t. Using Figure 1, Pt+1 /Pt
corresponds to the distance between the rays
that pass through a given observation in period t
and t+1. The highest and leftmost of these rays
in each time period is the CRS frontier of that
period (associated with highest productivity).

Output

Examples of non-oriented efficiency measures
that have been used in this context are the
directional distance function used by Chambers
et al. (1996) and Chung et al. (1997), and the
hyperbolic efficiency measure used by Zofio
and Lovell (2001).
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Figure 4: One Input-Output Example
Obviously the distance between the rays
that pass through, for example, points Dt+1 and
Dt in Figure 1 can be calculated with reference
to any other ray. Taking as reference the ray
through unit A t , we find that the distance
between the rays that pass through Dt+1 and Dt is
OA'/OA'' = (OA'/OA t )/ (OA''/OA t ). Based on
this fact, existing approaches propose the use of
DEA efficiency measures defined in relation to
CRS technologies to calculate productivity
change indexes for the general case of multiple
inputs/multiple outputs. Note, however, that
productivity change is not dependent on
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efficiency or functional form of the efficient
frontier as defined in DEA. The use of distance
functions is just a means to operationalise the
concept for the multiple input-output case. This
approach relies, however, on efficiency being
calculated in relation to a unique referent line or
plane. This necessarily happens in the single
input-output case as the ray presenting
maximum productivity in each time period is
unique. However, in the multiple input-output
case, CRS technologies are defined by a cone
that has multiple facets, and projections on this
cone may happen on any of its facets.
To illustrate the above point, consider the
example in Table 1, where 5 units produ-cing
one output (y) from 2 inputs (x1 and x2 ) are
considered. In this table we also show the
growth in partial productivity between periods t
and t+1 [given by the ratio ∆(y/xi ) = (y t+1 / xit+1 ) /
(y t / xit )]. Inspecting these growth ratios in Table
1, it is clear that units 1, 3 and 5 increased their
productivity from t to t+1, while the
productivity of unit 4 decreased in the same
period. Note also, that unit 5 shows the highest
productivity increase from t to t+1 since the
partial productivity growth ratios are together
the highest that can be found.

Unit
Perio
dt
Perio
d t+1
Growt
h

y
x1
x2
y
x1
x2
∆(y/ x1 )
∆(y/ x2 )

Unit
1
12
5
13
22
8
14
1.15
1.70

Unit
2
14
16
12
12
12
11
1.14
0.94

Unit
3
26
16
26
26
8
25
2
1.08

Unit
4
26
17
15
20
15
14
0.87
0.82

Unit
5
8
12
14
8
6
10
2
1.4

Table 3: One Input Two Outputs Example

Unit

γ

t
jt

γ tjt++11
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Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5

1

0.673

0.853

1

0.398

1

0.694

1

0.909

0.509

t +1
jt

0.785

0.742

0.636

1.103

0.364

γ tjt +1

1.397

0.647

1.354

0.857

0.692

M tj

1.397

0.961

1.588

0.857

1.74

M tj +1

1.275

0.94

1.57

0.82

1.4

Mj

1.33

0.948

1.58

0.841

1.56

γ

Table 4: Malmquist results for illustrative
example
These results show some contradi-ction to
what was expected from the partial productivity
ratios, especially because unit 5 does not have
the highest Malmquist index as one would
expect. At the same time, while it is clear that
unit 4 exhibited a productivity de-crease (and
the Malmquist index correctly identifies this
decrease), the index suggests a productivity
decline for unit 2. Yet looking at Table 1 we
would suggest unit 2 had on balance a
productivity increase, because the growth on
∆(y/ x1 ) is higher than the decline in ∆(y/ x2 ).
The reasons for the above counter-intuitive
behaviour of the Malmquist TFP index can be
better explained trough Figure 2 where
observations in t+1 are represented by dots and
observations in t are represented by crosses.
t + 1 frontier
t frontier

2.00
1.80

5

1.60
1.40

5'

1.20
1.00

1

3'

3

0.80
0.60

Using the approach of Färe et al., (1994) to
calculate a Malmquist total factor productivity
index ( M j ) results in the values shown in
Table 2. Note that according to this approach
M j is the geometric mean of M tj and M tj +1 ,
where each value is calculated on the basis of an
t
efficiency measure γ jt indica-ting the radial
efficiency of unit j as observed in period t and
assessed in relation to the technology of period t
(superscript), i.e.

 γ tjt +1 γ tjt++11
M j =  t × t +1
 γj
γ jt
 t






1/ 2

.

2'
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Figure 5: Two Inputs one output example
It is clear in Figure 2 that the
hyperplane against which efficiency is measured is not necessarily the same for an
observation in t and t+1. For example, unit 3 as
observed in t is projected on the hyperplane
defined by units 1 and 4 in period t, but unit 3
observed in t+1 is projected on the hyperplane
of the t frontier defined only by unit 1. In this
facet slack in input 2 is not reflected in the
efficiency measure. (Similar observations can
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be made about other units in Figure 2.) Note
that the Malmquist index of units 2, 4, and 5 as
t +1
evaluated in relation to the t+1 frontier ( M j )
in Table 2 is exactly equal to the partial
productivity change of input 2 ∆(y/ x2 ) in Table
1. This means that when productivity change for
these units is evaluated in relation to the t+1
frontier one of the inputs (in this case input 1) is
completely neglected in the analysis. Such a
result is due to projections on the ‘flat’ part of
the frontier of t+1 in Figure 2, that satisfy free
disposability of input 1. This fact strengthens
what was previously said about the importance
of using efficiency measures that account for all
sources of inefficiency.
In summary, the measurement of efficiency
with reference to different facets of the same
frontier for a given unit observed in two
different time periods, causes biased results on
Malmquist TFP indexes that are based on such
efficiency measures. In the next section we
propose a GDF based approach that attempts to
solve the problems outlined.
MALMQUIST TYPE INDEXES BASED ON
THE GDF
The GDF measure defined in (1) can be
used to calculate a TFP index based on observed
values only. This TFP measure can be
decomposed into three components, namely
efficiency change (EFCH), technological
change (THCH), and a residual effect (RES), so
that TFP = EFCH × THCH × RES. The way
each one of the above terms is computed
through the GDF is presented next.
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multiple input-output case the GDF is a ratio
between a geometric mean of output growth and
a geometric mean of input growth.
If we apply (2) to the units in Table 1 the total
factor productivity values are those shown in
Table 3.
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3
Unit 4
Unit 5
TFP 1.3967 1.034
1.4999 0.84765 1.6733
GDF
Table 5: TFP Results for illustrative exa-mple

based on the GDF
Productivity growth is identified for all
units except unit 4 as expected. Note also that
unit 5 offers now the highest productivity
growth, exactly as one would expect from the
partial productivity ratios calculated in Table 1.
The GDF seems therefore a good alternative to
calculate total factor productivity change,
having the advantage of relying only on
observed values and making, therefore, no
assumptions about the technology.
Efficiency Change and Technological Change
Components
The GDF in (2) used to calculate TFP is not
an efficiency measure as it does not account for
distances between observed and target levels but
between two points observed in different time
periods. However, if the GDF is to be used to
calculate
the
efficiency
change
and
technological change components of TFP then
assumptions regarding the technological
specification of the frontier are required.
Consider a measure

GDF t ( xt , yt ) ,

Calculating TFP
The GDF as defined in (1) used efficiency
measures computed with reference to observed
and target input-output levels. We modify (1) as
shown in (2) to measure TFP. The key change
in going from (1) to (2) is that in (2) we use
measures of the distance between input-output
levels observed in t and t+1.

as calculated through (1), representing the
efficiency measure of the vector (x, y) as
observed in period t and projected against
technology of period t (superscript). A
Malmquist type index based on the GDF is
given by (3).
1 /2

TFP ( x t , y t , xt +1 , y t +1 ) =

 y rt + 1
∏
 r y
rt

 xit + 1
∏
 i xi

t

 GDF t ( xt +1 , y t +1 ) GDF t +1 ( xt +1 , yt +1 ) 

MGDF = 
×
t
GDF t +1 ( xt , yt ) 
 GDF ( x t , y t )
(3)

1/ s










(2)

1/ m

For the single input-output case it is easy to
see that (2) corresponds to a TFP index. In the

Similarly to other approaches, this index
can be decomposed in efficiency change
(EFCH) and technological change (THCH) as
shown in (4), where MGDF = EFCH × THCH.
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MGDF =

t +1

product of input change (ICH) and output
change (OCH). That is,

GDF (x t +1 , y t +1 )
×
GDF t ( xt , yt )
1/ 2

 GDF t (x t +1 , yt +1 )
GDF t ( xt , yt ) 


×
 GDF t +1 ( x , y ) GDF t +1 ( x , y ) 
t +1
t +1
t
t 


(4)
 x *t
x *t 
THCH =  *tt++11 × *tt + 1 
xt 
 x t+ 1

As the GDF is a general measure, the above
decomposition is also general and enco-mpasses
as special cases other decomposition approaches
in the literature. Note, however, that MGDF is
not necessarily equal to TFP as it is usually
measured in the literature. We consider that
MGDF is simply the product of efficiency
change and technological change. TFP as
calculated in the previous section includes these
components but may also include another
component as will become clearer later.
Assume now a single input-output case,
where technical efficient projections of each
observation are identified by the super-script *t
if the projection lies on the t frontier and by
*t+1 if the projection lies on the t+1 frontier. In
this case, each of the MGDF components
assumes the form shown in (5).
* t +1

x t + 1 / x t +1
EFCH =

y *t +t +1 1 / y t +1
*t

xt / xt

,

y *t t / y t



THCH = 




*t
t +1
*t
t +1
* t +1
t +1
*t +1
t +1

(5)
*t
t
*t
t
* t +1
t
*t +1
t

x

x

y
x
y

y
×
x
y









1/ 2

The EFCH component in (5) is interpreted
in the usual way, i.e. when it is higher than one
the efficiency of observation in t+1 evaluated in
relation to the t+1 frontier (measured for the
single input output case as

x *t +t +1 1 / x t +1
y *t +t +1 1 / y t +1
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)

is higher than the efficiency of observation
in t evaluated in relation to the t frontier, and
therefore there was an efficiency increase from t
to t +1. (When EFCH is lower than one there
was an efficiency decrease in moving from t to
t+1). In the same way a THCH component
higher than one means technological progress
and a THCH compo-nent lower than one means
technological re-gress. Note that technical
change may be re-organised so that we have a

1/ 2

 y * t+ 1 y *t + 1 
×  t*+t1 × t *t 
yt 
 y t+ 1

1/ 2

An input change factor greater than 1
means that the frontier at t has higher inputs
than the frontier at t+1. That is, there was an
impro-vement (decrease) in inputs in moving
from t to t+1. If the output change is higher than
1, it means that outputs in t+1 are on average
higher than outputs in t, which also means an
improvement in outputs in moving from t to
t+1. So progress from t to t+1 happens when
both input and output change are greater than 1.
Obviously one may have movements in
different directions and in this case the resulting
technological progress or regress will depend on
which factor dominates the other. Note that the
input and output change compo-nents of
technological change are closely related to the
input and output scale bias defined in Färe et al.
(1997a).
In the multiple input-output case the above
technological
and
efficiency
change
components are calculated as shown in (6),
where again technological change is the product
of input change and output change.

(∏θ itt ++11 )1 / m
i

EFCH =

(∏ β rtt++11 ) 1 / s
r

(∏ θ itt ) 1 / m

,

i

(∏ β rtt )1 / s
r

1/ 2

1/ m
  x *t
xit*t  
it +1

THCH =  ∏ *t +1 × ∏ *t +1 
 i x it +1 i xit  


1/ s
*t +1
  y *t +1

 ∏ rt +1 × ∏ y rt  
  r y *rtt+1 r y *rtt  



×

(6)

1/ 2

The EFCH and THCH components in (6)
include those existing in the literature, though
being more general because they can handle
situations where non-oriented models are used
to calculate target levels. If both inputs and
outputs change towards the technical efficient
frontier, then the ratios considered in (6)
account simultaneously for these changes.
These ratios can be calculated both when targets
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lie on a CRS frontier or on a VRS frontier. We
shall use, however, only the latter technological
specification for reasons that will become
clearer in the next section.

The second term of this decompo-sition
compares changes between input and output
targets along the t and the t+1 frontier. As it is
arbitrary to measure these changes on the t or on
the t+1 frontier the geometric mean between
both is taken in (9). As all the points considered
in the square root in (9) are efficient points, the
movements between these points (on each
frontier) can only reflect the exploitation of
scale economies or changes in the mix of
operations.

Residual Effect
The MGDF in (4) can alternatively be
decomposed as shown in (7) where it equals the
product of a TFP index as calculated through
the GDF and a residual component that is scale
related.

MGDF =


y *rtt

*t
 ∏
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  y rt +1

*t
  x i t
∏
  i x *t
it +1
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 r yr
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1/ s

1/ m

1/ s
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1/ m 
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∏ t 
 r y *t +1 
rt + 1 


1/ s

1/ 2

(7)

Note that it is TFP that one wants to
decompose, and therefore the above is better
expressed as (8).
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To see that the square root in (8) is scale
related, consider the single input-output case,
where the above (8) reduces to (9).




TFP = MGDF × 
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(9)
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The TFP as calculated through the GDF
approach decomposes, therefore, in MGDF
(which includes a technological change and
efficiency change components) and in a residual
component (RES) that is scale related. Note that
if input and output targets were calculated in
relation to a CRS technology, then in (9) one
would have TFP = MGDF as the residual
component would equal 1 (the proof is omitted
for sake of brevity). On the other hand, if target
points are calculated in relation to a VRS
technology, then it can be proven that the above
decomposition in (9) is equivalent to the RD
approach, where the residual component in (9)
is equal to the RD scale effect. For the multiple
input-output case, the RD and the GDF
approaches yield diffe -rent TFP and RES
components, but can yield the same efficiency
change and technological change components
when the same efficiency models are used in
both approaches (to cal-culate efficiency scores
in the RD model and target levels in the GDF
model).
Interpreting the RD scale change factor is
not easy as testifies Lovell (2001) and Ray
(2001), since it is not a straightforward ratio of
scale efficiency in two different periods (as
happens in the FGNZ approach). However, it is
not clear that the scale related component of
productivity change should re-flect changes in
scale efficiency. For example, Lovell (2001)
points out that the scale compo-nent of
productivity change should reflect the influence
of scale economies on productivity change
rather than changes in scale efficiency. The
author further points out that this contri-bution
of scale economies to productivity change is
provided by the scale component of the RD
approach, whereas the contribution of the scale
efficiency change of the FGNZ approach to
explain scale economies is unclear. Being our
residual component related with the RD
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approach its interpretation in terms of scale is
not easy, especially for technologies using
multiple inputs/outputs.
In order to shed some light on the
interpretation of our residual component, note
that in the single input-output case the square
root in (9) can be alternatively written as:









y *t +t 1
y *t +t 1+1
x t*+t 1 x t*+t +11
× *t +1
y t*t
yt
x t*t

x t*t +1
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accounts for differences between TFP and a
Malmquist index calculated in relation to a VRS
technology. When the residual effect is greater
than 1 it means that TFP change benefits from a
positive influence through the exploitation of
scale economies, whereas when it is lower than
1 this influence on TFP is negative.
CONCLUSION

.

Considering the produc-tion frontier at
period t and assuming that x*t t+1 > x*t t , we have
that if [y *tt+1 / x*t t+1 ] / [y *tt / x*t t ] is greater than 1
then the production function exhibits increasing
returns to scale. If this ratio is equal to 1 we
have constant returns to scale, and if it is lower
than 1 we have decreasing returns to scale (see
Diewert and Nakamura, 2003 who also put
forward this interpretation). Each term of the
above geometric mean can therefore be
interpreted as containing informa-tion on the
returns to scale properties of the production
frontier.
Though attractive this interpretation it may
have some problems. Note, for example, that the
above interpretation implies x*t t+1 >x*t t . If
x*t t+1 <x*t t , then a ratio of two input-output
coefficients lower than 1 would indicate incre asing returns while a value higher than 1 would
indicate decreasing returns. Therefore the
interpretation of values higher or lower than 1 is
conditional to the relationship be-tween input
levels at the two points being compared.
Another difficulty relates to the RES component
being an aggregate measure of returns to scale
on both the t and t+1 frontiers. While a
component on each frontier can be interpreted
in the way suggested by Diewert and Nakamura
(2003) a geometric mean of RTS on the t and
t+1 frontier seems to be lacking an easy
interpretation. For the mult iple input-output
case difficulties are even greater because
movements along each produ-ction frontier may
reflect, apart from scale effects, also mix
effects. This means that in this case the
interpretation of this factor becomes even more
complicated. It is not our aim in this paper to
deepen the analysis on the scale change
component of the GDF measure. We interpret
this factor simply as a residual effect that

This paper draws attention for some
limitations of current approaches to calculating
Malmquist indexes, and attempts to solve them
through the use of a geometric distance function (GDF) approach. The GDF is used here
with two purposes. (i) To calculate a total factor
productivity measure based on observed values
only, and (ii) to calculate measures of technical
efficiency that are non-oriented and account for
all the sources of inefficiency. The latter use of
the GDF solves the problem of infeasibility of
some DEA models when VRS technologies are
used, and resolves the ambi-guity resulting from
the use of oriented models that yield conflicting
information depending on efficiency measures
being input or output oriented. The former use
of the GDF to calcu-late TFP is consistent with
the single input-output case, where it is widely
accepted that a ratio of productivity at two
different points in time reflects productivity
change. Such ratios are based on observed
values only, and do not require any assumptions
regarding the form of the production frontier. In
the multiple input-output case the most usual
procedure to calcu-late TFP change is through
Malmquist indexes that use efficiency measures
calculated in re -lation to CRS technologies. We
show through an example that this procedure
may yield biased results due to changes in the
reference hyperplane where units are projected.
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ABSTRACT
A new method of measuring the environmental efficiency of firms is proposed that involves the
introduction of the concept of emission minimising behaviour into a standard production model. The
method is applicable when pollution is calculated using a materials balance equation, which is common
in many agricultural industries. The new environmental efficiency measure can also be decomposed into
technical and allocative components, in a similar way to the traditional cost efficiency decomposition
method. The approach is illustrated in an application involving data on 175 Belgian pig-finishing farms,
where nutrient pollution (primarily phosphorus) is a growing problem. The production technology is
estimated using data envelopment analysis (DEA) methods. The empirical results indicate that the mean
environmental efficiency of these farms is 76.9%, suggesting that these farms could produce the same
output with 23.1% less phosphorus “pollution”. The decomposition analysis indicates that approximately
half of this inefficiency is due to technical inefficiency and half due to “environmental allocative
efficiency”. Additional discussion and model estimation indicate that some previously proposed methods
may not provide sensible information in the materials balance case.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades, the
environmental side-effects of economic
activities have entered the core of public and
political debate. In order to allow for a better
monitoring and evaluation of firms and their
production
processes,
researchers
have
recognised a need to adjust traditional methods
of efficiency analysis in order to integrate
environmental performance with the standard
technical and economic efficiency measures.
Several attempts have already been made to
integrate
technical,
economic
and
environmental performance measures (e.g. see

review by Tyteca, 1996). Generally these
environmental performance measures are
obtained by amending various parametric and
non-parametric efficiency analysis techniques,
which have built upon the pioneering work of
Farrell (1957). The majority of these studies
have approached the problem by incorporating
environmental damage as another input or as a
(bad) output into the production model to be
estimated (eg. Färe et al., 1989; Ball et al.,
1994; Reinhard et al., 2000).
These new techniques have been shown to
provide useful information in a variety of
situations, in particular in dealing with the issue
of air pollution from industrial activities. In this
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paper, the focus is upon nutrient pollution in
intensive agricultural production, where the
materials balance condition (e.g. see Reinhard et
al., 1999) is used to calculate the nutrient
balance (or nutrient pollution) that is associated
with farm waste (e.g. manure). The nutrient
balance of a farm is calculated as the amount of
nutrient that enters the farm in inputs minus that
which leaves the farm bound up in useful
output.
This materials balance condition can
introduce a range of problems when one
attempts to include the pollution variable as an
input or (bad) output variable into a production
technology, as is done in the above-mentioned
studies. The principle objective of this paper is
to discuss some of these problems, and to
describe an alternative strategy (originally
proposed by Lauwers et al, 1999), that involves
the introduction of the concept of emission
minimising behaviour into a standard
production model. This allows one to define an
environmental efficiency measure, that can also
be decomposed into technical and allocative
components, in a similar way to the traditional
cost efficiency decomposition method described
in Farrell (1957). The approach is illustrated in
an application involving data on 175 Belgian
pig-finishing farms, where nutrient pollution
(primarily phosphorus) is a particular problem.
The production technology is estimated using
data envelopment analysis (DEA) methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized
into sections. The proposed environmental
efficiency measures are described in Section 2.
The DEA methods that are used to calculate
these measures are outlined in Section 3, and
the methods are then illustrated using data on
Belgian pig-finishing farms in Section 4. The
final section contains a summary and
concluding comments.

where f(.) is a continuously differentiable
production technology, which is convex and
non-increasing in inputs, non-decreasing in
outputs, and exhibits constant returns to scale
(CRS) and strong disposability in inputs and
outputs.1

The (single) pollutant, P ∈ R , is
calculated using a material balance
equation, which is a linear function of
the output and input vectors. That is:
P = a ′x − b′y ,

{

}

T = y , x ∈ R M + K | f ( x, y ) ≤ 0 ,
(1)

(2)

where a and b are vectors of known nonnegative constants.2
The key question that must be addressed is:
what combination of inputs would result in the
lowest possible quantity of pollution, per unit of
output? The answer to this question can be
found by using similar techniques to those that
are used to solve for cost minimising input
quantities in many microeconomics texts, such
as Varian (1992, p49).
In the one-output, two-input case, the
pollution-minimising (or nutrient-minimising)
set of input quantities is determined by solving
the
following
constrained
minimisation
problem:

min
x1 , x2

P = (a1 x1 + a2 x2 )

subject to y ≤ f ( x)

(3)

This can be done by the method of
Lagrangian Multipliers, which yields the result:
a1 ∂ f / ∂ x1
=
.
a 2 ∂ f / ∂x2

2. A MEASURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFICIENCY
In this section a production process is
defined in which a vector of m=1,2,...,M
outputs, y ∈ R M , is produced using a using a
vector of k=1,2,...,K inputs, x ∈ R K . The
feasible production set, T, is defined as:
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1

(4)

Strong disposability implies that it is costless to dispose of
unwanted inputs or outputs.
2
In order to make this model a little more concrete, note
that in the empirical part of this paper, the pig-finishing
production process involves a single output variable,
kilograms of pig meat produced, two input variables,
kilograms of feed used and kilograms of piglets brought
onto the farm, and the pollution variable is kilograms of
phosphorus pollution, most of which is contained within the
manure that is excreted by the pigs.
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This result indicates that the nutrientminimising input combination is obtained when
the nutrient content ratio equals the ratio of
marginal products, or the MRTS, marginal rate
of technical substitution.
This result is illustrated in Figure 1, where
the production technology is described using the
unit isoquant, and the nutrient content
information is represented by a family of isonutrient lines. One iso-nutrient line is at a
tangent to the isoquant at point E. Hence, the
input vector at point E is the nutrientminimising input vector. Any other point on the
isoquant, such as point H, will be associated
with an iso-nutrient line that is further from the
origin and hence involves a higher level of
nutrients. This becomes apparent when one
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notes that the iso-nutrient line is derived from
the nutrient balance equation:

P = a1 x1 + a2 x 2 ,

(5)

which after rearrangement becomes:

x1 =

P a2
−
x2 .
a1 a1

(6)

Thus the iso-nutrient lines in Figure 1 have
intercepts equal to P a1 and (identical) slopes
equal to the negative of the nutrient content
ratio. Clearly the iso-nutrient line that passes
through the point H has a larger intercept than
that which passes through E, implying that it
must also be associated with a larger amount of
nutrients (P).

Figure 1: nutrient minimising input combination with an unit isoquant representation of the
production technology and a family of iso-nutrient lines

The above discussion involves two
production points (E and H) which are located
on the isoquant, and hence are technically
efficient.
Consider now the case of the
technically inefficient firm operating at the

point G in Figure 1. It is clear that this firm is
associated with an iso-nutrient line which is
further from the origin, and hence has a level of
nutrient pollution which is larger than points E
and H.
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Various efficiency measures
defined using this diagram.

may

be

The environmental efficiency (EE) of the
firm operating at the point G is defined as:
EE = PE /PG = 0M/0G.

(7)

That is, the ratio of minimum feasible
pollution over the actual level of pollution for
that farm. This measure may be decomposed
into that part due to (environmental) allocative
inefficiency (EAE):
EAE = PE /PH = 0M/0H,

(8)

and that part due to technical inefficiency (TE):
TE = PH /PG = 0H/0G.

(9)

These three measures can take a value
between zero and one, with a value of one
implying full efficiency (given the available
technology).
It is evident that one can
decompose EE into EAE and TE components as
follows:
EE = TE × EAE.

(10)

3. A DATA ENVELOPMENT ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
The DEA linear programs (LPs) that may
be used to calculate the above measures are
similar to those defined in Fare et al. (1994) for
the cost efficiency case. In this section the
notation is defined as follows. There are data
on K inputs and M outputs for each of N farms,
where for the i-th farm, these data are
represented by the column vectors xi
and yi , respectively. The K×N input matrix, X,
and the M×N output matrix, Y, represent the
data for all N farms. The linear program (LP)
used for calculation of technical efficiency is:
minθ,λ θ,
st
-yi + Yλ ≥ 0,
θxi - Xλ ≥ 0,
λ ≥ 0,

(11)

where θ is a scalar and λ is a N×1 vector of
constants. The value of θ obtained is the
technical efficiency score for the i-th farm. It
will satisfy: 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, with a value of 1
indicating a point on the frontier and hence a
technically efficient farm. Note that the linear
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programming problem must be solved N times,
once for each farm in the sample. A value of θ
is then obtained for each farm.
The
environmental
efficiency
and
environmental allocative efficiency scores are
obtained by solving an additional linear
program for each farm in the sample. Namely,
the following pollution minimisation DEA:
minλ,xi* a i ′xi *,
st
-yi + Yλ ≥ 0,
xi * - Xλ ≥ 0,
λ ≥ 0,

(12)

where ai is a vector of nutrient contents for
the i-th farm and xi * (which is calculated by the
LP) is the pollution-minimising vector of input
quantities for the i-th farm, given the nutrient
contents ai and the output levels yi . The
environmental efficiency (EE) of the i-th farm is
calculated as
EE = a i ′xi*/ ai ′xi .

(13)

That is, EE is the ratio of minimum
pollution to observed pollution, for the i-th
farm.
The environmental allocative efficiency is
then calculated residually as
EAE = EE/TE.

(14)

4. AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION TO
BELGIAN PIG-FINISHING FARMS
Intensive pig farming, and in particular
indoor pig finishing, is considered one of the
main causes of nutrient surplus problems in
intensive livestock regions such as Flanders
(Belgium), the Netherlands or Brittany (France).
The high density of production in these regions
results in volume of nutrient excretion far
higher than is needed for fertilisation. The
resulting nutrient surplus leads to environmental
problems
such
as
eutrophication
and
acidification. Phosphorus is the most important
nutrient in question. Total phosphorus
production from livestock in Flanders is,
expressed in phosphate, estimated at 85 million
kg P2 O5 per year, whereas fertilisation limits
restrict the environmentally acceptable disposal
on agricultural land to about 60 million kg P2 O5
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per year. Strong competition for this disposal
room leads to disposal costs of about 3 euro per
kg P2 O5 . Economically feasible solutions for the
remaining 25 million kg P2 O5 per year are still
yet to be found.

emission minimising point. On the one hand,
improving TE will both reduce pollution and
reduce cost, while on the other hand, improving
EAE is likely to result in increased cost, as one
moves away from the cost-minimising point.1

Essentially, pig finishing is an activity of
feed transformation into meat, which starts from
a 10 week old piglet and ends with a market hog
of about 106 kg. This process usually takes
approximately 19 weeks. Hence in one pig
place, this process can be repeated about 2.7
times a year. The main inputs used are piglets,
feed, labor and capital. Nutrients embodied in
two of the inputs, piglets and feed, are not
entirely recuperated in the marketable output,
meat, with the balance being excreted in
manure.

In order to compare our method to some of
those proposed in past studies, we have applied
the three DEA models used in Reinhard et al.
(2000) to our pig-finishing data. The Reinhard
et al. (2000) study was an analysis of nitrogen
pollution on intensive dairy farms in the
Netherlands, where they calculated nitrogen
pollution using a materials balance equation and
then included this variable as an additional input
variable in a DEA production technology. They
then define three different efficiency scores, (i)
an output-oriented TE score; (ii) an inputoriented TE score, where all inputs including
nitrogen is radially contracted; and (iii) an
environmental efficiency score, where the
nitrogen input is contracted, with the outputs
and other inputs held constant.

The data used for this research consist of a
representative cross-section of 175 pig finishing
farms taken from the Belgian FADN,
accounting year 1996-1997. Preliminary
econometric analysis of the available data
indicates that the capital expenses and other
expenses (mostly labour) variables are not
significant explanators of output. Moreover, this
econometric analysis plus previous analytical
growth function analysis indicates that the
technology exhibits approximate constant
returns to scale (CRS).
Thus, our DEA analysis involves one
output, pig meat, and two inputs, feed and piglet
meat.
The phosphorus contents of these
variables (in kg per kg) are 0.0117, 0.0124 and
0.0117, respectively.
The mean efficiency
scores for the three measures defined in Section
2 were found to be 0.769, 0.873 and 0.881, for
EE, TE and EAE, respectively. These results
indicate that these farms could produce the
same output with 23.1% less phosphorus
“pollution”, and that approximately half of this
inefficiency is due to technical inefficiency
(operating below the production frontier) and
half due to environmental allocative efficiency
(ie. using a sub-optimal mix of feed and
piglets).
If this estimate of 23.1% average
environmental inefficiency was applicable to
then whole industry, it suggests that
approximately 20 million kg P2 O5 of the above
mentioned 25 million kg P2 O5 surplus could be
avoided if all farms were to achieve
environmental efficiency. However, one must
also consider the cost of operating at the

The application of the above three models
to our pig farm data provide mean efficiency
scores of 0.873, 0.873 and 0.731, respectively.
The first two results are identical to the mean
technical efficiency score we obtained from the
DEA technology that excluded the balance
variable. This is not at all surprising, given that
the inclusion of the balance variable adds no
more information relative that which was
already contained within the standard input and
output variables. The third mean efficiency
score of 0.731 is difficult to interpret. Given
that the nutrient level is a deterministic linear
function of the standard input and output
variables, it is not clear how it is mathematically
possible for one to contract (or change at all) the
nutrient variable when the output and input
variables are held constant. Thus, this measure
does not appear to be useful in this materials
balance case.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A new method of measuring the
environmental efficiency of firms is proposed
that involves the introduction of the concept of
emission minimising behaviour into a standard

1

Application of the Fare et al. (1994) cost -minimising DEA
model provides a mean (price-based) allocative efficiency
score of 0.98 for these farms, indicating that most farms are
operating close to the cost -minimising input mix at present.
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production model. The method is applicable
when pollution is calculated using a materials
balance equation, and can be calculated using
traditional data envelopment analysis (DEA)
methods. The new measure has the additional
advantage that it can also be decomposed into
technical
and
allocative
components.
Furthermore, some discussion of previously
proposed methods indicates that they have
certain shortcomings when the materials
balance condition is applicable.
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ABSTRACT
In real life, as well as in theory, the goals of different units within an enterprise may be
inconsistent with the eventual goal of an enterprise as a whole. In this work we hypothesize that efficient
operation of constituent units does not necessarily imply efficiency on an enterprise level. We show that,
under certain assumptions on technology, it is possible to identify theoretically, and estimate empirically,
the extent to which the performance of an enterprise as a group of units can be enhanced, even if all units
are individually efficient. The existence of such potential improvement is attributed to non-optimal
allocation of resources across the units, from the point of view of the whole enterprise. We merge the
theoretical findings of Li and Ng (1995) and Färe and Zelenyuk (2003), and come up with appropriate
group-wise efficiency measures, which allow for the possibility of resources reallocation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the economic theory, firms are
oftentimes viewed as single units, which state
their goals and do their best, so as to achieve
these goals at minimum cost. Presence of
agency and information problems has motivated
researchers to turn to the so called “micro micro -level” of analysis, so as to study the
behavior of different units within an enterprise.
Due to the agency problem and imperfect
information, these units may behave not
optimally from the point of view of the
headquarters (and shareholders), and creation of
“right” incentives is often very complicated and
may not be prescribed as a one-for-all cure.
Particularly, as argued by Leibenstein (1966) in
his development of X-inefficiency theory,
unobserved suboptimal decisions may result in
productive inefficiency. Being motivated
mainly by the fact that the goals, in terms of
output, revenues or profits, of different units
within an enterprise may not be consistent with
the eventual goal of an enterprise as a whole, we

formulate the hypothesis that efficient operation
of constituent units does not imply efficiency on
the enterprise level.
The main result of this work is that, under
certain assumptions on technology, we are able
to identify theoretically, and estimate
empirically, the extent to which enterprise
efficiency can be enhanced, even if all its
individual units operate efficiently. The source
of such inefficiency is attributed to non-optimal
allocation of inputs (thus, activity) across the
units, from the point of view of a horizontally
structured enterprise. In this work, we develop
the measure of such inefficiency. It is named
reallocative efficiency and it indicates potential
revenue and output gains solely due to
reallocation of inputs across the units of an
enterprise. Specifically, we formulate a
theorem, which states that group efficiency
when inputs can be reallocated across the units
of the group is equal to group efficiency when
such reallocation is not possible, adjusted by
reallocative efficiency. When allocation of
inputs across the units is taken as given, we
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suggest using a weighted average group-wise
efficiency measure, developed by Färe and
Zelenyuk (2003). Throughout the paper, we will
call weighted average measures as structural
efficiency measures, following Farrell’s (1957)
intuitive conjecture. Yet, when allocation of
resources is deemed endogenous, we suggest
using potential efficiency measures. We obtain
them by extending the findings of Li and Ng
(1995), and come up with the full range of
relationships between structural and potential
efficiency measures. The element connecting
these two types of group-wise efficiency
measures is reallocative efficiency, which was
first introduced in the aforementioned work of
Li and Ng, and extended further in this paper.
Similar ideas may be also found in Bogetoft
and Wang (1999), who study potential gains
from mergers. Briec et al. (2003) applies the
idea of group-wise potential efficiency to the
aggregation of directional distance functions.
Färe et al. (1994) propose the measure of the
“efficiency due to product diversification”,
which is conceptually similar to the measure of
gains due to reallocation of inputs. In their
recent study, Soriano et al. (2003) also consider,
among the others, the issue of measuring gains
from reallocation of resources.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we
present the existent theoretical background for
the group efficiency estimation, while assuming
that each unit operates independently in the
sense that inputs can not be reallocated across
the units. Then, we introduce the possibility of
inputs reallocation and suggest group-wise
efficiency measures to be applied in case when
resources can be reallocated within the group.
We proceed with the measures of pure gains
from reallocation of resources and conclude.
2. INDIVIDUAL TECHNOLOGY AND
EFFICIENCY MEASURES
We begin with individual efficiency
measures. We assume there are k = 1,..., K units
( K > 1 ) within an enterprise (group), which
produce outputs y k º (y k1 ,..., yMk )' Î ÂM+ from inputs
x k º (x 1k ,..., x Nk ) ' Î ÂN+ , according to the individual
technology:

T k º { (x k , y k ) : " y k isproducablefromxk "}

(2.1)
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Hereafter, we assume that individual
technologies satisfy standard regularity axioms
of technology characterisation (see Färe and
Primont (1995)).
Equivalently, technology of each unit k
can be characterized by its output set:

P k ( x k )º { y k : ( x k , yk ) Î T k } .

(2.2)

Individual revenue function is defined as
the maximum revenue achievable given
individual technology, inputs endowment and
output prices:

R k (x k, p ) º max{ py : y Î P k (x k ) } ,

(2.3)

y

where p º ( p1,..., pM ) Î ÂM+ is a price vector,
common to all firms. That is, prices are assumed
to be the same for all units – a necessary
assumption to obtain revenue aggregation result,
which we will use further (Färe and Zelenyuk
(2003)). Note that R k ( x k, p) represents a dual
characterization of P k (x k ) , as was shown by
Shephard (1970).
Individual revenue efficiency is defined as
the ratio of individual maximum revenue to its
observed revenue:

R E k º RE k (x k , y k, p) º R k ( x k, p) / py k

.

(2.4)

Individual technical efficiency of k-th unit
is defined, following Farrell (1957), as a scalar
measure of maximum possible radial expansion
of output vector within the individual output
set1 :

T E k º T E k ( x k ,y k )º max{q > 0 : qy k Î P k ( x k ) }

(2.5)

q

1

Hereafter, we do not explicitly include the word
“output ” in the terms used. Since only output-oriented case
is considered in this work, thus distinction with inputoriented measures is unnecessary. The development of the
input-oriented case would be similar and is omitted for the
sake of brevity.
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P (x 1,..., x K ) º

Accordingly, individual technically efficient
output is equal to ht e actual observed output
multiplied by individual output technical
efficiency score, y *k º y k ×T E k . Finally, we
define individual output allocative efficiency as
the ratio of individual maximal revenue to the
revenue obtained from individual technically
efficient output:

K
k =1

P k (x k ) .

(3.1)

Group structural revenue can be defined as
in the individual unit case (2.3), but optimized
relative to P (x 1 ,..., x K ) the common price p ,
when all units produce from their input
endowments:

R (x 1,.., x K , p ) º max{ py :

A E k º A E k (x k , y k, p ) º R k ( xk, p) / py *k .

y

(3.2)

(2.6)

The intuition behind this latter measure is
that technically efficient output does not
guarantee the highest possible revenues, just
because of sub-optimal output mix. A E k
reflects the discrepancy between individual
maximal revenue and the revenue obtained from
individual technically efficient output. Note that
the inequality R k (x k, p) ³ py *k (also known as
Mahler inequality) must necessarily hold and
hence A E k ³ 1 .
Expressions (2.4) and (2.6), and the fact
that
y *k º y k ×T E k ,
imply
the
famous
decomposition of revenue efficiency into
technical and allocative components, which will
be useful for further treatment:

R E k = T E k ×A E k

å

y Î P (x 1,.., x K ) } ,

which was proved (Färe and Zelenyuk
(2003)) to be equal to the sum of individual
revenue functions:
Lemma 1. If each unit k face the same
output price p , the following equality holds:

R (x 1,.., x K , p ) =

å

K
k=1

R k ( x k, p)

.

(3.3)

Parallel to the individual case (2.4), group
structural revenue efficiency is defined as the
ratio of group maximal revenue to the observed
total revenue of the group of units:

R E º R E(x 1 ,.., x K ,Y , p ) º R (x 1,.., x K , p ) / pY

.

.

(3.4)

(2.7)

3. GROUP EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENT
WHEN INPUTS CAN NOT BE
REALLOCATED
In this section we turn to the group
structural efficiency measures, following Färe
and Zelenyuk (2003). 2 These measures imply
that the allocation of individual input
endowments is taken as given. First, let us
consider
group
structural
technology,
characterized through group structural output
set, defined as the sum of individual output sets:

The result (3.3) implies that the latter is
equal to the weighted sum of individual revenue
efficiencies, with the weights being the revenue
shares:

RE =

å

K
k= 1

R E k ×S k

,

(3.5)

where S k º py k / pY is the revenue share of
K
the unit k , and Y º å k = 1 y k .
The authors came up with the following
decomposition of group structural revenue
efficiency:

2

The word “ structural” will emphasize the fact
that the structure – here, the allocation of inputs – is kept
fixed. This notion is going back to Farrell (1957) idea of
structural efficiency of an industry.
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R E = A E ×T E

,
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measures that account for the possibility of
resources reallocation. We also show that these
measures are related to the structural measures
of group efficiency by introducing additional
component, reallocative efficiency.

(3.6)

where

TE º TE ( x 1,..., x K, Y ) =

å

K

TE k ×S k

k=1

,

(3.7)

4.1. Potential Production Possibilities of a
Group of Units
First, we define group potential technology,
which presumes possibility of resources
reallocation within the group:

and
Tgº
AE º

å

K

k

A E ×S
k=1

k
a

å

K

Tk

k=1

,

(4.1)

,

(3.8)

k
a

k*

*

where S = py / pY is the revenue share
of k-th firm, which is now based on the sum of
K
maximal outputs Y * º å k = 1 y *k .
The relationship (3.7) represents group
structural technical efficiency, which is the
multi-output generalization of the concept
intuitively suggested by Farrell (1957) for the
single output case, and A E in (3.8) is group
structural allocative efficiency.
The decomposition (3.6) are very useful if
one needs to infer on the efficiency of the group
of decision-making units, when they can be
considered as separate entities, in the sense that
reallocation of inputs across these units is not of
interest or impossible.
4. MEASURING EFFICIENCY OF A
GROUP IF INPUTS REALLOCATION IS
POSSIBLE
In the preceding section group output set
was assumed to be equivalent to the sum of
individual output sets, according to the
definition (3.1). Since each unit’s output set is
constructed given its individual inputs
endowment, it follows that the allocation of
inputs among units is fixed under such an
aggregation structure. One may suspect that if
the units operate at non-constant returns to
scale, there may be unrealized output gains from
inputs reallocation within the group, even when
units are individually efficient. In order to
enable measuring gains from such reallocation,
we will revise the definition of group
technology, following the logic of Li and Ng
(1995), and define group potential technology.
Then, we introduce group potential efficiency

where T k is the individual technology
defined in (2.1). 3 The definition (4.1) is
equivalent to the definition of Li and Ng (1995)
and implies that group technology represents a
set of all combinations of aggregate inputs and
outputs, regardless of their allocation across
individual units.
An equivalent characterization of group
potential technology is given by group potential
output set:

P g º P g ( X )º { y : (X , y ) Î T g } ,

(4.2)

K

where X º å k = 1 x k . In contrast to the group
structural output set defined in (3.1), the
definition (4.2) allows for reallocation of
resources across the units, and what matters is
the aggregate input and respective aggregate
output of the group. It can be shown that P g ( X )
is less restrictive than P (x 1 ,..., x K ) :
Lemma 2.

P (x 1 ,..., xK ) Í P g (X ) .

(4.3)

The above relationship, saying that group
potential output set (which implies reallocation
of inputs within the group is possible) includes

3

Hereafter, the superscript “g” indicates a group
potential efficiency measure, i.e. when reallocation of inputs
across the units is possible.
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group structural output set (reallocation
allowed), motivates us to reconsider
efficiency measures, so as to make
consistent with the possibility of
reallocation.

is not
group
them
inputs

4.2. Group Potential Efficiency Measures
In order to define group potential revenue
efficiency, we should first define group
potential revenue. It is made in a similar way to
(3.2). However, potential revenue is defined on
group potential output set, P g ( X ) , rather then on
P (x 1 ,..., x K ) , as group structural revenue was.

R g (X , p ) º max{py : y Î P g ( X )} .
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and Y * * º Y ×T E g is actual output of the
group, adjusted for group potential technical
inefficiency. Hence, if one desires to preserve
the possibility of inputs reallocation within the
group and thus turns to the potential measures
of group efficiency, he or she is still able to
decompose group efficiency, now potential one,
into technical (4.7) and allocative (4.8)
components.
4.3. Reallocative Efficiency of a Group
In order to isolate revenue gains from
reallocation of inputs within the group, we
define group revenue reallocative efficiency as
the discrepancy between group potential and
structural revenues4 :

y

(4.4)

R R E g º R g (X , p) / R ( x 1 ,.., x K , p )

In words, group potential revenue is the
maximal possible group revenue consistent with
group potential production possibilities. It
should be clear that R g (X , p ) ³ R ( x 1,..., x K , p ) ,
which follows directly form the Lemma 2.
Group potential revenue efficiency is then
defined as the ratio of group potential revenue
to actual group revenue:

The following proposition immediately
follows from the definitions (3.4), (4.5) and
(4.9):
Proposition 1.

R E g = R E ×R R E g
g

g

R E ( X , Y , p ) º R (X , p ) / pY

.

.

(4.9)

.

(4.10)

(4.5)

Similar to the case of structural measure
(3.6), group potential revenue efficiency can be
decomposed into two components: group
potential technical efficiency and group
potential allocative efficiency:

R E g = T E g ×A E g ,

(4.6)

where

T E g º T E g ( X ,Y ) º max{q : qY Î P g ( X )} .

(4.7)

Proposition 1 indicates that R R E g is the
residual between group potential revenue
efficiency and group structural revenue
efficiency.5 In other words, it shows the
discrepancy between group revenue efficiency
when inputs can be reallocated and group
revenue efficiency when such reallocation is not
possible. In other words, it shows by how much
group revenues can be increased if inputs are
allowed to be reallocated across the units, given
current technical and allocative efficiency level
of each unit and total amount of inputs.
As was mentioned above, individual
revenue maximization does not imply
maximization of the group revenue, if inputs

q

4

A E g º A E g ( X , Y , p ) º R g (X , p ) / pY

(4.8)

**

Throughout the text we sometimes name this
measure as “ group reallocative efficiency” (without the
word “ revenue”), or “overall reallocative efficiency”, since
it represents overall reallocative efficiency gains to the
group.
5
In fact, similar relationship was defined by
Soriano et al. (2003) in a slightly different context.
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can be reallocated within the group. In such a
case R R E g may be greater than unity. However,
if individual optimizing goals are in accord with
group ones, R R E g will be equal to 1.
The idea of group revenue reallocative
efficiency may be also illustrated graphically.
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potential revenue. To measure such gains, the
following decomposition would be useful6 :
Proposition 2.

R R E g = T R E g ×A R E g ,

(4.11)

where

TRE g º T Eg / TE

(4.12)

A R E g º A E g / AE

(4.13)

Figure
efficiency.

On

1.

Group

revenue

reallocative

the

Figure 1 above, the line
corresponds to group maximal
revenue function defined on group output set
and is equal to the sum of individual revenue
functions. It presumes impossibility of inputs
reallocation. In contrast, R g (X , p ) indicates
group potential revenue, i.e. maximum group
revenue when inputs can be reallocated. Clearly,
even if R ( ×) is achieved at the output bundle Y * ,
it may be increased further to R g (×) which
corresponds to group output Y * * . The trade-off
between R ( ×) and R g (×) is attributed to nonoptimal inputs allocation within the group, in
terms of group potential revenue maximization.
This trade-off will be eliminated if inputs are
allocated in an optimal way in terms of group
revenue, so the group becomes revenue
reallocatively efficient and R R E g = 1 .
R (x 1,..., x K , p )

Revenue reallocative efficiency of a group
encloses overall, revenue, gains from
reallocation. However, it may be also interesting
to measure output gains from inputs
reallocation. Furthermore, one may be willing to
measure the gains from changing aggregate
output mix, from output mix maximizing group
structural revenue to that maximizing group

Hence,
group
revenue
reallocative
inefficiency may come from two sources. The
relative magnitude of these components reveals
whether the goals of individual units are more
consistent with the maximization of group
output or group revenue, or both. Output gains
are reflected by group technical reallocative
efficiency ( T R E g ). It represents a factor by
which group output can me increased by
reallocating resources across its constituent
units. The mismatch between group and
individually optimal output mixes is measured
by group allocative reallocative efficiency
( A R E g ).It represents relative difference between
group potential allocative efficiency (with
inputs reallocation possible) and structural
allocative efficiency measure proposed by Färe
and Zelenyuk (2003) (which does not allow for
inputs reallocation). If it is the case that there is
no additional gains (or losses) from switching
from individually optimal (individual revenue
maximizing) output mixes to the output mixes
that allow to achieve group potential revenue,
A R E g is equal to 1. However, it may be that
A E g < A E , meaning that existent aggregate
output mix is more consistent with the goal of
achieving group potential revenue, rather than
with maximization of individual revenues.
Accordingly, such a situation will be reflected
by A R E g < 1 . Alternatively, it may happen that
A R E g > 1 , which is the opposite case to the
above.

Note the similarity to (2.7), (3.6) and (4.6).

6
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By merging (4.12) and (4.13) with (4.6), we
obtain an additional useful decomposition:

R E g = (T E ×T R E g )×(A E ×A R E g )

(4.14)

This decomposition reveals all components
of the overall efficiency of the group. Structural
efficiency components ( T E and A E ) reflect
gains from making individual units efficient,
while reallocative efficiency components (T R E g
and A R E g ) indicate unrealized gains due to
non-optimal allocation of economic resources
across units within the group. All together, they
are absorbed by the measure of overall group
revenue gains from reallocation of resources
within the group, R E g .
Noteworthy, the group measures of
reallocative efficiency can be obtained from
individual analogs. Specifically, it can shown
that

RREg =

(å

K
k= 1

( R R E k ) - 1 ×S k

- 1

)

,

(4.15)

TRE g =

(å

K
k=1

(T R E k ) - 1 ×S k

- 1

)
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reallocative efficiency in (4.12) is closely
related to that structural measure. However, the
disadvantage of these measures may be that
they depend on prices and thus are not purely
“technical” efficiency measures. But, this also
may be considered as an advantage in some
cases, since prices may reveal valuable
information for a researcher. For the purpose of
this subsection, we will denote these measures
g
g
as T E FZ 1 º T E and T R E FZ
and consider
1 º TRE
alternative measures of structural technical
efficiency and technical reallocative efficiency
of the group of units.
One of such alternatives is suggested in the
same work of Färe and Zelenyuk (2003), where
they define group structural technical efficiency
as the maximal radial expansion of aggregate
output subject to the frontier of P (x 1 ,..., x K ) :

T E FZ 2 º max{q > 0 : qY Î P (x 1 ,..., x K )} .

(4.15)

q

Such an approach to the measurement of
group structural technical efficiency gives rise
to an alternative measure of group technical
reallocative efficiency, defined as

,
g
g
T R E FZ
2 º T E / T E FZ 2

(4.16)

(4.16)
AREg =

(å

K
k =1

( A R E k )- 1 ×S ak

- 1

)

,

(4.17)

where
R R E k º R E g / RE k ,
k
g
k
TRE º TE /TE
and
AREk º AE g / AEk .
That
is,
group
reallocative efficiency measures can be obtained
by weighted aggregation of respective
individual measures (R R E k , T R E k and A R E k ).
Remarkably, the weights are the same as those
of Färe and Zelenyuk (2003), but the
aggregation function is harmonic, rather than
arithmetic average.

4.4. Alternative Measures of Group
Structural
Technical
and
Technical
Reallocative Efficiencies
Färe and Zelenyuk (2003) propose the
measure of group structural technical efficiency
defined in (3.7) and our definition of technical

Such a measure may be considered as the
“first-best” solution to the problem of
measuring output gains from reallocation of
inputs. It does not rely on prices and represents
pure trade-off between the frontier of
P (x 1 ,..., x K ) and that of P g ( X ) . However, it is not
clear, at this stage, how to estimate empirically
the frontier of P (x 1 ,..., x K ) , and hence the
application of such a measure is rather limited
currently. Therefore, one may turn to another
alternative measure, proposed by Bogetoft and
Wang (1999). They first define T E g (we use our
notation) in a similar way as we do in (4.7), so it
is conceptually the same measure. Than, they
define a measure of gains from reallocation of
resources as the following:

g
T R E BW
º max{q > 0 : qå
q

(4.17)

K
k=1

y *k Î P g ( X )} ,
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where y *k º y k ×T E k , as was defined below
(2.5).
So, it represents a measure of maximal
possible expansion of aggregate group output,
given that all units are individually efficient.
The authors also define a variant of what we
call structural efficiency of a group, as
g
T E BW º T E g / TRE BW
, where T E BW
is our
notation for their measure. The measure of
g
TRE BW
may be considered as a “second-best”
measure of group output gains from
reallocation, since it does not, in principle,
indicate the distance between the frontiers of
P (x 1 ,..., x K ) and P g ( X ) . Still, it does not depend
on prices, which may be an attractive feature in
some cases.
The question is how all these measures are
related and which is the best one. The second
part of this question we leave for further
investigations; though, we can answer, at least
partly, the first part. In particular, it can be
shown that the following equalities hold for a
single-output case:
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(Färe, Grosskopf, Lovell (1994)). They enable
us to use the result of Li and Ng (1995), who
showed that if such assumptions hold, then
T g = KT ,
where
T = Tk ,
" k = 1,..., K .
Respectively, it can be shown that in this case
P g ( X ) = K P( %
x) , where P (x%) is the output set of
the average unit in the group, i.e., a hypothetical
unit producing average group output from
average input amount. Furthermore, it can be
shown that group potential efficiency measures
are equal to respective measures for the average
unit.7 We state this result in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3. If individual technologies are
identical and convex, the following is true:

R E g ( X , Y, p) = R E( %
x, %
y, p)

(5.1)

T E g ( X ,Y ) = T E( %
x, y%)

(5.2)

A E g( X , Y , p ) = A E( %%
x, y , p ) = R E / T E

(5.3)
T E FZ 1 = T E FZ 2 = T E BW

(4.18)

g
g
g
T R E FZ
1 = T R E FZ 2 = T R E BW

(4.19)
That is, all these measures are equal to each
other in a single output case. In a multi-output
case, however, they may be different and, as a
result, respective measures of structural
allocative efficiency and their reallocative
counterparts may be different as well. So, for
the above three cases we can define group
structural
allocative
efficiencies
as
A E FZ 1 º R E / T E FZ 1 ,
A E F Z 2 º R E / T E FZ 2
or
A E BW º R E / T E BW .
Respectively,
group
allocative reallocative efficiency may be
g
g
redefined
as
A R E FZ
1 º A E / A E FZ 1 ,
g
g
g
g
A R E FZ 2 º A E / A E FZ 2 or A R E B W º A E / A E B W .
5. EMPIRICAL IMPLEMENTATION
To apply the proposed measures of groupwise efficiency in practice, we employ two
additional
assumptions
on
individual
technology. In particular, we assume that T k is
convex and identical for all units. These
assumptions are usual for DEA estimation

K

K

where x%º K - 1 å k = 1 x k and y%º K - 1 å k = 1 y k .
Thus, Lemma 3 enables estimation of group
potential efficiency measures even if the data is
restricted to a single group. In other words, one
may avoid estimating group-wise frontier,
which may be especially hard if the data is
scarce.
Accordingly,
once
group
potential
efficiency measures are estimated and the
structural measures are calculated as the
weighted averages of individual scores, as in
(3.5)-(3.8), reallocative efficiency scores can be
estimated as well by applying (4.11)-(4.13).
Still, one may refer to the subsection 4.4 and
use alternative measures of group structural and
reallocative efficiencies.
It should be mentioned here that one may
use the bootstrap technique to obtain more
accurate estimates of the efficiency score for the
average unit (which reveals potential efficiency
score for the group, see (5.1)-(5.3)).

7

Noteworthy, this is the idea put forward by
Førsund and Hjalmarsson (1979). Their intuitive conjecture
was elaborated later by Li and Ng (1995). For further
discussion refer to Ylvinger (2000).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have merged the prior
works, and developed necessary extensions, to
provide
theoretical
grounds
for
the
measurement of group efficiency when
reallocation of inputs within the group is
possible. In addition to the measure of group
structural efficiency, which do not allow for
inputs reallocation (Färe and Zelenyuk, 2003),
we have developed a measure which allows for
this possibility, group potential efficiency. We
have shown that this measure can be
decomposed into technical and allocative
components, which may be of high practical
use, since the source of overall inefficiency can
be more clearly identified. Depending on the
source of inefficiency, the implications for its
removal may differ. Further, we have
established the link between the two measures
of group efficiency, potential and structural
efficiencies. This link itself represents an
efficiency measure, which is reallocative
efficiency. It shows how much group revenues
may be increased, even if all its units are
individually efficient, and represents gains due
to the reallocation of inputs across the units. We
then decomposed this measure to uncover the
sources of such gains, which may appear either
from unrealized group output, or from gains due
to better match between individual and groupwise product mixes. Finally, we suggest the
procedure for an empirical implementation of
the proposed measures, which enables their
practical use.
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ABSTRACT
In traditional Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) the efficiency of a decision-making unit (DMU)
vis-à-vis other DMUs is measured by choosing DMU-specific optimal weights for all input-outputvariables. The only underlying constraint for the weights is non-negativity. The so-called “weight
flexibility” is often discussed as a main weakness of traditional DEA. Although some concepts have been
discussed which try to solve this problem, there is little knowledge about the degree to which weight
flexibility influences DEA results.
This paper introduces Cluster Analysis (CA) as an instrument for measuring weight flexibility in
traditional DEA. We compare CA results (using Q-correlation as similarity measure) with raw inputoutput-data on the one hand and virtual input-output-data on the other. Weight flexibility can be
expressed by the ratio of the two identified cluster-heterogenities. The higher the score, the higher the
weight flexibility in the used DEA model.
The proposed method is empirically tested with 72 American and European MBA-programs as
DMUs. Using raw data, CA produces two “nation-specific” clusters, whereas traditional DEA seems to
ignore these structures. CA results can therefore be used to put DEA results into perspective.
Additionally, DEA models with variable returns-to-scale tend to yield higher weight flexibility scores than
models with constant returns-to-scale.

INTRODUCTION
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) has
become a widely accepted method for assessing
efficiency of decision-making units (DMUs)
since its introduction by Charnes, Cooper, and
Rhodes (1978). 1 DEA is especially useful when
there are many output and input variables
describing the production of the DMUs and
which therefore have to be taken into account.
Generally speaking, the efficiency has to be
measured by the quotient of the weighted sum
of outputs and the weighted sum of inputs. As a
consequence, appropriate weights have to be
fixed in order to calculate the efficiency

1

measure. Unfortunately, there are many cases
where multiple inputs and outputs are difficult
to compare, i.e. when an assessment of the
variables is not self-explanatory, so that the
definition of a common set of weights is rather
impossible. Data Envelopment Analysis solves
this problem by defining these unknown
weights as parameters in a (linear) optimizing
approach:
Y0
max 0 =
µ ,ν
X

∑
∑

m+ n
j =m +1
m
i =1

µ j y 0j

ν i x i0

subject to

See Charnes et al. (1978).

Yρ
=
Xρ

∑
∑

m+ n
j= m +1
m

µ j y ρj

ν xiρ

i= 1 i

µ j ≥ 0,ν i ≥ 0,

≤1

(ρ = 1,...,k )
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where 0 denotes the evaluated DMU and k
the total number of DMUs. Note that the only
constraint for the parameters µ and ? is nonnegativity. Note furthermore that for each
DMU, it is necessary to solve a separate LP, and
that in general the optimal solution, i.e. the
optimal weights, may differ more or less
extremely over all DMUs. DEA chooses DMUspecific optimal weights which are the
constitutional part of the efficiency measure to
be calculated. In order to justify this
methodological idea, one can argue that each
DMU “may have their own particular value
system”.2 Therefore, the efficiency measure is
as “benevolent” as possible, showing the
DMUs’ performance in its best light.
This fact is often criticized as one possible
methodological weakness of DEA. Generally
speaking, it is not unusual that bad
performances of a DMU concerning some of the
variables can vanish by simply setting the
corresponding weight to 0. As a consequence, to
be classified as efficient, it may be sufficient to
perform well regarding only some of the inputs
and outputs.3 All in all, weight flexibility may
result in a neglect of a more or less apparent
structure in the performance data of all DMUs.
Furthermore, it is unsatisfactory especially in
many applications that the DMUs are measured
in possibly extremely differing ways.4
2

Boussofiane et al. (1991), p. 1.
See for example Golany and Roll (1989), p. 245 (“The
argument here is that when we let the weights vary freely,
some DMUs may be assessed by only a subset of the inputs
and outputs which are considered relevant. Moreover, a
completely free choice of weights can be viewed in some
cases as ‘covering up ’ the most serious deficiencies (low
outputs and/or high inputs) of the DMU being analyzed.”),
Boussofiane et al. (1991), p. 5, (“This can lead to a unit
appearing relatively efficient by ignoring within its
weighting structure all but very small subsets of its inputs
and outputs. Furthermore the inputs and outputs weighed
could be of secondary importance while those ignored could
relate to the main function of the unit .”) and Talluri (2000),
pp. 9-10 (“ [a traditional DEA model] allows for unrestricted
weight flexibility in determining efficiency scores of
DMUs. This allows units to achieve relatively high
efficiency scores by indulging in inappropriate input and
output factor weights.”).
4
See for example Allen et al. (1997), p. 13 (“Most
methodological extensions of DEA followed an application
driven path as a result of the application of the method in
real life problems. The desire to incorporate restrictions on
the weights attached to the inputs/outputs of DMUs is one
of these areas of development in DEA. […] The intention of
incorporating value judgements is to incorporate prior views
or information regarding the assessment of efficiency of
DMUs.”) or Roll, Y./Golany, B. (1993), p. 99 (“ […] it is
usually deemed ni appropriate to accord widely differing
3
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Sometimes there may even exist additional
information or some prior knowledge
concerning the relative importance of input
output factors so that additional constraints on
the DEA parameters should be formulated.
In order to solve this weakness of
traditional DEA models, some methodological
extensions have been discussed which try to
incorporate further weight restrictions in order
to get more “realistic” and less “artificial”
results, i.e. the cone-ratio method.5
Nevertheless, there is little knowledge
about the degree to which weight flexibility
influences DEA results.
Simple means and standard errors of DMUspecific optimal weights for any input or output
factor would only be descriptive measures of
weight flexibility and would not refer to the
structure of the raw performance data in the
whole. But “packed” information of the
structure in the raw data matrix (DMUs as lines,
variables as columns) can be extremely helpful
as a reference for weight flexibility in
traditional DEA models, i.e. after a DMUspecific assessment of the raw data. Therefore,
we are searching for a method which compares
the raw data (in the sense of unweighted or,
more generally, not DMU-specific weighted
data) with the “post-DEA”-data (in the sense of
the DMU-specific optimally weighted data, the
so-called virtual inputs and outputs).
MEASURING WEIGHT FLEXIBILITY
USING CLUSTER ANALYS IS RESULTS
Why use cluster analysis results as a
standard
of
comparison
for
weight
flexibility?
Cluster analysis (CA) is a multivariate
method for recognizing groups in a given set of
objects using a given set of discriminant
variables. It tries to build up innerhomogeneous and inter-heterogeneous groups.
Generally, there are two main steps in cluster
analysis: the choice of an appropriate distanceor similarity measure as a standard of
comparison for the objects to be clustered, and
the choice of the fusion algorithm which
determines the grouping procedure. These two
weights to the same factor, when assessing different
DMUs.”).
5
For details of these models see for example Cooper et al.
(2000), pp. 150-182, and the mentioned literature in the
same publication.
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choices have to be driven by application-based,
qualitative considerations.6
As described in the introduction, measuring
the efficiency by use of a traditional DEA
model may result in somehow artificial results.
Because a DEA requires comparability of all
DMUs and because the efficiency scores of all
DMUs ought to be calculated by the same
standard or at least a similar one, a criterion is
needed for analyzing how weight flexibility
influences the results of a traditional DEA
model.
We suggest a special CA variant as such a
criterion. Furthermore, CA results can be used
as a supplementary tool in DEA: DEA naturally
produces two groups of DMUs, namely the
efficient and the inefficient ones. For an
inefficient unit, a so-called peer group is
defined. By aid of this peer group, it is possible
not only to identify which of the efficient units
is relevant as a benchmarking partner, but also
to what extent. The interesting question, if these
groups are even apparent using raw data
information, can be analyzed by use of CA
methods.7
The concept
In order to develop a measure for weight
flexibility in traditional DEA by use of CA
methods in a given situation of application (i.e.,
for a given set of DMUs, and a given DEA
model), we proceed as follows:
1.

We apply a special CA algorithm to the
“raw data” consisting of all input-output
data of all DMUs. As a result, we recognize
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subgroups of DMUs which seem to
perform in a similar way.
2.

3.

4.

We apply the chosen DEA model to all
DMUs resulting in efficiency scores for all
DMUs, and in a set of virtual input-output
measures, i.e. in the raw data weighted with
the DEA -optimal DMU-specific weights.
We apply the same cluster algorithm to the
virtual data. As a result, we recognize
groups which seem to perform in a similar
way using “post-DEA” data.
In order to calculate a measure for the
(situational) weight flexibility, we compare
the cluster heterogenities of the identified
cluster using raw data and virtual data,
respectively.

Note that not any distance- or similarity
measure is appropriate in the mentioned
context. In the following, we assume that all
input output variables are metrically scaled.8
We use Q-correlation as similarity measure
for two reasons:
1. Similarity measures are appropriate
especially when similarity of objects
refers to their profiles and not to their
(absolute) difference.
2. In a CA any variable has the same
importance. But Q-correlation is
invariant versus scale transformations.
Applying the same set of weights for
the variables to all objects would
produce exactly the same clustering
results.
Therefore,
Q-correlation
adequately simulates the situation of a
common set of weights.
Empirical
method

application

of

the

proposed

6

For an overview of cluster analysis in general, distance and
similarity measures, and cluster algorithms, see for example
Backhaus et al. (2003), pp. 479-542.
7
The idea to make use of cluster analysis results in data
envelopment analysis or to combine cluster analysis and
data envelopment analysis results has already been
mentioned in the literature, see for example Doyle and
Green (1994), Talluri (2000), p. 9 (“A difficulty addressed
in the literature […] is that an inefficient DMU and its
benchmarks may not be inherently similar in their operating
practices. This is primarily due to the fact that the composite
DMU that dominates the inefficient DMU does not exist in
reality. To overcome these problems researchers have
utilized performance-based clustering methods for
identifying more appropriate benchmarks […] These
methods cluster inherently similar DMUs into groups, and
the best performer in a particular cluster is utilized as a
benchmark by other DMUs in the same cluster.”), or
Hirschberger and Lye (2001). Nevertheless, to our
knowledge, cluster analysis results have never been directly
linked to the problem of weight flexibility in traditional
DEA.

We test the proposed method by an
empirical application of 72 European and
American MBA -programs as DMUs. In this
example, we analyze efficiency of MBAprograms from the customer’s point of view.9
We use the average salary after the final exam
[SAL], the number of recruiting firms at the
business school [REC], and the accession rate
up to three months after the final exam [ACC]

8

This is the most common case in DEA. For situations with
nominally or ordinally scaled variables, ordinary DEA
models have to be modified. See for example Cooper et al.
(2000), pp. 193-196.
9
In the literature, this perspective is even the common one,
see for example Colbert et al. (2000), and Sarrico et al.
(1997).
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as output measures.10 As input factors, we chose
the average GMAT (Graduate Management
Admission Test) score [GMAT],11 the program
fee in € [FEE], the average practical experience
required in years [EXP], the duration of the
program in months [DUR], and the number of
candidates per available place [CAND].12 Of the
originally more than 100 programs, we found
complete information concerning these inputoutput measures for 72 MBA-programs.
We now apply the above proposed steps to
our empirical example.
We apply CA with Q-correlation as
similarity measure in order to recognize groups,
using raw input-output data of all DMUs. Unit
63 seems to be a group of its own, as seems unit
67. Clustering the remaining 70 MBA-programs
by average linkage (between and within groups,
respectively) results in a two- or four-cluster
solution.
The means of all variables but HIRE
(p=0,19) differ significantly between the two
clusters. Descriptive measures of the two
clusters on the one hand and of the two groups
(European and American) suggest that the
clusters can be described as nation-specific:

1/coefficient

Cluster hetergogenities using raw data

1.03
1.025
1.02
1.015
1.01
1.005
1
0.995
0

2 of clusters
4
number

within groups

6

mean
625,50
28044,69
6,37
14,10
5,03
80732,74
189,70
77,90
659,00
54173,78
4,93
22,18
7,40
87019,43
318,95
72,55

s.e.
38,45
7973,99
1,35
3,77
3,13
38,45
220,83
18,20
30,36
13351,22
0,97
4,08
2,84
16048,69
341,69
15,59

Table 2: Descriptive measures of the
European (EUR) and the American (AME)
MBA programs
group variable mean
s.e.
EUR GMAT 622,00
35,00
FEE
30027,63
10420,37
EXP
6,50
1,38
DUR
13,13
2,10
CAND 4,37
1,63
SAL
79734,32
15405,03
REC
154,00
145,62
ACC
69,23
22,89
AME GMAT 661,63
30,22
FEE
52686,57
14805,82
EXP
4,83
0,75
DUR
22,90
3,27
CAND 7,90
3,22
SAL
87768,25
14908,4
REC
345,73
358,37
ACC
79,05
8,35

between groups

Table 1: Descriptive Measures of the two
clusters

10

cluster variable
1
GMAT
FEE
EXP
DUR
CAND
SAL
REC
ACC
2
GMAT
FEE
EXP
DUR
CAND
SAL
REC
ACC
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People often declare an improvement in career
perspectives, and potentially higher wages as two of the
main purposes in graduating an MBA program, see for
example Bickerstaffe (2002).
11
See for example Bickerstaffe (2002), and Giesen and
Balster (2002).
12
All data were collected by the Economist Intelligence
Unit (EIU), see Bickerstaffe (2002), completed by
information about rankings of MBA programs published on
the
Financial
Times
homepage,
http://news .ft.com/servlet /ContentServer?pagename=FT.co
(october 10 th, m /Page /SpecialLevel2 cid=1042490881562
2003).

Comparing cluster and nation data, almost
80% of the DMUs are “correctly” allocated (i.e.
cluster 1 as the European, cluster 2 as the
American).
As a following step, we apply traditional
DEA, input-oriented models with constant and
variable returns-to-scale to the raw data.13 An

13

Before running a DEA using a traditional model, we have
to choose an appropriate orientation. For providers of MBAprograms who want to be evaluated as relatively efficient
from the customer’s point of view, the input variables refer
much easier to the provider’s scope as do the output
variables, which tend to refer to a more general market
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astonishing indicator that traditional DEA might
not reflect more or less apparent structures in
the raw data is the fact that the efficient DMU
67, one of the two outliers, is the unit which
appears 44 times in reference sets of inefficient
units, using the input-oriented CRS model.

Table 3: cluster coefficients using CRS and
VRS data and average linkage between groups

Clustering the DMUs using virtual data as
results of a DEA model with constant (CRS) or
variable returns-to-scale (VRS), respectively,
yield the following results:
−

The elbow criterion suggests a two-clustersolution only in the CRS case.

−

Comparing the cluster memberships in the
raw data and, for example, the virtual CRS
data, respectively, one can find only 41
matching pairs.

−

Clustering the DMUs using VRS data
results in extreme heterogeneous groups.

−

Comparing the cluster heterogeneities, one
can find that CRS virtual data yield less
heterogeneous results than VRS virtual
data, as can be seen by the cluster
coefficients in the table below.

−

As a consequence, the influence of weight
flexibility is higher in VRS models than in
CRS models – a result which we had to
expect because VRS models do not allow
for scale effects.

−

Finally, we define a quotient for measuring
weight flexibility for a given set of DMUs,
variables, and DEA model, using CA by Qcorrelation as follows:
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are between –1 and 1. The higher the score,
the higher the weight flexibility.
−

In table 4, we summarize some weight
flexibility measures. Additionally, we list
WF measures also for nonoriented DEA
models and find out that in this empirical
example,
nonoriented
models
are
influenced by higher weight flexibility than
input-oriented models. Note that the
number of clusters has to be the same for

number of
coefficients
coefficients
clusters
CRS
VRS
10
0,66230
0,58141
9
0,60841
0,47573
8
0,50362
0,47257
7
0,46503
0,38934
6
0,42085
0,32998
5
0,34847
0,29763
4
0,22620
0,22597
3
0,17630
0,17360
2
-0,00997
-0,07491
1
-0,19863
-0,22316
raw and virtual data. As we use CA by raw
data as a standard of comparison and as CA
by raw data suggests for a 2- or 4-cluster
solution, we have to calculate the same
cluster heterogeneity coefficients in the
virtual data case.
Table 4: WF measures for different DEA
models and different heterogeneity coefficients
(average linkage between and within groups,
respectively).
DEA
CRS
CRS
VRS
VRS
model
input
nonor. input
nonor.
2 clusters
between

2,0223 1,9978 2,1801

2,5560

within

1,2660 1,2816 1,4932

1,5231

between

1,6283 1,4732 1,6283

2,0582

within

1,2053 1,2112 1,2307

1,3186

4 clusters

WF =

−

2 ⋅ CH raw
CH raw + CH dea

whereas CHraw and CHdea denotes cluster
heterogeneity using raw data and virtual
data, respectively. This definition takes into
account that using average linkage between
groups, cluster heterogeneity coefficients

situation. This suggests input-orientation as the most
appropriat e alternative.

Table 5: Descriptive measures of the two
clusters using virtual data (CRS, input-oriented
model)
cluster variable mean
s.e.
1
GMAT 641,81
37,60
FEE
42.813,25
17.508,07
EXP
5,56
1,26
DUR
19,35
5,67
CAND 6,72
3,07
SAL
83.112,61
12.872,84
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2

REC
ACC
GMAT
FEE
EXP
DUR
CAND
SAL
REC
ACC

262,30
82,98
645,97
44.237,95
5,55
17,72
5,62
86.365,58
267,59
62,48

352,29
8,39
38,88
21.630,52
1,48
5,53
3,33
18.740,08
199,90
19,44

In order to compare CA results using DEA
weighted data with CA results using raw data,
additional analyses have to find out which
variables in the DEA case have best
discriminant power and how the clusters using
DEA data could be characterized by descriptive
measures. For each DEA mo del choice, one can
compare cluster membership data with those
resulting from CA raw data.
Table 5 shows that the two cluster solution
of a CA using virtual data differs extremely
from the raw data solution (see tables 1 and 2).
Additionally, only the means of variable ACC
differ significantly between the two clusters. All
in all, one can say that weight flexibility allows
for a more or less apparent ignorance of
structures in the original data.
Furthermore, detailed inspection of
reference sets of ineffic ient DMUs is needed:
Do the members of reference sets tend to belong
to the same cluster, using raw data? If not, the
construction of reference sets in a DEA (with its
enormous impact on managerial decisions) has
to be questioned. CA by raw data can therefore
“identify” meaningful benchmarking partners
before running a DEA model.
CONCLUSION
We introduced a special CA method as a
somehow external instrument for measuring
weight flexibility in traditional DEA. Applying
the same cluster algorithm to the DMUs using
raw data (i.e., with an implicitly fixed common
set of weights) and virtual data (i.e., DMUspecific weighted data), respectively, and then
comparing the resulting cluster heterogeneities,
is an appropriate measure for weight flexibility
in a given DEA model. We empirically test the
proposed method and find out that weight
flexibility (i.e., non-negativity as the single
constraint for the weights) may produce
misleading results, as efficiency and reference
sets are calculated in a somehow artificial way,
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ignoring in a sense the “real” data structure. CA
results can therefore be used to put DEA results
into perspective.
Nevertheless, this procedure is also
afflicted with some weaknesses. The choice of
the CA procedure influences the results.
Furthermore, CA results have to be interpreted
by the researcher. There is no rule for an
optimal number of clusters. To establish the
proposed concept, further research should
concentrate on some broader empirical
application, with especially focussing on
managerial implications, i.e. on appropriate
interpretations in a given situational context.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a formulation of stochastic frontier models for grain yield in Estonian
counties. Two distinct models of grain yield were investigated. A balanced panel of fifteen Estonian
counties observed during the period 1994 to 2001 is used. For the models parameter estimation a
computer program FRONTIER Version 4.1 was used. The results for various specifications were
compared and discussed. The results from stochastic frontiers model analysis were compared with
results of OLS. This analysis has demonstrated that stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) can be
implemented for parameter estimation of econometric models.

INTRODUCTION
In recent decades one has witnessed a
substantial increase in the interest of
econometricians for new models and methods.
We at the Es tonian Agricultural
University (Institute of informatics) have
investigated the possibilities of some new Data
Mining (DM) methods and have some
experience in implementing algorithms used in
DM packages. We have used Bayesian
statistical methods (Põldaru, Roots 2001b,
2003b, Põldaru, Roots, Ruus 2003a), neural
networks (Põldaru, Roots, 2003a), principal
components method (Põldaru, Roots 2001a),
decision trees and rules – CART–
(Classification
And
Regression
Trees)
(Põldaru, Roots, Ruus 2003b), fuzzy
regression (Põldaru, Roots, Ruus 2004); and
support vector machines regression (Põldaru et
al 2004) for estimating the parameters of
econometric model of grain yield. The data
used for parameter estimation are the same for
all methods mentioned above. The data are a
balanced panel of fifteen Estonian counties
observed during the period 1994 to 2001.

This paper presents a formulation of
stochastic frontier models for grain yield in
Estonian counties.
In this paper we consider SFA as an
alternative method for econometric model
parameter estimation. The economic content of
technical efficiency is on the background and
should be investigated separately hereafter.
Next the possible use of two distinct
models of grain yield was investigated.
The first model (MI) is relatively correct
(almost all essential independent variables are
included in the model, the coefficient of
determination, R2 , is high, almost all parameter
estimates are significant and acceptable from
economic point of view). The parameters of
the first econometric model (MI) were
previously estimated implementing different
methods used in DM.
The second model (MII) is relatively
incorrect (some essential independent variables
are not included in the model), although two
most important independent variables, land
quality and total fertilizer use, are included.
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For the both stochastic frontier models
two alternatives are considered: a) analysis of
cross-section data and b) analysis of panel
data. The model parameters for different
variants of independent variables specification
(under various specifications) were estimated.
For the models parameter estimation a
computer program FRONTIER Version 4.1
was used.
The results for various specifications were
compared and discussed. The results from
stochastic frontiers model analysis were
compared with results of previous analyses.
The paper has two goals:
to investigate if SFA in the case of MI
gives some new information;
to investigate the possible use of two
distinct models of grain yield.
This paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes the frontier production
models used. Section 3 describes the data for
the empirical analyses. Section 4 presents and
discusses the results. Section 5 summarizes
and gives conclusions.
STOCHASTIC FRONTIER MODELS
FOR GRAIN YIELD IN ESTONIAN
COUNTIES
In this paper the standard stochastic
frontier production function model for panel
(or cross-sectional) data was used. This model
is described more thoroughly in Battese and
Coelli (1992). The model may be expressed as:
K

Yit = β 0 + ∑ β j ⋅ x jit + (Vit − U it )

(1) where:

j =1

Yit is the (logarithm of) grain yield of the ith county in the t-th time period;
xjit is the (logarithm of) j-th input quantity
of the i-th county in the t-th time period;
β is K x 1 vector of unknown parameters;

(

)

the Vit are random variables which are
assumed to be iid N 0, σ V2 , and independent
of the Uit ;

U it = (U i ⋅ exp (− η ⋅ (t − T )))
the Ui are non-negative random variables
which are assumed to account for technical
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efficiency in grain production and are assumed
to be iid N (µ, σ ) ;
η is a parameter to be estimated.
The parameterization of Battese and Corra
(1977) who replaced σ V2 and σ U2 with
2
σ 2 = σ V2 + σ U
and

(

)

2
2
γ = σU
/ σ V2 + σ U
is followed.

The technical efficiency of a given county
(at a given time period) is defined by Battese
and Coelli (1992) as the ratio of its mean
production (grain yield) to the corresponding
mean production if the county utilized its
levels of inputs most efficiently. The measure
of technical efficiency relative to the
production frontier (1) is defined as:

(

) (

EFFi = E Y i* U i , X i / E Yi* U i = 0, X i
(2)
where,

Yi* is the production (grain yield) of the ith county, which will be equal to Yi when the
dependent variable is on original units and will
be equal to exp (Y i ) when the dependent
variable is in logs. EFFi will take a value
between zero and one.
DATA
The data used were obtained from various
publications of Statistical Office of Estonia. To
conduct the analysis we constructed a balanced
panel covering eight years (T = 8), from 1994
– 2001), for N = 15 counties of Estonia. The
characteristics of the data are reported in Table
1.
The dependent variable is average grain
yield (y), and independent variables are time
dummies (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 ), variables for
fertilizer use (x8 , x9 , x10 and x11 ), variable of
land quality (x12 ) and variables of production
structure (x7 and x13 ). The total number of
observations n = 120.
It is, however, vital to distinguish
parameters (variables) of primary interest from
those, which specify secondary structure for
the model. In the econometric model of grain
yield the parameters of primary interest were
parameters for the nutrients (nitrogen,
phosphorous and potassium fertilizer). From

)
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previous economic and agronomic research the
approximate values for these parameters are
known. These approximate values can be used
for appreciating the results of estimating the
parameters of econometric model of grain
yield.
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assert that these variables must be significant.
Consequently, some of the fertilizer
parameters cannot be estimated well by the
data.
While some fertilizer parameters are not
significant then in addition to variables of
fertilizer components (N, P and K) the
variable, total use of fertilizer, (x11 ), was
included.

Table 1 provides the coefficients of
correlation between inputs (independent
variables) and output (grain yield). In the most
cases the coefficients of correlation between
the output and inputs are statistically
significant. Only one coefficient from 13 is not
significant (“use of Potassium fertilizer” r =
0.085). It is important to note that some
variables for fertilizer use (Potassium) are not
significant. The economic theory and practice

Table 1. Summary statistics and definitions for independent variables (inputs) in the stochastic
frontier models for grain yield in Estonian counties

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Definitions of independent variables (inputs) Measure

xi

Variable

Dummy variable for year 1999
Dummy variable for year 1997
Dummy variable for year 1996
Dummy variable for year 2000
Dummy variable for year 2001
Sown area of grain
Fraction of fertilized area in total grain sown
area
Use of Nitrogen fertilizer
Use of Phosphorous fertilizer
Use of Potassium fertilizer
Total use of mineral fertilizer
Quality of land
Fraction of grain sown area in total sown area

Hectare
%

x1
x2

x5
x6
x7

Year99
Year97
Year96
Year00
Year01
SownArea
FracFertilArea

Coef. of
correl.
-0.477
0.152
0.266
0.332
0.290
0.523
0.323

Kg/ha
Kg/ha
Kg/ha
Kg/ha
Points
%

x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13

N
P
K
TotalFertil
LandQuality
GrainFraction

0.361
0.279
0.085
0.346
0.467
0.381

x3
x4

specifications (four alternatives for MI and
four alternatives for MII).

The frontier function (1) is estimated for
several alternative models. To derive our
preferred functional form we estimated eight

The specifications for MI alternatives are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The specifications for alternatives for MI

1
2
3

Characteristics of the models

MI-1

MI-2

MI-3

MI-4

Number of independent variables
Panel data
Assumptions for β

12
No
β11 = 0

12
Yes
β11 = 0

10
No
β8 = β9 = β10 = 0

10
Yes
β8 = β9 = β10 = 0

The alternatives MI-1 and MI-2 are
analogous to previous models discussed above.
While some fertilizer parameters in

alternatives MI-1 and MI-2 are not significant
then in the alternatives MI-3 and MI-4 instead
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of fertilizer components (N, P and K) the total
use of fertilizer was included.
In the MII only two independent variables
(total use of fertilizers and quality of land) are
included. The MII is estimated for four
alternatives:
MII-1 assumes the cross-sectional data
and variables in original units;
MII-2 assumes panel data and variables in
original units;
MII-3 assumes cross-sectional data and
logged variables;
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MII-4 assumes panel data and logged
variables.

RESULTS
Model I
The specifications and maximumlikelihood estimates of the parameters in the
grain yield stochastic frontier production
function, defined by equations (1) and (2) for
alternatives of MI are given in Table 3. Table 3
also reports the parameters OLS estimates for
alternative MI-1 (OLS1) and alternative MI-3
(OLS2).

Table 3. Maximum-likelihood Estimates for Parameters of Stochastic Frontier Production Function
for grain yield using MI
Variable

Parameter
β0
β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β7
β8
β9
β10
β11
β12
β13

Intercept
Year99
Year97
Year96
Year00
Year01
SownArea
FracFertilArea
N
P
K
TotalFertil
LandQuality
GrainFraction
Sigma -squared
Gamma
Mu
Eta
Technical Efficiency
Minimum
Mean
Maximum
R2

OLS1
90.1
-292
319
549
501.2
424.6
0.00713
4.78
1.03
8.36
-1.65
0
21.05
0.90
28757.5

0,834

MI-1
118.8
-291.8
318.9
548.9
501.5
424.1
0.00719
4.77
1.03
8.35
-1.65
0
20.94
0.90
26485.1
0.034
0
0
0.975
0.985
0.991
0.852

Table 3 presents also result summaries of
the results of various MI alternatives.
Summary
characteristics
for
various
alternatives are: sigma -squared - σ2 , gamma γ, mu - µ, eta - η, summary characteristics of
technical efficiency (minimum, mean and
maximum) and coefficient of determination R2 .
The coefficients of the exploratory
variables in the grain yield model (the

Alternatives of MI
MI-2
OLS2
-56
120.4
-301.6
-286.2
324.1
330.7
513
577.1
495.5
497.6
472.2
415.5
-0.00043
0.0079
4.15
5.15
1.14
0
2.41
0
-1.15
0
0
1.89
32.38
18.4
2.75
1.05
35615.1
29914.9
0.532
137.8
0.022
0.741
0.897
0.984
0.903

0.827

MI-3
150
-286
330.7
576.9
497.8
415.1
0.00796
5.14
0
0
0
1.89
18.3
1.06
28066
0.036
0
0

MI-4
-149.9
-300.6
332
527.1
500
474.8
-0.00074
3.68
0
0
0
0.68
34.81
3.08
41007,2
0.589
108.6
0.014

0.973
0.985
0.990
0.840

0.749
0.902
0.985
0.902

stochastic frontier production function) are of
particular interest to this analysis.
Let us next to analyze the parameter
estimates in Table 3.
The results in Table 3 indicate that the
OLS estimates (OLS1) and SFA estimates
(MI-1 and MI-2) are similar, whereas the
estimates for all dummy variables (x1 ,…, x5 )
are essentially equivalent. The parameter
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estimates for alternatives OLS2, MI-3 and MI4 are also very similar.
Comparing the parameter estimates in
Table 3 we see that only for one parameter β6
(Sown Area) the estimate change sign (MI-2
and MI-4).
It is important to note that the estimate
sign for Potassium use (β10 ) is for all variants
(alternatives) negative (including OLS). The
economic theory and practice assert that for the
fertilizer the model parameters must be
positive. Consequently, the independent
variable, Potassium fertilizer, is contaminated
by errors (Põldaru, Roots 2001a) and the SFA
models are not the “silver bullet” in that case.
Finally it may be concluded that for
relatively correct models (all essential
variables are included in the model) the OLS
and SFA estimates do not differ significantly.
Next
we
analyze
the
summary
characteristics for SFA models in Table 3.
Comparing the summary characteristics in
Table 3 we may conclude that characteristics
differ for cross-sectional data and panel data
models. Most essentially differs the value of
parameter gamma, (γ). The value 0.532, of the
parameter gamma, (γ), in estimated model MI2, implies that the predicted value of
inefficiency is estimated to have a value higher
approximately by a factor of 10 than in model
MI-1. But at the same time, the coefficient
8.35, of the variable, Phosphorous fertilizer
(β9 ), in the estimated model MI-1, has
decreased approximately by a factor of four.
The same result has been obtained for model
MI-4 and MI-3. In model M-4 the coefficient
1.89, of the variable, total use of fertilizer,
(β11 ), in the estimated model MI-3, has
decreased approximately by a factor of three.
Consequently, some amount of information,
which was included in coefficients β9 and β11 ,
has transferred to estimate inefficiency in
models MI-2 and MI-4.
The values of the coefficient of
determination, R2 , are high. The minimal value
(0.827) and maximal value (0.903) of R2 in
Table 3 do not differ significantly. Thereby in
cases of alternatives MI-2 (R2 =0.903) and MI4 (R2 =0.902) the values of R2 are higher than
in cases of alternatives MI-1 (R2 =0.852) and
MI-3 (R2 =0.840). But at the same time the
coefficient of determination, R2 , for SFA
models is higher than for OLS models.
The technical efficiencies range between
0.975 and 0.991 in alternative MI-1 and,
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between 0.741 and 0.984 in alternative MI-2.
The predicted technical efficiencies for model
MI-1 exhibit less variability than in MI-2.
The same results have been obtained for
model MI-3 and MI-4.
Because the estimates for the parameter,
η, are positive, the technical efficiency effects
for Estonian counties tend increase over time,
according to alternatives MI-2 and MI-4.
Model II
The specifications and maximumlikelihood estimates of the parameters in the
grain yield stochastic frontier production
function for alternatives of MII are given in
Table 4. Table 4 also reports the parameters
OLS estimates for alternative MII-1 (OLS3)
and alternative MII-3 (OLS4). Table 4 presents
also result summaries of the results of various
MII alternatives. The summary characteristics
are the same as in model MI.
Looking at the parameter estimates in
Table 4 we may now summarize the following
conclusions:
The parameter estimates for alternatives
OLS3, MII-1 and MII-2 are relatively similar.
The same results have been obtained for
models OLS4, MII-3 and MII-4 (logged
variables).
Comparing the parameter estimates in
Table 4 we see that parameter estimates do not
change sign, are positive and are acceptable
from the economic point of view.
The parameter estimates are essentially
identical for variable Land Quality. But at the
same time, comparing the estimates for
variable Land Quality and Total fertilizer in
Tables 3 and 4, we see that in Table 4 the
parameters β12 and β11 have values higher
approximately by a factor of 2 than in Table 3.
Consequently,
some
amount
of
information, which was included in other
coefficients of model MI-1 and MI-2 has
transferred to estimated coefficients β11 and β12
in models MII-1 and MII-2.
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Table 4. Maximum-likelihood Estimates for Parameters of Stochastic Frontier Production Function
for grain yield using MII
Variable
Intercept
TotalFertilizer
LandQuality
Sigma -squared
Gamma
Mu
Eta
Technical Efficiency
Minimum
Mean
Maximum
R2

Parameter
β0
β11
β12

OLS3
-171.5
4.005
35.60
114757

0.274

Finally it may be concluded that for
relatively incorrect models (essential variables
are not included in the model) the OLS and SFA
estimates differ approximately by factor two.
Consequently, there exists a transfer of
information from some coefficients to the
others.
Comparing the parameter estimates for
cross-sectional data (MII-1) and panel data
(MII-2) in Table 4 we see that parameters
estimates for Land Quality (β12 ) have
approximately the same value. But parameters
estimate for Total Fertilize Use (β11 ) has less
value for panel data. The estimated model
parameters have all the right sign.
Next
we
analyze
the
summary
characteristics for SFA mo dels in Table 4.
Comparing the summary characteristics in
Table 4 we may conclude that characteristics
differ for cross-sectional data and panel data
models.
Most essentially differs the value of
parameter gamma, (γ). The values 0.636 (model
MII-1) and ~0 (model MII-2) differ
significantly. But at the same time, the
coefficient 3.804, of the variable, total fertilizer
use, (β11 ), for in the estimated model MII-1, has
decreased approximately by of factor of 1.5 in
the estimated model MII-2.

Alternatives of MII
MII-1
MII-2
OLS4
105.88
-93.92
3.15
3.804
2.54
0.261
36.08
39.80
0.825
188820.5 117892.3
0.047
0.636
0
0
137.8
0
0.022
0
0.630
0.714
0.857
0.941
0.950
0.998
0.565
0.478
0.244

MII-3
4.19
0.191
0.708
0.126
0.971
0
0

MII-4
4.16
0.08
0.818
0.123
0.776
-0.618
0.2

0.393
0.769
0.979
0.941

0.51
0.856
0.973
0.557

The technical efficiencies range between
0.630 and 0.950 in alternative MII-1 and,
between 0.714 and 0.998 in alternative MII-2.
The values of the coefficient of
determination, R2 , are different. The minimal
value (0.478) and maximal value (0.941) of R2
in Table 4 for SFA models has appreciable
difference. Thereby the coefficient of
determination, R2 , for SFA models is essentially
higher than for OLS models.
Consequently, in the case of relatively
incorrect models (essential variables are not
included in the model) the SFA models
markedly better explain the variation of
dependent variable than OLS models. But, at
the same time the model parameters estimates
are biased.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have estimated the
stochastic frontier production function for a
panel of grain yield data in Estonian counties.
By comparing the OLS, MI and MII models
we are able to deduce:
In case of relatively correct models (all
essential variables are included in the model)
the OLS and SFA estimates do not differ
significantly; the coefficient of determination,
R2 , for SFA models is higher than for OLS
models.
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In case of relatively incorrect models
(essential variables are not included in the
model) the OLS and SFA estimates differ
approximately by factor two. Consequently,
there exists a transfer of information from some
coefficients to the others and the model
parameters estimates are biased. The coefficient
of determination, R2 , for SFA models is higher
than for OLS models and the SFA models
markedly better explain the variation of
dependent variable than OLS models.
This analysis has demonstrated that SFA
can be implemented for parameter estimation of
econometric models.
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ABSTRACT
Strategy literature recommends the quality management tool of benchmarking to derive at
customer driven performance measures. Nevertheless, benchmarking projects often fail to support
strategy development because they are neither able to integrate supply and demand side data, nor are
they able to consider the performance of processes comprehensively. In addition, benchmarking results
are usually purely 'descriptive', so that there remains a large interpretative freedom for strategic
decision makers. Finally, traditional benchmarking is based on comparisons with 'average'
performance figures and/or rather unreachable 'superlatives' (i.e. best-practices) leading to undesired
tendencies of imitative process adaptations. Thus, the aim of the paper is to move forward Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a valuable benchmarking approach to cope with the mentioned
problems of benchmarking for strategy formulation. The paper discusses the new approach within the
alpine tourism industry. DEA´s decision model character makes it possible to derive at well-grounded
improvement strategies.

THE LINK BETWEEN
BENCHMARKING AND STRATEGY
The opening of frontiers and public
withdrawal, globalization as well as improved
communication networks has abandoned
enterprises into a highly intensified worldwide
competition (D'Aveni 1994). In today's era of
'hyper-competition' the one who is deciding
over a company's success remains the
customer by choosing the most satis fying
services and/or products. The creation of
competitive advantages can be explained by
two schools of strategic thought. According to
the market-based view of strategy competitive
advantages are generated by positioning a
company within suitable (i.e. attractive)
product-market-combinations. Thus, the main
strategic task is the identification of those
customer segments which also perceive the
highest satisfaction level in relation to quality
and price dimensions of the offered products
and/or
services
(Porter
1985;
Løwendahl/Revang 1997). However, products
as well as processes may be object of imitation

by competitors. Therefore, the resource-based
view of strategy is relating competitive
advantages on the ownership of unique bundles
of firm specific resources which can not
(easily) be imitated. Moreover, in the eyes of
the customers these specific resource
configurations allow to produce products (or
services) better and/or cheaper than
competitors
(Collis/Montgomery
1995;
Thomas 1996). Two conclusions may be
drawn at this point: First, both different ways
of strategic thinking are explicitly related to
customers' quality perceptions of the firm's
output (Zairi 1992; Fuchs 2004). Put
differently, the true 'strategic' value of any
resource may only be detected by integrating
quality judgments of the customers. Secondly,
strategies are defined as patterns of resource
allocation that enables firms to remain or even
improve its own performance. Thus, good
strategies neutralize threats and opportunities
while capitalizing on strengths and avoiding
weaknesses (Barney 1997).
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The paper discusses the strategic
challenges of tourism destinations and
demonstrates that benchmarking various
destination performance levels may be
considered as appropriate for developing
sustainable competitive strategies (Watson
1993; Boos/Jamari 1994; Czarnezki 1999;
Börner 1999; Tucher 2000). However,
traditional benchmarking concepts are leading
to a number of problems as its implications are
often conflicting with the core objectives of
strategic thinking. Data envelopment analysis
(DEA) is therefore introduced to overcome
with these methodological problems and
proofs as being a highly appropriate
benchmarking framework for the aim of
strategy development.
SOURCES OF COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE FOR TOURISM
DESTINATIONS
Tourism destinations become the true
strategic units because customers (i.e. tourists)
perceive them as the geographic area being
able to offer all the relevant products and/or
services which tourists expect for their holiday
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activities (Laws, 1995; Bieger 1998;
Flagestad/Hope 2001). Hence, both, the
offering as well as the constant improvement
of lasting destination experiences has top
strategic priority (Pine/Gilmore 1999). This
strategic task, however, is rooted in the
systematic integration of the various
destination
value-chains
(e.g.
hotels,
gastronomy, sports, culture, shopping, etc.) in
order to achieve the highest possible
attractiveness level in the eyes of the tourists
(i.e. customers). Indeed, the identification of
unique selling propositions (USPS) in order to
delight (or even excite) the customer (i.e.
tourist) will emerge as the core strategic task of
tourism destinations in the future (Murphy et
al. 2000). For this aim, the model of threefactor structure of customer (i.e. tourist)
satisfaction has recently been successfully
tested (Matzler et al. 2001; Fuchs/Weiermair
2004). Based on Kano's approach, destination
quality attributes may be grouped into three
categories, each of which exerts a different
impact on customers' total satisfaction with
products and/or services (Kano 1984, see
Figure 1):

Customer
delighted
Excitement factors
Performance factors

Time
Zone of indifference

Expectations not
fulfilled

Expectations
exceeded

Customer
dissatisfied

Basic factors

Figure 1: Kano's Model of Customer Satisfaction
(Source: Fuchs/Weiermair 2004, p.217)
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Basic
factors
define
minimum
requirements and cause dissatisfaction if not
fulfilled but don't lead to customer satisfaction
if fulfilled or exceeded. Performance factors
lead to customer satisfaction if performance is
high and lead to dissatisfaction if performance
is low. Finally, excitement factors increase
customer satisfaction if delivered but do not
cause dissatisfaction if they are not delivered
(Fuchs/Weiermair 2004).
BENCHMARKING IN TOURISM
DESTINATIONS
In practice it can't be expected that one of
the usually small and medium sized suppliers
in tourism would be ready and/or able to cope
with the above discussed highly specialized
tasks of strategic destination management.
However,
tourism
organizations
are
predestinated to take the responsibility upon
innovation processes, product-development
and quality management at the (aggregate)
level of the entire destination. For this aim, a
number of managerial tools have been
developed among them benchmarking enjoys
great popularity (Thomason et al. 1999;
Kozak/Rimmington 1998; Kozak 2002; Fuchs
2002; Fuchs/Weiermair 2004). Benchmarking
is defined as the continuous measurement and
improvement of an organization’s performance
against the best in the industry (Bogan/English
1994; Camp 1995). A highly important
customer-driven performance indicator which
is relevant for destinations is the satisfaction
level experienced by tourists during their
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composite tourism value-adding process.
Hence, destination benchmarking which is able
to include customer (i.e. guest) satisfaction
data shows a great potential to build up viable
strategies as customers remains the main
source of information for identifying those
standards that must be established to close
potential performance gaps. Nevertheless,
benchmarking projects often fail to support
strategy development because they are neither
able to integrate resource (i.e. supplier related)
and market specific (i.e. customer related) data
simultaneously, nor are they able to consider
the performance of complex service (e.g.
tourism) processes comprehensively (Cox et al.
1997; Parasuraman 2002; Fuchs 2004).
Further, the selection of benchmarking partners
is mostly biased as optimality concerns purely
supply side elements (e.g. destination size,
seasonality and/or location). However, also
this important sub-task should ideally integrate
the customers' (e.g. quality) judgements
(Wöber 2002). In addition, benchmarking
results usually are purely 'descriptive', so that
there remains a (probably too) large
interpretative freedom for strategic decision
makers (Madu/Kuei 2001). Finally, traditional
benchmarking is based either on a comparison
with 'average' performance figures, or on
usually unreachable 'superlatives' (i.e. bestpractices). Unambiguously, both approaches
are leading to an undesired tendency of
imitative process adaptations (see Figure 2).

Best-Practice Destination
Output 2

Destination 21

Destination 2

Destination 17

Destination 12

Output 1

Figure 2: Prosecution of undifferentiated strategies of best-practices
is ending up in uniformity
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A DEA BENCHMARKING
FRAMEWORK FOR STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT
According to the above discussed
weaknesses of ‘orthodox’ benchmarking, an
alternative approach should comprise the
whole (e.g. destination) transformation process
along the various value-chain activities in a
holistic
manner.
Additionally,
the
benchmarking instrument should be normative.
This would immediately allow to drawing off
relevant strategy recommendations. Put
differently, instead of (only descriptively)
providing GAP-profiles (as it is usually carried
out by management information systems) a
much more management oriented decision
support system (DSS) should point out the 'one
best way' how to strategically reduce eventual
Destination 21

Destination 2
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A final demand for the tool would be to
ensure that the selection of benchmarking
partners occurs according to their similarity
approved by the customer (e.g. tourist). This
should avoid the deduction of less-grounded
strategies, rather would promote existing
product (e.g. destination) differences which
may emerge as the base for future unique
selling propositions (USPS). Figure 3 points
out that destination x is forced to increase their
performance level (e.g. guest satisfaction) with
the two hypothetical quality dimensions 1 (i.e.
output 1) and 2 (i.e. output 2).

Improvement

Output 2

Destination 17

Destination x
Destination 12

Data Envelope

Output 1

Figure 3: Prosecution of individual strategies of best-practices is
ending up in strong USPS
performance gaps.

The following section moves forward Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a valuable
alternative approach to cope with the above
mentioned drawbacks of benchmarking for
strategy formulation (Hawdon/Hodson 1996;
Homburg 2000; Ross/Droge 2002). It can be
shown that DEA is not only able to take into
consideration
typical
customer-driven
measures of performance, but may also include
customer generated resource information.

The approach has already been tested
within the alpine tourism industry (Fuchs
2004). Currently, a total of 68 tourism
organisations perform as DMUS as being
responsible for their strategic decision making
efforts in geographically well defined tourism
destination areas. Next to typical quantitative
destination output measures (e.g. tourism
sales) and input data (i.e. tourism capacities,
promotional efforts, etc.) additional qualitative
data will come from a guest survey comprising
17,000
questionnaires
(Fuchs/Weiermair
2004). At the output side of the DEA indicator
the satisfaction with seven destination value
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chain areas (e.g. accommodation, gastronomy,
sports, entertainment, recreation/wellness,
shopping, and total destination appeal) perform
as customer-driven performance measures.
Finally, uncontrolled DEA input variables
allow the inclusion of additional qualitative
resource information as for each of the seven
value chain areas it is possible to determine
whether tourists perceive it as basic,
performance or excitement factor (Figure 4).
CONCLUSIONS
The paper has shown that a strict use of
DEA in a benchmarking context may gradually
strengthen a firm's (e.g. destinations)
competitive position through the specific
evidence of how performance gaps may be
closed from a strategic point of view.

$ Sales
# Locals' quality of life (QoL)
# Environmental health index (EHI)

SuperMeasure of
DEA
Efficiency
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Hence, DEA carries out much more
information than only describing an
organization's performance in terms of GAPprofiles, but rather provides well-grounded
strategies for improvement. Probably, the
whole emphasis of strategy research is shifting
away from central tendency explanations
toward the development of theories of best
practice (Lewin/Seiford 1997). Hence, the
opportunities of DEA modelling will multiply
in the future. Also in tourism, as it has been
shown, the ability to identify high-performance
organizations (e.g. tourism destinations)
provides the basis for including best-practice
theories of organizational design, product
development and strategy implementation
(Fuchs et al. 2002; Fuchs 2004).

# Total guest satisfaction
# Partial guest satisfaction with
destination value chains

Destination Output (Supply Side)

Customer Output (Demand Side)

Destination Input (Supply Side)

Customer Input (Demand Side)

Input Type: Controlled
No. Bed capacity among hotel
categories
$ Wages for tourism employees
$ Resource consumption (water,
land, energy, recycling costs)

Input Type: Uncontrolled
# Perceived factor structure of
guest satisfaction across
destination value chains

Input Type: Uncontrolled
$ Marketing expenditures

Figure 4: Super-Measure of DEA Efficiency with Destination Indicators
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ABSTRACT
The paper employs a relatively new method, the Malmquist-Luenberger productivity index based
on the directional distance functions, to analyze the total factor productivity growth in Chinese
manufacturing industry. The productivity index also can be decomposed into technical change index and
efficiency change index like the general Malmquist productivity index based on the distance functions. We
investigate the productivity growth in the presence of environmental regulations, and compare it with the
two results estimated by the general Malmquist productivity index, that is, one is when ignoring
environmental factors and the other is under the strong disposability of undesirable outputs. The results
show that most of provinces presented the improvement in productivity under regulations during the
1995-2002 period. Their productivity growths were mostly attributable to the innovation in technology
rather than the improvement in efficiency. In addition, for most of provinces, the productivity under
regulations was higher than those under other two cases.

INTRODUCTION
Most studies on Chinese total factor
productivity (TFP) mainly have focused on the
traditional productivity measures that only
consider the desirable outputs but ignore the
existing of undesirable outputs, i.e. pollutant
emissions, or assume to freely dispose the
pollutants. In fact, China started the
implementation of environmental policies and
laws from the late 1970s, and stringency of the
environmental regulations has been increasing
since the 1980s (Sincule et al., 1995). Hence,
the influence of environmental regulations has
become an indispensable factor in productivity
measures for China. This study will focus on
Chinese manufacturing industry that results in
the most serious pollutions to investigate the
productivity growth in the presence of
environmental regulations.

The study uses non-parametric linear
programming methods to estimate the
directional distance function for the measure of
Malmquist-Luenberger
productivity
index
(MLPI) proposed by Chung, Fare, and
Grosskopf (1997). The MLPI also is
decomposed into technical change (TC) index
and efficiency change (EC) index like the
general Malmquist productivity index (MPI)
based on the distance functions. We will
analyze the impact of environmental regulations
on the TFP growth in Chinese manufacturing
sector through comparing the MLPI with the
general MPI under the constant returns to scale
(CRS). In details, we will focus on twenty-five
provinces excluding Liaoning, Jinlin, Inner
Mongolia, Tibet, and Hainan for 1995-2002.
The study is organized as follows. Section 2
presents three models, the first one is the
general MPI ignoring environmental factors, the
second is the general MPI under the strong
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disposability of undesirable outputs, and the
third is MLPI under the weak disposability.
How to estimate the directional and general
distance functions is also shown in this section.
Section 3 includes a brief description of the data
and a discussion of empirical results. Section 4
is the summary of this study.
THE MODELS

The Malmqusit Productivity Index
When
Ignoring
Environmental
Factors
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The distance function for period

t + 1 , namely, Dot +1 ( x tk+1 , ykt +1 ) , we can
exchange t into t + 1 in Equation (4) for both
the technology and the actual variables. About
the mixed periods LP problems,
for Dot ( xkt +1 , y tk+1 ) , we should keep the
technology at period t and change actual
variables to t + 1 . For Dot +1 ( xkt , y tk ) , we
should change the technology from period t to
period t + 1 and keep each actual variable at
period t .

t

The production technology P in terms
of output set for the transformation of

( x ≥ 0) into desirable outputs
y ( y ≥ 0) , for each period t = 1,....T , is

inputs x
t

t

t

t

defined as:

 t t
t
t
t
P ( x ) =  y : x can produce y 


(1)
Following Shephard (1970), the
output distance function in period t is defined
as:

{

D ot ( x t , y t ) = min λ : ( x t , y t / λ ) ∈ P t

}

(2)
We follow Caves et al. (1982) to define the
MPI as:

M ot,t +1 =

Dot +1 ( x t +1 , y t +1 )
×
Dot ( x t , y t )

Dot ( x t +1 , y t +1 )

Dot ( x t , y t )

)(
)]1 / 2
Dot +1 ( x t +1 , y t +1 ) Dot +1 ( x t , y t )
(3)
[(

The distance function under the CRS for
period t can be estimated by solving the linear
programming (LP) problem as follows:

Dot ( x tk , y kt ) = max α k
z kt Ykt ≥ α k y tk
z kt X kt ≤ x tk
z kt ≥ 0

(4)

The Malmquist Productivity Index
Under the Strong Disposability of
Undesirable Outputs
To construct the MPI under the strong
disposability, we define the production
technology in terms of output set by adding one
more variable, undesirable outputs wt (w t ≥ 0)
as:

T t ( x t ) = {( y t , wt ) : xt can produce( yt , wt )}
(5)
Following Shephard (1970), the output
distance functions at period t is defined as:

{

Dot (xt , yt , wt ) = min λ : ( xt , yt / λ, , wt / λ) ∈T t
(6)

}

We still follow Caves et al. (1982) to define
the MPI under the strong disposability as the
following:

Mot,t +1 =

Dot +1 (x t +1 , y t +1, wt+1 )
×
Dot (x t , y t , wt )

Dot ( xt +1 , y t +1, wt +1 ) Dot ( x t , y t , wt ) 1/ 2
)(
)]
Dot+1 ( x t +1, y t +1 , wt +1 ) Dot +1 (x t , y t , wt )
(7)
[(

The distance function for period t under
the CRS can be estimated by solving the LP
problem as follows:
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Dot ( x kt , y kt , wkt ) = max β k

maximum feasible expansion of the
desirable outputs and contraction of the
undesirable outputs when the expansion
and contraction are identical proportions
for the given inputs.

z kt Ykt ≥ β k y kt
z k W k ≥ β wk
t

t

k

t
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(8)

z kt X kt ≤ x tk

Following Chung et al. (1997), we
define the output-oriented MLPI as the
geometric mean of two types indices for periods
t and t + 1 :

z kt ≥ 0
Period t + 1 and two mixed periods
distance functions can be calculated by the same
way with the case one mentioned.

Equation (11)
Equation (12)
Equation (13)

1/ 2

t , t +1
o

= ( ML × ML )

ML

MLTC

t +1 1 / 2
o

t
o

t ,t +1
o

t +1
 [1 + D t ( x t , y t , w t ; g t )]
t
t
t
t

[
1
+
D
o
o ( x , y , w ; g )]

=
t
t +1


t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
 [1 + D o ( x , y , w ; g )] [1 + D o ( x , y , w ; g )] 

 [1 + D to+1 ( x t +1 , y t +1 , w t +1 ; g t +1 )] [1 + D to+1 ( x t , y t , w t ; g t )] 

=
t
t


t +1
t +1
t +1
t +1
t
t
t
t
 [1 + D o ( x , y , w ; g )] [1 + D o ( x , y , w ; g )] 

1/ 2

(12)

t

MLEC

t ,t +1
o

=

1 + D o ( x t , y t , wt ; g t )

(13)

t +1

1 + D o ( x t+1 , y t +1 , wt +1; g t +1 )

The Malmquist-Luenberger
productivity Index Under the Weak
Disposability of Undesirable Outputs
In order to develop the MLPI, we define the
production technology in terms of output set as:

{

}

F t ( x t ) = ( yt , wt ) : x t can produce( y t , wt )
(9)
Following Chung et al. (1997), we
define the directional distance function as:
t

If MLto, t +1 f 1 means an improvement in
the productivity, conversely, if MLto, t +1 p 1
means a decrease in the productivity.
MLto,t +1 = 1 indicates no changes in inputs or
outputs (including desirable and undesirable
outputs) between two periods. The increase in
technology or efficiency is also associated with
t ,t +1
the score of MLTC ot ,t +1 or MLECo
larger
than one, and any decline is associated with the
score smaller than one.
In order to calculate the MLPI, we
should solve the LP problem for the directional
distance functions under the CRS as follows:
t

D o ( x kt , y tk , wtk , g tk ) = max δ k

D o ( x t , y t , wt ; g ) =

z kt Ykt ≥ (1 + δ k ) y tk

max{ δ : ( y t + δg y , wt − δg w ) ∈ F t ( x t )}
(10)

z kt W kt = (1 − δ k ) wkt

Where g is the direction vector,
g = ( y t , − w t ) , and g y and g w are sub-

z kt ≥ 0

vectors for y t and w t . δ is the

z kt X kt ≤ x tk

(14)

(11)
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Period t + 1 and two mixed periods
distance functions can be calculated by the same
way with the case one mentioned.

THE EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
We calculate the TFP growth and its
components for twenty-five provinces of China
during the period 1995-2002 using the data
from the China Statistical Yearbook from 19942003. Desirable output is gross domestic
product (GDP) and undesirable outputs are
wastewater and SO2 that are the major
pollutants in Chinese manufacturing sector.
Inputs allow for labor and capital stock. We use
the number of employees multiplied the average
wage of employees as our proxy for labor. GDP
and capital stock are transformed into real
values with GDP deflator (1978=100).
As Table 1 shows, we calculated twentyfive provinces but only got results of seventeen
provinces for the MLPI under the weak
disposability because there existed infeasible LP
problems. In these seventeen provinces, most of
provinces showed the higher productivity under
regulations comparing to other two cases except
Yunnan, Qinghai, and Xinjiang. For all the
country, the ML index increased to 1.0451
under the weak disposability from 0.9987 when
ignoring and 1.0332 under the strong
disposability. This result shows that the
traditional productivity measure using MPI
underestimates the TFP growth. From Table 2,
3, we can know that technical changes for all of
provinces which have solutions in LP problems
were greater than one, however, efficiency
changes only for fourteen provinces were
greater than one, for the remainder provinces,
their efficiencies were no change (three
provinces) or smaller than one (eight
provinces). For all the country, the technical
change index was 1.0430 while the efficiency
change index was 1.0019. It indicates that the
contribution of the innovation in technology to
the productivity growth was much greater than
the improvement in efficiency in Chinese
manufacturing industry during the period 19952002. In other words, the technical progress was
mostly contributed to the productivity growth in
this period.
Table 4 shows productivity change,
technical change and efficiency change in each
period under the CRS. Most of periods showed
the improvement in productivity except period
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1999-2000. As for the composition of
productivity, only in period 1999-2000, the
efficiency change was larger than the technical
change. In other periods, the technical change
was much greater than the efficiency change.
Therefore, we can say that the productivity
growth in Chinese manufacturing sector was
mostly attributable to the technical progress
from 1995-2002.
Finally, we want to observe which
provinces decided the production possibility
frontier under the weak disposability during the
period 1995-2002, that is, which provinces
shifted the frontier. Table 5 shows this result.
As above-mentioned, seventeen provinces had
solutions for LP problems during this period.
Among these seventeen provinces, Shanghai
shifted the frontier in all of two-year periods.
Shandong, Guangdong and Jiangxi shifted the
frontier in six of two-year periods (totally seven
two-year periods). Except Jiangxi, the other
three provinces belong to the most developed
eastern regions. In addition, fourteen different
provinces shifted the frontier at least one time.
SUMMARY
This study used the new method, namely,
the MLPI to analyze the TFP growth under
environmental
regulations
in
Chinese
manufacturing industry. Simultaneously, the
study also did comparative research between the
MLPI and the general MPI by which two cases
were considered, one is ignoring environmental
factors and another is under the strong
disposability. As a result, we knew that the TFP
growth in Chinese manufacturing industry
increased in the presence of environmental
regulations during the period 1995-2002. And
this TFP growth mostly resulted from the
innovation in technology rather than the
improvement in efficiency. In addition, we also
knew that the productivity index under
regulations was higher than other two cases. It
implies that the traditional productivity measure
by the MPI underestimates the TFP growth in
Chinese manufacturing sector. This result
provided the theoretical foundation to some
extent for China to strengthen environmental
regulations in order to decrease the increasingly
serious industrial pollutions accompanying with
rapid economic growth.
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Table 1 Comparison of Average Annual
Productivity Growth under CRS (1995-2002)
Malmquist
MalmquistLuenberger
Province
Ignore
Strong
Weak
Pollutants
Beijing
1.0467
1.0550
1.0842
Tianjin
1.0178
1.0454
1.0553
Hebei
0.9733
1.0016
1.0188
Shanghai
1.0167
1.0593
1.0633
Jiangsu
1.0044
1.0115
1.0282
Zhejiang
0.9789
0.9729
1.0023
Fujian
1.0033
0.9985
na
Shandong
1.0178
1.0176
1.0506
Guangdong
1.0189
1.0184
1.0437
Shanxi
1.0233
1.0263
na
Heilongjiang
1.0444
1.1216
na
Anhui
1.0289
1.0439
1.0587
Jiangxi
1.0122
1.0549
1.0566
Henan
0.9989
1.0014
1.0076
Hubei
1.0300
1.1245
na
Hunan
0.9211
1.0214
na
Guangxi
0.9589
1.0429
na
Sichuan
0.9389
1.0091
1.0326
Guizhou
0.9478
0.9805
na
Yunnan
1.0144
1.0256
1.0201
Shaanxi
1.0156
1.0463
1.0890
Gansu
0.9344
1.0200
1.0531
Qinghai
1.0433
1.0456
1.0398
Ningxia
0.9478
1.0156
na
Xinjiang
1.0289
1.0697
1.0627
Average
0.9987
1.0332
1.0451
Strong: the strong disposability of pollutants
Weak: the weak disposability of pollutants

Table 2 Comparison of Average Annual
Technical Change under CRS (1995-2002)
Malmquist
MalmquistLuenberger
Province
Ignore
Strong
Weak
Pollutants
Beijing
1.0522
1.0789
1.0574
Tianjin
1.0122
1.0200
1.0590
Hebei
1.0022
0.9856
1.0304
Shanghai
1.0300
1.0489
1.0633
Jiangsu
0.9900
0.9922
1.0139
Zhejiang
0.9789
0.9878
1.0060
Fujian
1.0033
1.0167
na
Shandong
1.0322
1.0256
1.0506
Guangdong
0.9933
1.0044
1.0437
Shanxi
1.0178
0.9889
na
Heilongjiang
1.0589
1.0478
na
Anhui
1.0167
1.0333
1.0526
Jiangxi
1.0078
1.0067
1.0597
Henan
1.0089
1.0122
1.0214
Hubei
1.0389
1.0156
na
Hunan
1.0044
0.9267
na
Guangxi
1.0522
0.9589
na
Sichuan
1.0167
0.9422
1.0233
Guizhou
1.0078
0.9478
na
Yunnan
1.0544
1.0356
1.0426
Shaanxi
1.0478
1.0144
1.0797
Gansu
1.0100
0.9544
1.0246
Qinghai
1.0589
1.0444
1.0396
Ningxia
1.0544
0.9478
na
Xinjiang
1.0589
1.0289
1.0636
Average
1.0244
1.0026
1.0430
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Table 3 Comparison of Average Annual Efficiency
Change (1995-2002)
Malmquist
MalmquistLuenberger
Province
Ignore
Strong
Weak
Pollutants
Beijing
0.9689
0.9778
1.0271
Tianjin
1.0222
1.0000
0.9964
Hebei
0.9933
0.9911
0.9884
Shanghai
0.9900
0.9733
1.0000
Jiangsu
1.0233
1.0144
1.0144
Zhejiang
0.9944
0.9900
0.9968
Fujian
1.0067
0.9867
1.0003
Shandong
0.9967
0.9922
1.0000
Guangdong
1.0256
1.0133
1.0000
Shanxi
1.0233
1.0356
1.0467
Heilongjiang
1.0144
0.9967
1.0002
Anhui
1.0200
0.9967
1.0056
Jiangxi
1.0333
1.0067
0.9968
Henan
0.9989
0.9922
0.9865
Hubei
1.0422
1.0167
1.0102
Hunan
1.0122
0.9933
1.0139
Guangxi
0.9911
1.0000
0.9422
Sichuan
1.0067
0.9944
1.0089
Guizhou
0.9800
1.0000
1.0477
Yunnan
0.9967
0.9833
0.9792
Shaanxi
1.0044
1.0000
1.0138
Gansu
0.9978
0.9844
1.0280
Qinghai
0.9878
1.0011
1.0008
Ningxia
0.9556
1.0000
0.9436
Xinjiang
0.9922
1.0033
1.0009
Average
1.0031
0.9977
1.0019
Strong: the strong disposability of pollutants
Weak: the weak disposability of pollutants

Table 4 Totally Average Productivity Growth Change,
Efficiency Change, and Technical Change
In Each Period under Regulations
MLPI
MLTC
MLEC
1995-1996
1.0833
1.0546
1.0272
1996-1997
1.0807
1.0762
1.0042
1997-1998
1.0449
1.0801
0.9674
1998-1999
1.0274
1.0206
1.0067
1999-2000
0.9808
0.9750
1.0060
2000-2001
1.0095
1.0120
0.9975
2001-2002
1.0216
1.0169
1.0046
MLPI: Malmquist-Luenberger productivity index
MLEC: Efficiency change
MLTC: Technical change
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Table 5 Provinces Shifting the Frontier under regulations
Years
Provinces
1995-1996
Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong,
Guangdong, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Guizhou
1996-1997
Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong,
Guangdong, Heilongjiang, Anhui, Jiangxi,
Hubei, Guangxi, Shaanxi
1997-1998
Shanghai, Zhejiang, Fujian, Shandong,
Guangdong, Jiangxi
1998-1999
Tianjin, Shanghai, Shandong, Guangdong,
Jiangxi
1999-2000
Tianjin, Shanghai, Shandong, Guangdong,
Heilongjiang,Jiangxi
2000-2001
Shanghai, Jiangsu, Guangdong, Jiangxi
2001-2002
Beijing, Shanghai, Shandong, Shanxi,
Heilongjiang
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ABSTRACT
Brazilian agricultural sector has experienced an important process of modernization since the 1970’s
which main effects include advances in technological progress and gains in productivity. However, the
significant progress made in this sector of the economy was concentrated in only some regions of the country. A
case is the sandstone region in the northwest of Paraná, where the system of cattle breeding production hardly
ever uses technology, which provides productivity gains. Concerning this fact, we have developed a study in the
municipal districts of Associação dos Municípios do Sententrião Paranaense - AMUSEP with the main aim of
evaluating the relationship among productive efficiency, soil type and the exploration activity. The methodology
used was based on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and partial indicators. The results evidenced that the
agricultural activity, which does not depend on the type of soil, has influenced the productivity levels as well as
the productive efficiency levels.

INTRODUCTION
Agricultural Sector Development
Since the beginning of Brazilian colonization,
in the XVI century, to the latest years of the 1960’s,
Brazilian agricultural exploration has not had a
continuous process of technological innovations.
The productive process was almost entirely based
on common sense, that is, background knowledge
in daily fieldwork, as well as farming knowledge
the immigrants brought from their hometowns.
Among several problems this agricultural
exploration form faces, it can be pointed out
Brazilian edaffic-climet diversity. In other words,
each region demands a particular exploration form
(Santos, 1988).
In the first years of 1950, supply crisis and
more intensive agricultural sector contribution to
exportation, questioned the informal agriculture
production organization, which had lasted for more
than 400 years. Regarding the circumstances,
during the 60’s and, mostly, from the 70’s forward,
political strategies started being headed to
agricultural development. (Alves and Contini,
1988).

Agricultural sector that grew up due to land
availability supplied by the government and
through road building and worker offer increase,
this one possible, up to the beginning of the XX
century, because of immigration and, later on,
migration processes. Beginning to be stood by
institutions aimed to the agriculture research,
heading to develop suitable technologies to
Brazilian needs. Besides that, there has been an
increase in modern input supply such as machinery,
agriculture defensives and fertilizes (Barros e
Manoel, 1988).
Remarkable transformations occurred in
Brazilian agricultural, due to the modernization
process and an increase of inner market, resulted in
changes to the sector. The list of economic relevant
products has greatly increased. This situation is
very different from the previous one, some decades
ago, when only one or other product made a
difference in the economic regional market.
(Pereira et alii, 1998).
Despite the production process, mainly
handcrafted, predominated until 60 decade,
agriculture has always had a high importance in the
national economy. From the beginning of our
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colonization to the present time, it was and it still is
one of the major income producer, employment and
exchange values.
The problem with low productive indicators,
due to the lack of technological innovations
presented in certain Brazilian regions and states,
also happens within certain regions of Brazilian
states. Concerning Paraná State, which has 2.3% of
the national surface and that produces almost 23%
of its crop (IBGE, 2003), it shows an expressive
technological standard in agriculture, with modern
segments. Agricultural sector of Paraná State has a
commercial agriculture production. However, it
stills lasts, in certain areas, traditional agriculture of
low technological standard.
Other factors, which can be relevant to take
part in the productivity among municipal districts,
are related to the type of the soil, in this case, if it is
sandstone or basaltic, which are the main kinds in
the northwest of Parana State. Besides that, the kind
of activity exploration, that is, agriculture or cattle
breeding. The soil of AMUSEP districts are
characterized as red-yellow Latossoil and redyellow Podzolic, known as sandstone soil and red
Latossoil and Red Structured Land, known as
basaltic soil. In this area there is a predominance of
one type of soil over the other (Asomoto 2001).
Because of that there is a relation between the
exploration activity, the type of the soil and the
productive performance.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The methodology of analysis adopted here is
based on partial factor productivity and Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to build an overall
indicator efficiency.
The partial indicators are the following:
•

Land productivity indicator (agriculture): Total
production value of agriculture; divide by total
number of hectares used in agriculture;

•

Land productivity indicator (cattle breeding)
Total production value of cattle breeding,
divide by total number of hectares used in
cattle breeding;

•

Labor productivity indicator: Total production
value of cattle breeding and agriculture, divide
by total number of workers.

The overall indicator was made using DEA
model. These techniques are based on Farrell
(1957) and Charnes et al. (1978) and de Banker et
al. (1984). After these publications and principally
in the 1980’s DEA gained worldwide recognition
(Seiford, 1990; Seiford, 1996). In Bra zil, the
utilization of these techniques began in the 1990’s
(Pereira et al., 1995).
The model is computed by solving the
following linear programming problem:

[Max θ]-1

This relation expresses meaningful results
because the northeast of Parana State has 3.2
millions of hectares, where 72% are grassing, that
is 2.3 millions. In this area there are an average of
3.5 millions of cattle breeding, which represents is
40% of the estate amount. Despite the great
quantity of animals and the state number, there is a
low portion of animal per area and most of this
grassing area is located in a sandstone area
(Oliveira, 2000). From 107 municipal districts, it is
estimated an average of 50% with animal stocking
allotment less than or corresponding to 1.2 AU/ha
(Animal Unit) (Sá e Caviglione, 1999), where 1AU
corresponds to 450 kg of livestock.

constrained by

This allotment of animals per areas is
considered low for the region because northerners
municipal districts are classified as it is called
“Zona de Pecuária 1” (Cattle Breeding Zone 1),
which has higher patterns than the ones presented
in most regions (1,2 AU/ha) (INCRA, 1993).

where λi is a vector of intensity that shows how
the combinations of (xi ,y i ) can be arranged.

It follows the methodology used in this
research.

θyk ≤ λiYim
m = 1,...,k,...,M (products)
λiXin ≤ xk n
n = 1,...,k,...,N (inputs)
λi ≥ 0
i = 1,...,k,…,I (municipal districts)

This problem is solved i times according to the
number of observations (xi ,y i ). Since (xi , yi ) ∈ Pt
(the same technology), then the values are all less
than or equal to one. We can find more details in
Tulkens (1993).
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INPUTS AND PRODUCTS
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yi1 ,

of the soil. It follows the relation between
productivity efficiency indicators based on a
mathematical program model.

The aggregate of production is constructed
based on the quantities produced for each product
in year, and the average price of the product as
registered in the Paraná’s agricultural census of
1996. This allows the use of physical quantities for
each product and a common factor of aggregating.

Based on productivity partial indicators from
Table 1, we can start analyzing, comparing soil
type and indicator amount. Regarding productivity
partial indicators of agriculture lands, we cannot
state there is a clear relation between soil type and
higher indicators. Considering as base the
productivity of AMUSEP, that is , municipal district
average, R$ 876 per ha a year, we notice there are
districts with basaltic soil and which present higher
indicators than the average, for example Marialva
and Maringá, with R$ 1.014 and R$ 961 per ha,
respectively. There are also districts such as Lobato
and Nova Esperança that present indicators of R$
1.130 and R$ 923 per ha per year, respectively, but
they have sandstone soil.

The products being considered are
representing the aggregate of agriculture
production, and yi2 , representing the aggregate of
cattle breeding, both representing 100% of the total
value of all agricultural and cattle breeding
production in AMUSEP region.

The composition of yi 1 is made up temporary
products 1 (such as: cotton, rice, Irish potatoes and
sweet potatoes, sugarcane, onion, beans, manioc,
corn, soybeans, tomato, wheat, pineapple,) and by
permanent products (such as: banana, coffee,
oranges and limes, papaya, passion fruit, mango,
apples, tangerines, grapes).
For cattle breeding and similar sector, yi2 is
composed of the production of large animals (bulls,
cows and milk), of medium size animals (pigs) and
small animals (chickens, hens and eggs).
Concerning to inputs two were selected: land
and labor. Hectares used for permanent plants,
temporary crops, and natural and planted pasture
measure the aggregate xi 1 , which corresponds to
land. Labor xi 2 was quantified as the population that
performs economic activity in the field.
All data were obtained from Paraná
Agricultural
Census of Brazilian Geographic
Institute IBGE of the 1996.
Municipal districts that compound AMUSEP
region are: Ângulo, Astorga, Atalaia, Colorado,
Doutor Camargo, Floraí, Floresta, Flórida,
Iguaraçú, Itaguajé, Itambé, Lobato, Mandaguaçu,
Mandaguari, Marialva, Maringá, Munhoz de Melo,
Nossa Senhora das Graças, Nova Esperança,
Ourizona, Paiçandú, Presidente Castelo Branco,
Santa Fé, Santa Inês, Santo Inácio, São Jorge do
Ivaí, Sarandi e Uniflor.

AGRICULTURAL PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION IN AMUSEP REGION
CONSIDERING THE TYPE OF THE SOIL
Results and Discussion
Firstly it will be carried out a comparison
between productivity partial indicators and the type

1

This classification is from the Brazilian
Geographic Institute IBGE.

On the other hand, there are districts with
sandstone soil and indicators lower than the
Association’s, such as Itaguagé, with R$ 549 per ha
per year, and districts with basaltic soil in the same
conditions such as Atalaia, with an indicator of R$
650 ha per year. The same fact occurs with cattle
breeding land and its labor indicators according to
the results presented in Table 1. As there is not any
relation between soil type and the greater
productivity indicators, there is not any evidence
about other indicators.
The results related to productivity efficiency
indicators are shown in Table 1 and seem to point
out the same reasons from partial productivity
indicators. It means there is no clear evidence
between the soil type and greater efficiency
indicators. On one hand, we have two cities in the
efficiency frontier with sandstone soil: Florida
(1.00) and Lobato (1.00). On the other hand, there
are Maringá and Itambé with basaltic soil and they
are in the frontier line with 1.00 magnitude
indicators. On the other extreme, there are cities
with low productivity efficiency indicators, mainly
with basaltic soil, such as Paranacity (0.28).
However, data from Table 1 more carefully
observed may lead to a different conclusion. From
the 30 regional districts, 17 present mainly basaltic
soil and 13 sandstone one. Taking under
consideration the association indicator 0.70, we
observe 9 from 17 districts with basaltic soil, which
corresponds to 53%, showing superior indicators
than this. Regarding the sandstone soil, only 4 from
13, which corresponds to 31%, had the same result.
This way we can assume there is certain superiority
in terms of productivity efficiency for the ones with
basaltic soil.
As shown, there is no clear definition between
the type of the soil and the partial productivity
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indicators. Even so, the municipal districts with
basaltic soil are the most productive ones. This fact
can be explained because the area used in the
agriculture was wealthier than the one used in
catering, an average of R$ 876 and R$ 300 ha
yearly, respectively. Among the basaltic soil cities
there is a predominance for agriculture products,
which sustains the results of productivity
efficiency. Some other districts from AMUSEP, on
the contrary, with sandstone soil are not exclusively
using it for grassing, as it was mentioned in the
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beginning of the paper. This way they present
indicators as expressive as the ones with basaltic
soil. Indeed, products such as sugar are meaningful
in the productivity value of the sector which are
cultivated in sand soil. According to Asamoto
(2001), sandstone and basaltic soils from AMUSEP
area have as main activities slaughtering and
milking catering, sericulture, cane, soybean, corn
and, more recently, fruit culture, due to the
increasing production of orange and grape.

Table 1 – Partial productivity indicators, Efficiency Indicator and Soil type
Soil type**
Distri cts

ALPI

CBLPI

LaPI

EI

1-Ângulo

687

385

5.664

0,64

Basaltic

2-Astorga

743

555

6.543

0,78

Basaltic

3-Atalaia

650

186

3.252

0,39

Basaltic

4-Colorado

812

283

6.377

0,58

Sandstone

5-Doutor Camargo

721

891

3.208

0,87

Basaltic

6-Floraí

689

468

10.709

0,75

Basaltic

7-Floresta

689

296

9.343

0,83

Basaltic

8-Flórida

1.491

309

16.622

1,00

Sandstone

9-Iguaracú

580

289

6.133

0,53

Basaltic

10-Itaguajé

549

160

5.085

0,28

Sandstone

11-Itambé

916

182

10.557

1,00

Basaltic

12-Ivatuba

716

361

11.536

0,83

Basaltic

13-Lobato

1.330

270

19.981

1,00

Sandstone

14-Mandaguacú

804

232

7.119

0,70

Basaltic

15-Mandaguari

644

444

3.934

0,60

Basaltic

16-Marialva

1.014

182

4.866

0,90

Basaltic

17-Maringá

961

456

5.479

1,00

Basaltic

18-Munhós de Melo

707

433

6.198

0,66

Sandstone

1.352

231

13.685

0,85

Sandstone

20-Nova Esperança

923

362

4.719

0,65

Sandstone

21-Ourizona

624

315

7.138

0,67

Basaltic

22-Paicandú

669

233

4.881

0,72

Basaltic

19-N. Senhora Graças

23-Paranacity

287

191

4.706

0,28

Sandstone

1.089

159

7.290

0,75

Sandstone

25-Santa Fé

875

291

7.240

0,56

Sandstone

26-Santa Inês

866

189

10.506

0,53

Sandstone

1.137

221

5.785

0,46

Sandstone

811

182

8.785

0,86

Basaltic

29-Sarandi

862

605

3.972

0,97

Basaltic

30-Uniflor

1.289

152

7.958

0,68

Sandstone

AMUSEP

876

300

6.335

0,70

-

24-Pres. Castelo Branco

27-Santo Inácio
28-São Jorge do Ivaí

Sourch: elaboração própria *(R$/base 1995); **Asamoto (2001).
ALPI – Agriculture Land Productivity Indicator
CBPI – Cattle Breeding Productivity Indicator
LaPI – Labor Productivity Indicator
EI – Efficiency Indicator
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The
indicators
demonstrated
the
productivity in sandstone agriculture area,
which presents reasonable indicators, although
it is only one part of this soil because the other
is used for catering.
This situation can proves that sandstone soil
municipal districts present considerable
productivity efficiency indicators, have a high
production level of important products. Florida
and Lobato cities can be included in this
circumstance, with an efficiency productive
(1.00) and a reasonable cane production, the
second most important product in the
agriculture, corresponding to 69% in Florida
and 83% in Lobato.
FINAL CONSIDERATION
Partial productivity indicator results that
soil use for agriculture products was wealthier
than for cattle breeding. Moreover, it was
standard that it does not depend on the type of
soil. The efficiency indicator shows that
districts with basaltic soil are the most
productive ones. It seems that this fact is related
to the use of soil, whereas basaltic is headed for
agriculture and sandstone is for cattle breeding.
However, municipal districts with sandstone
soil, which have meaningful production of
agricultural products, present productive
efficiency indicators compatible with the
basaltic ones. This circumstance could be
related to the fact that the system of cattle
breeding production seldom uses technology in
this region, which results productivity gains.
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ABSTRACT
This paper measures the total factor productivity (TFP) of rice farms for Japan’s 43
prefectures during the period of the Rice Acreage Control Programmes. Tests for convergence in TFP
across the prefectures are also conducted. The results demonstrate that rice productivity had stagnated
and converged due to a slowdown in technical progress and exhaustion in catching up with the
technology frontier.

INTRODUCTION
Japan’s rice-growing industry has long
been heavily protected, with domestic prices
supported at levels higher than international
prices. This policy had consequently led to an
accumulated rice surplus in previous decades.
Thus, in 1971 Rice Acreage Control
Programmes were introduced. However, these
programmes have been placing a heavy burden
on government budgets. Under such
conditions, the government of Japan has been
reluctant to improve research and development
geared toward increasing rice productivity.
This policy stance by Japan represents a
serious impediment to the advancement of the
rice technology frontier in Asia (Hayami,
2001).
This paper measures the total factor
productivity (TFP) of rice farms in Japan’s 43
prefectures over the period from 1971 to 1995.
Convergence in TFP across the 43 prefectures
is also tested. We first calculate the inputoriented Malmquist TFP indices using the nonparametric DEA approach. Having measured

TFP for these prefectures, we perform both
cross-sectional tests for Beta and Sigma
convergence (Bernard and Jones, 1996a) and
panel unit root tests for convergence (Levin,
Lin and Chu, 2002).
METHODOLOGY
Malmquist TFP Indices
Following Färe, Grosskopf, Lindgren and
Roos (1992), the Malmquist input-oriented
TFP (TFP) index is used in this study. The
Malmquist TFP index is expressed as the
product of a technical efficiency change index
(EC) and a technical change index (TC). Each
index is greater than, equal to, or less than
unity according to whether it contributes
positively, makes no contribution, or
contributes negatively, to productivity growth.
Imposing the constant returns to scale
technology, we use linear programming
techniques to calculate these indices.
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Cross-sectional Analysis of Convergence:
Beta and Sigma Convergence
The cross-sectional analysis focuses on
the tendency of prefectures with relatively low
initial levels of productivity to grow relatively
faster than high productivity prefectures.
Following Bernard and Jones (1996a), there is
Beta convergence if we find that average
growth rates regress on the initial levels of
productivity, and the coefficient is negative in
Eq. (1).
∆ ln(TFPi ) = α + β ln(TFPi initial ) + ε i

(1)

Average growth rates here are constructed
as the trend coefficient from a regression of the
log level on a constant and a linear trend. A
second simple test is of Sigma convergence,
which holds if the cross-sectional standard
deviations of the log of TFP, STD [ln (TFP)],
decrease over time.
Time -series Analysis of Convergence:
Panel Unit Root Tests
More recent research, based on time -series
methodologies, has identified the weakness of
the cross-sectional methodologies. In the
present study it is assumed that prefectures are
at different levels of productivity and the
diffusion of technology from advanced to
backward prefectures is the main driving force
toward convergence. The empirical model for
testing TFP convergence is adopted from
Bernard and Jones (1996b). Their approach
can be briefly shown as follows.
Let Ait represent the TFP growth in
prefecture i, i = 1, 2, ..., N , at time t, where Aft
describes the prefecture with the highest level
of TFP compared with all others. The model is
as follows,
A
ln Ait = γ i + λ ln  ft
 Ait


 + ln Ai t −1 + ε it


(2)
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productivity (Bernard and Jones, 1996b). The
model assumed here yields a simple equation
for the time path of TFP, which gives the
expression for relative TFP growth on which
the tests are based, as follows.
ln yit = γ + δ ln y i t −1 + uit ,

A 
yit =  it , γ = γ i − γ t , δ = 1 − λ ,
 Aft 
i = 1,2, L, N , t = 1,2, L, T .

(3)

The relative TFP growth series discussed
here is a panel data set, which is combined
time-series data and cross-sectional data. Then
if ?>0, the relative TFP growth series will be
stationary.
Alternatively,
if
?=0, the
difference of TFP in prefecture i from that in
prefecture f will contain a unit root. Therefore,
a unit root testing should employ this series. In
this study, the LLC tests advocated by Levin,
Lin and Chu (2002) are applied as panel unit
root tests.
The test procedures for the LLC tests are
designed to evaluate the null hypothesis H0 :
?=0 that each individual time -series contains a
unit root against the alternative hypothesis H1 :
?>0 that all individual time-series are
stationary.
DATA
Data used in the analysis are average
farm-level data at the prefecture level in Japan,
gathered over the period from 1971 to 1995.
We constructed a balanced panel of 43 of
Japan’s prefectures; four prefectures (Tokyo,
Kanagawa, Osaka and Okinawa) were
excluded from the balanced panel data set
primarily because of their urbanization, or
providing a small share of Japan’s total rice
output. Rice output was represented by the
value of brown rice production. The inputs
were labour, machinery, land and current
goods.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

where ?i is the asymptotic rate of growth
of prefecture i, ? is a parameter of the speed of
catch-up (which is a function of the
productivity differential between prefecture i
and prefecture f), and eit is the error term that
represents a prefecture-specific productivity
shock. This formation of productivity catch-up
implies that productivity gaps between
prefectures are a function of lagged gap in

Results of TFP
The TFP growth rates for the Malmquist
TFP indices and their components, by region
and prefecture, are reported in Table 1. The
first column of Table 1 reports the starting
values, which are the 1971 efficiency levels,
calculated from the contemporaneous frontier.

Table 1 Starting Levels and Annual Growth Rates of the Malmquist Index
and its Components (%)

Prefecture
Hokkaido

1971 level
TFP
0.766

TFP
3.267

1971-95 growth
EC
TC
1.117
2.126

Tohoku
Aomori
Iwate
Miyagi
Akita
Yamagata
Fukushima

0.962
1.000
0.947
1.000
0.987
0.913
0.928

-0.335
-0.157
-1.993
-0.852
0.230
1.369
-0.932

-0.046
0.000
-0.488
-0.342
-0.081
0.266
0.312

-0.284
-0.145
-1.514
-0.503
0.307
1.106
-1.233

Kanto-Tosan
Ibaraki
Tochigi
Gunma
Saitama
Chiba
Yamanashi
Nagano

0.963
0.994
0.968
0.825
0.898
1.000
0.945
0.980

0.345
-1.020
1.851
0.359
2.666
-0.850
-0.691
0.317

0.060
0.025
0.136
0.288
-0.065
0.000
-0.148
0.084

0.281
-1.045
1.702
0.064
2.728
-0.854
-0.557
0.232

Hokuriku
Niigata
Toyama
Ishikawa
Fukui

0.923
0.921
0.875
0.977
0.948

1.028
1.435
1.517
-0.211
-0.360

0.156
0.343
0.019
-0.170
-0.161

0.869
1.084
1.502
-0.054
-0.202

Tokai
Gifu
Shizuoka
Aichi
Mie

0.836
0.832
0.826
0.811
0.872

1.665
1.611
0.329
2.769
1.425

0.229
0.248
0.050
0.283
0.228

1.431
1.359
0.273
2.473
1.188

Kinki
Shiga
Kyoto
Hyogo
Nara
Wakayama

0.877
0.952
0.840
0.820
0.925
0.898

0.468
0.458
0.219
0.781
-0.149
0.089

0.201
-0.133
0.194
0.544
0.058
0.150

0.263
0.600
0.005
0.240
-0.219
-0.057

Chugoku
Tottori
Shimane
Okayama
Hiroshima
Yamaguchi

0.780
0.754
0.751
0.794
0.813
0.765

0.572
0.252
-0.319
0.939
0.728
0.822

0.472
0.471
0.624
0.486
0.401
0.440

0.092
-0.203
-0.961
0.449
0.317
0.385

Shikoku
Tokushima
Kagawa
Ehime
Kochi

0.837
0.740
0.844
0.923
0.799

0.471
0.702
0.903
-0.071
0.596

0.184
0.464
0.419
-0.222
0.336

0.279
0.248
0.474
0.156
0.240

Kyushu
Fukuoka
Saga
Nagasaki
Kumamoto
Oita
Miyazaki
Kagoshima

0.878
0.907
1.000
0.805
0.921
0.841
0.757
0.786

0.108
1.743
-0.367
0.642
-1.220
-0.880
1.493
-0.242

0.187
-0.285
-0.071
0.878
0.036
0.232
1.158
0.405

-0.085
2.027
-0.305
-0.227
-1.262
-1.098
0.328
-0.643

Japan

0.900

0.540

0.188

0.351

Note: The regional growth rates are calculated using the prefecture shares in total output
as weights.
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Overall, the results show a starting
differential in efficiency levels of 26%
between the most (Aomori, Miyagi, Chiba and
Saga) and the least productive prefectures
(Tokushima).
The Malmquist TFP measures show that
27 out of 43 prefectures displayed positive
TFP growth between 1971 and 1995. Sixteen
prefectures had less than 1% positive growth,
eight had between 1-2%, and only three
prefectures grew at more than 2% per annum.
The highest productivity growth was found in
Hokkaido (3.3%), followed by Aichi (2.8%)
and Saitama (2.7%).
The components of the Malmquist index
show that productivity growth in the top three
prefectures was dominantly attributable to
technical progress. For the other 24 prefectures
with positive growth, the productivity
increases in prefectures of the eastern-Japan
regions such as Kanto-Tosan, Hokuriku and
Tokai were mainly due to technical progress.
The productivity increases in prefectures in
regions of western Japan such as Chugoku,
Shikoku and Kyushu were mainly due to gains
in efficiency change.
A surprising result is found in
comparisons of regional TFP growth rates.
Only Tohoku, with the largest share of rice
output in Japan, did indeed display negative
TFP growth. This negative TFP growth was
mainly driven by technical regress. The poor
performance of Tohoku seems to be due to the
weather conditions in Tohoku: Tohoku
sometimes experiences cool summers, which
stunt the biological growth of the rice.
In sum, the Malmquist TFP results show
that the average annual change in TFP was
only 0.5% and that both contributing factors
for TFP (technical progress and technical
efficiency change) have stagnated.
Table 2 Testing for Convergence :
Beta Convergence
Variable
Coefficient
a
0.173
(0.083) *
ß
-0.039
(0.019) *
2
R
0.096
Notes: * and ** indicate rejection of the null
hypothesis at the 5%,
1% levels of
significance, respectively. Standard errors in
parenthleses.
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Table 3 Testing for Convergence:
Panel Unit Root Tests

Lag
0
1
2
3

Coefficient
0.339** (9.391)
0.272** (5.112)
0.264** (2.867)
0.299** (3.649)

Notes: The columns report estimates of the
coefficient ? of Eq. (2). Adjusted t-statistics
(Levin, Lin and Chu, 2002) in parenthleses. *
and ** indicate rejection of the null
hypothesis of non-stationarity at the 5%, 1%
levels of significance respectively.

Results of Beta and Sigma Convergences
The plots of the cumulative TFP indices
for each prefecture over the period are
presented in Figure 1, providing what appears
to be unclear visual evidence of divergence, or
convergence. The initially low productivity
prefectures such as Hokkaido appear to grow
faster than the initially high productivity
prefectures such as Aomori and Iwate. The
productivity levels of Aomori and Iwate
drastically dropped in 1980 and 1993 due to
cool summers.
The
regression
results
for
Beta
convergence are reported in Table 2, which
shows that the estimated parameter ß, which is
the coefficient of the initial productivity level,
is negative and significant at the 5% level,
implying that the regression results support
Beta convergence. The visual evidence of
Figure 2 does not support the Sigma
convergence test, since the dispersion tended
to increase from 0.09 in 1971 to 0.24 in 1995.
Results of Panel Unit Root Tests
The LLC test results are reported in Table
3. The lag length chosen using Said and
Dickey's (1984) rule, and the lag used is
between 0 and 3 periods. The Table 3 reports
the coefficients of parameter ? are between
0.264 and 0.339, which are more than zero.
The adjusted t-statistics show that the null
hypothesis of nonstationarity is rejected at the
1% significance level for all cases of the lag
length chosen. Therefore, the differences
between the productivity levels in two
prefectures are stationary, providing evidence
that the prefectures in this panel exhibit
convergence.
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Figure 1 Log of Total Factor Productivity
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Figure 2 Testing for Convergence: Sigma Convergence
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper measured total factor
productivity (TFP) of rice farms in Japan’s 43
prefectures from 1971 to 1995. We also tested
convergence in TFP across those prefectures.
The Malmquist TFP results demonstrated that
the average annual change in TFP was only
0.5% and that both contributing factors for TFP
(technical progress and technical efficiency
change) had stagnated. While the results of the
test for Beta convergence show that there was
Beta convergence in TFP across all 43
prefectures, the test for Sigma convergence
could not be supported. The third test was based
on the time -series econometrics approach,
which follows Bernard and Jones (1996b) in
applying panel unit root tests (Levin, Lin and
Chu, 2002). More sophisticated time-series
panel unit root tests provided evidence of
convergence in TFP. One possible explanation
for the lack of convergence in the Sigma test is
that TFP levels for some prefectures seemed to
be variable due to the weather conditions. For
example, the Tohoku region, with the largest
share of rice output in Japan, sometimes faces
the cool summers, which hampers the biological
growth of the rice. The results suggest that rice
productivity in Japan has stagnated and
converged due to a slowdown in technical
progress and exhaustion in catching up with
technology frontiers since introduction of Rice
Acreage Control Programmes.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a framework for R&D project selection and an evaluation tool using
Preference Voting and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). This tool will offer a computer-based
environment of input-output analysis to facilitate the selection and evaluation of R&D projects/
program. Authors have suggested a new and an unbiased approach in order to develop an effective
mechanism to achieve the said objectives. The paper discusses two major phases of the approach. In
the proposed approach, the first phase uses preferential votes of the projects under each dimension by
an expert committee to formulate desirability index. In the second phase we use this desirability index
for the selection process of R&D projects. Thus, applying the relative efficiencies obtained through
DEA and overall ranking by Cross Efficiency Method, the approach provides a unique method of
project selection. This paper also illustrates how the concept of Desirability Index is used for effective
application of DEA methodology. The beauty of developed methodology is its ability to maximize the
level of consensus as to which projects should be selected.
Keywords: R&D project selection; Preference Voting; Desirability Index; Data Envelopment
Analysis; Cross Efficiency.

INTRODUCTION
There is an undisputed need of Systems
Analysis prior to taking-up of any project.
During the past several decades, a lot of
research has been done in the areas of R&D
project selection, measurement of performance
of R&D departments, probability of success and
implementation of research programs. This
paper provides a framework for R&D project
selection and evaluation. The decision makers
need such mechanism for selection of R&D
projects and to continuously monitor their
performance. The work is intended to develop a
systems analysis tool to support management.
This tool will offer a computer-based
environment of input-output analysis to

facilitate the selection and evaluation of R&D
projects/program. This study adopted a different
and sound basis in order to develop an effective
mechanism for achieving the said objectives.
For this DEA is used as a basic analytical
framework. For this DEA is used as a basic
analytical framework. The methodology used is
based on the contribution in the areas of science
and technology as well as economy.
R&D project selection decision is
concerned with the allocation of organisational
resources such as money, skills and facilities to
a set of proposals for scientific research &
development. The decision is important & will
often have a significant impact on the future
position & viability of the organization.
Concurrently, there are more projects for R&D
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that the available resource can support. There is
difficulty to predict project results. Thus the
R&D project selection decision is both
important & difficult.
METHODOLOGY
There has always been a need to evolve
mechanism to select R&D projects on their
contribution in the areas of science and
technology as well as economy. R&D
organizations need such mechanism to
continuously monitor the performance and
achievements of R&D projects to work out
plans to implement the R&D activities
effectively. This study adopted a different and
sound basis in order to develop an effective
mechanism for achieving the said objectives.
We have formulated a multiple-stage
process for comparison as given below:
• Collect data and details for each project
• Set the preferences of the projects under
each dimension by an expert committee
• Find out desirability index under each
dimension
• Formulate data in the prescribed model
of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
• Use DEA for relative efficiency
• Use Cross Efficiency Method for
complete ranking
• Suggest measures for improvement.
Desirability Index:
A general model by Cook and Kress (1990)
for aggregating votes from a preferential ballot
obtains an overall desirability index Zi for each
candidate (unit). We use this model to find out
the desirability index under each dimension of
R&D projects.
We obtain preferential vote of the projects
under each dimension by an expert committee.
For each dimension, we use the proposed
model. In this preferential voting framework
each project i=1,2,3…n receives some number
v i1 of the first place votes, vi2 of second place
votes, …….., vik of kth place votes. We find out
the desirability index for project i. For any
given set of weights or multipliers Wj, we
define the desirability index for project i by
k
Zi = max. Σ W j v ij
j=1
Where v ij = jth place vote for project i.
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Wj

= weights (or multipliers)

However, the weights are same for each
project. We only determine a set of multipliers
{W j } for project i which max. Zi .
To determine {W j }, we solve
k
Zi = max. Σ W j v ij
j=1
Such that {Wj }∈ φ
Where φ feasibility set be characterised by
at least two types of constraints.
First, Zi ≤ θ
{θ -Best attainable performance level. We set θ
=1 or 100%}
Second W j > W j+1
We also define d (j, ∈): d: N× ℜ+ →ℜ+
non-negative discrimination intensity function
s.t.
W j -W j+1 ≥ d (j, ∈)
Where ∈ is called discriminatory factor.
Therefore, problem becomes
k
Zi = max. Σ W j v ij
j=1
Such that Wj v ij ≤ 100
W j -W j+1 ≥ d (j, ∈)
W k ≥ d(k, ∈)

i= 1, 2, ……n.
j= 1,2,………k.

By changing objective function, we solve it
for each project i= 1, 2, ……n.
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA):
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) was first
put forward by Charnes et al. in 1978 and DEA
is used for evaluating the relative efficiency of
decision making units (DMUs) which produce
multiple outputs and multiple inputs, via
weights attached to input-output measures. DEA
uses linear programming problems to evaluate
the relative efficiencies and inefficiencies of
peer decision making units. DEA has proved to
be an effective technique for comparing the
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efficiency of various operational /productive
socio-technical systems.
The DEA is a nonparametric approach that
does not require any assumptions about the
functional form of the production function. In
the simplest case, where a unit has a single input
(X) and output (Y), efficiency is defined as the
output to input ratio: Y/X. The DEA usually
deals with unit k having multiple inputs Xik
where i = 1, . . . .m, and multiple outputs Yrk,
where r = 1, . . ., s, which can be incorporated
into an efficiency measure –
Efficiency measure is the weighted sum of
the outputs divided by the weighted sum of the
inputs. i.e.
h k = ? ur Yrk / ? vi Xik:
This definition requires a set of factor
weights ur and vi : Each unit k is assigned the
highest possible efficiency score (h k=1) that the
constraints allow from the available data, by
choosing the optimal weights for the outputs
and inputs. If unit k receives the maximal value
h k = 1, then it is efficient, but if hk < 1, it is
inefficient Basically, the model divides the units
into two groups, efficient (h k = 1) and inefficient
(h k < 1) by identifying the efficient frontier of
the data. Once the efficient frontier is
determined, inefficient DMUs can improve their
performance to reach the efficient frontier by
either increasing their current output levels or
decreasing their current input levels.
DEA does not use common weights, as do
Multiple Criteria Decision Theory models,
which usually rank the elements based on the
multiple criteria (inputs and outputs), and
usually provide common weights. In DEA, the
weights vary among the units: this variability is
the essence of DEA. DEA has been validated
through a variety of means such as observation,
simulations, and hypothetical data sets with
known efficiencies and inefficiencies.
We apply DEA over the data obtained
through desirability index. This provides the
relative efficiencies of the R&D projects and
ranking of them. The projects that are relatively
efficient have efficiency scores 100% and others
have less than 100%. To find the complete
ranking of the R&D projects we use the Cross
Efficiency Method.
Cross Efficiency Method:
The cross-evaluation matrix was first
developed by Sexton et al. (1986). The cross-
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efficiency method simply calculates the
efficiency score of each DMU n times, using the
optimal weights evaluated by the n LPs. The
results of all the DEA cross-efficiency scores
can be summarized in a cross-efficiency matrix.
h kj =

Σs r=1u rkyrj
Σm i=1 vikxij

k= 1……n.

j= 1……n

Thus, h kj represents the score given to unit j
in the DEA run of unit k i.e. unit j is evaluated
by the weights of unit k. Note that all the
elements in the matrix are between zero and
one, 0=h kj=1, and the elements in the diagonal,
h kk, represent the standard DEA efficiency
score, h kk=1 for efficient units and h kk<1 for
inefficient units.
The cross-efficiency ranking method in the
DEA context utilizes the results of the crossefficiency matrix h kj in order to rank scale the
units. In order to rank the units, we can simply
assign the unit with the highest score a rank of
one and the unit with the lowest score a rank of
n.
APPLICATION
The R&D project selection methodology
described in the previous section has been
applied in the iron and steel industry of Turkey.
The source of the data is Oral et al. (1991).
Oral et al. illustrate their method using an
example of 37 project proposals relating to the
Turkish iron and steel industry. Each project is
characterized by five output measures - direct
economic contribution, indirect economic
contribution,
technological
contribution,
scientific contribution and social contribution relative to its consumption of resources
expressed in monetary terms i.e. project cost.
We use their data in Table1 to illustrate DEA
methodology for finding relative efficiencies
but we consider only 12 R&D projects. Here we
do not obtain table through Desirability Index
process since it required expert votes for R&D
project selection. Our aim of this paper is to
propose the approach of Desirability Index for
effective use of DEA. We use Frontier Analyst
Software to solve DEA models. Table 1
represents scores of R&D projects given by a
group of 80 experts (researcher, engineers,
planners). Scores were given on a scale of 0-100
points. In obtaining the scores, the Delphi
Method (Martino 1983) on a smaller scale was
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Efficiency Scores:
The Efficiency Scores provides the main
summary of comparative efficiency. The main
display of this is the primary result of the
efficiency analysis. A simple textual list of the
projects and their relative percentage efficiency
scores is presented.
All the projects analysed are given an
efficiency score. This score is between 0% and
100%. A project with a score of 100% is
relatively efficient. Any project with a score of
less than 100% is relatively inefficient. e.g.
R&D project-9 with a score of 93.27 is only
93.27 as efficient as the best performing
projects in the data-set analysed. The efficiency
score obtained by a project will vary depending
on the other units and factors included in the
analysis.

Table 2: Efficiency Scores
R & D Project

Efficiency Score

12
11
1

100
100
100

6
10

100
98.17

9
2
4

93.27
91.68
87.41

5
7

81.38
78.73

8
3

71.8
55.31

Here, we observe project 12 Scored 100%
relative efficiency because for a very low
project cost, it is contributing more whereas
project 3 with similar project cost contributes
less compare to project 12. Therefore project 3
is relatively inefficient and has achieved only
55.3% efficiency score. In case of project 9, it
has high project cost as well as more
contribution thus it receives 93.3% efficiency
score. Potential Improvement for R&D Project9

The Potential Improvements displays a
table and a graph with the various input/output
variables along Y-axis, and the potential
percentage improvement along the X-axis. The
percentage improvement for each input and
output that the project would need to make in
order to become efficient is shown in the form
of graphical bars.
Table 3: Potential Improvement for Project- 9
Inputs/
outputs

Actual

Target

Project cost
Scientific
contribution
Social
contribution
Technical
contribution
Direct
economic
contribution
Indirect
economic
contribution

95.9
29.47

89.45
49.17

Potential
Improvement
(%)
-6.73
66.83

47.71

47.71

0

38.93

66.55

70.94

61.09

75.24

23.16

55.26

71.74

29.82

Table3 and Figure2 provide the target
details for each input and output units for R&D
project-9 (Efficiency Score- 93.3%). which are
needed to be achieved in order to be efficient.
This information is useful in helping to set
meaningful performance targets for the
inefficient project as they are derived from the
actual performance of other projects.

Efficiency Score
Efficiency Scores

used. The ‘average’ score thus obtained, after
being adjusted by their probability of success.
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Figure1: Efficiency Scores
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Similarly, potential improvement can be
obtained for other inefficient units. Hence this
methodology also suggests improvement
measures for the proposed R&D projects.
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relative efficiencies but also we obtain the
suggestive measures for the proposed projects.
The results obtain here suggest that our
approach has wider applicability.
Hence in this paper we use both the
techniques of preference voting and Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to maximizes the
level of consensus for selecting R&D projects.
This paper also illustrates how the concept of
Desirability Index is used for effective
application of DEA methodology.

Figure2: Potential Improvement for Project- 9

Indirect Eco.Cont.
Direct Eco. Cont.
Tech. Cont.

IMPLICATION FOR THE FUTURE

Social Cont.

Since DEA methodology depends upon the
data table of input/output variables. In case of
non-quantifiable variable this table is difficult to
obtain therefore the method of Desirability
Index help us to use DEA methodology
effectively. Now, we can use this approach of
Preference Voting and Desirability Index in
order to obtain data table in case of qualitative
variables. Thus, the paper will add the concept
of Desirability Index with the DEA
methodology and ultimately will help to
strengthen this methodology.

Scientific Cont.
Project cost
-20

0

20

40

60

CONCLUSION
The approach taken in this paper is aimed
to maximize the level of consensus as to which
project should be selected. Initially, it allows a
significant degree of freedom for the
stakeholders of the projects and the members of
the expert committee to assign votes for projects
under each dimension. Then we use Cook and
Kress (1990) model for aggregating votes from
a preferential ballot to obtain an overall
desirability index Zi under each dimension of
R&D projects. To find out desirability index Zi,
preferential voting framework was used. This
framework generates the set of weights or
multipliers Wj to get desirability index table of
the projects. Thus, we use Cook & Kress model
for preference voting to obtain the desirability
index instead of score given by an expert
committee on a scale 0-100 points in the paper
of Oral et al. (1991).
Then, we apply the Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA) and Cross Efficiency Method
on the desirability Index to obtain the relative
efficiencies of the R&D projects. Selection
process of R&D projects is based on this
relative efficiency.
For illustrating the DEA methodology and
to find out the relative efficiencies of the R&D
projects, we use the same data, which is used by
Oral instead of using desirability index.
Through DEA methodology we not only obtains
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Table 1: Data on 12 R&D projects relating to their expected performance on five criteria and their cost.
Indirect
Direct
R&D
Project
economic
economic
Technical
Social
Scientific
Project
cost
contribution contribution contribution contribution
contribution
1
84.2
67.53
70.82
62.64
44.91
46.28
2
3

90
50.2

58.94
22.27

62.86
9.68

57.47
6.73

42.84
10.99

45.64
5.92

4
5

67.5
75.4

47.32
48.96

47.05
48.48

21.75
34.9

20.82
32.73

19.64
26.21

6
7

90
87.4

58.88
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77.16
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35.42
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8
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55.54
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55.13
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23.36

46.57
46.31

12

47.5

32.09

34.04

33.57

10.6

29.36
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces tools for reconciling diverse measures which characterize the profitability
performance of the 29 public semiconductor companies in Taiwan. To analyze their profitability performance,
we use 5 measures. There are 3 inputs: employees, assets, equity; and 2 outputs: revenues, profits. The
procedure includes 5 phases. In Phase I, the SBM model is employed to distinguish the efficiency and
inefficiency companies. In Phase II, employs the super-SBM model to obtain the projection points of the efficient
companies on the foremost frontier. These projection points construct the secondary frontier. Phase III is to
locate the projection of inefficient companies on the secondary frontier. A linear programming model is used in
Phase IV to determine the set of weights of the indices for all the points on the secondary efficient frontier. We
use the obtained set of common weights for indices, the efficiency score of each point is computed. In Phase V,
we trace back the efficiency score of each company by multiplying the absolute efficiency score of its projection
point on the secondary frontier to the efficiency score obtained from Phase II or III. Companies are then ranked
accordingly.

INTRODUCTION
In several years, performance analysis of a
company has received increased attention. In
traditional, one used the financial ratios, such as,
return on investment (ROI), return on sales (ROS)
and earnings per share (EPS), to characterize a
company performance. Although accounting and
financial ratios provide important and useful
information for benchmarking a company’s
financial performance, there are, in fact, many
factors relative to company’s performance, e.g.,
assets, revenue, market value, investments, number
of employees, and market share, etc. It has been
recognized that business performance is a
multidimensional
construct.
A
company’s
performance is a complex phenomenon requiring
more than a single criterion to characterize it. In
this paper we propose a procedure to rank the
profitability of all the 29 public semiconductor
companies in Taiwan.
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978)
introduced Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) that
assesses the comparative or relative efficiency of
homogeneous operating DMUs such as schools,
hospitals, or sales outlets. The DMU of assessment

uses a set of resources referred to as input (to-beminimized) indices which it transforms into a set of
outcomes referred to as output (to-be-maximized)
indices. DEA deals with the weighted sum of
outputs (to-be-maximized) divided by the weighted
sum of inputs (to-be-minimized).
DEA has some defects. It discriminates DMUs
into two categories: efficient DMUs and inefficient
DMUs. The relative efficiency measurement of an
inefficient DMU is reference to some set of
efficient DMUs we are comparing with each other.
We cannot in general derive by means of DEA
some absolute measure of efficiency unless we
make additional assumptions that the DMUs being
compared include a ‘sufficient’ number of DMUs
which are efficient in some absolute sense. Each
DMU in the efficient category is assigned a set of
weights of indices so that its relative efficiency
score is equal to one. DEA cannot provide enough
information to rank the efficient DMUs on the
frontier. If one further wants to understand which
the best is, we need another indicator to
discriminate among the efficient DMUs.
Research about the idea of common
weights and rankings has developed gradually in
recent years. Cook et al. (1990) first proposed the
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idea of common weights in DEA and Roll et al.
(1991) were first to use the context of applying
DEA to evaluate highway maintenance units. Cook
and Kress (1990, 1991) gave a subjective ordinal
preference ranking by developing common weights
through a series of bounded DEA runs by closing
the gap between the upper and lower limits of the
weights. Andersen and Petersen (1993) and Cook
(1992) et al. developed procedures for ranking only
the efficient units in the DEA. Doyle and Green
(1994) developed a rank scale method utilizing the
cross-efficiency matrix by ranking the average
efficiency ratios of each unit in the runs of all the
other runs. Ganley and Cubbin (1992) considered
the common weights for all the units by
maximizing the sum of efficiency ratios of all the
units to rank each unit. Cooper and Tone (1997)
ranked the units according to scalar measures of
inefficiency in DEA based on the slack variables.
Sinuany–Stern et al. (1994) introduced several
approaches for ranking units within the DEA
context, including a two-stage linear discriminate
analysis.
Liu and Peng (2004) proposed Common
Weights Analysis (CWA) to determine a set of
common weights of indices to rank efficient DMUs
of DEA. Employing the set of common weights,
the absolute efficiency score of each unit in the
efficient category is recomputed. In other words,
they set up an implicit absolute efficient frontier,
also called as ‘benchmark’. The efficiency score of
the benchmark equals 1. The sum of the absolute
efficiency scores of the units in the efficient
category is minimal with the set of common
weights of indices. In other words, the sum of
efficiency gaps of the efficient units to the
benchmark is minimal. We assume all the units in
the efficient category are equally weighted for
determining the set of common weights of indices.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Twenty-nine public semiconductor companies
in Taiwan appear in the CommonWealth 1000
(CommonWealth May 1st , 2004). To measure their
profitability performance, we use 5 indices (Zhu,
1999).
X1 : The actual number of employees at the end
of the year.
X2 : Total assets, including buildings,
equipment, inventory, capital and accounts
receivable ($100 million New Taiwan (NT)
dollars).
X3 : Equity is the sum of all capital stock, paidin capital, and retained earnings at the company’s
year-end ($100 million NT dollars).
Y1 : Revenues, includes net operating income
for products and services for the whole year. It
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excludes non-operating income, such as interest
and grants ($100 million NT dollars).
Y2 : Profits equal after the cumulative effects of
accounting charge ($100 million NT dollars).
One hundred NT dollars may exchange to
three US dollars at 2004.
We use the term appeared in DEA
literature Decision-Making Units (DMUs) to
denote the companies. xij and yrj denote the values
of DMUj on indices Xi and Yr , respectively. Let R
represents the set formed by the 29 DMUs, R = {1,
2, 3, …, 29}. The names of the companies are
attached in appendix.
Table 1 Data of the 29 companies
DMU X1
X2
X3
Y1
1 16000 3964.17 3292.14 2019.04
2
9000 3201.14
6.04 848.62
3
640
419.87 360.35 380.64
4 10138
765.84 451.23 314.88
5
3659
707.97 593.41 259.49
6
3239
847.64 491.76 284.29
7
9150
540.59 296.98 273.83
8
2000
296.41 216.65 203.86
9
3428
576.05 292.47 173.95
10
801
269.01 194.63 167.25
11
739
116.23 140.30 110.98
12
276
88.93
62.47 109.05
13
687
204.11 178.07
92.78
14
2858
199.58 131.95
67.87
15
522
56.06
28.65
64.71
16
123
63.41
46.86
53.33
17
1514
70.67
45.49
51.86
18
411
53.76
38.63
46.17
19
811
46.54
27.16
39.75
20
1613
57.14
39.84
39.14
21
430
45.14
37.54
37.67
22
288
79.29
52.49
28.57
23
182
15.13
10.79
20.11
24
715
29.89
19.68
17.67
25
172
17.35
13.69
17.33
26
176
341.24
99.74
15.98
27
161
32.18
29.92
15.18
28
623
43.34
27.40
13.48
29
106
8.64
6.59
11.97
Sum 70462 13157.32 7232.92 5779.45

Y2
472.59
140.20
165.22
27.43
-11.13
-14.48
28.39
-16.51
-81.98
2.04
20.07
21.26
27.92
7.73
0.05
10.20
9.27
7.57
3.74
3.69
10.24
6.01
4.21
4.18
2.24
5.09
4.02
-2.12
2.37
859.51

Procedure Framework
The procedure includes five phases. In Phase I,
the SBM model is employed to distinguish the
efficient and inefficient DMUs.
In Phase II, employ super-SBM model to
locate the projection points of the efficient DMUs
on the foremost frontier. These projection points
construct the secondary frontier. For instance, in
figure 1, the seven DMUs A, B, …, G are located
on the graph with axis , inputs X1 and X2 . Their data
are listed in table 2. The efficient frontier is
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constructed by DMUs E, D, and C, F, and G are the
weak efficient DMUs that are located on the
extended boundary of the frontier. Expand the
inputs of DMUs on the frontier. E, D, and C are
projected on the H, A, and F, respectively. The
piece-wised heavy line constructed by H, A, F, and
G is called the secondary frontier. Their superefficiencies are reduced to 1 to reach their
projection points on the secondary frontier.
In Phase III, locate the projection of inefficient
DMUs on the secondary frontier. Figure 2 depicts
the projection point of the inefficient DMUB is
located on A’, where A’ and A are at the same
position. The improvement of B is the reverse
value of B’s efficiency score.
A linear programming model is used in Phase
IV to determine the set of weights of the indices for
all the points on the secondary efficient frontier.
Using the obtained set of common weights for
indices, the efficiency score of each unit is
computed. In figure 2, points H, A, A’, F and G are
used to compute the common weights. Their
efficiency scores all equal to 1 at the moment.
Figure 3 depicts the efficiency scores of points A,
A’, and F are equal 1 while points G and H have
gaps to the implicit benchmark which is expressed
as the 45 degree slope line. The total of gaps is
minimized.
In Phase V, we trace back the efficiency score
of each company by multiplying the implicit
absolute efficiency score of its projection point on
the secondary frontier to the efficiency score
obtained from Phase II or III. Companies are then
ranked accordingly.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Table 2 Data from Tone (2002)
X1
X2
4
3
7
3
10
1
4
3
4
4
10
1
12
1

Y
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Figure 2 the projection point of inefficient
units
u 1 y1 j

v1 x1 j + v 2 x 2 j

Figure 3 the gap of CWA
Phase I:
Distinguish the efficient and
inefficient units
We employ the Slack Based Measurement
(SBM) model introduced by Tone (2001) to assess
the relative efficiency of DMUo , o is an element of
−
+
set R. The decision variables Sio
and Sro
are the
improvement of DMUo on the indices Xi and Yr ,
respectively. toI is a supplement decision variable
to solve the SBM model. The decision variables’
λ j are weights of the reference DMUs. e is an
Archimedean infinitesimal constant.
(P1)? SBM?
3

∑S

t oI − (1 3)

ρ oI * = min

−
io

xio

i =1

2

∑S

s.t. 1 = t oI + (1 2)

+
ro

y ro ,

r =1

toI x io =
t oI y ro
λj,

=

∑x λ
ij

j? R

∑y
j? R

+
Sio− , Sro

j

rj λ j

≥ 0,

+ Sio− , i = 1, 2, 3,
+
− S ro
, r = 1, 2,

j ? R, i = 1, 2, 3, r = 1, 2,

t oI ≥ ε > 0.

Figure 1 the projection point of efficient units

If the optimal solution of (P1) ?oI * = 1 , DMUo
is efficient, otherwise, ρ oI * < 1 , it is inefficient. We
define sets E and F are formed by the indices of
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efficient and inefficient DMUs, respectively. In our
numerical example, E = {2, 3, 12, 15, 23, 29} and
F = {the remaining 26 units}. R = E n F .
Phase II: Construct the secondary efficient
frontier
We employ the Super-SBM model introduced
by Tone (2002) to measure the super-efficiency of
each efficient unit identified in the preceding Phase
I. Model (P2) will measure the possible contraction
of all input (to-be-maximized) indices, Y1 and Y2 ,
and the possible expansion of all output (to-beminimized) indices, X1 , X2 , and X3 for DMUo
without becoming dominated by (a convex
combination of) the other DMUs. It is possible to
differentiate between units that are efficient in the
method such as the SBM model depicted in Phase
I. The decision variables ~
xio and ~yro are the
contracted and expanded values on indices Xi and
Yr before adjustment, respectively.
The data of the projection point of DMUo is on
the implicit frontier are computed by the optimal
*
solutions ~
xio* , ~
y ro
, toII * .

 xio = ~
xio* toII * , i = 1, 2, 3,
o? E

*
 y ro = ~yro
toII * , r = 1, 2.

(1)

The super-efficiency score of DMUo ?oII * is not
less than 1. One may measure the efficiency score
of the projection point exactly equals to 1. We call
the projection point of DMUo is located on the
secondary frontier. In other words, the secondary
frontier is constructed by the projection points of
the efficient units identified in Phase I.
For the numerical example, the six projection
points are listed in bold-italics in Table 3 .
(P2)? Super SBM?
3 ~
1
xio
ρ oII * = min
3 i =1 xio

∑

s.t. 1 =

1
2

~
xio ≥

2

∑
r =1

~
y ro
y ro

j

i = 1, 2, 3,

rj λ j ,

r = 1, 2,

j? E ,
j? o

~y ≤
ro

∑y
j? E ,
j? o

x~io ≥ toII x io ,
~y ≤ t II y ,
ro
o ro
~y ≥ 0,

i = 1, 2, 3,

λ j ≥ 0,

j ? E , j ? o,

ro

t oII > 0.

Phase III: Locate the projections of inefficient
units on the secondary frontier
We use the SBM model to locate the
projection point of each inefficient unit on the
secondary efficient frontier constructed in the
preceding Phase II.
(P3)? SBM?

ρ oIII * = min

3

∑S

t oIII − (1 3)

−
io

xio

i =1

2

∑S

s.t. 1 = t oIII + (1 2)

+
ro

yro

r =1

toIII xio =
toIII
λj,

yro =

∑x λ
j? E

∑y
j? E

+
Sio− , S ro

ij

j

rj λ j

≥ 0,

+ Sio− , i = 1, 2, 3,
+
− S ro
, r = 1, 2,

j ? E , i = 1, 2, 3, r = 1, 2,

toIII ≥ ε > 0.
As indicate in model (P3), the reference set is
E with the data obtained from equation (1). For
each DMUo , o∈F, the efficiency score, ρ oIII * is less
+*
than 1. From the optimal solutions, Sio-* and Sro
,
the data of projection point are computed by the
following equations:

 xio = xio − S io−* , i = 1,2,3
o∈F

+*
 y ro = y ro + S ro
, r = 1,2.

(2)

Model (P3) measures the possible expansion of
all output (to-be-maximized) indices, Y1 and Y2 ,
and the possible contraction of all input (to-beminimized) indices, X1 , X2 , and X3 for DMUo
without becoming dominated by (a convex
combination of) the other DMUs. The efficiency
score of the projection point equals to 1.
For the numerical example, the 23 projection
points are listed in Table 3.
Phase IV: Compute the efficiency scores of the
points on the secondary frontier

∑x λ ,
ij
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r = 1, 2,
r = 1, 2,

The results of Phases II and III are the
projection points of all units on the secondary
frontier with efficiency scores equal to 1. The
CWA model (Liu & Peng 2004) is used to
determine the optimal common weights for the
performance indices of all the points located on the
secondary frontier. Note, the data xij and yrj are
obtained according to equations (1) and (2).
Decision variables, u r and vi denote the weights of
performance indices Yr and Xi , respectively. Model
(P4) minimizes the sum of the efficiency gaps of
DMUs, ? * to the implicit benchmark .
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(P4)? CWA Step-1?

∆ = min
*

∑∆

j

j? R

2

s.t.

3

∑y

−

rj u r

r =1

∑x v +∆
ij i

j

= 0,

j? R

i =1

ur , v i ≥ ε > 0, r = 1, 2; i = 1, 2, 3
∆ j ≥ 0,
j ? R.
Model (P4) provides a unique optimal value
∆* . The best alternative combination of the indices
weights could be obtained by using the model (P5)
proposed by Obata & Ishii (2003). Regarding
output (to-be-maximized) data, it is better to adopt
the smaller weights vector to obtain the product
while the same product exists. This means that
preference of the same product resulted from the
data rather than from the weights. Similarly, it is
better to use the larger weights vector for input (tobe-minimized) data. We have reduced the
probability of alternative optimal weights as much
as possible.

(

)

Using
the
unique
optimal
common
weights vi*, u*r , the implicit absolute efficiency
score of each point, DMUo on the secondary
frontier is calculated according to equation (3).

ρ oIV * =

∑

∑

2

3

u*y
r =1 r ro

v*x
i =1 i io

, o? R

(3)
The common weights of the numerical
example are listed in the last row of Table 3.
(P5)? CWA Step-2?
2

min

∑

3

ur −

r =1
2

s.t.

∑

∑v

i

i =1

3

y rju r −

r =1

∑∆

∑x v

ij i

+ ∆ j = 0,

j ? R,

i =1

j

= ∆* ,

j? R

u r , vi ≥ ε > 0, r = 1, 2; i = 1, 2, 3
∆ j ≥ 0,
j ? R.
Phase V: Compute the efficiency scores of the
original DMUs
In this phase we trace back the efficiency score
of each company by multiplying the implicit
absolute efficiency score of its projection point on
the secondary frontier to the efficiency score
obtained from Phase II or III.
 ρ oIV * × ρ oII * , o ∈ E
ρ Vo * = 
(4)
 ρ oIV * × ρ oIII * , o ∈ F

The efficiency scores obtained in the five
phases of every DMUo are listed in Table 3. The
rankings according to ρ Vo * are also listed in the last
column.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new performance
ranking method for the units with multiple outputs
and inputs indices. We used the performance 29
public semiconductor companies in Taiwan as an
illustrative example. We try to conquer the
challenge of ranking for the DMUs of a DEA
problem. We took three phases to locate projection
points for all DMUs on the secondary frontier. The
super-efficiency (or inefficiency score) is also
measured. Those projection points have same
efficiency score, 1 and without super-efficiency.
Then, a set of common weights of the performance
indices are determined by a linear programming
model. Each projection point’s implicit absolute
efficiency is computed according to the set of
common weights. The final efficiency score of
each DMU is the multiplication of its superefficiency (or inefficiency score) and its projection
point implicit absolute efficiency. We rank them
according to their final efficiency scores.
In our framework, we use the concept of
constant returns to scale (CRS) in SBM model. One
may need to rank the DMUs by the pure
efficiencies. The single constraint
λ j = 1 is
added in Phases I~III.

∑

One also can restrict the range of weights in
Phase IV. For instance, the following constraints on
the ratio of common weights of inputs are added to
(P4) and (P5) models.

l1, i ≤ vi v1 ≤ u1, i

(i = 2, L, m)

l1,i and u 1,j are lower and upper bounds that the
ratio vi /v1 may assume.
For distinguishing the units, and locating the
projections points on the secondary frontier in
Phases I~III, we use slack-based models. In fact,
we also used radial-base models, CCR and BCC to
do the process. Since the slacks are excluded by the
radial-based models, the secondary frontier may
not guarantee to be constructed. We prefer to use
slack-based models.
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Table 3: The results

APPENDIX
DMU\
Company
1 Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
2 United Microelectronics Corp.
3 Mediatek Inc.
4 Advanced Semiconductor Engineering, Inc.
5 Winbond Electronics Corp.
6 Nanya Technology Corp.
7 Siliconware Precision Industries Co., Ltd.
8 VIA Technologies, Inc.
9 Macronix International Co., Ltd.
10 Silicon Integrated Systems Corp.
11 Sunplus Technology Corp.
12 Novatek Microelectronics Corp.
13 Realtek Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
14 King Yuan Electronics Co., Ltd.
15 ALI Co rporation
16 Elite Semiconductor Memory Technology Inc.
17 Greatek Electronics Inc.
18 Elan Microelectronics Corp.
19 International Semiconductor Technology Ltd.
20 Lingsen Precision Industries, Ltd.
21 Faraday Technology Corporation
22 Taiwan Mask Corporation
23 Richtek Technology Corp.
24 Sigurd Microelectronics Co.
25 Integrated Technology Express Inc.
26 Sonix Technology Co., Ltd.
27 Weltrend Semiconductor Inc.
28 G.T.M Corp.
29 Sitronix Technology Corp
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D
MU
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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18
19
20
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23
24
25
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27
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Projection data on the secondary efficient Efficiency scores
frontier
ρo
ρ oII*
X1
X2
X3
Y1
Y2
12303.06
9000
897.57
1993.59
2611.02
2912.03
4734.66
2000
3428
801
522.40
276
633.47
582.97
522
123
469.34
166.85
246.69
635.16
140.09
231.91
182
313.75
93.35
176
99.87
170.35
106

v1* = 1

3964.1
7
3201.1
4
419.87
642.35
309.15
350.02
393.60
296.41
368.15
258.09
116.23
88.93
204.11
187.84
56.06
63.41
39.02
53.76
37.58
52.80
45.14
74.72
15.13
26.08
17.35
90.73
32.18
23.69
9.028

v2* = 1

2784.6 3511.1
947.69 0.316
8
8
359.32 669.70 140.20
360.35
451.23
157.73
178.53
296.98
216.65
188.15
181.30
82.59
62.47
143.38
131.95
28.65
46.86
29.44
37.76
27.16
39.84
31.71
52.49
11.42
19.68
12.42
67.05
22.61
12.06
6.59

v3* =

0.466

1

22.912

380.64 73.13
1
568.95 153.56 0.130
259.49 -11.13 0.431
284.29 -14.48 0.512
523.15 109.52 0.190
203.86 -16.51 0.872
377.66
0.33 0.624
228.60 61.70 0.034
110.98 28.50 0.417
78.77 21.26
1
180.79 48.80 0.333
166.37 44.91 0.125
57.51
0.05
1
53.33
10.2 0.587
51.86 10.86 0.384
47.62 12.85 0.433
39.75
9.56 0.328
70.18 14.69 0.205
39.98 10.79 0.518
66.18 17.86 0.235
20.11
4.21
1
34.67
7.26 0.363
17.33
4.32 0.407
76.31 14.60 0.100
28.50
7.69 0.293
13.48 -2.12 0.402
11.97
2.37
1

1.572

u1* =

19.287 19.659

u*2 = 1

Ra

ρ oIII *

0.183
0.472
0.558
0.260
1
0.702
0.061
0.632
1.161
0.492
0.173
1.059
1
0.463
0.582
0.396
0.268
0.684
0.346
1.019
0.417
0.558
0.169
0.418
0.420
1.015

ρ oIV *
0.481

?Vo *

nk

0.224

16

1.366 31.294

1

0.955
0.317
0.322
0.411
0.351
0.616
0.346
0.682
0.618
1.379
0.428
0.240
1.125
0.971
0.418
0.757
0.568
0.317
0.626
0.412
0.986
0.313
0.756
0.131
0.393
0.220
0.983

1.501
0.058
0.15
0.229
0.091
0.616
0.243
0.042
0.391
1.602
0.211
0.042
1.192
0.971
0.194
0.441
0.225
0.085
0.428
0.143
1.005
0.130
0.422
0.022
0.164
0.092
0.998

3
26
20
14
24
8
13
27
12
2
17
28
4
7
18
9
15
25
10
21
5
22
11
29
19
23
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RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF SOME SELECTED HOSPITALS IN THE
ACCRA-TEMA METROPOLIS
Evelyn Kwakye
Principal Research Assistant, Institute of Statistical, Social and Economic Research (ISSER), University of
Ghana, P. O. Box LG 74, Accra, Ghana, West Africa, evelyn_kwakye@yahoo.co.uk

ABSTRACT
Hospitals form the biggest institutional provider of health care in Ghana. To improve efficiency in
health delivery therefore, analysis of hospital efficiency is essential. This study evaluates the relative efficiency
of twenty hospitals in the Accra-Tema Metropolis using data envelopment analysis. Outpatient visits and
inpatient days are used as measures of output with physicians, nurses, support staff and beds used as measures
of input. With aggregate efficiency scores ranging from 0.31 (least efficient) to 1, the results indicate that some
hospitals (9) are not maximizing health service provision from the resources available to them compared to
their efficient counterparts. A greater proportion of private hospitals turn out to be efficient with the least
proportion being quasi-government owned hospitals. Pure technical inefficiency tends to be more pronounced
than inefficiency attributable to decreasing returns to scale. A censored Tobit regression analysis of inefficiency
scores shows that higher occupancy rate and a greater proportion of outpatient department activity to inpatient
days minimize inefficiency, but type of ownership does not explain hospital efficiency. Contracting out OPD
activities to some under utilized facilities, relocation of some staff category, redefining jobs of some skilled
health workers are among several recommendations made to improve efficiency.

measure, the health status of the Ghanaian, on
average, is unimpressive.
INTRODUCTION
Health care in Ghana is provided by the
government (Ministry of Health), assisted by for
profit and not-for-profit organizations in the private
sector. Preventive health services are much
supported by the donor community. Concurrently
with private organizations, government also
provides clinical care through a system of
hospitals, clinics and health centers (table 1). The
ultimate purpose for health care provision is not
necessarily to make available increased numbers of
doctors, nurses, health facilities pharmaceutical and
non-pharmaceutical supplies and so on. These
resources are rather the means towards an end: the
remission of illness leading to better health
outcomes and thus, improved health status.
Health indicators suggest that a lot more has to
be done to improve the health status of the people
of Ghana. With expected lost years due to ill-health
being ten whole years, disability adjusted life
expectancy (DALE) 1 for the population in Ghana is
47.4 years (WHO, 2002). By this summary

1

The World Health Organization’s primary summary measure
of population health.

Efficiency of the Health System
Per capita health spending of about US$11 in
Table 1. HEALTH FACILITIES BY TYPE
AND OWNERSHIP (2002) - Source: Center for Health
Information Management, MOH
QUASI
GOV
FACILITY
‘T
GOV'T
TEACHIN
G HOSP.
2
0
REGIONA
9
0
L HOSP.
DISTRICT
HOSP.
63
0
OTHER
HOSP.
10
25
HEALTH
CENTER
491
1

MISSI
ON

PRIVA
TE

TOT
AL

0

0

2

0

0

9

28

0

91

23

117

175

43

12

547

CLINICS
MATERN.
HOMES

315

46

85

494

940

7

0

1

335

343

TOTAL

897

72

180

958

21
07

Ghana is below the stipulated minimum of US$13
that would ensure a basic package of healthcare
(WHO, 2002). There are resource constraints in
efforts to extend health services to majority of the
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population at acceptable quality levels. Extra
spending may not necessarily translate into
improved health outcomes if inefficiencies exist.
The WHO’s index of overall health sector
efficiency is 0.449 for Ghana by comparing with 29
developing countries (Cangarajah et al, 2001),
implying that Ghana’s ability to make efficient use
of health expenditures is only about half as good as
the best in the group.
The need for efficiency
in health care provision has significant implications
for the hospitals 2 since they form the largest
institutional provider of health care in the country.
In fiscal year 1999 for instance, about 51% of the
total health sector budget in Ghana was spent on
hospitals (Canarajah and Zye, 2000). By fiscal year
end 2002, 109 of the 275 hospitals in the country
were government or quasi-government owned;
these contain about 70% of total inpatient care
capacity in the country (CHIM/MOH, 2002). The
government finances all higher-level health care
(regional and teaching hospitals) and many of the
district hospitals. Health centers, clinics, primary
health care programs, pharmacies and maternal
homes and reproductive health programs are also
forms of public health care provision (table 1).
Given competing demands for health resources,
inefficiencies in hospitals worsen problems of
inadequate health care provision in Ghana. Some
argue that granting autonomy and some level of
privatization to health facilities would improve
costs, allocation and utilization of resources
(Bossart et al, 2002; Govindaraj et al, 1996). There
is limited documentation about the relative
performances of private and public providers.
Optimal resource allocation and utilization in
hospitals cannot however be pursued without
adequate information about the extent of
inefficiencies and what constitutes them.
Research Problem and Objectives
Not much is documented about private
provider efficiency even though there is a general
perception that private-owned hospitals make more
efficient use of resources than public hospitals.
The usual average costs or accounting ratios used
to measure hospital performance or efficiency fail
sometimes to reveal the underlying causes of
inadequate cost containments. More research is
required in the area of health provider performance
in Ghana.
This study analyzes efficiency in resource use
in government, quasi-government and privateowned hospitals in the Accra-Tema Metropolis by
comparing the amount of inputs each employs and

2

The MOH operationally defines hospitals as health facilities
with inpatient services, excluding clinics with holding beds.
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the maximum output that could be produced. Stated
explicitly, the objectives in this study are to:
1. Calculate technical and scale efficiency
indices for the sample of public hospitals
2. Find the magnitude of resource decrease
or output increase needed to make
inefficient hospitals more efficient
3. Investigate some factors that influence
hospital efficiency
4. Recommend policy actions that can
reduce inefficiencies
Relevance of the Study
Health insurance agencies need information
about the relative performance of hospitals in cost
minimization through efficient use of resources.
Hospital management search for where their
strengths and weaknesses lie by comparing their
performance with counterparts in the industry.
Results from the study, by giving the sources of
relative inefficiency, will provide relevant
information for developing strategies and for
setting targets for improvement. An explicit
strategy in the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy
(2001) is to ‘improve efficiency of health delivery’.
Finding relative efficiency of health care providers
is a step in this direction. The non-parametric
approach to efficiency measurement also
demonstrates its usefulness as monitoring and
evaluation tools for hospital performance in health
reforms.
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Given time and resource constraints, a small
number of hospitals (20 out of about 79) are
selected from the Accra-Tema Metropolis.
Information is gathered at the facility level and
Ghana Health Service (GHS) databases. Since
urban hospitals represent a large subset of hospitals
in Ghana, findings about the hospitals can give
some insight into efficiency in resource use and
performance of hospitals in other parts of the
country. Data envelopment analysis (DEA)
technique is chosen as the preferred method for
analyzing hospital efficiency in this study.
Data Envelopment
Efficiency

Analysis

of

Hospital

In the literature data envelopment analysis
(DEA), ratio analysis and econometric techniques
are the usual approaches to analysing efficiency in
health care provision.
DEA is a nonparametric
technique that directly compares input and output
vectors of a set of firms by means of linear
programming techniques, to construct an efficient
production frontier used for benchmarking
(Emrouznejad, 2002). DEA does not require
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specification of a production function or explicit
assumptions about parameters, unlike econometric
techniques. It is possible therefore to apply it to
both non-profit and for-profit hospitals in a similar
manner. The problems with the lack of degrees of
freedom with the limited cross-section data, and
multicollinearity with highly correlated hospital
inputs and outputs (as would occur in econometric
analysis) are thus avoided. DEA is advantageous in
going a step further to provide the extent of input
reduction and or output increases per hospital, that
would correct for inefficiencies, apart from giving
information on extent and sources of inefficiencies
for each hospital. The literature on DEA tends to
focus on technical rather than economic efficiency
of hospitals because of the difficulty in valuing the
true costs of inputs and outputs in health care
provision3 .
There is no theoretical rule for preferring
DEA to econometric analysis. According to Smith
(1997), however, some evidence has proved that
DEA produces reasonably accurate estimates with
small samples and that accuracy improves with
highly correlated inputs or outputs. Given the
smallness of our sample size, and observation the
hospital inputs and outputs data for this study have
quite a substantial degree of correlation, DEA is
chosen as the preferred method of analysis for this
study.
The Models for Analysis
Various researchers have developed different
models of DEA since 1978, when Charnes et al
(1978) originally introduced the technique in a
seminal presentation. These models differ based on
their orientation (input-oriented, output-oriented),
the returns to scale (CRS, VRS, NIRS, NDRS)4 the
types of measure (Radial measure, Non-radial
measure, Hyperbolic measure) and so on
(Emrouznejad, 2000). For our analysis we use
radial measures of the input-oriented CCR
(Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes, 1978) model and the
input oriented BCC (Banker, Charnes and Cooper,
1984) model to analyze efficiency of each hospital.
The CCR Model
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) developed
a comprehensive index described in the form of an
output-to-input ratio, with a virtual input
representing the weighted sum of all inputs. The
index is derived through multiple comparisons
between each ‘decision-making unit’ (hospital in
our case) and the best-observed practices that

3

As at 1997, only two DEA studies on hospitals reported
economic efficiency ( Hullingsworth et al , 1999)
4
See list of abbreviations.
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define its efficient frontier. In estimating technical
efficiency of the hospitals, the CCR model is
formulated as follows: for a sample of n hospitals,
each producing an s-dimensional vector of outputs,
y [ hence y1 ,…, yS] from an m-dimensional vector
of inputs, x [hence x1 ,…, xM ] :

Max h o = ∑ u r y rj
r
o
∑

Subject to

v

…
i

x

(1)
i

=

1

i

∑
r

u

r

y

− ur ≤ −ε ,

r

−

∑

vi xi

≤ 0

i

r =1, ..., s

where yrj is the amount of rth output
produced by the jth hospital, xij is the amount of
input i, used by hospital j, ur is the weight given
to the rth output, vi is the weight given to the ith
input.
Solving the optimization
problem (equation 4.1), we obtain the value of ho ,
the index of technical efficiency of the target
hospital and the weights that lead to that efficiency.
When ho is less than 1 the hospital is technically
inefficient relative to others in the set. The first
constraint implies that the weighted sum of all
inputs is equal to 1. The second indicates that all
hospitals are on or below the efficient frontier ie all
hospitals have efficiency with upper bound of 1.
The weights v and u are treated as unknowns; their
values are to be obtained from the linear
programming
problem.
The
weights
are
constrained to be greater than or equal to some
small positive quantity, ε to ensure that none of the
inputs or outputs is ignored or omitted for each
hospital. The difference between the inefficient
score and 1 represents the extent to which the
inefficient hospital has used more resources
relative to the efficient (‘best practice’) hospitals.
The model is solved for each hospital in turn. The
sub-index 0 denotes the target unit or the hospital
for which technical efficiency index is being
computed.
Linear
programming
software,
Efficiency Measurement System (EMS) Version
1.3 developed by Holger Scheel (2000), is used to
solve the system of equations for each hospital.
The BCC DEA Model
Banker, Cooper and Rhodes (1984) [hence
BCC], extended the CCR model to include a
variable that measures returns5 to scale by

5

Variable returns to scale implies that by
increasing inputs by a factor, output increases
either more proportionately (increasing returns to
scale) or less proportionately (decreasing returns to
scale).
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introducing a term, uo to capture any returns to
scale that may be present (equation 2).

Max ho =

∑u

r

y r jo + u o
…

r

(2)

subject to

∑ vi xi j =1
i
o
∑ u r y r − ∑ vi xi + u o ≤ = 0
r
i
− ur ≤ −ε ,
r =1, ..., s
− vi ≤ − ε
i = 1,... ., m

u i ~ N ( 0, σ 2 )
where

The u o term becomes an intercept,
unconstrained in sign, uo < 0 implies increasing
retrns to scale, uo > o otherwise. Where no returns
to scale is present, the index of technical efficiency
computed from the CCR model coincides with the
index from the BCC model. An efficiency index for
each hospital is computed in input-oriented BCC
model specification with the EMS software.

y i is a vector of independent variables, (the
inefficient scores), Bi is a kx1 vector of the
unknown parameters and xi is a kx1 vector of
explanatory variables, ui is the term to capture
random errors, assumed to have a normal
distribution.
Yi takes on its observed value if
it is greater than 0. Inefficiency score for each
hospital (INEFF) is computed by subtracting
efficiency score (EFF) from 1 :

Estimating Scale Efficiency
Scale efficiency (SE) can be computed as the
ratio of the index of aggregate efficiency to the
index of pure technical efficiency for a unit (Fare et
al, 1994). Using Kirigia et al (2001) and Zere’s
(2000) example, we compute a measure of scale
efficiency for each hospital by dividing the CCR
(aggregate efficiency) score
(TECRS) by the
corresponding BCC (pure technical efficiency)
score (TEVRS).
SE = TECRS / TEVRS

INEFFI = 1 – EFF

…

SE = 1 implies that the hospital in question is
100% scale efficient compared to other
hospitals in the set.

Censored Tobit Regression Analysis
We use a Tobit regression analysis model left
censored at zero (Greene, 1993, Zere; 2000) to
explain factors that influence efficiency. The
censored Tobit regression model is set out as
follows:

INEFFI = β0 + β1 OPIP+ β2OR + β3DOW + ε
We expect B1 to be negative; a higher
proportion of OPD to IPD minimizes inefficiency.
We expect B2 to be negative; a higher occupancy
rate minimizes inefficiency. B3 is expected to be
negative; private ownership increases efficiency.
Its magnitude would explain to what extent private
hospitals are more efficient than public hospitals.
Our hypotheses to be tested are therefore:
Ho : B1 = 0
H1 : B1 <0
2.

y
y

i
i
i

=

α + β x + u
o
i i
i

=

y * , if y * > 0
i
i

=

0

, if

y * <
i

Ho : B2 = 0
H1 : B2 <0

3.

Ho : B3 = 0
H1 : B3 <0

0

(5)

Three explanatory variables of hospital
inefficiency: the proportion of outpatient
department attendance to inpatient days (OPIP), a
measure of average bed occupancy rate (OR) and a
dummy for ownership (DOW). DOW takes on the
value 1 if hospital is private-owned, or zero if it is
not. Our (4.4)
censored tobit model for estimating
determinants of inefficiency takes the form:

1.

y

…
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5.
Stata 6.0 software is used for the censored tobit
regression analysis.
Data
Much of the data are gathered from hospital
records and through interviews with hospital staff;
data at central locations is not complete for most
hospitals. Given this constraint a selection of 20
(11 private-, 5 quasi government- and 4
government-owned) hospitals are used. There is a
higher probability of obtaining complete data for
the most recent past, hence the period under review
is January 2002 to April 2003. Since efficiency is
what is being measured, observations in recent
periods would be of relevance even without a
longer time series.
To control for heterogeneity in the mix of
services provided, we focus on a relatively
homogeneous group of urban hospitals; hospitals
chosen are categorized to provide general surgery,
maternal deliveries, diagnostic services and
inpatient services.
Hospital Output Measures
From reviews of literature and given available
data, outpatient department attendance (OPD) and
inpatient days (IPD) are appropriate proxies for
services offered by the hospitals. OPD include day
patients present for diagnosis and treatment but not
admitted to a ward. IPD is computed as the total
number of ward patients for each day for the period
under review.
Hospital Input Measures
Hospital beds (BED) are used as a proxy for
net capital (Byrnes et al, 1987). For labour inputs,
staff levels (both clinical and non-clinical) are
used. These comprise:
1. Physicians (PHY): specialist doctors
general practitioners6 , and pharmacists7

6

2.

Nurses(NUR): registered nurses, and
midwives, nurse attendants, medical
assistants, environmental officers.

3.

Administrative staff (ADM): directors,
administrators, secretaries, accountants,
record keepers.

4.

Paramedics (PARAM): laboratory, X’ray
and dispensary technicians.

The GP ’s treat minor ailments, prescribe
pharmaceuticals and carry out minor surgery.
7
This includes pharmacists; we consider that
pharmacists can substitute for GP ’s in the hospitals .

Other support staff (OTHER): orderlies,
kitchen and catering staff, security
officers, equipment and vehicle
maintenance staff.

Since DEA involves interactions in input use
and
corresponding
output
levels,
some
relationship(s) between inputs and the output
should exist (Beasley, 2000). The correlation
matrix (Table 2) describe some relationship
between variables. This does not suggest any
cause-effect relationship though.
Table 2. Correlation Matrix for Hospital Inputs
and Outputs
Variable
BED
PHY
NUR
ADM
PARAM
OTHER
OPD
IPD

BED
1
0.51
0.77
0.65
0.48
0.66
0.38
0.97

PHY
1
0.71
6.75
0.52
0.74
0.51
0.50

NU
R

AD
M

PAR
AM

OT
HER

1
0.78
0.65
0.77
0.40
0.66

1
0.32
0.76
0.63
0.60

1
0.43
0.24
0.44

1
0.51
0.62

OPD

1
0.43

There is a positive relationship between inputs
and outputs. A strong correlation occurs between
beds and inpatient days; this is expected given the
method of IPD calculation. The weakest
relationship is between OPD and paramedic staff.
OPD is not strongly correlated with any input.
Data on staff, OPD and IPD were obtained
from hospital records and through interviews with
hospital administrators. Public hospital data on
OPD, IPD and beds for all hospitals were available
in Ghana Health Service information systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Efficiency Scores
Table 3 summarizes distribution of scores
among the sample of hospitals. Aggregate
efficiency score (CCR), the measure of the overall
efficiency of the hospital, is on average 0.894,
ranging from 0.314 to 1. This implies that on
average, hospitals use about 11% more inputs per
unit of output than they would if all of them were
operating on the efficient frontier.
Eleven hospitals (8 private, 2 government and
1 quasi-government) attain a score of 1; hence 55%
of the hospitals make up the efficient frontier. For
our sample of hospitals therefore, private providers
predominantly make up the best practice efficient
frontier. The proportion of hospitals that attain an
aggregate efficiency score of 1 high compared to
similar studies in other countries like Kenya

IP
D

1
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(Kirigia et al, 2001), South Africa (Zere, 2000) and
U.S.A (Brynes et al, 1989). This could be attributed
to the smaller sample in this study.
Table 3. Distribution of Efficiency Scores
MEAN
MAX
MIN
STD
DEV

CCR
0.894
1
0.314
0.189

BCC
0.942
1
0.583
0.108

SE
0.947
1
0.314
0.157
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input minimizations8 that would make the nine
inefficient hospitals more efficient are shown in
Table 4.
Even though the country has inadequate
physicians and nurses, the results show that some
hospitals should be able to produce the level of
OPD and patient days with fewer hospital numbers
than they currently use if they were to be as
efficient as their ‘best practice’ counterparts. The
urban locational influence in concentration of
health professionals may be evident here.
Table 4. Input Minimization Targets

Hospitals are on average 6% technically
efficient by the BCC (pure technical efficiency)
criterion. This inefficiency measure is that part of
the overall (aggregate) inefficiency of 11%, that is
attributable to poor technology or sub optimal input
mix. Thirteen hospitals are efficient according to
the PTE criterion (BCC scores; appendix 2).
Comparing with hospitals that attain 100%
aggregate efficiency, the proportion of hospitals
that attain pure technical efficiency becomes higher
only for private hospitals; thus pure technical
efficiency is more pronounced in the non-private
hospitals.
On average, hospitals are 5% scale inefficient.
In all, 9 hospitals (45%) have a scale efficiency
score that is less than 1. These hospitals could
obtain an optimal scale of operation by reducing
inputs by 5% given their levels of OPD attendances
and IPD. Though some hospitals do not exhibit
pure technical inefficiency, they exhibit some scale
inefficiency. For such hospitals, aggregate
inefficiency could be attributed mainly to a nonoptimal scale of operation.
Table 5. Output Maximization Targets
Output

OPD
IPD

Maximization
Target
173,831
0

Potential
Improveme
nt
13%
0

Input
BED
PHYSICIA
NS
NURSES
ADMIN.
PARAMEDI
C
OTHER

Minimization
Target
61
45

% Actual

288
41
179

29%
13%
39%

45

15%

4.9%
16%

From Input-Oriented CCR Model
Minimization targets for nurses in almost all
the ineffic ient hospitals are significant proportions
of actual number of nurses compared to targets for
support staff or administrators for instance. This is
not surprising given the employment practices in
some hospitals. Researcher observed for example
that in some facilities more professional
(registered) nurses are employed whereas there is a
limited support staff such that nurses do the menial
jobs of orderlies. The least input reduction in
proportional terms would be in hospital beds
(4.9%). This is expected since bed occupancy is
generally very high in the hospitals such that
underutilization of bed capacity does not constitute
a significant source of technical inefficiency.

Results from output-oriented CCR Model

Potential Improvements
In addition to computing efficiency scores
DEA is able to indicate by how much and in which
areas the inefficient hospitals can improve
efficiency. An inefficient hospital should be able to
produce their level of outputs with fewer resources
(input minimization targets) or generate a higher
level of outputs (output maximization targets)
given the same resources it is using now. The total

The output maximization targets indicate that
no hospital requires an increase in inpatient days in
order to be more efficient. On the other hand, an
impressive proportion of 13% increment in total
OPD attendances is required to improve efficiency.

8

See appendix for input minimization targets and
output maximization targets per hospital.
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Determinants of Inefficiency
Results from the censored Tobit regression of
inefficiency scores on bed occupancy (BOR),
proportion of OPD to IPD (OPIP) and ownership
(DOW) are presented in the table 6.
Table 6. CENSORED TOBIT REGRESSION
RESULTS
LR chi2 (3)
Prob > chi2
Log likelihood
Pseudo R2

DOW
OPIP
OR
Cons

= 14.03
= 0.0029
= -2.8532929
= 0.7108

Coeff
0.209
-0.018
-0.819
0.520

Std
0.124
0.007
0.199
0.157

1.685t
-2.495
-4.110
3.301

P>t
0.110
0.023
0.001
0.004

Bed occupancy rate coefficient is negative at
the 5% level; a BOR reduces inefficiency. Without
including measures of the average length of stay,
however, it cannot be concluded that hospitals that
have higher bed occupancy rates are necessarily
producing higher discharges and admissions per
patient day.
With an OPIP coefficient that is negative in
sign, a higher proportion of outpatient department
activity to inpatient days reduces inefficiency. This
is not unexpected because inpatient activity is more
factor time intensive than outpatient department
activity.
Even though the dummy for ownership is
positive (private ownership reduces inefficiency) it
is not significant at the 5% level. It cannot be
concluded that type of hospital ownership explains
inefficiency. Even though efficiency scores portray
a higher proportion of private hospitals attaining
100% efficiency than government and quasi –
government hospitals, we may only say that
hospital efficiency is not an ownership
phenomenon, but rather the productivity of factor
use.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Our findings suggest that efficiency of
hospitals can be improved by a change in the staff
mix and increased productivity of staff. In addition
to correcting for internal inefficiencies, new
facilities should be built to redistribute staff to such
facilities given the increasing demand of health
services.
Particular cases include Kumorji
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Hospital, which has excess capacity for service
provision, can be contracted out by facilities like
nearby Police hospital, where bed occupancy rates
can sometimes exceed 100%, to provide them
inpatient services. Alternatively, the hospital can be
converted to an OPD facility since bed capacity is
significantly underutilized. In Police Hospital also,
the present practice of upgrading orderlies to nurse
assistant status would not necessarily improve
efficiency since the input minimization target for
nurse staff is 69, about 38% of the actual nurse
staff. Rather, the assistants could replace higher
skilled nurses who may in turn be posted to other
new satellite that are being created. Nyaho Hospital
uses relatively more resources per output than its
counterpart private hospitals. Provided the
elasticity of demand for its services is possible to
estimate, Nyaho can adopt a tiered system whereby
the health services provided with more aesthetic
(luxurious hotel services) that are resource
intensive will still be provided at higher prices for
those willing to afford, while providing less costly
services that are affordable to many more. In this
way, Nyaho can increase demand for its services
and provide more services per resources employed
while maintaining profit levels.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
By using the DEA technique, we have been
able to obtain relative rather than absolute
efficiency of hospitals we have evaluated. The
addition or subtraction of more hospitals may or
may not increase the inefficiency of the group.
Results are therefore not easily generalized.
Constraints of insufficient disaggregated data
from providers have been a critical limitation for
this study. The data does not allow the separation
of inpatient services into case specific discharges
and especially according to the intensity of care.
The study also fails to make recommendations
about economic efficiency since cost measures
were not used.
More useful results would have been obtained
for a nationally representative sample eg including
hospitals in rural areas, and more interesting results
by comparing on such basis as regional, district,
ownership and demographic characteristics.
Quality of care, which is significant influence
on hospital output was not accounted for.
FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA
Given the limitations encountered in this study,
several areas are identified for future research. This
study can be extended nationwide to include all the
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regions in Ghana. This should give nationally
representative sample of the hospital sector in
Ghana. It would be interesting to do efficiency
analysis of providers in relation to such factors as
location, profit or non-profit nature, the levels of
hospital specialization or the levels (primary,
secondary, tertiary) of health care provision. It
may be the case that public providers are more
efficient than private providers at the tertiary level
of hospital care, whereas private providers are
more efficient than public providers at primary
level of health care.
At the facility level, hospital departments or
cost centers, taken as the decision-making units,
could be compared internally or cross-section wise
to find the levels of efficiency, in which activities
cost minimization is being achieved and to identify
best practice patterns that could possibly be
adopted by the less efficient units
for
improvements.
Many other factors outside the control of
management or policy-maker that are likely to have
significant influence on efficient use of hospital
resources can be investigated to find their imp act
on hospital efficiency. For instance, the socioeconomic
environment,
demographic
and
epidemiological characteristics of populations
served and government regulations in a health
providers industry should be studied in relation to
their impact on provider efficiency.
Studies on provider efficiency using data on
costs can embarked upon to give information about
the extent and in which expenditure categories
inefficient hospitals can minimize costs. This
would provide helpful information to improve
budgetary allocations and revenue generation of
health facilities, thus making quality health care
provision efficient and sustainable in Ghana.
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APPENDIX
Distribution of Hospital Inputs and Outputs
TOTAL MEAN MAX
MIN
BED
PHY
NUR
ADM
PARAM
SUP
OPD
IPD

1264
280
974
295
462
299
1322901
398386

63
14
49
15
23
15
66145
19919

217
42
192
35
201
33
218700
100189

10
1
4
2
1
2
957
1036

STD
DEV
80
12
63
10
43
11
53657
22468

Efficiency Score per Hospital
Hospital

CCR

BCC

SE

0.31

1.00

0.31

Police (Qg)

0.45

0.58

0.78

Nyaho (P)

0.74

0.75

1.00

Trust (Qg)

0.85

0.88

0.97

Ridge (G)

0.87

0.88

1.00

Valco (Qg)

0.88

0.88

1.00

Achimota G)

0.90

0.92

0.98

Vicon (P)

0.93

1.00

0.93

Manna (P)

0.95

0.96

0.98

Airport (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Eden (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Ghapoha (Qg)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Holy Tri. (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Mercy (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Mission (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Narh-Bita (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

P M L (G)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Queens (P)

1.00

1.00

1.00

Tema (G)

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Kumorji (P)

Input Reduction per Inefficient Hospital
BE
DO INEF
Hospital
OR
D
W
F
Achimota

63

0.33

0

0.11

11.48

Airport

10

0.98

1

0.00

7.50

Eden
GHAPOH
A
Holy
Trinity

35

0.70

1

0.00

2.04

15

0.14

0

0.00

43.18

20

1.40

1

0.00

16.07

Kumorji

30

0.07

1

0.69

0.90

Manna

34

0.90

0

0.05

3.92

Mercy

17

0.70

1

0.00

4.21

Mission

20

0.80

0

0.00

3.75

Narh-Bita

61

0.98

1

0.00

3.35

Nyaho

32

0.88

1

0.25

6.39

P. M. L.

68

1.00

0

0.00

2.94

Police

92

0.42

0

0.54

3.08

Queens

21

0.99

1

0.00

2.40

Ridge

179

0.56

0

0.13

1.63

Tema

217

0.58

0

0.00

1.47

Trust

50

0.53

0

0.15

8.40

100

0.70

1

0.00

1.14

Valco

46

0.90

0

0.13

0.43

Vicon

16

0.87

1

0.08

3.56

University
Univ. (Qg)

OPIP
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates farm level technical efficiency of production and its determinants in a sample of
100 olive producing farm sin Tunisia using a stochastic frontier production function approach applied to cross
section data. Results indicate that technical efficiency of production in the sample of olive producing farms
investigated ranges from a minimum of 58.9% to a maximum of 98.2% with an average technical efficiency
estimate of 83.5%. This suggests that olive producers may increase their production by as much as 16.5%
through more efficient use of production inputs. Further, the estimated coefficients in the technical inefficiency
model indicate the positive effect on technical efficiency of the share of olive trees within deep soil, the share of
productive trees, the share of skilled labor and irrigation operations.

INTRODUCTION
The crucial role of efficiency gains in
increasing agricultural output has been widely
recognized in the research and policy arenas. It is
not surprising; therefore, that considerable effort
has been devoted to the measurement and analysis
of productive efficiency, which has been the
subject of a myriad of theoretical and empirical
studies for several decades since Farrell’s (1957)
seminal work. Forsund, Lovell and Schmidt (1980)
provide in an earlier survey an overview of various
approaches to frontier analysis and efficiency
measurement. More recent surveys of these
techniques include Bauer (1990), Battese (1992)
and Greene (1993).
Equally important in the analysis of production
efficiency is to go beyond the measurement of

performance and examine exogenous influences on
efficiency. To this end, exogenous variables
characterizing the environment in which production
occurs have been incorporated into efficiency
measurement models in a variety of ways. Early
contributions to the literature on this issue include
Pitt and Lee (1981) and Kalirajan (1981). These
applications adopted a two-step formulation. More
recently, approaches to the incorporation of
exogenous influences have been refined and
significant improvements in modeling technical
inefficiency effects in stochastic frontier models
opened new directions for empirical analysis
(Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000).
This paper contributes to the rare literature on
firm level efficiency measurement and explanation
using a stochastic frontier production model with
technical inefficiency effects for cross section. This
formulation has the advantages of simultaneously
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estimating the parameters of the stochastic frontier
and the inefficiency models, given appropriate
distributional assumptions associated with the error
terms.
The stochastic frontier model is applied to a
sample of Tunisian olive growing farms in order to
provide empirical evidence on the sources of
technical inefficiency in the sector. Measuring
technical efficiency in the olive sector is important
for a number of reasons. First, the olive oil sector is
an important ingredient in the Tunis ian economy in
terms of employment and income generation. In the
year 2000, this sector produced 1,125 millions tons
of olive, which amounted to 10% of the value of
agricultural production and contributed to 1.17% in
the growth of domestic product. Furthermore, olive
oil production, which grew at an annual rate of
6.64% during the 1990-2000 period, is an
important source of foreign exchange earnings,
accounting for 46% of agricultural exports. Second,
Tunisia’s implementation of the free trade
agreement with the EU (signed in 1995) should,
over the next decade, lead to the elimination of
tariffs and other trade barriers on a wide range of
goods and services traded with the EU. The olive
oil sector, in particular, is coming under increasing
international comp etition, which calls for a major
concern for only efficient farms are likely to stand
the competitive pressure in the ever changing world
economy. Third, in spite of the importance of this
sector in the national economy, an important policy
issue in the last two decades has been to make this
sector more competitive by furthering production
growth and increasing exports. Knowledge of the
relative contribution of factor productivity and
input use to output growth and improvements in
technical efficiency is crucial to provide a
comprehensive view of the state of the olive
producing sector in the country and help farm
managers and policy makers draw appropriate
policy measures. Finally, a study that addresses the
main issues that have bearings on technical
efficiency in the olive growing sector in Tunisia is
important for, to the authors’ knowledge, not a
single study has investigated these issues.
The objectives of this paper are twofold. First,
we measure the technical efficiency of a sample of
olive producing in Tunisia. Second, we analyze the
determinants of technical efficiency variation
among these farms.
To achieve the mentioned objectives, the
remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we present the theoretical background of
the stochastic frontier model. In section 3, we
describe the frontier/inefficiency models assumed
for the sample of Tunisian olive producing farms.
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Section 4 presents the empirical results, and section
5 concludes with some remarks on policy
implication.
THE STOCHASTIC FRONTIER MODEL
Since the stochastic production frontier model
was first, and nearly simultaneously, published by
Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977) and Aigner,
Lovell and Schmidt (1977), there has been
considerable research to extend the model and
explore exogenous influences on producer
performance. Early empirical contributions
investigating the role of exogenous variables in
explaining inefficiency effects adopted a two-stage
formulation, which suffered from a serious
1
econometric problem .
Recently, Kumbhakar, Ghosh and McGuckin
(1991), Reifschneider and Stevenson (1991) and
Huang and Liu (1994) proposed stochastic
production models that simultaneously estimate the
parameters of both the stochastic frontier and the
inefficiency functions. While the formulated
models differ somewhat in the specification of the
second error component, they all used a cross
section data. Battese and Coelli (1995) formulated
a stochastic frontier production model similar to
that of Huang and Liu and specified for panel data.
In this study, we adopt the Battese and Coelli
model but specified for a cross section data context.
The model consists of two equations (1) and (2).
The first equation specifies the stochastic frontier
production function. The second equation, which
captures the effects of technical inefficiency, has a
systematic component δ ' z i associated with the
exogenous variables and a random component ε i :

Ln Yi

ui

=

Ln f ( xi ; β ) + vi

= δ ' zi

+ εi

− ui

(1)
(2)

Where Yi denotes the production of the -ith
firm; xi is a vector of input quantities of the i-th
firm and β is a vector of unknown parameters to
be estimated. The non-negativity condition on
ui is modeled as ε i ~ N (0, σ ε2 ) with the
distribution of ε i being bounded below by the

1

In the first stage of this formulation, the stochastic
frontier model is estimated and the residuals are
decomposed using the Jondrow et al. (1982) technique.
The estimated inefficiency scores are then regressed, in a
second stage, against the exogenous variables
contradicting the assumption of identically distributed
inefficiency of the first stage.
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truncation point −δ ' zi . Finally, vi are assumed to
be independent and identically distributed N (0,
σv 2 ) random errors, independent of the u i .
The parameters of the stochastic frontier
production function in (1) and the model for
technical inefficiency effects in (2) may
simultaneously be estimated by the maximum
likelihood method. The technical efficiency of
production for the i-th farm can be defined as
follows:

TE i = exp( − u i ) = exp( − δ ' z i − ε i )

(3)

A predictor for which is provided by its
2
conditional expectation :

 


E exp  − u  (v − u ) 
i
i
i

 

 

F ( µ /s ) − s   (4)
 
*
1 2    ∗ i *
= exp − µ + s  ⋅ 


  ∗ i 2 *  
F(µ /s )

∗i *
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contributes by as much as 7.7% in national olive oil
production.
As we posed at the outset, data on output,
production inputs (capital, labor and intermediate
input consumption) and other explanatory variables
such as the share of skilled labor, the share of olive
trees within deep soil; the share of productive trees
and irrigation were chosen for the representation of
the underlying translog functional form. The
source of these data is the survey carried out in the
Mahdia region by the Institut de l’Olivier.
Given the above, the stochastic frontier
production model to be estimated is defined in
equation (7) and the technical inefficiency effects
are defined in equation (8) as follows:

LnYi = β0 + β1 LnKi + β2 LnLi + β3 LnCIi
1
1
1
+ β 4 ( LnKi )2 + β 5 ( LnLi ) 2 + β6 ( LnCIi )2
(7)
2
2
2
+ β 7 LnKi LnLi + β8 LnKi LnCIi + β9 LnLi LnCIi
+ vi − ui
u i = δ 0 + δ 1 ( SP) i + δ 2 ( PPP ) i + δ 3 ( MOQ ) i
+ δ 4 ( IRI ) i + ε i

(8)

Where,

µ∗i =

σ v2 (δ ' z i ) − σ u2 (ε i )
σ v2 + σ u2

σ2σ2
σ = 2v u 2
σ v +σ u
2
*

Where,

(5)
Yi is olive production of the i-th farmer in Kg;

(6)

A FRONTIER/INEFFICIENCY MODEL FOR
TUNISIAN OLIVE PRODUCING FARMS
To implement the above-specified model,
mean cross-section data on 100 Tunisian olive
producing farms in the Mahdia region (Tunisia)
covering the 1999-2000; 2000-2001 and 2001-2002
periods are used. The choice of this region is
justified by its importance in the national olive oil
production and exports sector. Indeed, according to
the Ministry of Agricultural statistics, this region
represents 8.6% of national olive-tree population,
8.7% of national triturating capacity and

Ki is the capital of the i-th farmer in Tunisian
Dinars;
Li is total hired labor by the i-th farmer
(permanent and occasional) in UTH;
CIi is the intermediate input consumption by
the i-th farmer in Tunisian Dinars;
SP is the share of trees within deep soil;
PPP is the share of productive trees (20 to70
years old);
MOQ is the share of skilled labor;
IRI is irrigation dummy variable, = 1 if the
farmer irrigate, 0 otherwise;
v i and ε i are random errors.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
2

For the derivation of the likelihood function, its partial
derivatives with respect to the parameters of the model
and an expression for the predictor of technical
efficiency see Battese and Coelli (1993).

Maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters of the translog stochastic frontier
production and the technical inefficiency effects
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models are obtained using the computer package
FRONTIER version 4.1 (Coelli, 1996). Parameters
estimates, along with the standard errors and Tratios of the ML estimators of the Tunisian olive
producing farms inefficiency frontier model are
presented in table 1. The signs of the estimated
parameters of the translog stochastic frontier
production model are as expected. Estimated
coefficients for both capital and labor are positive
and significant, which confirms the expected
positive relationship between capital and labor and
olive production. On the other hand, the negative
coefficient of the intermediate inputs variable
indicates the firms’ overuse of intermediate inputs.
The estimated coefficients in the technical
inefficiency model are also as expected. The
estimated coefficient of the share of olive trees
within deep soil (SP) is negative and statistically
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significant at 10% level, which indicates that farms
with olive trees within deep soil are more efficient.
With respect to the share of productive trees (PPP),
the negative and significant estimated coefficient
implies their positive effect on technical efficiency.
On the other hand, the share of skilled labor,
variable of particular interest to policy maker, is
negative and significant. Consequently, the
negative and statistically significant at the 5% level
coefficient suggests that an increase in the share of
skilled labor contributes to higher technical
efficiency levels of olive production on these
farms. Finally, the estimated coefficients of
irrigation operation variable (IRI) in the technical
inefficiency model are negative and significant at
10%. This implies their positive effect on technical
efficiency.

Table 1: Parameter estimates and t-values of the inefficiency frontier model of a sample of Tunisian olive
producing farms.
Variables
Estimates
t-values
Stochastic frontier model
Intercept

-7.69

-7.58*

Ln (K)

1.78

2.19*

Ln (L)

4.73

4.41*

Ln (CI)

-2.37

-2.55*

2

-0.04

-0.19

2

-0.77

-2.78*

Ln (CI)

0.09

0.44

Ln (K)*Ln (L)

-0.28

-0.74

Ln (K)*Ln (CI)

-0.06

-0.17

Ln (L)* Ln (CI)

0.75

2.09*

Intercept

0.36

2.38*

SP

-0.20

-1.61**

PPP

-0.03

-2.24*

MOQ

-1.31

-1.69**

IRI

-0.34

-1.98*

σ2

0.085

4.64*

γ

0.31

2.16*

Ln (K)
Ln (L)

2

Inefficiency effects model

Variance parameters

Log-likelihood

-11.05

Notes: *: indicates significance at the 5% level; **: indicates significance at 10% level.
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Table 2: Tests of hypotheses for the parameters of the stochastic frontier inefficiency model of a sample of
Tunisian olive producing farms.
Null Hypotheses
Cobb-Douglass
β4 =β5 =β6 =β7 =β8 =β9 =0

Log-likelihood ratio

D. F.

Critical value at 5%

Decision

14.86

6

12.6

Reject H0

No inefficiency effects
γ=δo =δ1 =δ2 =δ3 =δ4 =0

13.20

6

12.6

Reject H0

No firm specific effects
δ1 =δ2 =δ3 =δ4 =0

9.62

4

9.49

Reject H0

Notes: The value of the log-likelihood function under the specification of alternative hypothesis (i.e. unrestricted
model) is -11.05.

the explanation of the inefficiency effects, is
rejected.

The estimate for the variance parameter g
significantly different from zero implies that the
inefficiency effects are significant in determining
the level and the variability of the olive producing
farms. Further, a number of statistical tests of
hypotheses for the parameters of the stochastic
frontier inefficiency model are carried out and
results are presented in table 2 . The validity of the
translog specification over the Cobb-Douglass one,
the first null hypothesis for all i, j, is strongly
rejected. Thus the translog specification is found to
be a better representation of the technology than
the Cobb-Douglass specification. The second null
hypothesis of no inefficiency effects in the model is
also rejected at the 5% level of significance. The
third null hypothesis, which specifies that no firm
specific factor makes a significant contribution to

Frequency distribution results of technical
efficiency are presented in table 3. Estimated
efficiency measures reveal the existence of
substantial technical inefficiencies of production in
the sample of olive producing farms at hand. The
computed average technical efficiency is 83.5%
ranging from a minimum of 58.9% to a maximum
of 98.2%. Given the present state of technology
and input levels, this suggests that firms in the
sample are producing on average at 83.5% of their
potential. Within this framework, 54 firms are
relatively more efficient than the sample average
efficiency level, with an efficiency score greater
than 83.5%, 32 firms with mean efficiency between
75 and 83.5% and 14 firms show value of mean
efficiency less than 75%.

Table 3: Frequency distribution of technical efficiency of production estimates for a sample of Tunisian olive
producing farms.
Classes

Class 1 (< mean)

Class 2 (> mean)

Olive producing farms (100)

46

54

= 75%

14

0

(30.43%)

(0.00%)

32

0

(69.57%)

(0.00%)

0

54

(0.00%)

(100%)

76.32

89.52

> 75 = 83.5%

> 83.5 %

Mean Efficiency/Class (%)
Mean Efficiency (%)

83.5

Notes: Numbers in parentheses represent the % of olive producing farms in each class of technical efficiency.
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CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY
IMPLICATIONS
In this paper, farm level technical
efficiency of production and its determinants are
investigated in a sample of 100 olive producing
farms located in the second most productive
region in Tunisia using a stochastic frontier
production model. The data used in this study
were gathered through a survey carried out by
the Institut de l’Olivier during the periods 19992000, 2000-2001 and 2001-2002.
Empirical findings show that estimated
technical efficiency of olive production in the
sample varied widely, ranging from 58.9% to
98.2, with a mean value of 83.5%. This suggests
that, on average, olive producing farmers could
increase their production by as much as 16.5%
through more efficient use of production inputs.
This result implies that improvement of
technical efficiency should be the first logical
step for considerably increasing olive
production in the study region. Further,
considering that international competition is
increasing and environment regulations are
being tightened, the potential for increasing
production by using more traditional inputs is
limited.
Indeed, technical efficiency increases when
the share of olive trees in deep soil (SP) is high.
This highlights the need for farm managers to
conduct new olive plantations on deep soil.
Further, the positive relationship between the
share of productive olive trees, aged between 20
and 70 years old, and technical efficiency has
important implications as far as the role of
government policies in encouraging the setting
up and implementation of a rejuvenating
pruning program for old olive plantations.
Skilled labor particularly the one used for
pruning (MOQ) is associated with higher levels
of technical efficiency. This highlights the need
for government policies, through extension
activities, to set up training programs on
conducting olive plantation, in general, and
improving pruning techniques, in particular.
Finally, irrigation operations (IRI) should be
encouraged whenever water is available.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the productivity performance of the Malaysian mobile
telecommunications industry in the pre and post-reform environment particularly with the passage of
both Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (CMA 1998) and the Malaysian Communications and
Multimedia Act 1998 (CMCA 1998). Productivity has been measured by the Malmquist index, using a
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) technique. The Malmquist productivity measures are decomposed
into two components: technological change and technical efficiency change index. The findings
suggest that Total Factor Productivity (TFP) has increased significantly for the whole industry,
predominantly in the post-reform period through the establishment of Malaysian Communications and
Multimedia Commission (MCMC). Despite the positive productivity development that has taken
place, the paper however found that technical progress has been the most important source of
productivity growth to Malaysian mobile telecommunications industry. Low technical efficiency in the
industry indicates a great potential for the industry to further increase its productivity through higher
utilization of technology as well as technological knowledge dispersion. Thus, existing regulatory
framework need to be redesigned to complement the productive capacity of technology to further
promotes the growth of the Malaysian mobile telecommunications industry.
Keywords: Telecommunications, Liberalization, Malmquist Index, Malaysia

INTRODUCTION
The last two decades have seen the most
fundamental reform of the Malaysian
telecommunications industry for over 30 years.
Whilst popularly associated with privatization,
the reforms have included changes to the
regulation of market competition as well as
fundamental changes to the methods of
regulating the industry. Though the motivations
underlying these policy reforms have been
multiple and their objectives diverse, recurrent
theme has been concerned particularly with the
efficient allocation of resources within the
telecommunications industry.
The aim of the paper is to make an interim
assessment
on
Malaysian
mobile
telecommunications industry of how far that
objective is being achieved essentially with the
passage of both Communications and
Multimedia Act 1998 (CMA 1998) and
Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Act
1998 (CMCA 1998). The productivity record

over the last six years of all mobile operators in
Malaysia has been examined. The plan of this
paper is as follows. Following this introduction,
section two reviews some of the recent
literatures on regulatory reforms and its impact
on telecommunications industry. Section three
presents an overview of telecommunications
reforms in Malaysia. Section four outlines the
method used to construct the measure of
productivity performance. Section five reports
the findings and the last section concludes this
paper.
EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON
TELECOMMUNICATIONS REFORMS
The dynamism of telecommunications
industry is widely attributed to rapid
technological development and an increasingly
liberal policy environment frequently in the
form of privatization, competition and new
regulatory framework. Though there has been
much theoretical and empirical research on the
effects of regulatory reforms on the
performance of telecommunications industry in
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general, relatively little empirical work has been
done to investigate the impact on productivity
performance in particular.
Among the studies examining the effect of
telecommunications
reform
on
sector
performance include Galal, Jones, Tandon and
Vogelsang (1992) which investigate the sales
performance of post-privatization environment
of 12 large firms in Britain, Chile, Malaysia and
Mexico, Rogozinski (1997) who explores the
effects on Telmex Mexico’s service level and
the investment spending, Tandon (1995) and
Boles de Boer and Evans (1996) who examine
the welfare effects in terms of growth of main
lines, prices and service quality on the effects of
privatization for Telmex in Mexico and
Telecom New Zealand respectively. Similar
studies however using a larger sample size
particularly of the developing countries in
measuring the welfare effects of privatization
for instance includes the study by Li and Xu
(2002), Gutierrez and Berg (2000), Ros (1999),
Wallsten (2001) and Petrazzini and Clark
(1996) study. While most of these studies
indicate that telecommunications reforms
improves the sector performance, different
country samples and estimation techniques
however, lead to differing conclusions about the
specific effects of privatization and competition.
On the contrary to the above studies, there
are also studies which give emphasis to the
effects of regulatory reforms on productivity
performance. Uri (2001, 2002) for instance,
focuses on the impact of incentive regulation to
the level of productive efficiency in US
telecommunications companies covering the
period of 1985 to 1999 using parametric and
non-parametric approach respectively. Daßler,
Parker and Saal (2002), assessed the effect of
market liberalization particularly privatization
and
competition
on
the
productivity
performance of European telecommunication
companies. Ros and Banerjee, (2000), D'Souza
and Megginson (2000), Boylaud and Nicoletti
(2001) and Parker (1994), on the other hand
concentrate more on operating productivity
namely labor and cost efficiency. Despite the
fact that, all the above studies addressed
productivity issues, yet their focal point were to
explore the effects of two important events in
telecommunications
reforms
essentially
privatization and competition. Unlike all the
above existing studies, this paper however put
more emphasize on the third aspect of
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regulatory reforms which is on the impact of
having a separate regulatory body on the
performance of the Malaysian mobile
telecommunications industry. Moreover, unlike
others in the literature, this paper uses nonparametric approach using Data Envelopment
Analysis to measure productivity performance.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS REFORMS IN
MALAYSIA
Malaysia has been reforming and
restructuring the telecommunications sector
since the mid-1980s. The first step towards
telecommunications reforms in Malaysia took
place in 1987 with the privatization of the
Jabatan Telekom Malaysia (JTM), a department
under
the
Ministry
of
Energy,
Telecommunications and Posts (METP).
Concurrent to this significant event, the
operation of Malaysia’s telecommunication
services was taken over by Syarikat Telekom
Malaysia Berhad (STMB) which then became a
public listed company in 1991. Despite that the
government retained a majority shareholding in
STMB the exercise has brought about a
fundamental change in the regulatory structure
of telecommunications as well as transformed
the market structure of the industry from being
monopolistic to one that is highly competitive.
In 1994, the METP introduced a long-term
policy framework titled The National
Telecommunications Policy (NTP) which
essentially contains a set of policy
recommendations aimed at developing the
sector towards the year 2020. In many respects,
the NTP signifies the importance of competition
in the regulatory policy dimension as to achieve
the developed country status dubbed as Vision
2020. Since then, the Government granted a
number of new licenses to private sector
telecommunication operators in an effort to
develop the country’s telecommunication
industry and infrastructure.1
Four years later in 1998, the government
introduced a new regulatory regime to govern
the telecommunications, broadcasting and
internet industries.
Malaysian Government
restructured the METP into the Ministry of
Energy, Communications and Multimedia
(MECM) in tandem with the new enactment of

1

As a results of this, the government issued 4 new licenses
for fixed-line market segment and 1 new license for mobile
market segment in the same year.
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the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Act 1998 (CMA 1998). The leading motive for
this streamlining implementation was to address
the
convergence
of
the
traditional
telecommunications, broadcasting and internet
industries as well as to promote industry selfregulation. Concomitant to this, Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Act 1998
(CMCA 1998) was also passed for the
establishment of a separate body to regulate the
communications as well as the multimedia
industries.
With the passage of these two significant
enactments the communications and multimedia
industry is regulated by the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC) which assumed this responsibility on
April 1, 1999. 2 The Commission has the power
to issue directions to licensees, to make
determinations, to hold public inquiries and to
conduct investigations. The Commission is also
responsible for policy implementation while the
Minister is responsible for policy making in
respect to the communications and multimedia
industry.
Moreover, the Minister is also
responsible for issuing licenses to network and
service providers under the recommendation of
the Commission.
Even though the MCMC takes directives
from and makes recommendations to the
MECM, it is an organization external to the
Ministry. Unlike its predecessor JTM, which
received every single instruction from the
Ministry, MCMC has greater flexibility with
regards to policy initiatives and source of
funding. In addition, as a statutory body with
its own funds, the MCMC also has greater
flexibility in staff recruitment as well as
expenses.
EMPIRICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Methodology
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Malmquist indexes are constructed using the
Data Envelopment Approach (DEA) and
estimated using a program developed by Coelli
(1996) called DEAP version 2.1.
Malmquist index has been chosen as there
are a number of desirable features for this
particular study. It does not require input prices
or output prices in their construction, which
make the method particularly useful in
situations in which prices are not available
publicly or non-existent. The method also does
not require a behavioral assumption such as cost
minimization or profit maximization, which
make the method useful in situation in which
producers' objectives differ, or are unknown or
unachieved. Another attractive feature of the
Malmquist index is that it permits the separation
of catching up to the production frontier from
shifts in the frontier.
This was first
demonstrated by Fare et al. (1989) using the
geometric mean formulation of the Malmquist
index.
Fare et al. (1994b) listed several traditional
methods to calculate the Malmquist productivity
index. But most of them require specification
of a function form for technology. Charnes et
al. (1978) proposed the Data Envelopment
Approach to construct a best-practice frontier
without specifying production technology.
Unlike traditional analysis techniques that look
for the average path through the middle points
of a series of data, DEA looks directly for a
best-practice frontier within the data. Using a
non-parametric linear programming technique,
DEA takes account of all the inputs and outputs
as well as differences in technology, capacity,
competition, and demographics and then
compares individual with the best-practice
(efficiency) frontier. According to Ali and
Seiford (1993), DEA is a well-established nonparametric efficiency measurement technique
which has been used extensively in over 400
studies of efficiency in management sciences.

This study adopts the generalized outputoriented Malmquist index, developed by Fare et
al. (1989), to measure the contributions from the
progress in technology (technical change) and
improvement in efficiency (efficiency change)
to the growth of productivity in Malaysian
mobile telecommunication industries.
The

Formally, the Malmquist index of total
factor productivity growth is given by:

2

where
the
notations
,
represents the distance from the period t+1

Previously, the telecommunications industry was regulated
by the JTM, while the broadcasting industry was regulated
by Ministry of Information.

(1)
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observation to the period t technology.
Following Fare et al. (1989) an equivalent way
of writing the Malmquist productivity index (1)
is

( )
( )

(
(

)
)

(

t

)

t+1 t+1

at each time period t from the data can be
defined as

(

1
2

∑z

t
k

x k ,n ≤ x n
t

t

z kt ≥ 0

k = 1,…,
K],
(5)

where zt k refers to weight on each specific
cross-sectional observation. Following Afriat
(1972), the assumption of constant returns to
scale may be relaxed to allow variable returns to
scales by adding the following restriction:

∑z

(3)

t
k

=1

According to Fare et al. (1994a),
improvements in productivity yield Malmquist
index values greater than unity. Deterioration in
performance over time is associated with a
Malmquist index less than unity. The same
interpretation applies to the values taken by the
components of the overall TFP index. 3
In empirical applications, four distances
measures that appear in (1) above are calculated
for each operator in each pair of adjacent time
periods using mathematical programming
technique. Assume that there are k = 1,…, K
firms that produce m = 1,…, M outputs yt k, m
using n = 1,…, N inputs xt k, n at each time period
t = 1, …, T. Under DEA, the reference
technology with constant returns to scale (CRS)

(6)
Following Fare et al. (1994a), this study
used an enhanced decomposition of the
Malmquist index by decomposing the efficiency
change component calculated relative to the
constant returns to scale technology into a pure
efficiency component (calculated relative to the
VRS technology) and a scale efficiency change
component which captures changes in the
deviation between the VRS and CRS
technology. The subset of pure efficiency
change measures the relative ability of operators
to converts inputs into outputs while scale
efficiency measures to what extent the operators
can take advantage of returns to scale by
altering its size toward optimal scale. 4
Sample Selection
The sample for this study covers all the five
mobile operators in Malaysia, which are
Celcom, Digi, Maxis, TM Cellular and
TimeCel.
Since majority of the above said
4

3

Improvement in the efficiency component yielded index
values greater than one and is considered to be evidence of
catching up (to the frontier). Values of the technical change
component greater than one are considered to be evidence of
technological progress.

(VRS)

k =1

Technical change =

(4)

n = 1,…, N,

k =1

K

Efficiency change =

m = 1,…,

M,
K

(2)
where the first ratio on the right hand side
of equation (2) measures the change in relative
efficiency (i.e., the change in how far observed
production is from maximum potential
production) between years t and t+1. The
second term inside the brackets (geometric
mean of the two ratios) captures the shift in
technology (i.e., movements of the frontier
function itself) between the two periods
evaluated at xt and xt+1 . That is,

)

K


Gt =  x t , y t : ytm ≤ ∑ z tk ykt ,m 

k =1


( ) 
( ) 

Dt+1 xt+1, yt+1  Dt xt+1, yt+1  Dt xt , yt
Mo x , y , x , y = o t t t × to+1 t +1 t+1  to+1 t t
Do x , y  Do x , y  Do x , y
t
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The decomposition becomes M (x t , y t , xt +1 , y t +1 ) = (techch)
o

(pech) (sech), where techch denotes technical change, pech
denotes pure efficiency change and sech denotes scale
change. Note that when the technology in fact exhibits
CRS, the scale change factor equals to one and it is the same
decomposition as (1).
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mobile operators started to operate in mid -1995,
this study covers only six time periods starting
from year 1996 to the year 2001. The year 2001
is chosen as the final period because it is the
period prior to acquisition and merger exercise
for the industry. Since the passage of CMA
1998 and CMCA 1998 went into effect in early
1999, use of data before this period and
subsequent to this period will give an indication
of whether there has been an identifiable
improvement in productive efficiency.5
Input and Output Specifications
Studies on TFP of telecommunications
industries show a wide variety of output and
input specifications.6 However, due to data
availability issues, this study uses only one
output and four inputs, which are the number of
subscribers as output and total number of labor
and capital as inputs. Capital inputs consist of
three subcomponents; fixed capital stock of
lands and buildings, total number of mobile
switching centers (MSC) and radio base stations
(RBS). The primary sources of the data set are
from the compilation made by MCMC from
each respective operator.7 The data include in
this source are total number of digital
subscribers, total number of employees and total
number of MSC and RBS. Secondary data such
as total number of land and buildings are
obtained from the respective operators' annual
reports from the year 1996 to 2001. Since MSC
and RBS equipments act as switching and
transmission mechanism, it is reported to be the
primary
source
of
growth
for
telecommunication
industries
by
the
Telecommunications
Industry
Association
(2000). Hence, these two equipments are very
important input variables apart from the other
variables for this study. On the other hand,
number of subscribers is chosen as the output
variable since it wholly represents the main
activities and output of the five operators. It
also acts as a proxy to the varieties of services
(multiple outputs) offered by the operators such

5

Periods prior to 1999 indicates pre-reform environment,
while period starting from 1999 ahead indicates post -reform
environment.
Similarly, year 1999 manifests the
establishment of separate regulatory body (MCMC).
6
Mohamad (2004) details a summary of output and input
specifications used for telecommunications industry from
several recent empirical research.
7
I am grateful to numerous officials from MCMC,
particularly Mdm. Sulyna and Mr. Koay for their
cooperation in gathering all the data requested.
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as international roaming, SMS and WAP
services. Total number of labor includes all
staffs (full-time, part-time and contract) in the
respective companies.
EMPIRICAL RESULT
Since the basic component of the
Malmquist productivity index is related to
measures of technical efficiency, the paper first
reports the industrial mean value of technical
efficiency from 1996 to 2001 in table 1 under
constant returns to scale (CRS) and variable
returns to scale (VRS). Values of unity imply
that the industry is on the frontier in the
associated year. Values less than unity imply
that the industry is below the frontier or
technically inefficient.8
Table 1: Technical Efficiency of the Industry,
1996-2001
Pre-reform Environment

Post -reform Environment

1996

1997

1998

1996
1998

1999

2000

2001

1999
2001

0.913

0.908

0.797

0.873

0.866

0.954

0.954

0.925

0.914

0.927

0.958

0.933

1.000

1.000

0.957

0.986

1

C
R
S
2

V
R
S

Notes:

1
2

Constant Returns to Scale
Variable Returns to Scale

As indicated by the index values of Table 1,
the average technical efficiency for the industry
under CRS version decreased continuously from
1996 to 1998. In 1999 and 2000, technical
efficiency however has increased by 8.66 and
10.16 percent respectively but showed a decline
again in 2001 by 0.06 percent. Year 1997
marked the least efficient period for the industry
with only 79.7 percent output compared to its
maximum potential output achievable with the
observed input level. In contrast, under VRS
version reports a constant increase of average
technical efficiency from 1996 to 2000 and a
slight decline in 2001. Nevertheless, on average
both versions show an improvement in technical
efficiency in the post-reform period (19992001) as compared to pre -reform period (19961998).
8

In other words, t he lower the values from unity the more
inefficient it is compared to the values closer to one.
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Table 2 displays changes in relative output
efficiency for each individual operators. The
results indicate considerable variation across
operators and across time. Only Maxis was
efficient (and therefore showed no change in
efficiency) in all periods from 1996 to 2001.
For the other operators, there were periods with
positive, negative or no changes in efficiency.
Furthermore the results showed that many
operators improved their efficiency particularly
in the post-reform environment predominantly
between 1999 to 2000 and 2000 to 2001. Of the
five mobile operators, three were operating with
technical efficiency relative to CRS technology
(Maxis, Celcom and DiGi). Of the remaining
two, both showed a huge improvement in
technical efficiency in the first year of postreform environment, however Tm Cellular
failed to sustained the efficiency performance in
the subsequent year. For any two periods from
1996 to 2001, the results showed that Celcom
had the highest efficiency change in 1998-1999
with 35.4 percent and TM Cellular recorded the
worst efficiency deterioration with -38.5 percent
in 1997 - 1998. On average, Celcom was the
only firm to have recorded a positive efficiency
change over the period of 1996 to 2001.
Table 2: Changes in Operators Relative
Efficiency Between Period t and t+1, 1996-2001
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the sample period, year 1999-2000 recorded a
tremendous
increase
and
the
highest
improvement in TFP. This particular year
which signifies the establishment of MCMC in
particular and the passage of CMA 1998 and
CMCA 1998 in general registered a 78.2 percent
increment of TFP compared to 37 percent in the
earlier period. Indeed, efficiency change and
technical change also recorded the highest
growth through out the sample period with 12.2
percent and 58.9 percent respectively in this
initial stage of post-reform. Though in general,
TFP growth and technical change remained to
be positive in the post-reform environment, yet
efficiency change was not able to sustain in year
2001.
Table 3: Malmquist Productivity Index for the
Entire Industry, 1996-2001
Pre-Reform

Post -Reform

19961997
1.009

19971998
0.873

19981999
1.080

19992000
1.122

20002001
0.987

Average

Techch2

1.613

1.353

1.269

1.589

1.315

1.421

Pech 3

1.032

1.038

1.045

1.000

0.953

0.997

Sech4

0.987

1.315

0.953

1.122

1.035

0.997

Malm5

1.628

1.180

1.370

1.782

1.297

1.435

Effch

1

Notes:

1.010

1

Technical efficiency change relative to CRS
Technological Change
P ure technical efficiency change (i.e. relative to a VRS)
4
Scale efficiency change
5
Mamlquist index measuring total TFP change
2

3

Pre-Reform

Post -Reform

19971998
1.000

19981999
1.000

19992000
1.000

20002001
1.000

Average

Maxis

19961997
1.000

Celcom

1.369

0.948

1.354

1.000

1.000

1.119

TM
Cellular
DiGi

1.003

0.615

1.149

1.310

0.819

0.947

0.762

1.150

1.141

1.000

1.000

1.000

TimeCel

1.000

0.755

0.825

1.357

1.142

0.993

1.000

Table 3 reports the performance of
Malaysian mobile telecommunications industry
in adjacent periods from 1996 to 2001. The
columns in the table list the Malmquist index
values of TFP change index as well as its
subcomponents.9 Turning first to the geometric
mean at the bottom on the right hand side of
Table 2, it shows that TFP has grown
significantly over the years with an average
increase of 43.5 percent per year. Through out
9

Note that a value of the Malmquist TFP productivity index
and its components less than one implies decrease or
deterioration. Conversely, values greater than one indicate
improvement in the relevant aspect .

In order to explore this matter, findings
now turn into the sources of productivity growth
for the industry. On average, the improvement
of TFP was ascribed to technical progress (42
percent) while efficiency change contributed
only a small portion (1 percent) to the overall
TFP growth (43 percent). In other words,
substantial growth in technical change and
inconsistent growth in efficiency component
suggest that increase of TFP in Malaysian
mobile telecommunications industry arose from
the innovation in technology rather than the
improvement in efficiency.
This is evidenced with the increase in the
demand for accessibility as well as the need to
improve quality services have driven the growth
in investment of capital input particularly
network infrastructures. Thus, relatively large
increases in investments in both central office
switching equipment and radio base stations
were made during these periods. Unfortunately,
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these investments did not translate into
efficiency improvement and eventually caused
the efficiency to deteriorate. Furthermore, with
the patterns of efficiency change greater than
one in almost all periods, indicate that on
average input employed in the industry could be
reduced by a slight of 1 percent.
Despite the fact that reform had brought
TFP improvement for the industry, efficiency
growth remained low compared to technical
change. Undeniably, the findings imply that the
reform was more successful in attracting new
technologies into the industry. Conversely, the
outcome also point out that higher priority
should be geared up in promoting knowledge as
to optimize the technology possessed. Whilst
technological absorption is very imperative, the
counterpart to this catalyst shouldn’t be
neglected in order to further promote growth for
the industry.
CONCLUSION
The results obtained from this study have
important implications for Malaysian mobile
telecommunications industry. As for the whole
industry, TFP has increased significantly (at
least 25 percent) throughout the period of 1996
to 2001 and remained superior, predominantly
in the post-reform environment.
Indeed, the
post-reform environment also manifests an
extensive improvement in efficiency with the
maximum potential output for almost all the
operators under the VRS technology.
Nevertheless, it should also be noted that
the very presence of TFP growth in the industry
has been mainly due to technological
improvement with more than 95 percent
compared to the efficiency component. This
result therefore indicates that Malaysian mobile
telecommunication industry has great potential
to further increase its output through an
improvement in the efficiency component.
Given the high technological advancement
within the industry, labor force should be wellequipped with knowledge in optimizing the
technology possessed to give the operator a
competitive advantage in the long term (Ketler
and Willems, 2001).
Thus, one area that needs particular
emphasis
is
technological
knowledge
dispersion. Training and technical expertise
should be constantly upgraded along with
technological evolution. This can take the form
of education and training program intended to
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improve managerial ability, or of extension
programs designed to speed up the adoption of
new technologies.
Moreover, regulatory
framework should also be redesigned to
reassure that greater intensification of
technology be accorded high priority. Existing
technology has to be exploited further via
infrastructure-sharing to reduce wastage
resulting from under-utilization of assets. Thus,
as an addition to the findings of the present
study, further research then need to be directed
towards policy formulation to boost the level of
technological-optimization
as
well
as
knowledge dispersion in order for the Malaysian
mobile telecommunications industry to be in a
better position in this fastest growing and a very
competitive industry.
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ABSTRACT
The newly implemented Austrian Universities Act enforces universities to implement an
Intellectual Capital Report which will be further determined by a ministerial regulation. By analysing
former statistical information, it is possible to reveal indices that are suitable to internally and externally
control universities for efficiency, hereby providing support to political decision-makers to structure the
new reporting tool. Choosing the full sample of technical departments at Austrian universities as
decision-making units (DMUs), we first used various correlation methods and factor analyses to reduce
the total number of 48 indices to two input variables, staff and m², and various output variables such as
third party funds, monographs, papers in refereed journals, research reports, scientific contributions,
patents/licenses, students' evaluations, diploma and PhD theses. We then applied various DEA models to
check the results for sensitivity, to rank the DMUs, and to reveal how the DMUs might improve their
efficiency and to calculate their target values. These results were based on data from 2000 to 2002. The
results of the DEA are confirmed by an empirical survey.
Keywords: Austria, DEA, university efficiency, performance evaluation.
or even apply these indicators to determine the
efficiency of universities (f.e., Fandel [6]).
1. MOTIVATION
Increasingly, universities world-wide are
forced to continuously improve their
performance efficiency in order to legitimate
their assigned public budgets and to attract
additional third-party funds. Hereby, they start
to implement modern management techniques,
which need relevant indicators to correctly
record, measure and present information on
research and teaching performances. In spite of
a vast literature on evaluation systems (f.e.,
Roessner [7]), only a few studies so far aim at
identifying such basic indicators by empirical
analyses (f.e., Teodorescu [10], Fairweather [5])

Our paper adds to the international findings
by firstly identifying relevant indicators for
university departments and secondly by proving
that a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a
suitable instrument to integrate those indicators
into efficiency measurement. We take Austria
as an example as Austrian universities are now
undergoing a deep restructuring by the newly
implemented law for public universities
(Universitaetsgesetz 2002 – UG 2002). Hereby,
they are forced to publish intellectual capital
reports as means of external reporting which
may also be applied as internal management
tool. Hence, political decision-makers as well as
the university management is in need of
identifying key measures for their decision
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making. Universities will have to publish a large
set of various input and output measures. Thus,
a major challenge is to identify the most
significant indicators for strategic decision
making,
performance
measurement,
management control, and evaluation. By
analysing former statistical information on all
Austrian university departments, it is possible to
reveal relevant indicators which depict the
university’s performance empirically. Hereby,
we first use various correlation methods and
factor analyses to reduce the whole sample of
indicators recorded regularly so far to a
reasonable number. Further concentrating on the
sample of technical and natural science
departments, we apply various DEA models to
check the results for sensitivity, to rank the
departments, defining each of them as one
decision-making unit (DMU), and to reveal how
the DMUs might improve their efficiency and to
calculate their target values. The results of the
DEA are confirmed by an empirical survey. .
The extended abstract is structured as
follows: Section 2 describes the design of the
analysis and defines the data base, sample and
time period applied for the empirical study.
Section 3 discusses main correlations among
performance measures of Austrian universities
and derives key indicators on a university and a
faculty level, respectively. Section 4 includes
the results of a DEA conducted for technical
and natural science departments which is based
on the indicators figured out above. Section 5
summarizes the findings and pres ents
applications for a university’s performance
measurement system.
2. STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY
This empirical study is based on the work
report of the directors of university departments,
the
so-called
Arbeitsberichte
des
Institutsvorstandes (ABIV) which had to be
annually provided to the Federal Ministry of
Education under the previous law. It served as
general university statistics, including 48
indicators on the structure and on the
performance of all Austrian university
departments, like number and qualification of
academic staff, third-party funds by private and
public organisations, or number of scientific
publications. The ABIV has been abandoned by
the previously mentioned UG 2002, however, it
may be regarded as the predecessor of the
intellectual capital report and still can serve as
important data base and for historical
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comparisons. In spite of its importance, we are
the first to comprehensively analyse the full
range of data to check for key indicators and
information on efficiency. Hereby, we include
all ABIV data between 2000 to 2002 after
having controlled them for plausibility.
First, we aggregate the full set of the ABIV
data to key indicators that are significantly
relevant to control for efficiency. Hereby, we
apply a Pearson correlation analysis to derive a
general set of indicators for all faculties and
universities. We primarily include the full
sample of university departments of all fields of
research. A detailed analysis proves that the
underlying indicators differ across these fields
of research, or faculties, respectively, to such an
extent that it is not possible to identify one
uniform set of indicators for all departments.
We discuss these aggregated results as they
provide an important overview of the general
structure of Austrian university performance.
To present meaningful results, it is
necessary to choose comparable evaluation
units, i.e., units with the same input/output
structure. Therefore, we concentrate on the
technical and natural science field of research.
The chosen sample comprises 163 technical
and natural science university departments. Due
to the university re-organisation according to
the UG 2002, some of the departments have
been completely restructured or merged with
other departments and hence do not exist in
their previous form. However, we still include
them in our study as they help reflect the
situation within our selected observation period.
Secondly, we use the indicators derived
above to perform a DEA for the whole sample
of the technical and natural science university
departments. We show that the DEA is a
suitable instrument to distinguish among
efficient and inefficient units, to rank them
according to their performance, and to reveal
their improvement capacities. This information
is necessary for departments to develop key
aspects of their future activities and to reallocate
financial funds. We further prove that the
chosen indicators are reflecting the performance
of these departments perfectly and present the
results derived from the ranking of all
departments. We discuss the departments
anonymously due to data protection reasons.
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3. KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND
INDICATORS
As a first step, we analyse correlations
between all ABIV indicators in order to find
possible relations among input and output
factors and to reveal the key relationships and
information for the management and
governance of universities and university
departments. Hereby, we apply a Pearson
correlation analysis for all Austrian university
departments that reported data from 2000 to
2002.
For an interpretation of the results we
classified the following categories: staff, size of
the department, and financial funds as input
variables, and research and teaching as output
variables. We then tried to identify some basic
relationships between these categories. Hereby,
we consider correlation coefficients > 0.3 with a
significance level of 95% as relevant. At a first
glance, the correlation results indicate that many
multi-collinearity of the variables prevails.
Nevertheless, the following relationships are of
interest:
Correlation between number of staff and
output
As expected, staff as the most important
(and directly controllable) input variable
correlates positively with the department’s
output, even though this relationship is weak.
Hereby, the qualification degree of the staff
influences
the
research
performance
significantly. For example, the number of
publications correlates with the staff (0.35),
whereas the correlation with the habilitated
employees (associated professors) is 0.38 and
the correlation with the professors is just 0.33.
These results imply that the high qualification
degree of employees and not just the number of
professors influences the department’s research
output positively.
At this level of aggregation it is not
possible to conclude that departments
concentrate on certain kinds of outputs, f.e., on
papers in refereed journals or monographs
specific for certain fields of research. On the
contrary, the more papers, the more monographs
(0.60). The high correlation of papers and talks
at conferences (0.70) might be interpreted as a
successful integration in the scientific
community. Patents are neither correlated with
the structure of staff nor with the size of the
department.
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Regarding teaching, the staff highly
correlates with the number of examinations
(0.35), whereas the intensive participation of
professors and external lecturers is expressed by
a correlation coefficient of 0.44 and 0.40,
respectively.
Correlation between size of departments
measured by their space and outputs
Within the ABIV, the department size is
measured in m², which previously influenced to
some extend
resource allocation decisions
between university departments. Due to the fact
that there is no relation between room space and
staff, we cannot detect any high correlation
between size and teaching and research, except
with published papers (0.30), on the university
level. Detailed analyses on a faculty level,
however, might reveal differences among fields
of research and studies, especially for technical
and natural sciences.
Correlation between finance and outputs
As external, third-party sources of financial
means, the ABIV includes FWF funds (Fonds
zur
Förderung
der
wissenschaftlichen
Forschung – Austrian Science Fund), FFF funds
(Forschungsförderungsfonds der gewerblichen
Wirtschaft – Austrian Industrial Research
Promotion Fund), furthermore mainly public
funds, European Union (EU) funds, and other
funds. There is a distinction between one-year
and three-year subsidies. Regarding published
papers, three-year FWF funds (0.41) and public
subsidies (0.38) have most influence. The high
correlation coefficients of FFF and EU funds
with project reports (each 0.35) can be
explained by their empirical character
dominating purely scientific publications.
Patents do not correlate with any of these funds.
Similarly, staff and m² are not associated
with third-party funds. Thus, larger departments
are obviously not more successful in acquiring
external subsidies. Although large departments,
hereby presumably technical and natural science
ones, seem to be more successful in requiring
external financial funds.
Finally, we could not find significant correlation
between external funds and teaching.
Correlation between the two input variables
staff and department size
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It is not possible to identify specific
structures of employees’ qualification degree
according to the department , except that the
relative number of external lecturers to internal
staff seems to depend on the studies (small
correlation coefficient of 0.03).

has the highest impact within the medical and
the philosophical departments. Obviously, large
departments are more productive then smaller
ones.

Correlation between the output variables
research and teaching

Within our analyses we applied the socalled Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
initiated by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes [4].
The DEA seems to be a useful instrument as it
extends the – often within evaluation and
performance analyses used – single-input,
single-output efficiency analysis to a multiinput, multi-output measure. There exist various
DEA -models incorporating the different
situations concerning the returns to scale.
Seiford and Thrall [8] focused on a comparison
between CCR model [4] and BCC model [2].
Furthermore; one has to decide to use an inputoriented, output-oriented or additive model.
Within our project we calculated all three
models. Ahn and Seiford [1] discussed the
problems occurring and specifications needed
within a DEA for university operations. They
showed that the DEA was insensitive on the one
hand on the aggregation of variables (an
important aspect given the fact that due to the
heterogeneity of the university departments and
their research activity a rather big number of
indicators is needed) and on the other hand
insensitive to model selection. The model
selected within our analyses is the inputoriented CCR model and; later on; the additive
model. DEA has already been used in various
countries for evaluating research activities of
universities (e.g. [9],[11],[12]). In view of
budget cuts, more restrictive government aids
and thorough control DEA’s ability to show
improvement possibilities sounds interesting for
policymakers.

Interestingly, our results do not support the
common argument that intensive teaching
obligation influences scientists negatively in
their research as we do not find high correlation
between the number of examinations and
research output, except an even positive relation
to published papers (0.16). Furthermore,
departments supervising many PhD-students
seem to incorporate their specific knowledge in
the department’s research output in a better way
(shown by the correlation coefficient of 0.30
between the number of published papers and
PhD-theses). Whereas diploma theses are
neither positively nor negatively associated with
research output.
In general, the results on the university
level reveal to some extent unexpected
relations, or missing relations, respectively, that
may be explained by non-linear correlations,
economies of scale or biased performance
distributions, i.e., that only few scientists
generate a higher than average research and
teaching output. Due to the importance of the
input factor staff we will further conduct a
variance analysis in order to identify variables
that explain the variance of the departments’
size(a sensitivity analysis gives additional
insights to the influence of this input – see
section 4). We show that the variation of the
department size (measured by the number of
total scientific employees) is primarily
dominated by the number of publications, other
funds, number of teaching obligations, and
conference presentations. Other factors only
have a minor or no explanatory power. If we
carry out analyses on the faculty level, some
interesting patterns emerge. Firstly, we find
significant
differences
among
different
faculties, representing different fields of
research and studies. Across the cultural studies,
the number of PhD-theses exclusively
determines the distribution of the department
size, whereas across the human and social
sciences, the number of examinations and other
publications determine the variance of
department size . The number of publications

4. EFFICIENCY RESULTS

4.1. The data
One of the guiding principles of DEA is
choosing comparable evaluation units – the socalled DMUs – (same input/output structure),
their number should be large enough to get
meaningful results (number of inputs and
outputs ≤ number of DMUs/3).
Therefore, we concentrated on the technical
and natural science departments of all
universities in Austria. In fact, in Austria such
departments exist on 7 universities:
−

Vienna
University
of
Technology
(Technische Universität Wien)
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−

University of Vienna (Universität Wien)

−

Graz
University
of
Technology
(Technische Universität Graz)

−

University of Graz (Universität Graz)

−

Johannes Kepler University of
(Johannes Kepler Universität Linz)

−

University
Salzburg)

of

Salzburg

(Universität

−

University
Innsbruck)

of

Innsbruck

(Universität

Linz

Each of the 163 departments considered has
an own administrative support and performs
both research and teaching (Departments which
did not meet these conditions were excluded).
We used the ABIV data of three years:
2000, 2001 and 2002. In a previous step, the
various ABIV inputs and outputs were
aggregated to get 3 main inputs and 11 main
outputs.
3 inputs:
−

Staff

−

Room space

−

Financial funds provided by third parties
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average of the underlying in- and outputs and
then did a DEA.
As a first step, not just the efficiency
values, but also the targets and improvements
(slacks) and furthermore the respective peer
unit(s) were calculated for each DMU
separately and showed interesting results. The
results and their interpretation will be given
within the paper.
As a second step, we did a sensitivity
analysis. On the one hand, we took a single
input – staff – and all outputs (Case Sens1). On
the other hand, we reduced the outputs by the
presentations and number of diploma theses
(Case Sens2).
In what way do the results change? The
results of Sens1 show that 12 previously
efficient departments got inefficient. A closer
look on the underlying data shows that these
departments are those achieving by using
relatively room space and less money good
results. An interpretation of the results is given
in the paper. The effect of Sens2 is 18
previously efficient departments becoming
inefficient.
Insert table 1 about here
4.3. Discriminant analysis

11 outputs:
−

Finished (ordered) projects ad personam

−

Finished (ordered)
department

−

Publications: monographs

−

Original papers

−

Project reports

−

Patents

−

Presentations

−

Other publications

−

Number of examinations

−

Number of finished supervised diploma
theses

−

Number of finished supervised PhD-theses

projects

of

the

4.2. DEA results
The calculations were done for all three
years separately. The results are presented
within the paper. Additionally, we choose an
alternative way by calculating a three-year

As a further step, a discriminant analysis is
calculated to see whether the DEA results are
validated or not.
The discriminant analysis tries to evaluate
the influence of the variables on the existence of
efficiency of a DMU. The variables being
responsible for the division in efficient and
inefficient DMUs are requested. The
discriminatory importance of the underlying
variables is detected. The discriminant analysis
does this by combining variables (or features)
linearly in such a way, that they divide given
groups of observations as clearly as possible,
that means maximise group differences. In the
concrete situation 2 groups exist: the efficient
and the
inefficient DMUs. Contrary to
regression analysis where the dependent
variable is a metric one, the dependent variable
of the discriminant variable is scaled nominal.
Furthermore the latter uses given group. This
makes the difference to a cluster analysis
getting groups as results. It’s a simple
discriminant analysis as only two groups to be
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divided are involved. Results are presented
within the paper.
5. CONCLUSION
This extended abstract includes first results
that are, however, already checked for
significance. They will be extended until the
conference in Birmingham and will be
presented in the paper in detail.
Our study at first reveals by Pearson
correlation analyses that just two input factors,
staff and m², and eleven output factors, among
others projects, monographs, papers in refereed
journals,
research
reports,
scientific
contributions, patents/licenses, examinations,
diploma theses and PhD theses, are relevant to
measure the performance of university
departments. These indicators are then applied
to a DEA to measure the efficiency of the
technical and natural science departments at
Austrian universities.
The DEA shows clear advantages for
policymakers for evaluation and comparison of
university departments and highlights the
departments’ improvement capacities. As a
preceding step a correlation analysis revealed
the relations between the underlying inputs and
outputs and helped to decide with indicators to
aggregate and which not. So, the combination of
the DEA with a discriminant analysis builds a
bridge between stochastic and deterministic
approaches. The paper tries to show and
illustrate via a real case study how decisionmakers can get a comprehensive as well
detailed picture of the university departments’
performance – their strengths as well as their
improvement capacities.
By comparing the Austrian results with
international literature, our findings seem to be
generally applicable for, at least, European and
American universities.
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ABSTRACT
The concept of market segmentation is based on the premise that partial homogeneities exist in the
market place and that by homogenizing customer needs segments can be created. However, while the process of
grouping and aggregating customer needs creates segments, this process does not ensure segments created are
attractive or of value to the business. To be able to differentiate the attractiveness of a segment, it is necessary to
be able to derive a measure of attractiveness that delineates segments that are attractive from those that are not,
or provide a hierarchical ranking of attractiveness. This paper aims to introduce relative efficiency, derived
through Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), as a measure of attractiveness that will enable businesses to
differentiate the attractiveness of various segments. As segments consist of customers, both financial and
behavioral measures will be used to derive relative efficiency. By being able to differentiate the attractiveness of
a segment based on multiple dimensions simultaneously, it is anticipated that the normative capabilities of
segmentation in marketing will be enhanced.

INTRODUCTION
Segmentation is based on the assumption that
while the market is heterogeneous (Smith,1956;
Yankelovich,1964; Claycamp and Massy,1968;
Beik and Buzby,1973; Wind and Cardozo,1974;
Assael and Roscoe,1976), customers that share
common needs can be aggregated or homogenized
(Smith,1956) and that “individual differences in
choice behavior can be used to group customers
into homogenous subsets referred to as market
segments” (Mahajan and Jain,1978). The assertion
that “there are partial homogeneities to be found
throughout the marketing system” (Allen,1977) and
that segments can be created through the
aggregation and disaggregation of needs
(Wind,1978) has resulted in segmentation being
viewed as ‘a process of grouping’ (Connelly and
Read,1997), an ‘analytical process’ (Fennel,1982),
an ‘identification and selection process’ (Dibb and
Simkin,1994), a ‘process of portioning the market’
(Weinstein,1994), and as a ‘methodology of
aggregating customers’ (Garda,1981).
Being able to homogenize segments, however,
does not ensure that resultant segments are
attractive or of value to the business. The aspect of

attractiveness suggests that businesses have to
constantly engage in segment assessment and
selection processes to ensure resources are allocated
to segments that are deemed more valuable or
attractive, which in turn gives segmentation its
normative or prescriptive capabilities (Mahajan and
Jain,1978;
Tollefson
and
Lessig,1978;
Daneels,1996).
The recognition of segment
attractiveness or the value of a segment is so
pertinent that it is included in the definition of a
segment, where it is described as one comprising “a
relatively homogenous grouping where the
members of that segment share some similar
characteristics, which is of value to the
organization” (Gabbott,2002).
Researchers have have held diverse opinions as
to what makes a segment attractive and it is
suggested that an attractive segment has to be
sufficiently different, sufficiently large, accessible
through various communication (Wind and
Cardozo,1974), unique in response to market
stimuli and stable (Calantone and Sawyer,1978;
Wind,1978), measurable in terms of size,
purchasing behavior and customer characteristics,
substantial enough to be worth of effort,
differentiated in response, actionable given limited
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resources, accessible in terms of communication
and delivery (Kotler,1972), sufficiently distinctive
in cost capital requirements, as well as in customer
purchase criteria and behavior (Day,1990).
However, customer needs within a segment are
constantly changing (Zeithaml,1988; Peppers and
Rogers,1993; Knights, Sturdy et al.,1994; Firat,
Dholakia et al.,1995; Firat and Shultz,1997;
Gabbott,2002), which also means that segments are
also prone to consistent change both in terms of
size as well as membership (Calantone and
Sawyer,1978). This implies that the attractiveness
of a segment could comprise of various elements
and is subject to constant change.
Acknowledging that segment attractiveness can
mean different things and is susceptible to change,
this research proposes that an attractive segment is
essentially an efficient one, or in other words, a
segment that generates maximum output through
minimum inputs. However, as the core components
of a segment are its customers, it is recognized that
the input and output variables that determine the
attractiveness of a segment should consist of both
financial and customer behavioral measures. Hence,
it is the objective of this paper to propose relative
efficiency, derived through both financial and
behavioral measures, as a measure of differentiating
attractiveness that can be used to enhance the
segment selection process.
As this research is conducted in the credit card
environment, this paper begins by describing the
business and introducing criteria deemed important
in segment selection in this industry. It then
examines the concepts of relative efficiency and
introduces a three-step filtering approach to
segment selection. In the course of this discussion,
relative- efficiency, which is derived through Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA), is introduced and its
ability to derive relative efficiency based on
multiple inputs and multiple outputs (including
influencing variables) is highlighted. It also
demonstrates that relative efficiency scores can be
used to identify efficient and inefficient segments,
which in turn can be used by businesses to improve
segment selection.
Segment selection in the Credit Card Business
The credit card is a product where the revenue
to the business is dependent upon customer
behavior. Accordingly, the deciding factor in the
survival of a credit card business often rests upon
its ability to simultaneously gauge and measure
financial performance and customer behavior.
Among the variables that measure the
performance of a credit card issuing business are
interest income, interchange income, annual fee, fee
income from cash usage, overlimit fee and overdue
fee. These revenue stream variables are driven by
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usage and payment patterns. The cost variables
include fixed costs that encompass costs incurred to
run the business (such as staffing costs, premises,
production costs and IT costs) and variable costs
(such as cost of funds that are dependent on usage,
transactional costs and operational marketing costs
for below the line marketing efforts). These
revenue and cost variables are used to develop
financial models, through which financial
forecasting at both portfolio and customer level is
performed.
Besides financial models, businesses need a
basis to justify directing their resources to
customers that are most likely to behave in a
predicted manner to a given stimuli, such as a
promotional offer. For this reason, models that
predict behavior are also a core component of credit
card analytics. Among the behavior models that are
most actively pursued by card businesses are ones
which predict customer propensity to revolve (i.e.
to not pay the full amount outstanding), attrite (i.e.
to close their accounts), switch brands (i.e. to use a
competitor’s product in the same category),
purchase other financial products, re-purchase
certain products and services (e.g. travel related
purchases, fuel, groceries), acquire a supplementary
card, upsell (e.g. upgrade from silver to gold card),
cross sell (e.g. acquire a Visa Card in addition to a
Mastercard), purchase insurance products promoted
together with the card (e.g. travel insurance), place
a recurring payment on the card (e.g. a housing loan
payments), being first card out (i.e. customer
preferred) and various other behavior patterns that
impacting revenue streams.
While the credit card business utilizes a wide
array of financial forecasting and behavior
propensity models to evaluate the overall potential
of the customer, most of these models are directed
at predicting a particular dimension or behavior and
so are singular in focus (e.g. to default, attrite,
upgrade). This often creates a scenario where the
business has many conflicting evaluations of the
overall potential of the customer, and rightly so as
the customer is a multi-dimensional entity that has
the propensity to simultaneously demonstrate
different
behavior
and
impact
financial
performance along various dimensions. Thus,
systematic evaluation of a customer often involves
assessing a large number of variables (including
indirectly influencing variables) and this is no easy
task.
Approaching segment attrac tiveness through
relative efficiency
In this research, attractiveness of a segment
starts by deriving relative efficiency, from both
financial and customer behavioral measures. This
differs from existing approaches in segmentation
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where the attractiveness of a segment is determined
by either financial or behavioral propensity
measures. It is also suggested that there are three
steps to segment selection, which are identification
of value group, homogenizing groups based on
value and selection of target segment, as opposed to
the existing approach which starts with selecting
market boundaries, identification of homogenized
groups and selecting best value groups. The threestep approach that is proposed is demonstrated in
Figure 1.

Identify
Homogenize
Select

Figure 1: Proposed Three-Step
Approach to Segment Selection
In the first step, relative efficiency is derived
from various financial and behavioral variables,
through DEA. Relative efficiency is essentially
based on the concept of efficiency, which is
commonly measured by the amount of inputs
required to produce outputs, where the measure of
efficiency is often represented in a ratio
(Anthony,1988). Extending the concept of
efficiency by comparing the efficiency of each unit
against the other, a ranking of relative efficiency is
obtained (Soteriou and Zenios,1998). A wide range
of variables can be used to derive relative
efficiency. These could include financial variables
(such as revenue variables, cost variables,
aggregated profitability variables) and customer
behavior measures (such as propensity of risk,
propensity to attrite, to revolve, to upgrade, for
cross-sell and various other behavior measures). In
the second step, reduction identifies commonalties
that are shared by customers with similar ranking of
relative efficiency. It is possible that two or three
different clusters of customers that share similar
characteristics can be identified within the efficient
or inefficient segments. The final step is segment
assessment and selection, where decisions are made
by identifying segments to be pursued based on the
extent that the segment meets various business
needs.
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As the first step in the three-step filtering approach
to segment selection, which is deriving relative
efficiency through Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA), has not been used in market segmentation
prior to this research, the next section will be
devoted to introducing and discussing DEA.
Data Envelopment Analysis
The concept of Data Envelopment Analysis
was first proposed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes
(1978) and central to their depiction is the concept
of efficiency as proposed by Farrell (1958). In
discussing the efficiency of a firm, Farrell (1958)
suggests that efficiency consists of two
components: technical efficiency (which reflects
the ability of a firm to obtain maximum outputs
from a given set of inputs) and allocative efficiency
(that demonstrates the ability of a firm to use inputs
in optimal proportions, given their respective
process). Technical and allocative efficiency are
then combined to provide a measure of economic
efficiency. In defining efficiency, Charnes and
Cooper (1985) suggest that 100% efficiency is
attained for a unit, only when (a) none of its outputs
can be increased without either increasing one or
more of its inputs, or decreasing some of its other
outputs; and (b) none of its inputs can be decreased
without either decreasing some of its outputs, or
increasing some of its other inputs (Charnes and
Cooper, 1985 quoted in Norman and Stoker, 1991).
In DEA terminology, the units that are assessed
are usually referred to as Decision Making Units
(DMU). First coined by Charnes et al (1978), it is
suggested that DMUs should be “homogenous
entities in the sense that they use the same
resources to procure the same outcomes albeit in
varying amounts” (Thanassoulis,2001). The term
‘decision making’ implies that the unit of
assessment has “common inputs and outputs which
are being assessed for efficiency” (Norman and
Stoker,1991) and that it is possible to control or
influence the processes employed to convert
resources into outcome.
The objective of measuring efficiency of a
DMU is “for the purpose of resource conservation
or for output augmentation” (Thanassoulis,2001).
To be able to achieve this, it is imperative to be
able to differentiate between the performances of
various units of assessment, where “a unit of
assessment is the entity we propose to compare on
performance with other entities of its kind”
(Thanassoulis,2001). A performance indicator,
which is typically a ratio of output to input
pertaining to the unit that is being assessed, is often
developed to gauge efficiency and when the
performances of various units are compared
simultaneously against each other, comparative or
relative efficiency can be attained. This provides a
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sort of a ranking of the efficiency performance of
all the units that are being assessed
(Thanassoulis,2001).
DEA generalizes a single-output/ single-input
efficiency measure to the multiple-output /
multiple-input case by constructing a ratio of a
single ‘virtual’ output to a single ‘virtual’ input
(Day, Lewin et al.,1995). DEA does not require any
assumption about the functional form of the inputs
and outputs. It calculates a maximal performance
measure for each decision making unit, or DMU, in
relation to all the other DMUs in the observed
population with the sole requirement that each
DMU lie on or below the external frontier, and that
each DMU not on the frontier is scaled against the
convex combination of the DMUs on the frontier
facet closest to it (Charnes, Cooper et al.,1994).
The name DEA comes from this frontier
characteristic, “as in mathematical parlance, such a
frontier is said to ‘envelop’ these points on the
frontier” (Cooper, Seiford et al.,2000). Norman and
Stoker (1991) emphasize that “the efficiency
measure of the DMU is defined by its position
relative to the frontier of best performance
established mathematically by the ratio of weighted
sum of outputs to weighted sum of inputs.” DEA
calculates a maximum performance measure for
each DMU relative to all other DMUs in the
observed population. This results in a relative
efficiency score being derived and each DMU is
placed accordingly to its efficiency in a production
possibility frontier (or PPS), where the most
efficient DMU’s occupy the external frontier or are
placed on the efficient frontier.
In contrast to parametric approaches that
optimize a single regression plane through the data,
DEA optimizes on each individual observation with
the objective of calculating a discrete piecewise
frontier determined by the set of Pareto-efficient
DMUs. DEA optimizes the performance of each
DMU, which enables an understanding of each
DMU instead of the mythical average DMU. This
means that DEA focuses on the individual
observations which varies from the focus on
averages and estimations of parameters that are
associated with single-optimization statistical
approaches (Charnes, Cooper et al.,1994).
The DEA method determines the relative
efficiency of a DMU by maximizing the ratio of
weighted outputs to inputs, subject to the condition
that ratio for every DMU is not larger than one.
This results in an efficiency score that is less than
or equal to one. When outputs are held at a
constant, this method of achieving relative
efficiency is known as the input-orientated method,
whereby inputs have to be decreased or improved
in order for a DMU to be considered efficient
(Emrouznejad,2000). An efficient DMU has no
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potential improvement, whereas inefficient DMUs
yield
efficiency
scores
that
demonstrate
improvement can be made or achieved based on the
performance of other DMUs. Assume a set of
observable DMU’s, {DMU j: j=1,…n) have m
inputs {x and s outputs, {y . The original method
proposed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes suggests
that relative efficiency of a DMU j can be
measured in the following manner:
Min h
s.t.

∑λ

j

x ij + S i+ = hxij0

∀i

j

x rj − S r− = y rj0

∀r

j

∑λ
j

s +j , s r− >= 0

∀i , ∀r

λ j >= 0

∀j

Where :
x ij = the amount pf the i input at DMU j,
th
y rj = the amount of the r output from DMU j and
j 0 = the DMU to be assessed.
th

The ability of DEA to handle a wide range of
variables and relations (constraints) relaxes the
conditions on the number of variables that can be
used in calculating the desired evaluation measures.
This makes easier it dealing with complex problems
and considerations likely to be confronted by
managers (Cooper, Seiford et al.,2000), as it could
include ‘influencing factors’, which is more that
just profits and costs but also extends to factors that
could influence the performance or efficiency
(Norman and Stoker,1991). Hirschberg and Lye
(2001) also highlight this flexibility in the type of
inputs that can be used in DEA, by pointing out that
“unlike traditional stochastic frontier methods of
production and cost function estimation … DEA
does not require monetary valued inputs, a single
output, nor does it rely on assumptions if a
particular functional form or a particular statistical
distribution” (Hirschberg and Lye,2001). This
clearly implies that variables do not have to be
directly related and there is flexibility in variable
selection.
Deriving relative efficiency through DEA in a
credit card business
This research has been carried out on a sample
of 40 anonymized customer records from a major
credit card business operating in South-east Asia
and the DMU in this research is the individual
customer, which subsequently forms a segment. A
constant return to scale input orientated DEA
model, where inputs can be decreased or improved
in order for a DMU to improve in terms of
efficiency, is selected for this research. The input
variables of financial nature that have been
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identified for this research are variable cost and cost
of funds, while the input variables of the nonfinancial variety are risk probability scores and
attrition probability scores, derived through logistic
regression. However, it should be noted that while
the above-mentioned probability scores are input
variables in the model, these variables are deemed
as “non-controllable” inputs. This means that unlike
cost variables, these behavioral indicators will not
be modified to enhance efficiency. Finally, the
output variables that have been selected for this
research are financial variables that encompass
interest income, fee income and interchange
income.
By running the DMU’s through the DEA
equation, efficiency scores ranging from 0 to 1 are
obtained. DMU’s that are efficient are seen as
having a relative efficiency score of 1, while
DMU’s that are less efficient have an efficiency
score of less than 1. The scores that have been
obtained on a sample of 40 DMU’s are depicted in
Figure 2.

52

DMU / Customer ID

6400
36
185
8586
98
2689
1867
183
6232
84
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In an attempt to ensure that there is a distinct
difference between the efficient and inefficient
segments, as well as to identify variables that
discriminate, a discriminant analysis was
performed. By observing the canonical discriminant
function, it is possible to evaluate the overall
performance of the model.
Test of
Functions
1

Wilks
Lambda
.269

Chi
Square
45.298

Df

Sig.

1

0.000

Table 1: Discrimant Analysis to depict overall
model performance

Table 1 indicates how well each function
separates the cases or DMU’s into groups. The low
Wilks’ Lamba value of 0.269 indicates a strong
discriminatory function and the significance value
that is less than 0.000 indicates that the
discriminant function does better than chance at
separating the group. The associated chi-square
statistics, which measures 42.298 in this model,
tests the hypothesis that the means of the function
are equal across the group. Further to this, the
classification result in this analysis indicates that
92.5% of the observations have been classified
accurately in the research.

5103
8953
2800
1120
637
333
211
101
65

0
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0.9

1

Efficiency Score

Figure 2: Distribution of efficiency score by
customer

From the sample of 40 observations, it is
apparent that 14 observations have a relative
efficiency of 1 (or are perfectly efficient). This can
be translated to indicate that 35% of the
observations are attractive to the business as these
observations are maximally efficient, while 65%
are less efficient based on both financial and
behavior criteria. A business could also opt to rank
the DMU’s into various percentiles, quartiles or any
number of groups to demonstrate various categories
of efficiency. Creating efficiency categories is
beneficial as it makes it easier for businesses to
develop targeting strategies. In this research, all
DMU’s with an efficiency score of 1 are
categorized as members of the efficient segment
and DMU’s that have an efficiency of less than 1
fall into the inefficient segment.

Moving on to Table 2, it is possible to
distinguish the variables that are significant in the
discriminant model. By using a significance value
of 0.5 as a cutoff, it is evident that variables that
contribute to the model are the outstanding (aos),
incremental income over the last 6 months
(increinc), interest income (aintinc), nett income
less charge-off or proxy profitability (anilc) and
attrition probabilities (pattr).

Aos
Increinc
Aintinc
Anilc
Ktxn
Pattr
Prisk

Wilks’
Lambda
.5863
.556
.783
.865
1.000
.928
.952

F

Sig.

27.171
30.341
10.553
5.927
.003
2.955
1.926

.000
.000
.002
.020
.955
.094
.173

Table 2: Tests of Equality of Group Means
Where:
Aos = amount outstandings
Increin = incremental income measured over a
period of 6 months
Aintinc = interest income
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Anilc = income less expected chargeoff
Ktxn = number of transactions
Pattr = attrition rate
Prisk = risk probability
The Wilks’ lambda coefficient (Rao,1973)
indicates the extent that a variable is able to
discriminate between groups. Bearing in mind that
the smaller the value, the greater the discriminatory
ability of the variable, it can be deduced that the
variables that are most discriminate in this model
are outstanding (aos), incremental income over the
last 6 months (increinc), interest income (aintinc),
nett income less charge-off or proxy profitability
(anilc) and attrition probabilities (pattr). The F
value (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001) also
corresponds to the Wilks lambda in this analysis
and indicates the same variables as more
discriminant.
The results suggest that most financial
variables are more distinctive in influencing
efficiency. In addition, this analysis also
demonstrates that while the behaviour variables
seem to be less pertinent in influencing efficiency
in this sample, this will probably have to be
investigated further using a larger sample.
Nevertheless the results indicate that the propensity
to attrite (pattr) is more significant than risk
propensity (prisk) in influencing efficiency. It is
also interesting to note that these preliminary
results indicate that number of transactions (ktxn) is
not a disciminant variable. It is possible that the
size of transaction might be more critical than the
number of transaction and that the cost of
transactions increases as the number of transactions
increase, which makes the DMU more inefficient.
This is another aspect that would be interesting to
investigate further. To provide more insights on the
efficient and inefficient segments, descriptive
analysis can also be used to understand the
characteristic of these segments.
The descriptive statistics in Table 3 indicate
that there is a difference in the mean of variables
(except number of transactions (ktxn)), in both the
efficient and inefficient segments. The efficient
categories demonstrate that it has a higher mean for
outstanding (aos), incremental income over the last
6 months (increinc), interest income (aintinc) and
nett income less charge-off or proxy profitability
(anilc). Accordingly, the efficient segment also
demonstrates lower mean attrition probabilities
(pattr) and lower mean for risk probability (prisk),
though the difference is both these means are not
very large. Interestingly, the mean for number of
transactions (ktxn) for both the efficient and
inefficient segments is seen to be quite similar. It is
possible that the observations made here for
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probability of attrition, risk and number of
transactions could differ when the full model is run
on a larger number of observations. The large
standard deviations that exist on financial variables,
especially in outstandings (aos) might also warrant
standardized z-scores to be used for these variables
when running the full model, as it will manage
variability to a greater extent and allow a more
accurate representation of the discriminant potential
of the variable.
Efficiency
Segments
Inefficient
Segment
[efficiency
score less than
1]

Efficient
Segment
[efficiency
score equals to
1]

Variables

Mean

Aos
Increinc
Aintinc
Anilc
Ktxn
Pattr
Prisk
Aos
Increinc
Aintinc
Anilc
Ktxn
Pattr
Prisk

2418.86
200.48
70.02
44.50
9.5
0.59
0.56
9619.79
876.27
297.78
175.92
9.36
0.43
0.43

Std.
Dev
2736.50
134.58
74.44
59.18
10.85
0.25
0.27
6030.61
604.61
346.54
266.05
6.49
0.35
0.28

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Efficient and
Inefficient Segments
The above has indicated that efficiency scores
can be used to categorized customers into efficient
and inefficient segments, which in turn can be used
by businesses to improve the segment selection
process.
Implication for future research
In the past, both predictive behavioral and
financial models have been used separately to
create and assess segments respectively. These
models focus on different dimensions and provide
businesses with many alternatives that are
sometimes related and, at other times, independent
from each other. In this paper, it has been
suggested that it is vital simultaneously to quantify
and differentiate the attractiveness of a customer
and a segment through both financial and
behavioral measures. It has also been suggested
that relative efficiency (that is derived through
DEA) could provide an ideal measure of efficiency,
as it has the capability of handling multiple inputs
and outputs simultaneously, is able to accommodate
influencing variables, is non-parametric, does not
require variables to be directly related and is able to
provide a hierarchical ranking that depicts the
efficiency of the DMU (and segment). By
approaching segmentation through the three-step
approach, which comprises of identifying
attractiveness, homogenizing and selection,
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businesses will be adopting a multidimensional
approach to segment selection. This approach will
enable businesses to direct its resources to segments
that are more efficient or attractive, which in turn
will increase the normative capabilities of
segmentation.
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ABSTRACT
In the face of shrinking market share, rising rail costs and falling rail rates, the success and
sustainability of the railroad industry depend largely upon increased productivity. The objective of this paper is
to examine how short-run profit changes can be attributed to changes in productivity in the railroad industry,
given improvements in productivity do not necessarily imply increases in short-run profit. Though numerous
studies have examined railroad productivity in recent decades, the existing economics literature has paid very
little attention to the linkage between profit and productivity. Using an unbalanced panel of US Class I
railroads for the period 1986 – 2000, a short-run profit change decomposition model is used to attribute
intertemporal short-run profit change to its causal factors. The model is performed using sequential DEA.
Unlike the conventional approaches to productivity and efficiency measures, this technique uses Bennet input
price and quantity indicators to examine the relation between profit and productivity of the railroad industry.

INTRODUCTION
In the face of shrinking market share, rising rail
cost and falling rail rate, the success and
sustainability of the U.S. railroad industry and
individual railroads depend largely upon increased
productivity.
According to the Association of American
Railroads (AAR), railroads have achieved higher
level of partial factor productivity since passage of
the Staggers Act in 1980. In Figure 1, both
productivity and volume of output have been on the
rise since the early 1980s, but rail revenue (in real
terms) has been declining since then. This begs the
question of what factors can possibly explain the
divergence of railroad productivity and revenue.
More importantly, given the decrease in revenue
over time, what does improved productivity mean
to the railroad industry when it comes to profit
making?
The objective of this paper is to examine how
short-run profit changes can be attributed to
changes in productivity in the railroad industry,
given improvements in productivity
do not
necessarily imply increases in short-run profit.
Though numerous studies have examined railroad
productivity in recent decades, the existing

economics literature has paid very little attention to
the linkage between profit and productivity.
Using an unbalanced panel of U.S. Class I
railroads for the period 1986 – 2000, a short-run
profit change decomposition model is used to
attribute intertemporal short-run profit change to its
causal factors. The data were obtained from the
Analysis of Class I Railroads published annually by
the AAR. The data constitute an unbalanced panel
because
of
bankruptcies,
mergers,
and
declassification of railroads from Class I status.

Figure 1: U.S. Class I Railroads Performance
(Source: AAR)
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THREE-STAGE DECOMPOSITION MODEL
The model is adapted from the original work of
Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (1999), and is performed
using sequential DEA. Additionally, unlike the
conventional approaches to productivity and
efficiency measures, this model uses Bennet (1920)
price and quantity indicators as opposed to the
Fisher and Törnqvist indexes.
We modify the original Grifell-Lovell model
(1999) by replacing long-run profit functions with
short-run profit functions. By doing so, we are able
to introduce a fixed input or capital effect into the
three-stage decomposition model. The profit
function is piecewise linear and nonparametric.
In the first stage, short-run profit change is
decomposed into two components. The first
component contains a capital or fixed input effect,
which identifies the impact on profit change of
changes in fixed input quantity, and of changes in
fixed input prices. The second component consists
of a price effect and a quantity effect. The price
effect identifies the impact on profit change of
changes in the output and variable input prices in
the short run. The quantity effect identifies the
profit change of an expansion or contraction of
railroad operations in the short run.
In the second stage, we decompose the quantity
effect into a productivity effect and an activity
effect. The productivity effect identifies the profit
changes attributable to changes in railroad
productivity. The activity effect identifies the profit
change attributable to changes in the sizes of
production.
In the third stage, the productivity effect is
decomposed into a technical change effect and an
operating efficiency effect. The technical change
effect reflects the increase in output quantity
brought about by the improvement in technology.
The operating efficiency effect measures the
difference of productive inefficiency between two
time periods. Both the technical change and the
operating efficiency effects have direct impact on
the revenue side of profit change. All these effects
are evaluated at Bennet price or quantity indicators.
Bennet price and quantity indicators are simply the
arithmetic mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche
indicators, and they satisfy eighteen desired
properties (Diewert, 1998).
Sequential DEA is used in this model to
improve the robustness of the results since the
number of railroads has been small and declining.
More importantly, the advantage of using
sequential DEA is that, it allows the current period
technology to be constructed from input and output
quantity data of all railroads represented in all
periods prior to and including the current period.
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Consequently, technologies once used are not
forgotten, and remain available for adoption
(Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell, 1999).
RESULTS
We observe that railroad profit changes from
time to time. Railroads managed to achieve positive
profit gains (on average) before 1991. Profit
changes became unstable after 1996 when railroads
making profit in one time period experienced
negative profit in the next.
The influence of capital effect on profit change
exhibits no systematic pattern. Because the capital
effect was small relative to the price and quantity
effects, the impact of capital effect appeared to be
insignificant. The price effect was negative in
almost every time period except the periods 19941995 and 1996-1997. This tells us that the price
effect contributed negatively to profit change most
of the time. This is no surprise since rail rates have
been declining, and rail labor wages have been on
the rise, both in real and nominal terms. However,
the negative price effect was outweighed by the
large positive quantity effect most of the time,
resulting in positive profit change to the railroads.
At times when the magnitude of the negative price
effect was greater than the positive quantity effect,
profit change became negative because the capital
effect was relatively small.
The activity effect contributed positively to the
profit change in all time periods except 1997-1998
and 1998-1999, implying that railroads had
increased their size of production over time. The
productivity effect contributed positively to the
profit change in all time periods except the late 80s
and early 90s.
The technical change was large and positive in
almost all time periods, implying that the U.S.
railroad industry had experienced technical
progress. The operating efficiency effect was
smaller (in terms of magnitude) than the technical
change effect in some periods, and was indeed
negative in some cases.
CONCLUSION
We learn from this analysis that, falling rail
rates and rising input prices are the driving forces
behind negative profit change. Railroads need to
overcome these forces in order to survive. The
evidence suggests that, improvements in
productivity and increases in production help
mitigate, if not eliminate, the downward pressure
on profit. In other words, the success and
sustainability of railroads rely upon their (internal)
productivity and production instead of (external)
changes of output and input prices.
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ABSTRACT
After discussing solutions for the multiplier variables of various DEA models, including the original
solutions for the multiplier variable of the CCR ratio model and the solutions for the multiplier variable of the
CCR transformed equivalent models, the BCC models, Additive Models, and Multiplicative Models, this paper
discusses the imposition of a non-Archimedean constant in the Additive and Multiplicative Models.

BACKGROUND
In O’Brien and Wu (2002), we have
demonstrated that the CCR linear fractional
programming DEA model formulated by Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes (1978, 1979) can be solved by
being transformed into parametric equivalent linear
programming models.
Each of the currently available DEA software
packages is non-parametric and presets this
parameter to one. They only provide a solution for
the transformed equivalent linear programming
model while the multiplier variables for the original
CCR linear fractional programming model are
completely ignored.
SOLVING FOR THE ORIGINAL
MULTIPLIER VARIABLES OF A CCR
LINEAR FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
DEA MODEL
It is demonstrated in the paper that the solution
of the original multiplier variables in a CCR linear
fractional programming DEA model has one more
degree of freedom than that of the multiplier
variables in the equivalent LP model, i.e., one of
the solutions of the multiplier variables in the
equivalent LP model can be arbitrarily determined.

MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS OF THE
MULTIPLIER VARIABLES FOR LINEAR
PROGRAMMING DEA MODELS
Linear programming DEA models include the
CCR transformed equivalent linear programming
models given by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes
(1978, 1979), the BCC models given by Banker,
Charnes, and Cooper (1984), the CCGSS Additive
model given by Charnes et al (1985), its constant
returns to scale counterpart, and the log-linear
CCSS Multiplicative models given by Charnes et al
(1982, 1983).
A two-variable DEA model can only be a oneinput and one-output constant returns to scale
model. The efficient frontier in this case is
composed of a single efficient DMU or multiple
efficient DMUs with the same ratio of output to
input. Consequently any linear programming DEA
model with such only two variables, whether a
CCR equivalent LP model, a constant returns to
scale Additive model or a CCSS units-variant
Multiplicative model, has only a single solution for
the multiplier variables for the inefficient DMUs
and multiple solutions with the same ratio for
efficient DMUs.
The efficient frontier of a DEA model with
three or more variables includes variable returns to
scale models, such as the BCC models, such as the
CCGSS Additive and the CCSS units-invariant
Multiplicative models, and constant returns to scale
models, such as the CCR equivalent linear
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programming model, the constant returns to scale
Additive models, and the units-variant CCSS
Multiplicative model with three or more multiplier
variables. These DEA models may possess multiple
solutions. The efficient frontier in these cases is
composed of multiple efficient DMUs. A single
solution for the multiplier variable is determined by
multiple DMUs while the multiple solutions occur
when the assessed DMU is efficient or is assessed
by a single efficient DMU generating a degenerate
efficient frontier. Around a ridge determined by an
efficient DMU, these multiple solutions can range
among neighbouring frontier segments determined
by the efficient DMU and another efficient DMU.
NON-ARCHIMEDEAN CONSTANT FOR DEA
MODELS
“Strict positivity” in CCR linear fractional
programming models was introduced by Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes (1979) “to retain the wanted
operational meaning for efficiency” (p.437, 1978)
which prefers an efficient DMU be indicated only
by a unity objective score to prevent those DMUs
with unity score but also with non-zero slacks from
being assessed as efficient. Obviously,
strict
positivity and therefore the non-Archimedean
constant is not a theoretical requirement because
the two efficiency criteria in (11) of Charnes,
Cooper and Rhodes (1978) can still be satisfied
without it. However, without this strict positivity,
the CCR ratio model may lead an inefficient DMU
with unity score and non-zero slacks to a desired
solution of unity score with non-zero slacks or an
undesired solution of unity score and zero slacks
assessed by itself depending on the choice of basic
variables in the final simplex tableaux of the
envelopment form.
Therefore, this non-Archimedean constant is a
technical option where there is a preference for a
unity score indication of efficiency or when the
selection of an entering basic variable to break a tie
is out of control.
In contrast, the non-Archimedean constant is
required in the CCGSS Additive DEA model and
its constant returns to scale counterpart. In Charnes
et al (1985), the objective of the envelopment form
of CCGSS model results multiplier variables great
than or equal to one in the multiplier form which
restricts choice of multiplier solutions.
This paper points out that the objective of the
envelopment form of CCGSS can be extended by
imposing a non-Archimedean constraint to its
objective function. This is equivalent to the similar
constraint suggested for CCGSS and can result in
all of the multiplier variables being great than or
equal to the non-Archimedean constant in the
multiplier form to retain all the multiplier solutions.
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In Charnes et al (1983) which introduces the
units-invariant CCSS Multiplicative DEA models,
the requirement of the multiplier variables being
great than or equal to the non-Archimedean
constant is already imposed; while in Charnes et al
(1982) which introduces the units-variant CCSS
Multiplicative DEA model, the multiplier variables
great than or equal to one were required. Therefore,
the non-Archimedean constant should be imposed
in the units -variant CCSS Multiplicative DEA
model.
CONCLUSIONS
Data Envelopment Analysis, based on the
Charnes-Cooper Transformation, has been extended
in scope and widely applied for the quarter of a
century since the first paper was published in 1978.
In contrast to the extensive applications, however,
the Charnes-Cooper Transformation itself and the
DEA basic models have received little attention.
Since the European Summer Institute XVI
“DEA – 20 Years On” held in August of 1998 in
the University of Warwick, Coventry, UK, we have
studied various basic DEA models and offer a new
perspective through the following papers,
O’Brien and Wu (2002) provides a new
perspective on the envelopment form of a mixedoriented DEA model by considering parametric
transformations and the duality of linear fractional
programming;
O’Brien and Wu (2004) provides a multiplier
form for the mixed-oriented variable returns to
scale DEA model;
The current paper suggests that the nonArchimedean constant, imposed in the Additive and
Multiplicative DEA models, may be treated in a
different way.
All the earlier DEA extensions can still be
applied in this new approach. This approach
provides the foundation of a new book on DEA,
currently under preparation by the authors.
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ABSTRACT
The problem of banking and financial system soundness has become more important in all
countries over the last years. In the transition countries, the weakness of the banking system is the major
factor of delaying expected economic growth. Rapid financial sector reforms and drastic restructuring
has been characteristic for all Central and Eastern European transition countries.
In the current study I estimate productivity change in Estonian banking using the Malmquist
productivity index and compare received results with standard measures of performance used by banks.
The data used in this study covers the period from 1999 to 2003, during which there was the steady
development of financial institutions and stabilization in Estonian banking market. The present study
shows that Estonian banks experienced an average of more than 25 percent annual productivity growth
rate (production approach) during 1999-2003 due to technical progress. The comparison of correlation
between Malmquist indexes and standard measures of performance (Return on Shareholders’ Equity, Net
Interest Margin, Cost to Income ratio) gives the result, which proves that there is a weak correlation
between these values.

INTRODUCTION
The Estonian banking market is small and
the history of Estonian commercial banking is
short. History of banking industry goes back
into the year 1988 when sanction for the
establishment of commercial banks was first
granted in the Soviet Union. Financial sector
has been developing and growing very fast in
close connection with the whole economy. At
present there are six domestic commercial banks
operating in Estonia. These banks are universal
banks. Estonian banking market offers a wide
variety of contemporary banking services,
including high-level internet and mobile phone
banking services. Commercial banks and their
customers are quite innovative in Estonia. They
are in the process of intensively introducing
new technology-based products and services.
Special banks’ analyses are interesting from
the viewpoint of different audiences: owners,
regulators, customers and management. It is
visible that financial sector development study

and performance analysis is needed. Every new
analysis can give an additional picture of
banking sector. The main objective of this study
is to examine productivity change in the
Estonian banking industry during the
development stabilization period and compare
the results with some standard measures of
performance used by Estonian banks.
There are two basic approaches to the
measurement of productivity change: the
econometric estimation of a production, cost, or
some other function, and the construction of
index numbers using non-parametric methods.
Pastor (1995) refers to the advantages and
disadvantages of both methods. Berger,
Humphrey and Mester review applications of
this literature to banking (Berger and Humphrey
(1997), Berger and Mester (1997)). I adopt the
construction of index numbers using nonparametric methods for the reason that it does
not require the imposition of a possibly
unwarranted functional form on the structure of
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production technology1 . I used Malmquist total
factor productivity (TFP) index to examine
productivity change in the banking industry.
Malmquist firm-specific productivity indexes
were introduced by Caves, Christensen and
Divert (1982). They named these indexes after
Malmquist, who had earlier proposed
constructing input quantity indexes as ratios of
distance functions (Malmquist (1953)).
There are output-oriented and inputoriented measures of change in productivity
(Coelli (1998)). In this study I concentrated on
output-oriented Malmquist productivity index,
where the output-oriented productivity measures
focus on the maximum level of outputs that
could be produced using a given input vector
and a given production technology relative to
the observed level of outputs.
Different indexes can be used for
productivity measurements – these are the
Fischer, Törnqvist and Malmquist indexes.
Respectively to
Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell
(1996), the Malmquist index has few
advantages relative to the Fischer and Tornqvist
indexes. First, it does not require the profit
maximization, or expense minimization,
assumption and information on the input and
output prices. Also, it allows the decomposition
of productivity changes into two components
(technical efficiency change, technological
change). Malmquist index’s main disadvantage
is the necessity to compute distance functions2 .
Though, the data envelopment analysis (DEA)
technique can be used to solve this problem.
There are many different methods that
could be used to measure the distance function
which make up the Malmquist TFP index. One
of the more popular methods has been the DEA like linear programming methods suggested by
Färe et al. (1994). I use the DEAP computer
program to construct Malmquist TFP indexes
using DEA -like methods (Coelli, Rao and
Battase (1998)). DEAP is a data envelopment
analysis computer program (Coelli (1996)).
There have been few studies on banking
productivity
analysis
using
Malmquist

1

This is required by the econometric approach.
The Malmquist index does not permit statistical analysis.
This problem has been partly solved using bootstrapping
techniques to construct confidence intervals (Simar and
Wilson (1996), Lothgren (1997)).
2
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productivity index for Europe – banks of Nordic
countries (Berg, Forsund and Jansen (1992),
Berg et al. (1993), Bukh, Forsund and Berg
(1995) and Mlima (1999)), Portuguese banks
(Rebelo and Mendes (2000)) and Turkish banks
(Isik and Hassan (2003)). The current study is
the second productivity analysis of Estonian
banks, using Malmquist productivity index. The
first analysis was made in the end of year 2003
(Kirikal, Sõrg and Vensel (2004)). This work
raises two questions for Estonian banks:
Do Malmquist indexes of productivity
change and their components provide similar
values for intermediation model and production
model?
Are Malmquist indexes of productivity
change scores correlated with standard
measures of performance used by banks?
The current study is structured as follows.
The next section gives the overview of Estonian
banking industry. The third section describes
the Malmquist productivity index and its
decomposition. The fourth section presents the
models and the data. Section five contains the
empirical results. The final section provides a
conclusion.
OVERVIEW OF ESTONIAN BANKING
INDUSTRY
The Estonian position has been unique due
to the late start, which has enabled Estonia to
learn from the mistakes made by countries with
historically strong banking traditions. Today’s
situation in banking is the result of a rapid
development after the monetary reform and
introduction of Estonian kroon on June 20,
1992. By the end of 1992, there were 41
commercial banks in Estonia. Rapid changes
were followed by the crises in financial sector
that lead to the mergers and bankruptcy of
banks. Estonia has experienced two serious
banking crises during the 12-years period, in
1992-1994 and in 1998-1999.
Today the institutional division of the
Estonian banking market has remained stable
and is divided between two largest banking
groups, four small banks and a branch of a
foreign bank (see figure 1). Regardless of the
certain level of maturity achieved in market
coverage and balance stroke between market
participants, comp etition still shows the signs of
becoming increasingly fierce. Since 2002 clear
features – rapidly declining loan margins and
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luring away clients – have indicated certain
market saturation. The fastest-growing segment
of the banking portfolio is housing loans, where
annual growth is more than 50 percent. The
service fee beside interest income is very
important for the banks. Service fees have
grown consistently during the last years. Apart
from the fees charged for issuing loans and
redrawing loan contracts (about a third of the
overall service fee income) incomes have also
been supported by the cash flow generated
trough increased utilization of fee- charging
electronic channels (primarily fees from card
payments). The latter are important for the
banks since they generate non-interest sensitive
income (Bank of Estonia (2003)).
Figure 1 shows that Hansapank controls
57%, Eesti Ühispank controls 25%, Estonian
Branch of Nordea Bank Finland3 8%, Sampo
Pank (Sampo Bank) 7% and other banks only
3% of total banking assets. Therefore today
there are two major banks in Estonia Hansabank and Eesti Ühispank. The market is
controlled by Hansapank whose majority owner
is Swedbank (Sweden) and the second place has
Eesti Ühispank whose biggest shareholder is
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken (Sweden). The
third and forth place have Finnish-owned banks
- Nordea Bank Finland and Sampo Pank.
Banking markets in different countries are
becoming increasingly integrated, especially
those within the European Community. Due to
opening of financial markets, the share of
foreign capital in the banks’ total share capital is
about 97 percent in Estonia. It means that today
the Estonian banking market is controlled by
Scandinavian-owned banks.
The data used in this study covers the
period from 1999 to 2003, during which there
was the steady development of financial
institutions and stabilization in banking market.
These data are the quarterly data from the banks'
annual balance sheets and income statements.
The example includes all the six commercial
banks operating in Estonia (Estonian Branch of
Nordea Bank Finland excluded) during this
period - Eesti Krediidipank (Estonian Credit

Bank), Preatoni Pank4 , Hansapank, Eesti
Ühispank, Sampo Pank and Tallinna Äripank
(Tallinn Business Bank).
The period from 1999 to 2003 is also
interesting for the current study because it was
pre-EU-membership period for Estonia. From
the 1st of May 2004 Estonia is the official
member of EU.

Eesti
Krediidipank;

Nordea Bank Finland Plc Estonian Branch is a branch of
Nordea Bank Finland, which is one part of Nordea AB,
the biggest financial group in the Nordic Region.

Tallinna
Äripank;
43;1%

103; 2%

Preatoni Pank;
8,5; 0%
Hansapank;
3763; 57%

Sampo Pank;
460; 7%
Nordea Pank;
536; 8%

Eesti Ühispank;
1611; 25%

Figure 1. Market Share of Estonian Banks
by Total Assets (In percentages of millions of
Euros as of December 31, 2003; data: Estonian
Banking Association homepage)

THE
MALMQUIST
INDEX

PRODUCTIVITY

The Malmquist productivity index can be
used to identify productivity differences
between two firms, or one firm over two-time
periods (Malmquist (1953), Caves Christensen
and Diewert (1982)). For estimation of the
technical efficiency change and technological
changes over studied time period, we used a
decomposed Malmquist productivity index
based on ratios of output distance functions.
Caves, Christensen and Divert (1982)
proposed, that output based Malmquist

4
3
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The Council of the Bank of Estonia gave banking
license to Preatoni Bank on 28 September 1999.
Preatoni Pank has focused on intermediation of
foreign capital into Estonian economy, real estate
financing and asset management.
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productivity index between time periods t and (t
+ 1) can be defined as:5

(

1 /2

)

 Dt ( yt +1, x t+1 ) Dt +1 ( y t +1 , xt +1) 
M t, t +1 y t , yt +1, x t , xt +1 = 
×

t t t
t+ 1 t t
D ( y , x ) 
 D ( y , x )

,

(1)
where the notation D represents the
distance function and a value of M is the
Malmquist productivity index. The first ratio
represents the period t Malmquist index. It
measures productivity change from period t to
period (t+1) using period t technology as a
benchmark. The second ratio is the period (t +
1) Malmquist index and measures productivity
change from period t to period (t + 1) using
period (t + 1) technology as a benchmark. A
value of M greater then one (i.e. M >1) denotes
productivity improvement, while a value less
than one (M < 1) indicates productivity
deterioration, and M= 1 indicates no
productivity change.
Färe et al. (1989) showed that the
Malmquist productivity index can be
decomposed into two components, that is an
equivalent way of index (1), as

(

)

M t ,t +1 y t , y t + 1, x t , x t +1 =
=

D t +1( y t +1, x t +1 )  D t ( y t , x t )
D t ( y t +1, x t +1 ) 
×  t +1 t t × t +1 t +1 t +1 
t
t
t
D (y , x )
 D ( y , x ) D ( y , x )

1/ 2

= EFFCH × TECHCH

(2)
In this equation the term outside the
brackets (EFFCH) is a ratio of two distance
functions, which measures the change in the
output-oriented measure of Farell technical
efficiency between period t and t+1. The square
root term (TECHCH) in equation (2) is a
measure of the technical change in the
production technology. It is an indicator of the
distance covered by the efficient frontier from
one period to another and thus a measure of
technological improvements between the
periods.
The term (EFFCH) is greater than, equal to,
or less than one if the producer is moving closer
to, unchanging, or diverging from the

5

See, for example: Färe et al. (1994), Coelli (1996),
Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell (1996, 1997).
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production frontier. The square root term
(TECHCH) is greater than, equal to, or less than
one when the technological best practice is
improving, unchanged, or deteriorating,
respectively.
Calculation of the adjacent period version
of the Malmquist index includes four different
distance functions - Dt (yt , xt), Dt (y t+1 , xt+1),
Dt+1 (yt , xt) and Dt+1 (yt+1 , xt+1). These functions
are the equivalent of the Farrel technical
efficiency indicators (Farrel (1957)). In this
study I have used the DEA-like methods to
estimate the frontier functions and a data
envelopment analysis computer program DEAP
for calculation Malmquist TFP indexes.
MODEL AND DATA
The exact definition of input and output
variables in banking is a disputable issue
(Berger and Humphrey (1997)). Majority of
published banking studies can be categorized as
users of intermediation model or users of
production mo del. An intermediation model
characterizes banks as financial intermediaries
whose function is to collect funds in the form of
deposits and other loanable funds and to lend
them out as loans or other assets earning an
income. A production model treats banks as
institutions providing fee based products and
services to customers using various resources.
Products and services such as loans and deposits
are outputs in this model and the resources
consumed such as labor, capital and operating
expenses are inputs.
I use the intermediation approach for Model
A and the production approach for Model B.
The variables are defined as follows.
Model A: For outputs, y1 are loans (loans to
clients, net of provisions) and y2 are other bank
services (commissions received plus net profit
from financial operations). For inputs, x1 is
number of employees, x2 is physical capital (the
book value of tangible assets) and x3 are deposits
(deposits from clients ).
Model B: For outputs, y1 are loans (loans to
clients, net of provisions), y2 are other bank
services (commissions received plus net profit
from financial operations) and y3 are deposits
(deposits from clients ). For inputs, x1 is number
of employees and x2 is physical capital (the book
value of tangible assets).
All variables, with the exception of labour,
are reported in millions of Euros and corrected to
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the 1999 price level using the consumer price
index. Labour is measured in numbers of staff. I
used the quarterly data from the banks' annual
balance sheets and income statements from 1999 to
2003. The sample includes all six domestic
commercial banks operating in Estonia during this
period.
Table 1 contains some information on the
variables used. The columns of table 1 show the
average and median of the banks output and
input variables for five years. The average and
medians for loans, number of employees and
deposits consistently increase between 1999 and
2003. The commissions received also attend the
prior description - except median for last year.
The only measure that does not follow this
pattern is physical capital for which the 2003
average and median are approximately twice
lower than in 1999. The data in table 1 allows an
increase in productivity, while the value of bank
outputs (loans and commissions received) has
increased more than the bank inputs (number of
employees and physical capital). Reputedly this
could be the result of technical efficiency or
technological progress.

Table 1. Summary Information on the
Output and Input Variables
31.12.99 31.12.00 31.12.01 31.12.02 31.12.03
(Y1 ) Loans to clients, net of provisions*
Average 259.02 322.12 364.57 426.02
576.49
Median
64.39
74.88 100.33 117.83
160.53
(Y2 ) Commissions received plus net profit from financial
operations*
Average
2.02
3.35
Median
1.06
1.42
(X1 ) Physical capital*
Average
14.43
12.15
Median
2.93
2.73
(X2 ) Number of employees
Average 604.50 589.50
Median
300.00 315.00

3.14
1.16

3.27
2.84

3.38
1.10

10.12
2.63

9.42
6.49

7.26
7.44

628.67
363.00

631.33
412.00

686.50
477.00

(X3 for model A and Y3 for model B) Deposits from clients*
Average 268.96 334.13 393.40 434.82
474.02
Median
95.04 120.35 181.81 202.32
227.28
Consumer price index by years
100.00 105.05 109.46 112.40
113.60

Note: * denotes millions of Euros,
corrected to the 1999 price level using the
consumer price index
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In this section I present the empirical
findings. Table 2 summarizes productivity
change results, that is, the evolution of the
Malmquist TFP index (M), as well as its
technical efficiency change (EFFCH) and
technological change (TECHCH) components.
The results suggest that Estonian banks
experienced an average of 3.2 percent quarterly
productivity change by intermediation approach
(model A) and 6.4 percent quarterly productivity
change by production approach (model B) during
1999-2003. Therefore the average annual
productivity growth rate for intermediation
approach is 12.8 percent and for production
approach is more than 25 percent.
The average productivity increase is mainly
the result of technological progress – 3.5 percent
and 3.7 percent for the model A and B
respectively. The average technical efficiency
change is negative for the model A (-0.3% per
quarter) and only 2.5 percent per quarter for the
model B. The highest productivity growth rate was
from the forth quarter of 1999 to the first quarter of
2000, when the average productivity increase of
Estonian banks was more than 40 percent. This
could be explained by the effect of Russian crisis in
1998-1999, that influenced also Estonian banking
system and decreased banking net income in this
period. The quarterly productivity increase and
decrease was similar for both models over the
period of 1999-2003. There was positive
productivity growth (M > 1) for nine periods out
of sixteen. The factor for increase or decrease of
Malmquist TFP index is the technological change
component (TECHCH) for model A and the
technical efficiency change component (EFFCH)
for model B. Therefore there is noticeable
difference in results of Malmquist index
components, where the deposits are inputs or
outputs in the model.
For two models A and B the correlation
coefficient of Malmquist indexes is 0.8 but the
correlation coefficients of their components
(technical efficiency change and technological
change) are only 0.06 and 0.49 respectively.
Therefore
the
Malmquist
indexes
of
productivity change give quite similar results
but their components give relatively different
results for the intermediation model and the
production model.
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Table 2. Productivity Change Indexes for model A and B (quarterly)
Malmquist TFP Index
(M)
A
B
1999 VI Q - 2000 I Q
1.426
1.460
2000 I - II Q
0.782
0.881
2000 II - III Q
1.084
1.211
2000 III - VI Q
1.185
1.284
2000 VI Q - 2001 I Q
0.774
0.886
2001 I - II Q
1.198
1.165
2001 II - III Q
0.986
0.865
2001 III - VI Q
1.041
1.265
2001 VI Q - 2002 I Q
0.935
0.889
2002 I - II Q
1.051
1.294
2002 II - III Q
0.967
0.747
2002 III - VI Q
1.182
1.399
2002 VI Q - 2003 I Q
0.974
0.876
2003 I - II Q
1.021
0.967
2003 II - III Q
1.140
1.153
2003 III - VI Q
0.957
1.011
Geometric Average
1.032
1.064
Geometric Average from 1999 VI Q to …
Quarters

2000 II Q
2000 VI Q
2001 II Q
2001 VI Q
2002 II Q
2002 VI Q
2003 II Q
2003 VI Q

1.056
1.094
1.048
1.040
1.030
1.036
1.030
1.032

1.134
1.189
1.128
1.107
1.100
1.087
1.061
1.064

Technical Efficiency Change
(EFFCH)
A
B
0.992
1.395
1.041
0.838
1.051
1.118
0.907
0.984
1.022
1.054
1.059
1.011
0.836
0.902
1.197
1.129
0.944
0.946
0.925
1.195
1.064
0.766
0.989
1.221
1.012
0.863
0.984
1.016
1.020
1.145
0.965
1.008
0.997
1.025
1.016
0.996
1.011
1.008
0.993
0.998
0.998
0.997

1.081
1.065
1.054
1.043
1.047
1.033
1.019
1.025

Technological Change
(TECHCH)
A
B
1.438
1.046
0.751
1.052
1.032
1.083
1.307
1.304
0.757
0.840
1.132
1.152
1.179
0.960
0.870
1.121
0.990
0.939
1.137
1.083
0.909
0.976
1.195
1.146
0.962
1.014
1.038
0.952
1.118
1.007
0.991
1.003
1.035
1.037
1.039
1.099
1.038
1.031
1.037
1.038
1.032
1.035

1.049
1.117
1.070
1.062
1.051
1.052
1.042
1.037

Notes: All indexes are geometric averages.

The average productivity increase is mainly the
result of technological progress – 3.5 percent and 3.7
percent for the model A and B respectively. The
average technical efficiency change is negative for the
model A (-0.3% per quarter) and only 2.5 percent per
quarter for the model B. The highest productivity
growth rate was from the forth quarter of 1999 to the
first quarter of 2000, when the average productivity
increase of Estonian banks was more than 40
percent. This could be explained by the effect of
Russian crisis in 1998-1999, that influenced also
Estonian banking system and decreased banking net
income in this period. The quarterly productivity
increase and decrease was similar for both models over
the period of 1999-2003. There was positive
productivity growth (M > 1) for nine periods out of
sixteen. The factor for increase or decrease of
Malmquist TFP index is the technological change
component (TECHCH) for model A and the technical
efficiency change component (EFFCH) for model B.
Therefore there is noticeable difference in results of
Malmquist index components, where the deposits are
inputs or outputs in the model.

For two models A and B the correlation
coefficient of Malmquist indexes is 0.8 but the
correlation coefficients of their components
(technical efficiency change and technological
change) are only 0.06 and 0.49 respectively.
Therefore the Malmquist indexes of productivity
change give quite similar results but their
components give relatively different results for the
intermediation model and the production model.
The cumulative geometric average change
indexes are listed in the last eight rows of table 2.
All indexes indicate growth during the period 19992003 except technical efficiency change indexes for
model A. There is a decrease from 2002 to 2003.
The Malmquist TFP indexes and the technical
efficiency change indexes refer to the retardation in
the changes. The productivity change regress of
these years is mainly due to fierce competition in
banking market especially in loan-market. The stable
values of technological change denote that Estonian
banks have been able to experience technological
progress.
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Table 3. Correlation coefficients for the
Malmquist indexes, their components and standard
measures of performance
Technical
Efficiency
Change
(EFFCH)

Malmquist
TFP Index (M)
A
ROE

-0.30

NIM

0.17

CTI

0.23

B

A

Technological
Change
(TECHCH)

B

A

B

-0.41

0.11

-0.17

-0.33

-0.56

0.23

0.06

0.17

0.15

0.20

0.32

-0.20

0.19

0.30

0.37

Table 3 shows correlations between the
Malmquist TFP indexes (M) and three standard
measures of performance: the Return on
Shareholders’ Equity (ROE, defined as net income
after taxes divided by shareholders’ equity), the Net
Interest Margin (NIM, defined as net interest
income divided by total assets), the Cost to Income
ratio (CTI, defined as total expenses divided by
total income). The first step was to calculate the
ROE, NIM and CTI ratios of banks for the entire
period and the second step was making the
correlation test with the Malmquist indexes and
their components.
The
strongest
inversely
proportional
correlation (-0.56) appeared between ROE and
technological change components for the model B.
Remarkably related were also Malmquist index and
its component part TECHCH with values of ROE
and CTI. Correlation was weak with NIM variables.
Therefore, I came to the conclusion that there is
weak correlation between Malmquist indexes and
standard measures of performance. This means that
all the calculated ratios and indexes characterise
Estonian banking from different aspects.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This analysis has measured productivity
change for six Estonian domestic commercial banks
by Malmquist TFP productivity index and its
technical efficiency change and technological change
components . There were two models in this study –
the intermediation approach for the first model and
the production approach for the second model. I
computed also the correlation between Malmquist
indexes of productivity change scores and standard
measures of performance used by banks. The
quarterly data used in this study covers the period
from 1999 to 2003.
Looking at individual periods (quarters) I
found that the highest productivity growth rate over all
Estonian domestic banks was in first quarter of 2000.
This could be explained by the effect of Russian crisis
in 1998-1999, that influenced also Estonian banking
system and decreased banking net income in this
period. The results suggest that Estonian banks
experienced an average of 3.2 percent quarterly
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productivity change by intermediation approach and 6.4
percent quarterly productivity change by production
approach during 1999-2003. The factor for increase or
decrease of Malmquist TFP index was technological
change component for model where deposits were
inputs and technical efficiency change component for
model where deposits were outputs in the model. I
have also found that both researched models gave
highly-correlated measures for the Malmquist TFP
indices, but their components (technical efficiency
change and technological change) gave less correlated
measures. The cumulative geometric average of
Malmquist TFP indexes indicated retardation in the
changes during the 4-year period, what was the result of
the fierce competition in banking market.
To analyse correlations between Malmquist
TFP indexes and three standard measures of
performance, I calculated the Return on
Shareholders’ Equity (ROE), the Net Interest
Margin (NIM) and the Cost to Income ratio (CTI)
for six Estonian banks. The strongest inversely
proportional correlation (-0.56) appeared between
ROE and Malmquist indexes technological change
components for model B. Correlation was weak
with the NIM variables. Thus, there was weak
correlation between the Malmquist indexes and
standard measures of performance.
Therefore, the productivity increase was
mainly the result of introducing innovative
possibilities by Estonian banks and their customers.
The average productivity increase may indicate a
strong competition in the Estonian banking market,
allowing the potential success for Estonian banks in
the integrated EU banking market.
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ABSTRACT
We evaluate the “Cedula da Terra” Pilot Project, a land reform project whose conception,
mechanisms and operational structure is different from traditional agrarian reform based on
expropriation. The land distributed by the project, is first acquired by the agricultural producers
associations, and a given set of incentives is established to obtain better efficiency use of resources.
The main objective of this article is to characterize the sources of technical and allocative inefficiency
from a cross section of 309 beneficiaries from five states in NE Brazil. We estimated a potential
production frontier following the methodology of Battese and Coelli (1995), using the software
FRONTIER 4.1. (Tim Coelli, 1996). The main conclusion is that technical assistance, human capital
(years of schooling) and better access to credit reduce inefficiency, or thus increases technical and
allocative efficiency of the beneficiaries. So, one should increase credit and technical assistance as
first line priorities and reinforce education policies as a longer term priority. The “Cedula da Terra”
pilot project is further described in Buainain et al. (1999, 2000).

1. POTENTIAL PRODUCTION
FRONTIER: CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT
TECHNICAL INEFFICIENCY
The aim of this paper is to characterize the
sources of technical and allocative inefficiency
in a sample of five North-Eastern Brazilian
States subject to a land reform pilot project the “Programa Cedula da Terra” (PCT). This
project is financed through World Bank funds,

and its evaluation was done by a research
group of the Nucleus of Agricultural Studies
(NEA) from Universidade de Campinas
(UNICAMP) at the Instituto de Economia (IE),
Brazil.
We evaluate the “Cedula da Terra” pilot
project, a land reform project whose
conception, mechanisms and operational
structure is different from traditional agrarian
reform based on expropriation. The land
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distributed by the project, is first acquired by
the agricultural producers associations, and
then a given set of incentives is established to
obtain a better efficiency use of resources.
We estimated a potential production
frontier accordingly to the methodology of
Battese and Coelli (1995), using the software
FRONTIER 4.1.
The data used is a cross sectional
gathering of 309 valid observations, reported
by the beneficiaries of the “Cedula” till last
September 2003.
The technical efficiency might be defined
as the maximum output for a producer that can
be attained given some level of inputs and
some set of available technologies.
Allocative efficiency refers itself to the
adjustment of inputs and outputs as a
consequence of relative price changes. It
shows the ability of the producer to combine
inputs and outputs in optimum proportions
given prevailing prices.
Economic efficiency is a situation in
which technical and allocative efficiency is
combined. The analysis presented in the
section of technical and allocative efficiency
evaluates these efficiencies starting from the
value of output, which was generated by the
use of productive inputs (namely land, labour
and working capital) and conditioned by the
use of socio-economic variables – which we
further explain below. Thus, technical and
allocative
efficiency
is
evaluated
simultaneously, because the value of output
depends not only of quantities produced but
also on the set of prevailing prices.
Traditional efficiency analysis has been
performed using two approaches: econometric
methods (as it is done in this paper – stochastic
frontier estimation) and non-parametric
methods – Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).

2. ECONOMETRIC SPECIFICATION OF
THE MODEL
Stochastic frontier models
specified in the following way:

might

be

Yi = f ( xi ; β ). exp(Vi − U i ) , with i =
1,, N.
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where Yi stands for production of the ith
pilot project, xi are inputs and β are the
parameters of production. The random
component Vi is a white noise shock, which
shifts the potential production frontier. The
other random part Ui represents technical
inefficiency and we try to explain it within the
model. Its distribution is non-negative,
unilateral and might usually be, a half-normal,
an exponential or a truncated normal. The
distribution of Vi is bilateral and reflects
random effects, measurement errors and
omitted variables errors. One should notice
that the value of the (stochastic) frontier’s
production in the model is given by:

Yi = f ( xi ; β ). exp( Vi ) .
*

The objective of this model is to explain
technical efficiency (TEi ) as a random
component which is determined by the relation
between effective and potential production:

TEi =

TEi =

Yi

Y*

,

f ( xi , β ).exp(Vi − Ui )
= exp(−U i )
f ( xi , β ).exp(Vi )

The estimation method of some alternative
models was suggested by Sharif and Dar
(1996) and Wang et al. (1996), as a two steps
procedure (2SLS). First the production frontier
was estimated, then they regressed the
technical inefficiency components (errors) on
the characteristics of households. Nevertheless,
the estimates of this model, accordingly to
Coelli (1996) were inconsistent – thus they
(and we) adopted a method of (iterative)
Maximum Likelihood in which the explanation
of technical inefficiency is given by a linear
combination of the variables. The most
common used and quoted software in the
literature is FRONTIER 4.1. - so we used it
in our estimates.
The model here adopted follows the
specifications of Model 2 from Frontier 4.1,
the so-called technical efficiency effects (TEi )
(Battese and Coelli, 1995). It might be written
as:
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Yit = Xit β + (Vit - Uit),
where Yit is the log output of the ith
agricultural firm on period t; Xit is a (kx1)
transformation vector of the quantities of the ith
firm’s inputs on period t; β is a (kx1) vector of
unknown parameters and Vit has a i.i.d. and
N(0, σv 2 ); and Uit ~N+(mit , σu 2 ), where mit =
Zit δ, Zit is a producer’s specific variables vector
that might influence his productive efficiency.
The software FRONTIER 4.1 also gives the
solution to the Stevenson’s (1980) model, a
particular case in which T=1 – that is exactly
what happens with our only cross section
sample.
The likelihood function is explained as a
function of the model’s parameters variance:
σ 2 = σ σ2u2+u σ 2 v , in which we define as
γ = 2
. The model yields a better
σ u +ofσ 2fitv whenever as γ goes to 1,
goodness
because a greater part of the model’s variance
is explained by the technical inefficiency
components.
One should notice that the algorithm
present on FRONTIER 4.1, given the
β ´s estimated by OLS for a starting
procedure, adopts then an initial estimate of
0 < γ < 1 for the start of the Maximum
Likelihood function iterative procedure.
The model estimated makes use of a
Cobb-Douglas production function. Starting
from the original specification and then
applying logs, we end up with:

ln Yi = β 0 + ∑ βi .ln xi + Vi − U i
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Table 1: Definition of variables used for
the production frontier’s model of the
beneficiaries from PCT
Variables of the production function
VP – Value of agricultural production,
which includes animal, vegetal production,
derivatives and other products; individual and
social production; monetary and non-monetary
production. Values in current “Reais” (R$).
Value of production destined to be sold based
on producer´s declared price. Value of nonmonetary production (destined to selfconsumption) obtained by the inputation of
prices in the following order: selling prices
declared by the beneficiary, when part of the
production is sold; average selling prices
declared by other beneficiaries on the same
project; average selling prices declared by
other beneficiaries of the same municipality;
the same for microregion, mesoregion, State
and set of the five states.
Land - Area of used land with permanent
and temporary crops, pastures and others in
hectares (ha).
Labour - Working days inside and outside
the parcel, but within the project, resident
dwellers, third parties and members of the
family non-residents in the dwelling.
Inputs - Total spending with variable
inputs such as feed, sillage, palm, grain, salt,
vaccines and medicines, seeds, fertilizers and
correctives, agro-toxic products, packages,
fuels and lubrificants and water for irrigation.
All in current “Reais” (R$).

i

mit = Zitδ
in which the xi are the production inputs,
the zi stand for the technical inefficiency
explanatory variables and the noises ui and vi
have the already defined stochastic properties.
The terms with β ´s are production function
parameters, the terms with δ ´s are parameters
of the explanatory technical inefficiency
variables, as specified before. Table 1, below,
presents the definitions for the set of variables
used in the model:

Table 1 (cont.) Explanatory variables of
technical inefficiency
MG – Dummy which equals 1 for “Minas
Gerais” state projects beneficiaries
MA - Dummy which equals 1 for
“Maranhão” state projects beneficiaries
CE - Dummy which equals 1 for “Ceará”
state projects beneficiaries
BA - Dummy which equals 1 for “Bahia”
state projects beneficiaries
SC – level of schooling measured by years
of beneficiaires´ study
TA – Dummy which equals 1 for
beneficiaries who obtained monthly technical
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assistance between August 2002 and July
2003.

value of social production (VPS) has the
highest coefficient of dispersion (234%), as
long as self-consumption has the highest mean
value (R$ 1.746,00), with a smaller dispersion
(115%

CRE – Dummy which equals 1 for
beneficiaries who obtained at least one credit
approval (exception for PCT) since the
beginning of the project till July 2003

Below we present the figures of the more
relevant variables with an adjusted normal
distribution.

VPS – Value of social1 agricultural
production, monetary and non-monetary
production. Value in current “Reais” ($R)

Figure 1: Distribution
function variables

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of the Model
Standard
error
3.304.87

Production Function´s Variables
Land (ha)
5.546109
4.752374

Disper
coeffic.
88%

593.0288

397.085

67%

Inputs ($R)

312.2208

672.4479

215%

Explanatory Variables
1.88179
2.725171

145%

VPS (R$)

541.6903

1265.965

234%

SFLC (R$)

1746.619

2016.401

115%

N. Obsv.

313

In Figure 1 we report that the value of
agricultural production has a high dispersion
(88%), that the average parcel (or plot) of land
is of small dimension (5,5 ha) with a
dispersion of 86%. Labour (in days) is the
variable with the smallest dispersion (67%)
when compared to all the rest and inputs have
a very high variability (215%). Thus, we might
conclude that in the production function labour
is the most stable production factor.
As to what refers to explanatory variables,
we only analysed variables which weren’t
dummies, because it allowed keeping average
and standard error analysis more intuitive.
Thus, schooling years have a very low absolute
value (1,88 years) with a considerably high
dispersion (145%). One should stress that the
1

Social agricultural production is the result from
production done in the Association’s lands.
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We proceed to a brief descriptive analysis
of the data used in the model:

Frequ
ency

0

production

1
0
0
8
0
6
0
4
0
2
0
0

6
0
4
0
2
0
0

3. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS OF THE VARIABLES

of

Frequ
ency

Frequ
ency

SLFC - Value of agricultural production
destined to self-consumption in current
“Reais” ($R).

Average
Dependent variable
VP
3.760.02
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One might visually confirm that the value
of production and cultivated area have
distributions which might be approached by
the truncated normal distribution, by observing
these graphics related to the production
function. The distribution of labour (days)
presents data more concentrated around the
mean. Nevertheless, the cost of inputs presents
a distribution very concentrated around the
first frequency class and with a very high
dispersion. Thus, in the future, it will be
necessary to test analytically the hypothesis of
normality for the production function. This
wasn’t done due to time constraints. Anyway,
these variables sustained a good adjustment of
the production function model – as we can
observe next on Table 3.
The first graph on Figure 2, related to the
sample projects´ distribution amongst the
Federation units, stresses that the highest share
of observations is from the Ceará state. Notice
that “MA” stands for Maranhão state, “CE” for
Ceará, “PE” for Pernambuco, “BA” for Bahia
and “MG” for Minas Gerais.
The solicitation of rural credit might be
interpreted as “YES” (required credit at least
once), “NO” as didn’t require, and the third
option as “Didn’t receive”, Nevertheless the
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variable used in the model was a simple
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dummy as “1” received and “0” didn’t receive.
effective production (TEi ) as depicted above. One
should remark a higher concentration around the
efficiency levels of 60% to 80%, even though there
are a higher number of producers below 50%. One
perceives, thus, high heterogeneity and high
inefficiency.
Table 3: Results of the efficiency frontier
production model for PCT beneficiaries
Par.
Coefficient
Production function
Const
0.81498234E+0
1
Log
-0.94764106ELand
09

Figure 2: Descriptive
Explanatory Variables

Distributions

of

Most of the sample households (around 60%)
received technical assistance (technical guidance
and support). The variable used in the frontier
model was the one that represents monthly
technical assistance (22% of sample) – which
became a determinant factor to explain inefficiency.
The distribution of schooling years reveals
itself biased towards values below its means of 1,88
years. One should notice that education has been a
major income determinant for rural households, as
several international studies show – thus, this
justifies the inclusion of this variable in the model –
see for instance Kageyama and Hoffman (2000) for
Brazil. This study finds that schooling above the
first degree is a determinant factor of rural income.
The distribution of the value of social
production is much skewed and it is very difficult
to affirm that it follows a normal type.
The value of self-consumption presents again a
pattern of bias below the average.

Log
Labor
Log
inputs

0.32970832E+0
0
0.35411607E09

Std error

t-ratio

0.18336618E+
0.4444E+02³
00
0.15489413E0.6117E+01
09
³
0.61786554E- 0.5336E+01
01
³
0.16372147E- 0.2162E+01
09
²

Inefficiency explanatory variables
Const
0.97548995E+0 0.81808204E+
0
00
MG
-0.10435214E0.81683476E07
08
MA
-0.88520603E0.76959237E09
09
CE
0.10847668E0.53239732E07
08
BA
0.73663693E0.71537487E09
09
SC
0.80377935E+
0.15632321E+0
00
1
TA
0.24055359E+
0.50202264E+0
01
1
CRE
0.19443393E+
0.44089913E+0
01
1
VPS
0.56630320E+
0.11723769E+0
00
1
SFLC
0.11115760E+
0.18471073E+0
00
0
0.27500643E+0 0.11017865E+
σ2
1
01
0.87437607E+0
0.53754672Eγ
0
01

0.1192E+01
0.1277E+01
0.1150E+01
0.2037E+01
²
0.1029E+01
0.1944E+01
¹
0.2086E+01
²
0.2267E+01
²
0.2070E+01
²
0.1661E+01
¹
0.2496E+01
²
0.1626E+02
³

Log likelihood

4. RESULTS OF THE MODEL

0.39807131E+
03
LRtest χ2 (12;1%)=26,12) 0.9136752E+0
2³
Total observations
309
Obs:1 10% significant; 2 5% signif; 3 1% signif.

The parameters´ estimations results are shown
on Table 3. The value found for γ is near 1 and it
is significantly different from zero, thus leading us
to the conclusion that there exists a high level of
technical and allocative inefficiency. Figure 3
presents the distribution of beneficiaries
accordingly to their degree of technical efficiency,
measured between the relation of potential and

In the specified and estimated model, the
factor which most determines production is
essentially labour, whose estimated parameter is
high and statistically significant. Land and inputs,
have almost no weight in the determination of the
value of production, because these estimated
parameters are almost zero. This result is coherent
for the target-public of land reform farmers,
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because they use labour intensive technology and a
low use of external inputs.
Figure 3: Frequency of beneficiaries (number
of ) accordingly to their technical efficicency

One should take notice that the variable we
used for land is used area and not available (or
disposable) area. Accordingly to the estimated
model, an increase in area used wouldn’t have a
significant impact on the value of production output
– thus leading us to conclude that there are other
variables as determinants of output, namely those
associated with explaining technical and allocative
efficiency. Most of the “assentados” (farmers who
were granted land) of the PCT (Cédula Program)
use still a very small fraction of the land they have
available to them, and thus wouldn’t have
constraints to output growth using this available
factor. As it shall be shown afterwards there is still
a very large output growth opportunity
independently of growing explored area.
The use of variable inputs is still a low, or
almost nil, use for the PCT beneficiaries. Again
increases in output are, accordingly to the model,
more related to other conditionings – independently
to the use of these variable inputs.
The relevant variables which enable a
reduction in technical and allocative efficiency are
therefore, those which might increase the value of
output using the same common base of resources:
monthly technical assistance, the number of
schooling years (human capital), rural credit and
the output of social production.
The analytical relationship between higher
technical assistance and higher output is a direct
one, because it enables them to increase the
potential production; that is they use new
techniques, and/or in a better way older techniques,
thus using in a more efficient manner production,
which finally shortens the gap between actual and
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potential production. Technical assistance might
also have a decisive role in the choice of products
and/or in the access to markets at better prices, thus
yielding a direct impact on the value of production.
A higher level of schooling years (one of the
forms of human capital) also reduces technical and
allocative efficiency, because it allows an easier
access to more modern land use techniques (e.g.
chemical fertilizers) and a better organization of the
productive process itself. A higher level of
schooling has also been recommended as an
important element to increase the ability of
obtaining and processing information, be as it may
a necessary toolkit for the adoption of green
revolution technologies or as for the practice of
sustainable technologies intensive on the use of low
external inputs. Besides, it gives access to better
prices and to the adoption of higher value products.
Credit is also a productive factor which
mitigates technical inefficiency, because it enables
a better access to use resources, in a way which
effectively increases the productivity in the farm,
besides enabling the adoption of higher value
products. Even though variable capital (the one
which enters in the production function) isn’t
significant to explain the value of production, this
credit is also aimed to the investment expenditures
(fixed capital). Thus, the credit variable reflects an
integrated view of the program (Cédula), and it
allows surpassing the question of collateral
inexistence, which is always crucial as a loan
guarantee. Credit might be related to better ways of
accession to commercial flows and prices, given
that when we contract a debt we increase the
incentive to generate monetary income. The
immediate consequence might be the search for
better markets and better valuations of production,
thus seeking a higher efficiency in the use of
resources.
In the model technical and allocative
inefficiency decrease when the value of social
production – value of output in society – increases.
This fact is related to the use of common resources
(pertaining to farmers´ Associations), especially the
resources devoted to it by PCT (Cédula), which
enabled the creation of better use opportunities in
society with higher availability of fixed and
variable inputs, technical assistance, better land
tillage, pastures, and better genetic bred animals,
better access to markets and better prices. This
occurs even in situations when the output isn’t
totally collective, namely, the initial start up costs
of exploring the fields, irrigation, and so on, were
realized in an associative way, but afterwards the
field was divided among farmers with the objective
of individual production.
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The parameter of production value for selfconsumption presented a lower level of statistical
significance than the others reported before, but we
cannot ignore this variable as a determinant of
inefficiency, even for this lower level. The negative
sign of SFLC means that an increase in the
production for self-consumption leads to a
reduction of both technical and allocative
inefficiency. This stresses the conclusion that the
increase of subsistence income (destined for selfconsumption) allows the producer an escape from a
poverty trap and assures a minimum level of
subsistence, thus gathering resources to produce
more efficiently.
The variables which presented the lowest
significance level were: dummies for Minas Gerais,
Maranhão and Bahia. The regionalization by state
is not a good specification to establish differences
amongst technical and allocative efficiency. There
is heterogeneity, even within states, in terms of
production systems. The model might probably be
improved by the use of proxies which might
represent areas with lesser heterogeneity or specific
production systems. One should notice that the
dummies reflect the analysis in comparison with the
omitted variable (the Pernambuco state), so thus the
only states in which there are differences is in
“Ceará” when compared to “Pernambuco”, because
it is statistically significant, nevertheless its value is
near zero so its impact on inefficiency is nil.
5. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE FUTURE
It is remarkable that by comparing the
explanatory variables of technical inefficiency, the
ones with higher impact are monthly technical
assistance, credit and schooling years – the
parameters´ values are respectively (t-ratios in
parenthesis) -5,0 (-2,1), -4,4 (-2,3) and -1,6 (-1,9).
One observes that the impact of 4 years of
schooling is approximately equal to the technical
assistance, thus revealing the importance of
education as a long run policy objective.
The model’s specification process obeyed a
general to specific approach, because as it is
recognised in the econometric literature, this
procedure assures a higher probability of finding
the “true” model. We tested several variables which
we might expect a priori significant and which
would reduce and explain technical inefficiency.
In the choice of the effectively used variables
we constructed a correlation matrix between
variables in order to avoid correlation between
estimators and we eliminated those variables whose
correlations were higher in order to keep good
statistical properties for the model.
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The variable use of chemical or organics inputs
(vars. 139 and 139a of the questionnaire) would
lead to a better soil use and in principle to higher
productivities. One should take notice that the
productive systems amongst different states are so
different: some are intensive, others might be
extensive, and thus this might lead to effects
cancelling off amongst them.
We also tried to evaluate the impacts of the
different performed types of productive activity
(animal vs. vegetable) thus creating a variable
which was the share (%) of animal production in
total production (animal + vegetable). The
differences between these two types of production
didn’t seem relevant, as the variable was reported
as non-significant.
Age is a proxy for experience (accumulated
human capital) but didn’t also shown as significant.
In this context one must analyse the farmer’s age
under two different effects: i) a pro-efficiency
effect – older farmers implied more experience
with inputs use, irrigation techniques, seed
selection and ii) anti-efficiency effect – the older
farmer is more risk averse and denies to try new
techniques. In our analysis we didn’t obtain success
to know which effect came to be dominant, or even
if the two effects balanced each other.
In this line of reasoning we analysed other
variables such as seed certification (var. 137),
irrigation (var. 143) and both weren’t significant.
Such finding isn’t striking, once we recognize that
these variables are associated to a capital intensive
use and as we already reported the capitalization
level is too low. We also tried the use of fodder
(var. 133), which we might expect to reduce
technical inefficiency. Again this parameter didn’t
show up as significant.
The main conclusion is that technical
assistance, human capital (years of schooling) and
better access to credit reduce inefficiency (technical
and allocative). So, one should increase credit and
technical assistance as first line priorities and
reinforce education as a longer term priority or
policy.
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TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY AND TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH OF HOSPITALS IN IRELAND
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ABSTRACT
Similar to many other European countries, the funding system for Irish hospitals is partially based on
casemix, whereby resources are redistributed annually, to hospitals with greater efficiency. For this reason,
accurate measurement of efficiency is essential, so in this paper, we use Data Envelopment Analysis to measure
technical efficiency of acute hospitals in Ireland between 1992 and 2000. We split the sample into the different
types of services provided and this helps to overcome the potential problem of biasing the efficiency estimates
because hospitals vary in size. While our output measure is not adjusted for casemix, it is useful for obtaining
initial estimates of technical efficiency in Irish hospitals and we show that our results are in the same range as
those obtained recently for hospitals in Northern Ireland. We later use a measure of output adjusted with DRG
weights and determine whether or not efficiency estimates are different to those found when we use the simple
measure of output. In this paper, we also use the Malmquist Productivity Index to analyse changes in technical
efficiency during the same period. This allows us to decompose changes in efficiency over time into
technological change, pure efficiency change and scale efficiency change.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is the start of a programme of
research on hospital efficiency in Ireland and
applies standard methods of efficiency analysis to a
hospital setting. It aims to measure efficiency and
total factor productivity growth in acute hospitals in
Ireland between 1992 and 2000. The limitations at
this stage of the programme of research are firstly
that our measure of output has not been corrected
for differing procedures among hospitals. Once we
obtain data on the type of procedures carried out by
each hospital we can correct for this measurement
error. Secondly, the methods we apply are the basic
methods introduced in the early eighties. Further
refinements have been introduced since then, but
for this first paper on hospital efficiency in Ireland,
we focus on the original methods. The results from
this paper may be considered as initial estimates of
efficiency, but these may change over the course of
this program of research.
Efficiency is the success of the hospital to use
its resources to produce outputs – the degree to
which the observed use of resources to produce
output of a given quality matches the optimal use of
resources to produce outputs of a given quality.
This can be assessed in terms of technical
efficiency or allocative efficiency. Technical
efficiency is concerned with the conversion of
physical inputs such as labour services or raw

materials into outputs. In this paper we focus on
technical efficiency in acute hospitals in Ireland and
use a non–parametric technique to measure
performance of hospitals relative to best practice as
opposed to the average practice.
Farrell (1957) defined technical efficiency as
the ability of a firm to obtain maximal output for a
given set of inputs and this led to the development
of methods for estimating technical efficiencies in a
firm. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was first
introduced by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes in
1978 and was further formalized by Banker,
Charnes and Cooper in 1984. The technique was
first used to study hospital production in 1986
(Banker, Conrad and Strauss) followed by
Grosskopf and Valdmanis in 1987. A number of
more recent studies have employed DEA to
measure hospital efficiency, Magnussen (1996),
Hollingsworth and Parkin (1995), Ferrier and
Valdmanis (1996), Parkin and Hollingsworth
(1997) and Rosenman, Siddharthan and Ahern
(1997).
In measuring efficiency over time, we need to
account for the production frontier shifting over
time so we use a DEA type analysis to derive
Malmquist productivity indices. The basic DEA
analysis provides measures of average efficiency
over a period, but this will allow us look at changes
in efficiency during the same time frames.
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MEASURING TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY IN
PRODUCTION
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a linear
programming technique which identifies best
practice within a sample and measures efficiency
based on differences between observed and best
practice units, and is typically used to measure
technical efficiency. It estimates best practice in a
sample by estimating a production frontier, and
constructs a piece wise linear approximation of the
efficient frontier (isoquant). A distribution of
sample points is observed and a kinked line
constructed around the outside of them,
‘enveloping’.
There are several advantages in using DEA, in
particular that the efficiency measure is related to
best practice, not average practice. Being a nonparametric approach, it also does not require the use
of a pre-specified functional form for technology
nor distributional assumptions about error terms.
Furthermore, data on costs is often difficult to
obtain but the DEA method does not require cost
minimisation.
Efficiency Management System (EMS)
software may be used to produce efficiency scores,
peer hospitals, and slacks. The standard approach is
to use at least three times the number of hospitals as
inputs/outputs. Other software includes DEAP,
similar to EMS but also providing information on
the optimal inputs required to reach technical
efficiency. We use EMS software, as this allows us
to directly estimate DEA scores using panel data.
Alternatively Excel Solver may be used to solve the
linear programming problem.
This problem is as follows: Starting with the
most simplest form we assume constant returns to
scale, and the objective for each hospital is to
minimise inputs for a given level of output1 :
Minimise En with respect to w1 ,…wN,, En
subject to [1]

∑

N
j =1

w j y ij − y in ≥ 0

i=1,…,I
N

[2]

∑w
j =1

j

x kj − E n x kn ≤ 0
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[3]

wj ≥ 0

j=1,…,N 2

There are N hospitals producing i different
outputs yin for i=1,…,I using K different inputs xkn
for k=1,…,K .
The wj are weights applied across the N
hospitals. When the linear program is being solved
for hospital A, these weights allow the most
efficient way of producing hospital no. 1 outputs to
be determined. The efficiency score for this
hospital is E1 * i.e. the smallest number E which
satisfies the constraints.
The linear program solves for the convex
combination of the N data points (frontier) that can
produce at least the observation n output and use at
most En * times the observation n combination of
inputs. To get efficiency scores for each hospital,
the problem must be solved N times. The efficiency
score should be minimised and this is achieved by
varying the weights and the efficiency score itself.
The weights are used to construct the hypothetical
best practice for the hospital on the frontier. In this
paper, we focus mainly on technical efficiency
under Variable Returns to Scale, so we modify the
above equation to include N1' w = 1 . This ensures
that an inefficient hospital is only benchmarked
against hospitals of efficient size.
The aim of the paper is to look at efficiency
over time so we use a window approach rather than
a panel analysis. Within DEA analysis this
technique is known as ‘window analysis’ and was
introduced by Charnes et al. (1985). For example,
we could choose a window width of 4 years, so the
hospitals are compared to other hospitals within
that time span only.
DATA ON ACUTE IRISH HOSPITALS
This paper analyses technical efficiency in
acute hospitals during the period 1992-2000,
selected on the basis of most recently available
comparable data. In Ireland there are different types
of hospitals providing different services, the main
groups are outlined in Figure 1 in Appendix A. The
classifications of hospitals not only allow us to
distinguish between different services provided but
also compare hospitals of similar sizes.
The variables we use consist of inputs to
hospital production in the form of capital and

k=1,…,,K
1

The decision to use an input orientated model should be based
on whether or not the managers have much control over inputs
or not. However, in many instances the choice or orientation has
only a minor influence on the scores obtained (Coeilli and
Perelman, 1996) so we follow Biorn et al and use an input
orientated model.

2

Constraint 1 is that the weighted average of other hospitals
must produce at least as much output as hospital n. Constraint 2
is that the weighted average of other hospitals should not use
any more of input than hospital n. Constraint 3 limits the
weights to be zero or positive.
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labour, and outputs from production. In terms of
capital we use the average number of beds in the
year in each hospital and this data is available in the
Health Statistics publications. The outputs of
hospital production initially consist of in-patients
and out-patients cases. To measure in-patients we
look at the total number of discharges and deaths
within a year. Discharges are used instead of length
of stay as there may be huge differences across
hospitals in efficiency in terms of occupancy rates.
Out-patients are counted as total yearly number of
attendances at consultant-controlled out-patient
clinics in each hospital.
RESULTS OF TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY
ANALYSIS
In comparing mean efficiency scores from two
studies we can only look at the dispersion of
efficiencies within each sample – i.e. the scores
reflect nothing about the efficiency of one sample
relative to another. We present results under
different assumptions of returns to scale. Under the
assumption of constant returns to scale the size of
the hospital is not considered relevant in assessing
relative efficiency. Small hospitals can produce
outputs with the same ratios of input to output as
can larger hospitals. However, this assumption is
inappropriate when there are economies of scale so
we also produce estimates of efficiency assuming
variable returns to scale.
When we look at efficiency across all
hospitals, we find that the mean efficiency scores
are very low, but this as mentioned earlier, is most
likely due to combining large and small hospitals
together and also different combinations of services
provided. In using a balanced panel, we are
excluding those hospitals that were closed or those
that were newly opened between 1992 and 2000.
When we adjust the panel we find that this alters
the efficiency scores, where now the score for 1992
and 1998 is much higher, and lower for all other
years. These scores are estimated with respect to
the frontier calculated from the inputs and outputs
for each year only. Therefore we cannot compare
across years, so we now look at a window analysis
that will allow us to look at trends in efficiency
scores. Using a window of 4 years, we compare
efficiency in each year to the frontier estimated by
each four-year window.
Using window analysis on the full dataset from
1992-2000 may not be beneficial for two reasons
(1) not all hospitals are included in this balanced
panel and (2) the numbers employed in hospitals
increased dramatically between 1998 and 2000, so
these inputs should not be compared to inputs in
earlier years 1996 and 1997. This may explain why
efficiency scores are so low from 1996-1999 and
1997-2000 in the balanced panel. For these reasons,
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we now look at the three sub-periods and perform a
window analysis in each timeframe. We note that
the average efficiency score is quite low, and this is
most likely due to including all hospital types into
the analysis. So the next step is to look at the subgroups of hospitals and we perform a window
analysis in each sub-period, using a window of two
years. In this analysis, we cannot use the same
number of inputs as before as we now have only 6
hospitals in some hospital types. For this reason, we
combine employment inputs into medical and nonmedical. In Table 1, we present the results for the 2
year window analysis, assuming variable returns to
scale.
Table 1: Window panel width=2 years. Variable
Returns to Scale.
Regi
onal

Count
y

Gener
al

Mater
nity

Ortho
paedi
c

Other

19921993
19931994
N

0.95

0.91

0.85

0.92

0.87

0.89

0.94

0.91

0.84

0.92

0.75

0.91

6

25

12

6

6

6

19951996
19961997
N

0.89

0.90

0.86

0.98

0.90

0.97

0.97

0.91

0.87

0.98

0.90

0.97

6

25

12

5

5

6

19981999
19992000
N

0.96

0.89

0.92

0.95

0.82

0.97

0.98

0.88

0.92

0.98

0.82

0.97

6

25

12

4

5

6

The results from this analysis suggest that the
types of hospitals with highest level of efficiency
are regional and maternity. Regional hospitals
between 1998 and 2000 could use inputs to increase
efficiency by only 2-4%, and maternity hospitals
only need to increase efficiency by 2-5%. County
hospitals could increase efficiency by around 10%
overall between 1998 and 2000. Likewise the
inputs of general hospitals could be used more
efficiently (by 8%) between 1998 and 2000. These
results are in the same range as those obtained by
McKillop et a (1999) for hospitals in Northern
Ireland. For example, larger hospitals showed an
average score of 0.93 for the years 1989-1992,
assuming constant returns to scale, and 0.991 with
variable returns to scale. These results are in the
same region as our efficency scores for regional
hospitals.
OUTPUT ADJUSTED FOR DRG
The results presented so far are based on the
head count of individuals discharged from
hospitals. As we mentioned earlier, this may not
represent the true output from hospitals if some are
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performing more costly or time consuming
procedures relative to their peer hospitals. Using
output data adjusted for these types of procedures
we can now control for this possibility. It appears
that in all three groups, the unadjusted output
measure underestimates the efficiency score. The
efficiency scores from the adjusted data support the
hypothesis that some hospitals may be rated with
higher efficiency levels if output is not adjusted for
the value of each DRG. In Table 2, we show how
the number of hospitals near the efficient frontier
increases after we adjust the output data. This
illustrative comparison of output measures supports
the view that hospital output in DEA should reflect
the type of procedure carried out in each hospital.

growth from 1998 –2000, was in regional hospitals.
Average productivity growth was 2.7%.

Table 2: Comparison of Technical Efficiency using
Regular and Adjusted Output Measures (Variable
Returns to Scale) , 1995.

Regular
Adjusted
N

All
0.83
0.87
53

County
0.91
0.92
24

General
0.93
0.96
12

Total Factor Productivity
This approach will provide information on the
types of hospitals that have increased or decreased
efficiency during each time frame, and the type of
inefficiency – pure technical, scale, or
technological. In measuring efficiency over time,
we need to account for the production frontier
shifting over time and we use a DEA type analysis
to derive Malmquist productivity indices.
Following Fare, Grosskopf, Norris and Zhang
(1994), we use the Malmquist Productivity Index
(initially introduced by Malmquist (1953)) to
measure changes in productivity over time [ see
Appendix for details]. Fare et al (1994) illustrate
how distance functions can be estimated using
DEA -like methods and then calculate the
Malmquist TFP change indices. They also show
how the resulting TFP indices can be decomp osed
into technical efficiency change and technical
change components.
Table 3 shows that in regional hospitals,
between 1992 and 1994 average productivity
growth was 0.8%.
In General hospitals, between 1998 and 2000,
average productivity growth was –4.9%. This
means that between 1992 and 1994, regional
hospitals had a positive productivity change, while
between 1998 and 2000, general hospitals
experience a decline in total factor productivity.
County hospitals also experienced a decline in
productivity growth over the years, compared to
best practice. The highest total factor productivity

Table 3: Malmquist Total Factor Productivity
Index
Regi
onal

General

Count
y

Maternit
y

Orthopaedic

Other

19921994
N
TFP
CH

6
1.00
8

12
0.999

25
0.970

6
1.016

7
1.101

6
0.59

19951997
N
TFP
CH

6
1.01
8

12
0.951

25
0.963

5
1.039

7
0.988

6
0.969

19982000
N
TFP
CH

6
1.02
7

10
0.958

25
0.9 52

43
1.007

7
0.929

6
0.910

Using the VRS assumption, we decompose the
efficiency change index into pure efficiency change
and scale efficiency change. These results are
presented in Table 4.
Table 4: Decomposition of Efficiency Change
Regi
onal

19921994
Pure
efficiency
change

General

Count
y

Mater
nity

Ortho
paedi
c

Other

0.98
6

0.99

1.008

1.000

1.009

1.02

1.01
2

0.976

0.970

1.016

1.101

0.59

0.99
9

1.000

0.989

1.008

1.018

0.986

0.99
6

1.005

0.999

0.984

1.013

0.969

Pure
efficiency
change

1.00
4

1.018

0.994

1.014

1.068

0.945

Scale
efficiency
change

0.98
6

0.979

0.991

1.001

0.995

1.077

Scale
efficiency
change
19951997
Pure
efficiency
change
Scale
efficie ncy
change
19982000

These results are generally consistent with the
findings for a similar study in Northern Ireland
between 1986 and 1992.
CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of efficiency in hospitals can
make a major contribution to improving health

3

No data for one hospital for 2000 so excluded for
1998-2000 analysis,
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services. This paper shows how one can measure
technical efficiency relative to best practice using
Data Envelopment Analysis. Using a crude measure
of output, it demonstrates how this may be applied
in the context of the hospital sector in Ireland. Our
results show that regional hospitals are highly
efficient while County and general hospitals are
less efficient, compared with the most efficient
hospitals within each of these categories. It is not
possible to compare across categories and our
analysis provides an average of best practice
performance, where the focus is on spread within
categories only.
Regional hospitals are almost completely
efficient compared to best practice. The results of
our analysis for orthopaedic and other types of care,
suggest that these hospitals are not very efficient.
The results show that the average total factor
productivity change is highest in regional hospitals.
General and county hospitals experienced a decline
in total factor productivity. Orthopaedic and other
hospitals also had negative values of TFP change.
In regional hospitals the main contributor to this
result is in terms of technological progress, as
opposed to efficiency change. In general and
county hospitals, the main contributor is a reduction
in efficiency change. In maternity hospitals, the
increase in TFP change is due mainly to average
efficiency change. The same result holds for
orthopaedic and other hospitals.
In future work, we intend to incorporate more
complex measures of output based on
categorisation of patients in terms of casemix. The
Department of Health currently uses a casemix
model to determine an element of hospital funding.
Our measure of efficiency cannot be directly
compared to the recently published results on levels
of efficiency as measured by casemix, as they relate
to different time periods and to different scales of
measurement. In section 5 we illustrated the
importance of using an output measure adjusted for
casemix, so in future work we aim to include these
output measures for all years from 1995-2000.
Using parametric distance functions we could also
check the robustness of these findings to the choice
of methodology for both efficiency scores and
productivity indices. We will also use panel data to
identify the sources of inefficiency within the
hospitals.
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APPENDIX A
FIGURE 1: STRUCTURE OF HOSPITAL GROUPS
GENERAL
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APPENDIX B
The Malmquist TFP change index between
period s (base year) and t as:

To decompose technical efficiency into scale
efficiency and pure technical efficiency we add two
linear programs for each hospital as follows:

[ d 0t ( y t , x t )] −1 = max φ ,λ φ
st − φ yit + Yt λ ≥ 0,
xit − X t λ ≥ 0 ,

m0( ys , xs , yt , xt ) =

λ ≥0
1

d0t ( yt , xt ) d0s ( yt , xt ) d0s ( ys , xs ) 2
[
*
]
d0s ( ys xs ) d0t ( yt , xt ) d0t ( ys , xs )

N 1' λ = 1

[ d 0s ( y s , x s )] −1 = max φ , λ φ
In order to evaluate the MPI we must calculate
the four distance functions and this can be done
using mathematical programming or econometric
techniques. Following Fare et al (1994) for the ith
hospital, we must calculate four distance functions
to measure TFP change between two periods. The
required linear programs are:

st − φ y is + Ys λ ≥ 0 ,
xis − X s λ ≥ 0,
λ ≥0
N 1' λ = 1
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ABSTRACT
This paper is an empirical assessment of relative efficiency of R&D projects. Data envelopment
analysis (DEA) is applied to evaluate the technological efficiency of R&D units. A combination of efficiency and
effectiveness (objective and subjective) measures for measuring technological efficiency (TE) of R&D projects
here is proposed in terms of peer review at three levels. The paper also includes an application of these ideas to
IROST’s Research institutes. Using a multi-stage DEA methodology and data on 167 Iranian R&D projects in
four technology areas including agricultural, electronics, chemicals and mechanical, we construct an estimate of
the relative technological efficiency for each R&D project. The findings indicate that there is remarkable
variation of TE amount R&D units within each technology areas. Furthermore, Tobit and OLS regressions are
used to identify further determinants of TE. The results suggest that applying advanced project management
techniques can increase and promote technological efficiency of R&D projects.
Keywords: R&D units, Technological, Efficiency, Iran, IROST, DEA, Tobit

1. INTRODUCTION
We ought to be able to learn some things
second hand. There is not enough time for us to
make all the mistakes ourselves. ~ Harriet Hall
Today's R&D units need to provide more
research, testing, and results, all in less time-and
often with fewer budgets . In R&D activities, we
must look for the optimal R&D, not the greatest
amount. Efficiency evaluation concentrates on the
use of resources and the process used to obtain
those results. In the absence of market prices for
their input and output factors, analyzing the
efficiency of non-profit or public agencies such as
governmental R&D units is difficult. It is widely
accepted that a completely model for evaluating the
research activities does not yet exist (Reale,
Emanuela, 2003). Our focus is on Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA), which was
developed specifically for measuring technical or
technological efficiency in the public and not-forprofit sectors, where prices may not be available or
reliable, and the assumption of cost minimizing or
profit maximizing behavior may not be appropriate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section provides an overview of the main

issues about evaluation of R&D. Section 3 is
dedicated to describe methodology, dataset and
analysis. Section 4.1 provides the results from the
DEA estimations. In section 4.2 we analyze those
data used in the OLS and Tobit analysis. And
finally in section 5, we present the conclusions of
this study.
2. THE EVALUATION OF R&D
R&D evaluation is important in terms of
accountability and quality control, which provides
useful information for allocating the limited
resources. It is vital for performance improvement
because ‘bad’ performers can learn from ‘good’
performers (Cherchye L. et al, 2004). The benefits
stemming from R&D evaluation work are:
Increased efficiency of research investment,
transparency in how and why investment decisions
are made, and accountability to stakeholders in
terms of the impacts produced from the funds
provided. Research evaluation activities are
concerned with improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of research (FAO, 2000). In empirical
production function analysis our prior knowledge
about the technology that relates inputs and outputs
is quite weak (Daniel Santín González et al., 2002).
The relationship between input and output in R&D
has a variable time lag. It is even hard to know
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when there has been an output or to what input it
can be attributed. In some instances, the results may
be almost immediate and their parentage readily
discernible. In other situations, return may be
obscure, may never come (Roman, 1980). How to
evaluate the research performance with efficiency,
effectiveness and equality criteria is still an open
question of policy makers in the world (Wei Meng,
2004). Measuring R&D performance has always
posed many problems, such as outputs price may
not be available or reliable, and the assumption of
cost minimizing or profit maximizing behavior may
not be appropriate. 1 In the absence of market prices
for their outputs there arises the question of how
governmental R&D units and non-profit
organizations should measure efficiency. The
solutions proposed so far by the literature are based
upon representations of the technological
connections amount outputs via Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA). DEA is technique for assessing
and ranking the performance of corporations,
research projects or other entities where an entire
array of indicators of performance is to be
evaluated (Sten A. Thore, 2002).
3. METHDOLOGY, DATA AND ANALYSIS
3.1. R&D benchmarking
Research efficiency is measurable, and it is
meaningful. Through benchmarking approach, it is
possible to find ways to improve research
performance in a particular field (Anthony E.
Harckham, 1997). Benchmarking is now a wellestablished tool for improving the performance of
organizations through critical examination of key
measures and comparing these in detail against
those who perform better. A benchmark is not
simply something that can be measured. A useful
benchmark must be measurable, comparable and
Change in the benchmark must be linkable to
demonstrable improvement (ERIMA, 1998).
In general, in the R&D field, efficiency
improvements meet the above criteria, and
therefore are suitable for benchmarking exercises.
However, improvements in efficiency, while
desirable in themselves, do not necessarily lead to
improvements in effectiveness. The criteria and
techniques employed in evaluating R&D programs
must include both "quantitative" and "qualitative"
factors. Pappas, R. et al (1985), argue that the R&D
evaluation method varies by stages of R&D and
one should use qualitative measures in basic
research, quantitative measures in product
improvement, and semi-quantitative measures in

See Enzo Baglieri et al, and Simon Schwartz man and Amaury de
Souza, 1984, and Anthony E. Harckham, 1997, and Vest, Charles M.,
1995, and Allen Li, 1997
1
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between including exploratory research, applied
research and development.
3.2. Technological efficiency analysis
Technological efficiency requires only input
and output data, but economic efficiency also
requires price data. In fact, Data envelopment
analysis (DEA) was developed specifically for
measuring technological efficiency in the public
and not-for-profit sectors, where prices may not be
available or reliable, and the assumption of cost
minimizing or profit maximizing behavior may not
be appropriate (Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes
1978). DEA is a non-parametric technique, used for
performance measurement and benchmarking. It
uses linear programming to determine the relative
efficiencies of a set of homogeneous (comparable)
units. Within DEA models weights of inputs and
outputs are calculated to determine the efficiency of
the units in such a way that each unit is shown in
the best possible light. In order to assess relative
efficiency, a reference technology or benchmark is
constructed from the observations in our sample.
The heart of the analysis lies in finding the "best"
virtual benchmark for each real producer. The total
efficiency score (TE) can be decomposed into a
pure technical efficiency score (estimated under
variable returns to scale) that relates to management
practices, and a scale efficiency score (the residual).
Scale efficiency is calculated by dividing aggregate
efficiency (from the CCR model) by technological
efficiency (from the BCC model). Hartwich, F. and
von Oppen, M. (2000), with studying performance
of Cameroon and Tanzania organizations involved
in national agricultural research show that the
methodology of combining analysis hierarchical
process (AHP) and DEA in ex-post research
evaluation is able to derive easy to interpret
performance indicators. J. Feng, H. Lu and K. Bi
(2004) proposed a combination of AHP and data
envelopment analysis (DEA) for the assessment of
the management performance of research and
development (R&D) activities in research-oriented
universities. Wei Meng (2004) in her research
project focuses on applications of DEA in
evaluating the efficiency of research activities,
using preference order of evaluation and dynamic
issues to build more suitable and reliable models. In
this paper, DEA technique was used to compute
project-level
technological
efficiency
(TE)
measures of R&D units.
Variables of efficiency
Variables are the input and output factors
identified as being of particular importance to the
operation of the units under consideration. The first
step in a DEA study requires the inputs and outputs
for each DMU to be specified. Outputs are the
products (goods, services or other outcome), which
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result from the processing and consumption of
inputs (resources). An output may be physical
goods or services or a measure of how effectively a
unit has achieved its goals. An input is any resource
used by a unit to produce its outputs (products or
services). Research and development (R&D) is a
production activity, which inputs consist mainly of
scientists and engineers, laboratories and testing
facilities, outputs consist of new knowledge and
technology.
Explaining variations in efficiency
Technological or technical inefficiency may
caused by lack of information or lack of willingness
to use this information in order to improve on
procedures. According to the literature on
organizational learning, this problem lies in the
structure of the organization. Also, inefficiency can
be rational because the cost of eliminating the
inefficiency may exceed the worth of the waste
(Bogetoft, Peter and Hougaard, Jens Leth, 2001).
At present study, we concentrate only on technical
aspect of R&D project. It is possible to examine the
determinant of efficiency, by using the
technological efficiency scores, TEi , as the
dependent variable in a relevant regression. Many
published studies have employed two-stage
approach (L´eopold Simar and Paul W. Wilson,
2004). The first step is to estimate the efficiency
scores, and the second step is to explain the
variation of the efficiency scores using appropriate
regression procedures. The ordinary least square
(OLS) regression model encountered in most
textbooks is not appropriate for explaining
variations in a dependent variable which is limited
in its range such as technological efficiency scores
(TEi ), which can only take values between 0 and 1.
For these data, the appropriate regression model is
known as a "Tobit" or "censored" regression model.
The Tobit model was proposed by James Tobin
(1959) for analyzing censored regression problems.
The model parameters are estimated by maximum
likelihood. The review of literature shows that in
many DEA applications the Tobit model frequently
was used to explaining variations in DEA scores.
3. 3. The model
In the present research, the unit of analysis is
R&D project. We employed an output oriented
multi-stage DEA method with ex-post R&D
projects evaluation data and information to derive
and interpret technological efficiency measures. It
is assumed, as usual, that the observed R&D
projects are sufficiently homogeneous, so that they
use similar technologies in order to obtain similar
outputs. The output-orientated technical efficiency
measure addresses this question that by how much
can we proportionally expand the output level
without altering the input quantities used? Our
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paper has decomposed the technological efficiency
(TE) scores into two components, i.e., scale
inefficiency and ‘pure’ technological inefficiency.
This can be accomplished through conducting both
a CRS and a VRS DEA on the same data. Scale
inefficiency can then be calculated from the
difference between the VRS TE and the CRS TE.
3.4. Data collection
The main data collection method was
structured questionnaire. However, when necessary
telephone interviews with managers in some of the
companies were conducted. The questionnaire
included closed format. Data on research outputs
like technologies generated and know-how
documented, was collected using scores derived
from the Expert Analytic Process (EAP) similarity
as peer review methods. The questionnaire is in
Persian and available upon request.
3.5. Description of data
In order to determine technological efficiency
scores and to distinguish factors in enhancing
technological efficiency, necessary data with
respect of outputs, inputs and environmental factors
gathered via questionnaire. We considered
indicators of Outputs and Inputs of R&D projects
and other factors which effecting technological
(in)efficiency as follow:
A. Outputs of R&D projects:
At present study, we consider R&D project to
be technologically successful if the R&D unit
conducting the project achieved the technological
objectives in set for R&D project at start.
Therefore, here we describe two outputs in order to
measure technological efficiency of R&D units, as
follows:
Technological achievement (%)
Documentation of know-how (%)
B. Inputs of R&D projects:
Execute duration (month)
Researcher (person/month)
R&D expenditures (million RLS)
C. Factors of effecting Technological efficiency
We considered a number of potential
determinants
that
might
possibly
affect
technological efficiency were examined using OLS
and Tobit techniques. Here the independent
variables include factors, which were not explicitly
included in the DEA -models. The main potential
factors that may be effecting on technological
efficiency of R&D projects follows:
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Z1 = Organizational affiliation of researcher
(1=internal, 0=external)
Z2 = Goals of research (1=product innovation,
0= otherwise)
Z3 = Time spent for pre-evaluation and proving
(month)
Z4 = amount
participation (%)

of

internal

researchers

Z5 = amount of project funding by sponsors
(%)
Z6 = Budget deficit (1=Yes, 0=No)
Z7 = time shortage (1=Yes, 0=No)
Z8 = specialist shortage (1=Yes, 0=No)
3.6. Sample
Statistical population of this research is
research institutes affiliated to Iranian Research
Organization for Science and Technology (IROST).
During the initial phase of our research in October
2002, 196 questionnaires were distributed. Out of
186 R&D projects completed during 1998-99, data
of a few projects weren’t appropriate for applying
in data set. So the total of investigated projects
were 167 and therefore response rate was 90%. In
order
to
obtain
complementary
detailed
information, the use of interviews was chosen.
Our input and output data are taken from 167
R&D projects conducted at 13 research institutes
classified into four scientific groups including
agricultural, electronic, chemistry, and mechanic
with 22, 30, 63 and 52 R&D projects respectively.
3.7. Analysis
We used the software package DEAP Version
2.1,described by Coelli (1996) for calculating
technological efficiency scores. In the second stage,
OLS and Tobit techniques used to explore factors
that may be effecting on technological efficiency of
R&D projects. In OLS models, dependent variable
(Yi) obtained by 1-TE. Technological efficiency
(TE) scores are positive, but truncated from above
by one. Tobit analysis in “EasyReg International”
software, which we used to examine the
determinant of TE, requires that the dependent
variable be truncated from below by zero.
Therefore, we should use
y = -LN [TE-Score]
as dependent variable. So in the Tobit outputs, a
negative coefficient implies a positive effect of the
X variable involved on TE-Score. In fact, the
dependent variable is technological inefficiency (y).
The Tobit model to estimate is defined by equations
(1) and (2).

y *
(1) y =  t
0

if y* > 0
otherwise
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(2) y* = b ’x + u
with x the vector of repressors, b the parameter
vector and u a N (0,s^2) distributed error term.
4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
This study utilizes Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) to assess the efficiency of R&D units. The
OLS and Tobit model applied to the second stage is
conducted in an effort to identify the effects of
various explanatory variables on technological
inefficiency. This section deals with an
investigation into technological efficiency of R&D
units. This analysis uses the data collected on 167
R&D projects classified into four scientific groups
including agricultural, electronic, chemistry, and
mechanic. This classification ensures that R&D
units in the sample constitute a homogenous
technology. First discuss the results of
technological efficiency scores (TE) of R&D
projects. Second, an attempt made to indicate those
factors, which influence TE.
4.1. Technological Efficiency
Based on DEA scores, the average overall TE
of R&D projects, was found to be relatively low at
73.3, 64.1, 62 and 56.4% in agricultural,
electronics, chemical and mechanical area with std.
deviation 27.4, 28.9, 32.6 and 31.5 respectively.
Thus, the average scores of technological efficiency
are higher for agricultural groups than the other
research groups. The relatively high average pure
TE suggests that managerial (pure) inefficiency is a
less serious problem than scale inefficiency in the
R&D units. This suggests that scale expansion
cannot improve TE of R&D Units.
4.2. Factors affecting TE
Having derived the measures of technological
efficiency, we now concentrate on the CRS
measures of efficiency in order to investigate the
determinants of efficiency for the R&D projects
through implementing OLS and Tobit models for
each of the four technology areas including
Agricultural,
Electronics,
Mechanical
and
Chemicals. The relatively high average pure TE
suggests that managerial (or pure) inefficiency is a
less serious problem than scale inefficiency in the
R&D units. This emphases that scale expansion
cannot improve TE of R&D Units.
The results show that the Tobit model could
better to distinguish affecting factors on
technological efficiency of R&D projects. Based on
Tobit model results, the main explanatory variable
was Z4. R&D units with greater amount internal
contribution of researchers tended to display greater
technological efficiency. In addition to the
favorable influence of internal contribution of
researchers, there is a degree of association between
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goals of R&D projects (Z2 ) and TE scores. In this
regard, R&D units with product innovation projects
tended to display greater technological efficiency
than the other projects.
In the other hand, specialist shortage (Z8) had
negative influence on technological efficiency of
R&D projects. TE of R&D units were also
influenced by Project management skills.
Furthermore, time spent for selection of R&D
projects (Z3) appeared to play a role in influencing
technological efficiency of research units. R&D
projects with more than 5-months of selection
process appeared at lower levels of technological
efficiency.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The study confirms that the applying
methodology of DEA in ex-post research
evaluation can help R&D managers to interpret
R&D units’ performance indicators. The inclusion
of judgments of peers via the Expert Analytic
Process (EAP) into DEA is a simple mean to
incorporate the dimensions of R&D projects impact
and relevance. The empirical findings show that,
there are potential to improve efficiency of R&D
without injecting additional resources into the R&D
units. The relatively high average pure TE suggests
that managerial (pure) inefficiency is a less serious
problem than scale inefficiency in the R&D units.
This suggests that scale expansion cannot improve
TE of R&D Units. The results of estimations show
that the Tobit model could better distinguish the
affecting factors on technological efficiency of
R&D projects than the OLS technique and applying
project management techniques can help us to
ensure all factors for R&D projects successfulness
are considered. Thus, can increase and promote
technological efficiency of R&D units.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Due to trend exploration and to avoid the
deficiency cross-section data, it is necessary to
establish DEA models through panel data and to
improve the efficiency of R&D units; it is emphasis
to apply advanced project management techniques.
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ABSTRACT
This paper enhances cost efficiency measurement methods to account for situations where the input
prices can be adjusted. In these circumstances, there are some shortcomings in the cost efficiency measure
described in the DEA literature. This paper proposes new models and measures for efficiency evaluation that
overcome the limitations of the existing DEA models. The applicability of the measures developed is illustrated
in the context of the analysis of bank branch performance.

INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the assessment of cost
efficiency using Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
models. Cost efficiency (CE) evaluates the ability
of a decision making unit (DMU) to produce the
current outputs at minimal cost. The concept of CE
can be traced back to Farrell (1957), who originated
many of the ideas underlying efficiency
assessments. The Farrell concept was developed by
Fare et al. (1985), who formulated a linear
programming model for CE assessment. This LP
model requires input and output quantity data as
well as input prices at each decision making unit.
In a discussion of efficiency assessments,
Cooper et al. (1996) note that CE as usually defined
can be of limited value in actual applications due to
data requirements and unjustifiable assumptions:
exact knowledge of prices is difficult and prices
may be subject to variations in the short term.
To overcome the limitation associated with the
requirement of knowledge of exact prices,
Camanho and Dyson (2003) proposed the use of
enhanced DEA models for the estimation of CE in
situations of price uncertainty.
To date, the limitation associated with the
possibility of prices being subject to variations in
the short term has been given limited attention in
the DEA literature. The Farrell CE measure,
evaluated with the Fare et al. (1985) model, can be
interpreted as a measure of the potential cost
reduction achievable given the current prices paid

by the DMU. It assumes that prices are fixed, and
thus it only reflects input efficiency, as the cost
reductions cannot be attained with price
adjustments.
Tone (2002) pointed out the shortcomings of
the cost and allocative efficiency measures in the
presence of price differences between the DMUs.
Similarly to the variable prices scenario, in this
circumstance, the use of the Farrell CE measure
may be problematic, as it does not reflect the
differential between the current production cost of
the DMU and the minimal cost estimated from
other DMUs in the set analysed. To overcome this
limitation, Tone (2002) relaxed the fixed prices
assumption and proposed the assessment of the
DMUs in the cost space.
The main contribution of this paper is the
development of an enhanced DEA model for the
assessment of CE in scenarios of variable prices. It
differs from the Farrell CE measure (estimated
using the Fare et al. (1985) model) because it
reflects the differential between the current cost of a
DMU and the minimal cost observed in other
DMUs. Our approach can be considered an
extension to the Farrell CE assessment and should
be used in scenarios where price adjustments are
possible, as it can identify price inefficiencies
beyond the input inefficiencies estimated using the
Farrell CE measure.
The approach proposed in this paper also
differs from the Tone (2002) approach, as the latter
involves an assessment in the cost space and
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The structure of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 describes the concepts underlying the
DEA assessments of technical efficiency (TE) and
cost efficiency (CE). This section also explores the
shortcomings of the Farrell CE measure when
prices differ between DMUs and reviews the recent
developments for the assessment of CE. Section 3
develops a new approach to overcome the
limitations of the existing models. Section 4
illustrates the application of the approach
developed in this paper within the context of a realworld efficiency assessment of a bank branch
network. Section 5 summarises and concludes.
DEA EFFICIENCY ASSES SMENTS
Technical and Cost Efficiency Measures
The measurement of CE based on the Farrell
(1957) concept, operationalised in the DEA
literature by Fare et al. (1985), only reflects input
efficiency, i.e., the extent to which the input levels
enable production of current output levels at
minimal cost, given the prices paid at each DMU.
Thus, the inefficiencies detected are either due to
using too much input (technical efficiency) or due
to having the wrong mix of inputs in the light of
prices (input allocative efficiency).
The concept of CE underlying a DEA
assessment was first introduced by Farrell (1957).
Following Farrell, we illustrate the DEA efficiency
concepts with a small-scale example consisting of 7
DMUs. These DMUs use two inputs (X1 ,X2 ) to
produce a single output whose value is normalised
to 1 for each DMU. The data set is presented in
Table 1, and the PPS is portrayed in Figure 1.
Table 1. Data set
DMU
X1
X2

P1

P2

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

2
2
2
2
2
4
1.5

3
3
3
3
3
6
3.2

2
3
5
7
3
3
3

7
5
3
2
7
7
5

Total
cost
25
21
19
20
27
54
20.5

10
9
8

A

E=F

7
Pα

6
X2/Y

implies that input quantities and prices are
interrelated. Whilst the technical and allocative
efficiency measures proposed in Tone (2002) are
different from the traditional DEA measures, our
approach adds a new efficiency dimension to the
traditional DEA assessments and complements the
technical and allocative efficiency measures with a
“price efficiency” measure. The targets obtained as
by-products of the assessment always correspond to
input and output combinations within the
production possibility set (PPS) and avoid prices
that are below the levels observed in the market.
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5
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B=G
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Pβ
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4
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7

8

P'β

9 10

Figure 1. Graphical illustration of efficiency
measurement
In Figure 1 the segments linking DMUs A, B,
C and D form the technically efficient frontier.
DMU E will be used to illustrate the efficiency
concepts. Its technical efficiency (TE) is given by
the ratio 0e 0E . A ratio less than one indicates that
it is possible to build a composite DMU, such as e,
that employs the same proportion of inputs (or
input mix) as the DMU assessed, and produces the
same output level using only a fraction of the
inputs.
Looking beyond TE, Farrell (1957) also
proposed a measure of cost efficiency, which is also
illustrated for DMU E. Its input prices are P1 =2 and
P2 =3. In order to assess CE, we have to specify an
isocost line (i.e., the broken line Pα Pα' , with
P1 ⋅ X1 + P2 ⋅ X 2 = k ), whose slope is equal to the
relative prices. The total cost (k) associated with a
given position of the isocost line can be reduced by
a parallel movement in a downward direction. The
isocost used for evaluating CE must be a tangent to
the frontier of the PPS. Note that further parallel
movement of the isocost towards the origin is
associated with reduced output. The CE assessment
is based on the radial distance between the actual
position of a DMU (within the PPS) and a point of
an isocost whose slope is equal to the relative prices
observed at the DMU. The point where this isocost
is a tangent to the production frontier identifies the
input combination corresponding to the minimal
cost of output production for the price levels at the
DMU under assessment.
The CE measure for DMU E is obtained as the
ratio of the minimal cost (associated with point C
on the frontier of the PPS) to the current cost at E,
both evaluated with the current prices at E.
Graphically the cost efficiency measure is given by
the ratio 0e' 0E , where e’ has the same cost as C,
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as both points lie on the same isocost whose slope
is equal to the ratio of prices at E.
The results of the DEA TE and CE measures
for the data set analysed are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. TE and CE measures for all DMUs
DMU
TE
CE (Farrell)
A
100%
76.0%
B
100%
90.5%
C
100%
100%
D
100%
95.0%
E
84.6%
70.4%
F
84.6%
70.4%
G
100%
82.4%

Shortcomings of the Farrell CE Measure
The shortcomings associated to the use of the
Farrell CE measure when price differ between
DMUs are illustrated exploring the measures
reported on Table 2.
We shall first compare the CE results of DMUs
E and F. Note that DMU F has the same input
levels as DMU E, but its prices are twice the value
of those at E. As the cost of production at F is twice
that at E, one could expect that the CE measure of F
would be half the CE measure of E. However, as
shown on Table 2, and noted in Tone (2002), the
CE measures are identical and equal to 0e' 0E and
0f ' 0F .
Another situation where the Farrell CE
measure gives ‘counter-intuitive’ results is
associated with DMUs B and G. Note that DMU B
has the same input levels of DMU G, but it pays
different prices, such that the total cost at B is
higher than at G (i.e., the total cost is 21 at B and
20.5 at G). Although we would expect that the
efficiency measure at B was lower than at G, the
CE value at B is 90.5% ( 0b' 0B ) and at G is only
83.4% ( 0g' 0G ). Note that the CE of DMU G is
evaluated against the isocost Pβ Pβ' as its relative
value of the input prices is different from the other
DMUs.
These examples illustrate that the Farrell CE
measure must be interpreted as a measure of the
potential cost reduction achievable for the current
prices paid at a DMU. As a consequence of the
‘fixed prices’ assumption, the Farrell CE measure
only reflects input efficiency, i.e., the potential cost
reduction achievable through input adjustments,
keeping prices at the current levels. In conclusion,
this section showed that when prices differ between
the DMUs, the Farrell CE does not reflect the
differential between the total cost of a DMU and
the minima l cost of output production observed in
the data set analysed.
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Recent Developments
To overcome the limitations of the Farrell CE
measure in the presence of price differences
between the DMUs, Tone (2002) proposed the
evaluation of the DMUs based on the definition of a
new production possibility set. This PPS consists of
a transformation of the input variables from the
input quantity space (i.e., X j = ( x ij ,..., x mj ) ∈ ℜ m
where x ij is the quantity of input i (i = 1,…,m) at
DMU j (j=1,…,n)) to the input cost space (i.e.,
X j = ( x ij,...,x mj ) ∈ ℜ m , with x ij = (p ij ⋅ x ij ) ,
where p ij is the price of input i at DMU j ).
The Tone (2002) model for CE assessment is
shown in (1).

Minimal cost model (Tone, 2002)
m

Min

∑x

0
i

i =1
n

s.t.

∑x

(1)

0

ij λ j

= xi ,

i = 1,…,m

ij λ j

≥ y rj 0 ,

r = 1,…,s

j=1
n

∑y
j=1

λj ≥ 0,
0

xi ≥ 0 ,

j = 1,

n

i = 1,…m

The Tone CE measure is given by the ratio of
the minimal cost value obtain in (1) to the current
cost at DMU j0 , as follows:

m

Cost efficiency =

∑x

0*
i

i =1

(2)

m

∑p
i =1

ij0

xij0

As a consequence of the assessment in the cost
space, the Tone CE measure reflects the differential
between the cost of output production actually paid
at a DMU and the estimate of the minimal
production cost, based on the values observed in
other DMUs.
Table 3 compares the results of the traditional
DEA efficiency assessment with the results of the
Tone (2002) approach.
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Table 3. Comparison of the traditional DEA
efficiency measures with the Tone measures
DM
TE
TE
CE
CE
U
(DEA)
(Tone)
(Farrell)
(Tone)
A
100
100
76.0
76.0
B
100
96.0
90.5
90.5
C
100
100
100
100
D
100
100
95.0
95.0
E
84.6
75.9
70.4
70.4
F
84.6
37.9
70.4
35.2
G
100
82.4
82.4
92.7

assessment, particularly important in scenarios
where price adjustments are possible. When prices
are subject to variations, we propose an efficiency
assessment based on three efficiency dimensions:
technical efficiency, allocative efficiency and “price
efficiency”. This leads to a more comprehensive
efficiency assessment and to the definition of a new
overall efficiency measure (“economic efficiency”).

Note that the TE score of the Tone (2002)
model is different from the TE score of the original
DEA model (Charnes et al., 1978). As the PPS of
the Tone approach is defined in the cost space, the
Tone TE score is based on both input and cost
factors, whereas the DEA TE score is evaluated in
the input space, such that it is determined only by
the input levels. The interpretation of the TE
measure is not detailed in Tone (2002), although
the author reported that several papers adopted a
similar research direction, but so far as the author
knows, none has explicitly pointed out the
differences existing between the two approaches.

Economic efficiency measures the ability to
produce current outputs at minimal cost, evaluated
with the minimal input prices observed under the
current market conditions.

The Tone CE measure reflects the ratio
between the minimal cost observed in the data set
and the current cost at each DMU. In this
illustrative example the minimal cost was observed
in DMU C and it is equal to 19. Using DMU F as
an example, for this DMU the Tone CE measure is
equal to 19/54 = 35.2%. This measure reflects the
differential between the current cost at the DMU
(54) and the minimal cost of output production
(19), estimated from the cost values observed in
other DMUs.
The Tone CE value could alternatively be
obtained from a standard DEA model for TE
assessment collapsing the original data on input
quantities and input prices to amsingle input, equal
to total input cost, i.e., X j =
x ij ∈ ℜ . The use
of the standard DEA model has
i =1 the advantage of
allowing a computationally simpler calculation of
efficiency. However, it does not provide byproducts related to the targets of individual inputs,
which can only be obtained using the Tone (2002)
model.

∑

CE ASSESSMENT ALLOWING FOR PRICE
ADJUSTMENTS
The aim of this section is the enhancement of
CE assessments relaxing the assumption of fixed
prices at each DMU, associated to the Farrell CE
concept.
The novelty of our approach is the introduction
of a new dimension to the DEA efficiency

The economic efficiency measure developed in
this paper and its components of price efficiency
and Farrell CE can be defined more precisely as
follows:

Farrell cost efficiency reflects the ability to
produce the current outputs at the minimal cost,
given the current price levels at each DMU. It
represents inefficiency associated with the input
levels, and can be decomposed into technical
efficiency and allocative efficiency.
Price efficiency captures the extent to which
the DMUs have adequate input prices under the
current market conditions. Inefficiencies associated
with overpayment of resources can be captured by
this measure.
The decomposition of economic efficiency is
portrayed in Figure 2.
In the remainder of this paper, the minimal cost
with minimal market prices will be called the
Target Budget of the DMU. It is equal to the cost of
producing the current output levels with the
minimal input prices associated with the market
conditions where the DMU operates. For example,
the Target Budget of the DMUs on Table 1 is the
equal to 16.5. Note that the isocost line based on
the minimal prices (P1 =1.5 and P2 =3) would be
tangent to the frontier of the PPS between points C
and D, where the cost of production, evaluated with
these prices is equal to 16.5.
Figure 2. Economic efficiency components
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The concepts of economic efficiency, Farrell
CE and price efficiency measures are summarised
in expressions (3), (4) and (5).

The value of the price efficiency is obtained
residually from expression (8):

Price efficiency
Minimal cost with minimal prices
Current cost

Economic eff. =

Farrell CE =

Minimal cost with current prices
Current cost

(4)

Minimal cost with minimal prices

Price eff. =

(3)

(5)

Minimal cost with current prices

The Target Budget of a DMU j0 is obtained
solving model (6), where p min
represents the
i
minimal price of input i under the market
conditions where DMU j0 operates. The decision
variables of model (6) are x 0i and λ j , where x 0i
are the target input levels of DMU j0 and λ j are
the multipliers that define a linear combination
between the peer (efficient) DMUs on the frontier
of the PPS. Economic efficiency is then obtained as
the ratio of the Target Budget (i.e., the optimal
solution to model (6)) to the current cost at
DMU j0 .

Model for deriving the Target Budget

TB j0 = Min

(6)

m

∑p

min 0
i xi

i =1

n

s.t.

∑x

ij λ j

= x 0i ,

i = 1,…,m

ij λ j

≥ y rj 0 ,

r = 1,…,s

j=1
n

∑y
j=1

λj ≥ 0,
x 0i

≥0,
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j0

=

Economic efficiency
Farrell CE

j0

(8)

j0

Note that in a DEA study involving a large
number of DMUs, they may be operating in a few
markets with different characteristics. In this case,
the minimal input prices (p min
) considered in the
i
assessment of DMU j0 should have been observed
in other DMUs operating under similar market
conditions.
The difference between the Fare et al. (1985)
model for Farrell CE measurement and model (6)
for economic efficiency measurement is that the
latter computes the minimal cost based on minimal
market prices instead of the prices currently paid at
each DMU.
The main difference between our approach and
the Tone (2002) approach is that although the latter
also relaxes the assumption of fixed prices, it
assesses the DMUs in the cost space. This implies
that both the TE and CE measures of Tone (2002)
are different from the traditional DEA TE and CE
measures. The approach developed in this paper
can be used as an extension to the DEA TE and
Farrell CE assessments. It analyses separately the
input levels and their prices, which results in a clear
distinction between input efficiency and price
efficiency. Also, the targets obtained as by-products
of our efficiency assessment are associated with
input-output combinations within the production
possibility set and avoids prices that are below the
levels observed in the market where the DMUs
operate. These properties of the input and price
targets are not guaranteed by the Tone approach.

j=1,…,n

EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION

i = 1,…m

This section illustrates the cost efficiency
measurement methods discussed in this paper with
the analysis of bank branch activity. The empirical
results reported correspond to the analysis of 144
branches from a Portuguese commercial bank.

Economic efficiency is then obtained as the
ratio of minimum cost with minimal market prices
(i.e., the optimal solution to model (6)) to the
current cost at DMU j0 , as follows:
m

Economic efficiency

j0 =

∑p

min 0*
i xi

i =1
m

∑p
i =1

(7)
ij0

x ij

0

The objective of the DEA model is the
identification of potential ways of reducing branch
operational costs through staff adjustments. These
cost savings should be achieved without affecting
the services provided to customers. The DEA
model includes four inputs and four outputs, which
reflect the workload of branch staff for the
provision of services to account holders.
The output set includes the total value of
deposits, total value of loans, total value of off-
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balance sheet business negotiated at the branch
(e.g., sales of investment funds, insurances of
capitalisation, or other types of cross-selling
activities) and the number of general service
transactions processed during the year under
analysis.
In relation to the input set, staff is the branch
key resource, as personnel expenses represent about
75% of the total operating costs. The input set of
the DEA model separates the employees in three
categories according to their functions. The fourth
input considered refers to other operational costs,
excluding staff costs (e.g., outside business
services, commissions paid and other operational
costs). In summary, the input-output set used is as
follows:
Inputs:
•

No. of branch / account managers.

•

No. of admin./commercial staff.

•

No. of tellers.

•

Operational costs (excl. staff costs).

Outputs:
•

Total value of deposits.

•

Total value of loans.

•

Total value off-balance business.

•

No. of general service transactions.

The input prices were measured by the
average salary and fringe benefits for each category
of branch staff. The prices were analysed in detail
prior to the efficiency assessment, separating the
branches into four different regions within Portugal,
according to the bank’s internal structure of
network management. The analysis concluded that
there are differences in input prices between the
regions, as well as a large spread of prices within
each region. The remainder of this section reports
the results of the efficiency assessment considering
both scenarios of prices fixed (leading to the
assessment of CE following Farrell concept) and
the scenario where price adjustments are possible
(leading to the use of the economic efficiency
measure developed in the previous section).
Cost Efficiency with Fixed Prices at each DMU
Table 4 shows the summary results of the
traditional DEA assessment.
Table 4. TE, allocative efficiency and CE
measures assuming fixed prices
Mean No.
efficient
DMUs
Farrell CE
69%
12
Allocative eff.
85%
12
Technical eff.
81%
41
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Table 4 indicates that the branches have
significant scope for improvement of TE, since the
average TE measure is 81%. Also, their input mix
combination is not favourable to minimize costs in
light of the current prices, since the allocative
efficiency measure is only 85%. In order to become
fully efficient, these branches must reduce the input
levels used and, considering that the input prices
will maintain the current values, they should also
adjust the relative proportions between the inputs.
The Farrell CE measure shows that, on average, the
costs at each branch can be reduced to 69% of the
current level through input adjustments, given the
prices (salaries) current paid at the branch.
Cost Efficiency Assessment Allowing for Price
Adjustments
This section reports the results of the economic
efficiency assessment, which allows for price
adjustments. In terms of the branch network
analysed, this implies that salary adjustments are
possible. Although controllability of input prices is
an assumption rarely adopted in economics, in the
context of bank branch operational activity having
some control over prices is a realistic assumption.
Considering the input set defined in the assessment,
representing the number of employees at each
branch, salary adjustments are possible on filling
new posts and through negotiation with employees.
By focusing on changes to input prices instead of
input levels, our approach to CE assessment can
suggest salary reductions or freezes rather than
firing.
As the analysis of the distribution of input
prices in the four regions where the branches
operate suggested that the regions should be treated
as different markets, the Target Budget of each
branch was determined based on the minimal prices
observed in its own region. Table 5 shows the
summary results of economic efficiency and its
components for the branch network.
Table 5. Efficiency measures allowing for price
adjustments
Mean No.
efficient
DMUs
Economic eff.
56%
0
Price efficiency 82%
0
Farrell CE
69%
12
The results above indicate that if the branches
could pay their inputs at the minimal price observed
in other branches in their region, the cost would be,
on average, only 82% of the Farrell cost target, and
only 56% of the branch current costs. It can be
noted that 100% price efficiency has not been
observed in any branch, which indicates that none
paid the minimal market prices for all inputs.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored the assessment of cost
efficiency in scenarios where price adjustments are
possible.
Its main contribution can be stated both in
terms of the novel developments to the DEA
method and the managerial implications of
enhancing CE assessments to include broader
assumptions regarding input prices. The models
were developed considering an assessment under
constant returns to scale.
In terms of the novel developments to the DEA
method, the main contribution of this paper was the
development of an enhanced model for the
assessment of CE in scenarios where price
adjustments are possible, such that the DMUs are
evaluated based on the ability to produce with
minimal cost. In these circumstances, in order to
become efficient, the DMUs may have to adjust
both input and price levels. The inefficiencies
associated with overpayment of resources are
reflected by the “price efficiency” measure
developed in this paper. This measure captures the
extent to which costs are increased due to paying
prices above the minimal levels observed in other
DMUs. This new efficiency dimension should be
considered an extension to the DEA technical and
allocative efficiency measures, and should be used
in scenarios where the decision maker has some
discretion in defining the input prices at the DMUs.
The use of our approach, as an alternative to the
approach developed in Tone (2002), is particularly
recommended when it is important to distinguish
between input and price related inefficiencies.
In terms of the manageria l implications of the
efficiency assessment in a real world application,
the results of the bank branch assessment allowing
for price adjustments showed that the major cause
of cost increase is due to paying salaries above the
minimal values observed in other branches
operating in the same market. The attainment of
economic efficiency involves adjustment to the
number of employees at each branch as well as to
their salaries. The network costs could be reduced
to 58% of current levels through the elimination of
both input and price related inefficiencies. The
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input inefficiencies, evaluated with the Farrell CE
measure, represent, on average, 31% of the branch
costs. The adjustment of input prices could reduce
further the branch total costs, such that minimal
cost target is, on average, 18% below the Farrell CE
target.
These results indicated the presence of
considerable cost inefficiencies in this network. An
explanation for the presence of such large
inefficiencies may be the fact that cost efficiency is
not the sole driver in the management of the
operational activity of branch networks. Other
targets, related to marketing issues, quality of
service, and financial gains from the intermediation
activity may be given priority over the achievement
of cost efficiency in branches’ operational activity.
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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this paper is to discover the relative efficiency of the public institutes on
economics research in Mexico City during 1997 to 2002 using the Data Envelopment Analysis. One more
objective is to verify relative inefficiency presence between the public institutes on economics research due
that the public production usually is obtained in monopoly situations. We argue that the relative efficiency
of the public institutes on economics research in Mexico City during this period has been varied and
heterogeneous. In this work we offer an only, unpublished and reliable database of the productive activity
from the Mexican researchers on economics.

INTRODUCTION
The State has four important functions inside the
economic activity of a country, namely, the
regulatory function, the designative function, the
redistributive function and the stabilizing function.
In relation with the designative function this one
considers the role that the State has in the
production of goods and services. Dice to that some
emergent trends in economics assure that the future
of a country’s wealth takes root in the investment
and development in education, science and
technology, the production that these goods
represent for the State is transcendental.
Particulary, the influence of science and technology
depend altogether on the investment in ResearchDevelopment (R&D) and education. Two of the
most elementary characteristics of scientific
research are their high degree of risk and
investment, reason why the State is the one in
charge to provide that good due to the incapacity of
market. Fundamental part in the research relapses
into the economics science since it studies the
optimization of national resources as well as the
correct and equitable administration of goods. The
public production usually is obtained in monopoly
situations, which supposes a competition absence
that implies the non-existence of incentives facing
fomenting an efficient production, therefore, the
problem that is tried to approach is to know which
has been the relative and partial efficiency from the

Mexican State al to generate economics research by
means of its specialized institutions using a
technique called Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) in a temporary cut of six years applied in
Mexico City where the greater amount of that
production is concentrated.
The general objective is to provide a study that
reveals the relative and partial efficiency that the
Mexican State has performed on economics
research through its institutions in charge for this
end along six years in Mexico City. This will
generate in consequence, between other elements,
to rely on an additional analysis to the used ones
traditionally for evaluating the public organisations,
to provide one more instrument to the managers in
science and technology to project future
investments or policies in what concerns the
economics research, to allow to identify the
problems presented during the performance, to
analyze them and to explain them by means of the
proportionate information, to determine elements
that contribute to the establishment of criteria to
improve the organization and functioning of
activities from research and to offer an unique and
reliable database of productive activity from
researchers on economics.
METHODOLOGY
To be able to determine the relative technical
efficiency (ratio that measures the optimal relation
between inputs and outputs) and partial of public
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institutes on economics research it was considered
to use the technique DEA that measures and
evaluates the performance by units establishing
comparatively its levels of productivity. The form
in which it will be evaluated the Mexican State will
be through its research centres taking like
fundamental elements its designed researchers
(inputs) and their main products, namely, individual
books and articles (outputs). Because DEA is a
technique of purely quantitative character and to be
able to obtain a possible study most equitable,
given the great heterogeneity that the researchers on
economics maintain, it was decided to homogenize
so much the quantitative as qualitative questions of
products of researchers basing on official criteria
like those of the National System of Researchers
(NSR). This system only recognizes all those
dedicated researchers to produce scientific
knowledge of quality (subjective criterion granted
by means of the evaluation by peers) granting them
the appointment of national researcher. The NRS is
part of the National Council of Science and
Technology (NCST) that in turn relies on a system
named Integrated System of Information on
Scientific and Technological Research (ISISTR)
that provides the bibliometric indicators before
mentioned generated by the researchers members of
the NSR.
In the ISISTR are located the researchers by region,
by field of knowledge and by institution to
subsequently extract their production per year.
Once obtained the bibliometric indicators DEA is
applied to them annually to obtain hereby an
enveloping curve (optimum frontier) and thus to
determine so much to the most efficient producing
units as the general performance. The present work
is limited by lack the historical events that were
developed throughout the period of study in the
public institutes on economics research and thus to
give explanatory conclusions from the productive
performances of each institute. This misfortune was
given mainly, in some cases, by the lack of
available information of each centre, managing to
obtain as trustworthy sources the own working
reports from the directors in shift. In other cases
these sources were non-existent or they were cut in
some years or they were incomplete. The previous
thing forced us to reject this element and to relying
on the kindness that DEA provides us. In spite of
that constraint, this work allows us to provide an
explanatory model of the characteristics of the
production in economics research to identify so
much the best ones as the worse performances, to
determine objectives to future, to assign or to
rearrange the resources and to monitor changes in
the efficiency throughout the time.
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APPLICATION OF DEA TO THE PUBLIC
INSTITUTES ON ECONOMICS RESEARCH
IN MEXICO CITY
The public centres are define as all those
organisations or official establishments that take
care to serve concrete and/or to execute total a
certain objective being financed whole or partially
with public resources from Mexican government.
Relating to economics research, it is considered that
one that has for objective realize intellectual,
experimental, basic, applied or analysis activities,
in a systematic way in order to increase the
knowledge in the science that studies the most
effective methods to satisfy the material human
necessities, by means of the employment of scanty
goods. Therefore, the evaluation target will be all
those entities financed by the Mexican State that
they have as intention to extend the knowledge in
the economics science located in Mexico City for
the specified temporary period.
Given the specificity of this research it was
considered that to obtain the necessary information
we only consider those research centres that should
possess, at least, one member of the NRS, resulting
the following ones: Centre for Teaching and
Research on Economics (CTRE), the College of
Mexico (CM), National Polytechnic Institute (NPI)
considering its Superior School of Economy (SSE)
and its Professional Interdisciplinary Unit of
Engineering, Administrative and Social Sciences
(PIUEASS), Metropolitan Autonomous University
(MAU) considering its three units: Azcapotzalco
(A), Iztapalapa (I) and Xochimilco (X), National
Autonomous University of Mexico (NAUM)
considering its Faculty of Economy (FE), its
Faculty of Superior Studies Acatlan (FSSA), its
Institute for Economics Research (IER) and its
Academic Unit of the Professional Cycles and
Postgraduate Course (AUPCPC). 1 The reasons of
determining
the
previous
criterion
are
fundamentally that, given not to rely on an own
parameter to establish the quality of production in
economics research of previous centres, the NSR
provides us that indispensable qualitative degree to
rely on a more homogenous and equitable study.
The recognition that grants the NSR is National
Researcher. This distinction symbolizes the quality
and prestige from scientific contributions.
Talking once again about DEA we have that it
envelopes to a set of Decision-Making Unit (DMU)
within a hypothetical frontier that represents the
"best practice" to reach. This frontier will serve as
1

The AUPCPC disappeared in 1998 reason why their
researchers were annexed to the FE. In the matter of not
having found sufficient and complete information from
AUPCPC we took the decision to annex it to the FE in
relation to the bibliometric data of its researchers.
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reference to calculate the efficiency ratios from the
rest of DMU’s. In our case, the DMU’s will be the
public institutes on economics research. This
frontier must be understood in an empirical sense.
Formally the DEA uses techniques of mathematical
programming when considering multiple inputs and
outputs. The following DEA exercise will use only
one input and two outputs. This is justified for two
reasons. First, constructing a database that includes
all outputs generated per researcher (as book
chapters, teaching hours, training human capital
hours, seminaries, working papers, etc.) it would
entail to an extremely arduous work thinking that in
2002 133 National Researchers existed in Mexico
City and that nowadays does not exist a source
available that provides those statistical data, reason
why we would have to construct it manually.
Second, the products derived from the research on
economics are not only based on one input, exist
other many factors that contribute to it, like
scholarship holders, installations, bibliographical
material, data processing equipment, institutional
supports, etc; for what we would need to obtain
also all that difficult information.
With the use of DEA to our exercise we try to
obtain a non-parametric frontier since a functional
form is not postulated; only we find a set of
efficient DMU’s obtaining the enveloping curve by
means of lineal combinations. Also, DEA technique
considers that the efficiency estimated for each
DMU has a relative character, since the inclusion of
a new DMU, although it never can elevate the
efficiency ratios from the rest of DMU’s found
previously, it can worsen them since a new built-in
DMU can display a better performance than the rest
if it is including in the frontier. The first step for an
evaluation using the DEA technique requires the
definition of the DMU’s to using as well as of
inputs and outputs. Moreover, the DMU’s to be
compared must be similar in its inputs and outputs.
The similarities that we will take into account
between our DMU’s are that the public institutes on
economics research realize, besides other diverse
functions, research. As well, our DMU’s take part
only with their researchers members to the NSR.
Finally we have that those researchers generate two
products in common: individual articles and books.
From the previous thing let’s consider the obtained
bibliometric database. Since NRS is a system
coordinated by NCST, the database was constructed
from the information that it was possible to extract
from ISISTR that belongs as well to NCST. As they
define themselves, the ISISTR is a system that
favors the advantage of the capacities from the
Mexican system of science and technology to bring
solution of great national problems, of companies
and proper government. The ISISTR provides
information about the researchers from the NSR as
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articles,
technological
developments,
book
chapters, memories in extenso, books, working
papers, dissertations, patents, book reviews,
directed theses or translations. Nowadays that
information has a series of anomalies, most
important are the referring ones to the detailed
information of products from research and the
available years in which they were realized, in a
way that of the 133 analyzed researchers, only two
researchers had the complete information as for the
title of their articles and books, years in which these
were published and in the cas e of first, the reviews
where they were disclosed. For the rest, only the
simple title of the article was mentioned reason
why the arduous work was undertaken to
investigate the year of its publication, and in many
cases, comparing if it was not identical to other that
provides the ISISTR (from the same author) that
was titled equal but in English, French, Portuguese
and even in German; it caused naturally that it was
necessary to consider only one.
Another obstacle was that when we could not locate
with certainty a year of publication of an article and
had to compare physically in its review of origin,
that review was very difficult to obtain since in
some libraries, or they were in loan or they did not
exist in the country. In the case of books, in the
ISISTR are presented mixed with collective books
or coordinated books reason why we had to purify
one by one to obtain only individual books. Finally
the whole arduous bibliometric construction
generated 142 individual books and 1,447 articles.
Given the previous anomalies, in relation to the
researchers from the NSR we had to compare in
every public institute from when to when the
researchers whom the ISISTR mentions were
laboring (or belonging to the NSR). Instead of to
have found an alternating source of information we
faced the null existence of data referring to the
economists who have belonged to the NSR from
1997 to 2002; the only centre that only had this
elaborated information was the CTRE, the other 9
institutes or simply did not have absolutely
anything or at least from 1999 or 2000. Therefore,
with information of ISISTR and the successfully
obtained personally we could construct the total
number of researchers members of the NSR from
1997 to 2002 per institute.
Next we will proceed to analyze the public
institutes by means of DEA to technically evaluate
the productivity of each institute in every year of
our period of study.
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Figure 1: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 1997
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Figure 2: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 1998
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The graphical analysis of DEA shows that
technically the best DMU’s in productivities in
articles and books were MAU-X and NAUM-IER
according to the results that the table 1 shows (see
the Appendix).

The relative efficiencies for the rest of the DMU’s
are the following:
NAUM-FSSA=94.92%,
NAUM-IER=61.49%,
MAU-I=51.53%,
MAU-A=44.53%,
CTRE=43.39%,
NAUM-FE=31.94%
and
CM=25.69%.

Those DMU’s, being the ones that obtained the
“best practices”, will be the institutes of reference
to evaluate the relative efficiency of the other
DMU’s, that is to say, with MAU-X and NAUM IER we construct the enveloping curve of all the
observations and thus we will establish the optimal
frontier (or efficient frontier) of which each DMU
will have its distance and therefore its relative
efficiency. In relative terms, MAU-X and NAUMIER possess an efficiency of 100% as well as any
point on the frontier.

Figure 3: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 1999

MAU-A=89.39%, NAUM-FE=82.21%, MAUI=79.50%, NAUM-FSSA=56.71%, CTRE=36.46%,
CM=20.83% and NPI-SSE=18.90%.
Definitively, as much MAU-I as NAUM -IER were
the DMU’s that did more with less, that is to say,
they were the most efficient in relation to the rest of
the DMU’s. In contrast, the NPI-SSE was the DMU
that adopted the most inefficient mechanisms to
transform its inputs.
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The relative efficiencies for the rest of the DMU’s
are
the
following:
NAUM-IER=87.67%,
CTRE=85.92%,
MAU-A=84.29%,
NPISSE=80.00%,
MAU-X=54.49%,
NAUM FE=53.33% and CM=53.00%.
Figure 4: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 2000
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The relative efficiencies for the rest of the DMU’s
are the following: MAU-I=95.56%, NPIPIUEASS=80.00%, CTRE=71.67%, CM=68.42%,
NAUM-FE=42.29%, MAU-X=41.33%, MAUA=35.56% and NAUM-IER=21.00%.
Figure 5: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 2001
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The relative efficiencies for the rest of the DMU’s
are the following: CTRE=73.08%, CM=40.83%,
NAUM-FSSA=33.33%, MAU-I=30.00%, NAUM FE=21.90%, MAU-X=18.75%, NPI-SSE=16.67%,
MAU-A=14.81% and NAUM-IER=11.67%.
Figure 6: Productive performances in articles and
books per DMU, 2002
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The relative efficiencies for the rest of the DMU’s
are the following:
MAU-I=66.91%, NAUM-FSSA=57.69%, MAUA=52.40%, NAUM-FE=42.59%, MAU-X=34.31%
and NAUM-IER=31.58%.

CONCLUSIONS
1. The productive characteristics that presented the
public institutes on economics research are the
following: in relation to articles we have that
MAU-X in 1998 was the institute with the highest
productivity that has been achieved. The institutes
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with major productivities per year were MAU-X
(1997-1998), NAUM-FSSA (1999-2000), NPIPIUEASS (2001) and CTRE (2002). The institute
that had the major unproductiveness was the NPISSE (1997 and 1999) and continued it CM (1998),
MAU-A (2000), MAU-X (2001) and NAUM-IER
(2002). In relation to books, the institutes that
achieved the maximum historical productivity were
NPI-SSE (1998 and 2002) and NPI-PIUEASS
(2001-2002). The institutes with the major
productivities per year were the NPI-SSE (1998,
2000 and 2002), MAU-I (1999) and NPI-PIUEASS
(2001-2002). This indicates us that is not necessary
condition to relay on an extensive group of
researchers to guarantee a good productivity since
between the most productive institutes does not
appear the NAUM-FE that practically counted in
the whole period with more researchers than the
rest. Finally, the best institute, productively
speaking and in terms of the relative efficiencies,
was NPI-SSE to have obtained the 100% three
times (1998, 2000 and 2002) they followed it
MAU-X, NAUM-FSSA and NPI-PIUEASS with
two times. In contrast, the worst institute was
NAUM-IER to have obtained the worst relative
efficiency in 2001 with 11.67%.
2. Analyzing each of the relative efficiencies in
every year we concluded that this was varied and
heterogeneous. Another of the purposes was to
identify the presence of relative inefficiency since
the public production usually is obtained in
monopoly situations. We used the inefficiency in
relative terms reason why if we consider the
DMU’s that were below the efficient frontiers from
1997 to 2002 we have the following averages of the
relative efficiencies per year: 54.9%, 50.5%,
68.4%, 57%, 29% and 47.6%. This in turn
generates an average of 51.2% in relative efficiency
for the six years reason why we deduce that relative
inefficiency existed since this average is very low.
3. The productivity was the central concept for the
evaluation of the institutes. Additionally to it, in
productivity terms, the processes are more
significant since they can define the productivity,
that is to say, the mechanisms and techniques that a
researcher uses to generate a product; while more
dynamic they are, greater efficiency will be able to
be reached, it without forgetting that it is possible
to associate so much the qualitative thing as the
quantitative thing. Likewise, the consolidation level
of the institute can play an important role in the
productivity of its researchers. The evaluation of
this factor in this work demonstrated that it is
neither decisive nor indispensable in terms of
productivity.
4. The DEA technique, when used as a means of
measuring technical efficiency, is highly suitable
for the evaluation of economics research
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performance. Also, this work was partial since we
only examined the researchers who are members of
the NSR and not to the total of the researchers. This
helped us to generate a study with reliable
quantitative and qualitative characteristics.
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APPENDIX
Table 1: Production and productivity in articles and books from the economists members of the
NRS in public institutes on economics research in Mexico City, 1997-2002
Institute
Researcher Articles Books Articles per Researcher Books per Researcher
1997
CM
21
21
2
1.00
0.10
CTRE
14
27
1
1.93
0.07
MAU-A
4
11
2
2.75
0.50
MAU-I
5
16
2
3.20
0.40
MAU-X
7
37
3
5.29
0.43
NAUM-FE
26
65
12
2.50
0.46
NAUM-FSSA
1
3
0
3.00
0.00
NAUM-IER
17
44
10
2.59
0.59
NPI-SSE
1
1
0
1.00
0.00
Total
96
225
32
2.34
0.33
1998
CM
19
36
1
1.89
0.05
CTRE
10
32
1
3.20
0.10
MAU-A
5
15
1
3.00
0.20
MAU-I
5
19
0
3.80
0.00
MAU-X
8
59
3
7.38
0.38
NAUM-FE
27
57
4
2.11
0.15
NAUM-FSSA
1
7
0
7.00
0.00
NAUM-IER
17
42
8
2.47
0.47
NPI-SSE
1
2
1
2.00
1.00
Total
93
269
19
2.89
0.20
1999
CM
20
49
3
2.45
0.15
CTRE
14
59
3
4.21
0.21
MAU-A
8
22
3
2.75
0.38
MAU-I
8
14
5
1.75
0.63
MAU-X
14
45
1
3.21
0.07
NAUM-FE
33
56
8
1.70
0.24
NAUM-FSSA
1
7
0
7.00
0.00
NAUM-IER
19
41
9
2.16
0.47
NPI-SSE
2
1
1
0.50
0.50
Total
119
294
33
2.47
0.28
2000
CM
19
51
2
2.68
0.11
CTRE
12
36
1
3.00
0.08
MAU-A
9
9
1
1.00
0.11
MAU-I
9
15
4
1.67
0.44
MAU-X
15
24
1
1.60
0.07
NAUM-FE
35
46
4
1.31
0.11
NAUM-FSSA
1
5
0
5.00
0.00
NAUM-IER
20
21
0
1.05
0.00
NPI-PIUEASS
1
4
0
4.00
0.00
NPI-SSE
2
3
1
1.50
0.50
Total
123
214
14
1.74
0.11
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Table 1: Production and productivity in articles and books from the economists members of the
NRS in public institutes on economics research in Mexico City, 1997-2002 (Cont.)
Institute
Researcher Articles Books Articles per Researcher Books per Researcher
2001
CM
20
49
3
2.45
0.15
CTRE
13
57
2
4.38
0.15
MAU-A
9
8
1
0.89
0.11
MAU-I
10
18
3
1.80
0.30
MAU-X
16
9
3
0.56
0.19
NAUM-FE
35
46
3
1.31
0.09
NAUM-FSSA
1
2
0
2.00
0.00
NAUM-IER
20
14
1
0.70
0.05
NPI-PIUEASS
1
6
1
6.00
1.00
NPI-SSE
2
2
0
1.00
0.00
Total
127
211
17
1.66
0.13
2002
CM
20
62
6
3.10
0.30
CTRE
15
52
0
3.47
0.00
MAU-A
10
14
3
1.40
0.30
MAU-I
11
20
4
1.82
0.36
MAU-X
17
19
1
1.12
0.06
NAUM-FSSA
1
2
0
2.00
0.00
NAUM-FE
38
50
5
1.32
0.13
NAUM-IER
19
12
6
0.63
0.32
NPI-PIUEASS
1
2
1
2.00
1.00
NPI-SSE
1
1
1
1.00
1.00
Total
133
234
27
1.76
0.20
Source: Own elaboration from the ISISTR and personal compilation.
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ABSTRACT
Science Parks (SP's) have been a very good tool to create opportunities of development in
different aspects of technology. As a developing country, Iran has an approximately 2 decades of
experience in this regard. Not all SP's have been successful in Iranian context and of course in general.
The origin of the study goes back to the need of organizations playing major role in development
of SP's. As much costs incurred in creation of SP's, managers of different SP's should be well informed
from each other work.
In this paper appropriate inputs and outputs to benchmark SP's have been developed. Using an
apposite model from DEA pool, formulation has been formed and run in a computer program. The results
of the paper show that SP's can be developed in a better way by altering the relevant inputs and outputs
defined for benchmarking them. Furthermore, it is concluded that. SP's could be managed much better
than what today are managed.

ROLE OF SCINCE PARKS IN
DEVELOPMENT
SP's (including SP's and incubators) have
been a very good tool to create opportunities of
development indifferent aspects of technology.
Since the creation of this phenomenon in the
US, many countries commenced to develop
such places to achieve their goals in technology
and generally in deferent sciences.
SP's have been defined (International
association of SP's International Board, 2002) as
follows:
"A Science Park is an organization
managed by specialized professionals, whose
main aim is to increase the wealth of its
community by promoting the culture of
innovation and the competitiveness of its
associated businesses and knowledge-based
institutions.
To enable these goals to be met, a Science
Park stimulates and manages the flow of
knowledge
and
technology
amongst

universities, R&D institutions, companies and
markets; it facilitates the creation and growth of
innovation-based companies through incubation
and spin-off processes; and provides other
value-added services together with high quality
space and facilities."
SP's are almost a new idea in research and
development. The aim of SP's is to develop
technology and creating a suitable condition for
all kinds of innovation, use the creative
scientific and research potential of universities,
public and private owned research institutes and
industry owners in a single place in order to
transform the results of scientific and industrial
research to a creative and inventive technology
through an efficient and effective system of
collaboration. This should be led to develop the
country.
The missions and objectives of the SP's
have been different based on the kind of their
formation and the needs of countries.
Thirty years after formation of the first
research park in US, named Stanford, nowadays
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SP's are considered as a mechanism for
economic, technologic and social development
of countries and a commitment and
determination of countries searching excellence.
The role of Silicon Valley in USA,
Cambridge Park in UK, Tsukuba science city in
Japan, Science Park in Singapore and the
Korean Daidok in developing these countries
are a facilitating and mutation role.
Although these parks have demonstrated
many capabilities for enforcing economic
growth, but they are a long term solution and
need a one to two decade to overcome the poor
national and regional economies. Totally the
rate of failure of SP's is high and there is some
exa ggeration about their economic impacts.
SP's are not a general solution for
promoting economic development through
technology leadership, but they are a section of
a harmonized, innovative and intelligent
strategic plan based on national and regional
capabilities for development.
Many SP's begin their formation from a
business incubator. Business incubators have
been a successful experience for creating and
developing technology based companies and
extending new markets. Incubators are one of
the most appropriate means for development,
especially development based on small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME), technology
and reinforcing private sectors in short time.
General development is dependent on
SME's to some extent. The share of small
businesses in creating jobs is very higher than
large companies. More than half of the major
innovations have been created by them. These
SME's are more efficient in research and
development (R&D) in comparison with large
companies. More than 90% of small businesses
failed in first five years because of little capital
and lack of competent management. Incubators
create a climate that the public and private
resources can merged to fulfill the needs of
businesses through their critical stages of
growth. The rate of success for businesses
which have been in incubators is 70%.
SP'S IN IRAN; PAST PERFORMANCE
AND FUTURE TRENDS
As a developing country, Iran has an
approximately two decades of experience in
SP's.
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Especially in past five years many projects
have been defined in this regard and there is a
list of more than hundred projects among them
are science cities , SP's and incubators in
different provinces of the country such as
Isfahan, Tehran, East Azerbaijan and Fars, etc.
Most entities called SP's have been
developed under this overspread name, but in
reality while doing the study authors came to
this conclusion that most of them are incubators
established under the name of SP's. Many of
them had the plan of a science park but they had
started from an incubator.

Necessity of evaluation of SP's
One of the main issues related to SP's is
their assessment after creating them.
Many organizations involving SP's in Iran
do not know the efficiency of the activities they
do and how their deeds can be improved
through benchmarking of their programs. Not
all SP's have been successful in Iranian context
and of course in general.
Based on the experiences of Iran the
authors have had some results and conclusions
mentioned below:
• There is not a systematic organizing in
planning of SP's and incubators in the
national level.
• There is not comprehensive and
sufficient laws, regulations, criteria and
guidelines related to SP's at national
level.
• The developers and planners of the first
SP's have not been trained and not very
familiar with the concepts.
• There is not clear vision, specific plans
and quantified objectives.
• There are some parallel and repetitive
activities in different ministries at
national level. Every ministry follows its
plans in this regard separately, not with a
holistic approach. The relations of these
projects with the macro development
strategy of the country are not clear and
especially interactions between projects
are not defined.
• There is not a totally successful
experience at national level and so the
criteria of the success have not been
defined.
• The feasibility study of many experiences
has not been done.
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• In many experiences the focus has been
on hard wares and there have not been
sufficient considerations to other
dimensions of developing SP's such as
soft wares, human wares and specially
management aspects.
• Mechanical and imperfect benchmarking
from the experiences of other countries is
another problem in developing SP's in
Iran.
• etc
Based on the above results, one of the main
problems of SP's experience in Iran is the lack
of a mechanism and criteria for evaluating the
performance of these entities.
Design and implement an evaluation
system for measuring the relative efficiency of
SP's can help to overcome abovementioned
problems. It also helps to stronger and wider
communication between SP's and benchmarking
successful experiences and learns from each
other. The results of analysis also help to
manipulate the inputs, outputs or even to modify
or reengineer the processes in the SP's to
increase the relative effic iency of them. These
actions will also help the planners and
organizers of similar projects in the future to
gradually improve and enhance the efficiency
and effectiveness of developing SP's projects in
the national level.
The origin of this study goes back to the
need of organizations playing major role in
development of SP's. As much costs incurred in
creation of SP's, managers of different SP's
should be well informed from each other work.
So we need a very useful means to
measure the relative efficiency of SP's in Iran
and benchmarking them with each other to
minimize costly consequences of blinded-eye
developed SP's.
Industrial Management Institute (IMI) as
the biggest consulting company in Iran had a
project to develop strategies for establishing
SP's in Iran. The client was Industrial
Development and Renovation Organization of
Iran (IDRO) which is the biggest holding
company in Iran. Within the scope of the
project, authors realized (IMI's Reports to
IDRO, 2003) poor performance of developed
SP's.
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MET HODS AND CRITERIA FO R
EVALUATION OF SP'S AND
INCUBATORS
Unfortunately there is not a comprehensive
and critical evaluation of SP's and in many
countries they are considered as a perfect and
fully sound solution. One of the major reasons
of the lack of such evaluations is the variety of
these parks based on form and function. SP's are
different from each other based on their size,
structure, kind and volume of jobs created,
objectives and history.
On the other hand SP's have many common
features and specifications that they are
considered and studied as a unique concept
There is not a standard method for
evaluation of success or failure of a SP or
incubator. In many cases the jobs created and
the revenues are considered as the evaluation
factors. We must also consider factors such as
technology
transfer
and
technological
capabilities development in the regional level.
The story of success in many world experiences
shows that a mix of factors is effective in the
success of a SP and we need some patience for
reaching long term benefits.
We can evaluate the performance of SP's
based on two methods. First we can assess a
park individually. How much is the extent of
success? These achievements are measured
based on factors such as the number of
companies or persons in the SP, profit, amount
of unoccupied positions in the park.
The second method, which is more basic, is
the measurement of achievements of SP's in
comparison with an external issue such as
increase in the rate of occupational or increase
of export to other regions and countries from the
SP.
It is difficult to separate regional
development from its impact on national level.
Also these two kinds of evaluation are much
related to each other and it is difficult to
distinguish them. The planners or policy makers
(in comparison with developers) more
emphasize on second method.
There is also another way for evaluating a
SP through comparing the performance of
companies which are in the SP's with similar
companies out of the SP. The rate of technology
transfer, the level of innovation and financial
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success of companies are typical criteria for this
comparison.
The authors survey (IMI's Reports to
IDRO, 2003) shows that in spite of tendency of
tenants to communicate and interact with
researchers and universities in Sweden, but in
practice there are no reports on the more
relation of these companies with researchers and
universities in comparison with similar
companies out of SP's.
The results of another study in Sweden on
nine parks have shown that there is not any
objective evidence on the relation between
presence in SP's and profitability.
The success of a SP is also depending on
the environment which the SP exists. The SP's
near the R&D centers region have more chance
to succeed.
Quantifying the economic and financial
impacts of a SP is very sophisticated because
there is not a constant definition of success
and/or a standard method for evaluating the
impacts on economy.
The evaluation of a SP has a close
relationship with factors like objectives of SP,
capitals for creation of SP and the local
economic situation. The traditional factors are:
number of tenants, number of jobs created,
number of employees and researchers, amount
of added value to local economy, amount of
impact on regional economy, share of tenants on
tax and other payment in region, amount of
increase in acre price, rate of return on
investment (ROI), new developed businesses,
investment, increase in wages in region,
increase in indirect jobs created, increase in
sales, etc.
The other criteria are qualitative such as:
environmental and social impact of SP's , share
of SP's in development, increase in quality of
life , the negative impacts like traffic jam and
irrational growth of suburb and decreasing the
quality of air and water, access to public
transportation, access to supply chain, access to
venture
capital,
access
to
advanced
communication media, access to infrastructure,
access to universities, increase in hope of
tenants for existence and growth, educate of
recently formed companies, etc.
There are also new criteria for knowledge
based
economy
and
information
and
communication era.
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While evaluating SP's, we must focus on
the value added that the SP or incubators give to
their tenants. We must also consider the
stakeholders of SP's or incubators including
sponsors, government, entrepreneurs and
management.
DEA BASICS
Data
envelopment
analysis
(DEA),
occasionally called frontier analysis, was first
introduced in the literature in 1978 (Charnes et
al.1978). It is an empirically based methodology
that eliminates the need for some of the
assumptions and limitations of traditional
efficiency measurement approaches. It was
originally intended for use as a performance
measurement tool for organizations that lacked
a profit motivation, e.g., not-for-profit and
governmental organizations. It is a linear
programming-based technique for evaluating
the performance of administrative units.
Examples of such decision making units
(DMUs) to which DEA has been applied are:
banks, mutual founds, police stations, hospitals,
tax offices, defense bases, insurance companies,
schools, libraries and university departments.
However, since its introduction, it has been
developed and expanded for a variety of uses in
for-profit as well as not-for-profit situations.
DEA can handle multiple inputs and
multiple outputs as opposed to other techniques
such as ratio analysis or regression. The
performance of a unit is evaluated by comparing
its performance with the best performing units
of the sample. Best performing units form the
efficiency frontier. If the unit is not on the
efficiency frontier it is considered to be
inefficient. Hence, DEA is called frontier
analysis. The aim of DEA is to quantify the
distance to the efficient frontier for every DMU.
The measure of performance is expressed in the
form of efficiency score. After the evaluation of
the relative efficiency of the present set of units,
the analysis shows how inputs and outputs have
to be changed in order to maximize the
efficiency of the target DMU. DEA suggest the
benchmark for each inefficient DMU at the
level of its individual mix of inputs and outputs.
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes proposed that
each unit should be allowed to adopt the most
favorable set of weights. The linear program
solution technique will attempt to make the
efficiency of the unit as large as possible. This
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search procedure will terminate when some of
the efficiencies hit 1.
PROCESS OF THE STUDY
This paper is based on a study which has
been done through the following steps:
Literature review of SP's' performance
Choosing DEA as basic model for the study
Defining inputs and outputs
Developing appropriate questionnaire to
obtain required information
Analyzing data
Putting data into DEA's formulation
Analyzing results and conclusion
As steps above show, the study has been
carried out by questionnaire methodology. In
some cases, for more clarity and correction of
the data gathered, interviews have been done.
APPROPRIATE MODEL
Based on the nature of the inputs and
outputs of the study, the authors have chosen
the version of DEA which is introduced by the
Banker, Charnes, and Cooper (BCC) (1984).
The primary difference between this model and
the CCR (Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes (1978))
model is the treatment of returns to scale. The
CCR version bases the evaluation on constant
returns to scale. The BCC version is more
flexible and allows variable returns to scale.
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
The inputs and outputs used in DEA define
the basis to be used for assessing the DMU's
concerned, and so they must be determined with
great care. In principle, all inputs and outputs
relevant to the function of the DMU's should be
included. In practice, data availability may
affect the choice of inputs and outputs. Where
data for an input or output are not available, the
possibility must be examined of using a
surrogate for which data are available or can be
obtained relatively easily.
DEA gives the weights of inputs and
outputs leading to the calculated efficiency. If
represented graphically, for a given set of units,
the efficient DMU's form the frontier that
encloses the inefficient ones (the whole data
set). Hence the name of analysis - data
envelopment analysis. So, the efficient units use
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its mix of inputs better than inefficient ones or
the efficient units manage to produce more
outputs using a given mix of inputs. An inputoriented measure quantifies the input reduction,
which is necessary for a DMU to become
efficient, holding the output constant. Similarly,
an output-oriented measure quantifies the
necessary output expansion, holding the input
constant. A non-oriented measure quantifies the
improvements when both inputs and outputs can
be modified simultaneously. DEA suggest the
creation of virtual unit B’ for the inefficient unit
B. B’ lies on the efficient frontier and is the best
practice for unit B, if it aims to be efficient. The
outputs and inputs of such a virtual unit are
linear combinations of corresponding outputs
and inputs of all other units. Thus DEA gives
inputs/outputs targets for inefficient units – a
benchmarks. The benchmark represents the peer
group for the inefficient DMU.
Since the technique was first proposed
much theoretical and empirical work has been
done. Many studies have been published dealing
with applying DEA in real-world situations. The
most important task is to determine the proper
set of inputs and outputs for the observed units.
One of the strengths of DEA is the fact that
inputs and outputs can be measured in different
units for example dollars, square meters,
number of staff, etc. The analysis can be run
using one input and several outputs or vice
versa estimating one output produced by
multiple inputs. DEA can be run with a very
small data set, as is the case in this paper.
The first and probably most difficult step in
efficiency evaluation is to decide which inputs
and outputs data should be included.
The inputs or outputs that can be controlled
by the DMUs are called “standard” or
“discretionary” variables. “Nondiscretionary”
variables are beyond the control of SP's.
Apart from their availability, the accuracy
of the data is also important. Where only a few
data items are unreliable, it may be practical to
carry out alternative assessments to test the
effects on the results of the data items in
question. It must be remembered in general that
an inaccurate data item may affect not only the
efficiency rating of the unit it relates to, but also
the efficiency ratings of other units in view of
the relative nature of those efficiencies.
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In the light of this, it was decided to assess
SP's with data obtained for 2 inputs and 3
outputs.
The inputs are investment (in dollars),
number of researchers and level of
infrastructure. The outputs are number of
businesses created and total revenue of tenants.
The inputs and outputs described in this paper
are shown in Table 1.
RESULTS
After defining the inputs and outputs, DEA
was applied to each of the 10 SP's producing the
concise results presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Inputs and outputs for evaluating
SP's
Inputs

Outputs

Investment (in dollars)

Number
of
businesses created

Number of researchers

Total revenue
tenants

of

Level of infrastructure

SP1
SP2
SP3
SP4
SP5
SP6
SP7
SP8
SP9
SP10

Efficiency
Rating

Reference
Subset

0.90
0.91
1
0.92
1
0.65
0.94
1
1
0.87

performance targets can be set for the SP's so
that it may improve its efficiency. The reference
set of an inefficient SP's consists of the SP's
having an efficiency of 1 with respect to the
optimal weights for the inefficient SP's. For a
useful interpretation of DEA results it is
necessary to combine the information contained
in Table 2 with whatever other information is
available about the SP's. Therefore, it is
important to discuss the results of a DEA
application with management in the light of
their knowledge of special characteristics of the
SP's network in general and specific SP's in
particular. Such discussions are likely to
provide useful insights into the reasons for the
variability of efficiency ratings among SP's. As
a first step towards interpreting the results of
DEA, it is worth exploring some explanations of
the variation among efficiency ratings. One
such explanation would be the operation of
economies of scale in some form. By
construction, DEA assumes that the SP's do not
benefit from economies of scale. However, if
such economies did exist, SP's performing a
larger number of services would be more
efficient than SP's performing fewer services.
This putative explanation was rejected after
examination of the distribution of inefficient
SP's among SP's with varying volumes of
services.
A valuable contribution of DEA occurs
when its results contradict management’s
accepted knowledge about the SP's, thus
prompting an in-depth investigation. Such an
investigation may bring into light information
about the operation of the SP's, which up to that
moment had been ignored. So, DEA can be
considered as part of a continuous process of
information generation and understanding.

Table 2. SP's efficiency ratings
Science
Parks
(SP)
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SP8, SP9, SP3
SP5, SP8
SP8, SP9

CONCLUSION

SP3
SP5, SP8

SP8,

SP9,

SP3,

SP5

Of the 10 SP's in the sample, four have a
maximum efficiency rating of 1. With respect to
each inefficient SP's, DEA also identifies its
reference set of efficient SP's, and more
generally it provides a framework within which

The essence of the present paper is to
introduce DEA as a very useful means to
measure the relative efficiency of SP's in Iran
and benchmarking them with each other to
minimize costly consequences of blinded-eye
developed SP's.
SP's are different because of their goals,
nature, environment, expectations, roles in
development of countries and some other
characteristics that make differences more lucid.
The upshots of the runs have been analyzed and
pertinent solutions have been addresses.
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Inefficient SP's are located in deprived
provinces so there is a very little motivation for
researchers to immigrate there. Low quality
infrastructure has worsened the situation.
Governmental budgeting has considered
successful provinces in high priority, while
deprived provinces need more attention
especially for their population and employment.
This has led to low investment in SP's which
consequently has affected efficiency of
inefficient SP's.
Studying efficient SP's shows they have
good and systematic plans for their marketing
which has influenced their number of businesses
created in terms of products and services, while
inefficient SP's have focused on their local
markets which are not so demanding. Efficient
SP's have broadened their markets through
taking part in international exhibitions and other
promotion ways.
Promoting markets by SP's can reinforce
revenue. Many local industries in inefficient
SPs' vicinity are not aware of the services they
can get from SP's.
The results of the study show that SP's can
be developed in a better way by altering the
relevant inputs and outputs defined for
benchmarking them.
Furthermore, it is
concluded that SP's could be managed much
better than what today are managed.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
If the result of this study has been analyzed
systematically and periodically, it will help the
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process of developing SP's and incubators. The
SP's must develop their databases and the
mechanisms of gathering and updating needed
data. These data also can help the planner of
SP's in Iran to plan more effectively and
efficiently.
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ABSTRACT
The main goal of this paper is to introduce a nonlinear DEA model for relative efficiency of
the firms working closely with comparison of the Iranian Electricity Distributin Sector. DEA is
basically a liner programming technique used for measuring the relative efficiency of decision making
units. For the purpose of the study, nonlinear DEA model is offered. CCR_O DEA as well as nonlinear
DEA model are applied to evaluate the efficiency of Electricity Distribution in the country. We have
also suggested taking Geometric Programming (GP) to solve the nonlinear model.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to apply an
improved nonparametric method for measuring
efficiency of a group of electricity distribution
firms in Iran. The technique of Data
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) introduced by
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978)
seeks to determine with units from an
envelopment surface or efficient frontier or
empirical production function.

PRODUCTION FUNCTION

DEA models can be oriented: (i) to the
reduction of inputs-input orientation, or (ii) to
the augmentation of outputs – output
orientation.

In standard microeconomic theory, the
production function shows the maximum
amount of outputs that can be achieved by
combining various quantities of inputs, Vinod
(1968). Two fundamental approaches are used
for the estimation of production function in
economics, the parametric and nonparametric
approaches. In DEA, a mathematical
programming model is applied to observational
data providing a way of obtaining empiricial
estimates of production function or efficient
production possibility surfaces.

For the purpose of the study, nonlinear
DEA model is offered. We have also suggested
taking Geometric Programming to solve the
nonlinear model.

In formal economic theory a joint
production function (or, rather, a production
relation) can be portrayed in the following
form, Arnold (1996):

In this paper, we introduce production
function, then some previous studies are
reviewed. We present a nonlinear CobbDouglas DEA model and suggest Geometric
Programming to solve the nonlinear model.
This paper gives the results for the empiricial
case. The last section concludes with some
remarks.

F( y 1 , y 2 ,..., y s , x 1 , x 2 ,..., x m ) = o (1)
When an entity such as a business firm
produces s joint outputs, y1, y 2 ,..., y s ,
utilizing m inputs, x1, x 2 ,..., x m .
Some outputs may have positive effects on
the production of other outputs, or vice versa,
and the same is true of the inputs.
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As a special form of (1) is the following
form:

f ( y 1 , y 2 ,..., y s ) = g ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x m ) e ε (2)
Equation (2) in the special form is:
αs
β1 β 2
βm ε
2
(3)
y1α1 y α
2 ...ys = βo x1 x 2 ...x m e

NONLINEAR COBB-DOUGLAS DEA
MODEL
We propose nonlinear DEA model as
follow:
s

i =1

r =1

s.to :
s

m

r =1

i =1

Vo−1 ∏ ( yrj ) U r ∏ (x ij ) −V i ≤ 1 (6)
v
U, V ≥ 1

j = 1,..., n

where:
n=Number of DMU's

PREVIOUS STUDY
Charnes et al. (1982) extended the DEA
approach by developing a multiplicative (or
log) efficiency measure.
The charnes et al. (1983) multiplicative
model can be stated as follow:
For the p-th Decision Making Unit
(DMU):
s
m
η
µr
ζ
ν
Max m p = ( e
y rp ) /( e
x ipi )
r =1
i=1

∏

∏

s.to :
s

m

r =1

i=1

i =1

s.to :

r=1

i =1

(η − ζ) + ∑µr ŷ rj − ∑νi x̂ ij ≤ o (5)
− µ,−ζ ≤ o , µr , νi ≥ δ > o

m+s+1=Number of Variables

Ur = the multiplier (weight) of r-th
output

Vi = the multiplier (weight) of i-th input
x ij = the amount of the i-th input
(i=1,2,…,m) of the j-th DMU

j = 1,2,..., n

Max Mp = (η − ζ) + ∑µr ŷrp − ∑νi x̂ip

m

n=Number of constraint

In this model the objective function, x o ,
is convex and also the constraint functions are
convex.

By taking logarithms on inputs, x ij `s and
outputs, y rj `s (4) can be rewritten as:
s
m

s

m=Number of inputs

(4)

µ r ≥ δ > o and v i ≥ δ > o

r=1

s=Number of outputs

y rj = the amount of the r-th output
(r=1,2,…,s) of the j-th DMU

( eη ∏ yµrj r ) /( e ε ∏ x νij i ) ≤ 1

η ≥ o, ζ ≥ o

m

Min xo = Vo∏ ( xip )V i ∏ ( yrp ) −U r

Where the α`s and the β`s represent
parameters to be estimated for the outputs and
the inputs.
It is to be noted that (3) is to be interpreted
as a multivariate relation in which random
elements are associated with both the outputs
y1, y 2 ,..., y s and the inputs x1, x 2 ,..., x m .
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j = 1,2,...,n
r,i

Where x̂ ij = log xij and ŷ rj = log y rj
The charnes et al. (1983) model has the
same formulation as (4) except that the model
requires η = ζ = o and δ = 1.

Therefore the feasibility region is a
convex set. In this case according to the
following
theorem
minimizer
is
global(Franklin,1980):
Theorem: Any local minimizer of a
convex function f(x) defined on a convex
n
subset c of R is also a global minimizer.
GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING
Geometric Programming is a method for
solving a class of nonlinear programming
problems. It was developed by Richard Duffin,
Clarence Zener and Elmor Peterson. It is used
to minimize function which in the form of
posynomials subject to constraints of the same
type(Rao, 1984). It differs from other
optimization techniques in the emphasis it
places upon the relative magnitudes of the
terms of the objective function rather than the
variables. Instead of the finding the optimal
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values of the design variables first, Geometric
Programming first finds the optimal value of
the objective function.

As in the case of unconstrained
optimization, we transform the design
variable as

This feature is especially advantageous in
situations where the optimal value of the
objective function may be all that is of interest.

x i = e w i i = o,1, 2,..., n (10)

This method requires the objective
function and the constraints in the form of
posynomials.
Geometric programming deals with
problems in which the objective and the
constraint functions are of the following type.
n

xo = f ( x ) = ∑ U j

Where wi can take any real value
without xi becoming negative. We define the
variables ∆ kj as
m

∆o j =

co j ∏ x i o ij
a

i =1

xo

>o

j = 1,2,..., No (11)

and

(7)

n

∆ kj = C kj∏ x i kij

j=1

a

k = 1, 2,..., m

(12)

i =1

j = 1, 2,..., N k

where
n

U j = c j∏ x i

a ij

j = 1,2,..., N (8)

so that

i=1

No

it is assumed that all c j > o and N is
finite. The exponents a ij are unconstrained in
sign. The function f(x) takes the form of a
polynomial except that the exponents a ij may
be negative. For this reason, and because all
c j > o , Duffin and Zener give f(x) the name
posynomial.
If the objective function and all
constraints are expressible in the form
posynomials, geometric programming can
used most conveniently to solve
optimization problem.

∑∆
j =1

Nk

1 − ∑ ∆ kj ≥ o

n

j=1

i =1

ln

Where

Nk

− wo + ∑ a oij w i

n

(9)

j=1

i=1

a

the

coefficients

c o j ( j = 1,2,..., N o ) and, c kj ( k = 1, 2,..., m;

j = 1, 2,..., N k ) are positive numbers, the
exponents
ao ij and a kij are any real
numbers, m indicates the total number of
constraints , N o represents the number of
terms in the objective function, and
Nk denotes the number of terms in the kth
constraint. The design variable x1, x 2 ,..., x n
are assumed to take only positive values.

(15)

j = 1,2,..., No

i =1

ln

∑Ckj∏ xi kij ≤ 1, k =1,2,..., m

k = 1, 2,..., m (14)

n
∆o j
= −ln x o + ∑ a oij ln x i =
co j
i =1
n

∆ kj
c kj

n

n

i=1

i=1

= ∑ a kij ln x i = ∑ a kij w i

(16)

j = 1,2,..., N k , k = 1,2,..., m

s.to :
g k (x) =

(13)

By taking logarithms on both sides of
Eqs. (11) and (12) we obtain

the
of
be
the

a

Min xo = f (x ) = go (x) = ∑Coj∏ xi oij

=1

j =1

Let the constrained minimization
problem be stated as:
No

oj

Thus the original optimization problem
can be restated as follows.

Min wo = lnxo
s.to :
No

∑∆
j=1

ln

oj

=1

n
∆o j
= − w o + ∑ a o ij w i j = 1,2,..., N o (17)
co j
i =1

n
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ln

= ∑ a kij w i

c kj

i =1

j = 1,2,..., N k , k = 1,2,..., m
Nk

∑

AN EMPIRICAL
1 − ∆ ≥ oSTUDY

k = 1, 2,..., m

kj

j =1 paper we compare the relative
In this
efficiency of 39 firms working in the
Electricity Distribution sector in Iran.

The DEA approach has been applied to
measure efficiency in electricity distribution
e.g. by Weyman, Jones (1992), Pollitt (1995),
Hjalmarsson and Veiderpass (1992), Pardina,
Rossi and Ruzzie r (1999), Jamasb and pollitt
(2001), IPART (1999), Hattori (2001), Hattori,
Jamasb and Pollitt (2002).
We consider five input variables
consisting of number of professional and
ordineral employees, high voltage and low
voltage
lines
(km),capacity
of
transformers(MVA) and six variables represent
output including: residential sales (Mwh),
public sales (Mwh), agriculture sales (Mwh),
industrial sales (Mwh), commercial
sales
(Mwh) and number of residential customers.
Detailed statistics from Iranian electricity
consumption for the years 2001-2002 was used
as the source of information for the nonlinear
Cobb-Douglas DEA model and CCR-O DEA
model (linear) are applied to evaluate the
efficiency of electricity distribution in
Iran(Kazemi,2004).
These two models are output oriented and
can be stated as follows:
5

Min z = ∑Vi xip
i=1

s.to:

(18)

6

∑Ur yrp =1
r=1
5

6

∑Vi xij − ∑Ur yrj ≥ o
i =1

r=1

Vi , Ur ≥ 0. 000001

j = 1, 2,...,39

i = 1, 2,....,5, r = 1,2,...,6

5

6

i =1

r =1

Min x o = vo ∏ (x ip )Vi ∏ ( yrp )−Ur
s.to :
−1

( vo )
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5

∏
i =1

(x ij)

−Vi

(19)

6

∏
r =1

(y rj)

j = 1,2,...,39
Vo ≥ 1, Vi , Ur ≥ 1
r = 1,2,...,6

Ur

≤1

i = 1,2,....,5

The results are provided in table (1).
CONCLUSION
The nonlinear Cobb-Douglas DEA model
is of the form of a convex function defined
over a convex set and that if a solution exists,
it will be a global solution.
The result of solving linear output oriented
DEA model indicate that firm numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 25,
32, 33, 34, 38 and 39 are efficient and the
firms are inefficient. The results of solving
nonlinear output oriented DEA indicate that
firms numbers 1, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33, 38 are
efficient and the other firms are inefficient.
We observed similar results in 80 percent
of all decision making units in both models.
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Table (1): Results

DMU i
DMU1
DMU2
DMU3
DMU4
DMU5
DMU6
DMU7
DMU8
DMU9
DMU10
DMU11
DMU12
DMU13
DMU14
DMU15
DMU16
DMU17
DMU18
DMU19
DMU20

Linear
DEA
Model
1
1
1
1
1
1.0436
1.2367
1
1.1891
1.2012
1.1590
1
1
1
1
1
1.827
1
1
1

Nonlinear
DEA
Model
1
9.925
2.235
1
1
6.244
1.071
1.010
6.585
63.771
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.9999 ≈ 1
1.59

DMU i
DMU21
DMU22
DMU23
DMU24
DMU25
DMU26
DMU27
DMU28
DMU29
DMU30
DMU31
DMU32
DMU33
DMU34
DMU35
DMU36
DMU37
DMU38
DMU39

Linear
DEA
Model
1
1.2369
2.00015
1.1249
1
1.1896
1.0383
1.0383
1.8971
1.2490
1.1834
1
1
1
1.0080
1.0813
1.1187
1
1

Nonlinear
DEA
Model
1
1.004
4.432
17.093
1
1.021
84.098
16.045
1.002
5.367
39.585
1
1
42.903
100.962
1.182
17.058
1
2.690
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an examination of the applicability of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
to the better planning of well-drilling operations from the managerial point of view. The method can
introduce preference individual input levels over alternative path to efficiency. The study focuses on
three types of indices in well drilling program, represented by the well drilling cost, time and depth for
the determination of how far the increasing the drilling resources is reasonable. The data analyses and
results based on 35-drilled wells are presented next along with their specifications.
Keywords: Data Envelopment Analysis, Well drilling, Oil and Gas industry.

INTRODUCTION
Drilling is a sub-system of the oil
production chain and an efficient operation
raises the productivity of the prime factors of
production (labour and capital) and the
profitability of the drilling units thereby
permitting higher levels of output, income, and
employment. On the other hand, the
continuous changes in the international drilling
technology and management, to better meet the
pressing needs of oil industries are resulting in
an increasing pressure on companies to reorient their roles and functions to meet the
demands of such operational environment.
Managers are often under great pressure to
improve the performance of their companies.
To improve their performance, drilling
managers need to constantly evaluate
operations or processes related to the provision
of better services to the users. This entails the
rethinking of developmental drilling strategies
as well as implementing reforms in the
legislative,
regulatory,
and
managerial
environment.
Naturally
therefore,
the
efficiency of the drilling operations has
become a critical factor for an oil company’s
competitiveness and its trade prospects. The

better planning and monitoring of the drilling
performance, in such a fast changing world, is
very crucial in the measurement of its level of
efficiency and thereby competitiveness. The
application of traditional production function
methodology to special production units, in
order to find out the nature and strength of the
explanatory variables, is not new, but beyond
the conventional wisdom in production
economics, drilling unlike other manufacturing
decision making units (DMU), represents a
special system that cannot be fully understood
simply by investigating the quantity of labour
or capital alone. Hence, well drilling efficiency
is expected to be highly dependent upon
factors, which are not merely labour or capital.
Thus, the mere amount of capital is not
sufficient to ensure the efficiency of a drilling
operation. What is important is how this
capital is allocated and utilised in order to
enhance performance. Therefore, the use of the
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is likely to
better reflect the input-output relationships.
The point is not that capital or labour is
unimportant.
Performance evaluation and benchmarking
are widely used methods to identify and adopt
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best practices as means of improving the
performance and increasing productivity, and
are particularly valuable when no objective or
engineered standard is available to define an
efficient and effective performance. For
example, consider well drilling operations. The
major inputs include the drilling cost and time,
and the output is the well depth. As a matter of
fact, evaluation of the performance of well
drilling under such a complex environment is
difficult. Therefore, benchmarking is often
used in managing service operations, because
service standards (benchmarks) are more
difficult to define than manufacturing
standards. Difficulties get further enhanced
when the relationships between the inputs and
the outputs are complex and involve many
unknown tradeoffs. DEA is a tool that can
evaluate the performance and benchmarking of
well drilling services in the context of multiple
inputs and outputs.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a
new and alternative approach to measure the
performance and efficiency of well drilling
operations, since efficiency ratings are likely to
serve as a powerful tool for authorities in
assessing the comparative performance of their
operation on each well. The introduction of a
safe interval for input’s quantities at the
beginning of drilling new wells also plays an
important role for any activity, which needs to
be programmed.
The paper is organised as follows. The
following section outlines the concept and
measurement of DEA. The one thereafter
concentrates on data and model specification.
Finally, computational results and conclusions
are to be reported.
Evaluation Approach
DEA, as developed by Charnes et al
(1978), is basically a linear programming
application to measure relative efficiency
among similar DMUs entailing multiple inputs
and outputs. Suppose we have a set of n peer
DMUs, which produce multiple outputs vector
Y, through utilising observed multiple inputs
vector X, respectively. The production
possibility set F will then be defined as
follows:
F = {( Y , X ) | X can produceY}

An efficient frontier (or production
technology) can be represented by a set of
DMUs that satisfy efficiency conditions. This
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efficient frontier requires the following two
basic assumptions (Shephard, 1970).
First, the efficient frontier should satisfy
the convexity assumption of the production
possibility set F. This means that, for a DMU
with a single input A and single output B, if

(y A,x A )∈ F and (yB,xB )∈ F, then
{?{ A +(1-??)B,?A +(1-??)B ,0 ≤ ? ≤1}∈ F
Where λ is a variable concerning the
linear combinations of DMUs.
Second, the efficient frontier should
satisfy the ‘free disposability’ assumption of
inputs and outputs. This means that, for inputs,
if
(y A ,x A ) ∈ F and x A ≤ x B , then
A B
(y ,x ) ∈ F , and for outputs, if
(y A ,x A ) ∈ F
and
y A ≥ y B , then
B
A
(y ,x ) ∈ F .
Shepherd (1970) provided another
functional representation of production
technology defining a distance function as:
D(Y , X ) = min{θ | ( X , Y / θ ) ∈ F}

Where θ is a variable representing the
efficiency index and D(Y, X) is an outputoriented distance function. To estimate such a
distance function, Aigner and Chu (1968) used
linear programming, which later helped
Charnes et al (1978) framing the DEA
methodology displayed in the following
equation. Interestingly, this optimal solution
can be viewed as reciprocal of Farrell’s (1957)
technical efficiency estimates.

P :Maximize UYp
1
s.t.
VX p =1

UY −VX ≤ 0. ∀j = 1,...,n
j
j
U ≥ e1,V ≥ e1

P : Minimize ? − e(1s+ + 1s− )
2
s.t.
?X p − X? − s+ = 0
Y? − s − = Y p
? ≥ 0 ,s+ ≥ 0 ,s− ≥ 0
ε is a very small positive number that
prevents the weights from vanishing see
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MirHassani at el. (2004) (formally, ε should be
seen as a non-Archimedean constant),
−
si , s +r represent the slack variables and λj are
variables whose optimal values will define an
efficient production possibility minimising
inputs DMU0 without detriment to its output
levels. As a result, the optimal solution of P1
and P2 represents the estimated efficiency of
DMU0. This model must be solved for each
DMU. An integrated model was also proposed
by MirHassani at el. (2002) to calculate the
efficiency of all the DMUs simultaneously.
These equations represent a CCR model,
which considers the constant returns to the
scale condition of the efficient frontier to retain
the above two basic assumptions, whereas the
constant returns to the scale condition means,
for k>0, if (Y, X)∈F, then (kY, kX) ∈F.
Adding

∑λ

j

the

convexity

constraint

= 1 to the traditional CCR model, the

BCC model Banker et al (1984) estimates the
pure technical and scale efficiencies, on the
assumption that there exists variable returns to
the scale in the production technology.
Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) use DEA to
estimate alternative input-output target levels
to render relatively inefficient organisation
units efficient. Thanassoulis et al (1996) find
DEA suitable for setting targets in order for the
units to become more efficient. This is mainly
due to the fact that DEA takes simultaneous
account of all the resources and outputs in the
assessment of the performance.
The Data and Model Specifications
The challenges of drilling and setting the
completion of oil wells are significant. The
conventional well construction technology is
limited and highly expensive. Well engineering
and operations’ planning are typically projectoriented, and the demands of personnel
resources and necessary lead times vary a lot.
The quality of the planning, ability to make
necessary decisions and commitments, clear
definition of interfaces and distribution tasks
are critical aspects for the success of the
project. All drilling and well operations shall
be properly planned and executed to achieve
the objectives of the activity, with a strong
focus on the cost, time, and depth
effectiveness. The goals should be defined
accordingly. The main goals should be set for
individual drilling wells, and in a manner that
enables measurement via clear performance
indicators, and with the due consideration of
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the possible benchmarking purposes. The goals
should address the objectives of the activity
and the targets of the performance. A rig
service and supply plan should be prepared
when the details of the well design and the
operations’ program are about to be completed.
The plan will typically identify the equipment,
services and consumables needed for the
various drilling hole, in order to support the
operations without delay. Special requirements
for the actual well must be identified per hole
to be drilled. Each hole may require a special
drilling fluid system. The number of systems
per well will, however, be limited and the
reuse of mud should be emphasized in order to
maintain the total efficiency and reduced costs.
As part of the monitoring system, the
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) is
supporting a study to benchmark the current
well drilling costs and technologies. This has
been designed to provide current drilling
technology and cost benchmarks as reference
point for evaluating future cost improvement
from any change in operation’s management or
technologies. For the purpose of this study, the
35 previously drilled-wells located on one
field, drilled within the past 2 years, will be
considered. The wells can be categorized based
on their formation, geographical location, their
pressure in reservoir and so on. As part of the
ongoing drilling benchmark study, a data set of
all wells within the area was extracted

Read X
Read Y
P=36
Read MaxCost, MinTime, MaxK, Dp
Xp1 =MaxCost
Xp2 =MinTime
Yp1 =Dp
For k =1 to MaxK
Xp1 =Xp1 -∆c
Xp2 =Xp2 +∆t
Solve CCR Model P3
Save θk
Ck=θk *Xp1
Tk=θk *Xp2
Endfor
Pseudo Code 1

selecting only the wells that met the criteria.
Information was collected through operation
documentation, interviewing the operators that
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had prominent experience in drilling wells in a
specific geographical area .
P3: Min

θ

s.t.

∑x

ij

λ j ≤ xipθ

i = 1,..., m

j

∑y

rj

λ j ≥ y rp

r = 1,..., s

j

λj ≥0

j = 1,..., n

The first major challenge in the
examination and comparison of the well costs
was to establish a data management system
that would categorize costs in a consistent
manner across years. Once the costs were
realized, the corresponding depths and times
could be established. Since technology
advances have had significant impacts in the
reduction of the drilling costs and time, the
wells drilled in the same area with the same
target can have different time and cost
requirements. In addition, an important
innovation in the recent decades has been the
extent of horizontal and directional drilling.
Horizontal drilling refers to the ability to guide
a drill-string to deviate at all angles from the
vertical, which allows the well bore to intersect
the reservoir from sides rather than top. This
allows a much more efficient extraction of
resources from thin or partly depleted
formations.
The Benchmarking costs of wells are of
importance to industry and NIOC to identify
the areas where new activities can culminate in
the most impact and also to measure how
much improvement can be achieved. A
measure of the horizontal and directional
drilling is used in the DEA framework to
partition the impacts of the technological
change into components associated with
specific technological innovations. The DEA
framework was used to measure the
productivity change and to carry out the
various decompositions described above,
thereby contributing to a better understanding
of the nature of the change for our application.
DEA requires the data on the input usage and
on the characteristics that determine the output.
We take cumulative input value for horizontal
& directional drilling. In the assessment of the
operational efficiency of the drilled wells, the
inputs might include the costs and time, while
the output concerns the depth of the well. The
data for DEA model is reported in Table 1.
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Horizontal Since all wells have been
drilled in the same region and the variable cost
is mostly greater than the fixed cost, the
constant return to the scale model might appear
plausible.
Table 1:Inputs and Outputs of Drilled
Wells
No.
Cost
Time
Depth
1
8994.614
3793
3990
2
7439.167
3020
3700
3
10947.09
4740
3839
4
6664.461
3152
2702
5
11564.33
4029
4178
6
4826.304
2557
3930
7
4519.758
2003
3862
8
10431.51
2068
3461
9
5626.535
2049.5
3885
10
6538.588
2432
3336
11
4470.351
2370
3893
12
4592.705
1635
3174
13
18180.65
4824
3724
14
10315.4
3840
4153
15
18000.16
5049
3934
16
6941.736
1886
3645
17
10172.97
3136
3580
18
17461.34
3435
4160
19
14195.08
2419
3990
20
10804.54
2299
3942
21
24706.61
2413
4155
22
12279.41
2120
3918
23
16772.09
2246
3856
24
17315.77
2280
3755
25
2745.381
1426
3783
26
3216.959
1402
2913
27
10861.68
3380
4062
28
12091.62
2600
3993
29
15074.48
3200
4235
30
13915.3
2205
3548
31
8811.021
1875
2930
32
28004.57
3736
4400
33
13130.2
2265
4230
34
13198.71
2159
4074
35
15658.19
2267
4210
36
?
?
D36

The first step towards conducting a
relative efficiency analysis is to define the
characteristics that best describe the drilling
performance. To introduce the DEA model, (i)
the aggregated cost including the cost of
location preparation, rig installation, drilling
operation, casing, coring, cement, formation
evaluation, and well completion (ii) the total
time, including the time spent on different
holes and the waiting time have all been
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selected as inputs; (iii) the equivalent depth
including the depth of all holes from 26 to
4.125 inches would stand for the outputs.
These steps would be followed in the DEA
method to measure the efficiency of the drilled
wells and later to introduce safe intervals for
the inputs of a well with a known depth.
Step 1: Measure the efficiency of all the
previously drilled wells using the CCR
multiplayer Model P3 to find efficient cases in
the previously drilled wells.
Step 2: Calculate an interval for the cost and
time of the next planed well, say W36 (with
corresponding inputs Ck, Tk ,k=1…K, and
output D36 ) to be in the production possibility
set and efficient. To this end, we will set
different values for the first and second inputs
and calculate their efficacy, θk in presence of
all the observed DMUs (35 previously drilledwells). So for D36 , we have the Ck and Tk as its
estimate cost and time respectively. This way,
a set of virtual efficient DMUs (inputs Ck, Tk
and output D36, k=1…K) are generated that
serve the production possibility set as well as
being efficient. The algorithm is reported in
Pseudo Code 1.
Step 3: Calculate the minimum or practicable
cost and time where completing W36 drilling
operation will be feasible. Since there is a
fixed charge per day for rig service so we
would be able to calculate the least cost of
having a rig Tk days in work. Also there is a
maximum drilling length per hour according to
our experience on nearby wells, so we are able
to calculate a minimum time required for
drilling a well with a given depth, D36 .
Step 4: Determine an interval for the cost and
time W36 to be efficient and feasible. Since the
inputs calculated for some of virtual DMUs are
not practicable. This is a filtering activity to be
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run after step 2 based on the results generated
in step 3.
Computational Results
We use data reported in table 1 from
the 35 previously drilled wells to evaluate their
efficiency. We incorporate the constrained
multiplier,
input-oriented
DEA
model
described as P3. This two-input, one-output
model is measuring the efficiency of on going
drilling process by incorporating the necessary
inputs. The above inputs, Cost and Time for
W36 are ranged over the intervals [2200, 3200]
and [1350, 3000] respectively. Running the
pseudo code 1 for K=30 over the mentioned
ranges, thirty couple of Cost and Time
corresponding to the pre-specified Depth, D36
is obtained. The methods developed in the
paper assume implicitly that a given level of
resource has the same potential productivity at
all DMUs. Thus, there is no reason why the
same inputs cannot be used, in principle, to
estimate the total resource required by the
activity levels of any given DMU. Although
each pair of these inputs with output D36
defines an efficient DMU, practically some of
them are not feasible and practicable according
to the minimum cost or time requirement. This
situation has been depicted in Figure 1 and 2.
The Plot provides a visual indication of how
the various defined decision-making units
(DMUs), which are located on the "efficient
frontier" change and how they can move on the
efficient frontier. The different combinations
of costs and time are proposed in Table 2
where feasible and infeasible cases have been
marked by “Y” and “N” respectively. Also the
safety intervals for costs and time are divided
to two parts. In the first part, while time
increases from 1465 to 1886 the total cost
decreases from 2320 to 2301. In the second
part, while time increases from 1421 to1600,
the total cost would decrease from 2855 to
3053.
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Table 2: Cost and Time corresponding to D36
k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Time
1387.36
1382.07
1377.40
1383.47
1464.54
1546.62
1629.73
1713.88
1799.11
1885.93
1973.91
2063.08
2153.45
2245.07
2337.95

Cost
Feasible
2826.10
N
2631.56
N
2459.64
N
2323.79
N
2320.06
Y
2316.28
Y
2312.45
Y
2308.57
Y
2304.65
Y
2301.28
Y
2297.87
N
2294.41
N
2290.91
N
2287.36
N
2283.76
N

k
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Time
2435.66
2535.03
2636.10
2738.91
2843.50
1398.28
1420.69
1443.10
1465.52
1487.93
1510.34
1532.76
1555.17
1577.59
1600.00

Cost
Feasible
2283.43
N
2283.10
N
2282.76
N
2282.42
N
2282.07
N
3231.31
N
3184.70
Y
3139.42
Y
3095.41
Y
3052.62
Y
3010.99
Y
2970.49
Y
2931.06
Y
2892.66
Y
2855.25
Y
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CONCLUSION
This study was meant to simplify the DEA
analysis process including just the aggregated
values of the drilling Cost, Time and Depth. In
this paper, a technology forecasting system
was designed to facilitate the analysis of the
current efficient frontiers and technology
trends. We used DEA to determine how far
well drilling resources can increase while still
serving as efficient. The results would
illustrate the usefulness and limitations of
applying DEA to estimate the requirements of
each well with a given depth to be drilled
efficiently. The method is able to set realistic
improvement targets and visualize important
information to identify the under-achievers
work-plans.
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INFORMATION ON EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
TRAINING COURSES
Three masters level modules on the quantitative methods of Performance Management are available at
Aston University annually. Each module is four days and is delivered over two weekends. Delegates
can book a minimum of one day. This flexibility is designed to facilitate those from overseas or with
work and other commitments to take the modules. Special rates of £200 per day apply for those in full
time education. The modules together give the student cutting-edge understanding of technical
developments in the field of quantitative methods of performance measurement. The modules and
respective dates for 2004/5 are as follows:
Econometric Methods for Efficiency Measurement, including Stochastic Frontier Analysis
Methods:
Saturday 15.1.05, Friday 28.1.05, Friday 4.2.05 and Friday 18.2.05.
Data Envelopment Analysis
Sunday 16.1.05, Saturday 29.1.05, Saturday 5.2.05 and Saturday 19.2.05,
The Comparative Use of Econometric and DEA Methods for Performance measurement
Friday 15.4.05, Saturday 16.4.05 , Friday 22.4.05 and Saturday 23.4.05.

Bookings: e.thanassoulis@aston.ac.uk.

DEA SOFTWARE (WWW.DEASOFTWARE.CO.UK)
New software developed by Dr. A. Emrouznejad of Coventry University and Prof. E. Thanassoulis of
Aston University has been released. The software features the latest mo dels in Data Envelopment
Analysis combined with extensive data and output handling features. New features include:
−

Computation and decomposition of Malmquist indices;

−

Automated outlier identification and successive removal of outliers subject to user-specified
thresholds;

−

Target setting subject to user-specified preferences;

−

Estimation of efficiencies under Non-increasing, non-decreasing and exogenously fixed
variables;

−

Ability to handle unlimited numbers of assessment units;

−

Ability to automatically select subsets of units to be assessed (e.g. different categories);

−

Ability to do batch runs of sequences of pre-specified models;

−

Ability to do statistical tests/summaries/graphs etc.

−

Ability to import/export data from/to a variety of file formats (Excel, ODBC, etc)

−

And many more

Full range of facilities
dea.et@btinternet.com.

and

prices

available

at

www.DEAsoftware.co.uk

.
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